11.2C ORGANIZATION & INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS
Would appreciate real concern for community.

Record mixed but I praise the students for their invaluable volunteering. I'm very concerned about education for Berkeley residents and those enthusiastic students who help out at Cragmont Elementary (my particular site of interest) makes the difference between success and failure for many students.

Tedi Crawford
11.2C.1 REASON TO COMMENT LETTER C1

REASON TO COMMENT C1-1

The writer’s comment is noted.
Jennifer Lawrence,
I am a Cal graduate and local resident. I agree with the goals of the LRDP. A great university should have wide influence in nearby communities and provide intellectual benefits to its neighbors.
Karen Meldrum
Alameda, CA
11.2C.2 **Response to Comment Letter C2**

**Response to comment C2-I**

The writer’s comment is noted.
Dear Jennifer,

I have reviewed the website concerning Cal's new long range development plan. Rather than add my "two cents" to particular things I would like to see develop on the campus, I want to discuss a desired concept.

I graduated from UC Berkeley in 1971, my brother graduated from Cal in 1977, my oldest son graduated from Cal in 2000, our middle son is a Sophomore at UC Berkeley and will graduate in 2006, and my youngest son is a junior in high school (with an e-mail name he picked when he was 8 years old of "UCBerkFan") and he wants to go Cal and graduate in 2009. Please understand that the reason I am providing my Cal "pedigree" is to demonstrate how the whole experience that is Cal can permeate through just one family. As I get older I think more about legacies and how something done now will effect the future.

Please use this next 15 year development plan to continue the spirit that is embodied in the institution we affectionately call "Cal." First pass all the ideas and thoughts through a grid which asks the question "Will future (and past) generations of Cal alumni be proud of our product?" Will alums want to take their children/friends to the Berkeley campus and "show it off?" Will those associated with this University want to be identified with this University in the future?

Go for it. Go Bears!

Harry Bruno (1971)
11.2C.3  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C3

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C3-I

The writer’s comments are noted.
The plan seems to me to say too little about students. I was glad to see that housing had not been overlooked, but the tension between being a great research institution and a great teaching institution was already well-known when it was at Cal 40 years ago and certainly had not been significantly improved when my daughter was at Cal 5 years ago. Will the university focus on preparing students to fit into the existing society and economy or will it seek to develop independent thinkers and creative critics who will be true to themselves and true to human potential? Even if the hope would be to do both or, rather, to allow students to choose which each wishes to be, I think there needs to be a plan. Human development is unlikely to occur in the best way possible if left to chance or to the individual choices and plans of individual members of the faculty. Specifically, I think all the great books on the role of higher education have assumed that universities has done their job when they provide for the intellectual growth of students. However, fostering intellectual growth requires a more encompassing impact that assigning papers to write and books to read. Few students arrive with much confidence in the power of reason to do more than gather facts, to do more than use sophistry to make a case for whatever point of view one had at the beginning. How can a university as large and diverse as Berkeley affect students individually in an organized way and affect them deeply enough to foster the confidence in the power of mind necessary to making the best use of whatever else they learn? That seems to me to require attention to the psychological development of students. I am not thinking of providing more therapy, though that might be good as well. I am thinking about the ways Cal might nurture confidence not only in what can be accomplished intellectually but also the confidence of the individual student in what he or she can accomplish intellectually in improving their own lives but also in contributing to the community. There are those who see higher education today as a service station, a gas station. The goal is only to provide whatever the customer wants. That is not the model that helps individuals grow and blossom.

Is it possible for the university to aspire to reach such peaks? I think so. Harvard and Berkeley are different in so many ways that I certainly do not imagine that using Harvard as an example should imply that Berkeley should try to be like Harvard. However, I know of no other college that provides as good an example now of the goal I wish were addressed in a substantial way in the planning you are now doing. Harvard successfully conveys to its students that each one of them is important to the future of the world, that they are an infinitely precious resource, that from them must come the great of the next generation. From their recruiting materials to the way the institution deals with students, they have a consistent impact on the self-confidence of their students. I suspect they do this because so many of their students are the children of the wealthy and the famous and, also, customers who are paying a small fortune to be at Harvard. I am unaware that Harvard actually thought through what they are doing, though they may have. I also want to emphasize again that I am not proposing that Cal try to fake being Harvard, which almost certainly would fail for many reasons. But the success Harvard has at making its students feel better about themselves, feel the importance and value of what they can do with their minds, that success can give Cal the optimism that the planning process at Cal could develop a uniquely Berkeley way to have that profound and healthy an impact on Cal students.

If all students learn still is used only to serve the prejudices they started with, then all that learning has not really made much difference. How can Berkeley affect the soul, the respect for learning as a way to examine and resolve the prejudices, the confidence that the truth can make people free and that each Cal student should leave not only with knowledge and the skills to gather more knowledge but also with the optimism that he or she individually can think constructively and effectively about personal problems and community problems, that reason is powerful and sweet?
11.2C.4  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C4

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C4-I
The writer’s comment that the 2020 LRDP says too little about students is noted. However, it should also be noted that the purpose of the 2020 LRDP is specific: to serve as a guide for future land use and capital investment at UC Berkeley. It does not address the content of educational or service programs. The concerns articulated by the writer are more relevant to the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan, which has established the academic principles upon which the land use and capital investment framework described in the 2020 LRDP are based.
Helen Marcus

To: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

cc: Feedback Needed on Cal Master Plan

Subject: Feedback Needed on Cal Master Plan

Thanks, I saw a presentation at Alumni House a couple of months ago and made comments there. My greatest concern is that athletic playing fields continue to be sacrificed for building expansion. Please keep the open space for intermural games and pick up sports. There are too few places to go for recreation.

Helen Marcus 510 647-0730

----- Forwarded by Helen Marcus/MECHBANK on 04/15/2004 08:35 AM -----

"California Alumni Association"

To: "Helen Marcus"

To: marcus_helen@mechbank.com

cc: caa_connection@alumni.berkeley.edu

Subject: Feedback Needed on Cal Master Plan

04/15/2004 07:03 AM

Please respond to notice-reply-edsebs4pje3dxn

Dear Helen Marcus,

The University of California, Berkeley, has just released a new long range plan which will guide the physical development of the campus over the next 15 years. The draft Long Range Development Plan (LRDP), and its environmental impact report (EIR), are now available for public review and comment.

The goals of the LRDP are to support academic excellence, promote social interaction and intellectual collaboration, preserve the open space and natural beauty of the
11.2C.5 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C5

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C5-1
The 2020 LRDP recognizes the past decline in the number of playfields at UC Berkeley. Section 3.1.10 thus includes the policy to “Preserve existing recreational fields and restore the fields lost since 1990.” A project to replace Underhill Field has already been planned as part of the 2000 Underhill Area Master Plan, and this project is expected to begin construction in the very near future.
Hello,

As an Alumni I was encouraged to review the LRDP overview and offer preliminary feedback. Although without a good understanding of the options available for growth, my impression was the limitations on growth in the number of students through 2020 was much more restrictive than I would deem desirable. It would seem to me that the campus enrollment s/be allowed to expand at the rate of student population growth for the state as a whole – no less and no more as reasonable space accommodation plans can allow. Simply planning for an additional net increase of 4000 students between 2005 and 2020 would seem to be a figure at the absolute minimum (allowing for less than 1% p.a. growth), much less than what I might expect to be 2-3% p.a. population growth for college enrollment and the state population overall.

Curious whether you can provide any further background as to this assumption/limiting factor assumption. How was it derived?

Thank you,

John Hein
Cal Alumni
Class of 1976

******************************************************************************

This communication (including any attachments) may contain privileged or confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this communication and/or shred the materials and any attachments and are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this communication, or the taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited.

Thank you.
11.2C.6  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C6

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C6-1

The proposal in the 2020 LRDP to stabilize enrollment at a two-semester average of 33,450 students reflects the Objective to “stabilize enrollment at a level commensurate with our academic standards and our land and capital resources.” The 2020 LRDP Objectives are, in turn, based on the principles of the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan.

Although the current effort to increase enrollment by 4,000 students is part of a statewide strategy to accommodate the projected growth in college-age Californians, the most recent projections of demographic trends by the University suggest the rate of growth in college-age Californians is expected to level out by the end of this decade.

Moreover, UC Berkeley does not have the same capacity to absorb further growth as many other UC campuses. As noted in section 3.1.5, UC Berkeley is “… a mature, urban campus with aging facilities and limited capacity to expand … to the extent University land and capital are utilized to accommodate further enrollment growth, they can no longer be utilized for campus renewal.” Yet, as the oldest campus of the University, “… renewal of our buildings and infrastructure is crucial to our ability to recruit and retain exceptional individuals, to pursue new paths of inquiry and discovery, and to maintain our historic standards of academic excellence.”

The target enrollment proposed in the 2020 LRDP allows UC Berkeley to do its share to accommodate the growing statewide demand for a UC education, yet also allows UC Berkeley to conserve more of its resources for the critical task of renewal.
To whom it may concern:

If the intent of your e-mail was to put me on notice and inform me, you have not.

In the 2020LRDP information sent to me 15 April 2004, by e-mail, I see NO plans. There is NO way I can comment on potential impacts without seeing maps and plans.

Thank you.

Ann Reid Slaby, PhD
Attorney at law
345 Panoramic Way
Berkeley, CA 94704-1833
(510) 841-8755
11.2C.7 Response to Comment Letter C7

Response to comment C7-1

The email referred to by the writer was sent by the California Alumni Association, and did not originate from our department. However, we did respond to her email the same day, with information on how she could obtain the 2020 LRDP and EIR, both electronically and in hard copy.
Jennifer, where does one find the long range development plans for expansion or upgrades to Cal's athletic facilities (Memorial Stadium as an example) discussed in the 2020LRDP? The potential legal challenges to the upgrades to these is greatly reduced if they can be discussed in a broad based EIR like your 2020 document and not leave their fate to a stand alone document.

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Shapell Industries. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.

Shapell Industries of Northern California
100 North Milpitas Boulevard
Milpitas, CA 95035
408-946-1550

www.shapellnc.com
11.2C.8 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C8

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C8-1

Although any future project at Memorial Stadium would be evaluated within the context of the 2020 LRDP and its EIR, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. See Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project review.
The mention of LEED 2.1 certification is very exciting; greener buildings benefit all. It's nice to know The University cares.

--
Rishi Chopra
http://www.ocf.berkeley.edu/~rchopra
11.2C.9 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C9

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C9-1
The writer’s comment is noted.
I received an announcement about UC Berkeley's long term building plans. But, I also received a previous e-mail about the Governor's $372 million dollar cut to UC's budget. How can UC make building plans at this time?

--Diane Tokugawa '77
11.2C.10 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C10

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C10
The 2020 LRDP is a long-term plan, and is based on long-range projections regarding future growth and change in education and research, not on year-to-year fluctuations in the state budget, although those fluctuations can and do affect the pace at which objectives are achieved. Moreover, the state provides only a portion of the capital funds required by UC Berkeley: many new buildings are financed in part by gift and other funds.
Did you consciously decide not to honor my request that copies also be placed in the Claremont Branch of the Berkeley Public, and at Boalt Hall library?

And are you sending a copy to those of us who commented on the NOP and requested it?

Respectfully,

Tony Rossmann
Lecturer in Land Use and Water Resources Law
Boalt Hall

Anthony Rossmann -- ar@landwater.com
Rossmann and Moore, LLP
Right at the base of Hayes Street Hill
380 Hayes Street
San Francisco 94102
Tel 415.861.1401
Fax 415.861.1822
http://www.landwater.com/
11.2C.11 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C11

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C11-1

We replied to the writer that copies of the Draft EIR were available at the Claremont Branch and at the College of Environmental Design Library in Wurster Hall, which is adjacent to Boalt Hall. We also replied that unfortunately we were unable to send out copies of the documents due to the shipping costs, but that they were available for pick up at our office, for review at local libraries, as well as on-line.
I was able to download and print most of the sections of the Plan and EIR that I wanted. However, I was unable to download or print any of the project description section. I was trying to print the project description and the LRDP. Maybe there's some error there.
11.2C.12  **RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C12**

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C12-1**

We replied to the writer to get further information on his difficulties accessing the website. He responded, however, that his organization had received a copy of the 2020 LRDP and EIR, and no longer needed to view the documents over the internet.
Beginning with Rob Wrenn's thoughtful, articulate and well-researched commentary on traffic in Berkeley ("Taking Away Parking Did Not Increase Europe's Traffic Congestion" Daily Planet, April 9-12) to Malcolm Carden's letter in response to Wrenn's article (April 13-15) to UC Berkeley students Andy Katz, Brandon Simmons and Jesse Arreguin's commentary "UC on Collision Course with Traffic Jam" (April 13-15)...are we seeing a trend here?

Mr. Carden begins his agenda with a boost-business pitch: "Restricting parking and vehicular access in downtown Berkeley will mean less retail sales since shoppers will be required to schlep their shopping bags large distances from the stores to their cars." He then assumes the role of the devil's advocate by entertaining the idea of a "totally pedestrianized downtown" as a possible alternative scenario. Finally, he admonishes readers..."Don't complain about the absence of quality retail stores. You can't have your cake and eat it." (sic)

UC Berkeley students Katz, Simmons and Arreguin seem near paralysis struggling with their apocalyptic vision..."Imagine 2,900 new commuter parking spaces in Berkeley's downtown and southside making Berkeley's traffic nightmare only worse." Only once in their long commentary did they allude to bicyclists and pedestrians, and then only as victims of tailpipe emissions in a landscape of parked cars..."People getting to campus by bicycle and on foot will travel in clouds of car exhaust as 2,900 cars rest parked in the middle of major streets if the vision of the UC Berkeley Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) is realized."

While many people are concerned about the connection between Public Health, transportation and land use in Berkeley, the Alameda County Transportation Improvement Authority (ACTIA) is actually doing something about it. Recently it's Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee recommended large cash disbursements of Measure B Alameda County Sales Tax Revenue to two Berkeley-based programs: The UC Berkeley Bicycle Plan and the Tinkers' Workshop. The UC Berkeley Bicycle Plan addresses issues of bike access with the goal of increasing bike commuting and safety, access to the campus and bike parking. The Tinkers' Workshop offers free opportunities for Berkeley residents to develop skills using bike repair and maintenance tools. The also offer bike workshops for youth (averaging 75-participants per week) as well as a rides-program for 100-youth participants.

California, and Berkeley in particular, are
experiencing a huge bicycle revolution: In the biggest bicycle commute event in state history, an expected 35,000 cyclists will take part in "California Bike Commute Week 2004" from May 17-21. More than 200 pit stops will operate during the event offering riders an attractive alternative to the currently soaring gasoline prices.

While some Berkeleyites see only traffic jams of nightmarish proportion others, like author Iris Murdoch in "The Red and the Green", see a more life affirming vision of the future: "The bicycle is the most civil conveyance know to man. Other forms of transport grow daily more nightmarish. Only the bicycle remains pure in heart."

Joe Kemkes, Vice Chairperson
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Alameda County Transportation Improvement Authority
(510) 654 7529

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
11.2C.13 Response to Comment Letter C13

Response to comment C13-1

The writer accurately reports that UC Berkeley was awarded a bicycle planning grant from the Alameda County Transportation Improvement Authority. The plan will address bicycle access to the campus.

Under the 2020 LRDP, as stated in section 3.1.13, UC Berkeley would “... partner with the City and LBNL on an integrated program of access and landscape improvements at the campus park edge.” The goals of this policy are to improve safety, functionality, amenity, access and transit service on streets linking the campus to the adjacent blocks.
4/16/04
To Jennifer Lawrence
Capital Projects
UC Berkeley

From Clifford Fred

Please send me a copy of the Draft 2020 UCB Long Range Development Plan, and a copy of the Draft EIR for the Plan. Please put me on the mailing list to receive any future communications concerning the LRDP and the EIR, including any revised or final copies of each, and any subsequent meetings and hearings concerning these documents.

Thank you,

Clifford Fred
1334 Peralta Avenue
Berkeley, California 94702-1128
11.2C.14 Response to Comment Letter C14

Response to comment C14-1
We replied to the writer that unfortunately we were unable to send out copies of documents due to the shipping costs, but that they were available for pick up at our office, for review at local libraries, as well as on-line. We also responded that we would include him in our 2020 LRDP mailing list.
build up, not out, promote public transport instead of building more unsightly parking lots.
11.2C.15 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C15

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C15-1

The writer’s comment is noted. See Thematic Response 10 regarding transportation alternatives.
To whom it may concern,

I've tried accessing the EIR on line but the files are really big (it took 10 minutes to download the introduction at @ 56K connection - provided by the UC Berkeley ISP). Essentially, you're limiting access to people that can afford a high speed connection. This is really inconvenient and makes viewing the document and commenting on it unwelcoming. Short of going to the library, can you suggest a faster way to access the document or could you upload it to the web in a different format (it may not look as good but at least I won't have to wait an eternity to read it)?

Thank you for your attention to this matter,
Viktoriya Mass
We replied to the writer in an effort to get more information about her difficulties downloading the documents. We let her know that we would inform our IT staff to see if there was any way to solve this problem, but that the file she mentioned was only a few pages and it was unlikely we’d be able to make it smaller. We informed her that she could get a hard copy from our office or she could view the documents at one of the local libraries, if she was still unable to download the files.
To whom it may concern,

I have looked at your online documents containing details of plans for building the proposed Tien Center. The questions I have regarding the plans are the following: 1) Is the budget for UC Berkeley at this time for building separate from other budgets? Can UCB afford to build this new building which will not appreciably contribute to instruction or research, while the tuition fees are increasing terribly? 2) Is this building the most energy-efficient design that could have been chosen? Is it necessary to put so much cement/steps around it? Why not put more underground, as has been done with Doe Library? Many new buildings are sealed, air-conditioned and therefore require more energy than is warranted in this climate.

Thanks for your attention,
Lesley Evensen
(north Berkeley resident)
11.2C.17  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C17

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C17-1

The capital program at UC Berkeley is distinct from the operating budget. While UC Berkeley receives some capital funds from the state, these are primarily directed toward renovations to correct seismic deficiencies. Many new capital projects, including the Tien Center, are financed primarily through gift funds.

The writer's comments regarding the Tien Center's lack of contribution to instruction or research are unexplained, since as described in section 3.2.1, the center is planned as a state of the art facility for research and scholarship in East Asian Studies.

The design of the facility is as energy-efficient as possible, given the performance demands of a library housing many fragile materials. Windows will be partially operable, but open access is constrained given the risk of loss of library materials. The quantity of steps around the project is the result of complex topography and the need to provide access for people at all levels of mobility. The phase 1 and phase 2 buildings are both planned to be set into Observatory Hill, so substantial portions of the buildings are underground on the north and east sides, respectively. Placing more of the phase 1 building space underground would increase the project budget significantly.

Design work on phase 1 of the Tien Center began before the adoption of the UC Presidential Green Building and Clean Energy Policy. Nevertheless, the project has been designed to include several sustainable features in accordance with both University policy and the policies of the proposed UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP. With the provisional inclusion of the Berkeley Campus Green Building Baseline, the project will achieve equivalency with LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification. The LEED checklist has been used to identify areas for the project to incorporate sustainable design measures, ranging from careful selection of materials to indoor air quality, and systems monitoring during and after construction. Careful attention to energy conservation, site development and resource management will continue throughout working drawings and construction delivery.
Jennifer Lawrence, what a beautiful idea. How can one support such an idea?

Lindsey
11.2C.18 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C18

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C18-1
As noted in the 2020 LRDP, Strawberry Creek is daylighted through much of the Campus Park. See the map of riparian areas on page 3.1-40 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. The Strawberry Creek Environmental Quality Committee can be contacted through the UC Berkeley office of Environment, Health and Safety.
To the LRDP Planning Committee:

As an Albany community member, my children play on the green space to the west of Ocean View School, and benefit from the trees and plants on the green space to the east of Ocean View School. You may be aware of the back-to-back soccer and other sports games that occur here and at the small fields (Fielding and neighboring fields) at 5th and Harrison.

More than anything, Albany (and Berkeley) needs green space and open space. The LRDP, as I understand it, would assign considerable buildings to these few open plots of land.

We do NOT need another LARGE GROCERY STORE! My understanding is that a large "Safeway-type" story is under consideration for the intersection of Dartmouth and San Pablo, where the oldest Village housing now stands. That would bring additional traffic to that intersection, and another unnecessary commercial development to an already-saturated area.

Please save the Albany Village Green Space. The residents need it, and the neighbors need it.

Merry Selk
1016 Evelyn Ave., Albany, CA 94706
PHONE: 510/524-1898
FAX: 510/524-2265
email: merryselk@earthlink.net

.................................................................
11.2C.19  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C19

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C19-1
The writer’s comments on plans for University property in Albany, including support for play fields and opposition to a large grocery store, are noted. UC Berkeley properties in Albany and Richmond are not within the scope of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, as indicated at the bottom of page 3.1.7. No further response is required.
Flush your Nazi-Lehmer University,
your Nazi-SS-Lehmer-Rhodes-Oliver North-Tom Orloff-Olaf Palme country,
down the toilet
11.2C.20  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C20

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C20-1

The writer’s comments are noted.
Dear Jennifer Lawrence,

I am a UC Berkeley alumna (1977) and Berkeley resident. I want to write in regards to the Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) to vigorously support a public service and leadership center. I believe that the efforts of Cal-Serve and other organizations to start a Public Service and Leadership Center is important to fostering the ethic of civic engagement and service that characterized my Berkeley experience.

Thank you,

[Signature]

[Initials]
[Email: jidenk@yahoo.com]
11.2C.21 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C21

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C21-1

The writer’s support for a leadership and public service center is noted.
Gentlepersons:

The Patrick Point Trail, which starts across from an "antenna farm" along Grizzly Peak Blvd., crosses Alameda whipsnake habitat (it is a federally Threatened species). It is used frequently by mountain bikers, in violation of University policy. Their use of the trail is destroying whipsnake habitat, as well as endangering legitimate pedestrian users of the area (hikers). Mountain bikers are using that and the Panoramic Trail (parallel to the Jordan Trail, above it along the ridgetop) for high-speed downhill racing in full "body armor" (full face helmets and body padding). I have seen them traverse the trail twice in one day (they must have had someone carry them to the top of the hill in a vehicle). In addition, mountain bikers are creating their own trails through the woods south of Strawberry Creek (above Strawberry Creek Recreation Area), destroying more wildlife habitat.

The mountain biking is harming native wildlife. I saw a ringneck snake on the Panoramic Trail that had been crushed and killed by a mountain biker. Its body was broken in two places, separated by the width of a mountain bike tire. (I delivered it to Biology Professor William Lidicker, who verified my identification.) It is inevitable that Alameda whipsnakes will also be killed by mountain bikers.

The Patrick Point Trail is unnecessary, and should be closed and revegetated, to protect the whipsnake. There is a fire road that can be used by hikers to get to the same destinations, which is also safer. Mountain bikers have eroded the Patrick Point Trail so much that it is unsafe to walk on.

In addition, the ban on bicycles in the natural areas behind campus should be enforced. I have been hit by mountain bikers several times. They are hostile and belligerent toward anyone who tries to inform them that bikes aren't allowed on those trails. I suspect that some of the University police are mountain bikers themselves (e.g. Officer James Sprecher #61 <jdsiv@uclink4.berkeley.edu>), which may be one reason that there has been ZERO enforcement of the bicycle ban in the last decade or more.

Sincerely yours,

Mike Vandeman

P.S. For more information on mountain biking and its impacts, see http://home.pacbell.net/mjvande, especially http://home.pacbell.net/mjvande/mtb.htm.

===

I am working on creating wildlife habitat that is off-limits to humans ("pure habitat"). Want to help? (I spent the previous 8 years fighting auto dependence and road construction.)

http://home.pacbell.net/mjvande
11.2C.22 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C22

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C22-1

The comment presents the writer’s opinion that mountain biking in the hill campus is harmful to wildlife. Existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus could be examined by the Management Authority proposed by the 2020 LRDP for the Ecological Study Area. See page 3.1-54 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. The comment is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP or its Draft EIR, and no further response is required.
Hi all, the below commentary has been published in the current edition (April 27-29 page 8) of The Berkeley Daily Planet.
Ride On,
Joe

--- joe kempkes <kemp7138@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Beginning with Rob Wrenn's thoughtful, articulate and well-researched commentary on traffic in Berkeley
> ("Taking Away Parking Did Not Increase Europe's Traffic Congestion" Daily Planet, April 9-12) to Malcolm Carden's letter in response to Wrenn's article (April 13-15) to UC Berkeley students Andy Katz, Brandon Simmons and Jesse Arreguin's commentary "UC on Collision Course with Traffic Jam" (April 13-15)...are we seeing a trend here?
> Mr. Carden begins his agenda with a boost-business pitch: "Restricting parking and vehicular access in downtown Berkeley will mean less retail sales since shoppers will be required to schlep their shopping bags large distances from the stores to their cars."
> He then assumes the role of the devil's advocate by entertaining the idea of a "totally pedestrianized downtown" as a possible alternative scenario. Finally, he admonishes readers..."Don't complain about the absence of quality retail stores. You can't have your cake and eat it." (sic)
> UC Berkeley students Katz, Simmons and Arreguin seem near paralysis struggling with their apocalyptic vision..."Imagine 2,900 new commuter parking spaces in Berkeley's downtown and southside making Berkeley's traffic nightmare only worse." Only once in their long commentary did they allude to bicyclists and pedestrians, and then only as victims of tailpipe emissions in a landscape of parked cars..."People getting to campus by bicycle and on foot will travel in clouds of car exhaust as 2,900 cars rest parked in the middle of major streets if the vision of the UC Berkeley Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) is realized."
> While many people are concerned about the connection
> between Public Health, transportation and land use
> in
> Berkeley, the Alameda County Transportation
> Improvement Authority (ACTIA) is actually doing
> something about it. Recently it's Bicycle and
> Pedestrian Advisory Committee recommended large cash
> disbursements of Measure B Alameda County Sales Tax
> Revenue to two Berkeley-based programs: The UC
> Berkeley Bicycle Plan and the Tinkers' Workshop.
> The UC Berkeley Bicycle Plan addresses issues of
> bike
> access with the goal of increasing bike commuting
> and
> safety, access to the campus and bike parking. The
> Tinkers' Workshop offers free opportunities for
> Berkeley residents to develop skills using bike
> repair
> and maintenance tools. The also offer bike workshops
> for youth (averaging 75-participants per week) as
> well
> as a rides-program for 100-youth participants.
> California, and Berkeley in particular, are
> experiencing a huge bicycle revolution: In the
> biggest
> bicycle commute event in state history, an expected
> 35,000 cyclists will take part in "California Bike
> Commute Week 2004" from May 17-21. More than 200-pit
> stops will operate during the event offering riders
> an
> attractive alternative to the currently soaring
> gasoline prices.
> While some Berkeleyites see only traffic jams of
> nighmarish proportion others, like author Iris
> Murdoch
> in "The Red and the Green", see a more life
> affirming
> vision of the future: "The bicycle is the most civil
> conveyance know to man. Other forms of transport
> grow
> daily more nightmarish. Only the bicycle remains
> pure
> in heart."
>
> Joe Kempkes, Vice Chairperson
> Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
> Alameda County Transportation Improvement Authority
> (510) 654 7529
>
> Do you Yahoo?*
> Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
11.2C.23  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C23

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C23-1

The same letter appears as Comment Letter 13.
Dear Ms. Lawrence --

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the current plans for the Tien Library.

I was on faculty during Chancellor Tien's tenure & I fondly remember him to this day. I recall his admiration for our School of Social Welfare (housed in Haviland Hall), his jovial humor when attending events that we sponsored, his gentleness and self-effacing presentation. He traveled lightly and with refinement in our midst.

I must say that I am very shocked and disappointed with the proposed building to be named in his honor. Its scale is preposterous for the selected location, eliminating the last significant stand of wooded area on the north side of campus, removing a small but vital parking lot, and simultaneously dwarfing & obscuring the award-winning John Galen Howard design of Haviland Hall. The proposed building is not a monument to Tien, but a crushing imposition on the landscape. I'm sure that he would be enormously disappointed.

While the LRDP declares that its purposes are "to support academic excellence, promote social interaction and intellectual collaboration, preserve the open space and natural beauty of the campus, protect our architectural treasures, and help enrich the surrounding communities", this plan seems to contradict every one of the stated aims. In fact, its chief impression is that of a monstrous barrier designed to enrich only some construction maniac(s).

I urge you to reconsider this plan and "go back to the drawing board" for a more delicate and fitting tribute that will truly live up to the very commendable LRDP purposes.

-- Catharine J. Ralph

***********
Catharine J. Ralph, LCSW, PPSC
Regional Representative (Reg. XIII),
NASW Board of Directors
Field Consultant/Lecturer
School of Social Welfare
University of California, Berkeley
120 Haviland Hall
Berkeley, CA 94720 - 7400
ofc 510-642-8251
11.2C.24 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C24

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C24-1
The Tien Center project would not “eliminate the last significant stand of wooded area on the north side of campus” by which the writer is presumed to mean Observatory Hill. The majority of Observatory Hill would remain: as noted in section 4.3.8, the project would eliminate roughly 0.7 acres of oak woodland. As shown in figure 4.3-3, only one specimen tree would be lost; while several others lie near the perimeter of the project, they would be protected during construction.

The height of the cornice on the phase 1 building is roughly 340 ft above datum, compared to 325 ft for the central portion of Haviland Hall. However, it also compares to 372 ft for the main portion of McLaughlin Hall. In other words, as the elevation of the Central Glades descends from east to west, the buildings that frame the space would also descend in height. The height of the Tien Center is thus not out of scale with its role in the Classical Core ensemble, but rather fits within a logical east to west sequence in height from McLaughlin to Tien to Haviland.

See response to comment C30-3 regarding parking lost by the displacement of the Haviland parking lot.
Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue, Suite 300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380
May 5, 2004

RE: UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP

I am writing on behalf of the /Lower Summit Road Neighborhood Association/ whose members dwell on the 1500 block of Summit Road and on the 1500 Block of Grizzly Peak Boulevard.

We wish to go on record as being opposed to the development of the H1 and H2 areas as described in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

We are concerned with factual errors appearing in the Draft EIR document, pages 4.3-17 and 4.3-18.

Despite the comment that there is “... no evidence of surface water flows.” There is evidence of two improvements made by the University to control surface water flows in this area. Two short culverts define the headwater area of what is thought to be a creek that feeds into Strawberry Creek. These can be seen at the intersection of Grizzly Peak and Centennial Drive and at the end of the Summit Road cul-de-sac. Despite the LRDP statements regarding the desire to preserve the free flowing creeks in the central part of campus, construction on the H1 site would, without question, alter the quality and quantity of this flow to the degree it is fed by surface water.

The paragraph referring to Wildlife species fails to note that within just the last three years over 30 different bird species have been recorded by the Cornell University Ornithology Lab as having been observed in the H1 area. Among the species not mentioned in the LRDP EIR are raptors including Red Tail, Red Shoulder and Merlin hawks and horned owl. These birds have been observed consuming or attempting to consume garter snakes and gopher snakes as well as the rodents mentioned. The snakes themselves have also been spotted in the area. Construction in the H1 area would have an adverse impact on the population of animals and reptiles that do nest in the area although the EIR suggests, by omission, that they do not.

We are particularly concerned about the proposal to build housing in the H1 and H2 areas that are completely at odds with the prevailing zoning and construction practices in the bordering properties in Berkeley. As
there are no commercial facilities accessible by foot or bicycle that would permit purchase and transport of groceries, and available public transportation is scheduled so that it is not possible to utilize to attend campus events in the evening, the proposed construction will bring with it a very large increase in automobile traffic and associated adverse impacts.

The housing developments proposed for the H1 area are in a high risk fire zone already suffering from the practice of University employees parking on neighborhood streets to avoid paying campus parking fees. As a result lower Summit road is very difficult for both commercial and emergency vehicles to traverse, to say nothing of the difficulties faced by the residents. Adding to the vehicular traffic in the neighborhood, along Grizzly Peak and on Centennial drive will make emergency vehicle access to this high risk fire zone much more difficult and, without doubt, slow response times. Adding to the already heavily burdened fire protection responsibilities of the Berkeley Fire Department will degrade the quality of service now being provided by the necessity to respond to the needs of 100 new housing units.

In sum, we treasure the University as a good neighbor but, like a good neighbor, expect it will respect the safety and quality of life of its neighbors on Summit Road. Building on the H1 site, in particular, would not do this. We urge you, in the strongest possible terms, to remove the proposed development of the H1 and H2 areas from the LRDP.

David Nasatir
1540 Summit Road
Berkeley, CA 94708-2217
Phone 510.845.1029
Fax 510.644.2781
Email nasatir@cal.berkeley.edu
11.2C.25 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C25

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone. (The designations H1 and H2 are retained in the responses below for ease of reference.)

Response to comment C25-1

The referenced sentence on page 4.3-17 of the Draft EIR actually states “Two small swales occur at the northwestern edge of the area, but do not contain wetland vegetation or evidence of surface water flows.” These swales may convey stormwater runoff during the winter rainy period, but no signs of channel formation or active erosion were observed during the field reconnaissance surveys in 2003. Continuing Best Practice BIO-3 calls for mapping of wetlands and the extent of jurisdictional waters during planning and feasibility studies prior to development of specific projects in the Hill Campus, which would include the Faculty Housing Site H1.

Although presence of jurisdictional waters appears unlikely based on conditions observed during the field reconnaissance, the Corps reserves the right to make a determination over their jurisdiction on a case by case basis. Implementation of this Best Practice would serve to ensure any jurisdictional waters are accurately identified and adequately protected. No additional mitigation or revisions to the Draft EIR are considered necessary. See also Continuing Best Practice HYD-3, page 4.7-27 of the Draft EIR, which addresses design and implementation of improvements to retain and infiltrate stormwater.

Response to comment C25-2

The discussion of wildlife species associated with Faculty Housing Site H1 on page 4.3-17 was not intended to be an exhaustive list of all species which may occur on or frequent the site, but to simply provide a description of existing habitat and characteristic species. A number of raptors and other animal species may frequent the site, as the writer suggests. However, as indicated on page 4.3-17 of the Draft EIR, no evidence of raptor nesting or denning by larger mammal species was observed during the field reconnaissance surveys in 2003.

LRDP Mitigation Measure BIO-1-a on page 4.3-25 of the Draft EIR would ensure that pre-construction surveys are conducted prior to commencement of any project that may impact suitable nesting habitat on the Campus Park or Hill Campus. It would serve to avoid destruction of any active nests which could be established in the future. LRDP Mitigation Measure BIO-1-b would ensure that preconstruction roosting surveys for special-status bat species are conducted prior to commencement of any project that may impact suitable roosting habitat on the Campus or Hill Campus. No additional mitigation or revisions to the Draft EIR are considered necessary.

Response to comment C25-3

The writer’s opinion that the H1 and H2 areas are too inaccessible, and will bring an influx of traffic, is noted. Significant environmental impacts of any project proposed in
these areas would be subject to project-specific review. See Thematic Response 1 regarding tiered environmental review, and Thematic Response 8 regarding Hill Campus development.

**Response to comment C25-4**
The writer’s concern that emergency access to neighborhoods surrounding the Hill Campus will be challenged by proposed hill campus development is noted. Significant environmental impacts of any project proposed in these areas would be subject to project-specific review. See Thematic Response 1 regarding tiered environmental review, and Thematic Response 8 regarding Hill Campus development.
TO: Planners of the new housing project: 2020LRDP@CP.berkeley.edu
Facilities Services, 1936 University Ave #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Planning People:

I have learned that UCB is planning to build 100 housing units on 5.5 acres of land near Centennial and Grizzly Peak Bl. These two figures alone are enough to mark the project as sub-standard which will degrade both the University and the neighborhood, because after accounting for roads and utilities, there will only be about 1400 square feet of land under each unit thus leaving almost nothing left for its occupants to enjoy!! It will become a crowded Ghetto.

This has the character of slum-lord housing that I strongly object to.

There are other reasons for objecting to this proposal:

1) Grizzly Peak is already well-known for its natural un-spoiled beauty and it makes a lot of sense to continue the beauty of Nature which cannot be restored after it is lost. The proposed crowded UCB housing project will not leave space for a blade of grass, and will require cutting down all the trees, as well.

2) There exist tributaries of the small waterway "Strawberry Creek" in this area. In a dry state like California, water resources should be preserved and emphasized. It appears that this proposal would bury them beneath concrete!

3) The varied styles and charm of the houses in the neighborhood have been built over the last century. To continue this trend will multiply the values of old and new. It appears this project did not consider this potential asset.

In summary, I hope (and will cast my votes for this where possible) that this project will be scrapped, then sent back to the drawing board to be re-evaluated and re-planned with the above factors in mind.

Sincerely, Lie
Milo

Lie Wolff and Milo Wolff (owner-residents) at 1530 Grizzly Peak Bl.

"The most incomprehensible thing about the universe is that it is comprehensible". (A. Einstein) See Milo’s book.
11.2C.26 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C26

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C26-1 THRU C26-4
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

(Note, however, the figure of up to 100 faculty housing units cited by the writer was for the entire Hill Campus, not just the site formerly designated H1.)
COMMENT CARD
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
& CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT

Your "mode shift" away from alternative
transportation towards auto vehicle trips.

Stanford, UCLA, UC Davis - all have on campus
and better mitigation than Berkeley.

And hiding beautiful Haviland Hall with a rather too large
building.

Facilities Services • University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455

LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: CLAIRE RISCEY Contact Info:

COMMENT CARD
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
& CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT

The mitigation you propose
1. The lights to reduce traffic
2. Left turn pockets and right turn lanes
will hamper, not increase bike and pedestrian access
and safety. More traffic will hurt the citizens of
this city.

Facilities Services • University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455

LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: CLAIRE RISCEY Contact Info:
11.2C.27 **RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C27**

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C27-1**
See the discussion of comparable universities in Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand. The writer’s opinion regarding the size of the proposed Tien Center is noted.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C27-2**
The writer’s opinion regarding pockets, right turn lanes, and traffic lights is noted. See also response to comment C13-1.
COMMENT CARD

PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN & CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Proposed development of the #4 & #6 areas is based on faulty EIR assumptions and will degrade the health, safety of the residential area. Precluding the proposal development.

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA. 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455
LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu  E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: [David] Nasatir  Contact Info: [nasatir@cal.berkeley.edu]
11.2C.28  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C28

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C28-1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Please consider event parking in your traffic impact analysis. Your methodology considers 4,161 peak trips from Nov. 2022 at certain intersections, looking at figure 4.2. If you don't look at Berkeley Hills residential areas & areas along scenic major bus routes, we live on Euclid Avenue, north of the campus & during events such as concerts, games, or busy campus activity weekends, people park all the way up to an hour before & walk or take bus 63 down to the campus. Parking is an issue.

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1926 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.3013 Fax: 510.643.1455

LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: Jennifer Konda Contact Info: 510.558.7128

1039 Euclid Ave.

In more areas than are covered in your draft, please expand your traffic study coverage to more accurately address event parking maximum parking need, number & expected increases through 2020 in the final EIR. Also, during events predominant study intersection is closed & not open to the public at all. This creates additional traffic strain & isn't addressed. Road closure increase expected through 2020 shall be addressed.

Finally, adding mass transit trips in community mitigation however, consider additional AC Transit noise to residents (bus noises are louder than cars with door signals etc.)
11.2C.29 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C29

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C29-1
The writer suggests that the scope of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR analysis be expanded to include impacts of special events on parking and traffic. The writer further notes that some intersections (see Appendix F.2 of the Draft EIR, Volume 2) are closed during special events, resulting in different traffic impacts. Please see Thematic Response 10 regarding special event planning and alternative transportation.

The writer’s concerns about event parking extending beyond the area affected by typical daily campus operation, and associated higher traffic volumes is noted. The 2020 LRDP program does not envision an increase in the frequency or attendance level of peak-attendance events such as football games, basketball games, or theater/dance/music presentations. However, lower-attendance events throughout the campus may increase in frequency or attendance level, in correlation with the increased student, faculty and staff levels associated with the 2020 LRDP. The impact of these events is to an extent addressed within the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR’s parking and traffic analysis, since such events take place regularly and are thus included within the baseline parking occupancy and traffic volume counts, as well as the projected increases. Should a 2020 LRDP project be proposed which would require consideration of new event-related impacts, these impacts would be addressed in a project-level CEQA document at the time the project is proposed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C29-2
The writer requests that noise associated with AC Transit buses be considered in examining alternatives to auto traffic. Although not rising to a level of significance under CEQA, the noise impact is noted.
MEMO

Re: Long Range Development Plan and the Tien Center

I am very pleased that the University is honoring Chancellor Tien. He had a great impact on this campus. However, I have some concerns as they show up in the East Asian Library design and the Long Range Plan.

1) I remember Chancellor Tien walking down the path from Euclid past the open space of Observatory Hill. I think that a plan for the library could/should keep in mind the importance of maintaining as much open space as possible (or at least the impression of open space.)

2) The architectural drawings of the East Asian Library show a modest building when viewed from above.....but a monstrosity when viewed from ground level. It will dwarf the existing buildings in that area (particularly Haviland Hall). It is my understanding that this is counter to the goals of the overall long range plan. Perhaps there is a way of putting several floors underground, such as has been done with the "main" Library.

3) The proposed building is not in keeping with the grace of much Asian architecture - either old or new.

4) The location of the building (immediately adjacent to Haviland Hall) will limit access to the campus. Parking is already a problem and removing the parking lot will make the problem worse. I understand that there has been discussion of replacing the open area to the north of Haviland with several parking spots. This will effectively remove all outdoor area from Haviland Hall. This will have a tremendous impact on the quality of life and teaching that goes on for the School of Social Welfare.

5) The design of the building with a flat face overlooking Haviland, and separated only by the pathway, will create horrendous echoes every time the pathway is used. It is already difficult to teach when delivery trucks are there. Without the softening created by a wooded hill, this will make teaching in the general use classrooms of Haviland almost impossible.

I do hope you will take into account the impact of the building (as currently designed) on the rest of the campus community.

Thank you.

Bari Bradner Cornet
UC faculty, alum and resident of Berkeley
11.2C.30 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C30

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C30-1
Although the Tien Center would result in a modest reduction in the area of Observatory Hill, the two buildings have been sited to retain as much of the Observatory Hill landscape as possible, including the areas most visible to and used by pedestrians.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C30-2
The height to top of cornice on the phase 1 building is roughly 340 ft above datum, compared to 325 ft for the central portion of Haviland Hall. However, it also compares to 372 ft for the main portion of McLaughlin Hall. In other words, as the elevation of the Central Glades descends from east to west, the buildings that frame the space would also descend in height: the height of the Tien Center is thus not out of scale with its role in the classical core ensemble, but rather fits within a logical east to west sequence in height from McLaughlin to Tien to Haviland. The phase 1 building is set into Observatory Hill, so a substantial portion of the building is underground on the north side. Placing more of the building space underground is not feasible within the project budget. See response to comment C24-1.

The phase 2 building is not yet designed, but the writer’s comments on scale and on the relationship of the Tien Center project to Asian architectural traditions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C30-3
The parking needs displaced from the Haviland parking lot would be largely addressed by the redevelopment of 42 parking spaces at the nearby Wellman Courtyard, under construction as of October 2004. The current Tien Center design locates the two existing disabled spaces in the Haviland lot at the north end of Haviland Hall.

The writer’s concern regarding outdoor area at Haviland Hall is noted. No changes are proposed to the west side of the building, which includes the natural area around the north fork of Strawberry Creek. See page 3.1-63 to 3.1-65 of the 2020 Draft LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C30-4
As shown in figure 3.2.2, the phase 1 building would not significantly overlap the east façade of Haviland. While the phase 2 building is not yet designed, the noise along the pathway will be taken into consideration as a design factor.
Dear Ms. Lawrence,
I hope you have read the recent E-mail from Catharine Ralph. I fully concur with her statement concerning the Tien Library construction. All of us here at Haviland Hall are very upset by the building plans for this library and feel there must be a better plan than to tear down this beautiful wooded hill and surrounding grounds, not to mention all the noise and dirt that will consume Haviland Hall. I hope there is still time to reconsider the building plans and go back to the drawing board!!

Sincerely, Carol Rhodes

Carol Rhodes  
Administrative Assistant III  
Accounting & Title IV-E Program  
UC Berkeley, School of Social Welfare  
117 Haviland Hall  
Berkeley, CA 94720-7400  
Phone (510) 643-1644  
Fax (510) 643-6126
11.2C.31 **Response to Comment Letter C31**

**Response to comment C31-1**

The writer refers to comment letter C24, where the comments are addressed.
Dear UC Berkeley Facilities Services,

I am writing to express concern about the proposed plans for the East Asian Library and the East Asian Studies Department.

I appreciate the need to expand available building space, and also to keep the campus functional and aesthetically attractive. This is a complex array of interests to balance.

As Professor, School of Social Welfare, working in Haviland Hall since 1979, I would like to express two concerns. First, from some angles, it seems the new structures may dwarf and overshadow Haviland Hall. Anything that can be done to minimize this, would be to the good. For the library portion, is there more that can be put underground, as were done with additions to Doe Library?

A second concern is parking, particularly disabled parking. As someone with a progressive neurological disease, I expect that I will increasingly need to use disabled parking, as near Haviland Hall as possible. If at least some of the current Haviland parking lot could be maintained for disabled parking, that would also be to the good.

Thanks for your attention to these concerns. Best wishes in constructing a useful, and aesthetically pleasing plan for the campus.

Sincerely,

William McKinley Runyan
Professor
Chair, Doctoral Committee
School of Social Welfare
120 Haviland Hall
UC Berkeley
(510) 643-6667
11.2C.32 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C32

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C32-1
The height to top of cornice on the phase 1 building is roughly 340 ft above datum, compared to 325 ft for the central portion of Haviland Hall. However, it also compares to 372 ft for the main portion of McLaughlin Hall. In other words, as the elevation of the Central Glades descends from east to west, the buildings that frame the space would also descend in height: the height of the Tien Center is thus not out of scale with its role in the classical core ensemble, but rather fits within a logical east to west sequence in height from McLaughlin to Tien to Haviland. The phase 1 building is set into Observatory Hill, so a substantial portion of the building is underground on the north side. Placing more of the building space underground would increase the project budget significantly.

See C24-1 response.

The phase 2 building is not yet designed, but the writer's comments with respect to scale are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C32-2
As currently designed, the disabled persons' spaces in the existing Haviland lot would be replaced at the north end of Haviland Hall.
Dear Jennifer -- As a faculty member located in Haviland Hall, next to the proposed site of the Tien Library, I am responding to the campus request for feedback on this element of the university's long-range plan. I want to share my concerns in two areas, knowing that it is important to find ways to honor former chancellor Tien and find space for important library holdings:

1) I am quite concerned about the size of this project and the degree to which it dwarfs one of the campus's historic buildings, Haviland Hall. The project clearly looks oversized for the available building site and will clearly dominate the current space. While probably more expensive to construct, it seems like the building should be narrow and not wide so as to be built into the hill.

2) While we all have different perspectives on what is attractive, the current artist's rendition of this oversized building gives one the impression that it houses a mausoleum that might be found in a cemetery and not a building that reflects either Asian artistic sensibilities or a welcoming structure that is consistent with its wooded surroundings.

While all of us in Haviland will be the primary people enduring the construction and noise that will greatly hamper classroom discussion and office conversations, we would be more willing to do so if the project addressed the objections noted above.

If further information is needed, please let me know. Thanks for taking the time to read and record these objections. Prof. Michael J. Austin, School of Social Welfare, Haviland Hall
11.2C.33 **RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C33**

**RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C33-1 AND C33-2**
The writer’s comments are noted. See similar comments C24, C30, and C32.

While making the phase 1 building narrower would reduce the extent of excavation into Observatory Hill, it would also require a taller building to achieve the equivalent amount of program space. Although, as noted in response to previous comments, the scale of phase 1 as currently designed is in proportion to Haviland, McLaughlin and the Central Glades, a taller building would not be.
Hello,

As a member of the faculty who works in Haviland Hall I am acutely aware of the planned Tien Center. I believe the building is inappropriate for its location. It will dominate the Memorial Glade and turn it from an area of natural beauty into a sort of Tienanmen Square shaded by a monolithic "mausoleum." The plan invisions very light use for this enormous building. Chancellor Tien was a relaxed, informal and warm person. This cold monstrosity does not at all represent him. I urge the campus to reconsider the expense and the design of this building. The master plan indicates that Berkeley is known for its beauty. certainly the Regents will not wish to mar that beauty by building the monstrosity.

Bart Grossman
Adjunct Professor, Social Welfare
11.2C.34 **Response to Comment Letter C34**

**Response to comment C34-1**

The writer’s comments are noted. See similar comments C24, C30, and C32.
5/10/04

Dear Jennifer Lawrence,

As residents of lower Summit Road, we must protest the proposed plan of the university to build 100 3-4 bedroom units of faculty housing in the H1 and H2 locations. Our concerns are several:

1) The increased number of people and cars this plan would bring would create a huge problem in the event of another firestorm such as the one in 1991. We already have limited access out in the event that Tilden Park begins to blaze, and the narrow winding roads cannot accommodate the number of people and vehicles that would need to leave in the event of evacuation. We lost a friend in Oakland in 1991 in just such a situation! The new Hills Fire Station is still in the planning stages, so help is also extra valuable minutes away for the foreseeable future.

2) When the homes in our neighborhood were built 40-50 years ago, there was little concern about the Hayward fault. Now, with dire warnings about "a big one" happening within the next few years, it seems foolhardy to put in a large building complex in a potentially hazardous area. Why inflict misery on people if it's not necessary?

3) Approximately 400 MORE vehicles would cause a lot of traffic and traffic snarls on the narrow streets. The answer given at one of the public meetings, "We'll put in traffic lights" is hardly a solution!

What about other ways to house more faculty? What about purchasing some of the new apartments/lofts, even houses that are available in the area within easy walking/biking distance of the university? Why make people more dependent on cars than necessary?

Another thing puzzles us: if the university is turning away thousands of students this year because of cutbacks in funding, causing fewer classes to be available, where is the money going to come from for the proposed massive project?

We urge you to reconsider the current proposal and explore other alternatives. Thank you.

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Madigan
1532 Summit Rd.
Berkeley, Ca 94708
11.2C.35 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C35

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C35-1 THRU C35-3
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C35-4
The 2020 LRDP also includes up to 100 new faculty units in the Housing Zone, and up to 30 more new faculty units are under consideration for University Village Albany. Purchasing existing housing is, as the writer suggests, another way to obtain housing for UC Berkeley faculty, but it has two major disadvantages: it does not increase the supply of housing, and it removes taxable property from the tax rolls.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C35-5
University housing, whether for students or employees, receives no state funds: the entire cost of construction, operation and maintenance must be supported by revenues.
Comprehensive Watershed Plans for both the east and west sides of Grizzly Peak Road should be developed as a preliminary stage to any development in the affected watersheds. The study and plan should be conducted by firms agreed upon by the University and the Berkeley community. The University should agree to be bound by the recommendations of the report.

Even small scale construction within a watershed that increases the amount of impervious surfaces will have major impacts throughout the watershed. The accumulated water will course through the watershed more quickly destabilizing everything in its path. Additional water flowing into Berkeley’s creeks will cause greater pressure on the City’s failing storm water infrastructure. A daylighted Strawberry Creek in downtown Berkeley may not have the capacity to handle the additional run-off resulting in chronic flooding and property damage.

Nature has a way of doing things much better and much more efficiently than we. We shouldn’t underestimate her.

Tom and Jane Kelly  
1809 San Ramon Ave.  
Berkeley,  
CA 94707
11.2C.36  **Response to Comment Letter C36**

**Response to comment C36-1**
As noted in the 2020 LRDP, UC Berkeley recognizes and appreciates the sensitive nature of the Hill Campus as a watershed, and is committed to restoring hydrology patterns. See pages 3.1-51 through 3.1-57 of the Draft EIR.

**Response to comment C36-2**
See pages 4.13-15 and 4.13-16 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, regarding Hill Campus development and drainage systems.
Your Davis campus has approx. 2000 acres usable land free of earthquakes. Why such a huge amt of tax payer's monies on the Hayward fault? Example: gayley rd. etc.

You compound the problem by using concrete buildings instead of steel!

May 11, 2004

(Optional) Print Name: Contact Info:
11.2C.37 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C37

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C37-1

Other UC campuses have recently completed or are now preparing Long Range Development Plans with programs of investment as or more ambitious than those in the 2020 LRDP. The projected growth in the number of college-age Californians over the next decade, combined with the ongoing growth in demand for research in the public interest, requires all UC campuses to continue to grow to meet these needs.

While its location within an active seismic region does impose an extra burden on UC Berkeley, UC Berkeley already employs extraordinary procedures to maximize safety and resiliency of new buildings, as described in Best Practices GEO-1c through GEO-1g and in the University Policy on Seismic Safety presented in Appendix B.2.

Much of the growth the University as a whole must accommodate in the future can, as the writer contends, be accommodated at other locations. However, in many fields the academic programs and resources at UC Berkeley are unmatched, and many of the University’s new educational and research initiatives must be housed at UC Berkeley, in order to maximize synergy with existing programs and take full advantage of existing resources.
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN & CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

First, UC must overhaul transportation by dedicating

Transit funding, independent of parking revenue

Then, transit solutions will be easy.

RECEIVED

MAY 11 2004

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA. 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455

LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: ______________________ Contact Info: ______________________
11.2C.38 Response to Comment Letter C38

Response to comment C38-1

The writer suggests that UC transit funding mechanisms be altered. The suggestion is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, and no response is required.
COMMENT CARD

PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN & CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

I JUST WANT TO MAKE SURE THAT FOUNDER'S ROCK AND OTHER IMPORTANT HISTORICAL RESOURCES & ANTAGONISTIC SITES RECEIVE PROPER RECOGNITION, PROTECTION, RESPECT, AND LANDSCAPING AS APPROPRIATE.

RECEIVED

DAN CHERATH
911/924 82-81

MAY 1, 2004

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave, Suite 300, Berkeley, CA, 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455

LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: Contact Info:
11.2C.39  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C39

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C39-1

UC Berkeley's most significant cultural resources, including Founders' Rock, are designated on the National Register of Historic Places, as shown in figure 3.1-8, and both these resources and their settings are protected through the Campus Park Design Guidelines and Best Practices CUL-2-a and CUL-2-b. As shown in figure 3.1-6, the campus' historic landscapes are also designated as initiatives under the Landscape Master Plan.

Section 3.1.10 also includes policies for strategic investment in the campus landscape and open spaces, to be guided by the Landscape Master Plan and, now in preparation, the Landscape Heritage Plan. The latter complements the Landscape Master Plan by focusing on the specific characteristics of the historic landscape at the heart of campus.
It is short sighted and ill conceived to plan for high density housing in one of the rest.
for those of us who live in the Centennial District.
Our neighborhoods are already overburdened by the influx.
from the development.

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455
LRDP Web address: http://ldrp.berkeley.edu  E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: ANDREA PELLEGRINI  Contact Info: APPELLINER @ T.COM
11.2C.40  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C40

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C40-1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN & CHANG-LIN TIEH CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Money proposed to be spent here should go to the different universities, not to the UC system. I understand that new developments and advances are now problems in the UC system. I think the creation of a museum, for instance, would largely compete with private business, not a good idea.

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA. 94702 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.3513  Fax: 510.643.4145
E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: David Berry  Contact Info:
11.2C.41  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C41

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C41-1
The writer’s opinions are noted. Because the writer does not comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, in accordance with CEQA, no further response is required.
COMMENT CARD
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN & CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

RE: Smith-Fernwald Complex

Does the LRDP include development of this complex? If so, what are the possibilities?
We would prefer non-development.

RECEIVED

MAY 11 2004

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA. 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455

LRDP Web Address: http://lrdp.berkeley.edu E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

(Optional) Print Name: Lewis & Jean Mudge Contact Info: Hillside-Quaint Neighborhood Assoc.
Smyth Fernwald units comprise roughly 7% of UC Berkeley student family housing: the balance of student family units are located at University Village Albany. In June 2004 the UC Regents approved an amendment to the master plan for UVA, which includes two additional stages of redevelopment. The first stage, now under construction, will replace the existing 1960s-era housing with new units. The second stage, the schedule for which depends on funding, was planned to include new housing units for single students and faculty. However, the mix of unit types in this second stage will be re-evaluated in spring 2005, in light of changing market conditions and the increased amounts of both university and private housing in the campus vicinity. No final decision on the future of Smyth Fernwald will be made until the plans for University Village Albany have been finalized.
COMMENT CARD

PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN & CHANG-LIN TIEN CENTER FOR EAST ASIAN STUDIES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

1. I feel that the plan for housing at Grizzly Pk & Centennial Dr/ke will lead to tremendous congestion, increased fire hazard, etc. & strongly oppose it.

   Manoukian, MD

2. I agree with E. Manoukian.

3. I agree with E. Manoukian.

Facilities Services - University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Ave., Suite 300, Berkeley, CA. 94720 - 1380
Phone: 510.643.0313 Fax: 510.643.1455

L.R.D.P. (N.E.M.A.) Planning

(Optional) Print Name: Contact Info:

RECEIVED
MAY 11 2004

E-Mail Comments to: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu
11.2C.43 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C43

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C43-1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Re: LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I am writing to say that I am aghast as the extent of the growth, and all the problems that go with it, that the University is proposing to foist on the City of Berkeley.

One objection I have is that the University is not in danger of running out of living space for the students. It MAY APPEAR THAT IS SO BECAUSE THE UNIVERSITY CAN INSIST STUDENTS USE U.C. HOUSEING BEFORE ANY OTHER AVAILABLE HOUSEING. There are many buildings in the City with vacancy signs. For example, I was recently at the Westminster House on Bancroft and they are only 50% occupied. And there are many other instances.

One other objection I have is that the University in its growth is constantly taking real property out of the tax roles and not in any way reimbursing the city. The University is causing the City significant budgetary crisis. If the University wants indeed to be part of this community it should at the VERY LEAST PAY THE PROPERTY TAX THAT ALL THE UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS SHOULD COMMAND.

One other objection I have is that the University is growing in research properties more than classes for students. The RESEARCH PROPERTIES GENERATE INCOME FOR THE UNIVERSITY AND THEREFORE SHOULD FALL OUTSIDE THE ‘NON-PROFIT’ CATEGORY IN REGARD TO PROPERTY AND ALL OTHER TAX RAMIFICATIONS.

It has happened that MOST OF THE EMPLOYEES AND PROFESSORS OF THE UNIVERSITY NO LONGER LIVE IN BERKELEY. Why is that? Increased taxes? This not only takes away from the City that taxable income but it CAUSES INCREDIBLE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS THROUGHOUT THE CITY STREETS THAT THE UNIVERSITY DOES NOTHING TO PAY FOR.

I object to the inclusion of the IMPROVEMENT OF THE STADIUM WITHIN THIS LONG RANGE PLAN because that neighborhood would be significantly damaged. The University is callus in its disregard for the community in this matter.

THE UNIVERSITY SHOULD NOT PRESUME TO PROCEED WITH THIS PLAN. THE CITIZENS ARE NOT IN FAVOR AND IT WILL BE DISASTEROUS TO MANY PARTS OF THE COMMUNITY.

Sincerely, Wendy Markel
2811 Claremont Blvd, Berkeley, CA 94705

cc: Daily Planet
May 11, 2004

(P.S. OVER)
Please make this part of the record.

Dear Mr. Lawrence,

I am writing to say that I am interested in the extension of the downtown area and all the problems that go with it. The University is proposing to house its students and staff in the City of Berkeley, and I would like to know if this is feasible.

I am not sure if the University is in the City. If it is, I think there should be some kind of consultation with the City before any decisions are made. I am concerned about the effect of the University on the City's economy, especially with the current economic problems.

I am also concerned about the impact of the University on the City's infrastructure. The extension of the downtown area could cause problems with traffic and congestion, which would affect the quality of life for the City's residents.

If increased traffic were to occur, the community would be negatively affected. The University is proposing to build a new area within the downtown area, which could cause problems with traffic and congestion. The University needs to consider the impact of its plans on the City's infrastructure and economy.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

2317 University Ave., Berkeley, CA 94705

May 11, 2004
11.2C.44  Response to Comment Letter C44

Response to comment C44-1
The writer’s comments are noted, but UC Berkeley does not require its students to live in University housing.

Response to comment C44-2
See Thematic Response 7 regarding tax exempt property.

Response to comment C44-3
UC Berkeley is a research University, and research is not only part of its mission, but also integral to its educational programs. Please see response B7-20 for a fuller treatment of this subject. Note over 95% of UC Berkeley research funds come from federal, state, and nonprofit agencies.

Response to comment C44-4
Shifts in residential patterns are the result of many complex and interrelated socio-economic factors: it is not possible to determine a single reason. The 2020 LRDP does, however, recognize this shift as a problem, as for example in section 3.1.9. The proposal to build up to 100 units for faculty and/or staff in the Housing Zone is a first step toward addressing this problem.

Response to comment C44-5
The writer refers to “improvement of the Stadium” in this comment. The Stadium does require renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies. However, while speculative stories have been published in the press, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project-level CEQA review.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence  
UC Berkeley, Facilities Services  
1936 University Ave., Suite 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: UC LRDP / No Parking Growth / Leveraged Housing / Prop. 13 Transfer Rights

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I live several blocks away from UC. Current congestion is horrible, and I am very concerned about the additional congestion that UC’s LRDP will bring to Berkeley and to my neighborhood. The City of Berkeley’s General Plan is committed to stimulating alternatives to single-occupancy automobile dependency and its inherent inefficiency and pollution. I strongly urge UC to take a leadership position in its LRDP, and to choose an Alternative with zero new parking spots.

I and many others have written or spoken to UC advocating various mass transportation passes, more bicycle access and providing much more student bed capacity. I strongly urge you to pursue these much further.

I have another suggestion. I have heard estimates that each incremental car parking spot can cost up to $30,000 to $60,000, with multi-level or underground spots among the more costly ones. Obviously UC needs to make the campus accessible to faculty and staff; however there is a much more cost-effective & congestion-reducing way to do so.

Rather than simply putting 2,600 new beds in buildings that UC owns 100%, why not also take a leveraged 10% ownership in an additional 8,000 beds?

$30,000 to $60,000 would be a very nice house or condo down-payment for faculty & staff willing to live within walking distance to campus. If UC retained 5-15% ownership of local housing while faculty (or staff) lived nearby:

- UC would share in the property value appreciation
- Faculty- (or staff-) members would benefit from reduced property tax due to UC’s portion being tax-exempt
- Faculty- (or staff-) members’ health would benefit from commuting by foot
- There will be much less contention for the existing supply of parking, air quality will be improved, and Berkeley streets will be less congested

UC lawyers can come up with provisions to assure that all UC’s investment is returned to UC in the event the property value deteriorates. Also, you can assure that property isn’t sold below market value, to a personal friend, so that UC would miss out on the full appreciation on its equity stake in the home.
Also, why not extend this offer to graduate and professional students in exchange for a promise to live car-free (with car-sharing or occasional rental cars)? They might graduate with enough equity to buy a small house elsewhere. What a nice graduation present from UC, and UC makes a profit from it! If the students’ condo comes with a parking spot, UC’s ownership portion could be optioned on the parking and assigned to a faculty member.

Of course, some of these housing units might simply displace existing housing that affluent families can provide to their children. This plan extends this benefit more widely. Furthermore, UC can work with the state legislature to create a special case whereby UC’s non-UC neighbors could receive Prop. 13 tax-basis transfers if they sell their homes to UC faculty or staff. This could easily free up 1,000s of nearby homes.

It seems to be a given that the City of Berkeley will lose tax revenue with the LRDP’s plans to convert land to tax exempt parking lots (i.e., a portion of the proposed “mixed-use projects”).

Unfortunately Berkeley gains avoidable, unacceptably more congestion & pollution from this. Losing tax revenue via subsidized home ownership is a much better alternative. I urge you both to reconsider how you assure that faculty & staff get to campus, and to take a leadership position in promoting housing within walking distance to one’s workplace.

Sincerely,

Mitch Cohen
11.2C.45 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C45

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C45-1
The writer’s support for an alternative with no new parking is noted. Please see Thematic Response 3 regarding LRDP alternatives; Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand; and Thematic Response 10 regarding transportation alternatives.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C45-2
The writer suggests UC ownership in private properties to create housing for faculty and staff. Under the Strategic Academic Plan, UC Berkeley is looking for innovative means to promote full engagement in campus life, and the writer’s comment is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C45-3
Please see Thematic Response 7 regarding tax exempt properties.
Q: Who will pay for a new freeway for 4,000 more autos to campus every day?

Instead, U.C. will benefit most,
by fixing the "transit catch-22."

The parking shortage has not been solved because "Parking & Transportation" is 100% dependent on the parking shortage for funding. It cannot modernize transit without losing its UC-employee "paying customers." The office intentionally blocks transit solutions that could otherwise cut parking congestion, traffic costs, etc.

(parking fees are really paid by taxpayers via salaries)

The solution: With employee transportation funding, parking & traffic congestion will be relieved quicker and cheaper with modern transit such as automated trams. After re-establishing Berkeley as a transit-based campus the entire city will benefit

My personal research suggests locally develop automated trams as the most modern, efficient, and timely transportation solution.

Please see "TramsNotJams.org" for info, updates, and to announce community events to discuss/present proposed transit solutions including automated trams.

Please ask the legislature, city government and regents to demand a dedicated budget for employee transportation before making the problem worse. Parking-dependant "transit programs" have proven a dead-end for our city and campus.

see TramsNotJams.org

http://f1.grp.yahoo.com/v1/EHchQAbYvx4uNDmyZQZeT_EORZoX_-q4fdI65rOO4ivVdmSrPjLuDFsA... 5/11/2004
11.2C.46 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C46

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C46-1

The writer’s comments address funding mechanisms for transportation, and are not a comment on the Draft EIR. The comments are noted.
Questions on the LRDP EIR and UC rentals, UC Extension, and the American Baptist Seminary of the West campus

From Sharon Hudson, 845-4009
President, Benvenue Neighbors Association

Presented at the May 11, 2004 LRDP EIR response session

In addition to owning and acquiring properties, the University of California leases various properties around Berkeley. Some properties that UC is currently leasing from other entities are being put to illegal uses under the City’s zoning laws. Perhaps the worst example of this is the American Baptist Seminary of the West campus on the south side of Dwight Way near Hildegass, where up to 1000 UC Extension and other UC users utilize a space that is not legally leasable to UC or anyone else. Not only are these rentals illegal, they also run counter to the new Southside Plan, to which the University is a voluntary party. The Southside Plan moves institutional and high-intensity use to the blocks near campus, and downzones the Seminary campus area with the goal of preserving residential quality of life south of Dwight Way.

In regard to this particular property and the related issues it involves, several questions arise. Similar questions (attached) were posed at the September 22, 2003 scoping session, but few were addressed in the Draft EIR. The remaining questions, below, should be addressed in the Final EIR.

1. What are the impacts of the uses of UC’s current and future leased properties? Please list all UC’s current and intended leased properties and their types and intensity of uses. Where the impacts of current leased properties were not addressed in previous EIRs and LRDPs, please address the impacts of current uses, in addition to new proposed uses.

2. Were the impacts of all UC Extension activities studied in prior EIRs? If so, where? If not, please examine them in the 2020 LRDP EIR. If so, please include in the current EIR any anticipated changes in type or intensity of use or mitigations.

3. The DEIR indicates that UC Extension functions can move to other locations in the “Urban Eastbay.” This would remove many thousands of automobile commuters from Berkeley. Does UC intend to do this? If so, when and in what way?

4. Does UC plan to continue its illegal rentals of the ABSW campus as part of the 2020 LRDP? Or does UC plan to obey Berkeley’s zoning laws, and the zoning prescribed by the Southside Plan to which it is a party, and remove inappropriate and illegal uses from the ABSW campus?

5. If UC plans to continue the illegal rentals, the LRDP EIR should examine the impacts of this use starting from the legal baseline of use—which is zero for UC.

6. If UC has no plans to study the impacts of this use under the new LRDP EIR because it is a pre-existing use, through what previous document or process were the impacts of this use included, studied, and mitigated? What are UC’s mitigations for the impacts of its use of the ABSW campus?

7. The Benvenue Neighbors Association has a proposal for appropriate use of the ABSW campus (attached), which is 100% consistent with the goals and policies of the 2020 LRDP and the Southside Plan. Will UC immediately begin to work with the community to minimize and/or remove the illegal UC uses of the Seminary campus? If so, who will be the contact person at UC?
11.2C.47 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C47

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C47-1
UC Berkeley leases approximately 450,000 gross square feet of space in and outside of Berkeley, as stated at page 3.1-17 of the Draft EIR. Privately-owned space is constructed under the permitting authority of the locality, and the local lead agency is responsible for examining the environmental effects of construction and occupancy of the space. Generally, a lease by the University has no new environmental effect: the University is simply a different tenant. In the future, growth in program space is planned to be accommodated primarily through more intensive use of University-owned land. See page 3.1-23 of the Draft EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C47-2
UC Extension activities generally occur on the UC Berkeley campus or at leased facilities, and courses are offered largely during off-peak hours on weekends or evenings. Because UC Extension does not construct new facilities to meet its needs, nor add to peak period traffic, UC Extension activities do not generally rise to the level of significant environmental impact that merits an environmental impact report.

Similarly, because most UC Extension functions occur during off-peak hours, the automobile trips associated with Extension are generally considered discretionary rather than “commuter” trips. UC Extension is self-supporting; major changes in program or program location are often market driven, and are not currently foreseeable.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C47-3
In Berkeley, private properties are developed and permits are granted under the jurisdiction of the City of Berkeley. As a tenant, standard UC Berkeley lease agreements include the following language:

Compliance With Laws. Landlord represents and warrants to Tenant that, to the best of Landlord’s knowledge, the construction (including all Landlord-constructed Tenant Improvements), the current and proposed uses, and the operation of the Building are in full compliance with applicable building and seismic codes, environmental, zoning and land use laws, and other applicable local, state and federal laws, regulations and ordinances, except as follows: None. Tenant absolves Landlord of legal or other responsibility for any code violations or other deviations from applicable local, state and federal laws, regulations and ordinances as may be listed above.
Proposal to UC Berkeley and UC Berkeley Extension on the Use of the Campus of the American Baptist Seminary of the West

Background

The first campus use permit for the American Baptist Seminary of the West was UP 784 in 1952, which established the campus as an “educational institution for the Baptist ministry.” In 1962, the ABSW received UP 4979, based on UP 784 and for the same use; this is the operable use permit for the campus. This use permit and later documents establish that any rentals of ABSW institutional space to other entities, and any other uses or non-ABSW users of the ABSW campus, are illegal.

Nonetheless, with a shrinking enrollment, sometime in the 1970s (or perhaps earlier), the ABSW began renting space to outside organizations—most notably, UC Extension. In 1979, the City found the ABSW to be in violation of its use permit by renting space to UC Extension, UC’s English Language Program, and others. In addition, these rentals placed the ABSW in violation of the intensity limit of its use permit—a maximum of 250 students.

The ABSW was ordered to remove UC from its premises. Apparently ELP did move to another location for five years in the early 1980s, but by the late 1980s they were back; and until the program was terminated in the spring of 2004, they had up to 275 students on the ABSW campus. In 1987, the UC Freshman Extension Program moved onto the ABSW campus with 500 students; now there are over 600 students with half their classes on the ABSW campus.

In all, six UC entities now rent about 35,000 square feet of space on the ABSW campus, bringing up to 1000 users onto the campus. The intensity of campus use is therefore four times what is allowed under UP 4979. Neighborhood parking problems are greatly worsened by this use and local neighborhood quality of life is degraded.

Proposal

In 2003, the ABSW was prevented from expanding its illegal activities, and the community began to search for a constructive change in the current campus use. Since UC Berkeley is the major user of the ABSW campus, UC should be an intrinsic part of this process.

The Benvenue Neighbors Association has put forth a proposal (attached) with three goals. The goal most relevant to UC is that of immediately reducing the intensity of use of the campus, both in personnel and parking. Because UC has such a variety of uses for which it needs space, as described in the 2020 LRDP, it should not be difficult to replace UC’s current high-intensity uses with low-intensity uses. The Benvenue Neighbors Association looks forward to working with UC, the ABSW, the City, and the rest of the community to create a plan that meets the needs of all parties.
Position Statement on the Use Permit Violations of the American Baptist Seminary of the West

Executive Summary

Decades ago, a small seminary, the ABSW, was granted permission to construct a campus of institutional buildings for its own use. Due to a drastic decline in enrollment (to about 8 graduates per year), the ABSW began to rent out the vast majority of this property to other institutions, changing the nature of the use and quadrupling the permitted intensity of use. Enforcement was attempted but violations increased. Parking and traffic problems worsened and local neighborhood quality of life was degraded.

The Benvenue Neighbors Association advocates a “WIN-WIN-WIN” solution to these problems: On a temporary basis, the ABSW could continue to receive income, UC could continue to rent space, and the neighborhood would receive the appropriate intensity of use.

- **Problem**: The seminary no longer needs most of its property to educate ministers, and has replaced this use by an illegal, neighborhood-damaging, commercial use. While this must stop, vacant property helps nobody.
  
  **Solution**: Allow temporary, comparable-intensity rentals, but in the long term, end income-producing uses and guarantee no future legalization of such uses.

- **Problem**: Excessive intensity of use severely decreases neighborhood quality of life.
  
  **Solution**: Rapidly reduce the intensity of use to achieve a number of users, vehicles, and hours of use appropriate for the neighborhood.

- **Problem**: Neighborhood quality of life and Berkeley’s housing supply are damaged by excess institutionalization—offices and classrooms—in a residential area.
  
  **Solution**: Eventually convert the unneeded institutional property to neighborhood-enhancing housing, which will improve both the City’s housing stock and the fragile demographic balance of this neighborhood.

- **Problem**: Failure to enforce the campus use permit has allowed the first three problems to worsen for decades, and will signal this seminary and other institutions that violating use permits is both permissible and profitable.
  
  **Solution**: The City must uphold the neighborhood protections embedded in this use permit, and must not signal the community that such massive violations are permissible.
Benvenne Neighbors Association Position Statement
on the
Use Permit Violations
of the
American Baptist Seminary of the West
February 2004

In spite of the law, prior enforcement attempts, and its own written promises, the American Baptist Seminary of the West (ABSW) has been in gross violation of its use permit for two to three decades. Were the current use permit and written agreement to be enforced in full, the Seminary would immediately have to cease all rentals and could never rent a single square foot of its property to any other entity. Under the powers of BMC 23.B.60, the Seminary’s use permit could be immediately revoked for non-compliance. In addition, there should be penalties, both for the violation and for the decades of damage done to the neighborhood. This being so, the Benvenne Neighbors feel that any solution short of this full and immediate enforcement is generous. It is offered because the neighborhood welcomes the Seminary’s permitted use and wishes a cooperative relationship with the Seminary in the future, but it is offered only in exchange for a long-term solution to the problems of institutional use and intensity.

The Benvenne Neighbors are not, at this time, focusing on penalties or compensation for decades of neighborhood-damaging use permit violations. However, as a matter of City policy, it would be foolish not to severely penalize lawbreaking of this magnitude. Equally bad would be legalization of, or any other de facto reward for, non-compliance with the use permit. In addition, permitting tax-exempt institutions to amass property for income-generating purposes is bad fiscal policy. All these consequences—or non-consequences—would send a disastrous message to all other use permit holders in Berkeley. Many other institutions are also currently in violation of their permitted uses, though on a smaller scale. These violations have gradually but seriously degraded residential quality of life in many Berkeley neighborhoods. Such violations should not be rewarded; they should be reversed.

The Seminary campus lies in a residential zone and neighborhood. Over the years, eleven houses on the Seminary campus were destroyed to make way for the institutional expansion of the ABSW, including four homes to make way for Academic and Karpe Halls and three for parking lots. In other words, the 2.35-acre parcel of land was primarily dedicated to residential use, and the land was converted to institutional use, by special permission (use permits) as an exception to residential zoning, because an existing Seminary needed additional institutional space for its own use. If a use permit were requested today to destroy good housing to build a large, non-neighborhood-serving institution in this fragile neighborhood, would it be granted? No! By the same reasoning, if the existing Seminary no longer requires institutional buildings for its own use, the traditional and best long-term future use for most of this site should be residential.

In 1962, the ABSW was granted use permits to build Academic Hall (2515 Hillegass, 16,846 square feet) and Karpe Hall (now 2515 Hillegass, 10,018 square feet), on the basis that the Seminary enrollment, at that time about 140, was anticipated to increase to 250, although in fact it always remained below 200. The use permits were granted only for an “extension of campus” or “extension of existing approved use,” which was an “educational institution for the Baptist ministry.” In other words, these buildings (like earlier campus buildings) were permitted on the basis that they were for the Seminary’s own academic or residential use, not income-producing
use. If the Seminary had indicated that institutional buildings were being built for rental to UC or anyone else in this residential zone, surely they would not have been permitted, then or now. These rental uses are currently illegal, have never been legal, and never should be legal.

In addition, intensity limits, derived from the Seminary's representations in the 1962 use permit (UP4979), and reiterated by the City and the Seminary in 1980, are in force for the ABSW campus. These limits permit up to 250 Seminary students (and about 50 accompanying faculty and staff, equaling about 20% of enrollment). Currently, about 1000 people use the campus, 90% illegally. Since the Seminary has only about 75 students, and enrollment has been declining, it does not seem likely that the Seminary would ever exceed this intensity limit. Additionally, high intensity use degrades residential quality of life. Therefore, this intensity limit should be reiterated and observed.

The Southside Plan also recognizes the need to preserve residential quality of life south of Dwight Way; to this end, it will downzone the Seminary and surrounding property from R-4 to R-3. Through the Southside Plan, the City has decided to protect neighborhoods and discourage institutional expansion south of Dwight Way. In addition, Berkeley needs, if anything, good housing and not commuting destinations in this part of town. For this reason, too, it is proper that institutional expansion on the Seminary campus be stopped and even reversed, and that residential life be reinstated as unneeded institutional buildings reach the end of their useful lives.

Several neighborhood-enhancing and historic buildings now exist on the Seminary site, including Hobart Hall, Johnston Hall, the Chapel, the Smith Cottage, and the Thomson Houses. In addition, the attractive courtyard is intrinsic to the Seminary and has provided lovely open space in this high-density area for many decades. In any future campus use, all these community assets should be preserved.

Therefore,

In light of the foregoing, the Benvenue Neighbors Association would like to achieve, and it is appropriate that the City pursue, **three goals** in the future use of the ABSW campus:

1. Rapid reduction of intensity of use to achieve proper intensity for the neighborhood;
2. Ultimate termination of income-producing uses, and a guarantee of no future legalization of such uses; and
3. Eventual conversion of institutional property not used by the owner to "neighborhood-enhancing" (defined below in B2) residential use.

**A. Proposed Solution**

In order to achieve these three goals in a way that benefits the three major parties currently involved (the ABSW, UC, and the neighborhood), the Benvenue Neighbors advocate a "WIN-WIN-WIN" solution. Under this solution, on an interim basis to be defined through negotiation, the ABSW can continue to receive income, UC or UC Extension can continue to receive rental space if desired, and the neighborhood will receive the original intensity of use promised by UP4979.
In keeping with the three goals of the Benvenue Neighbors Association, the WIN-WIN-WIN solution has three parts, the details of which would be negotiated:

1. **Intensity of use is immediately reduced:** Temporarily and conditionally, the ABSW may continue to rent (to any party including UC or UC Extension), but only if
   a. The ABSW finds a low-intensity use for the property, comparable or less than the intensity allowed by UP4979, especially in institutional population, parking, and traffic impacts. Such uses can certainly be found among UC’s many programs or other Berkeley organizations (for example, uses that attract a very small number of users and cars on a regular basis, or uses that attract substantial users but very rarely and without autos). And,
   b. Termination of existing high-intensity use occurs with the mid-2005 lease expiration dates or earlier.

2. **Income-producing uses are phased out:** The above institutional rentals are allowed temporarily only in exchange for ultimate termination of institutional rentals within a time frame to be decided:
   a. **Termination of institutional construction:** No more institutional construction occurs as long as institutional rentals exist, and any new institutional construction must be needed by the Seminary for its own use within its permitted intensity under UP4979.
   b. **Reduction of institutional rentals:** Institutional rentals are reduced by conversion to owner’s use and/or conversion of office to ABSW residential use (adaptive reuse).
   c. **Non-legalization of institutional rentals:** The Seminary’s later institutional buildings were only permitted in order to accommodate the expansion of an existing institution, not for income property. Therefore, while temporary institutional rentals by the Seminary, of Academic and Karpe Halls for example, may be **allowed** by special interim agreement with a sunset clause, they must never be **legalized** as rentals or as institutional buildings for other owners or future non-Seminary uses.
   d. **Non-legalization of residential income property:** No residential buildings on tax-exempt land shall be rented for income purposes.

3. **Residential use is reinstated:** Short and long term conversions to neighborhood-enhancing residential use shall be encouraged:
   a. To the extent that rentals continue by agreement, whenever possible, rental property should be devoted to residential and not institutional purposes.
   b. No further residential construction occurs until the currently illegal institutional use is converted to residential use, if such conversion is feasible.
   d. The Seminary shall not sell residential buildings (as it did with Bratcher Hall), or render them unsuitable for their own students, and then use “lack of housing” as an excuse to build more tax-exempt housing.
   e. Any new residential construction shall be neighborhood-enhancing, regardless of owner.
   f. The ABSW or future property owner agrees to eventually replace non-historic institutional buildings with residential buildings when it becomes appropriate (for example, when buildings have reached the end of their life spans or based on reasonable amortization).
B. Long-term Intensity of Use

1. Institutional use: The Seminary’s permitted use by 250 older, graduate, theological students, most of whom lived on or near campus, meant that parking, traffic, and nuisance impacts were minimal. No other uses are permitted under UP4979, so if any other uses are to be permitted by future agreement, they must be of a type that will have equivalently low impacts. Even if the ABSW were to expand its own student body into its intensity limit, the parking problem must be re-addressed, because conditions have changed: in 1960, 90% of ABSW students lived in seven nearby residential buildings, so presumably there was little student commuting to campus by car.

2. Residential use: The Seminary neighborhood already has a very high proportion of young and transient residents. A healthy neighborhood needs more long-term and older residents than currently live on the 2500 blocks of Hillegass and Benvenue. Therefore, “neighborhood-enhancing” residential use would be moderate-density housing with larger units suitable for older, longer-term, and family residents.

C. Enactment

1. A negotiated solution between the ABSW, the City, and the neighbors, resolving current use permit violations and future campus use, must result in a legally binding, enforceable agreement between the ABSW and the City.

2. There must be no new construction on the ABSW campus until the written legal agreement is reached.

3. If the ABSW sells any part of the Seminary property, the intensity limit must be prorated by parcel, and “own-use” and other restrictions in section (A) “run with the land” and must apply.

4. The ABSW and the lessees (UC, UC Extension, or any other) are responsible for finding and negotiating appropriate interim low-intensity uses, each of which shall be approved by the neighborhood.

5. The ABSW and the City (not the neighbors) must bear the expenses required to enact the agreement.

6. The City (not the neighbors) must be party to and must proactively police the agreement. Annual reports of rental agreements, numbers of users, etc. must be filed with the City.

7. The neighborhood must be protected by prompt enforcement and substantial penalties for non-compliance.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT C48-1

The letter is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. No response is required.
May 11, 2004

Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Co-Director, 2020 LRDP EIR, Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue #300, University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720-1382

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

We are writing to express our strong opposition to the current draft UCB LRDP, with its dramatic growth in research facilities and parking, that will cause severe detrimental traffic impacts on our community. As your studies indicate, City of Berkeley major roadways are at or near capacity. Consequently, this unbridled growth in research facilities on the Berkeley campus will cause gridlock during morning and afternoon rush hours thus significantly reducing the quality of life for most, if not all, Berkeleyans. We do however support the modest growth in regular term (as well as summer term) students with its educational mission and relatively low impact on the community, and recommend that UCB re-focus more of its growth in this area.

As per our attached UCB Growth Summary analysis, it appears that a 70% increase in research funding is the primary driving force behind an unprecedented 60.5% increase in academic staff and visitors and the 29.9% increase in parking spaces (2,300) surrounding the university. These 2,300 new vehicles in turn appear to result in “Significant Unavoidable Impact” to many of our key roadways and intersections, as noted in our attached UC LRDP Traffic Impact Summary. We can only imagine what the detrimental impact is going to be on the commute time, and quality of life in Berkeley.

We were surprised in light of the positioning by the University*, to see that the LRDP anticipates only a 5.2% increase in regular term students. (Most of the growth is coming during off-peak summer sessions with little or no demand for additional building, parking, and housing resources.) We welcome reasonable student growth, as long as the University develops nearby housing so students can walk to campus and have no need for personal autos.

As a result of our analysis, we request the University of California make the following changes to the LRDP:

1) Focus more on-campus resources towards educating California’s youth versus research staff, facilities, and other uses that require a lot of parking.

2) Move new research facilities to Richmond or other locations so as not to impact the already highly congested Berkeley community.

3) Explore moving UC Extension (with high commute profile) or other separable programs to San Francisco or other locations, to make way for revised modest growth.

4) Develop programs that encourage use of mass transit and satellite parking, rather than use of personal autos, thus reducing the 50% staff drive ratio assumption.

5) Commit to fully funding mitigations due to UC growth. There is no clear reason

* “UC planners say the are forced to grow the campus largely to accommodate 4,000 more students and attendant new faculty and staff, in addition to anticipated growth in research funds.” “Long-term Cal Plan Revealed”, San Francisco Chronicle, 5/5/04, page B1
why Berkeley taxpayers should have to contribute “fair share funding” of mitigations that are only required due to UC growth.

We look forward to receiving your response to our letter and the communities concerns at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

John Caner
President, Willard Neighborhood Association
2617 Derby Street, Berkeley, CA 94705
johncaner@hotmail.com  510-848-9451

Attachments

Cc: Mayor Tom Bates, Berkeley City Council, City Manager, City Clerk, Dan Marks, Peter Hillier, Arietta Chakos, Julie Sinai, Assemblymember Loni Hancock, Telegraph Area Association, Telegraph Avenue Business Improvement District, LeConte Neighborhood Association, Claremont Elmwood Neighborhood Association, Panoramic Neighborhood Association, Bateman Neighborhood Association, Berkeleyans for a Livable Berkeley (BLUE), Berkeley Alliance of Neighborhood Associations, Berkeley Daily Planet, Berkeley Voice, Oakland Tribune, San Francisco Chronicle
UCB GROWTH SUMMARY
from UCB LRDP TABLE 3.1-1 and 3.1.-2
prepared by John Caner 5/11/04

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Funding</th>
<th>2001/2002</th>
<th>2020 LRDP</th>
<th>Increase</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Term Students</td>
<td>31,800</td>
<td>33,450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty &amp; Staff</td>
<td>1,760</td>
<td>1,980</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Staff &amp; Visitors</td>
<td>3,040</td>
<td>4,880</td>
<td>1,840</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonacademic Staff</td>
<td>8,140</td>
<td>8,950</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Headcount</td>
<td>45,940</td>
<td>51,260</td>
<td>5,320</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg Space (Sq Ft)</td>
<td>12,107,100</td>
<td>14,307,100</td>
<td>2,200,000</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing (Beds)</td>
<td>8190</td>
<td>10,790</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>31.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking (Spaces)</td>
<td>7690</td>
<td>9990</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Headcount Increases:
Large increase in academic staff driven by assumption of 3.6% real growth in research funds (70% over 15 years)
4,000 new FTE students as part of 63,000 new students in UC system due to California population growth.
Most new students during summer (5,700) versus during regular year (1,650).

Building Space Increases:
450,000 square footage current shortage.
Another 450,000 in leased space. Part to be replaced due to safety and functionality.
Additional square footage to support research and student growth.

Housing/Beds Increases:
Provide housing for 100% of freshman. 50% housing for sophomores, transfer students, and first year grad students.

Parking Increases:
Replace 300 spaces due to construction since 1990.
1,000 spaces needed to meet current shortage and 2000-2005 LRDP.
One space per two new campus workers.
One space per ten new students.
## UC LRDP TRAFFIC IMPACT SUMMARY

Prepared by John Caner 5/11/04

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROADWAYS</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Between</th>
<th>Before Mitigation</th>
<th>After Mitigation</th>
<th>Mitigation*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashby</td>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>Adeline &amp; San Pablo</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashby</td>
<td>Eastbound</td>
<td>College &amp; Domingo</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>MLK &amp; I-80</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Pablo</td>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>Gilman &amp; Marin</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shattuck</td>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>Dwight &amp; Adeline</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shattuck</td>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>Hearst &amp; University</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwight Way</td>
<td>Westbound</td>
<td>MLK &amp; 6th</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LTS = Less Than Significant  S = Significant  SU = Significant Unavoidable Impact**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERSECTIONS</th>
<th>AM Impact</th>
<th>PM Impact</th>
<th>Before Mitigation</th>
<th>After Mitigation</th>
<th>Mitigation*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University &amp; Sixth</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University &amp; San Pablo</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Pablo &amp; Marin</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>None possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar &amp; Oxford</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Redesign intersection with left turn lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison &amp; Oxford</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allston &amp; Oxford</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitterdge &amp; Oxford</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bancroft &amp; Piedmont</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bancroft &amp; Ellsworth</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durant &amp; Piedmont</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby &amp; Waring</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Install signal and right turn lane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LTS = Less Than Significant  S = Significant  SU = Significant Unavoidable Impact**

Generally, Significant Impact (S) means that intersections are running at Level of Service (LOS) E or F, which are unacceptable levels of service.

* All mitigation done with "fair share funding" and planning with the city of Berkeley.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT C49-1
The writer’s comments are noted, but while the implication of the term “gridlock” is clear, it is not sufficiently defined to enable a substantive response.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C49-2
UC Berkeley is a research University, and research is not only part of its mission, but also integral to its educational programs. Any further growth in student enrollment would also entail growth in research. Please see response B7-20 for a fuller treatment of this subject.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C49-3
The advantages and disadvantages of moving some UC Berkeley research programs to the Richmond Field Station are examined in Alternative L-3.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C49-4
The Location Guidelines in section 3.1.16 do encourage a much broader consideration of sites more distant from the Campus Park for Extension programs.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C49-5
See Thematic Responses 9 and 10 regarding parking demand and trip reduction programs, respectively.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C49-6
See Thematic Response 4 regarding fiscal impacts.
Dean Metzger
Opening Statement

Dean Metzger — I am here representing:

1. CENA – Claremont Elmwood Neighborhood Association
2. City of Berkeley Transportation Commission

Positive remarks:
   a). Thank you for the work and information the University has put into the Long Range Development Plan. This information can be used by the University and the City to plan our future. The detail provides us with data that would be difficult to come by in any other way.
   b). If the University and City work together, they may both survive this plan.

Negative remarks:
   a). The plan does not have any new or workable solutions to the problems it creates.
   b). As the plan is fully developed, the City of Berkeley will not be able to provide the services required by the University or its citizens. The City will not have the financial resources to do so.
COVENANT

1. We request the EIR include the text of the Covenant and a review of the Covenant, bringing the current use into compliance with those terms.

2. All future plans and projects on the Clark Kerr Campus be submitted to CENA and the City of Berkeley for review and comment to be sure they are in compliance with the Covenant.

TRAFFIC

1. We request the University develop a traffic plan for the Warren-Derby corridor. This plan should provide ways to reduce congestion in this corridor.

2. New routes for the Contra Costa automobile commuter should be explored.

3. Programs to get Contra Costa commuters out of their cars need to be developed that provide economic advantages for using public transportation.

4. Provide funds to upgrade the infrastructure in South Berkeley to reduce the traffic congestion.

5. Provide financial support for the enforcement of the RPP program to discourage non residents from parking in the neighborhoods.

6. Provide all necessary parking required by contractors and construction crews at the construction site. Make it a condition of the contract that there be no parking on the neighborhood streets. Include a $500.00 penalty per incident in the construction contract.

7. During University events (football, basketball, music, etc) provide traffic control personnel to direct traffic through the neighborhood streets and to available parking. Provide directions and parking locations on all ticket information, mailed advertisements, and postings.
Land Use Section 4.8.6
Transportation Section

1. Add The City of Berkeley Transportation Commission to those organizations that are to review all projects in the Long range Development Plan.

2. All housing plans should have a no-car provision that is enforceable. Enforcement would have a $500.00 fine for each time a student receives a notice that he/she has broken the no-car rule.

3. Plan for the enforcement of the 3 ton truck limit on the residential streets in the City of Berkeley. Provide contract penalties of $500.00 or more for each violation of the truck limit ordinance.

4. For each project, develop a traffic plan that keeps all construction vehicles on the major streets of Berkeley. Submit the plan to the City Transportation Department for review and acceptance.

5. Provide funds in each contract for the repair of the Cities infrastructure after completion of each project. Specifically, to repair and resurface City streets and sewers damaged by large heavy trucks and construction activities.

6. Produce a detailed report on the Universities implementation of the TDM studies action items. Describe how the University has worked with the City of Berkeley to achieve the studies goals.

7. Detail future plans for the use of the TDM study during the implementation of the Long Range development Plan.

8. Develop a plan to work with The City of Berkeley to maintain the parking meters immediately around the Campus. Most of this parking demand is University related.

9. Use University resources with the City of Berkeley Office of Transportation to develop a long range traffic plan for the University and City. Take the lead in establishing a group/committee to study, recommend, and implement the plan.

10. Support the proposed BRT line on Telegraph Ave. only after it has proven that the traffic volumes on Telegraph Ave. have been reduced to allow for one lane of traffic in each direction that avoid congestion and grid lock.

11. Provide the financial means to implement solutions to any and all of the problems created in the proposed Long Range Development Plan.
These requests are probably just a few of what the University should do to make the Long Range Development Plan work for our neighborhood. There are probably many more that are not stated here.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-1
The writer’s opinions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-2 AND C50-3
The 1982 Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions for the Dwight-Derby site are hereby incorporated by reference. They are available for review through Facilities Services at UC Berkeley: contact Jennifer Lawrence, jlawrence@cp.berkeley.edu or (510)642-7720.

The 2020 LRDP does not propose any substantial changes to land use at the Clark Kerr Campus that would violate the covenants. Section 3.1.14 is explicitly clear on this matter:

In 1982 the University executed a Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions with neighboring property owners and a Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Berkeley, both of which commit the University to a site plan and land use program on the Clark Kerr Campus for a period of 50 years. While many of its 26 buildings require extensive repairs and upgrades, no significant change in either the use or physical character of the Clark Kerr Campus is proposed in the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-4
The writer’s request is noted. UC Berkeley is eager to participate with other agencies, neighbors and institutions in the City of Berkeley in appropriate traffic planning for this and other areas.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C50-5 THRU C50-10
The writer’s requests are noted. Please see response C50-4 above; see also Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-11
The University would encourage the city planning commission to consult with the transportation commission in formulating its comments.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-12
Although UC Berkeley policies seek to minimize automobile use by students, some students have life circumstances that require an automobile. A very limited number of residential permits are available to residents of University student housing with a demonstrated medical, employment, academic or other need: Best Practice TRA-2 states this policy would continue under the 2020 LRDP. Other students are only eligible for student commuter parking permits if they live beyond a two mile radius of campus.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-13
The writer’s request is noted. UC Berkeley is eager to work with the City of Berkeley to reduce the impacts of construction; however, the suggestion is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, and no further response is required.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C50-14
UC Berkeley works with the City of Berkeley to develop construction routing plans. See Continuing Best Practice TRA-3-b at page 4.12-46 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.
Response to Comment C50-15
See Continuing Best Practice TRA-3-d at page 4.12-47 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

Response to Comments C50-16 and C50-17
See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs.

Response to Comment C50-18
It is not the responsibility of the University to maintain city parking meters, although the parking program outlined in the 2020 LRDP is expected to reduce the demand for parking on city streets by UC Berkeley students and workers.

Response to Comments C50-19 and C50-20
See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs, including collaborative efforts.

Response to Comment C50-21
The writer’s comment is noted. Should the 2020 LRDP program be implemented, the University is committed to implementing and monitoring identified continuing best practices and mitigation measures.
May 8, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue, Suite 300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

We write in response to the invitation from Chancellor Berdahl to comment on the LRPD.

We are Berkeley alumni (Nancy, A.B. 1968; David, M.A. 1974) who have lived in downtown Berkeley for nearly 20 years; we own a house on Martin Luther King Jr. Way between Bancroft and Allston, across from Berkeley High School. We plan to live here for years to come. Nancy is a lifetime member of the Cal Alumni Association and a 24-year employee of the University’s Office of the President. Two of our adult children have degrees from Berkeley, and another is currently an employee on campus. We have a huge concern for the welfare of both the campus and for the community in which it exists.

We are aware that various community members are raising objections to major features of the LRPD, so we decided that it was important that we write and remind you that most of the community is supportive of the plans being proposed. It is typical that the voices of critics are much louder than the voices of those who are satisfied and even delighted with the LRPD.

In our view, the most impressive part of the LRPD is the downtown hotel conference center and museum complex, which we anticipate will be a huge boon to Berkeley. We are great fans of this idea, and we want you to know that the community will benefit at least as much as the campus! Don’t let anyone talk you out of this. We have never recovered from the disappointment of the Office of the President moving to Oakland. That loss really hurt Berkeley’s economy. The downtown is really struggling to recoup; and this is our neighborhood.

Please know that in our view, the majority of residents of Berkeley appreciate the proximity of the campus. We have learned to flex with the rhythms of the campus – the traffic on home game days, the influx of families during “move in days” and graduation days, and the rich cultural and intellectual offerings that the campus community makes available to its neighbors.
We do have one reservation; the LRDP appears to anticipate an increase in traffic on city streets, and to treat such an increase as inevitable. We own a car but we are firm believers in public transit and such alternative modes of transportation as walking and cycling. In fact, when we bought our home we made a conscious decision to find a location where we could minimize the use of our car and maximize use of alternatives, and we’ve succeeded fairly well at doing that. The 2300 new parking spaces that the LRDP calls for would appear to represent 4600 additional car trips per day, that is, 2300 additional cars coming through the downtown area, two times a day. It’s too bad that the campus is across town from the major highways, but we see that it’s much too late to remedy that. However, we want to urge you to investigate more creative responses to this problem than just trying to speed up traffic along feeder streets, such as Oxford/Fulton, by adding signal lights and turn lanes. We hope that you will listen to the recommendations of city commissions and local activist groups on this point with an open mind, and improve the LRDP’s proposals for traffic mitigation. Right now, we understand that 50% of your staff drives to campus, and 10% of the students. Ideally, the absolute numbers — not the percentages — should be reduced from their present levels.

We are confident that an institution with the aggregate intelligence and creativity of the University of California, Berkeley, could, if it chose to, develop some real solutions in this area!

The proposed Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies and the additional student housing sound wonderful, also. While we will not testify in the public hearings, we hope that our voices will help advance the adoption of a UC Berkeley LRDP with most of the proposed recommendations, but with more pedestrian- and public transit-focused alternatives to the proposed increase in parking on or near the campus.

Sincerely,

David and Nancy Coolidge
11.2C.51 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C51

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C51-1

The writers suggest reducing the need for traffic mitigation measures by reducing the absolute number of people who drive to UC Berkeley.

In accordance with CEQA, the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR uses the most conservative assumptions to analyze the impact of parking proposed in the LRDP: namely, that every new parking space results in a new single occupant vehicle. The EIR proposes Mitigation TRA-11, to minimize the risk this outcome may occur. See Draft 2020 LRDP EIR pages 4.12-55 to 4.12-56. UC Berkeley concurs that a goal should be to reduce present levels of parking demand; this policy appears at page 3.1-29 of the Draft EIR.
To whom it may concern,

I wanted to provide you guys feedback on the 2020 LRDP document. I am an alumni of Cal's Class 2001. I live in Berkeley and work in San Francisco for a consulting firm. I attended yesterday's meeting and heard many of the comments of the various community members in attendance. Here are my thoughts:

- I applaud the idea of protecting Cal's architectural treasures. We should enhance/expand the neo-classical theme of the campus. We should NOT build another Evans, Barrows, Tolman, Eshelman, Boalt, and Wurster halls...structures that destroy the neo-classical character of the campus. In fact, we should even take those buildings down and build new ones that enhance the classical legacy of the core of the campus (e.g., Doe, Wheeler, California, Hearst, etc.). The Tien Center is a good start. But, I also noticed the new music library being built which is not a good example that we are protecting our architectural treasures. It's a horrible looking structure. Why are we doing this? Even UCLA does a better job than us in protecting their campus theme. Why not us?

- The landscaping for much of the campus's busiest parts needs MAJOR work. There needs to be a plan to address this. I applaud that this is addressed in the LRDP. It needs to be done. The renovation of Sproul Plaza is a good first step. But what about areas of great significance like Dwinelle Courtyard, Campanile Way, Sather Road, Lower Sproul? They are all run down and definitely do not communicate to prospective students, faculty, and visitors that we are a world class campus. It is even embarrassing at times.

- Why expand the student, faculty and staff population? Cal is already too big of an institution. Expansion of the student, faculty and staff population would be another drain on the financial resources of the campus. It doesn't seem to me that the campus is aware of how students feel that they are “just a number”. The campus is already too impersonal and this expansion will not help the student's experience. Many of them feel detached from Cal at its current size. Growth will just exacerbate this feeling of detachment. To provide perspective, my roommate who is currently a student at Cal worked as a caller for the Cal Fund. The majority of the alumni he called to solicit donations mention that they had a bad experience while students at Cal. The main reason? The campus felt impersonal. Needless to say, these alums did not give back to the university. Expansion of the student population is not the solution to this. Perhaps, instead of increasing the population of Cal, UC should build more campuses or have applicants be diverted to less populated campuses (e.g., Santa Cruz, Riverside, etc.) UC should not mandate that Cal take in more students. It's a horrible idea. Lastly, if this policy is implemented, it's unclear where the money for this growth will come from given the instability of the State budget situation.

- Traffic seems like a major issue that Berkeley residents deal with. I think the problem is mostly societal in that we like to drive. Most Berkeley residents don't seem to understand this from the comments I heard yesterday. Although I do sympathize with them, I don't
think the traffic problem will change unless there's a fundamental change in the way we Americans live. That being said, Cal could help build incentives that will get people out of their cars and use public transportation. One solution is to have more campus busses that drive around various neighborhoods.

- Memorial Stadium needs to be renovated. Why is there no mention of it in the LRDP? Is there nothing in the works to address this? I thought the Chancellor announced something about renovation. It needs to be renovated for many reasons: safety, to enhance the student-athlete experience, to retain top notch coaches (i.e., Tedford), generate revenue for Cal athletics, and lastly, for us alums to be proud! This is long overdue and there needs to be a concrete plan in place to renovate it.

Romeo Leon
Class of 2001

Romeo C. Leon
Senior Consultant
Celerity Consulting Group
150 California Street, 6th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
415.986.8850, Ext. 206
415.986.8851, Fax
rleon@consultcelerity.com
www.consultcelerity.com

This message and any files or text attached to it are intended only for the recipients named above, and contain information that may be confidential or privileged. If you are not an intended recipient, you must not read, copy, use or disclose this communication. Please also notify the sender by replying to this message, and then delete all copies of it from your system. Thank you.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C52-1
The Hargrove Music Library predates the 2020 LRDP, and therefore does not reflect the Campus Park Design Guidelines prescribed in the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C52-2
The policies in section 3.1.10 regarding programs of strategic investment in the campus landscape and open spaces speak directly to the writer’s comments. UC Berkeley has recently completed a Landscape Master Plan, and the companion Landscape Heritage Plan, which deals in more specific terms with the historic heart of the Campus Park, is being finalized. These two documents will provide the campus with a comprehensive framework of potential initiatives to guide future investment.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C52-3
As explained in section 3.1.5, the recent and future growth in enrollment is a necessary response to demographic changes in California and to UC’s mission under the California Master Plan for Higher Education. However, recognizing the limits of Berkeley and Los Angeles, the growth these urban campuses are absorbing is much less than other campuses with greater land resources. The 2020 LRDP does propose to stabilize enrollment at UC Berkeley once the current increase is absorbed. The writer’s comments on the state budget and its potential impacts are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C52-4
As described in section 3.1.9, UC Berkeley has a wide and growing range of incentives for alternate transportation modes. UC Berkeley has also just negotiated a pilot Bear Pass program of reduced bus fares for employees with AC Transit, to complement the existing Class Pass program.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C52-5
The Stadium does require renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies. However, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. See Thematic Response 1 for an explanation of how the 2020 LRDP and its EIR would be used in project level review of this and other potential future projects.
Dear Jennifer Lawrence,

My name is Victoria Lynn Curtis. I am a life-long East Bay resident. I am also a UC Berkeley Alumni. I would like to ask UCB to please open up the Strawberry Canyon to bicycle access. My husband, children, ages 9 and 11, and I bicycle as a family and would very much appreciate keeping our family out in nature and off the crazy, unsafe city roads.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours, Victoria Lynn Curtis (cell 510-305-7775)
Greeting,

I am writing in response to your call for written comments regarding the UC Berkeley Long Range Plans.

Please make every attempt to open Strawberry Canyon to bicycles. The stretch of trails through Strawberry Canyon can provide a unique, beautiful and most of all safe, non-city street access to the open space of Tilden Park, Wildcat Canyon and beyond. As the communities around UC Berkeley grow the need for access to open space and alternative ways to enjoy it without vehicle use will continue to grow. By providing access to Strawberry Canyon the University can demonstrate it's commitment to local communities by granting local school children, outdoor enthusiasts, and sports teams access to this critical and most of all safe connection.

Over the years bicyclists have progressed a great deal in their understanding of use issues and in consideration of other trail users. Granting bicycle access to a least one trail through Strawberry will allow cyclists an off road path to the University and other local destinations. Local riders and sports teams have logged thousands of miles in Tilden and Wildcat Canyons without incident. Please give them a chance to demonstrate their good will through their behavior and actions. Don't summarily judge them based on old stories and innuendo. Give them an opportunity to prove themselves.

Sincerely,

Jerry M Elledge
11.2C.53-54 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C53 AND C54

The University received 37 similar letters from individuals, advocating the use of Hill Campus trails by cyclists: C53-C54, C62-C67, C69-C74, C76-C82, C85-C95, C97-C98, C188, C284, and C299.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C53-1 AND C54-1

The comment presents the writer’s opinion that bicycling should be permitted in Strawberry Canyon. Bicycle use on Hill Campus trails does raise potential environmental issues with respect to the value and use of the Ecological Study Area as a research and educational resource for UC Berkeley, as described in section 3.1.15. The existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus would be suitable topic for consideration by the Ecological Study Area management authority proposed at page 3.1-54. This request is not a comment on the Draft EIR, and no further response is required.
Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I write as a Berkeley resident since 1967, a retired UC Press editor, a Northside homeowner, and as someone who greatly values the intellectual and cultural resources of the University and its potential to benefit the people of California by educating an economically and racially diverse range of students of our state.

My greatest concern with regard to the UC Berkeley Long Range Plan is its failure adequately to address the urgent need to decrease UCB-associated automobile traffic into and out of Berkeley.

As one of the great universities in the world, UCB has the responsibility to educate its faculty, staff, and students about the need to reduce fossil fuel emissions sharply to slow if not reverse accelerating global warming.

Instead, the Long Range Plan’s 30% increase in parking places will ensure a significant increase in traffic and pollution. This is totally unacceptable. Rather, the Long Range Plan should add no parking spaces and should increase campus parking rates to more than the cost of public transportation. The very substantial amount of money saved by not building and maintaining more parking garages can fund a subsidy for staff and faculty transit passes and assist AC Transit with provision of small new zero-pollution buses to ensure convenient transportation for faculty, staff, and students.

The UCB Long Range Plan must act upon the irrefutable evidence that humans (and especially Americans) are radically exacerbating global warming by the wasteful, irresponsible use of fossil fuels. Failure to do so, especially in light of efforts already made by the city of Berkeley, UCLA, and Stanford, will only shame the University and represent a tragic loss of the opportunity to reduce air pollution and educate Californians to that necessity.

Sincerely,

Charlene M. Woodcock

ec: Berkeley Daily Planet
11.2C.55 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C55

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C55-1
In accordance with CEQA, the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR uses the most conservative assumptions to analyze the impact of parking proposed in the LRDP: namely, that every new parking space results in a new single occupant vehicle. Then, the EIR proposes Mitigation Measure TRA-11, to minimize the risk this outcome may occur. See 2020 LRDP Draft EIR pages 4.12-55 to 4.12-56.

The writer’s opinion that one responsibility of UCB is to educate faculty, staff and students about fossil fuel emissions and global warming is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C55-2
See above response regarding the conservative analysis presented in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. The writer’s opinion that parking rates should be increased, and funds for AC Transit and transit pass subsidies provided, is noted. Please see Thematic Response 10 regarding transportation alternatives, and Thematic Response 9, insofar as it includes a discussion of comparable universities.
May 16, 2004

To - Jennifer Lawrence

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I have received the one page notice RE: the 2020 long range dev. plan for UC. However, I am having problems when I try to use your website and I have a specific question about my neighborhood. Does any of the plan relate to the "open land" part of Oxford Tract (bordered by Walnut St., Virginia, Oxford, and Hearst)? I live across from the Tract on Walnut St.

Sincerely,

Corinne Lund
corinnedavid@earthlink.net
11.2C.56  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C56

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C56
As shown in figure 3.1-1 and described at page 3.1-7, the growing grounds portion of the Oxford Tract are within the Adjacent Blocks West land use subzone.
Dear Planners,

I just want to check and make sure that I am interpreting the information in Chart 4.10-7 and 4.10-8 correctly?

The way I read this, you expect @56,000 new jobs in the primary EHA? and @293,000 in the secondary EHA? (This is the net new jobs column)

But you only expect around 1,650 new students?

I feel like I've missed something integral to your analysis, as I don't detect a rational relationship between the two?

Thanks for an explanation, and setting me on the right track.

Warm Regards,

J. Eric Bartko
11.2C.57  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C57

Response to comment C57-1
As shown in the first row of table 4.10-8, the number of net new UC Berkeley jobs anticipated under the 2020 LRDP would be up to 2,870. The larger numbers cited by the writer (55,759 and 293,641) represent the total number of projected new jobs in the primary and secondary EHAs, respectively. In both instances, the difference between “No 2020 LRDP Growth” and “With 2020 LRDP Growth” is 2,870.
May 14, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue, Suite 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

I am writing in response to UC Berkeley’s 2020 LRDP and Tien Center EIR. My issue relates to the concept of building faculty housing in the Berkeley Hills.

First, I would like to state that I appreciate any and all efforts on the part of the University to be a good neighbor. I have especially appreciated some of the initiatives of Irene Hegarty and various efforts to communicate news of the campus to its neighbors.

However, I have to say that, to date, the University has had a pretty negative impact on my family and me. The issues follow.

**Lawrence Hall of Science parking lot:** When we built our house on Summit Road, there was no paved parking lot with streetlights below our house. The construction of that lot has created a terrible eyesore seen from our home. When we considered selling the house a few years ago, the realtor let us know that the parking lot considerably reduced the value of our home. In addition to the physical eyesore, the lot has created a public nuisance for us night after night as we are awakened from sleep by blaring radios and loud parties. The lot has had years when there was no control and we were awakened frequently and other times when it was successfully closed at night.

**No reflectors for foggy nights:** The last time the University repaved Centennial Drive, the small yellow reflectors in the middle of the road were not replaced. They previously served as the only markers for navigation of this road in heavy fog. It is only a matter of time before there is a terrible accident on this road because of the lack of reflectors.

**Installation of a traffic light:** The most recent degradation of our neighborhood by the University was the installation of a city traffic light. We were incredulous to find out one day – with no chance to protest or to suggest an alternative – that the kind of traffic light found on city streets was installed in front of Lawrence Hall. What a horrible environmental impact that is. I see the blinking yellow warning lights from my bed! There was no need for such overkill at this spot. A
sidewalk with blinking lights when someone enters it would have been sufficient.

And now the idea of building 100 units of faculty housing at the end of Summit Road: Lower Summit Road is a dead end street with about 20 single-family houses. At the end of the street is a small wooded area that buffers us from the heavy traffic on Centennial Drive and the Space Sciences buildings of the University. This area is clearly zoned for one family dwellings. How the University can contemplate putting a mass of faculty housing units in this neighborhood is beyond comprehension. I ask anyone reading this letter who lives in a single family neighborhood what his or her reaction would be to having a hundred units - or any number - of faculty housing units plunked down on their street.

The impact on us, as tax-paying Berkeley homeowners, would be massively negative. Clearly we cannot let this happen. We hope that the University will realize what a negative environmental impact this housing will have and will eliminate the idea from the LRDP so that we will not have to go to the time, trouble and expense of hiring legal counsel to stop this action.

Others will write to you about the impact on animals, birds, and water in the area. I ask that you consider people, too, in assessing the environmental impact of the plan to urbanize further what has been a quiet suburban neighborhood.

Sincerely yours,

Nancy D. Spaeth

P.S. On the other hand I strongly support the University’s plan to construct more parking. The City’s philosophy of not providing parking in order to get more people out of their cars has simply led to the destruction of Downtown Berkeley as a shopping area.

Copies to:
Tom Bates, Mayor
Arrieta Chakos, Assistant City Manager
Betty Olds, Council Person
Dave Nasitir, Head of the Summit Road Neighborhood Association
11.2C.58 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C58

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C58-1 THRU C58-3
The writer comments on existing conditions, and not on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. The writer’s concern with lighting and activities at the Lawrence Hall of Science parking lot, with existing safety conditions on Centennial Drive, and with the installment of a traffic signal at the Lawrence Hall of Science are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C58-4
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Dear Sir:

I received a copy of your "Long Range Development Plan" leaflet. I am not able to attend the public hearing but I do have a few comments on the subject. I hope that you bother to read this even though it is in longhand.

You would best show your concern for the people of Berkeley by limiting student automobile traffic. Basic facts about a student population: they are young, self-centered, noisy, and drive too fast. These are problems for the adult population.

I know of other state universities which disallow automobiles to freshmen or make car ownership contingent on GPA. You can do this if you have the guts. And there is no excuse for
building more dormitories to house more students without providing parking for these people. This is your responsibility, not the city of Berkeley’s.

These practical matters are more to the point for the average Berkeley resident than your high-flown ideas about conference centers, museums, and the like. We are proud to have an excellent university in our midst and would be proud still if you would pay attention to the problems you create and be a good neighbor.

Sincerely,
Sandra Fonville

SANDRA FONVILLE
2715 Bonvenue Av
Berkeley CA 94705
11.2C.59 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C59

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C59-1
The writer suggests that young drivers, such as UC Berkeley students, drive too fast, and that automobile ownership should be restricted at UC Berkeley. UC Berkeley discourages students from driving to campus: only registered students residing outside a two mile boundary from campus are eligible for student parking permits at UC Berkeley, and parking for students living in campus housing is limited, available only on the basis of “demonstrated compelling need.”

See [http://resource.berkeley.edu/r_html/r03_10.html](http://resource.berkeley.edu/r_html/r03_10.html), a resource guide for students parking in Berkeley.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C59-2
The writer’s opinion that parking should be provided for students in campus dormitories is noted.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence, Principal Planner  
Capital Projects—University of California  
1936 University Avenue Suite 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720

Comments for the UC 2020 LRDP Draft EIR

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

Imagine the University of California at Berkeley without Strawberry Creek! Ask yourself, doesn’t the region of the Strawberry Creek Watershed define the sense of historic place that we know as the Berkeley campus? Undoubtedly, all of us in this watershed community are blessed to know Strawberry Creek as it openly meanders through the Main Campus from the Faculty Club to the Oxford Street Bridge culvert! Visualize the native plant communities, trees, squirrels, dragonflies, birds, and people beside the murmuring flowing water of Strawberry Creek. Isn’t the memory of Strawberry Creek the most significant imagery in the fabric of reality for anyone who has walked about the University environs?

In ‘the challenge for wise and sustainable growth’, will you let this creek landscape have a voice in the framework land use policies mentioned in the LRDP? Will you work with a watershed perspective for ‘the optimal use of public resources’? Those of us in the Strawberry Creek Watershed community may offer organic concepts new yet imagined by planning professionals—concepts that are lacking in the 2020 LRDP section on Biological Resources.

John Wesley Powell, in his Inventory of the American West (1875), strongly advised that regional government organize itself around cooperative management of watersheds. We advise a thorough historical review on University thinking regarding the cooperative management of the Strawberry Creek Watershed with neighboring jurisdictions that edge the land owned by the Regents of the University of California.

To describe the region of the Strawberry Creek Watershed, one must visualize the headwater tributaries that begin at the watershed ridgelines in the steep Berkeley/Oakland Hills in the upper Strawberry and Woolsey Canyons. The flows from groundwater, springs, seeps and Mediterranean streams course into the North and South forks of Strawberry Creek which are largely open channels on Campus, and then are piped underground of much of the City of Berkeley to the San Francisco Bay Estuary. Despite the burying and culverting of various segments, Strawberry Creek is a cohesive biological system. As it occurs in Nature, Strawberry Creek with its many habitats is studied by scholars and students as an integrated ecosystem crossing jurisdictional boundaries.

To govern the Strawberry Creek Watershed, there exists a cooperative watershed policy directive for the University entitled the Joint Watershed Goals Statement of 1995. (Attachment #1) That agreement between the University of California at Berkeley, the cities of Albany, Berkeley, El Cerrito and Richmond along with East Bay Regional Parks District, sets forth four goals to enable the partners to jointly restore the watershed they share.

Any discussion in the 2020 LRDP of planning for creek and storm drainage, landscaping and water quality monitoring within the University lands in Berkeley and Oakland fails in planning for the entire Strawberry Creek Watershed. No where in the 2020 LRDP EIR is there a mention of any of the goals, nor is the Joint Watershed Goals Statement referenced in the bibliography.
For example in educating the public to embrace a cooperative watershed planning perspective:

Goal #4: “Instilling widespread public awareness of the value of developing infrastructure along lines that promote healthier watershed and watershed oriented open spaces where nature and community life can flourish.” (Joint Watershed Goals Statement, 1995).

In the 2020 LRDP, one does not find even a limited campus-wide resource management plan or even a Creeks and Wildlands Management Plan configuration component of watershed-based planning thought. Nor are Watershed concepts found in the descriptions of the Regents jurisdictional lands of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Absent that, the University has less ability to further the current policy in force (the highly successful Strawberry Creek Management Plan) as it is limited to one relatively flat land area, the Central Campus which planners have somehow blurred by renaming the land as ‘the Campus Park where Strawberry Creek is treated as a mere water feature. Geographically and conceptually, this falls short of acres and acres of a watershed-wide plan.

Without a watershed-wide resource management plan, the watercourses, riparian corridors, vegetation, wild life, underground water, and biota cannot be treated as a sound environmental science biological system. The watercourses and riparian areas within the University “Hill Campus”, “ecological study zone”, LBNL, and “Campus Park” are all valuable natural resources supporting a great variety of aquatic and terrestrial species, trees and plant compatriots for students to study and enjoy. Such resources deserve sound environmental science management and security for the preservation of all life forms.

Here, the mission of the University to serve the community as an educator could be met with a program aimed to educate ‘widespread public awareness of the value of developing infrastructure along lines that promote healthier watershed and watershed oriented open spaces where nature and community life can flourish.’ (See above).

Recommendations from Friends of Strawberry Creek

I For a start, an interim Campus-wide Creeks and Wildlands Management Plan would serve as a strategic approach to watershed-wide management planning. Such will result in much better protection, opportunities for enhancement, and less costly management of the University’s urban riparian and wildland resources. A watershed inventory would be a necessary step.

II We ask that you be especially concerned with groundwater resources for emergency drinking water in the event of a severe earthquake breaking the East Bay MUD Caldecott Pipe. We hope you would engage with our Joint Watershed Goals jurisdiction neighbors, LBNL and Oakland to explore the concept of the Lennert Aquifer as public trust water and its potential for a drinking water bank reserve and other beneficial uses for the campus employees, citizens of Berkeley and nearby Oaklanders under the California State Water Resource Control Board rules.*

III. Such would likely require a thorough inventory of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed headwaters, springs, wells, groundwater, and the Lennert Aquifer, which contributes pumped pure water to Strawberry Creek. The Aquifer was conceived and discovered by Head Campus Engineer John Shively with Engineer Ben J. Lennert when the Lawrence Hall of Sciences was beginning to slide downhill during a drought in August. Pure geologic water has been pumped from the Shively Well #1 since 1975. We have been told that currently it is around 5 to 6 gallons per minute depending on the capacity of the pump. We hope for a study of the deep subsurface geology and extent of the Lennert Aquifer, which has been hypothesized in two different studies. (Converse 1984; Shively 1975).

IV We recommend you bring a “water person” on board to educate planners on a developing a watershed protection perspective to reestablish ecological integrity of university lands.
We recommend you embrace the following goals in a regional watershed perspective:

A Require clean up of degraded habitats and groundwater to a zero tolerance level

B Define opportunities for renewal and enhancement of degraded habitats and set guidelines for long-term maintenance to the standard of pre-development conditions with no net increase of runoff and no alteration of drainage of the hill area into Strawberry Creek and its tributaries

C Improve water quality for cities and contribute to saving the San Francisco Bay Estuary

D Increase consistency and predictability of the University’s ‘permitting process’ for facilities development by the University or its leaseholders above Memorial Stadium

E Contribute to a deeper understanding of the hydrogeology of the LBNL’s serious slope stability issues and highly expensive engineering attempts that impact groundwater

F Stop additional development in the watershed east of Memorial Stadium, which is a critical high, risk fire zone as well as an extremely hazardous Hayward Fault seismic zone

To conclude, many of us in Friends of Strawberry Creek have attempted to research the hydrogeology of the origins of the headwaters of the Berkeley and Oakland hills that feed Strawberry Creek, its tributaries and many tributaries. We found very little documentation in the Water Resource Center Archive. The Norfleet Consultants East Bay Plain Beneficial Study (1999) does not go east of the ‘line’ of the Hayward Fault which dissects UCB.

It is astonishing that UCB, which has produced hundreds of outstanding geologists and hydrogeologists, has not thoroughly studied the Strawberry Creek Watershed as a watershed. Now that LBNL is no longer classified for sensitive defense research, perhaps the Regents and the University administration will be interested in a prudent and thorough study of the watershed for future planning to reduce development costs?

Very truly yours,

MARY PEARSON
For Friends of Strawberry Creek

*In an emergency it is calculated that each individual needs 2 liters drinking water per day. Under ordinary time, water consumption is estimated at 150 gallons per day per person. There is a chance that the Lennert Aquifer could produce by pump and generator more than enough drinking water for 1 year according to Dr. Javendel at LBNL. John Shivelye recommends a pumping test to calculate how far in time the water supply would last as a reserve emergency water drinking water bank for the citizens of Berkeley, the University and nearby Oaklanders.

**Most of the 10+ known earthquake faults in the Strawberry Creek Watershed are designated as inactive. This is unwise, as faults have to fail because they have failed in the past—perhaps not the recent past. We have been warned by the USGS experts to expect a 70% disastrous quake probability on the Hayward Fault during the next 3 decades. Additionally, there is continuing slippage at the junction of the Pacific Plate and the North American Plate. These plates are divided by the Hayward Rodgers Creek Fault, which has splays connecting to other faults. The Soule map of Strawberry Valley (1875) indicates clusters of springs and seeps, which we now know, are along those splays. (Attachment #2) Seismic activity often gives forth more water. Any change in the state of stress deep within the Earth may change the water level in the Aquifer, new springs may burst forth and more water may course into Strawberry Creek. In a worst case scenario water from the dozen groundwater contamination plumes located on land used by the LBNL of radioactive tritium, freon, diesel and other volatile organic compounds could break through their present geologic barriers and drain into Strawberry Creek. (Attachment #3).
JOINT WATERSHED GOALS STATEMENT

The Cities of Albany, Berkeley, El Cerrito, and Richmond, and the East Bay Regional Park District, and the University of California, Berkeley, agree to join in partnership to restore the watershed of our joint jurisdictions to a health condition. We will cooperate closely to accomplish the following goals:

• Restoring our creeks by removing culverts, underground pipes, and obstructions to fish and animal migration, putting creeks in restored channels up in the sunshine where they can be enjoyed by people and wildlife.

• Restoring creek corridors as natural transportation routes with pedestrians and bicycle paths along creekside greenways; wherever possible using creekside greenways to connect neighborhoods and commercial districts east of the Interstate 80 freeway to the shoreline of San Francisco Bay and the San Francisco Bay Trail.

• Restoring a healthy freshwater supply to creeks and the Bay by eliminating conditions that pollute rainwater as it flows overland to creeks and eliminating conditions that prevent a healthy amount of rainwater from soaking into the ground and replenishing the underground water supplies that nourish creeks.

• Instilling widespread public awareness of the value of developing infrastructure along lines that promote healthier watersheds and watershed oriented open spaces where nature and community life can flourish.

In addition to congoing general cooperation in the furtherance of these goals, the watershed partners agree to seek out opportunities to jointly apply for grants and jointly undertake planning, construction, educational and watershed management projects which will be approved on a case by case basis by the respective governing bodies.
CITY OF BERKELEY
CONSENT CALENDAR INFORMATION

Deadline for Council Action: July 25, 1995
Council Meeting Date: July 25, 1995

From: Mayor Shirley Dean

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE CITY COUNCIL:

Approve a Joint Watershed Goals Statement which is being submitted to the Cities of Albany, Berkeley, El Cerrito, and Richmond, and the East Bay Regional Park District and the University of California, Berkeley.

1. COMMENTS, CITY ATTORNEY:
   None

2. BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR COUNCIL ACTION:

   Mayors and staff from the Cities of Albany, Berkeley, El Cerrito and Richmond have been attending meetings hosted by Mayor Brodsky of the City of Albany regarding watershed management. We have discussed how creeks might be restored in our three areas and how such restoration makes a positive contribution to park areas and the general urban landscape. Citizens interested in this issue also have attended these meetings.

   We have agreed to work together on obtaining funding for such work. I have indicated in these meetings that a Berkeley priority would be to see Strawberry Creek uncovered, if possible, in the Downtown and Civic Center area.

   To enhance these efforts, it is now proposed that the Cities of Albany, Berkeley, El Cerrito, and Richmond, and the East Bay Regional Park District and University of California, Berkeley approve the attached joint watershed goals statement.

3. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS (include any dollar amount, in-kind services, multi-year commitment) AND SOURCE OF FUNDS (for both cash and in-kind services; indicate if amount is currently budgeted and requirement for budget code). IF SUBMITTAL AUTHORIZATION OR EXECUTION OF GRANTS IS INVOLVED (includes new grants or modification) AN FN006 (budget modification form) SHOULD BE SUBMITTED WITH ITEM. ITEM WILL NOT BE PROCESSED UNLESS FN006 IS INCLUDED.
Unknown. Intent of the item is to seek grant money for projects that are technically feasible and approved by the jurisdiction in which the project is located.

4. COUNCIL POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, IF ANY:

Council has supported actions to uncover creeks in the past. In order to protect existing creeks, Council has also approved an ordinance prohibiting construction which is too near their banks.

5. COMMUNITY GROUPS AFFECTED:

All.

6. BOARD(S), COMMISSION(S), COMMITTEE(S) OR DEPARTMENT(S) INVOLVED AND NAME, TITLE AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PERSON(S) TO CONTACT FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Amy Resner, Chief of Staff, Mayor’s Office: 644-6484
Figure 5. Historical springs and water development are shown for Strawberry Canyon Watershed as mapped by Soulé (1875). Springs a, f, g and h, which are highlighted in yellow, plot very closely to the trace of the ECP according to Borg (1991).
Members of the Planning Commission  
Members of the City Council  
City of Berkeley

Re: UCB 2020 Long-Range Development Plan Draft EIR

Dear Sirs and Madams:

We respectfully request you further develop a WATERSHED POLICY approach in evaluating the University of California 2020 Long-Range Development Plan Draft EIR. For the health and safety of all of us, we beg your interest to protect and manage the waters that flow in Strawberry Creek which reach from the ridgeline headwaters of Grizzly Peak and Centennial Drive, meandering downstream through Strawberry Canyon, the UC Campus and largely culverted under the City of Berkeley to the Bay.

Please see the Friends of Strawberry Creek comments on the 2020 Plan Draft that follow.

Please review the Joint Watershed Goals Statement Agreement of 1995 between the Cities of Berkeley, the University of California, East Bay Regional Parks District (and other cities) for cooperative management that applies to the Strawberry Creek Watershed that is an integrated ecosystem crossing the jurisdictional boundaries with Berkeley and Oakland. (See Attached)

We further request that you work with the University on the potential for beneficial use Berkeley hill water (water that flows into Strawberry Creek from groundwater, springs, seeps and the Lennert Aquifer) for use in an emergency such as a disaster from natural forces of an earthquake firestorm, and even potential terrorist action.

While there is much confidence in EBMUD’s role as water supplier, EBMUD tells us that the Caldecott Pipe may rupture during a severe earthquake. However, there does not seem to be interest by East Bay cities to install emergency groundwater wells, nor plans to utilize the Lennert geologic waters?

The Shively Well #1 is located in the parking area of the Space Sciences Laboratory on University land. Since 1975, that well has been pumping gallons of pure water per minute into Strawberry Creek from the Lennert Aquifer. We hope this aquifer can be protected so as to serve to sustain us during a disaster and to keep Strawberry Creek clean and healthy.

Thanking you in advance for your kind attention,

Very truly yours,

For Friends of Strawberry Creek  

Jennifer Mary Pearson, Ph.D.

Carole Schemmerling
11.2C.60  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C60

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C60-1 AND C60-2
As noted in the 2020 LRDP, UC Berkeley recognizes and appreciates the sensitive nature of the Hill Campus as a watershed, and is committed to restoring hydrology patterns. See pages 3.1-51 through 3.1-57 of the Draft EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-3
The writer’s opinion that a watershed-wide planning perspective is missing from the 2020 LRDP is noted.

The 2020 LRDP Draft EIR includes many protections for riparian areas, in both the Hill Campus and the Campus Park. Continuing Best Practices outlined in Chapter 4.3 Biological Resources, serve to protect and enhance riparian areas, wildlife habitat, and other natural communities in the Hill Campus and Campus Park. UC Berkeley is eager to work with the City of Berkeley and other land management agencies in the watershed to evolve additional improvements in land management strategies for the watershed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-4
The writer’s opinion is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-5
The recommendation is noted. UC Berkeley is eager to work with the City of Berkeley and other land management agencies in the watershed to evolve additional improvements in land management strategies for the watershed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-6
The writer’s opinion that groundwater resources for emergency drinking water should be explored is noted. This is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. No further response is required.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-7
The writer’s support for a study of the deep subsurface geology and extent of the Lennert Aquifer is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-8
The writer’s request for a “water person” to educate planners on developing a watershed protection perspective for University lands is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C60-9, C60-10, C60-11, C60-12, C60-13 AND C60-14
The recommendations are noted. Many of the objectives and policies in the 2020 LRDP and many of the best practices and mitigations outlined in the Draft EIR align UC Berkeley with the proposed recommendations and goals: for example, the objective to “Plan every new project as a model of resource conservation and environmental stewardship” would align with the recommendation to seek enhancement of degraded habitat. See pages 4.3-19 to 4.3-20 of the Draft EIR. Mitigation HYD-5 to “prevent increases of flow” from newly developed sites in the Hill Campus aligns with the writer’s recommendation to set guidelines for no net increase of runoff and no alteration of drainage of the Hill Campus.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C60-15

UC Berkeley is eager to work with the City of Berkeley, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and other land management agencies in the watershed to evolve additional improvements in land management strategies for the watershed.
To: UC Berkeley Facilities Dept.
From: Berkeley Ecological and Safe Transportation Coalition (BEST)
Re: Comments on the Draft 2020 Long Range Development Plan and EIR

Berkeley Ecological and Safe Transportation Coalition (BEST) urges the university to base the transportation policies of the Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) on the "No New Parking and More Transit Alternative" (Alternative L-2) that is studied in the Environmental Impact Report for the LRDP.

The EIR shows clearly that this alternative is environmentally superior to the current transportation proposal of the LRDP. As the EIR analysis shows, it would reduce the environmental impacts of the plan, such as increased traffic congestion.

This plan would not require most UC employees who now drive will switch to other modes. It would merely require the drive-alone rate to drop from 51% percent of faculty and staff to something closer to what other universities have already accomplished in reducing traffic.

For example, the University of Washington made a commitment to the City of Seattle in 1983 to limit traffic on corridors leading to and from campus. In 1991, it launched its U-Pass program. With a U-Pass, faculty, staff and students can all ride local buses and commuter trains for free. The U-Pass program also includes free parking for those who carpool, vanpool subsidies. There are also active efforts to encourage and facilitate walking and biking.

UC Berkeley provides students with a "class pass" which is similar to the UW U-Pass, but UC provides no similar pass to its faculty and staff. The LRDP fails to call for UC to implement a similar program. The LRDP has one policy on encouraging alternative modes of transportation, but it falls far short of the current best practice at UW.

83% of UW students and 60% of UW faculty and staff take advantage of the U-Pass. The rate of faculty drive alone commuting dropped from 60% in 1989 to 43% in 2002. Staff drive alone commuting dropped from 44% to 38%. While the total population of faculty, staff and students has grown by 22% since 1989, the University now has fewer parking spaces and the utilization rate of those spaces has dropped. Despite substantial growth, the number of single occupancy parking permits for faculty, staff and students has dropped substantially.

As a result of implementation of U-Pass, peak hour traffic levels today are below 1990 levels even with growth in the campus population. UW has been able to avoid building costly parking structures. It estimates that it has saved over $100 million in avoided construction costs for new parking. They estimate that they avoided building 3600 new parking spaces.

UW's accomplishment are all the more noteworthy because the quality of transit service in the Seattle area and the range of transit choices is not as good as in the Bay Area and especially the inner East Bay communities of Berkeley, Oakland and San Francisco. There is no equivalent to BART in Seattle. They rely on buses and some commuter rail, though light rail is under development. Only 28% of Seattle residents use alternatives to driving to get to work, but 57% of UW faculty and 62% of UW staff use alternatives. The incentives and encouragement provided by the U-Pass program have clearly had a big impact.

UW is a real leader in promoting the use of alternative transportation in
Seattle. By contrast, UC Berkeley lags behind other employers in Berkeley. 51% of UC Berkeley faculty and staff drive alone to work according to the 2001 survey, but a survey done the same year found that only 43% of Berkeley City Hall employees drive alone to work. 2000 Census data for commuters into Berkeley has apparently not yet been assembled, but based on data in the 1990 Census, only 40% of downtown and southside area employees drive alone to work.

UC is not now a leader in promoting alternative modes, but it easily could become one. UW funds its U-Pass program in part with parking revenues. $4.3 million in parking revenues went to the U-Pass program in fiscal year 2003-2003.

UC could also use a portion of its parking revenues to fund a similar program for UC faculty and staff. The unions that represent UC employees have made it clear that they want UC to implement an Eco Pass for UC staff and student leaders support this as well. UW has a policy of raising parking rates and keeping the cost of U-Pass substantially lower than the cost of parking. UC Berkeley could do the same. Another UC campus, UCLA, has a pilot transit pass program that was financed with parking revenues. UC could also raise its parking rates to market levels. By providing parking at levels below market rate, UC effectively subsidizes driving, while providing no equivalent subsidy for those who use transit. Transit use is not encouraged when it costs more out of pocket to take transit than it does to drive. Research clearly shows that there is a relationship between parking cost and transit use. While other factors also affect the decision whether to drive or not, there's no question that cost factors play a role also.

If UC adopted the sort of best practices in transportation planning that have been pioneered by the University of Washington and by other universities, it could reduce automobile use enough that no new parking would be required to accommodate projected growth in enrollment. This would reduce the environmental impacts of the LRDP, such as traffic congestion and air pollution, and it would also cost less than providing added parking.

Yours,

Charles Siegel
for BEST
11.2C.61 **Response to Comment Letter C61**

**Response to comment C61-1**
See Thematic Response 3 regarding 2020 LRDP alternatives, and Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand.

**Response to comment C61-2**
See the discussion of mode split at comparable universities in Thematic Response 9.

**Response to comment C61-3**
See Thematic Response 9 regarding the new Bear Pass. The writer’s suggestions regarding funding for transportation initiatives are noted. UC Berkeley is eager to meet with city staff and other community members to discuss options for parking planning, pricing and regulation, however, comments suggesting changes in parking pricing are not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, and in accordance with CEQA no further response is required.
I urge U.C. Berkeley to allow mountain bike access to Strawberry Canyon as part of its Long-Range Development Plan. This is a worthwhile safety and environmental measure. Currently, local mountain bikers have to ride on busy roads or use cars to access trails in the Berkeley hills. It would be better to have the safe and environmentally sound option of using the dirt trails in Strawberry Canyon.

Thanks!

Bob Muzzy
Berkeley
I write to urge you to consider opening Strawberry Canyon to mountain bike use. As a Cal graduate, I would be pleased to see this space used by cyclists. Trail use by bicycles is extremely popular and offers a safe alternative to forcing cyclists to share the paved roads with motorists. With so many residents owning bicycles as a way to recreate, stay healthy, and get closer to nature, the support for this and good relations with UC Berkeley would be significant.

if you have any questions, please contact me.
-Cathy Haagen-Smit, BA-Geography 1979

--
Jim and Cathy Haagen-Smit, CA State Reps for IMBA
California Bicycle Coalition
Jim at 916-785-4589, tandemjim@sbcglobal.net or Jim_Haagen-Smit@hp.com
Cathy at 530-889-7079, tandems2@sbcglobal.net or chaagen@placer.ca.gov
7589 Ridge Rd.
Newcastle, CA 95658
(916) 663-4626
Long Live Long Rides   http://www.imba.com
Dear UC Berkeley Long-Range Development Planners,

Currently, mountain bikers headed for trails in the Berkeley Hills have to ride on busy city streets or drive their cars in order to reach their desired trailheads. This makes for wasted fuel, additional, unnecessary pollution, and marginally worse traffic conditions. It is also no small safety concern for the mountain bikers who chose to ride instead of drive to trailheads.

As a Berkeley resident, avid cyclist, (both on the road and in the dirt), former LBL student intern, and perspective graduate engineering student, I would like to strongly encourage the University to allow mountain bikers access to the trails in Strawberry Canyon.

The environmental costs are minimal, the trail erosion caused by mountain bike tires is only marginally worse than what is caused by hiking boots. And if any additional trail maintenance is necessary to offset these costs, it can be performed at little or no monetary cost by promoting volunteer trail maintenance projects through local bike shops, cycling clubs, and high school mountain bike teams. Local hardware stores may even be willing to donate tools and materials if properly approached.

The environmental and public relations benefits, on the other hand would be outstanding. The University could garner a great deal of good will from Berkeley area cyclists who no longer have to drive to trailheads. The plan could also garner widespread recognition from local environmental groups and city governments for its contribution to improved air quality, traffic conditions, and safety.

Thank you for taking the time to read this appeal and those of my fellow cyclists. We hope the University can help the Berkeley area make this important quality-of-life improvement.

Best regards,

Mike Przybylski
I urge U.C. Berkeley to allow mountain bike access to Strawberry Canyon as part of its Long-Range Development Plan. This is a worthwhile safety and environmental measure. Currently, local mountain bikers have to ride on busy roads or use cars to access trails in the Berkeley hills. It would be better to have the safe and environmentally sound option of using the dirt trails in Strawberry Canyon.
I urge U.C. Berkeley to allow mountain bike access to Strawberry Canyon as part of its Long-Range Development Plan. This is a worthwhile safety and environmental measure. Currently, local mountain bikers have to ride on busy roads or use cars to access trails in the Berkeley hills. It would be better to have the safe and environmentally sound option of using the dirt trails in Strawberry Canyon.

Thanks,

Danny Forer
Dear UC Berkeley Administration,

I urge U.C. Berkeley to allow mountain bike access to Strawberry Canyon as part of its Long-Range Development Plan. This is a worthwhile safety and environmental measure. Currently, local mountain bikers have to ride on busy roads or use cars to access trails in the Berkeley hills. It would be better to have the safe and environmentally sound option of using the dirt trails in Strawberry Canyon.

Thank you for your consideration,
Andrew Shaper
386 Division Street
Pleasanton, CA 94566
925-426-9904
The University received 37 similar letters from individuals, advocating the use of Hill Campus trails by cyclists: C53-C54, C62-C67, C69-C74, C76-C82, C85-C95, C97-C98, C188, C284, and C299.

**Response to Comment Letters C62 thru C67**

The comment presents the writer’s opinion that bicycling should be permitted in Strawberry Canyon. Bicycle use on Hill Campus trails does raise potential environmental issues with respect to the value and use of the Ecological Study Area as a research and educational resource for UC Berkeley, as described in section 3.1.15. The existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus would be suitable topic for consideration by the Ecological Study Area management authority proposed at page 3.1-54. This request is not a comment on the Draft EIR, and no further response is required.
Jennifer Lawrence
UC Berkeley, Facilities Services
1936 University Ave., Suite 300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Re: UC Long Range Development Plan
5/22/04

Dear Ms. Lawrence;

UC Berkeley has made a significant error in producing an incomplete Long Range Development Plan (LRDP). Specifically, I address here the omission of measures to increase travel by transit. Environmentalists and transportation advocates see UC Berkeley as remiss in addressing the level of single occupancy vehicles (SOV’s) coming to campus on a daily basis. Other large employers in Berkeley, and Universities in other cities do a stellar job, encouraging a mode shift away from SOV’s.

One only need to look at Bayer HealthCare in Berkeley’s transportation program, or University of Washington Seattle’s Transportation Plan for examples of what can be done to successfully get people out of their cars. By providing fully-funded transit subsidies for staff and students and programs like rideshare, vanpool, emergency ride home and others, commuters have been effectively moved from cars to transit. The implications of these programs is significant for the environment in Berkeley and worldwide.

The University of Washington states as part of their “U-Pass” program: “Excellent access to its facilities…………allow land to be devoted to University programs, classrooms and research facilities [i.e. not parking lots]; and lessen the adverse environmental impact of cars on the surrounding community and region. The University remains committed to providing this access while limiting the impact of traffic on our neighbors.”

Neighbors…………… How many Berkeley residents feel the University of California at Berkeley cares about its neighbors? I’ve never met a Berkeley resident who feels this way about UCB.

While the LRDP calls for an increase in student housing and parking spaces, it actually states an expectation that MORE students and staff will use cars to get to campus in the coming decades. Berkeley’s streets are already filled with enough cars. Intersections in Berkeley are already at gridlock during certain times of day. This situation is destined to only get worse, as UC expands, unless UC addresses it’s SOV commuters in a proactive, programmatic, systemic way.

UCB’s parking fees generate substantial income, currently earmarked for construction of structured parking. Costing at least $20,000 per parking space, this is a foolish expense, when that some money can be put into a UC-budgeted Transportation Program. Moving commuters into transit would save taxpayers money and the environment at the same time. When combined with all the costs associated with driving, healthcare needed as a result of air pollution and a sedentary lifestyle, injuries resulting from collisions, and the oil and auto industries, the cost far exceeds $20,000 per parking space.
I urge UC Berkeley to rethink their bottom line. Is it all about money? UCB should be taking the lead in developing a world class transportation program that other universities and large employers can emulate. UCB must consider implementing a transportation program to encourage increased transit ridership, getting commuters out of their cars. It’s the right thing to do, for the students and staff of UCB, for the citizens of Berkeley and the environment we all live in.

I also urge the elected officials of Berkeley to put pressure on Cal to do better than the current version of the LRDP. No new parking, transit is the way. Make it work for commuters and they will use it.

Marcy Greenhut  
Transportation Commissioner  
President, Berkeley Ecological and Safe Transportation (BEST)  
3210 King St.  
Berkeley, Ca. 94703  
imgreen03@comcast.net

cc: Berkeley City Council
11.2C.68  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C68

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C68-1
Please see Thematic Response 9, regarding parking demand, Thematic Response 10 regarding transportation alternatives, and Thematic Response 3 regarding 2020 LRDP alternatives.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C68-2
The writer’s opinions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C68-3
The writer’s comments are noted.
May 22, 2004

Mr. Thomas Lollini
University of California, Berkeley
Physical and Environmental Planning
300 A&E Building
Berkeley, California 94720-1380

Dear Thomas,

Attached to this letter you will find a copy of a resolution in support of student demands in the 2020 Long Range Development Plan. This resolution was unanimously approved by the ASUC Senate on Wednesday, February 18th.

Sincerely,

Gustavo A. Mata
Vice President of Academic Affairs, ASUC
A BILL IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT DEMANDS IN THE 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Author: Jesse Arreguin and Andy Katz
Sponsored by: EAVP Anu Joshi, AAVP Gustavo A. Mata

Whereas, the 2020 Long Range Development Plan will outline UC Berkeley’s physical growth over the next 15 years, supporting proposals for the expansion of housing, parking and office space; and

Whereas, this plan is important to students since it will affect where and how we live and the quality of our academic resources; and

Whereas, the University in its Strategic Academic Plan and the 1990-2005 Long Range Development Plan, called for the expansion of student housing in proximity to the central campus; and

Whereas, as more students come to UC Berkeley every year it is important to expand our housing supply to promote an affordable and accessible market; and

Whereas, the new plan as outlined in its Notice of Preparation recommends creating housing 20 minutes or a mile away from campus, and prioritizes expanding parking and research space in the Southside and Downtown areas; and

Whereas, the goal of the new LRDP should be to support the creation of a campus community, connecting students to faculty members and academic resources and well as social services; therefore be it

RESOLVED, the ASUC urge the University administration to incorporate the following demands in the 2020 Long Range Development Plan:

- Continue the University’s commitment as outlined in the Strategic Academic Plan to build more student housing close to the central campus.
- Define the location of the proposed “Housing Zone” and include existing opportunity sites such as the Downtown area, Tang Center Lot and Berkeley Art Museum site for new student housing.
- Include Transportation alternatives, such as a free BEAR Pass for University faculty and staff as an EIR alternative, and support parking alternatives in the EIR.
- Promote student safety in future physical expansion by prioritizing the core campus for student services, rather than administrative space.
- Promote Renewable Energy and Sustainability practices in future construction.
- Waive the Parking Replacement Fee for Rochdale III and future housing projects.

Tania I. Gomez
Chair of the ASUC Senate
11.2C.109  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C109

This letter transmits a resolution passed by the ASUC in regard to the 2020 LRDP. The ASUC also submitted detailed comments in comment letter C297.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C109-1 THRU C109-6

Comments 1, 2, 4, and 5 are incorporated in the policies of the 2020 LRDP. With regard to comment 3, a pilot Bear Pass program was approved by AC Transit in July 2004 and is scheduled to become operational in fall 2004, as described in Thematic Response 10.

The writer’s comments on the parking replacement fee are noted, although the fee is UC Berkeley policy and applies to all construction projects. Adequate housing and adequate parking are both critical to the mission of UC Berkeley. Responsible resource management requires that the full range of costs and benefits be recognized in each resource decision, and the displacement of existing parking represents a real cost.
My questions concern the Hill Area:

1. The level area uphill from the Cal Adventures building (former Poultry Husbandry building) is presently being used in a way not consistent with the current LRDP. Instead of an open space and potential ecologic study area, it seems now to be used for truck storage, materials storage and apparently dumping of materials. Leaks from vehicles and material stored there could leak into the ground water and, ultimately, into Strawberry Creek, thus polluting it. The proposed LRDP appears to propose continued use of this site in the way it is used presently. What are the mitigations proposed for using the site in this way in light of potential leaks of pollutants from it into the groundwater? Why is the site proposed to be used as it is now and not returned to open space/ ecologic study?

2. The habitat for the Alameda County Whipsnake, an endangered species, includes most of the hill area. Where are the mitigations for damaging the habitat of this endangered species if the hill housing is constructed?

3. The population density proposed in the Hill housing projects in the LRDP will create enhanced levels of poor air quality. What are the proposed mitigations for this loss of air quality?

4. The number of people to be housed in the proposed Hill area development will generate a much higher level of traffic congestion that currently exists in the area as well as increasing substantially the possibility of accidents near the Lawrence Hall of Science. What are the mitigations for the increased traffic and the greater possibility of accidents in the hill area?

5. In light of attempts to reduce use of cars and improve air quality in the local area, what are the alternatives to so many new parking spaces proposed in the LRDP?

William Berry
Earth & Planetary Science
11.2C.110 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C110

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C110-1
The site described was identified in the 1990-2005 LRDP (page 52) as the Poultry Husbandry Reserve Site for Field Research and has never been identified as part of the Ecological Study Area.

To temporarily meet the urgent need for a base from which to serve needs of the more easterly campus facilities, the site has provided staging and storage for the Department of Facilities Services (Physical Plant—Campus Services Division, Facilities Group). The site was partially paved and engineered retaining walls, drainage systems, temporary equipment sheds and fencing installed to manage the site appropriately for public and habitat health and safety. Storage only of campus maintenance materials and vehicles occurs on the site under applicable standards, codes, and best management practices for such use. Risks of groundwater contamination are minimal.

The draft 2020 LRDP states at page 3.1-55:

The upslope area of the former Poultry Husbandry site, shown as S1 in figure 3.1-10, is now used by the campus as a materials storage and vehicle parking site. This site was designated in the 1990-2005 LRDP as a reserve site for a future research facility. While the current use may remain as an interim use in the near term, a feasibility study should be conducted to identify a more suitable long term use for this site and a more suitable location for the current use.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C110-2
Hill Campus development would avoid sensitive habitat areas. See text at pages 4.3-17 through 4.3-18 of the Draft EIR, and Mitigation BIO-1-c at page 4.3-26.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C110-3
The writer’s opinion that the density of Hill Campus housing would result in reduced air quality is noted. See Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project review. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C110-4
Any proposed project implementing the 2020 LRDP would be subject to project-specific review in accordance with CEQA. See Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project review. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C110-5
Please see Alternative L-2 in the Draft EIR. See also Thematic Response 3 regarding LRDP alternatives.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1460 Summit Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94708
Dear Ms. Lawrence:

Plus: I live on Summit Rd. Which is a very narrow street. With the restriction on parking for the space science employees on Grizzly Peak Blvd. adjacent to the space science facilities, the employees are parking on Summit Road, making it extremely difficult to drive through a single lane road with automobiles parked on both sides of the road. Please come to this area and see for yourself the problem that we encounter due to the added parked automobiles. With an added high density housing brought into this area, access and egress to our homes will become impossible.

Respectfully,

Frank T. Kami
1468 Summit Rd.
Berkeley, Ca. 94708

[Signature]
6/7/04
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1570 Olympus Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94708

---

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

9 Ordon Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94704
June 6, 2004


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Marie M. Wilson
1466 Summit Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94708-2215

June 6, 2004


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Gerard D. Weintraub
1396 Summit Rd., Berkeley, CA 94708.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence,
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1356 University Avenue, Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon Fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Diana L. MacDonald

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence,
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1356 University Avenue, Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon Fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Delia Frieden

June 6, 2004
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the BMBMUD water line at the Coldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Further, final destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Craig Z. Baum, Ph.D.
1900 Summit Road
Berkeley, CA 94703-2129

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the BMBMUD water line at the Coldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Further, final destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Sukinder Bhat
1480 Campus Dr.
94025 CA
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
11.2C.111-121  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C111 THRU C121

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C111 THRU C121

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C111-2

University parking in the Hill Campus is offered at a significant discount to encourage UC Berkeley workers to park in University lots rather than on City streets. The current rate for University parking in the Hill Campus is $59.50 per month, compared to $81.50-$113 per month for spaces on and around the Campus Park. Pre-tax purchase further reduces the net cost of these spaces by 12%-46%, depending on the tax bracket of the purchaser.
Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Ave., #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

I am writing regarding the UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP.

My wife, Olga, and I want to go on record as opposing the planned faculty housing on the H1 and H2 parcels near Lawrence Hall of Science and lower Summit Road.

As you can see above, we live on Summit Road, and already during the morning and evening rush hours the traffic on Centennial and Grizzly Peak is very heavy. With another 200 cars the planned development will bring, this area will be overdeveloped, with all the additional congestion problems that go with over development.

We encourage you to consider alternate locations for this housing, specifically the plot of land in Albany bounded by San Pablo and Buchanan Streets, where large empty spaces still exist despite the graduate housing that was built there recently.

Please put us on your mailing list for updates of the LRDP plans and meetings, as we missed the last public meeting.

Sincerely,

Clifford Orloff  
Former UC Berkeley faculty member
11.2C.122 Response to Comment Letter C122

Response to comment C122-1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

Response to comment C122-2
University Village Albany is not within the scope of the 2020 LRDP. However, a new master plan for UVA was recently approved by the UC Regents in June 2004. This master plan includes a substantial amount of new student and faculty housing, as well as replacement of the existing 1940s- and 1960s-era family housing.
June 7, 2004

Chancellor Robert Berdahl
Chancellor’s Immediate Office, # 1500
200 California Hall
Campus

Dear Chancellor Berdahl,

Enclosed is the "CSAC Feedback to the Long Range Development Plan." We composed our feedback statement after reading the draft plan and meeting with Kerry O’Banion to gain insight into aspects of the LRDP that we felt had the greatest impact on staff. We have not sent these comments to the LRDP project committee, as we are your advisory committee. After you review our comments, if you feel that they should be included as part of the public record, I have enclosed a second copy which can be forwarded to Jennifer Lawrence before the public comment period closes on June 14.

Although our comments address three topics in particular, staff housing, parking and the projection of growth for non-academic staff, we recognize that our larger concerns are less about the specifics of the plan than they are about the philosophy, policies and assumptions that form the foundation for the plan. Given that the new LRDP will guide campus growth and development through 2020 and provide a framework within which campus policies will be devised, we hope that the interests of staff will be taken into equal consideration when the administration makes its future policy decisions. Even as a planning document, the draft LRDP repeatedly disregards the interests of the staff constituency whose role is broad, and whose work is vital to carrying out the academic and research mission underlying the plan.

We appreciate the chance as staff to respond to the LRDP. We believe that creating a vision for the future of UC Berkeley requires that all campus constituencies be equally acknowledged and represented during the planning and policy stages. Only when this occurs can a true campus community thrive and be sustained.

Sincerely,

Sandra Wasson
Chair
Chancellor’s Staff Advisory Committee

cc: Horace Mitchell, Vice Chancellor – Business and Administrative Services
    Ed Denton, Vice Chancellor – Facilities Services
June 7, 2004

CSAC Feedback on the Long Range Development Plan:

1) No consideration given for staff housing:

The LRDP states (section 3.1.8)
The ability of UC Berkeley to recruit, retain, and support outstanding individuals is fundamental to academic excellence. Many of our best student and faculty candidates cite the scarcity of good, reasonably priced housing and child care near campus as key factors in their decisions whether or not to come to UC Berkeley. The problem of housing is particularly acute for students: expanding and improving the supply of housing near campus is critical not only to ensure our students are adequately housed, but also to provide the community of peers and mentors, and the access to campus resources, they require to excel.

As the above excerpt indicates, the proposed increase in housing is to accommodate freshmen for 2 years, transfer students for 1 year, entering graduate students for 1 year, and non-tenured faculty for 3 years. However, neither recognition nor provisions are being made for any kind of housing or housing assistance for campus staff.

2) Parking:

We support the planned addition of 2300 parking spots. Nonetheless, we are concerned that there appears to be no compensatory parking provided for parking lost during construction phases, and that in general there is not enough specific information about the location or allocation of new parking lots or structures. Staff are already concerned about the cost of parking, location of parking and the lack of adequate parking and would like to see in the plan that this new parking is designated in such a way that it addresses this shortage.

3) Projection of growth for non-academic staff is too low:

We understand that the projected growth of non-academic staff was calculated as a ratio of the projected growth of students, faculty, and academic staff combined. We are concerned that this formula falsely assumes:

a) that the current staffing levels are adequate, and

b) that the number of staff needed to support a given number of students is the same as the number of staff needed to support the same number of faculty.

This "blended" ratio has the effect of depressing the projected growth of non-academic staff.
11.2C.123  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C123

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C123-1
Because the state provides no funds for housing, the entire cost of University housing construction, maintenance, and operation must be supported by rents. This in turn requires a conservative approach to inventory expansion, to ensure the inventory does not outpace demand, since each vacancy places a greater debt burden on the balance of residents and drives up the rents required to service it.

[As noted in Thematic Response 8, the 100 units of faculty housing have been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. The responses below thus refer to 100 rather than the 200 units analyzed in the Draft EIR.]

While UC Berkeley has extensive experience with student housing, it has almost no experience with faculty or staff housing, and therefore must be cautious in the amount of resources it commits to this new market and product type. The up to 100 units of rental faculty housing envisioned in the 2020 LRDP represents an initial pilot venture into this market. If it succeeds – in terms of both financial feasibility and its benefits to the academic enterprise – further initiatives could be pursued.

These initial 100 units of housing are prioritized for faculty rather than staff because faculty housing is an established goal of the Strategic Academic Plan. However, the economics are likely to be similar, and the experience with the initial 100 units would inform future initiatives in staff as well as faculty housing. Because the purpose of the 2020 LRDP is to guide land use and capital investment, it does not directly address compensation matters, including housing subsidy programs.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C123-2
Section 3.1.9 includes the clear policy that parking displaced by new projects should be replaced. However, as the writer notes, in a dense urban setting it is not always possible to avoid some temporary effects on parking supply during construction. As LRDP Impact TRA-4 concludes, however, construction activity over the life of the 2020 LRDP is not anticipated to exceed the level of impact reflected in current baseline conditions. Also, please see calculations in Thematic Response 9 that allocate parking demand by user group.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C123-3
Although the 2020 LRDP breaks the growth of staff into academic and non-academic categories for informational purposes, in fact it is very difficult to project the precise ratio of these categories, due to the considerable and often unpredictable influences of budgets, technology, workstyles and other factors. Since the 1990-2005 LRDP, for example, the enormous advances in e-mail and the internet, and the amount of computing power available on the typical desktop, have transformed the nature of many staff functions. The methodology used in the 2020 LRDP seems a reasonable if simple one, in the absence of alternatives from the writer.
June 11, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
UC Berkeley Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue, Suite 300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Jennifer:

On behalf of the Campus Bicycle Sub-Committee, I am writing to convey concerns and comments from the committee on the Draft UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP/EIR. The goal of our comments is to ensure that the LRDP/EIR encourages and supports bicycle riding to and around the campus in an effort to increase the number of faculty, staff, students, and visitors who use bicycles as a primary commute mode.

The Bicycle Sub-committee is appointed by the Director of Parking & Transportation on behalf of the campus to formulate and recommend policy, guidelines, and procedures concerning bicycle use on the UC Berkeley campus. The Committee includes members that represent undergraduate students, graduate students, staff, and faculty. Resource staff from Parking & Transportation, Capital Projects, Physical & Environmental Planning, UC Police, Environmental Health & Safety and other departments participate as well.

Nadesan Permaul, Director of Transportation has reviewed the following comments, as the sponsoring administrator of the Campus Bicycle Sub-Committee and supports further review of the following issues.

- **LRDP: 3.1.8 Campus Housing:** promotion of bicycling may provide opportunities to expand the 2020 Housing Zone to sites that currently would be excluded because they are beyond the one-mile pedestrian limit and not near a transit hub, but could easily be accessed from campus by bicycles in the same time. By expanding the housing zone criteria to include locations within a block of a bicycle path or Berkeley bicycle boulevard the campus will have additional areas to consider for housing development.

- **LRDP: Figure 3.1.9 Campus Park Vehicular Access and EIR Figure 4.12-7 Campus Bicycle Routes and Berkeley Recommended Bikeway Network:** It is recommended that the following potential bicycle routes be added to the figures:

  - **North Gate Access:** Bicycle routing should be provided between Euclid Ave and Wickson Rd. This should be part of the design for the Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies.
Barrow Lane to South Drive Connection: The LRDP should identify the consideration of a more sensible connection between Barrow Lane – a major southside campus bicycle access point and South Drive/Campanile Way. This could include studying the feasibility of a bicycle bridge crossing Strawberry Creek in the vicinity of the Old Art Gallery and Wheeler/South Hall.

- **LRDP: Circulation Policy: Implement a Program of Strategic Investment in Campus Park and Pedestrian And Bicycle Routes:**

  Second paragraph, last sentence: in addition to investments in separating bicycle, pedestrian and vehicle traffic, consideration of well defined, shared use areas for mixed traffic would be advantageous.

  See above for recommended additional bicycle routes in the campus core.

- **LRDP: 3.1.15 Hill Campus Framework: Maintain the Hill Campus as a Natural Resource for Research, Education, and Recreation, with a Focused Development on Suitable Sites:**

  The Bicycle Sub-Committee has discussed at length how bicycling, both for recreation and for commuting, in the Hill Campus can effectively co-exist with the management and preservation of the ecological habitats in the area. The current prohibition on bicycles in the hill campus is not based on any well-executed plan for multi-purpose use of the resource. Other campuses, such as UC Santa Cruz, have established policies that both allow for bicycles and preserve and help to enhance the natural resource of their upper campus. The UC Berkeley Bicycle Sub-Committee established the following guidelines in 2002 and would recommend their consideration in the LRDP/EIR:

  Establish **off-road bicycle riding policies** for the Hill Campus areas with the following considerations:
  - Establish policies consistent with surrounding East Bay recreational facilities, such as allowing bicycles on fire roads;
  - Allow bicycles on some designated single-track trails and/or create single-track trails for such use;
  - Clearly mark sensitive habitats and reserve areas;
  - Develop a volunteer bicycle enforcement program for undeveloped area of campus;
  - Work with adjacent property owners such as LBNL, EBMUD, and East Bay Regional Parks District to establish connecting trails and to create consistent bicycle riding policies when feasible.

- **EIR 4.12-43-44: Bicycle Impacts – LRDP Impact TRA-1:**

  The UC Berkeley Bicycle Sub-Committee established the following guidelines in 2002 and would recommend these be included as enhancements to best practices:

  Establish **bike-friendly design guidelines** for new and remodeled facilities:
  - Establish guidelines and criteria for re-designating areas for bicycle use, including a palette of preferred materials and campus standards;
- Require construction plans to provide adequate exterior bicycle parking and alternate circulation during construction projects;
- Require all new development and substantial remodels to provide necessary bicycle amenities and bicycle access. Require that the costs of these amenities be included as part of the project budget & that funding be secured;
- Consider adding secure and/or covered bike parking facilities and shower facilities as part of new development and remodels;
- Develop criteria for allowing and/or providing secure bicycle parking in campus buildings.

The campus has received a grant to develop a Bicycle Circulation Plan to provide convenient and safe on-campus circulation and Campus/City interface, while protecting access and safety for pedestrians and people with mobility impairments. This plan will include the following elements:

- Increased north/south and east/west campus crossings;
- Dedicated bike lanes on Gayley Rd and Piedmont Ave;
- Improvements to campus perimeter and interface with City of Berkeley bike routes: specifically Bowditch/Bancroft, Center/Oxford, Hearst/Euclid, Hearst/Arch, Gayley/University Drive and at Dana/Bancroft;
- Convenient pathways which eliminate bicycle riding that damages landscaping and sensitive habitats and causes erosion;
- Establish criteria for limiting bicycles and motor vehicles access on-campus and identify bicycle traffic flow and pedestrian safety improvements that discourage the prohibition of bicycles;
- Safe, well-lit night bicycle routes;
- Create periodic bicycle improvement and maintenance plans and schedules.

**EIR 4.12-47-48: Transit Impacts – LRDP Impact TRA-5:**

Significant service problems are not anticipated for transit riders but the EIR does not consider the impacts that new riders who also use bicycles in their transit commute might create. For example: BART currently allows commuters to bring bicycles on the Richmond/Fremont line during commute hours due to current load factors. The EIR does not consider whether the load factors on BART associated with the 2020 LRDP will prompt BART to prohibit bicycles on this line during commute hours. Further, the EIR does not consider the impacts on the bicycle racks provided on AC Transit and BEAR Transit buses associated with the increased loads expected under the 2020 LRDP.

**EIR 4.12-48-53: Intersection Impacts – LRDP Mitigation Measures TRA-6a through TRA-6g; TRA-7:**

The EIR calls for the re-design and/or signalization of a variety of intersections. The Bicycle Sub-Committee wants to emphasize that importance of considering bicycle traffic, flow, safety, and access in any re-design and improvement. Sometimes what is important to automobile or truck movement may not be beneficial or could actually be detrimental to bicycles. Bicycle movement should be a high priority on any street or intersection considered for enhancement under the 2020 LRDP. Further, any roadway improvements should consider adding bicycle lanes and signing as appropriate, and signaled intersections should include bicycle amenities such as bicycle loop detectors.
The Bicycle Sub-Committee appreciates the opportunity to comment on this important document and looks forward to your responses. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Karl Hans
Senior Environmental Scientist, Office of Environment, Health & Safety
Chair, UC Berkeley Bicycle Sub-Committee

Cc: Nadesan Permaul, Director of Transportation
    Bicycle Sub-Committee Members
11.2C.124 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C124

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-1
With a very few exceptions (e.g. the intersections of San Pablo and Russell, Channing, and Virginia) the bicycle paths and boulevards identified in the Berkeley Bicycle Plan do not run through areas which the Berkeley General Plan designates as suitable for high density housing. The Housing Zone as presently defined coincides almost exactly with those areas.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-2
Figures 3.1-9 and 4.12-7 presently show a bicycle route from Euclid Avenue to Wickson Road. With respect to a more direct route from Barrow Lane to Campanile Way, the 2020 LRDP does not include such a route because no studies have as yet confirmed its feasibility. As the writer notes, further review is warranted, but also necessary before the route can be incorporated into the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-3
In the Final EIR, the fourth paragraph under “Circulation” in section 3.1.13 has been augmented as follows:

The Campus Park presently has only one well-developed bicycle route: other paths are designated but not well developed for bicycles. As a result, cyclists often use pedestrian routes. Improvements to campus required to limit vehicle traffic should also incorporate investments to separate bicycle, vehicle and pedestrian traffic, and improve paving, lighting and signage on bicycle routes. This investment program should also identify routes that are or may become suitable for mixed traffic.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-4
The writers’ suggestions regarding review of Hill Campus bicycle policy are noted. Existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus could be examined by the Management Authority proposed by the 2020 LRDP for the Ecological Study Area. See page 3.1-54 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-5
Funding for bicycle improvements cannot be ensured for every project. However, in light of the writer’s comments, Best Practice TRA-1-b has been augmented in the Final EIR to include a new final sentence: “The scoping and budgeting of individual projects will include consideration of improvements to bicycle access.”

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-6
The grant cited by the writer supports Best Practice TRA-1-b.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C124-7
Based on the fact that BART’s Strategic Vision supports multi-modal access to BART service, and the finding that 2020 LRDP growth in BART trips will not increase load factors on BART at the Downtown Berkeley station to over-capacity (standing room) conditions, there is no reason to anticipate that BART would prohibit bikes during commute hours due to the increased ridership with the 2020 LRDP. Similarly, the projected changes in AC Transit ridership would not be expected to change AC
Transit’s policy on providing for bicyclist access. The University will continue to provide access for bicyclists on BEAR Transit shuttles, with the additional demand generated by the 2020 LRDP.

**Response to comment C124-8**

Although the EIR recommends modifications to several intersections as mitigations, these modifications would be designed and implemented by the City of Berkeley, not by the University. However, chapter 7 of the Berkeley Bicycle Plan includes numerous measures to incorporate bicycle-related considerations into city intersection and roadway improvements (in particular Action Steps 2.1 through 2.10), and these would inform any intersection modifications undertaken as mitigations for the 2020 LRDP.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Howard E. Schwat, M.D.
23 Senior Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94708
June 6, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

LETTER C126
Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you to express our strong opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for low-density housing and for very good reason. This is a single-family residential area. Because we live in a very high-risk fire area, it is critical to maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we are seeing an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak-Centennial Drive area due to growth at the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units and the automobile traffic they will create is unacceptable to residents of our area.

It is also critical that further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek watershed be halted. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and detrimentally impact Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer that, in times of emergency, such as water main breaks, could provide potable water for the City of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits near to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. Many new apartments, condominiums and townhouses are being constructed within walking distance of campus or close to public transportation. It makes more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project with negative impacts on infrastructure as well as putting people’s lives at risk during any emergency.

At a time when qualified students are being turned away from the University of California, basic maintenance of University buildings is deferred, custodial and maintenance staff is not retained, seems ludicrous to undertake such a building project. It does little to fulfill the educational objectives of the University of California.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Mr. and Mrs. William D. Schieber
17 Senior Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94709-2211
510-849-3130
wschieber@comcast.net
lschieber@comcast.net
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Further, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Handwritten note]

The parking problem around our homes is already bad. Parking in front of our house is at an all-time high, and we don’t know how we’re going to get between then. NO!!

______________________________________________________________________________

[Handwritten note]

The parking problem around our homes is already bad. Parking in front of our house is at an all-time high, and we don’t know how we’re going to get between then. NO!!

C. W. Hunter

June 6, 2004
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits near to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unwise and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits near to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unwise and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Linda Scharf
23 Senior Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94708
Tel: 510-841-0238
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

I recognize the need for adequate parking and infrastructure. However, the addition of 100 high-density housing units will not only increase traffic and noise, but also put people’s lives at risk in case of an emergency. It is essential that we maintain the same level of safety and accessibility as in the existing neighborhood. The proposed development should prioritize the preservation of open spaces and the enhancement of emergency access, rather than compromising those critical elements.

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBV water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines - hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally sound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Michael G. Lee
3112 Summit Rd.
Berkeley CA 94708-2217

P.S. It is bad enough that Space Science Lab employees park their cars in front of my house and put my life in danger every time I drive out of my drive way, and now you want to make it worse.
June 6, 2004


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2002 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Suzanne Halsinger

June 6, 2004


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2002 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

2249 Glen Ave, Berkeley, CA 94709
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create, is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

36th Summit Road
Berkeley, CA 94708-2139

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create, is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1809 San Ramon Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94707
Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in a time of emergency, such as a break of the EBMUD waterline at the Caldecot Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the existing objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Berkeley, CA 94703
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break in the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Mrs. Steve C. Beck
1350 Summit Road
Berkeley, California 94709

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break in the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Hans and Ilene Burach
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRD) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRD. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRD ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

P.S. Please don't do this. It will ruin our neighborhood

3 Harvard Circle
Berkeley 94708

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRD) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRD. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRD ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Donald B. Campbell
#1 Atlas Pl, Berkeley, Ca.
94708

[Signature]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing a historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1346 Summit Road Berkeley 94705-2939

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1346 Summit Road Berkeley 94705-2939

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1515 Campus Dr.
Berkeley, CA 94704

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1372 Summit Road, Berkeley, CA 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Gloria H. Goldberg
32 Senior Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94708

---

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Lucy H. Campbell
1 Atlas Place
Berkeley, CA 94705

Signature:
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1389

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I am writing to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egresses from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create, is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lakes) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBNU water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsafe and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,
[Signature]
Margaret Whaley
70 Sycamore Circle
Berkeley, CA 94708

Ordinarily, I would not send a form letter, but feel this letter very precisely states how I would like to vary and express my feelings directly. I have worked for this university, my husband worked for this university, my husband worked...
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
11.2C.125-159 Response to Comment Letters C125 thru C159

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

Response to Comment Letters C125 thru C159

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence  
Facilities Services  
University of California, Berkeley  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Discontent with at least one aspect of the Long Range Development Plan (LRDP)

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I love UC Berkeley. A decade and a half ago, I came to the Bay Area for an interview at UCB. It was love at first sight and I was ecstatic when I was given a position. I greatly enjoyed my years with the university and, although it has been some time since I left for a position elsewhere in the city, I still enjoy having the campus nearby.

During my years as an employee I heard numerous complaints from city residents about various things the university had done, planned to do, or ostensibly had done. Frankly, much of the commentary I found to be quite annoying as it seemed off-base and ate up a great deal of the time and energy of the administration, my boss, and even myself. I am neither a fan of the “crazies”, nor a “crazy” myself. Never have I wished to burden other university employees at any level with the hassle of dealing with one more complaining citizen. For this reason, for several weeks (since a neighbor alerted me to components of the LRDP) I have been conflicted as to whether I would or would not write on this issue. Alas, I must. I feel too strongly to let it slide.

I think it is a dreadful idea to place 100 high density housing units near the top of Centennial. The area surrounding this site is congested enough as it is, please build the housing elsewhere. My memories of the Oakland Hills Fire are still near the surface. They are awakened every time I smell wildfire smoke — as I am doing this afternoon with fires burning near Hercules, Richmond, and up by Petaluma. The memory is strong: I and other university employees standing by the enclosures at the Field Station for Behavioral Research trying to decide what to do. Watering the rooftops; soon realizing it was a futile activity. Finally, with the winds continuing to blow and realizing that if they were to turn north our area would be soon engulfed, we decided to evacuate the animals. How grateful I am that we had clear sailing down to campus along Centennial. I tremble at the thought of the clogged arteries should a passel of units be squeezed into this area.

I also have aesthetic concerns. Don’t misunderstand me: I am certainly no fan of eucalyptus or introduced species in general. Forty years ago, my father (who was also my mentor) was active in publicizing the immense damage that had been done to the Hawaiian ecosystem by the introduction of foreign animals and plants. He also wrote environmental impact reports and I accompanied him as he surveyed various areas in the lowlands for this purpose. Many is the time the verdict would be that no native species would be impacted should this area be developed (=built upon). But is there not some value to green space, introduced species or not? Shall we, “Pave paradise and put up a parking lot of housing” in Strawberry Canyon? Please do not. Do not do this dreadful thing, I beg you.

Sincerely,

Diana Berger
Diana M. Palila Berger, DVM, MS  
90 Hill Road  
Berkeley, Ca 94708-2134  
Phone (510) 649-9009
11.2C.160 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C160

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C160-1 AND C160-2

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

As described in section 3.1.15, UC Berkeley’s ongoing program of fire fuel management in the Hill Campus includes the replacement of high-hazard introduced species with native species.
RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP)/
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

27 Barnassus Rd, Berkeley

As a resident of 27 Barnassus Rd, Berkeley, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Boulevard area due to growth from both the Math Research center and the Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will require is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. The proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Further destruction of one of the few remaining open space in Berkeley is intolerable. Additionally, this site sits on six earthquake faults – hardly a logical place for housing.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

Yours truly,

Hana and Daniel Matt
510-848-9719
hanamatt@sbcglobal.net
danielmatt@sbcglobal.net
June 6, 2004

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100- unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is already very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Mary Ann Blank
13441 Campus Drive
Berkeley, CA 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
11.2C.161-165  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C161 THRU C165

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C161 THRU C165
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 9, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Re: LRDP High Density housing development at Grizzly Peak and Centennial Dr.

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

I oppose construction of the 100-unit housing development proposed for the intersection of Grizzly Peak and Centennial. The impact of 100-200 additional cars associated with these proposed residences going up and down our hill streets is unacceptable in this single family residential district. The parking difficulties and increased traffic will be intolerable.

This type of congestion on our narrow, winding hill streets is unsafe in emergencies, especially in this fire-prone area. Access for fire-fighting equipment and routes for residents to flee are essential.

There are only two main routes to reach the Grizzly Peak/Centennial location from the campus—up La Loma, Glendale, Del Mar, Campus Dr., and Avenida to Grizzly Peak, or the route behind the stadium to the Radiation Lab, Lawrence Hall of Science, Space Sciences and Math Institute. Neither of these routes can handle the increase in traffic load, noise, and pollution.

Additional traffic cannot be accommodated! Keep the construction of high-density units, condos and townhouses lower and closer to town and the campus.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Jencks  
1404 Campus Dr.  
Berkeley, CA 94708
11.2C.166  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C166

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C166-1 AND C166-2

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Handwritten note: Already our narrow streets are often clogged with cars parked there daily. Harvard Ave., by university faculty & staff.]

[Signature]

Berkeley 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines - hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Sincerely,

Robert K. Adamson, M.D.
Dorothy M. Adamson
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
2020 LRDP FINAL EIR
11.2C ORGANIZATION & INDIVIDUAL COMMENTS

11.2C.167-171 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C167 THRU C171

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C167 THRU C171

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Facilities Services
University of California, Berkeley
1936 University Avenue, Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a Cal alum, I am appalled at the University’s efforts to foist high density housing on those of us who live in the Berkeley hills. We are already being heavily impacted by the presence of the UC Space Sciences Lab and the Mathematical Sciences Research Lab. On week days we can rarely park in front of our own homes.

Furthermore, in an era when the University claims it does not have enough money to fund incoming freshmen, how does the University justify funding 2, 3, and 5-bedroom housing units?

Don’t send me any more appeals from the Engineering School for contributions. This university has seen the last contribution from me.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Donald F. Anthrop
Professor

Cc: Berkeley City Council
11.2C.172 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C172

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C172-1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C172-2
Because the state provides no funds for University housing, the entire cost of housing construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported by rent revenues.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft  
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Henrietta Lenee Green
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
1496 Olympus Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94708

Claudia Weiss
8F Senior Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94703

June 6, 2004
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley\'s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people\'s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Tom Halbach
38 Senior Ave
Alameda, CA 94501

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley\'s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people\'s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
11.2C.173-179  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C173 THRU C179

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C173 THRU C179**

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Via Email and Regular Mail
Jennifer Lawrence
Co-Director, 2020 LRDP EIR
Facilities Services
1936 University Ave., # 300
University of California
Berkeley CA 94720-1382
2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

I have enclosed comments prepared by attorney Michael Graf, on behalf of the Urban Creeks Council (UCC), regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for UC Berkeley’s proposed 2020 Long Range Development Plan (2020 LRDP).

These same comments will also be submitted by the Sierra Club, but as part of a separate package, since the Sierra Club has additional issues that it is addressing in its DEIR review.

Please contact Michael Graf with any questions regarding this document; he can be reached via telephone at 510-525-7222, or via e-mail at Mwgraf@aol.com.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Dr. Juliet Lamont, Environmental Consultant
(on behalf of the Urban Creeks Council)
Michael W. Graf  
Law Offices  
227 Behrens St.,  
El Cerrito CA 94530  
Tel: 510-525-7222  
Fax: 510-525-1208  

June 14, 2004  

Via Email and Regular Mail  
Jennifer Lawrence  
Co-Director, 2020 LRDP EIR  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Ave., # 300  
University of California  
Berkeley CA 94720-1382  
2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu  

Re: UC Berkeley Draft Environmental Impact Report for Proposed 2020 Long Range Development Plan  

Dear Ms. Lawrence:  

I am writing on behalf of the Urban Creeks Council to provide comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (“DEIR”) for the University of California at Berkeley’s (“UCB”) Proposed 2020 Long Range Development Plan (“2020 LRDP”), prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA.”) These comments follow on and incorporate Urban Creeks Council comments dated September 29, 2003.  

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY  

The 2020 LRDP proposes a significant expansion of UC Berkeley’s operations, including an 18% expansion in gross square footage for academic and support facilities, a 32% increase in student housing and a 30% increase in parking facilities with a corresponding increase in associated traffic. This is a major amount of development, which will have significant impacts on the environment. The DEIR attempts to lock in this amount of growth under the CEQA review process while offering little specifics as to how to avoid the substantial impacts that will occur to the natural systems and local community in this area. Urban Creeks Council is particularly concerned regarding the inevitable impacts from this project to the creeks, culverts, storm drains and sewer systems that transfer surface water to the Bay.  

The DEIR does not address the reality that continued expansion cannot avoid adding to environmental impacts that are already significant, such as the depletion and fragmentation of natural habitat, degradation, channelization and pollution of riparian corridors, excess loading on the City’s fragile culvert, stormwater drain and sewage systems, lack of available housing, parking and traffic congestion, to name a few. The DEIR states generally that such impacts will be minimized to the maximum extent, but does not acknowledge that any additional impacts to
these systems will be significant. Thus, the DEIR fails an informational document since it does not explain how significant impacts will be avoided or why UCB is justified in proceeding on a path of expansion despite the impacts that will. See e.g., *Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the University of California* (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 392.

Urban Creeks Council also disagrees with the proposition that approval of the 2020 LRDP constitutes a programmatic cumulative impact assessment of UCB’s proposed expansion that would warrant tiering in subsequent projects. While the DEIR is a programmatic document, its does not in the end identify the standards to which mitigation would adhere, and thus does not provide an adequate framework in which to assess cumulative impacts or to provide a standard to which future projects may tier. Instead, the DEIR simply refers to UCB’s promise to adhere to best management practices (“BMPs”) even though there is no evidence that BMPs alone can prevent individual projects from having significant cumulative impacts in the future.

Urban Creeks Council believes that UCB has a choice in how it wishes to proceed. As discussed below, the DEIR does not provide a meaningful explanation of why the proposed level of expansion is necessary nor desirable for the community at large. If UCB is nevertheless committed to such expansion, the 2020 LRDP should go beyond simply committing to “minimize” the inevitable impacts that will occur. Instead, the 2020 LRDP should commit to reducing UCB’s overall cumulative demand on area resources below significant levels. If the 2020 LRDP does not make such a commitment, Urban Creeks Council believes the current EIR proposed for approval is contrary to law.

**II. SUMMARY OF UCB’S PROPOSED EXPANSION**

The DEIR states that by the year 2020 UCB will add 2,200,000 gross square feet (GSF) of academic and support programs or 18% above current and approved space (21 % above current space), 2,600 new bed spaces or 32% above current and approved housing (52 % above current housing) and 2,300 parking spaces or 30 % above current and approved parking (43 % above existing parking.) (DEIR, p. 3.1-14, Table 3.1-2.)

The DEIR states that this projected growth is necessary to educate a larger student body and to support continued growth in research and associated facilities. The DEIR assumes this level of growth as part of UCB’s evaluation of its own ability to accommodate a proportional share of new college age students projected to attend UCB by the year 2020. (DEIR, p. 3.1-13.) The DEIR considers briefly, but rejects the alternative of limiting the continued expansion of UCB’s facilities and activities.

The DEIR breaks down its growth projections according to land use. It proposes adding to the Hill Campus up to 100,000 GSF of academic and support programs and up to 100 housing beds. It proposes adding up to 1,250,000 GSF to Adjacent Blocks around the campus, as well as up to 1,900 parking spaces. (DEIR, p. 3.1-22, Table 3.1-3.) The DEIR anticipates adding up to 2,600 housing beds, primarily in the Housing Zone situated in the near vicinity of campus.

---

1The figures in parentheses referring to current space, housing or parking are derived from Table 3.1-2 and the numbers given for uses approved but not yet built as of March 2004.
III. LEGAL BACKGROUND

CEQA’s fundamental policy is that all public agencies “shall regulate such activities so that major consideration is given to preventing environmental damage.” *Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California* ("Laurel Heights"), supra, 47 Cal. 3d at 390; Pub. Res. Code § 21000(g). The “primary means” by which the legislative goals of CEQA are achieved is the preparation of an EIR. *Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 392; Pub. Res. Code §§21080(d), 21100, 21151; 14 Cal. Code Reg. §15080.* The EIR has been described as “an environmental ‘alarm bell’ whose purpose is to alert the public and its responsible officials to environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of no return.” *Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 392; County of Inyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.* An EIR is intended to serve as “an environmental full disclosure statement.” *Rural Land Owners Assn. v. City Council of Lodi (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 1013, 1020.*

CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and the public about the potential, significant environmental effects of a project. 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15002(a)(1). An EIR must include a description of the physical conditions in the vicinity of the project at the time environmental analysis commences. 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15125. This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline physical conditions by which the lead agency determines whether an impact is significant. *Id. See also Planning & Conservation League v. Department of Water Resources (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th 892, 915-916; Environmental Planning & Information Council v. County of El Dorado (1982) 131 Cal. App. 3d 350, 357.*

Aside from evaluating a proposed project’s environmental impacts, an EIR must identify mitigation measures and alternatives to the project that may reduce or avoid the project’s significant adverse impacts, thus accomplishing CEQA’s basic statutory goals. See *Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 400-403; Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564; Pub. Res. Code §§ 21002.1, 21100.* This analysis of feasible mitigation measures and a reasonable range of alternatives is crucial to CEQA’s substantive mandate that significant environmental damage be substantially lessened or avoided where feasible. Pub. Res. Code §§ 21002, 21081, 21100; 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15002(a)(2) and (3). *Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 392, 404- 405.* CEQA requires government agencies to disclose to the public the reasons why they have approved a particular project if it will result in significant adverse environmental effects. 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15002(a)(4). “The EIR process protects not only the environment but also informed self-government.” *Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 392.*

When the EIR determines that significant adverse effects remain, even after the implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, the agency must balance the benefits of the project against its environmental harm to determine if the project should proceed. Pub. Res. Code §21002; § 21081(d); 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15093. This "statement of overriding considerations," as the last step in the analysis, provides critical information to the public to fulfill the law's public disclosure requirement - that the EIR function as "a document of accountability" and "informed self government." *Sierra Club v. Board of Forestry (1994) 7 Cal 4th 1215, 1229 (the agency “retains the power to approve a plan that has significant adverse
effects upon the environment, so long as it justifies its action in light of "specific economic, social, or other conditions.")

CEQA allows for the use of a "tiered" review process based on an initial programmatic EIR document. See Public Resources Code §§ 21068.5, 21093, 21094. These provisions allow an agency "to evaluate broad environmental issues, to respond to those issues in an EIR prepared at the planning stage, and to provide detailed examination of specific issues in EIRs on later development projects that are consistent with or implement the approved plan." Stanislaus Natural Heritage Project v. County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal. App. 4th 182, 201. However, the fact that an EIR is programmatic does not mean it can avoid a meaningful and informative assessment of significant impacts that may occur as a result of aspects of the programmatic project. (Id. at 202 ("Calling it a "program" does not relieve the County from having to address the significant environmental effects of that project"); at 195 ("In our view, the County's approval of the project under these circumstances defeated a fundamental purpose of CEQA: to "inform the public and responsible officials of the environmental consequences of their decisions before they are made.")

IV. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE DEIR

The DEIR attempts to minimize the effect from the proposed 20-30% of future growth by promising to mitigate impacts as much as possible, subject to UCB's discretion in implementing future projects. For the most part, the DEIR relies on this analytical approach to find no significant impacts on a number of resources likely to be affected by the proposed project. The DEIR accomplishes this task by assessing impacts in a vacuum, without regard to the environmental setting of the area, and without a meaningful discussion of the cumulative effects from development that will also occur as a result of the long term development plans also proposed by the City of Berkeley and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. By failing to address the capacity of the local environment and City infrastructure to accommodate the significant growth proposed, however, the DEIR fails to fulfill its responsibilities to impart relevant information to the general public, as required under CEQA. See e.g., Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 392.

As discussed below, many of the impacts from future development, including reduction in habitat, degradation of creeks, stresses on City infrastructure, and reduction in available housing, will add to ongoing significant adverse impacts affecting these resources. These impacts, which add to the ongoing adverse effects of existing development, must be considered significant under CEQA. Communities For a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4th 98, 114 (court rejects the concept of "de minimus" effects in assessing overall cumulative impacts on the existing environment.)

Where significant impacts are expected to occur, CEQA requires the lead agency to identify mitigation measures and alternatives to the project that may reduce or avoid such impacts. See Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 400-403; Pub. Res. Code §§ 21002.1, 21100. If UCB finds that such mitigation or alternatives are infeasible, UCB may adopt a statement of overriding considerations based on a finding that the benefits of the project against its
environmental harm. Pub. Res. Code § 21002; § 21081(d); 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15093. Here, however, the DEIR does not demonstrate that mitigation or project alternatives are infeasible.

The stated purpose of the DEIR is to “evaluate” UCB’s ability to add approximately 4,000 full time students and accompanying educational and research facilities, faculty, employees, housing and parking over the next 15 years. (See DEIR, p. 3.1-13.) This is the proposed “project” to be evaluated under CEQA. Pub. Res. Code § 21065

Rather than truly “evaluate” this option, however, the DEIR assumes that such growth is necessary and that other options such as the “no project alternative” are infeasible. The DEIR never fully explains why it is infeasible for UCB to continue to operate as a world-class university in the absence of continued expansion. The DEIR presents no information regarding other options available to the UC system in satisfying growing enrollment needs in the state besides adding significant more resource demands on UCB, the oldest and largest of the UC system universities. Thus, the DEIR does not adequately assess the project alternatives of reduced or no additional growth, which would avoid the significant impacts that will otherwise occur.

In addition, the DEIR does not assess the feasibility of, nor commit to, adopting mitigation that would ensure no additional impacts to resources that are already undergoing significant adverse affects from existing development. The DEIR does not, for example, commit UCB’s future growth to avoid additional pollutant loading in creeks within the project area. The DEIR does not commit UCB to avoid any further reduction in viable habitat, additional stresses on the City’s existing infrastructure, or reduction in available housing to non-students in the area. Such commitments would establish a baseline for the 2020 LRDP that would ensure that future projects are held to a high standard to avoid adding to existing stresses in the area. In the absence of such a commitment, the DEIR’s findings of no significant impact on these and other resources is unsupported and contrary to law.

V. SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE DEIR

A. THE DEIR IS NOT ADEQUATE AS A PROGRAMMATIC DOCUMENT FOR ALLOWING FUTURE PROJECTS TO BE APPROVED WITHOUT COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

The DEIR states that “this 2020 LRDP EIR is a first tier EIR that evaluates the potential effects of the entire 2020 LRDP at a program level.” (DEIR, p. 1-2.) The DEIR states that:

[S]ubsequent projects should be examined in light of the program-level EIR to determine whether subsequent project-specific environmental documents must be prepared. If no new significant effects would occur, all significant effects have been adequately addressed, and no new mitigation measures would be required, subsequent projects within the scope of the 2020 LRDP could rely on the environmental analysis presented in the program-level EIR, and no subsequent environmental documents would be required.
Where these requirements are not all met and subsequent environmental review documentation required, the DEIR envisions that such projects can still rely on the findings made in this DEIR for a number of impacts:

These subsequent documents may rely on the program-level EIR for information on setting and regulatory framework, for analysis of general growth-related and cumulative impacts, and on alternatives to the 2020 LRDP. In general, the environmental analysis in these subsequent documents would focus on more specific project-level information not available for the 2020 LRDP EIR. Mitigation measures identified in the 2020 LRDP EIR that apply to significant impacts of the project would be implemented as part of the project, and would be identified in the project-specific review. Other project specific mitigation measures for significant impacts not addressed in detail in the 2020 LRDP EIR may also be implemented as part of the project. Such measures would be identified in the project-specific review.

CEQA allows a lead agency to tier individual projects to a programmatic environmental review document, but only where the programmatic document has accurately assessed the degree of cumulative impacts that will occur. See e.g., Friends of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment Agency (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 511, 531 (“Designating an EIR as a program EIR …does not by itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the EIR”); Pub. Res. Code §§ 21068.5, 21093, 21094.

Urban Creeks Council disagrees with the assumption that future projects may rely on the impacts findings of the DEIR and FEIR for the 2020 LRDP to avoid and limit future necessary environmental review. As discussed below, the DEIR presents an exceedingly vague project description, which establishes a projected level of growth with little specifics as to how such growth will occur. The DEIR also does not accurately describe present and ongoing significant impacts to the existing environment and thus underestimates the cumulatively significant impacts that are inevitable from UCB’s proposed expansion. This assessment is not adequate to satisfy UCB’s obligation to assess the cumulative impacts of individual projects in the future. See Stanislaus Natural Heritage Project v. County of Stanislaus, supra, 48 Cal. App. 4th at 202 (“Calling it a "program" does not relieve the County from having to address the significant environmental effects of that project.

B. THE DEIR DOES NOT CONTAIN AN ADEQUATE DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING FOR THIS PROJECT

CEQA requires that the EIR contain a full description of the environmental setting in which the project will occur. 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15125; San Joaquin Raptor v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal. App. 4th 713, 722-723. In San Joaquin Raptor, the court held:

[The ultimate decision of whether to approve a project, be that decision right or wrong, is a nullity if based upon an EIR that does not provide the decision-makers, and the public, with the information about the project that is required by
CEQA.” (Santiago County Water Dist. v. County of Orange (1981) 118 Cal. App.3d 818, 829. The error is prejudicial "if the failure to include relevant information precludes informed decision making and informed public participation, thereby thwarting the statutory goals of the EIR process." (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal. App.3d 692, 712.)

Id. at 721-722

1. The DEIR’s Description of the Environmental Setting as Part of the No Project Alternative is Inadequate

A central purpose for describing the environmental setting is to establish the baseline physical conditions by which a lead agency determines the need for a project and whether a project impact is significant. As discussed below, the environmental setting is also crucial for an agency’s discussion of the “no project alternative” since, if the environmental setting is mischaracterized, the impacts or consequences of the no project alternative will be inaccurate. Planning & Conservation League v. Department of Water Resources, supra, 83 Cal. App. 4th at 911 (“CEQA requires that the no project alternative discussed in an EIR address "existing conditions" as well as "what would be reasonably expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the project were not approved, based on current plans and consistent with available infrastructure and community services.")

The DEIR describes the “no project alternative” as insufficient to meet program objectives based on the following description of the environmental setting:

While substantial capacity remains under the current LRDP to develop student housing and parking, virtually its entire allocation of 723,000 net additional GSF of program space has already been constructed. Regular term student headcount and total headcount have also both grown beyond the maxima prescribed under the current 1990-2005 LRDP.

(DEIR, p. 5.1-17.) This description does not explain whether current building allotments are adequate to meet current capacity. Thus the DEIR does not inform the public about whether additional development would be required in the absence of additional growth in campus activities.

The DEIR also describes the need for the Project as “part of a University-wide strategy to continue to meet its obligations under the California Master Plan for Higher Education, in the face of dramatic growth in the number of college-age Californians: enrollment growth at Berkeley is an integral part of this strategy.” (DEIR, p. 5.1-17.) The DEIR goes on to state that “this growth in enrollment requires a corresponding increase in faculty and academic and nonacademic staff, and therefore in campus facilities.” (Id.)

This description of the environmental setting is inaccurate because enrollment growth at Berkeley is not required, but is rather one option, for the University of California system to meet its obligations to satisfy the growing number of college-age Californians. The DEIR does not
present information that UC has made a system wide determination that UCB must grow by 20-30% in order to meet system wide obligations. The DEIR contains no discussion of alternatives within the UC system as to how to satisfy higher enrollment demands besides adding to the population in Berkeley, which already has a substantially higher number of students than the average California university.

As stated by the Appellate Court in Planning & Conservation League, supra:

A no project description is non-evaluative. It provides the decision makers and the public with specific information about the environment if the project is not approved. It is a factually-based forecast of the environmental impacts of preserving the status quo. It thus provides the decision makers with a base line against which they can measure the environmental advantages and disadvantages of the project and alternatives to the project.

83 Cal. App. 4th at 913. Under CEQA, the feasibility of these alternatives can only be assessed in a meaningful way if UCB and the public are presented with an accurate account of the baseline against which they can measure the environmental advantages and disadvantages of the project and alternatives to the project. Since the DEIR fails to present this information accurately, its consideration of the environmental setting posed by the no project alternative is inadequate.

2. The DEIR Does Not Acknowledge Existing Significant Impacts to Which this Project Will Contribute

UCB’s has an obligation to describe the degree to which ongoing impacts of current development are affecting the capacity of natural and government infrastructure systems to accommodate additional impacts. See e.g., Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford, supra, 221 Cal.App.3d at 711, 722-723, San Joaquin Raptor v. County of Stanislaus, supra, 27 Cal. App. 4th at 722-723. 14 Cal. Code Reg.§ 15125 ("An EIR must include a description of the environment in the vicinity of the project, as it exists before the commencement of the project, from both a local and regional perspective.")

Here, the DEIR does not adequately or accurately describe the project’s environmental setting because it fails to acknowledge the existing significant impacts occurring due to existing development in this area. In order to assess the cumulative impacts of a project, however, an accurate description of the environmental setting is essential since an agency must take into consideration past impacts on the environment to determine whether additional impacts may be significant. Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency, supra 103 Cal. App. 4th at 117 (proposed guidelines "would turn cumulative impact analysis on its head by diminishing the need to do a cumulative impact analysis as the cumulative impact problem worsens.")
a. The DEIR Does Not Acknowledge the Existing Significant Impacts to the Natural Environment in the Affected Project Area.

The DEIR does not acknowledge the existing significant impacts to areas that will be affected by UCB’s development plans, including open space habitat on UCB’s Hill Campus and Strawberry Creek and Cornices Creek. As discussed in previous comments, available habitat such as that offered by the Hill Campus is extremely rare in this urban environment, and thus extremely valuable for wildlife that depends on such habitat such as the federally listed California whipsnake. The DEIR does not acknowledge these existing significant impacts, however, and instead treats the incremental loss of future sections of habitat, including the removal of large trees, as “insignificant.”

The DEIR also does not acknowledge the existing ongoing significant impacts to Strawberry Creek and Cornices Creek and associated tributaries and drainages. This approach is contrary to the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board Bay Basin Water Quality Control Plan (“Basin Plan”), which states that “the two most important types of wildlife habitat are riparian and wetland habitats.” (Basin Plan, p. 2-4.) The Basin Plan describes the cold-water fishery beneficial uses of these habitats as including, but not limited to, preservation or enhancement of aquatic habitats, vegetation, fish, or wildlife, including invert e b r a t e s. (Id.) Such habitats “generally support trout and may support the anadromous salmon and steelhead fisheries as well.” (Basin Plan, p. 2-2.) The environmental values of these habitats are threatened by development, erosion, and sedimentation, as well as by poor water quality. As noted by the Basin Plan, the water quality requirements of wildlife pertain to the water directly ingested, the aquatic habitat itself, and the effect of water quality on the production of food materials. Cold water habitats are commonly well-oxygenated and aquatic life within these waters is relatively intolerant to environmental stresses. Often, soft waters feed cold water habitats. These waters render fish more susceptible to toxic metals, such as copper, because of their lower buffering capacity.” (Id.)

The DEIR also does not acknowledge the existing significant impacts to the San Francisco Bay from runoff pollution. At this time, the San Francisco Bay has been listed as water-quality impaired under Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act for a number of pollutants. The San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board has identified urban stormwater runoff pollution as a significant source for diazinon, mercury, polychlorinated biphenyls (“PCBs”) and polycyclic aromatic compounds (“PAHs.”) See 2002 CWA Section 303(d) List of Water Quality Limited Segment, San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board. pp. 4-5, 19-20.) In addition, the Regional Board has recently adopted the California Toxics Rule (CTR) criteria in lieu of existing Basin Plan objectives for eight pollutants, arsenic, cadmium, chromium (VI), copper (freshwater only), lead, nickel, silver, and zinc, in order to ensure that the Water Board is fulfilling its mandate to adopt water quality objectives that reasonably protect beneficial uses. See California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region, Summary of Basin Plan Amendment, January 21, 2004 (“Basin Plan Amendment.”)

Many of these pollutants are transmitted via surface water runoff or via sediment, which are both likely to increase due to proposed development activities and increased impervious
surface area. (Basin Plan, p. 4-28-4-30.) According to the Regional Board, the “primary sources of loadings for these metals are urban and nonurban stormwater runoff from local watersheds and inputs from the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.” See Staff Report re Proposed Amendment to the Water Quality Control Plan For the San Francisco Bay Basin Updating Water Quality Objectives And Implementation Language (“Staff Report”), December 19, 2003, Environmental Checklist. See also Memo from Steve Moore re “Regional Board Public Comments Received at CEQA Scoping Meeting for proposed Stream, Wetland and Waterbody Amendments,” June 24, 2003. (Urban Creeks Council incorporates by reference those comments into this comment letter.)

Given the existing fragmentation of local stream courses, the ongoing direct and indirect pollutant discharges into these streams, and the limited amount of remaining riparian habitat, any additional impacts to these sensitive habitats must be mitigated, as required by CEQA. See Pub. Res. Code § 21002. Further, since the development envisioned in the 2020 LRDP will contribute pollutants to the local hydrological system, these ongoing significant impacts must be acknowledged by the DEIR.

b. The DEIR Does Not Acknowledge the Existing Significant Impacts to Infrastructure in the Affected Project Area.

The DEIR does not discuss the current fragile state of the City’s sewer and stormwater drain system and/or the ability of the City to handle substantial increases in sewage and stormwater runoff.

A large portion of the City's sewer system is between 50 and 100 years old and is generally in a deteriorated condition. For example, the City’s sewer system suffers from a number of ailments including:

- Old and deteriorated main and lateral pipes - Sewers range in age from 30 to 100 years with an average age of 50 years;
- Cracked sewer pipes - Existing sewers are mostly clay pipes which can crack as they deteriorate with age and also by earth movement;
- Misaligned and open pipe joints - Most of the mortar used to seal the joints between sections of clay pipe has deteriorated;
- Undersized sewer pipe - The existing sewer system is overloaded due to new sewer hook-ups, underground water infiltration, and illegal roof and/or yard drain connections;

Several of these conditions can lead to emergency sewer rehabilitation due to continuous sewage overflow onto private properties and creeks and collapse of the street pavement due to underground cavities caused by leaking sewer pipes. During intense, brief storms, flows in the sewer system can swell 5-10 times the dry weather sewer flows because of storm water infiltration. Cracks and open joints in the pipes allow rainwater and groundwater into the sewer system. This can result in overflows of diluted sewage and potential public health hazards. At
this time the City is in the 16th year of a 30 year compliance plan to meet Regional Board requirements for sewer replacement and rehabilitation, including the elimination of overflow conditions, increase in sewer carrying capacity, and upgrade and replacement of components of the sewer collection system.

The City’s stormwater and culvert system is also old and undergoing numerous repairs as are the culverts that now carry the waters of local creeks. UCB is aware of the recent culvert failures on Strawberry Creek. Recently the City was forced to stop traffic around Shattuck Avenue in order to commence repairs on a culvert channeling the flow of Strawberry Creek at Allston Way.

Stormwater contamination can occur in two ways: directly when pollutants are dumped into storm drain sewers; and indirectly when contaminants are picked up by water runoff and conveyed into the storm drain sewer system. Direct contamination also includes illicit and illegal discharge of waste materials down storm drain sewers and illegal sanitary drain hook-ups. The potential failure of the City’s sewage, stormwater and culvert system makes it more likely that pollutants will be transported to the Bay via stormwater runoff.

At this time the City operates under a municipal stormwater permit issued to a consortium of 17 county and city agencies established by the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program (ACCWP) to facilitate compliance with federal stormwater regulations. The ACCWP developed a Storm Water Management Plan to meet the requirements of both the stormwater permit and the Bay Basin Plan developed by the San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board (“Regional Board”) to prevent urban runoff pollution and to help restore the health of local creeks and San Francisco Bay.

Under this permit, the City is required to minimize to the maximum extent practicable the discharge of urban runoff pollution into local creeks and the Bay. In addition, the permit requires the City to avoid contributing in any way to the ongoing Basin Plan water quality violations in the Bay for diazinon, mercury, polychlorinated biphenyls (“PCBs”) and polycyclic aromatic compounds (“PAHs.”) These pollutants can all be transported through sediment delivery to the stormwater system. (See Basin Plan, p. 4-28-4-30, Staff Report.)

The DEIR also does not describe the current shortages of housing, particularly low-cost housing in Berkeley, and the current impacts of existing traffic patterns. At this time, the City has made findings that “[t]here is a continuing housing shortage and low vacancy rate in the City of Berkeley and the withdrawal of residential rental property from rent or lease will increase said shortage making it more difficult for tenants displaced by said withdrawal to find other housing as well as making it more difficult for other persons seeking housing to obtain it.” Berkeley City Code § 13.77.010 (b.) The City Council has declared that “housing shortage exists which is inconsistent with the purposes of this chapter, and with the adopted goals and policies of the City as set forth in the housing element of the master plan. Berkeley City Code § 21.28.020(B.) To remedy this ongoing substantial impact, the City must “maintain an adequate supply of housing affordable to low income residents” and “avoid displacement of and undue hardship to residents of the City who may be required to move from the community due to a shortage of low income housing.” Berkeley City Code § 21.28.020(A)(2)-(3.)
Urban Creeks Council is also aware of numerous other ongoing significant impacts in this area including air quality and traffic flow and congestion that are not part of these comments. Urban Creeks Council incorporates by reference all other comments that discuss ongoing significant environmental impacts to which the 2020 LRDP shall contribute.

c. **UCB’s Failure to Acknowledge Ongoing Significant Impacts Skews the Environmental Analysis Set Forth in the DEIR**

The DEIR’s description of each of these aspects of the environmental setting is inadequate because it does not identify the ongoing significant impacts that affect these resources. As discussed below, any contribution by the 2020 LRDP to an existing significant impact is by definition also a significant impact that must be evaluated as such in the EIR process.

By instead not identifying these ongoing impacts as significant, the DEIR permits UCB to make subsequent findings that additional contributions to these ongoing impacts will not be significant. This reasoning allows UCB to avoid having to address the feasibility of mitigation or alternatives to avoid such impacts, or even to adopt a statement of overriding considerations regarding the impacts that cannot be avoided. Pub. Res. Code §21002; § 21081(d); 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15093. Thus the DEIR fails as an informational document both for UCB planners and for the general public. See e.g., Planning & Conservation League v. Department of Water Resources, supra, 83 Cal. App. 4th at 915-916; Environmental Planning & Information Council v. County of El Dorado, supra, 131 Cal. App. 3d at 357; Sierra Club v. Board of Forestry, supra, 7 Cal 4th at 1229.

**C. THE PROJECT DESCRIPTION IS INADEQUATE**

CEQA requires that the environmental review document contain a full and accurate description of the proposed project. See e.g Mira Monte Homeowners Assn. v. County of Ventura (1985) 165 Cal. App.3d 357, 366; Santiago County Water Dist. v. County of Orange (1981) 118 Cal. App.3d 818, 829-831; County of Inyo v. UCB of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal. App. 3d 185; 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15124. As the County of Inyo court noted:

> Only through an accurate view of the project may affected outsiders and public decision-makers balance the proposal’s benefit against its environmental cost, consider mitigation measures, assess the advantage of terminating the proposal (i.e. the “no project” alternative) and weigh other alternatives in the balance. An accurate, stable and finite project description is the *sine qua non* of an informative and legally sufficient EIR.

---

71 Cal.App.3d at 192.

Here, the DEIR describes the actual project in this case, a proposed expansion of 20-30% in UCB facilities, personnel, housing and parking, without fully describing the impacts of such activities on the physical environment. For example, the DEIR does not appear to describe existing stormwater or sewage loads caused by UCB’s ongoing activities, which would form the basis of estimating future loads caused by the proposed development in the 2020 LRDP. The DEIR does not provide information regarding its current – and thus likely future – contribution to pollution loading from surface water runoff, particularly as to pollutants subject to water quality controls under the current Basin Plan. Without this information included as part of the project description, it is difficult to assess whether the proposed development is likely to lead to significant cumulative effects.

In addition, the DEIR does not accurately present the current regulatory setting which will control UCB’s activities. While the DEIR describes potential future regulatory cooperation with the Regional Board, UCB does not currently operate its own stormwater permit, nor to Urban Creeks Council’s knowledge does UCB currently operate under an approved Stormwater Management Plan. Thus, the DEIR’s discussion of which regulatory controls shall be required is not accurate. If UCB is allowed to continue to operate without its own stormwater permit, the ability of regulators to enforce BMPs and control all water quality violations is greatly reduced.

The DEIR also does not provide a meaningful description of the controls that would be imposed on other 2020 LRDP activities such as the acquisition of new housing, construction of new facilities, development of parking areas etc. The DEIR appears to give UCB planners considerable discretion to make project level determinations on numerous sensitive issues including retention of native vegetation and contiguous habitat blocks, retention of mature trees, development of surface water runoff controls and amount of overall additions to impervious surface areas, reduction in overall available housing to non-UCB affiliates etc. Without such specifics as part of the project description, however, the DEIR’s purported “cumulative impacts” analysis does not provide the necessary information to determine whether or not future project impacts will be significant.

Urban Creeks Council does commend UCB for seeking public input so early in its planning process. Indeed, CEQA requires environmental review “at the earliest feasible stage in the planning process.” Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal. App. 3d 296, 307. However, the apparent intent of the DEIR appears to be to insulate the actual project decision, which is to commit to long-term substantial growth, without the information necessary to determine whether the environmental impacts of this decision will be significant.

UCB justifies this approach by characterizing the DEIR as a programmatic document. However the DEIR is characterized, if the UCB wishes to tier to this EIR for site-specific projects, it may not defer the description of that project until after CEQA review is completed. County of Inyo, supra, 71 Cal.App.3d at 192 (“An accurate, stable and finite project description is the sine qua non of an informative and legally sufficient EIR”) (emphasis added.) Otherwise
the DEIR violates the informational and public accountability purposes of CEQA. As stated by the Supreme Court in *Laurel Heights*:

An EIR is an "environmental 'alarm bell' whose purpose it is to alert the public and its responsible officials to environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of no return. The EIR is also intended "to demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry that the agency has, in fact, analyzed and considered the ecological implications of its action."... Because the EIR must be certified or rejected by public officials, it is a document of accountability. If CEQA is scrupulously followed, the public will know the basis on which its responsible officials either approve or reject environmentally significant action, and the public, being duly informed, can respond accordingly to action with which it disagrees.

47 Cal. 3d at 392 (emphasis added.)

Here, the public has been informed only in gross generalities how UCB intends to minimize environmental impacts in the future, yet the DEIR purports to determine that the proposed future amount of growth will be generally insignificant and is thus desirable. Thus, the DEIR is not a “document of accountability” but rather a hedge on the part of the UCB to preserve the UCB’s range of options in the future after the fundamental decision regarding the extent of future growth has already been decided. See *Friends of the Old Trees v. Department of Forestry & Fire Protection* (1997) 52 Cal. App. 4th 1383, 1402 (“the public has a right to know the basis on which its responsible officials either approve or reject environmentally significant action.”) Id.

D. THE DEIR FAILS TO IDENTIFY SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS FROM THE PROPOSED EXPANSION

The primary purpose of an EIR is to provide public agencies and the public alike with detailed information about the effect a project is likely to have on the environment, to list ways significant effects might be minimized, and to indicate alternatives to the project. Pub. Res. Code §§ 21002, 21002.1(a), 21061, 21100, 21150. Accordingly, an EIR must identify and

---

3 See also, *Mira Monte Homeowners Assn. v. County of Ventura*, supra, 165 Cal. App.3d at 366 (“CEQA compels an interactive process of assessment of environmental impacts and responsive project modification which must be genuine. It must be open to the public, premised upon a full and meaningful disclosure of the scope, purposes, and effect of a consistently described project”); *Oro Fino Gold Mining Corp. v. County of El Dorado*, supra, 225 Cal. App. 3d at 884 (“CEQA process demands that environmental decisions be made in an accountable arena”); *Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish and Game Commission* (1989) 213 Cal. App. 3d 1043, 1052 (“Only by requiring the [sponsoring agency] to fully comply with the letter of the law can a subversion of the important public purposes of CEQA be avoided, and only by this process will the public be able to determine the environmental and economic values of their elected and appointed officials, thus allowing for appropriate action come election day should a majority of the voters disagree.”) *People v. County of Kern* (1974) 39 Cal. App.3d 830, 842 (same)

Although the DEIR is a programmatic document, this does not excuse UCB from providing a meaningful analysis of cumulative impacts. See e.g., Friends of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment Agency. supra. 82 Cal.App.4th at 531 ("Designating an EIR as a program EIR ...does not by itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the EIR. "All EIR's must cover the same general content. (Guidelines, §§ 15120-15132.) The level of specificity of an EIR is determined by the nature of the project and the 'rule of reason' [citation], rather than any semantic label accorded to the EIR."

The DEIR fails to acknowledge a number of cumulatively significant impacts from the proposed expansion, based on the DEIR’s initial failure to identify the present ongoing significant impacts that are affecting certain parts of the physical environment. However, by contributing to an existing cumulatively significant effect, this project will have significant impacts under CEQA. See Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 722; EPIC v. Johnson (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 604, 624-625; 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 898 ("RPF shall assess the degree to which the proposed operations would result in impacts that may combine with existing listed stressors to impair a waterbody's beneficial uses, thereby causing a significant adverse effect on the environment.") As discussed, this is true wherever the proposed expansion:

- reduces the amount available habitat and contiguity of existing habitat;
- reduces the quality of riparian habitats in the project area;
- reduces the water quality of natural flowing creeks in the project area;
- discharges water-quality criteria pollutants into the City’s stormwater discharge system;
- increases the loading on the City’s existing sewer, stormwater and culvert systems;
- reduces the amount of available housing for UCB affiliated persons in Berkeley

These are just some of a number of examples of impacts from the proposed expansion that will be significant because they will add to existing significant impacts in and around the project area. (As stated above, Urban Creeks Council incorporates by reference other examples of significant impacts raised by other commentators.)

The DEIR avoids this issue generally by not assessing the ongoing impacts that are occurring, but instead by characterizing the additional effects of development as minimal. For

---

4See 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15382 ("Significant effect on the environment" means a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance.")
example, the DEIR promises that UCB will minimize to the maximum extent practicable stormwater pollution through the use of BMPs that have not yet been approved by the Regional Board. (See e.g., DEIR p. 4.7-25-4.7-26.) Similarly, the DEIR adopts as a standard of significance for increasing available housing whether “the project would displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people.” (DEIR p. 4.10-10.) Thus, the DEIR concludes that the displacement of a less than substantial number of persons will not have significant impacts. (Id.) Elsewhere the DEIR states that increased impervious surface area will not lead to substantial increases in runoff pollution or that impacts to biological resources such as open space habitat, riparian plant communities or mature trees should not be substantial.

The DEIR’s approach is fundamentally flawed because CEQA does not allow UCB to measure the incremental impacts of its project in a vacuum, without regard to the overall cumulative impacts that are occurring. See e.g., Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford, supra, 221 Cal. App.3d at 722 (court rejects agency’s finding that “since the project’s emissions are relatively minor when compared with other sources, ... the project would have no significant impact on air quality.”). Because it focuses only on "minimizing" the incremental impact of future development activities, the DEIR repeats the same erroneous procedure that the Court of Appeal rejected in EPIC v. Johnson, supra, wherein the Court stated:

[T]o address the cumulative effect issue the Department has taken the tact [sic] that if the adverse effects are minimized to the maximum on each individual operation, then the total effect on the surrounding area will also be minimized to an acceptable level. This statement is at odds with the concept of cumulative effect, which assesses cumulative damages as a whole, greater than the sum of its parts. (Id. at 624-25.) See also Communities For a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency, supra, 103 Cal. App. 4th at 114 which rejected proposed regulations allowing for “de minimus” cumulative impacts to be ignored by the regulatory agency, stating that:

[T]he de minimus approach ... compares the incremental effect of the proposed project against the collective cumulative impact of all relevant projects. This comparative approach is contrary to CEQA section 21083 and to the Guidelines section 15355 definition of cumulative impacts, set forth above; this approach also contravenes CEQA case law.

In short, where significant impacts are already occurring, any additional impact must be considered significant. To the extent that the DEIR does not commit UCB to avoid such impacts altogether, it presents an incomplete analysis for the public’s review. Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal. 3d at 392

In its FEIR, UCB has three options in regards to project impacts that will affect already substantially impacted aspects of the local physical environment.

First, UCB may decide to reject the possibility of substantial further growth and adopt instead some version of the no-project alternative, or environmentally superior alternative, as discussed in the EIR and more fully below.
Second, UCB may commit to avoiding such impacts altogether, even if UCB believes they will be minimal. This would involve, for example, a commitment to mitigation that would result in no net discharge of stormwater pollution or loading, no net loss of housing, no net loss of quality habitat etc. UCB has at its disposal many options to make fulfill such a commitment, which is presently lacking in the DEIR or 2020 LRDP.

Third, if UCB determines that significant adverse effects should be allowed to occur, even after the implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, the agency must balance the benefits of the project against its environmental harm to determine if the project should proceed, and, if so, adopt a "statement of overriding considerations." Pub. Res. Code §21002; § 21081(d); 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15093. This last step in the EIR analysis provides critical information to the public to fulfill the law's public disclosure requirement - that the EIR function as "a document of accountability" and "informed self-government." See Sierra Club v. Board of Forestry (1994) 7 Cal 4th 1215, 1229. In this case it would allow the public to review and understand more clearly UCB’s ultimate determination in this case to reject the first two options as discussed above.

E. THE DEIR FAILS TO INCLUDE AN ADEQUATE DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

An EIR must identify mitigation measures and alternatives to the project which may reduce or avoid the project’s significant adverse impacts, thus accomplishing CEQA’s basic statutory goals. See Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 400-403; Citizens of Goleta Valley, supra, 52 Cal.3d at 564; Pub. Res. Code §§ 21002.1, 21100. Here the DEIR does not provide a meaningful assessment of the feasibility of less growth over the next 15 years and thus is contrary to CEQA’s requirements.

1. The DEIR’s Description of the No Project Alternative is Inadequate

The “project” under consideration in the DEIR is UCB’s decision as part of the 2020 LRDP to expand its facilities, housing and parking 20-30% over the next 15 years.\(^5\) Thus, the DEIR’s “no project” alternative should assess the impacts and feasibility of not undertaking such expansion.

Instead, the DEIR describes the “no project alternative” as keeping the current 1990-2005 LRDP in place. The DEIR’s alternatives section states that this alternative is infeasible due to the projected growth that will occur over the next 15 years:

Alternative L-4, therefore, would leave the campus with two options. One would be to stop developing new program space. This is infeasible for several reasons. First, the growth in student enrollment is part of a University-wide strategy to continue to meet its obligations under the California Master Plan for Higher Education, in the face of

\(^5\) Public Resources Code § 21065 defines a “project” as “an activity which may cause either a direct physical change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment.” Only “projects” are subject to CEQA.
dramatic growth in the number of college-age Californians: enrollment growth at Berkeley is an integral part of this strategy. To maintain the quality of education at UC Berkeley, this growth in enrollment requires a corresponding increase in faculty and academic and nonacademic staff, and therefore in campus facilities. Second, the aging facility inventory at UC Berkeley must continue to be renewed, not only to remedy the space deficits created by enrollment growth, but also to provide the state-of-the-art space, technology, and infrastructure required by modern education and research.

See DEIR, p. 5.1-17.

This type of analysis is both misleading and unlawful. The “no project” alternative cannot be rejected in conclusory fashion simply because it does not adopt the “project” proposed by the lead agency. Here, the projected growth is not a fact that must be assumed as a future baseline, but is instead the “project” that is purported to be proposed by this CEQA process. The DEIR lists reasons why such growth is inevitable, but any such inevitability is based on UCB’s own desire to grow and expand in the coming decades. As discussed above, this section of the DEIR continues the general distortion of the proposed CEQA analysis from an “evaluation” of the feasibility of future growth to a rationalization for allowing such growth to occur.

In sum, the DEIR does not provide a straightforward assessment of the pros and cons of an alternative decision to maintain the size of campus facilities and enrollment at near current levels. As discussed above, the DEIR does not discuss alternatives for the University of California system to meet its obligations to satisfy the growing number of college-age Californians besides adding to the already considerable amount of enrollment at UCB. Since enrollment growth at UCB is not a required result, but instead an option to be evaluated, the DEIR’s presentation of the no-project alternative fails. Planning & Conservation League, supra, 83 Cal. App. 4th at 913 (“A no project description is non-evaluative.”) In addition, as discussed above, this section also fails to discuss whether current building allotments are adequate to meet current capacity. Thus it also fails as an informational document. See Laurel Heights, supra, 47 Cal. 3d at p. 406 (“[T]he analysis must be specific enough to permit informed decision making and public participation. The latter function is especially important when, as in this case, the agency approving the proposed project is also its proponent or closely related to its proponent.”)

2. The DEIR’s Analysis of Alternative L-1 is Inadequate

The DEIR’s discussion of project alternative L-1 is similarly inadequate. The DEIR claims that this lower growth alternative is inconsistent with project objectives to 1) stabilize enrollment at a level commensurate with our academic standards and our land and capital resources; 2) provide the space, technology and infrastructure we require to excel in education, research, and public service.

The DEIR does not explain, however, why increased enrollment and accompanying support services is necessarily “commensurate” with UCB’s academic standards and land and capital resources. As discussed above, the purpose of the DEIR is to evaluate the possibility of increased enrollment, not to assume that such expansion is required for UCB. Nor is it clear why a larger expansion is required to meet UCB’s land and capital resources, as opposed to upgrading
the quality of UCB's current facilities. If continued expansion can be always justified on such a conclusory basis, the question is raised whether UCB will ever be satisfied with its current size and resource demands in the local community.

F. THE DEIR UNLAWFULLY DEFERS MITIGATION NECESSARY TO AVOID FUTURE SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

CEQA requires consideration of environmental consequences at the "earliest possible stage," even though more detailed environmental review may be necessary later. *Leonoff v. Monterey County Bd. of Supervisors, supra*, 222 Cal.App.3d at 1346; 14 Cal. Code Reg. § 15004(b)(1). The requirements of CEQA cannot be avoided by piecemeal review which results from "chopping a large project into many little ones--each with a minimal potential impact on the environment--which cumulatively may have disastrous consequences." *Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1975)* 13 Cal.3d 263, 283-284; *City of Antioch v. City Council (1986)* 187 Cal.App.3d 1325, 1333. Thus, "reasonably anticipated future projects" must be considered in an EIR and discussed in a cumulative analysis. *Laurel Heights, supra*, 47 Cal.3d at 390, 394; *City of Santee v. County of San Diego (1989)* 214 Cal.App.3d 1438, 1449 1452. "Only in this manner can two or more individual effects be considered together to determine the overall environmental impact." *Terminal Plaza Corp. v. City and County of San Francisco (1986)* 177 Cal.App.3d 892, 904.

As noted by the Supreme Court and numerous other court decisions, the problem with allowing environmental review after project approval is that it creates an incentive on the part of the agency to rationalize the initial approval of a project on a "post-hoc" basis, thus narrowing the range of options available to the decision making body. *See also Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe (1971)* 401 U.S. 402, 420; *No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974)* 13 Cal.3d 68, 79, 86; *Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors (1982)* 134 Cal. App.3d 1022, 1026; *Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Coastside County Water Dist. (1972)* 27 Cal. App.3d 695, 706.

Second, by proposing to select an alternative without having reviewed the feasibility of a necessary component of that alternative, the City violates CEQA's rule against deferring relevant and necessary environmental review to a later point, after project approval. *See e.g., Quail Botanical Gardens Foundation, Inc. v. City of Encinitas (1994)* 29 Cal. App. 4th 1597, 1601-1602 ("[W]e note the City cannot rely upon post-approval mitigation measures adopted during the subsequent design review process"); *Oro Fino Gold Mining Corp. v. County of El Dorado (1990)* 225 Cal. App. 3d 872, 884 ("There cannot be meaningful scrutiny of a mitigated negative declaration when the mitigation measures are not set forth at the time of project approval"); *Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988)* 202 Cal. App. 3d 296, 306-309. ("By deferring environmental assessment to a future date, the conditions run counter to that policy of CEQA which requires environmental review at the earliest feasible stage in the planning process"); Pub. Res. Code, § 21003.1.

In *Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino, supra*, the court noted:
Environmental problems should be considered at a point in the planning process "where genuine flexibility remains." [...] A study conducted after approval of a project will inevitably have a diminished influence on decision making. Even if the study is subject to administrative approval, it is analogous to the sort of post hoc rationalization of agency actions that has been repeatedly condemned in decisions construing CEQA.

202 Cal. App. 3d at 307. Similarly, in *Oro Fino Gold Mining Corp., supra*, 225 Cal. App. 3d at 884, the court noted:

One of the purposes of the [EIR] is to insure that the relevant environmental data are before the agency and considered by it prior to the decision to commit ... resources to the project [...]. In the absence of overriding circumstances, the CEQA process demands that mitigation measures timely be set forth, that environmental information be complete and relevant, and that environmental decisions be made in an accountable arena.

Here, as discussed above, UCB appears to be committing itself to a future level of growth without making a similar commitment to avoid significant environmental impacts. Instead, the DEIR assumes that additional impacts will be minimized to the extent feasible. The DEIR does not, however, provide a coherent or meaningful explanation of how a 20-30% expansion in UCB facilities, personnel and parking will not have significant impacts on the local community and environment. The DEIR also does not set forth the mitigation measures that will be employed to avoid adding additional impacts to ongoing significant impacts as described above. Thus, the DEIR fails as an informational document since it does not describe how significant impacts will be avoided, as claimed in the DEIR.

VI. CONCLUSION

Urban Creeks Council believes that adoption of the present DEIR as an FEIR is premature because UCB has not adequately explained why the proposed amount of growth is either necessary or desirable. To the extent that UCB is nevertheless committed to this level of growth, Urban Creeks Council believes UCB has an obligation to the natural environment, to the City and to the community at large to avoid any additional adverse impacts on the natural and infrastructure systems likely to be affected by the project. Urban Creeks Council urges UCB to take a leadership role in improving the quality of life in the area, rather than offering only a vague pledge to minimize additional adverse impacts to the extent feasible.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael W. Graf
(On behalf of the Urban Creeks Council)
RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C180

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-1
The writers argue that the existing condition of natural habitats, riparian corridors, City drainage systems, traffic and housing availability is poor; therefore, any additional impact is significant.

CEQA sets forth standards of significance for determining significant impact, and the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR applies these standards within each environmental topic chapter; a general impression that conditions are poor is insufficient for analytical purposes under CEQA. However, the writers’ opinions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-2
See Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project review. Please also see the above response to comment. The Draft EIR includes specific standards of significance used for analysis in each EIR chapter.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-3
The academic principles underlying the 2020 LRDP appear at page 3.1-9, and the objectives of the 2020 LRDP appear at page 3.1-10 of the Draft EIR. Each subsequent section of the 2020 LRDP presents the intention behind the proposed program. The writers’ opinions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-4
The writers make general unsubstantiated accusations. See Thematic Response 5 regarding the use of qualifiers, and Thematic Response 6 regarding coordination with LBNL. Each chapter of the Draft EIR includes a description of existing conditions, relevant standards of significance, an analysis of the impacts of implementing the 2020 LRDP, and includes specific mitigation measures where appropriate.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-5
The writers again argue that existing conditions are poor, thus, any impact is significant. CEQA sets forth standards of significance for determining significant impact, and the Draft EIR applies these standards within each environmental topic chapter; a general impression that conditions are poor is insufficient for analytical purposes under CEQA. However, the writers’ opinions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-6
The alternatives analysis for the 2020 LRDP appears at Chapter 5 of the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR makes no finding regarding the feasibility of alternatives and overriding considerations because The Regents, and not the Draft EIR authors, have that discretion.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-7
The writers suggest that the Draft EIR should have considered University systemwide alternatives to growth at UCB. However, this would be only a different means of describing Alternative L-1, which considered lower enrollment and slower research growth. The UC Regents maintain discretion to examine variable growth plans for different campuses in the system.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-8
The writers’ assertions are inaccurate. See Continuing Best Practice HYD-2-a at page 4.7-26 of the Draft EIR, regarding pollutant loading, and Continuing Best Practice HYD-4-e at page 4.7-29 of the Draft EIR, which requires no net increase in runoff as a result of campus development. The University believes the 2020 LRDP and Draft EIR hold future projects to a high standard for environmental stewardship. The writers’ opinion that UC Berkeley should commit to avoid such items as “reduction in available housing to non-students in the area” is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-9
The writers summarize earlier comments. Please see above responses; see also Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in future project review.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-10
Campus space needs are described at pages 3.1-15 to 3.1-17 of the 2020 LRDP. As stated at the bottom of page 3.1-16:

Our estimates of future space needs are not due entirely to future growth: some new space is required just to compensate for the shortages we have today. The most recent survey of academic space at UC Berkeley, in 2001-2002, revealed a deficit of roughly 450,000 GSF in academic programs alone, based on university-wide guidelines for space utilization.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-11
See response 180-7, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-12
The writers assert that the no project alternative is inadequate because the EIR baseline is inadequate. However, the Draft EIR no project alternative complies with CEQA, which provides that “when the project is the revision of an existing land use or regulatory plan, policy or ongoing operation, the “no project” alternative will be the continuation of the existing plan, policy or operation in the future” (CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6(e)(3)(A)).

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-13
See response C180-5, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-14
See response C180-5, above. The writers present no foundation for their assertion that the Hill Campus habitat is “extremely rare.” The Draft EIR provides sources for baseline data presented. Further, as indicated in Continuing Best Practice BIO-1-a at page 4.3-26 of the Draft EIR, the Campus Specimen Tree Program would be implemented over the life of the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C180-15
See response C180-5, above. The existing water quality of Strawberry Creek is described at page 4.7-14 of the Draft EIR. The 2020 LRDP EIR addresses Strawberry Creek at Continuing Best Practice BIO-2-a, CBP BIO-2-b, CBP BIO-3, and the quality of waters feeding Strawberry Creek is protected by measures outlined in the Hydrology chapter. The quotes from the Basin Plan are acknowledged. The Basin Plan is cited in the Draft
EIR at page 4.7-1 and afterward as part of the regulatory framework guiding UC Berkeley operations.

**Response to comment C180-16**
The University disagrees with the writers’ opinion that the Draft EIR lacks sufficient information about stormwater pollution conditions. See Draft EIR pages 4.7-14 through 4.7-15 for a discussion of existing surface water quality conditions. See Continuing Best Practice HYD-2-a, page 4.7-26 of the Draft EIR, which describes actions UC Berkeley undertakes to minimize pollutant loading.

**Response to comment C180-17**
The writers’ assertion that the Draft EIR discussion of infrastructure is insufficient is noted. The Draft EIR acknowledges stormwater management plans and other RWQCB programs, and references the baseline conditions information in the Berkeley General Plan EIR.

**Response to comment C180-18**
Please see chapter 4.10 of the Draft EIR for a discussion of existing housing conditions, and the impacts of the 2020 LRDP on housing. CEQA sets forth standards of significance for determining significant impacts, and the Draft EIR applies these standards within each environmental topic chapter. A general perception that conditions are poor is insufficient for analytical purposes under CEQA. However, the writers’ opinions are noted.

**Response to comment C180-19**
CEQA sets forth standards of significance for determining significant impacts, and the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR applies these standards within each environmental topic chapter; a general impression that conditions are poor is insufficient for analytical purposes under CEQA. However, the writers’ opinions are noted.

Further, CEQA provides that an EIR discuss cumulative impacts of a project when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable. The Draft EIR includes a discussion of cumulative impacts at the end of each environmental issue chapter. See, for example, the cumulative impact discussion for hydrology at pages 4.7-33 through 4.7-35 of the Draft EIR.

**Response to comment C180-20**
The Draft EIR presents calculations of existing sewage loads at page 4.13-8 to 4.13-9 of the Draft EIR. See corrections to these pages in this Final EIR. The existing water quality of Strawberry Creek is described at page 4.7-14 of the Draft EIR. UC Berkeley believes this information is correctly presented in the existing conditions section of each chapter, rather than in the project description, as requested by the writers.

**Response to comment C180-21**
The current regulatory framework is accurately described at page 4.7-1 to 4.7-5 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

**Response to comment C180-22**
The writers are referred to the 2020 LRDP Mitigation Monitoring Program in this volume for a consolidated reference describing controls that would be imposed on other 2020 LRDP activities.
Response to Comment C180-23
The finite nature of the project analyzed in the Draft EIR is clearly stated in the Draft EIR. See page 3.1-14 of the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment C180-24
Here the writers, and not the Draft EIR, characterize “the proposed future amount of growth” as “generally insignificant”. The Draft EIR discloses the full extent of future growth, rather than growing as projects arise; critics may find fault with either approach, the former as “vague” and the latter as “piecemealing.” However, UC Berkeley believes it has pursued the responsible approach in this instance.

Response to Comment C180-25
CEQA sets forth standards of significance for determining significant impacts, and the Draft EIR applies these standards within each environmental topic chapter. Habitat, including riparian habitat, is discussed in chapter 4.3, Biological Resources; water quality is discussed in chapter 4.7, Hydrology and Water Quality; infrastructure capacity is discussed in chapter 4.13, Utilities and Service Systems; housing is discussed in chapter 4.10, Population and Housing.

Response to Comment C180-26
UC Berkeley is employing many stormwater best management practices that have been developed for the Regional Water Quality Control Board and have been accepted in permits for other entities. UC Berkeley submitted its permit application in 2003. Stormwater is also addressed in the cumulative analysis at page 4.7-34 of the 2020 LRDP DEIR.

Please see response C180-25 above regarding application of standards of significance.

Response to Comment C180-27
The writers’ opinions are noted.

Response to Comment C180-28
The Draft EIR finds significant unavoidable environmental impacts, as outlined at pages 6-1 to 6-3 of the Draft EIR. If the UC Regents approve the project, their decision would be supported by a statement of overriding considerations.

Response to Comment C180-29
The writers summarize comments below. UC Berkeley disagrees with the writers’ assertions regarding the contents of the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment C180-30
See response C180-12, above.

Response to Comment C180-31
As set forth at page 3.1-13 of the 2020 LRDP, UC Berkeley has been asked to grow by 4,000 full time equivalent students over base year 1998 enrollment levels. A key academic principle of the Strategic Academic Plan notes that “our core purpose is to serve and benefit the people of California through the creation, dissemination and application of knowledge, including outreach to underserved communities” (2020 LRDP, page 3.1-9). See responses C180-7 and C180-10, above. While maintaining the
status quo is a possibility as outlined in Alternative L-4, and while limiting growth is an possibility as outlined in Alternative L-1, these alternatives would not meet university objectives.

**Response to comment C180-32**
For a discussion of the relationship between enrollment and academic excellence, the writers are referred to the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan, referenced in the 2020 LRDP (see page 3.1-4, etc) and on the web at http://lrdp.berkeley.edu.

**Response to comment C180-33**
The University disagrees with the writers’ assertions. See responses to above specific comments.

**Response to comment C180-34**
The University disagrees with the writers’ assertions. See responses to above specific comments.
Ms. Lawrence,

Please accept these signed petitions in Support of Bicycle Access to the Strawberry Canyon portion of the UC Berkeley campus.

Thank you,

Michael Mejia

6/10/04
Strawberry Canyon
Bike Access
Please Sign!
I urge U.C. Berkeley to allow mountain bike access to Strawberry Canyon as part of its Long-Range Development Plan. This is a worthwhile safety and environmental measure. Currently, local mountain bikers have to ride on busy roads or use cars to access trails in the Berkeley hills. It would be better to have the safe and environmentally sound option of using the dirt trails in Strawberry Canyon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jason VanHorn</td>
<td>180 Montecito Ave, Oakland, CA 94610</td>
<td>5/24/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10173 Capital St, Uninc.</td>
<td>5/25/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Perez</td>
<td>3741 16th St #1, SF, CA 94114</td>
<td>5/26/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Jones</td>
<td>837 Gonzaga Ave, Vallejo 94591</td>
<td>5/26/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Kelly</td>
<td>3831 Park Blvd, Oakland CA 94602</td>
<td>5/26/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Huffman</td>
<td>5836 Alpine Rd, San脽a CA 94806</td>
<td>5/28/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>451 Kent St, Richmond, CA 94805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15817 Yane Ave, Richmond CA 94805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1191 Sutter St, Berkeley CA 94709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>525 Rincon Rd, El Sobrante, CA 94803</td>
<td>6/3/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melodie Clark</td>
<td>646 McCloud Ave, Richmond CA 94805</td>
<td>6/5/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Miller</td>
<td>6146 McCloud Ave, Richmond 94805</td>
<td>6/5/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Lowell</td>
<td>415 W. Richmond Ave P. Richmond</td>
<td>6/5/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny Fry</td>
<td>1122 Richmond Ave. Richmond CA</td>
<td>9/5/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Krueger</td>
<td>6999 Ventura St Richmond, CA</td>
<td>6/8/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colette McFadden</td>
<td>9100 Appian #200 Pinole</td>
<td>6/9/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Vido</td>
<td>2420 Greenwood Dr San Pablo</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Dillard</td>
<td>92344 Sunbrella Dr El Sobrante</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNETH BROWN</td>
<td>5057 EL Portal Dr</td>
<td>6-11-04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I urge U.C. Berkeley to allow mountain bike access to Strawberry Canyon as part of its Long-Range Development Plan. This is a worthwhile safety and environmental measure. Currently, local mountain bikers have to ride on busy roads or use cars to access trails in the Berkeley hills. It would be better to have the safe and environmentally sound option of using the dirt trails in Strawberry Canyon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jef G. S. Strang</td>
<td>1348 Naylor St, El Cerrito</td>
<td>5-25-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. Thuckas</td>
<td>2724 Gorman St Apt B, Berkeley</td>
<td>5-25-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rex Roberts</td>
<td>1348 Naylor St, El Cerrito</td>
<td>5-25-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin Vanhooper</td>
<td>2961 Tulelake Ave, El Cerrito</td>
<td>5-26-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Blampied</td>
<td>1218 Josephine St, Berkeley</td>
<td>5-28-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Takasaka</td>
<td>847 Shepherd Cyn. 21, Oakland</td>
<td>94611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Toron</td>
<td>1531 Searles Ave, Mill Valley</td>
<td>5-27-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nils Moe</td>
<td>1421 Josephine St, Berkeley</td>
<td>9-4-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gennaro Tarlov</td>
<td>1500 Park Ave, #114, Eville</td>
<td>9-4-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus Khojasteh</td>
<td>1716 Castrillo Ave.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>847 Oakland Pl, El Cerrito, CA</td>
<td>9-4-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Lopez</td>
<td>585 McLaughlin St. Richmond, CA</td>
<td>6/03/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Gilles</td>
<td>6930 Norfolk Road Berkely, CA</td>
<td>6/4/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Meyer</td>
<td>29 Latham Lane L. A.</td>
<td>6/7/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Tan</td>
<td>1023 Ordway St. Albany, CA</td>
<td>6/14/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Rinói</td>
<td>2030 Sora Mateo St. S.C.</td>
<td>9/4/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Cohen</td>
<td>555 Vineyard Ave.</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Silverman</td>
<td>709 Kains Ave.</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decia Love</td>
<td>93 Muir Dock Street Richmond</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Lipsitz</td>
<td>4255 Whitle Ave Oaklend</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Hansen</td>
<td>1064 Neilson St.</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Migel</td>
<td>932 Yuba St. Rich</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Peters</td>
<td>1515 Elm Street, El Cerrito</td>
<td>6/11/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Bullen</td>
<td>1025 Neilson St. Albany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George E.</td>
<td>1024 Mulberryfield Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan H.</td>
<td>524 Woodmont Berkeley 94708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Kohn</td>
<td>1100 Neilson Albany 94706</td>
<td>6/1/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Wendt</td>
<td>1900 Bost. Richmond 94804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11.2C.181  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C181

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C181-1
The comment presents 50 signatures on a petition supporting bicycling in Strawberry Canyon. Existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus could be examined by the Management Authority proposed by the 2020 LRDP for the Ecological Study Area. See page 3.1-54 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. The comment is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP or its Draft EIR; no further response is required.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines — hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

861 Regal Road

Berkeley CA 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]  
[Address]
Grizzly Peak Blvd/Summit Road Watch

URGENT!

Dear Neighbor,

The University is proposing the construction of 100 high-density (2, 3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive. Please sign and send in the attached (or your own) comment letter to the University’s Facilities Services (see letter for address) to arrive NO LATER THAN NEXT MONDAY, JUNE 14th 2004.

In addition, we are circulating a petition within the neighborhood to oppose this development. If you would like to sign it, or would like to get a copy to circulate to your neighborhood, call 549-3449.

Please join with us to voice your concerns at the Berkeley City Council meeting, tomorrow, Tuesday, June 8th at 7 p.m. (Council Chambers, 2134 Martin Luther King Jr. Way, 2nd floor).
11.2C.182-183 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C182 AND C183

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C182 AND C183

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 13, 2004

To: Edward J. Denton, V.C. Capital Projects
    Thomas Lollini, V.C. Capital Projects
    Jennifer Lawrence, Principal Planner

Physical and Environmental Planning Office
1 A & E Building #1382
University of California- Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720-1382

DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTHSIDE: TENNIS COMPLEX

1. Background:
14 years ago, in 1990, the then new LRDP-EIR stated on the subject of recreation:
   “All of the campus recreational facilities are currently at capacity.” (p. 4.12-6, emphasis added)
Since then, UCB’s enrollment and employment have increased and continue to increase.
So has the proportion of students who live in Cal’s much needed new housing, and they
now can benefit from recreation on campus and close-by- which they need.

Meanwhile, the campus has removed sixteen (16) tennis courts (inventory below),
without replacement. True, two (2) new courts were built at Clark Kerr, but access to
them is restricted, and they do double duty for basket ball. Meanwhile, the NEQSSP
CEQA-certified Mitigation Measure PUB-1:
   “Campus shall replace the existing tennis courts…..”
remains unimplemented. And now, the LRDP states: “Implementation of the 2020 LRDP
is not anticipated to create a need for new or altered parks and recreational facilities”
(Impact PUB 4.2, pp 2-43). As for existing conditions, the Smyth Ferwald portion of
the map (fig 3.04, LRDP 2020) does not show the replacement courts that were mandated
to go there by the NEQSSP Mitigation Measure PUB 1. However, the LRDP 2020 does
state: (4.11-29) “The analysis also includes growth by previously certified UCB EIR’S,
including the NEQSSP, and yet, there is no mention anywhere of the existence of the
mandate or an explanation of the lack of implementation to date.

2. LRDP 2020: Comments/Annotations
The new LRDP’s pp 4.11-23 and 4.11-29 are excerpted and annotated next. Added in the
margins are the still relevant NEQSSP comments from July 30, 2001. The letters
“LHPS” stand for “Lower Hearst Parking Structure” (at Scenic Ave.) which at the time
was carrying 6 tennis courts on top. These 6 courts were demolished last year; in the
present LRDP, they are more distinctively named “Scenic Courts.”
The figures for inventory remaining and inventory lost have been complemented and annotated and speak for themselves. (See the attached document)

3. Conclusions
Implementation of PUB-1 surely to be considered a condition for the certification of the EIR- is overdue and needs to proceed. A site has been designated and is available: Smyth Fernwald is seismically unsafe and cannot be otherwise developed. The new tennis complex there would be convenient to campus, Clark Kerr, and to Strawberry Canyon. Funding should come from Parking as Parking has converted the 6 Scenic Courts into some 100 parking spaces, valued at approximately $25,000 to $30,000 apiece (a quick calculation by a member of the Grad. Assembly, giving a total of $2.5 to $3 million for the replacement funding.)

The prompt building of the Smyth Fernwald tennis complex can create goodwill and trust with Berkelyites who welcome a fresh spirit in one of the new LRDP’s “objectives” (4.11-25), to “Plan every new project to respect and enhance the character, livability, and cultural vitality of our City environs” (emphasis added).

Scotia Preis Chamberlain

Note: To clarify: the intensity of land use for tennis, upon reflection, must compare to that of the playing “fields” whose restoration the LRDP expressly espouses (4.11-25). Please consider: In terms of “player-hours-per-year.” Unlike fields, lighted tennis courts, available in sufficient numbers to spare players’ waiting time, are likely to be used almost around the clock and year round. Unlike field games, tennis is a lifetime sport. As for livability, great staff and excellent faculty have been known to select UCB for its tennis, in the end. Anecdotally, E.O. Lawrence was on the courts, where he could not be disturbed unless it was for the announcement of the Nobel Prize- which in the end it was!
4.11.4.4 EXISTING SETTING

CAMPUS PARK. The Campus Park includes numerous athletics and recreational facilities. The main athletic/recreation facility complex is located on Bancroft Way near Dana Street, and includes:

- Recreational Sports Facility (gyms, racquetball, exercise rooms and equipment)
- Evans Diamond (baseball)
- Edwards Stadium and Goldman Field (track and field, soccer)
- Haas Pavilion (basketball)
- Spieker Pool (swimming and water polo)
- Hellman Courts (tennis)

A second cluster of athletics and recreation facilities is accessible from Bancroft Way at Bowditch Street, and includes:

- Hearst Gymnasium and Pools
- Hearst North Field
- Bancroft Tennis Courts

ADJACENT BLOCKS AND SOUTHSIDE. UC Berkeley recreational facilities in the Adjacent Blocks include:

- La Loma Tennis Courts, La Loma and Hearst Avenues
- Maxwell Family Field (formerly Kleeberger Field), Gayley Road at Centennial Drive
- Memorial Stadium, Piedmont Avenue north of Bancroft Way

UC Berkeley recreational facilities located in the Southside include:

- Channing Tennis Courts, Ellsworth Street and Channing Way
- Golden Bear Tennis Courts, Clark Kerr Campus
- Golden Bear Fields, Clark Kerr Campus
- Golden Bear Recreation Center, Clark Kerr Campus (track, gymnasium, pool)

---

**Table 4.11-4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilities Lost Since 1990</th>
<th>Approximate Square Feet</th>
<th>Type of Loss</th>
<th>Date Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bancroft Courts (basketball, volleyball, tennis)</td>
<td>48,389</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underhill Field</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>Temporary</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry Canyon Tennis Courts</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Hockey/Basketball Court</td>
<td>7,750</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearst Athletic Field West</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>Temporary</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenic Tennis Courts</td>
<td>33,200</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skateboard Park</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Square Feet</strong></td>
<td>366,139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to temporary closure, Hearst Field West was only used two percent of the time for recreational programs. The remaining 98 percent of the time, it was used by PE and Intercollegiate Athletics.

**Table 4.11-5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Changes Since 1990</th>
<th>Approx Square Feet</th>
<th>Previous Facility/Field</th>
<th>% Rec Current</th>
<th>% Rec Previous</th>
<th>Date of Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golden Bear Soccer Field</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witter Rugby Field</td>
<td>128,000</td>
<td>Strawberry Field</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levine-Fracce Softball Field</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>Tennis Courts</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haas Pavilion Arena</td>
<td>15,073</td>
<td>Harmon Gym</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also lost before 1990: 4 Tennis Courts at California/Allston

---

For the inventory figures to reflect recreational walk-on availability, we must reduce the count of 12 courts by 5, for the Haas Pavilion courts (intercollegiate/reserved). This leaves us with only 15 courts, 9 courts currently available for walk-on recreational use.

Specifically, during the recent past, UCB has lost without replacement:

- 4 courts at Bancroft/Durant (for the Tang Center)
- 6 courts at Strawberry Canyon
- 4 courts at California and Allston (for housing)

This adds up to a total loss of 14 courts available for the walk-on recreational use that students (in particular) need.
11.2C.184 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C184

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C184-1
Figure 3.0-4 shows existing conditions at Smyth-Fernwald, which do not include the replacement courts referenced by the writer. However, NEQSS Mitigation PUB-1 does not, as the writer states, mandate that replacement tennis courts go on that site: on the contrary, it states the site has not yet been identified. The 2020 LRDP does not address the tennis court replacement because the conditions for their replacement are already established in the NEQSS EIR: as the writer notes, these and the many other provisions of the NEQSS EIR are incorporated by reference.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C184-2
The writer’s comments on section 4.11.4.4 are noted. Table 4.11-4 at page 4.11-29 of the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR presents facility space in square feet; the writer presents specific information regarding number of tennis courts.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C184-3
The Smyth-Fernwald site is being explored by UC Berkeley for alternate uses which may include tennis courts. The writer does not mention, however, that the existing University tennis courts at Channing and Ellsworth have been made available at certain hours to the Section Club, a primary user of the former Scenic (Lower Hearst) Courts.
Jennifer Lawrence  
Principal Planner  
Environmental and Long Range Planning  
Capital Projects  
1936 University Ave.  
Berkeley, CA 94720

Attached as a Microsoft Word document is the Panoramic Hill Association's (PHA) response to the University of California's Long Range Development Plan. Along with two letters from Janice Thomas, member and former president of the PHA. Please let me know if you were able to download and read the attached documents.

Sincerely,

Marcos Gandara  
Panoramic Hill Association-VP

cc: Jerry Wachtel  Panoramic Hill Association President  Janice Thomas
Jennifer Lawrence  
UC Berkeley, Facilities Services  
1936 University Ave., Suite 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

This letter is initiated on behalf of the Panoramic Hill Association, as authorized by its Board of Directors at its most recent meeting. It is an addendum to the previous letters sent by Janice Thomas, former President of PHA, regarding the UC Long Range Development Plan (LRDP).

Attached you will find two previous letters from Ms. Thomas as she describes both our unique hillside and the inherent problems we face. We view the University of California as an asset to our lives and neighborhood, yet we are concerned about disturbing trends envisioned by the LRDP that, if implemented, could wreak irreversible harm to both our community and environment.

We look forward to continuing open dialogue with the UC as well as the cities of Berkeley and Oakland and the East Bay Regional Parks District. We are strongly opposed to initiatives that would raise the risk to public safety or harm the existing environment.

Below is a list of some of our concerns. I encourage you to read through Ms. Thomas letter regarding the scoping process for the EIR.

- Memorial Stadium Renovation and Lighting
  - Some Panoramic Hill residents will be within the arc of light flooding the stadium.
  - There exist unidentified cultural resources within 50 feet of the stadium that are listed on the State Inventory of Historic Resources on Canyon Rd.
  - Noise, glare, pedestrian traffic and loitering may negatively impact the hills ecosystem as well as the immediately adjacent residential community.
  - The inherent risk to public safety grows with the number of events due to the Hayward Fault, inadequate escape routes and dangerous (and often illegal) parking on substandard roads.
  - Evening events allow for an excess of loitering as seen during the “Paul McCartney concerts.” This is further exacerbated by the lack of street lighting on Panoramic Hill. We have already experienced frightening fires on the hill caused by careless smokers loitering on and adjacent to UC property.
  - Memorial Stadium is within the watershed boundary and yet analysis fails to identify hydrology and water quality impacts of the proposed renovation.
  - Existing stretch of Canyon Road is narrow thereby causing traffic congestion and pedestrian safety hazards.
LRDP DEIR is vague on distinction between intercollegiate rugby field and a coliseum-size football field.

- Increased Housing in Strawberry Canyon
  - Housing should reflect the needs of the community. Housing should be built near transportation and in close to shopping and the UC. We encourage the UC to seek areas west of the campus near downtown.
  - Don’t diminish a treasure. Strawberry Canyon is a refuge for its students, faculty and employees as well as the adjoined community and wildlife.
  - Once housing is initiated in Strawberry Canyon it will set forth an irreversible precedent and begin the process of eliminating one of the most beautiful natural resources of the University of California.
  - Evacuation and emergency response could easily be disrupted due to lack of adequate exits.
  - Wild land fires continue to be an issue unless the UC plans to eliminate the whole ecosystem. With more housing and more traffic in the canyon both the risk of such fires and their possible consequences, are magnified.

- Increased Parking
  - An increase in parking can only lead to more automobiles and congestion.
  - UC should lead the way into the 21st century not continue on the current paths of excess.
  - A lack of parking would encourage alternative means of transportation.
  - Reducing the use of automobiles will increase air quality.
  - Emergency access and evacuation become impaired due to extended traffic jams.

In closing, we encourage the UC to be more specific and continue to keep an open dialogue. The permanence of some proposals could adversely affect the community and distinction of our culture. Our Association and its Board will continue to monitor the LRDP closely. We are willing to engage in proactive discussion with the University over these and other issues of direct impact to us and to the larger community.

Sincerely,

Marcos Gandara
Panoramic Hill Association Vice President-UC
Re: <http://lrdp.berkeley.edu>

Dear Mayor Bates and Members of the City Council,

The Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) of UCB's Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) boldly announces "significant unavoidable impacts" in the areas of air quality, cultural resources, noise, traffic, and transportation. It tells us that implementing this LRDP will lead to more development off-campus (1,350,000 gsf) than on-campus (1,100,000 gsf). It acknowledges that existing development will be used more intensively. It asserts that more of the campus growth will result from 60.5% academic staff and visitors than faculty (12.5%) and students (5.2%).

In light of these conclusions, it is reasonable to insist upon a less environmentally onerous alternative than the proposed LRDP. At Tuesday's meeting and discussion of the document, please remember that the City could, and in my opinion should, make the case for alternatives to the project including "reduced enrollment and employment growth from 2020 LRDP levels", "no new parking and more transit incentives", or "diversion of some future growth to remote sites."

As discouraging as the DEIR conclusions might be, a careful look at the environmental analysis suggests that impacts have been underestimated still. With a more comprehensive description of the Campus Environs, impacts would have been even greater as a review of the LRDP with respect to Panoramic Hill will illustrate.

After four years of correspondence asking UCB administrators about the status of TV broadcast lights at Memorial Stadium, Panoramic Hill residents find our answer embedded in this thick LRDP text. We are told under "Areas of Controversy" that "light and glare impacts (will result) from future use changes at Memorial Stadium" (page 2-1) (comment in parenthesis added), but that "light and glare impacts" can be mitigated to be less than significant by using "shields and cut-offs."

To reach this conclusion, the following facts were omitted:

(1) that the Stadium is at an elevation relative to most of the population of the City. In other words, this is not just the problem of a neighborhood with "low residential density".
(2) that one of the neighborhoods immediately adjacent to the Stadium is located on a hillside. As a result, some Panoramic Hill residents will be within the arc of light flooding the coliseum size stadium, which is an impact not mitigated by shields and cut-offs.
(3) that there are unidentified cultural resources within 50 feet of the Stadium, that are listed on the State Inventory of Historic Resources, specifically, the three houses at #1, 9, and 15 Canyon Road.
that a solipsistic analysis and a campus-centric perspective failed to identify view impacts from public corridors on Panoramic Hill.

(5) that the Stadium is at the mouth of Strawberry Canyon and that “future changes at Memorial Stadium” including “noise” and “light and glare” will impact Hill Area biological resources.

(6) that the Memorial Stadium is bisected lengthwise by the Hayward Fault and by ignoring this reality underestimates threats to public safety. In Figure 4.5-1, the Campus Park, the Clark Kerr Campus and the Hill Area Campus are shown in relation to the three different faults while the 22-acre site of the Stadium is omitted. Figure 4.5-3 does little better in identifying the Stadium in relation to landslide and liquefaction hazard zones.

(7) that Memorial Stadium is within the watershed boundary contrary to the representation within Figure 4.7-1, and thus, the analysis fails to identify hydrology and water quality impacts from stadium use and construction.

(8) that the LRDP DEIR is impossibly vague and makes no distinction between an intercollegiate rugby field and a coliseum-size football field. A project specific review tiered off this document will for this reason and others misrepresent the impacts of the proposed project.

The University of California at Berkeley has made some choices in developing this plan. Their choices protect the Central Campus but at the expense of those living in the Campus Environs. Please represent the Community’s interests by describing and documenting impacts, which have been unacknowledged by this University. Please demand one of the alternatives to the LRDP be implemented, including diversion of future growth to remote sites.

Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Janice Thomas
BLUE - a member of Berkeleyans for a Livable University Environment
Panoramic Hill Association - member
Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association - Director
Council of Neighborhood Associations - Director
Recent letter from PHA President Janice Thomas

Regarding: UC Long Range Development Plan - Env. Impact
October 10, 2003

Jennifer Lawrence
Principal Planner
Environmental and Long Range Planning
Capital Projects
1936 University Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94720

Re: Scoping Comment for the 2020 LRDP

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

I am writing on behalf of my neighborhood association as part of the scoping process for the EIR in preparation for the 2020 LRDP. This is to elaborate on my oral comments made during the Scoping Session held at the Clark Kerr Campus on 9/22/03 and is in addition to separate correspondence about the Covenant between the neighbors and the University.

As you know, the Panoramic Hill neighborhood borders UC Berkeley’s Ecological Study Area, two intercollegiate playing fields (specifically, the Levine-Fricke Softball Field and the Witter Rugby Field), the Strawberry Canyon Recreation Area, and Memorial Stadium. The Panoramic Hill neighborhood also borders an area of medium-density housing, while in contrast the southern side of the neighborhood borders the East Bay Regional Park District, which is open space. The context of the neighborhood, therefore, is an unusual mix of open space, wild lands, multi-unit residential, and athletic department uses.

Panoramic Hill is itself zoned for single-family residential and has the most restrictive zoning of any area in the City of Berkeley. The zone is known as Environmental Safety-Residential (ES-R), and the name of the zone explains the reason for the restrictive conditions: unique environmental conditions could compromise public safety as a function of zoning regulations. As a result of this restrictive zoning, residents of this neighborhood forego various development opportunities and potential income. For example, we are the only neighborhood in the City of Berkeley in which Accessory Dwelling Units are prohibited.

Our neighborhood is located at what is virtually a dead-end because roads heading east past Piedmont and Gayley are far and few between. As such, we are sensitive to the dangers inherent in increasing population density in Strawberry Canyon. Our neighborhood, like the Stadium, the intercollegiate playing fields, and the Strawberry
Canyon Recreation Area, have limited egress east by way of Centennial Road.

Centennial Road is itself an unreliable exit as it is located in a very high-risk landslide area. As records could easily show, there has been landslide activity that has historically prevented passage of vehicular traffic on Centennial.

Evacuation scenarios, and not simply egress issues, are complicated by the proximity of the Department of Energy facility that leases from the University of California, i.e. formally known as Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, euphemistically known as the Berkeley Lab although much of it is in Oakland. Although the Laboratory does not conduct classified research or defense research, it is licensed to generate copious quantities of radioactive, hazardous, and toxic waste and has a hazardous waste storage facility on its campus. This is quite different from the relatively minor toxic transfer facility on the UC Berkeley Central Campus where toxics are transferred but not stored.

The point of mentioning the Berkeley Lab is as a reminder that evacuation out of the canyon may be necessary, and that the Lab itself may need to evacuate personnel and materials. Drivers of commercial trucks will hopefully have the choice of several routes in order to safely respond depending on the direction of the fire event. In other words, as the UC Berkeley campus intensifies development in the eastern section of Central Campus and in the Hill Area Campus, evacuation scenarios become increasingly complicated.

Because the Stadium is at the mouth of the Panoramic Hill neighborhood, and within 25 feet of the nearest dwelling, movement out of the neighborhood can be easily disrupted and impeded by spectator events at Memorial Stadium. For purposes of scoping, we wish to remind University planners that the administration’s promise to not use the Stadium for commercial purposes has been violated on several occasions, most notably the Oakland Raiders games and the Paul McCartney concerts. Also, when Fox Networks offered TV broadcast quality lighting to all the PAC-10 schools, the UC Berkeley administration responded by filing a Categorical Exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Only with a Public Records Act request did our neighborhood learn that the University would be installing 242 lights in order to simulate daylight conditions, at which time the project was temporarily halted.

Commercial use of the Stadium has not been merely a nuisance. In some cases, e.g. the Paul McCartney concerts, our lives have been put in peril. The spectators spilled into our neighborhood, and into our yards, and literally into trees to get good “seats”. There being no city ordinances to control smoking in the out of doors, smokers enjoyed their cigarettes in this high-risk fire area. Had there been a disaster, it is difficult to even fathom the pandemonium that would have resulted.

Intercollegiate football events at Memorial Stadium also carry risks. The University can prepare an evacuation plan to empty the Stadium of spectators in the case of a seismic event, but very little can be done to prepare for evacuating the 70,000 spectators out of the area. Even with the City’s help, the University would have difficulty preparing spectators for a safe exit through the narrow residential city streets, especially when vital
City services would be focused on hot spots rather than directing movement of 70,000 people.

Conditions have changed since the Stadium was first built in 1923. Housing to the south of the Stadium is dense and development in the Canyon to the east of the Stadium has also intensified. Furthermore, knowledge about seismic activity in the area has given unequivocal information about hazards, which were unknown 80 years ago.

The Stadium itself is divided lengthwise by the Hayward Fault, and the western side of the Stadium is built on fill. It is difficult to imagine a more hazardous situation other than to also add this: that the Stadium is built at a mouth of a canyon that is a state-designated critical fire zone.

UC Berkeley knows well the fire hazards from the grove of Monterey Pines that the University planted in the early part of the last century (see enclosed photo of rows of trees from the early 1900’s). After the Berkeley-Oakland Hills Firestorm of 1991 and in an apparent effort to lower the risk of disaster, UC Berkeley applied for and received a grant from FEMA to remove many of the diseased Monterey Pines. It is my understanding that the first phase of this process has been completed but that more work remains to be done.

Although the University might decide to finish thinning the diseased Monterey Pines, the area will continue to be an area of high fire-hazards. This is because many of the homes are built of brown-shingles as they predate the Berkeley fire of 1923. Vegetation management is a continuous and uphill struggle as vegetation is lush and prolific in the neighborhood and not easily tamed. In other words, even if the University lowers the risk of fire in the Ecological Study Area, there is still a risk of fire coming from the Panoramic Hill neighborhood and ultimately spreading to adjacent UC Berkeley property.

It should go without saying that a fire starting in the Panoramic Hill neighborhood could also, and easily, spread across the canyon or vice versa. Last summer I witnessed flames coming out of the eucalyptus trees on the other side of the canyon and felt my heart palpitate as I wondered whether embers would spot and catch fire in Panoramic Hill. I called our Emergency Preparedness Coordinator, Penny Rink, just in case, to start our phone tree. Although City and LBNL fire departments responded quickly, it is terrifying to think of what could happen in some future fire event if response time is delayed by as little as 10 minutes. Evacuating spectators, or some other access problem, or simply confusion, chaos, and/or human error of any kind could be the contributing factors in the post-mortem analysis. Increasing population density in Strawberry Canyon is therefore ill advised.

Human interventions are unlikely to significantly lower the risk of disaster. Even if through construction the land becomes increasingly urban and less wild, the land is still pockmarked with faults, landslide potential, steep terrain, and topographical nuance, all of which complicate matters.
Increased population density would result from adding residential uses, laboratory uses, and from modifying the Stadium in ways that could increase Stadium uses. Because of the Canyon’s natural features, Strawberry Canyon should be respectfully limited and restricted in development, just as our neighborhood’s development potential has been restricted through zoning regulations.

Our neighborhood has historically been concerned about development at UC Berkeley in recognition of the potential for benefit as well as the potential for harm. It would also seem in the University’s interests to consider potential impacts on the Panoramic Hill neighborhood that might result from University development. After all, as stated in the “UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP: Progress Report”, “(t)he city around the campus is as much a part of the UC Berkeley experience as the campus itself” (p. 8).

The Panoramic Hill neighborhood was once known as the University Hill neighborhood because of the numerous faculty who lived here. On Mosswood Road alone, Professor of Classics James T. Allen lived in my house at 37 Mosswood Road; 11 Mosswood Road was designed for Professor Willis Jepson, a native plant specialist; Professor Ben Lehman, who lived at 29 Mosswood Road, taught English, and Professor Carleton Parker lived at 38 Mosswood Road.

The neighborhood continues to be home to numerous UC Berkeley faculty, staff, and students, many of whom have lived here for decades, if not their entire adult lives. The neighborhood is home to a Presidential Medal Award winner, at least one resident is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, and other highly esteemed faculty live here as well. Many faculty have raised families here and for some their offspring have continued to make Panoramic Hill their home. In general then, any physical harm or loss of life that comes to the Panoramic Hill neighborhood would also in all likelihood have a ripple effect to the broader UC Berkeley community.

The Panoramic Hill neighborhood is graced with numerous architecturally and historically significant houses. Among the architects of the Arts and Crafts movement who designed homes in Panoramic Hill are Bernard Maybeck (23 Panoramic Way), Julia Morgan (11 Mosswood Road, 9 Canyon Road, 9-15 Panoramic Way), Ernest Coxhead (15 Canyon Road, 1 Canyon Road), and Walter Steilberg (29 Mosswood Road, 1 Orchard Lane, 1 Panoramic Way and 4 Mosswood Lane). Significant mid-century architects have also designed homes on the Hill including Frank Lloyd Wright, William Wurster, and Harwell Hamilton Harris. In other words, California’s history lives on here in these houses.

If the goal of this Long Range Development Plan is to “preserve our extraordinary legacy of landscape and architecture, and become a model of wise and sustainable growth”, to “strengthen our ability to recruit and retain exceptional individuals”, and “to preserve the character and livability of the city around us, and enhance the economic and cultural synergy of city and university”, then surely it would seem good policy to protect Panoramic Hill as one means of accomplishing these ends. It would also seem good
Rather than building new housing in Strawberry Canyon and intensifying Athletic Department uses, it would seem far preferable for individual faculty to partner with foundations to creatively finance purchases of houses in Panoramic Hill. In this way, even more faculty would be in walking distance of the University.

If the housing in Strawberry Canyon is intended for athletes instead of faculty, then (especially) a location in a less ecologically sensitive area than Strawberry Canyon is preferable. This is in recognition of student athletes’ typically extroverted nature and physical excess.

There are acoustic effects that will need to be taken into account when assessing noise impacts and locations of Hill Area buildings. The canyon environment is a peculiar acoustic environment and as a result, a valid prediction of noise impacts will necessarily depend on a large sample of measurements in order for the samples to be representative and for the results to be generalizable.

Rather than a site for housing, the UC Berkeley administrators might instead consider the benefits of preserving Strawberry Canyon for open space. According to Galen Rowell, “(j)ust after writing the Yosemite charter in 1865, (Frederick Law) Olmstead drafted plans for the University of California that included the first public preservation of Bay Area wildlands. As he looked up into the Berkeley Hills in 1866 from the site of the future campus, he marked out Strawberry Canyon to be held in its natural condition.”

Significantly, in the Foreward to Rowell’s book Bay Area Wild, David Brower entreats us to “let the Hayward Fault reclaim the segment of Strawberry’s south fork that was buried in 1920 by what was then touted as the Million Dollar California Memorial Stadium.” The Stadium by its location on the fault, and over Strawberry creek, unnecessarily contaminated the Bay due to sewage breaks aggravated by fault movement. Again, there is a delicate balance between humans and nature that has been historically ignored.

Perhaps the University of California at Berkeley as well as all the rest of us are just plain lucky that there have been no disasters in Strawberry Canyon or on the Hayward Fault and that there have been no large-scale terrorist activities at LBNL. The risk adverse might think of what could happen in the Canyon and how hazards interact with human uses and choose not to increase building or population density in Strawberry Canyon.

However, there are also other reasons for preserving the Canyon and that is for the sheer beauty of the Canyon and the creeks and the magnitude of what it has been and could still be. Already, the fire trails in the Ecological Study Area are a great amenity and enjoyed by the campus community and Berkeley and Oakland residents generally.

Aside from direct impacts to the Panoramic Hill neighborhood that would result from changes to Memorial Stadium (e.g. permanent installation of TV broadcast quality
lighting) and development in Strawberry Canyon, there are also potential impacts from changes to the Clark Kerr Campus. This then is a reminder to the University that residents of Panoramic Way are part of the Benefited Estate of the Covenant between the University and neighbors.

Already the National Historic Register site has been tainted by the presence of prefabricated buildings which UCB administrators refer to as “trailers.” Although the use is laudable, we hope the prefabricated buildings do not set any kind of precedent and furthermore object to keeping these buildings on the historic site beyond the two year limit as was promised.

Since the last LRDP, parking lots have been added around the Stadium and on Rim Road. The resulting traffic has caused traffic delays on the corridor between Prospect and Rim Roads. We believe that traffic data (peak levels and accident counts) are necessary to document the existing conditions and would hopefully justify road improvements to the area. My Panoramic Hill neighbor Robert Breuer has suggested cutting in a separate road that might meander through the south-of-stadium parking lot and then Canyon Road could be returned to a residential street instead of a dangerous thoroughfare.

Parking impacts have also been observed from unanticipated uses at the Clark Kerr Campus.

In general, the University might have fewer problems in the long run were she to intensify development toward the commercial downtown rather than toward the bucolic canyon and established residential neighborhoods south and east. Merchants would benefit from student life, and multistory housing units would be more easily permitted. And as some have already argued, the walk from downtown Berkeley is no further than the walk from the Clark Kerr Campus or Strawberry Canyon. Already students at the Clark Kerr Campus have been observed waiting to catch the Bear Transit Bus. To objectify discussion and analysis, the EIR should therefore include measures of distance from potential development sites to the Central Campus.

In closing the vision to best meet the “challenges” articulated on page 5 of the Initial Study would be one that intensifies development toward the downtown commercial areas instead of to the south and east, that preserves Strawberry Canyon for open space, that maintains the Stadium use at existing levels or that moves intercollegiate football to Edwards Stadium for special-occasion intensified uses (e.g. high-intensity lighting), that honors the Covenant between the University and her neighbors, and that preserves natural and historic resources. Finally, we hope that the EIR documents existing conditions adequately, and unambiguously, and that the selected plan will have the least and fewest impacts on the environment.

Thank you for considering these comments and for extending the scoping period.
Yours sincerely,

Janice Thomas
President, Panoramic Hill Association

cc: UC President Robert Dynes
UC Regents
UCB Chancellor Robert Berdahl
COB Mayor Tom Bates
COB City Council
Paul Fassinger, ABAG
Peter Hillier, COB
Brian Wiese, EBRPD
Dwight Dutschke, OHP
Sherry Christensen, Dept. Fish & Game
Barbara Cook, DTSC
11.2C.185 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C185

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C185-1 THRU C185-8
The comments appear to refer to a future “renovation and lighting” project at Memorial Stadium. The Stadium does require renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies. However, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project-level CEQA review. See Thematic Response 1 for an explanation of how the 2020 LRDP and its EIR would be used in project-level review.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C185-9 THRU C185-12
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-13
See Thematic Responses 9 and 10.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-14
See Thematic Response 8 for conditions specific to the Hill Campus.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-15
These remarks serve as an introduction to more detailed comments below.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-16
The writer misinterprets the quote from page 2-1: the statement in the Draft EIR merely summarizes the areas of concern identified by commentors during the scoping process.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-17 THRU C185-19
See response C185-1 through C185-8: these comments appear to refer to a future project at Memorial Stadium.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-20
The writer alludes to public views from Panoramic Hill but does not identify such views nor how they might be adversely affected.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-21
Same response as C185-16: the writer appears to refer to the summary of concerns raised by scoping period commentors on page 2-1, not actual conclusions of the Draft EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-22
Figures 4.5-1 and 4.5-3 do not show individual buildings, but it is clear the Stadium lies astride the Hayward Fault and is in a liquefaction hazard zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-23
The Strawberry Creek watershed boundary in figure 4.7-1 is approximate, given the extensively altered Stadium site, but it does show most of the Stadium site as being within the watershed. See response C185-1 through C185-8: this comment appears to refer to a future project at Memorial Stadium.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C185-24

See Thematic Response 1. The purpose of project-level review is to more accurately reflect the specific characteristics of the project in question. Any such review of a future project at Memorial Stadium would be examined in light of the program-level analysis prepared for the 2020 LRDP to ensure all potential significant impacts have been identified and addressed.

The writer also attaches as part of this package a copy of the scoping comments dated October 10, 2003. The University assumes any comments on the adequacy of the Draft EIR are reflected in the comment letters from Gandara and Thomas on the Draft EIR which precede it in the package.
Ms. Lawrence,

My only comment on the Long Range Development Plan is about the creation of more parking (see the excerpt from the press release at the end of this email). The consequences of building more parking are clear and without doubt - more people will drive to campus. This is a shameful element of the plan when facilitating travel by transit, bicycle and foot and creating more housing near campus would provide a better solution for less money.

To say that the plan promotes transit use while simultaneously creating parking is self-defeating; of course university parking lots are operating at capacity - parking, like urban freeways, induces demand. Thus, the more parking that is built, the more people will drive. More people driving to campus will create more congestion, delaying transit and putting pedestrians' safety at risk, and will create more pressure to widen roads in Berkeley, exacerbating the problem even more. All growth in trips should be accommodated in other, better ways than by automobile. The purpose of a plan is to create a better vision for the future. This plan has failed if its vision is to create additional parking. The plan should instead guide the University to a firm policy to build no new parking at all.

Sincerely,

John Beutler, AICP
Graduated 1999
739 Allston Way
Berkeley, California

from http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2004/04/15_lrdp.shtml:

"* Parking. More parking spaces would help accommodate increased demand and address the parking space deficit that grew as new facilities replaced several campus parking lots. Parking spaces may increase by up to 2,300 new spaces or 30 percent. The campus would seek to continue its success in promoting transit and ride sharing as alternatives to driving to work alone."

Watch the online reality show Mixed Messages with a friend and enter to win a trip to NY
http://www.msnmessenger-download.click-url.com/go/onm00200497ave/direct/01/
11.2C.186  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C186

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C186-I

The writer’s opinion that building more parking induces demand is noted. Please see Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand.

In accordance with CEQA, the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR uses the most conservative assumptions to analyze the impact of parking proposed in the LRDP: namely, that every new parking space results in a new single occupant vehicle. Then, the Draft EIR proposes Mitigation TRA-11 to minimize the risk this outcome may occur. See pages 4.12-55 to 4.12-56. UC Berkeley concurs that a goal should be to reduce present levels of parking demand; this policy appears at page 3.1-29 of the Draft EIR.
June 14, 2004

Dear Jennifer Lawrence,

I sat on a campus/city committee for the previous Long Range Development Plan in the late 1980 and early 1990s. The committee was composed of representatives from landuse commission. I was the representative from the Landmarks Preservation Commission. We met regularly.

One of the issues that the University seemed to understand at that time was the value of its central campus historic resources both the buildings and the natural and designed open spaces. That was not necessarily true of the areas surrounding the campus.

The current plan appears subvert the significant value and quality of the existing built environment of both the central campus and the surrounding off campus areas by attempting to restrict what is viewed as being a historic resource.

This is too bad. While justifying building what ever you want no matter, you are treading on your own history and creating a situation that has the real potential to deprive future generations of students the opportunity to experience a physical link to the distinguished history of the university through historic landscapes and buildings.

You can, have and will justify your plans even at the expense of obliterating your past.

Susan Cerny
Former Chair of the Berkeley Landmarks Preservation Commission
11.2C.187 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C187

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C187-I

The writer’s opinion that the “current plan appears (to) subvert the significant value and quality of the existing built environment of both the central campus and the surrounding off campus areas by attempting to restrict what is viewed as being a historic resource” is noted. However, tables included in Chapter 4, Cultural Resources, of the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR document resources on the central campus and environs that are viewed as historic and potentially historic by the University.

The writer does not suggest what additional resources should be considered historic.
On behalf of the Berkeley High School Mountain Bike Team, please accept the attached comment letter on the UC Berkeley Draft 2020 Long Range Development Plan and Environmental Impact Report. Please let me know if you have any questions or require the comment letter in a different format.

Thanks!

Austin McInerny, AICP
Natural Resource Management, Mediation, and Facilitation
510/981-1124
510/219-0043 cell
510/981-1123 fax
austinm@sbcglobal.net

UCB_LRDP_Letter_BHS(6-14-04)
June 14, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
UC Berkeley, Facilities Services  
1936 University Ave., Suite 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380  
Submitted via: 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

Re: Comments on UC Berkeley's Draft 2020 Long Range Development Plan and Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

The Berkeley High School Mountain Bike Team (Team) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft 2020 Long Range Development Plan and Environmental Impact Report (LRDP/EIR). Over the past four years, our Team has grown to include over twenty students and four coaches. During the competitive season, the Team conducts practices two-three times per week and competes around Northern California on the weekends. In addition, Team members frequently ride on their own and with their parents and friends during the week. Most of the rides originate in central Berkeley and precede through/around the UC Berkeley campus and up to Tilden Park via either Spruce Street or Euclid Street. As a result, the Team is very familiar with both the City of Berkeley and UC Berkeley’s bicycle routes and with the inherent dangers of riding in an urban environment. As such, we offer the following comments for your consideration in producing the Final LRDP/EIR.

City of Berkeley Interface: We strongly support the LRDP’s proposed policy of implementing a program of strategic investment in Campus Park pedestrian and bicycle routes. In particular, we support the routes designated in Figure 3.1-9 “Campus Park Vehicular Access” and emphatically agree that “UC Berkeley should collaborate with the City of Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to define, and jointly seek funds for, an integrated program of capital investments to improve the visual quality, pedestrian safety, functionality, amenity, bicycle access and transit service on these streets (Bancroft, Oxford/Fulton, Hearst, and Gayley/Piedmont)” (p. 3.1-46). As we have experienced, many of these Campus Park “edge seams” are poorly maintained and present dangers to cyclists and pedestrians. What specific steps will UC Berkeley take to work with the City of Berkeley and LBNL to improve these “seams”? Will the Final LRDP identify specific actions to rectify existing safety hazards along the Campus Park’s edge?
Hill Campus: As stated in the LRDP, the Hill Campus consists of roughly 1,000 acres (extending east from Stadium Rimway to Grizzly Peak Boulevard) that is primarily natural open space, including over 300 acres in the Ecological Study Area. While the Hill Campus contains only 2% of the UC Berkeley space inventory, we strongly encourage the expanded use of the area and, in particular, Strawberry Canyon for expanded recreation activities. The LRDP correctly recognizes that “space for recreation is essential to the health and wellness of the campus community” and that “a greenbelt of such size and integrity, in such close proximity to densely urbanized areas, is a unique feature of the region and contributes significantly to the quality of East Bay life.”

Considering that while the campus population continues to grow, recreational facilities have remained constant or, in the case of playfields, considerably declined, we ask that UC Berkeley consider allowing bike usage on the primary Strawberry Canyon trail. We strongly support the continued preservation of the sensitive ecological areas within the Hill Campus and understand that trail access for bicycles could be limited to the dry weather season to prevent erosion. We also support the LRDP proposed policy of establishing a management authority for the Ecological Study Area and offer to assist in monitoring trail usage within the area. If permitted access, our Team could assist in the maintenance and monitoring of the area. The Team has participated in trail maintenance days in Joaquin Miller Park in the City of Oakland and is willing to contribute to future trail maintenance activities if desired by UC Berkeley.

As stated on page 3.1-55 of the LRDP, “The upper, east portion of the Hill Campus includes several heavily used trails that connect with trails in the adjacent East Bay Regional Park District lands.” We ask that you allow these trails, in particular the primary Strawberry Canyon Trail, to be used by cyclists. By doing so, cyclists will be provided a safe access route from the Campus Park to Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Tilden Park without having to travel on potentially dangerous surface streets (e.g., Centennial Drive, Spruce Street, Claremont Road, etc.). We believe that allowing bicycle access to this area is supportive of the LRDP’s stated objectives and look forward to reviewing your response to our request.

Respectfully Submitted,

Matthew Fritzinger
Berkeley High School Teacher
Mountain Bike Team Head Coach
fritz@berkeley.k12.ca.us

Austin McInerny, AICP
Mountain Bike Team Assistant Coach
austinm@sbcglobal.net
11.2C.188  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 188

The University received 37 similar letters from individuals, advocating the use of Hill Campus trails by cyclists: C53-C54, C62-C67, C69-C74, C76-C82, C85-C95, C97-C98, C188, C284, and C299.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C188

The comment presents the writer’s opinion that bicycling should be permitted in Strawberry Canyon. Bicycle use on Hill Campus trails does raise potential environmental issues with respect to the value and use of the Ecological Study Area as a research and educational resource for UC Berkeley, as described in section 3.1.15. The existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus would be suitable topic for consideration by the Ecological Study Area management authority proposed at page 3.1-54. This request is not a comment on the Draft EIR, and no further response is required.
June 14, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
Co-Director, 2020 LRDP EIR
Facilities Services
1936 University Ave., #300
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

The Urban Creeks Council has many concerns regarding the University’s long range development plan. The comments stated herein are in addition to more specific ones sent to you under separate cover from Michael W. Graf on our behalf.

Therefore, the Urban Creeks Council

1. is opposed to any new development in the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

2. opposes any development in the Hayward, Wildcat Creek, Strawberry Creek Canyon, New Creek and University Creek earthquake faults. This, then, includes the proposed 100 unit faculty housing facility.
3. asks that all new construction anywhere on campus be required to have an individual full independent EIR.

4. that the Comprehensive Strawberry Creek Management Plan be circulated to the public for comment.

5. that all plans to “restore” or “improve” Strawberry Creek be circulated to the public and the RWQCB and Fish & Game. There seem to be some very questionable and foolish proposals as part of the landscape design plan.

6. that no existing native riparian vegetation be removed from the creek corridor or any of its tributaries, in particular, mature Live Oaks and California Buckeyes.

7. that Memorial Stadium not be re-built as it is in the AP earthquake zone.. The Oakland Coliseum is next to the freeway with ample parking and it would be a perfect venue for the games. Thus, the citizens of Berkeley would be released from hostage to the wishes of those old(dead) alums that asked for the stadium to be built on a known fault and over the creek and waterfall that were there.

Please call us if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Carole Schemmerling
Vice Chair, Bd. of Directors
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C189

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C189-1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C189-2
See Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in future project level review. As explained in section 1.2 of the EIR:

CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines state that subsequent projects should be examined in light of the program-level EIR to determine whether subsequent project specific environmental documents must be prepared. If no new significant effects would occur, all significant effects have been adequately addressed, and no new mitigation measures would be required, subsequent projects within the scope of the 2020 LRDP could rely on the environmental analysis presented in the program-level EIR, and no subsequent environmental documents would be required; otherwise, project-specific documents must be prepared.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C189-3
The 2020 LRDP includes the policies that guide the Strawberry Creek Management Plan. See, for example, pages 3.1-31, 3.1-51, and 3.1-63 to 3.1-66 of the Draft EIR. As it has in the past, UC Berkeley would be pleased to make presentations to community groups regarding the updated Strawberry Creek Management Plan when it is completed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C189-4
UC Berkeley practices regarding US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, California Department of Fish and Game, and the Regional Water Quality Control Board are detailed in section 4.3.2. It is not possible to address the charge of “questionable and foolish proposals” because the writer does not identify them.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C189-5
While it is not realistic to entirely preclude removal of native riparian vegetation, since age, disease, or damage can sometimes make this necessary, the Campus Park Design Guidelines in section 3.1.17 include strong provisions to preserve and enhance the riparian zones along Strawberry Creek. No new buildings may intrude into this zone, the width of which “... may vary in response to local conditions, but in general should be at least 100’, centered on the streamcourse.” Management of this zone “... should be based on ecological principles, including replacing invasive exotic plants with native plants suited to this biotic zone, replacing unhealthy plants and plants at the ends of their natural lives, and preserving and enhancing the habitat value of the zone.”

Specimen trees, including the mature Live Oaks and California Buckeyes cited by the writer, are protected under the UC Berkeley Specimen Tree Program, described in section 4.3.6.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C189-6
The Stadium does require renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies. However, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project-level CEQA review.
Dear Ms. Lawrence

As property owners of a home at 13 Mosswood Road, (just above Memorial Stadium), we wish to express our alarm in reading that the LRDP announces "...significant unavoidable impacts" in community air quality, cultural resources, noise, traffic, and transportation. We believe that the impact will be far worse than this unappetizing scenario, including the prospect of permanent arc lighting in Memorial Stadium--lighting that is suitable for television broadcasts.

We live in an architecturally significant home designed in 1938 by Frank Lloyd Wright. We have lived here for 20 years, minutes from stadium and the campus. We treasure our neighborhood and our proximity to the UC campus, but after reading the LRDP, we are convinced that our life and the lives of our neighbors will be drastically changed for the worse if permanent lighting is installed in Memorial Stadium.

Now, when temporary lights are installed for night games, our home is flooded with an eerie blue florescent light that makes it impossible to be there. We adjust our schedules to be away from home when this happens. The LRDP makes it clear that permanent lighting is an important part of the University's plan, but shows almost no regard for those who will be most affected by it. Despite what the University might say to placate the community, permanent lights are going to be very expensive and would not be added if they were not going to be used--alot.

The report says "...light and glare impacts (will result) from future use changes at Memorial Stadium...but can be mitigated ...by shields and cut-offs). This year, Panoramic Hill neighbors have suffered through the University's "hoods" and "cut offs" solutions to regulate arc lighting at their Bancroft Street tennis courts. For many Hill residents, the light was so intense they could use it to read a newspaper inside their homes. Despite promises to control the intrusive light, The University was unable to regulate spillage with hoods nor were they successful in turning the lights on and off. The tennis court lights are a fraction of what is planned for Memorial Stadium.

We find the LRDP fails to deal with community concerns around the proposed stadium lighting. In
addition the following subjects are not adequately addressed:
1. Increased traffic in already dangerously tight public corridors,
2. Impact of light, noise and traffic on the biologically sensitive Strawberry Canyon Preserve.
3. The potential danger of the Hayward Fault which bisects Memorial Stadium--to both athletes and supporters.
4. Intensifying the already dangerous fire situation on Panoramic Hill--with more traffic and less access for firefighters.
5. University housing in proposed for Strawberry Canyon intensifiers all of the above dangers.

Our goal is to keep a healthy balance between town and gown--neither the neighborhood or the Canyon should be sacrificed to UC growth. To this end we need to see the LRDP plans fleshed out, our fears addressed and impacts defined.

In the meantime, we invite any of you up to house this coming Fall to see exactly what night lighting really looks like--then you will understand.

Respectfully,
Jeanne Allen and Marc Grant
13 Mosswood Road
Berkeley, CA 94704

=====

Jeanne Allen
(work) 510+548+8057

________________________
11.2C.190 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C190

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C190-1
The writers express concern about lighting at Memorial Stadium. While the Stadium does require renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. Please see Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project level review.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C190-2
The writers’ frustration with lighting at the Bancroft tennis courts is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C190-3 THRU C190-7
The writers list existing conditions that may be exacerbated by implementation of the 2020 LRDP. Yet, as analyzed in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, impacts of the 2020 LRDP are not anticipated to exacerbate conditions above a threshold of significance. See the Draft EIR analysis: for emergency access and egress, at pages 4.11-12 to 4.11-15; for impacts to sensitive biological resources, at pages 4.3-24 through 4.3-30.

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site.
Jenifer Lawrence:

Attached is a letter from the Bicycle-Friendly Berkeley Coalition regarding UC Berkeley's Long Range Development Plan. Also attached is a bicycle crash data chart that is an attachment to the attached letter (I have not learned yet how to merge two pdf's into one, hence the two attachments). This letter was also mailed to you last week.

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.

--
Dave Campbell, President
Bicycle-Friendly Berkeley Coalition
phone: 510-701-5971
email: dcampbel@lmi.net

Bicycle-Friendly Berkeley Coalition is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, and your membership makes us stronger. Join today on-line at <http://www.bfbc.org> or visit the Bikestation at Downtown Berkeley BART for membership information.
Bicycle-Friendly Berkeley Coalition
P.O. Box 13357
Berkeley, CA 94712
Main Phone: 510-549-RIDE (7433)
Bikestation: 510-548-RIDE
www.bfbc.org

Jun 15, 2004

Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Facilities Services
1936 University Ave., Suite 300
UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 94720-1380
or e-mailed to 2020LRDP@cp.berkeley.edu

Re: Public comment on UC Berkeley Long-Range Development Plan

Dear UC Berkeley:

The Bicycle-Friendly Berkeley Coalition is seriously concerned and disappointed that UC Berkeley failed to study the significant traffic safety impacts of its proposed Long-Range Development Plan on bicycle and pedestrian safety caused by increased traffic on city streets. Because we feel that such significant impacts fall within the threshold requirements for study under CEQA, we respectfully request that you supplement your EIR with this requested analysis and potential mitigation measures as appropriate.

The draft EIR does address the issue of bicycle and pedestrian safety as it is impacted by increases in bicycle and pedestrian traffic. We consider this to be a secondary issue at most. The primary issue is the impact on bicycle and pedestrian safety caused by increased motor vehicle traffic. This more important issue has to be examined.

Appendix G to the CEQA Guidelines, as revised in 1998, provide an environmental impact checklist form for lead agencies preparing EIRs and “Transportation/Traffic” is one of the potential impacts to be studied. In fact, your own EIR acknowledges that impacts on transportation, and on cyclists and pedestrians in particular, need to be addressed. In the end, you simply failed to address the important traffic safety issue of increased vehicular traffic and its impact on bicycle and pedestrian safety. Your analysis was limited to the non-issue of bicycle safety as impacted by more cyclists using bikeways, and on pedestrian safety as impacted by
more pedestrians using sidewalks. Traffic collisions that injure or kill bicyclists and pedestrians primarily involve motor vehicles. (see attached chart of crash data). It should be noted that Berkeley ranks #1 in the rate of bicycle and pedestrian crashes as compared to cities of a similar size in California (see Office of Traffic Safety SWITRS data www.ots.ca.gov).

In Berkeley, every street should be safe for cycling and walking. In addition to this, there are many important bikeways leading up to UC Berkeley’s campus that your proposed expansion of vehicular traffic will impact. Streets like Hearst, Oxford, Bancroft, among others are already extremely challenging and dangerous for bicyclists and pedestrians. In fact, the top three intersections in the City in pedestrian and bicycle crashes are all within two blocks of campus.

EIR’s must propose mitigation measures and alternatives designed to minimize a project’s environmental impacts and UC Berkeley must respond by mitigating or avoiding environmental impacts when it is feasible to do so. Public Resource Code §§21002.1, 21061, 21081. The City of Berkeley’s Bicycle Plan is full of potential mitigation measures that UC Berkeley can propose to minimize its traffic safety impacts on the City. You have a legal obligation to fully study your traffic safety impacts and to propose necessary and appropriate mitigations.

Furthermore, some of your proposed mitigation measures will negatively impact bicycle safety. For example, new left and right turn pockets, proposed for Piedmont at Bancroft and for Dwight at Piedmont, respectively, will potentially squeeze bicyclists and significantly increase the risks of side-swiping and crashes. Additional mitigation measures are required to improve conditions for bicycling.

Lastly, on-campus bicycling conditions need improvement. The dismount zones are objectionable and create barriers to bicycling across campus, and bike parking is still not adequate and safe enough to encourage more bicycling trips to campus. The LRDP needs to propose further mitigations measures to improve bicycling.

UC Berkeley’s proposed expansion, as outlined in the LRDP, must include a study of bicycle and pedestrian safety as impacted by proposed increases in vehicular traffic caused by UC Berkeley expansion.

Please feel free to give me a call at 510-701-5971 if you have any questions regarding these important issues.

Cordially yours,

Dave Campbell

enclosures
22% of bike crashes involve motor vehicles (parked or moving), while only 17% involve other cyclists (Note: most bike-bike crashes happen on group rides when cyclists ride in close formation, not on commute trips on city streets).

Source: Kaplan, “Characteristics of the Regular Adult Bicycle User”
11.2C.191 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C191

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C191-1 THRU C191-5
The writers suggest that the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR failed to analyze potential increased risks to cyclists due to traffic. For support, they cite existing dangerous and congested conditions on nearby streets.

The Draft EIR analyzes the impacts of implementing the 2020 LRDP. Nothing in the 2020 LRDP would increase risks to cyclists; the 2020 LRDP includes policies to further enhance cyclist safety. See pages 3.1-45 to 3.1-46 of the Draft EIR. Please also see response to comment C124-3, amending the scope of campus access improvements under the 2020 LRDP to include identification of routes suitable for mixed traffic.

In accordance with CEQA, the Draft EIR uses the most conservative assumptions to analyze the impact of parking proposed in the 2020 LRDP: namely, that every new parking space results in a new single occupant vehicle. Then, the Draft EIR proposes Mitigation Measure TRA-11, to minimize the risk this outcome may occur. See pages 4.12-55 to 4.12-56. Further, the Draft EIR includes measures to ensure that any traffic increase that does occur is handled as safely as possible. Mitigation measures proposed in the Draft EIR to improve vehicle level of service would be implemented in accordance with applicable safety codes, and in accordance with City of Berkeley provisions.

Further analysis of possible risks to cyclists would be speculative, and is not required by CEQA.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C191-6
Mitigation Measure TRA-7 recommends a signal and striping of separate northbound through- and left-turn lanes at Piedmont/Bancroft. The Draft EIR does not recommend any restriping at Piedmont/Dwight. In coordination with the City of Berkeley, the intersection improvements at Piedmont/Bancroft would be designed to preserve or improve the space for bicycles along Piedmont through the intersection. The University acknowledges that Piedmont Avenue is a Class 2.5 bicycle facility (“upgraded bike route”) at this location, and that improvements to the intersection must accommodate bicyclists. The City of Berkeley Bicycle Plan includes numerous measures to incorporate bicycle-related considerations into city intersection and roadway improvements, and these would inform any intersection modifications undertaken as mitigations for the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C191-7
The writers list existing conditions that may be exacerbated by implementation of the 2020 LRDP. Yet, as analyzed in the Draft EIR, impacts of the 2020 LRDP are not anticipated to exacerbate conditions above a threshold of significance. See the analyses for emergency access and egress at pages 4.11-12 to 4.11-15 and for impacts to sensitive biological resources, at pages 4.3-24 through 4.3-30. Safety improvements will be a study component in the pending bicycle access plan. See response to comment C13-1.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C191-8
Please see response 191-1, above.
Jennifer Lawrence  
Capital Projects  
1936 University Ave., Suite 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1382  

EIR Comment: Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies

Dear Jennifer,

I would like to express my dismay at the recent dedication ceremony for the Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies, which took place at the proposed site before the EIR was finalized and the project certified.

In the 18 February 2004 meeting of the UC Regents' Grounds and Buildings Committee, several Regents voiced reservations about the proposed design of the Tien Library. That is encouraging news, although the Regents appeared to be glossing over the project's CEQA requirements and said not a word about either Haviland Hall or Observatory Hill, the two major resources to be directly and negatively affected by the Tien project.

I criticized the Tien Center design in my NOP Scoping comment of 9 October 2003. Since then it has come to light that "the campus is contemplating building a monumental plaza and steps anchoring the Center for East Asian Study buildings to effect an appropriate transition from the relatively high altitude of Observation [sic] Hill to the lower altitude of Memorial Glade. The entry of the building will be at its east end, as part of a composition which will address the new plaza." (quoted from the minutes of the Regents' Grounds and Buildings Committee, 8 Feb. 2004)

What clearer indication that the surrounding historic, cultural, and natural resources are being ignored in the rush to accede the Tien Center a place of honor on campus?

Even the rosier architectural renderings can't hide the fact that Haviland Hall (John Galen Howard, 1924), which like the Doe Library is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, will be obscured from view, hemmed in, and trivialized when the Tien Center becomes its immediate neighbor.

This siting flies in the face of Policy 3.1 in the Campus Architecture Strategic Goals:
"Projects within the Classical Core shall enhance the integrity of this ensemble, and complement rather than compete with existing historic buildings." If the project goes forward as planned, the Tien Center will not only compete with Haviland Hall but overshadow it completely.

The two proposed phases of the Tien Center were already going to do away with large portions (including some of its most picturesque spots) of the historic Observatory Hill, one of the best nature areas on campus. The Tien Center Library’s orientation at a 90° angle to Haviland Hall (instead of being oriented diagonally to it, conforming with the perimeter of the Haviland parking lot) would intrude unnecessarily into the southeastern part of Observatory Hill, where a number of mature specimen trees are to be found. The newly added "monumental plaza and steps" planned for the east end would destroy even more of the hill, and with it numerous mature specimen trees and the natural vistas that lend so much to the campus. Phase 2, if it is built, would do away with almost the entire western flank of the hill -- a tragic loss to the campus and the Berkeley community.

Building on Observatory Hill is inconsistent with either CEQA or the goals of the New Century Plan. A site far more suitable for conserving natural resources would be the parking lot behind Dwinelle Hall, which is slated for in-fill in the 2020 LRDP.

Since the university is determined to accord the Tien Center a prominent place in Memorial Glade, it might want to consider this suggestion:

Sometimes, moving a department is preferable to the loss of key resources. If the School of Social Welfare were to move to another location (the parking lot behind Dwinelle Hall, for example, or the spaces at Durant and Dwinelle currently occupied by the Tien Center), Haviland Hall would make an excellent and prominent new home for the Tien Center.

With Tien at Haviland, a smaller second building could be constructed on the Haviland parking lot. If this second building were oriented not at 90° to Haviland but at the angle of the existing parking lot, and if its entrance were repositioned to eliminate the "monumental plaza and steps," Observatory Hill would go untouched, and Haviland Hall would retain the prominence it deserves.

Sincerely,
--
Daniella Thompson
2663 Le Conte Avenue
11.2C.192 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C192

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C192-1

The writer contends the Tien Center would “... not only compete with Haviland Hall but overshadow it completely...” in conflict with the stated intent in 3.1.17 that “New construction within the classical core should enhance the integrity of this ensemble, and complement rather than compete with historic buildings.” The principle underlying this intent is that a new building could interfere with the full appreciation of the visual and cultural significance of an historic building or ensemble, through incompatible location, form, scale, and/or style.

As noted in section 4.1.8, the phase 1 building “... would be taller but compatible in scale with other classical core buildings, and its rectangular form and orthogonal relationship to those buildings and the Central Glades is consistent with classical core traditions.” The siting of the Tien Center respects and in fact reinforces the composition of the Central Glades as envisioned by John Galen Howard: an open space framed by buildings, sited along a central axis aligned with the Golden Gate.

As currently shown in schematic design, the exterior plan dimensions of phase 1, at 88 ft by 190 ft, compare to 74 ft by 174 ft for Haviland and 72 ft by 202 ft for California Hall. The height to top of cornice on the phase 1 building is roughly 340 ft above datum, compared to 325 ft for the central portion of Haviland Hall. However, it also compares to 372 ft for the main portion of McLaughlin Hall. In other words, as the elevation of the Central Glades descends from east to west, the buildings that frame the space would also descend in height: the height of the Tien Center is thus not out of scale with its role in the classical core ensemble, but rather fits within a logical east to west sequence in height from McLaughlin to Tien to Haviland.

With respect to style, the Tien Center is planned as a modern building, but one which employs forms and materials drawn from the traditional classical core vocabulary. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation are quite clear on this matter. They state “Related new construction ... shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the integrity of the [historic] property and its environment ... Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.”

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C192-2

The writer’s argument for siting the Tien Center in a non-orthogonal (other than 90°) relationship is puzzling, since the orthogonal, axial relationships of buildings to the Central Glades and to each other is a defining principle of the Howard Plan and crucial to the integrity of the historic ensemble of buildings and landscape. This departure could arguably be a significant impact in its own right.

However, it seems the reason for this suggested departure is to preserve as much of the Observatory Hill landscape as possible. The impact on Observatory Hill is examined in sections 4.1.8, 4.3.8, and 4.4.8. The proposed modifications to Observatory Hill would not substantially affect any sensitive natural community, nor substantially interfere with movement or nursery sites of native species, nor create significant adverse impacts on
special-status species. Some limited reduction in oak woodland habitat would occur along the south and west base of Observatory Hill, although the balance of the hill would remain intact.

Of the 36 specimen trees or other trees desirable to retain, only one would definitely be lost (and replaced) due to the project, while two other specimen trees and two other desirable trees are located within a few feet of the project and would be protected, but are at risk of loss. Although not yet designed, the proposed Memorial Stair is not expected to affect the natural landscape of Observatory Hill: it would be located east of the phase 1 building in an already extensively altered and paved area.

**Response to Comment C192-3**
Alternative T-2 does not fully meet the project objectives, as explained in section 5.2.2.

**Response to comment C192-4**
Haviland Hall was not considered for the Tien Center because its 51,200 GSF is only roughly 75% of the space required for phase 1 alone. Moreover, the specialized program requirements of a state-of-the-art library, including high floor loads, may be extremely hard to achieve within the constraints of a National Register building. The School of Social Welfare would, of course, have to be rehoused, with unknown potential environmental impacts.
The East Bay Bicycle Coalition provides public input on the University's Long Range Development Plan, as provided in the attached pdf letter.

Thank you for your consideration.

Robert Raburn,
Executive Director
robertraburn@csi.com

EBBC's LRDP letter.pdf
June 15, 2004

Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Facilities Services
1936 University Ave., Suite 300
UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 94720-1380

Re: UC Berkeley Long-Range Development Plan

Dear UC Berkeley:

The East Bay Bicycle Coalition is disappointed with the limited scope of environmental review of the University's Long Range Development Plan. UC Berkeley draws a lot of bicyclists from throughout the East Bay, and their access to the Campus as well as traffic safety issues are important concerns that have to be analyzed as part of your EIR.

UC Berkeley’s planned growth will generate many more car trips on nearby city streets, including Oakland, Albany, and El Cerrito, as well as Berkeley. More traffic, on streets already congested and other streets subject to cut-thru traffic, will have a significant negative impact on the safety of bicyclists. For example, bicyclists from the Montclair area of Oakland have to navigate a gauntlet of dangerous, congested streets and freeways, such as SR 24, Tunnel Road, and Belrose/Derby/Waring. EBBC has been pushing for a new bike/ped bridge over SR 24 to help alleviate safety and access issues on this important bikeway. A full analysis of these traffic safety impacts has to be studied and evaluated as part of the public process of LRDP approval.

Another important issue is student/faculty/staff bicyclists ability to access BART Stations in the Bay Area. As mitigation for the increased traffic to be generated by UC planned growth, and its associated significant impact on the safety of bicyclists, the University should contribute to BART station access improvements for bicyclists. Specifically, the University could contribute financially to the region’s new Safe Routes to Transit program, to be administered by MTC. This new program will provide bicycle and pedestrian safety improvements to transit stations that serve bridge corridors.

We look forward to an expanded, supplemental evaluation of these important issues.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robert Raburn
Executive Director
robertraburn@csi.com

To promote bicycling as an everyday means of transportation and recreation
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT C193-1
The writers suggest that the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR failed to analyze potential increased risks to cyclists due to traffic. The Draft EIR analyzes the impacts of implementing the 2020 LRDP. Nothing in the 2020 LRDP would increase risks to cyclists; the 2020 LRDP includes policies to further enhance cyclist safety. See pages 3.1-45 to 3.1-46 of the Draft EIR. Please also see Response to Comment C124-3, amending the scope of campus access improvements under the 2020 LRDP to include identification of routes suitable for mixed traffic.

In accordance with CEQA, the Draft EIR uses the most conservative assumptions to analyze the impact of parking proposed in the LRDP: namely, that every new parking space results in a new single occupant vehicle. Then, the Draft EIR proposes Mitigation Measure TRA-11, to minimize the risk this outcome may occur. See pages 4.12-55 to 4.12-56.

Mitigation measures proposed in the Draft EIR to improve vehicle level of service would be implemented in accordance with applicable safety codes. The 2020 LRDP may result in an increase in vehicular traffic, but the Draft EIR includes measures to ensure that any increase that does occur is handled as safely as possible. Analysis of possible risks to cyclists due to possible increases in traffic attributable to 2020 LRDP implementation would be speculative, and is not required by CEQA.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C193-2
The writer's recommendations regarding mitigations to improve cyclist safety are noted. UC Berkeley is eager to work with others to implement improvements for bicyclists; however, the proposed mitigation would not mitigate an impact, and, in accordance with CEQA, the Draft EIR need not make an on-going commitment to unidentified measures of unknown effectiveness.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1333 Grizzly Peak, Berkeley

[Address]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signed]

June 11, 2004

Dear “neighbors:"

The two million dollar parking lot you built on the hill over our objections, has rendered our neighborhood untenable. All these LHS employees, either unable or unwillingly to pay the high parking fees, are parking on both sides of our street, making it almost impossible for fire trucks to get through.

And now you propose adding 100 units of housing?!

Do you have any concern for the welfare of your neighbors?

I would appreciate a response.

Sincerely,

Phil Rogers

P.S. Our family includes four generations of UC Berkeley alumni.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100 unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historic residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
Berkeley, CA

抄写

LETTER C196

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100 unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historic residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
Berkeley, CA

LETTER C197
June 6, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (groundwater lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Signature

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Signature

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

1364 Grizzly Oak Ave.

Berkeley 94708

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

1364 Grizzly Oak Ave.

Berkeley 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Letter C212

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMDW water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhomes in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the event of a fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Emily J. Brown
1916 Strickland Rd
Berkeley

Signature

Letter C213

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMDW water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhomes in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the event of a fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Erica Kaestle
1564 Strickland Rd

Signature UC '05

Address
June 12, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic, will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB Mud water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Diane Sowell
180 Avenida De Berkeley

Signature

Date: June 12, 2004

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic, will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB Mud water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Charles F. Haager
1324 Grizzly Peak Blvd

Signature

Date: June 6, 2004
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1938 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft  
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking. which will occur due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]  
1577 Campus Dr  
Address Berkeley 94708
11.2C.194-216  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C194 THRU C216

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

Response to Comment Letters C194 Thru C216

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
3 June 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
Capital Projects
University of California
1936 University Avenue
Suite 300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1832

Re: Draft 2020 LRDP / EIR / Comments

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

On behalf of the Friends of Piedmont Way, I'd like to take this opportunity to comment on those portions of the Draft 2020 LRDP/EIR pertaining to transportation; specifically the traffic mitigations as proposed for the Piedmont Way corridor.

As you may know, Piedmont Way is a State of California Landmark (designated in 1989) and is the first residential parkway by the father of Landscape Architecture, Frederick Law Olmsted. Designed in 1865, just after Mr. Olmsted completed work on Central Park in New York City and just prior to his work on Prospect Park in Brooklyn, Piedmont Way is now regarded a national treasure.

The City of Berkeley, the University of California and the Friends of Piedmont Way have formed a partnership to restore historic Piedmont Way to reflect the original vision of Olmsted who prescribed an abundant over-bowery of trees for the gently curving thoroughfare. Olmsted surmised what the CDC’s (Center for Disease Control) recent studies show; that a tree-lined streetscape lowers the stress level of the harried driver thereby calming traffic to a safe speed in a densely populated community. Recent traffic studies also indicate that mechanized traffic signals actually cause drivers to speed to unsafe levels; while stop signs enhance the driver’s ability to stay within the speed limits as posted.

Thus the mitigations offered in the draft 2020 LRDP/EIR suggesting that traffic lights be installed at Piedmont Way and Bancroft; Piedmont Way and Durant; and the intersection of Warring at Derby, are ill-advised and unacceptable in this instance. We urge the University to explore other possibilities including offering public transit alternatives to those commuting to and from campus by private automobile.

Thank you for taking the time to evaluate this issue carefully. Please find additional information enclosed.

Sincerely,

Fredric Drutos
President

Encls.
ALAMEDA & CONTRACOSTA

Reseeding the vision of famed landscaper
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The Ultimate Bungalow
Dropping by Berkeley’s Thoren House

Jason Bentley didn’t know about the curse of Thoren House when he rang the bell of this pristine Berkeley Craftsman.

“Trees, please,” says Bentley, trying to be diplomatic, “except for the fact that it’s structurally unsound and they’ve ruined a piece of historic architecture.”

Things are worse with Clawson’s median, which has been denuded of all ornamental elms, keeping the place looking like a piece of civic art.

That’s the problem of it being the most significant house on the street,” Bentley says, “after Thoren House.

Last summer, Friends of Piedmont Way organized to pay for the power poles that have replaced the trees. Sigma Phi has helped by hosting two screenings of a documentary film “Greenes & Greens: The Art of Architecture,” in the living room where it was filmed.

“Get a lifetime commitment,” says Bentley. “Yeah, adds Monroe respectfully, “but you don’t get to live there for a lifetime.”

E-mail Sam Whiting at swriting@sfchronicle.com.
REPORT.
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WILL THE BUSINESS DIVISION OF THE CHURCH INVEST IN OCEAN WATCHING?
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT,
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ATTACHMENT C217
LETTER C217
Attachment
Today we turn back the calendar to 1865, 139 years ago, when Frederick Law Olmsted was hired by the College of California trustees to prepare a survey and map for a college site on Strawberry Creek that 11 years later would become part of the new City of Berkeley. We will review Olmsted's plan for the neighborhood adjacent to the college site, walk through some of the area involved, and bear of olms to restore some of Olmsted's inspired vision. The name for this plan was the Berkeley Property Tract.

Many fine historical accounts of the Berkeley Property Tract have been provided by local scholars. The printed material provided today will draw upon this material, of particular are the following source materials:

The book "Berkeley Landmarks" An illustrated guide to Berkeley, California's architectural heritage by Susan Dinkelapal Cerny, Section 6, SouthEast, Items 1-7

Several publications of the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Ass'n with contributions by Anthony Brune, Leila Smirnoff, Susan Cerny, Frederick Hach, Susan Wicksend, Sharon Swann, John Beach, Robert Judson Clark and others. These include:

All Walking Tours of Berkeley, 1992

Newsletters Spring 1995 and Spring 2003

Much has been written about Frederick Law Olmsted. Two publications are particularly recommended:

"A Clearing in the Distance," Frederick Law Olmsted and America in the Nineteenth Century by W. Kent Rybczynski, Scribner 1999


The route of today's walk will be north from International House along St现阶段 Avenue (Way) across Delft Way to the Clark Kerr campus. After a stroll through the Clark Kerr campus we crossed north to Willits, Willits Park, Prospect Street, Memorial Stadium and Gayley Road back to the starting point.

Paul Grunland
RESTORATION OF HISTORIC PIEDMONT WAY

Channing Circle. In about 1920, showing the “overbrowning” trees. Where Channing Way crosses Piedmont Avenue a circular park (seen at the left) distinguishes this broad intersection — Harris Collection, BAHA.

By

FREDERICA DROTOS
President, Friends of Piedmont Way

THERE MAY BE SOME in Berkeley who remember Piedmont Way, “Berkeley’s most beautiful street,” as the place it once was—the finest of residential planning along a gracious parkway, lined with large overbrowning trees, all laid out by Frederick Law Olmsted in 1865. That picture postcard view would have to be as long ago as the 1950s. Because, since then, from year to year, bit by bit, the once beautiful street has gradually fallen from grace, sadly to become a civic embarrassment, not beyond restoration.

In order to play a stewardship role in restoring this rich piece of suburban landscape, a new group was formed last year, calling itself the Friends of Piedmont Way. Recently, the Friends have filed to become a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation with the support of BAHA, presently serving as its fiduciary agent. Recognizing that the historic parkway and residential environment now suffer from years of neglect, blight, and traffic impacts, and that the parkway is an integral part of the City’s, the University’s, and the nation’s cultural heritage, the Friends will endeavor to educate the community as to the value of Piedmont Way, and to seek funding, in supplement of any City and University dollars, to restore, preserve, and protect Piedmont Way into perpetuity.

It is exciting to know that Piedmont Way and the Berkeley Property Tract were Frederick Law Olmsted’s first foray into residential planning. Olmsted was in California only for a short time (1863-1865). This was after the period when he and Calvert Vaux had designed the great plan for Central Park, but before he went on to become America’s foremost landscape architect of many more grand public parks, university campus plans, great estates, and suburban residential developments. Even though he left California before his Berkeley Property Tract was physically realized, Piedmont Way became a prototype for his suburban planning, featuring a main road of gracious proportions and natural features. (Olmsted actually, however, first conceived a divided road for gentle “comings and goings” when he planned the roadway through the floor of Yosemite Valley, inspired then to

minimize the effect of traffic upon the splendor of nature’s wonders.)

For many years Olmsted’s 100 foot wide, gently curving, landscaped thoroughfare, situated close beside the young University of California campus and culminating in a cul-de-sac beside the banks of Strawberry Creek, was only traversed by an occasional horse and carriage. Today, in contrast, it is often filled with bumper-to-bumper traffic. While Olmsted envisioned a rich landscape of native, drought tolerant plants lining the street and an “over-beway of trees,” enhanced by the garden set-backs of wall appointed homes, very little has survived. Only one of the locust trees, “planted by the truckload” in 1900, remains. By late last year, due to the constant impact of heavy delivery trucks, SUVs, and, even, buses parking in the center median, this parklike amenity had been reduced to a rutted quagmire. In response, the Friends have worked with the City to install the recently placed bollards around the medians. This has, quite naturally, caused a huge outcry of protest, but it is considered a vital first step toward restoration. The Friends want to assure Berkeleyans that the bollards are a temporary measure; meant to protect what remains of Frederick Law Olmsted’s original vision, until a proper restoration can be implemented.

The Friends are planning a four phase landscape restoration process of Piedmont Way based upon the principles and practices devised and tested by the Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation in Brookline, Massachusetts. The first phase to protect, stabilize, and document existing landscape features has already begun. The second phase will involve extensive historic research of the parkway (helped by historic postcards), Olmsted’s vision wasn’t realized overnight; it took many years for the planted landscape to resemble his ideas. So, in the third phase, through photographic and written records, the period that best reflects Olmsted’s intentions will be identified and a restoration plan will be devised for replanting the hsh landscape to Olmsted’s ideal of meshing the social and cultural advantages of a city with the restful and peaceful qualities of the country. Finally, since the restored landscape is a living, growing organism, the fourth phase involves mapping maintenance guidelines for the restored landscape as much as 100 years into the future.

The Friends encourage active participation in this tremendous restoration effort, financially or otherwise. If you are interested, please write the Friends of Piedmont Way, c/o BAHA, P.O. Box 1137, Berkeley, California 94701.

PAGE 7
On October 17, 2003, with Mayor Tom Bates, Assistant City Manager Jim Hykes, Vice Chancellor Ed Denton, Ves Petel (Interfraternity Council), David Munro (Thomas House), and various friends in attendance, the plans memorializing the partnership and restoration effort was unveiled in the median front of the International House at Bancroft Way. Jim Hykes made an eloquent speech in support of the restoration, followed by words of support by the Mayor and the Vice Chancellor. The plans read:

FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED'S PIEDMONT WAY RESTORATION PROJECT
California Historical Landmark #586: designated 1989

The restoration of historic Piedmont Way is a partnership project of the City of Berkeley, the University of California and the Friends of Piedmont Way. The restoration effort will be governed within the guidelines of The Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation in a four-phase process, the first of which entails the installation of temporary bollards and protection of the medians while restoration plans are finalized.

For more information about this project, please contact Friends of Piedmont Way, 2609 Piedmont Avenue, Box 211, Berkeley, CA 94704-2500. www.friendsofpw.org.

In July 2003 notification was received of the granting of 501(c)3 status, thus permitting the receipt of tax-free donations without the aid of a fiscal agent. Approximately $1.8 million will be needed for the project. The City of Berkeley has allocated approximately $275,000 of this sum for curbs and gutters while the University of California has pledged to finance one-sixth of the budget ($500,000). The current statewide fiscal climate places all such projections in jeopardy. However, assuming the allocations above, the remaining amount to be raised is $2,325,000, of which $1,000,000 will go for undergrounding utilities. Undergrounding utilities has been established as a first priority; this year the Friends plan to meet with various neighbors and landlords to solicit support for an assessment district. It is hoped that PWSA will give the project a high priority.

Alternate sources of funding will be needed. A Historic Resources Study will be commissioned to enable the development of a realistic and detailed restoration plan. An application will be made to the National Trust for Historic Preservation for a grant to hire a grant writer who will seek out funding. Thanks to David Munro, former resident and current business manager of the Thomas House, several Thomas House residents who are undergraduates in the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, have begun working on drawings depicting a restored Piedmont Avenue.

PIEDMONT WAY AND THE BERKELEY PROPERTY

BY SUSAN DINKELSPIEL CERNY

It is the home, however, that preeminently distinguishes Berkeley. People come here to live. Here they find an equable climate which is enjoyable for 365 days in the year, where buildings and weather are almost equally agreeable. . . . where beauty of the landscape has an ever present charm; where the beauty of nature is found in all the variety of men, in flowers, in parks, in woods, in life, in the air and in the light; where the municipal government is efficient and clear; where the social life is simple and delightful. Where the intellectual life is a tolerable comfort, a stimulus to mental improvement, where above all the moral atmosphere tastes and encourages only the best.

But the striking feature of the city is the number of individual private residences, with lawns and gardens full of flowers, with the houses in each of the neighborhoods the harbor bloom at all seasons of the year. Here one may find ideal homes for rent or purchase in magnificent building sites. Or he may sell an agent what he wants, and a house will be constructed for him, of the style and location to suit his taste.

Berkeley, California, A City of Homes, 1903, Conference Committee of the Improvement Clubs of Berkeley

BERKELEYANS bestowed upon their town the sobriquet “A City of Homes.” The city prided itself on being livable, free of the noise, dirt, and congestion of the metropolis across the bay. Early real estate promotions were often aimed at San Franciscans who supposedly yearned to leave behind the bustle and hustle and reside in peace and tranquility in Berkeley. Even as early as the latter part of the 19th century there were those who committed to San Francisco while preferring to live in Berkeley.

The residential tone of Berkeley was set by the founders of the private College of California, which evolved into the University of California. Berkeley’s first exclusively residential subdivision was commissioned by the College Trustees and called the Berkeley Property. This residential district was part of the plan developed between 1864 and 1866 for the new college grounds by Frederick Law Olmsted, who became known as the “father of landscape planning in America” and the primary force in the creation of garden suburbs across the United States and Canada.

Olmsted was already famous for his design for Central Park in New York, but his plan for the Berkeley Property was his first residential subdivision that would become a reality. Olmsted’s plan differed from the grid
pattern that was the standard way of laying out towns in the United States in the nineteenth century. He created a wide, divided street, with rounded corners, that gently curved along the undulating hillsides. Olmsted had the Berkeley Property with the earlier College Homestead Tract of 1854, which was laid out in a grid.

As well as creating an aesthetic, the founders of the College also set a moral tone for the city. After all, they had selected the rural expanse of Berkeley for the college site in order to escape the influence of the saloons and dance halls of downtown Oakland! The envisioned town of Berkeley was to be different. The most tangible legacy of this time was the “one mile limit.” Well into the mid-20th century, the sale of liquor was forbidden within one mile of the University. “This purity of the community makes the place an ideal spot for a wholesome and well ordered home,” claimed the promotional brochure quoted above.

The wide, divided street that Olmsted designed is Berkeley’s most beautiful and historically important residential street, Piedmont Way (later, Piedmont Avenue), the centerpiece of the Berkeley Property Tract. In a report Olmsted sent to the Trustees in 1866, he outlined his theories and vision for the “establishment of a neighborhood of refinement and tranquillity adjacent to a respectable college of scholarship.” Olmsted designed Piedmont Way “to make the most of the natural features, while preserving their completely sylvan and rural character, being carried through in such a way as to make the best use of the picturesque banks of the arroyos and the existing trees upon them... sometimes allowing [the road] to divide into two parts.”

Olmsted also suggested that the homes to be built here should express the “manifestations of a refined domestic life,” with “garden set backs” enhanced by sidewalks lined with plantings that were “thick, mature, luxuriant, rich, and graceful, completely sheltering the visitor from the sun.” The Berkeley Property was meant to provide a respite from “the heated, noisy life of a large town.”

The Berkeley Property Tract was not built up immediately. During the 1870s and 1880s a number of impressive Victorian homes were built in the vicinity of Bancroft and Piedmont Ways on the large “villa” lots that Olmsted had created. It was not until after 1900 that the neighborhood became fully built. By 1900, Olmsted’s design was formalized by Town Engineer Charles L. Huggins, who redrew the street, redrew the street, redrew the street, redrew the street, and replaced some of the old street trees. A new generation then built grand homes designed by architects such as Julia Morgan, the Greene Brothers, and Walter Ratliff, which sat side-by-side with those of their Victorian predecessors.

Soon Piedmont Way became the residential boulevard that Olmsted had envisioned. The wide and curving divided street was lined with a profusion of flowering shrubs and shaded by a bower of trees. The homes and gardens of the Piedmont Avenue neighborhood became a very photogenic subject for a series of postcards.


B Y 1864, THE TRUSTEES of the College of California had purchased from five pioneers, Messrs. Orrin Simmons, Francis K. Shattuck, George M. Blake, William Hillegass, and James Leclord, an extensive tract of undeveloped land to the south and east of Strawberry Creek to be a future college site, some miles north of the downtown Oakland College campus. Frederick Law Olmsted, the great American landscape architect and designer of Central Park, was in California at the time. While his stay in the state was for only a brief period, from October 1863 to October 1865, Olmsted’s intellect and talents were sought after by those early leaders dedicated to the “advancement of human morality and happiness.” Among the various projects Olmsted was called upon to undertake were a proposal for Yosemite Valley and Mariposa Big Trees, a park plan for the City of San Francisco and a plan for Mountain View Cemetery in Oakland. The Trustees of the College of California also asked him to conceive a plan for the new college campus (“Cambus park”) and to lay out a “Berkeley Neighborhood”—the Berkeley Property—so as to encourage residences of the finest quality.

During his California years Olmsted was still not certain himself that he was to be considered a man of the “sylvan art.” Yet, his observations of the European grand parks and boulevards in his youth, his formative farming experiences on Staten Island, his passion for creating an urban park in the midst of New York City, and his concern for the survival of democratic ideals in a rough, unformed nation—all had given him cause to pursue the intriguing questions of man’s development upon
natural landscape. By the time he left California, to begin work on Prospect Park in Brooklyn, there was no doubt that his calling was to be "Landscape Architecture." While the greatest achievements of Olmsted's career are considered to be his large parks and park systems, he deserves, as well, full appreciation for the legacy of his suburban planning ideals, and it is our fortune that his first residential design was formulated in Berkeley.

Olmsted's "Campus park" which was never realized, was overshadowed by the fact that there was no ready capital to implement any design for new college buildings. The Trustees hoped, therefore, that they might raise the needed money by selling real estate from the large acreage they had assembled. The sloping terrain east of College Avenue and north of Dwight Way, then known as the Simmons property, was set aside for Olmsted to plan. West of College Avenue the Trustees had already subdivided the College Homestead Association tract—but without Olmsted's genius at hand the tract was mapped in the standard grid plan.

It was in March of 1865 that Olmsted wrote of viewing the Berkeley site, accompanied by Edward C. Miller, the Central Park surveyor and engineer whom he had brought to California in 1864: "I had a hard day's work with Miller yesterday, riding over the hills of the college property under very heavy squalls of rain and snow and I am very stiff from it." During the month of August he spent ten days "on the ground, usually coming from San Francisco in the morning and returning at night." Then, in September as he was developing his plans he was pressed by Rev. Samuel H. Willey, a longstanding promoter of higher education in California and the acting head of the College, to prepare his residential layout as soon as possible in order to sell lots to "Mr. Palmer of Folsom."

I have written him that I will inform him immediately on the receipt of the proper map from you setting forth streets, dimensions of that particular vicinity.

SAMUEL WILLEY HOUSE. The College of California began selling lots right away. In 1866 Trustee Samuel Willey built the first house, at Dwight Way and College Avenue. Willey was a determined "pioneer" as the area was remote and did not attract many home-builders until after the University opened here in 1873. This picture was taken from the Wilkinson House on Dwight Way and Elka looking northwest in about 1866. The house is to the left and the barn to the right. In the 1920s when this "first village house" was to be torn for the Bishop Berkeley Apartments, Charles Keeler recommended to the City that it be preserved as a museum. This was the first instance of Berkeley of many subsequent failed efforts to preserve historic buildings, until a landmarks ordinance was adopted in 1974. —Courtesy of The Bancroft Library.
Upon a Projected Improvement of the Estate of the College of California, at Berkeley, Near Oakland, which included a drawing, Study for Laying Out the Berkeley Neighborhood Including the Grounds of the College of California." He hoped that the publication of the book would bring him payment for his services. The "Report" presents a lyrical picture of the Berkeley site and its natural amenities, setting forth social considerations, "requirements," and suggested landscape features for the establishment of a neighborhood of refinement and tranquility adjacent to a "respectable college" of scholarship activity.

The original "Map" has been missing since the late 1860s. However, it is almost certain that it did reside in the offices of William F. Boardman, a pioneer surveyor and the Alameda County Surveyor at that time, who submitted the map of record for the Berkeley Property in 1868, with the credit in its legend "as laid out by F. L. Olmsted."

The Berkeley Property tract was a pivotal design for Olmsted and for the planned suburban community in America. It was his first residential commission, with almost fifty subdivision and community projects following through the mid 1890s. His romantic spirit and quest to integrate natural beauty with daily living and community needs were initially expressed in the Berkeley Property plan, then repeatedly adapted to varying conditions, from Riverside, Illinois to Atlanta's Druid Hills or from Cushing's Island, Maine to a company community in Dayton, Ohio. The work of his firm continued under the direction of his two sons into the 20th Century, influencing Duncan McDuffie's Berkeley subdivisions of Claremont, San Pablo Park. Northbrae, and, as late as 1937, Park Hills.

The suburban concepts envisioned in the Berkeley Property were essentially threefold. The first was to develop integrally with a park or public space, in this case to be realized by the "College park" campus, so as to have all the advantages of naturalistic surroundings "that it should present sufficient inducements to the formation of a neighborhood of refined and elegant homes." The second concept was the "parkway" that was to serve both as connector and as "pleasure drive," separate from the hustle of business traffic. Thus, Piedmont Way was designed to be laid out in such a way as to make the most of the natural features, while preserving their completely rural and rural character, being carried with frequent curves in such a way as to make the best use of the picturesque banks of the arroyos and the existing trees upon them. These are sometimes allowed to divide it [the road] into two parts.

Olmsted fully envisioned that Piedmont Way might connect with his other "park," Mountain View Cemetery, "laying open a most desirable region for residences all along the foot of the mountains."

The final concept was how the arrangement of the residences or "villas" might express the "manifestations of a refined domestic life," which were "unquestionably the ripest and best fruits of civilization." "Large domestic houses" with "attractive open air apartments" were suggested, to be constructed on ample lots with "garden set backs" enhanced by sidewalk bou-

CLINTON DAY, RESIDENT ARCHITECT. In 1875 the Palmer brothers built their homes north of Bancroft Way, commanding the slope above Piedmont. These imposing Easdale-style houses were often photographed and published to promote Berkeley's desirability. Their architect, Clinton Day, best known for his Stanford Memorial Chapel, City of Paris Building, and Berkeley's landmark Golden Sheaf Bakery, built his own home across the way, where it stood until 1926. Day designed many homes in the Tract and some of the early, as yet undocumented houses may be his. As prominent families of the town sought to live here, so did members of the gowns, and homes of such well-known professors as Le Conte, Chisty, Bayly, and Higginson graced the Berkeley Property.

THE BERKELEY PROPERTY ABOUT 1885. From the beginning, the Berkeley Property, and Piedmont Way in particular, was Berkeley's preferred residential section. It was not only the most elevated property, but was also close to the new University, and the area was quiet and secluded. Piedmont Way ended in a cul-de-sac at its north end and there was no through traffic. Seven early homes and one fraternity house within the boundaries of the Tract can be seen in this view looking west from the top of Bancroft Way.
levards and drought resistant plantings that would become "thick, intricate, luxuriant, rich and graceful, completely sheltering the visitor from the sun." All was meant to provide a respite—"the heated, noisy life of a large town is obviously not favorable to the formation of habits of methodical scholarship." It was thus that Olmsted's ideas were formulated for the "Berkeley Neighborhood," ideas that were to become continuing themes, only to be strengthened with time upon the American landscape.

Circa 1910, the Berkeley Property was in its full glory, with the most splendid houses and gardens. As it happened, after Olmsted submitted his "Map" and after his "Report" was published, the Trustees did not immediately succeed in selling the subdivided lots. Thus, entire blocks of the Property were sold as capital investment opportunities to individuals who, in turn, sold off the lots later. Not until the 1880s, well after the establishment of the first College buildings in 1872, did the neighborhood finally begin to gather the noted town and gown families of the period, the LeContes, Hilgards, Morgans, Christys, Rickards. It was not until 1900 that the City had the neighborhood streets macadamized, formalizing the curving along the boulevards and the median on Piedmont Way. At that time the neighbors did give to see the removal of the old walnut trees, but welcomed the elms, locusts and deciduous oaks arriving from San Jose that would grow in time to become the stately "overarching bowery of foliage." In 1906 another improvement, privately funded, was made in the form of handsome stonework along the eastern edge of Hillside and Prospect streets and across Derby Creek, an area resplendent with native oaks. So it was that the blooming natural beauty of the neighborhood, built along the contours of the sloping hills, attracted a new generation of fine houses. Olmsted's vision had been realized— the layout designed by the great landscape architect had been self-fulfilling, even if his name was lost upon the lips of the community.

During the 1920s an unexpected dynamic developed between the town and gown that would alter the character and atmosphere of the Berkeley Property forever. At that time, the University made the fateful decision to place the Memorial Stadium at the north end of Piedmont Way. The decision was bitterly opposed by many citizens of the town, including local architects such as Henry Gutterson, to no avail. The massive arena ended the peaceful isolation the neighborhood had always known, as lively throngs marched through during football season. Additional institutional expansion further impacted the scenic parkway and the dignified neighborhood when the International House was begun in 1928. Due to these changes, some of the grand family homes were sold to fraternities or sororities, joining the Greek residences already built. By the 1940s Piedmont Way was called "Fraternity Row," but it continued to reflect an appreciation for it as a place of architectural grandeur and gracious ambiance.

More recently, the changes to the Berkeley Property have been countless, both on an institutional scale and on a property-by-property basis. What was laid out to be a gracious parkway free from bustle, is now daily congested with automobiles. Even the once repleteness overhanging trees are few and far between. And, as the 21st Century approaches, the issues of the day appear far more complex than in 1865. The undeveloped land, turned into an idyllic spot for domestic tranquility and academic inspiration, is now a neighborhood fraught with urban problems. However, still to be found within the Berkeley Property are some of Berkeley's most memorable vistas and gardens, and handsome buildings and interiors. And, still, Piedmont Way remains, despite the years of abuse, as a "pleasure drive" for the student, the professor, the capitalist, the international visitor, and the stroller. Frederick Law Olmsted's inspired ideals, both in detail and in broad stroke, are a legacy to which we can respond.

Piedmont Way in 1915. In 1900, residents reluctantly watched the removal of the old walnut trees along Piedmont Way. The dirt road with its cobblestone gutters, the original manifestation of Olmsted's design, was formalized by City Engineer Charles L. Huggins. His map, still at City Hall, shows that the street was graded and paved, curving and the "parking" in the center was landscaped. The work was completed in March, 1901 when a "cargo of trees and shrub" arrived from San Jose. This view was taken from the Thoensen House, looking south.—Courtesy of The Bancroft Library.

HEARTS HALL. The shining hour in the neighborhood's history was the arrival of Mrs. Phoebe Apperson Hearst in the fall of 1899. A former residence, one of the most delightful homes of Berkeley was secured the Piedmont "Hearst and Piedmont," Mrs. Hearst had commissioned Bernard Maybeck to design a reception hall next door to accommodate events relating to the International Competition for the Phoebe Hearst Architectural Plan for the University. At the Hall for all this winter season, its gracious hostess has dispensed the most bountiful and querulous hospitality to the whole University. For those special few weeks, a continual procession of dinners, receptions, and entertainments was held for the students and the Competition jurors. When it was over, Hearst Hall was moved to the campus to become Hearst Gymnasium. Burned by the summer of 1932, the Channing Way site has been home to the Gamma Phi Beta sorority since 1912, and when its Elizabeth Austin-designed house was built (now replaced by a 1937 building by William Wurster).—Courtesy of University Archives, The Bancroft Library.
The Story of the Rock Walls

The Hillside Avenue-Hills Court area northeast of Prospect and Dwight has two special features—one natural, one man-made. The north fork of Darby Creek flows out of a deep canyon where the University Terrace and Bachelor Property Tracts meet and crosses Hillside Avenue, at one time it crossed Prospect and Waring, too, before meandering through Berkeley and Oakland to the Bay.

In 1906 a group of residents, including John F. Sims, Charles D. Ford, and Breton Haynes, requested that the City build a bridge over the creek at Prospect Street. Their petition was denied and the creek was culverted and the street filled in.

Several years later the City proposed the same treatment for the crossing at Hillside Avenue, but this time the residents' protest was successful and the City built a bridge instead, leaving the creek to flow freely through various properties before entering the Prospect Street culvert.

City plans for the bridge show a simple concrete arch—but the bridge was faced with local rock at the urging of (and expense to) Hillside Avenue property owners. The leader of this neighborhood effort to bridge the creek was William H. Smyth, who owned most of the property southeast of the creek.

After the 1906 Earthquake destroyed his San Francisco business, Smyth decided to retire and turned his attention to landscaping his property around “Fairwald,” his home. He hired an Italian stonemason, whose name we still have not discovered, to help him build the stone walls; he then convinced his neighbor, Charles Crocker Hall, and the property owners of a “naturally adaptable little cut-de-sac street or court” to build similar stone walls, walks, and terraces in 1907.

The rock used was a volcanic rhyolite found locally on the hillside and is no longer available as a building material. In a letter to his parents in England, written in 1907, Smyth describes the stone walls and praises the beauty of the rock:

“Besides its own inherent beauty of Persian coloring in rich subdued tones of reds, purples, yellow, and brown, every stone is girted and laid in grey ochers and velvet green mosses. Honey-comb, the rock is commonly and very appropriately named, its of exceedingly hard close-grained structure shot through in every direction with a network of crystalline quartz which flashes playfully in the sunlight. As its name suggests its surface is spangles-like, deeply and tessellated girt, rendered either of volcano or weathering action, for it is gathered from the hillside on which it is loosely and promiscuously scattered.”

Mr. Smyth, in his flowery prose, then continues:

“Thus had they lain, these grained rocks, age after age in the bright summer sun and warm Winter rain, since before California or even England was. So when your gray old castles were new and rare from the hands of the old builders. Nature has long finished her work on our honey-comb rock, and the moss and the lichen had already softened harsh surfaces to the harmonies they now present.”

The stonemason Smyth hired was a skilled craftsman; the stones are joined in a natural way, the mortar which gives the walls strength is invisible on the outside, and the stone adds an elegant touch. The neighborhood likes hard to preserve the walls. A spring project this year for Lutheran, the student co-op at the corner of Prospect Street and Hillside Court, has been to remove the ivy and many years’ accumulation of soil that had covered the wall on the lower part of the Court.

—Photograph, circa 1907, by courtesy of Mary Hall Ottuti.

“Upper Dwight Way”
An Introduction to
The Kerr Family Compound

In Far Afield, Number Five, a little book written in 1932 by Frederick Felger Thomas, Jr., a brother of John Hudson Thomas, we get a glimpse of the southern part of the neighborhood that is welcoming BAIHA today. “Upper Dwight Way, in 1899,” writes Thomas, “was a quiet street, and pleasant… well traveled by the poet-expressionist” Boyd, self-styled “bold-baggage-buster of Beautiful Berkeley… At Piedmont Avenue, Mrs. Goodrich had a porte-cochere and did her best to maintain the tone of the neighborhood… To some extent the houses reflected their occupants: unpretentious but substantial, comfortable, established and well kept up.

“Upper Dwight,” continues Thomas, “was a neighborhood—in the sense of place, and also in the quality of neighborliness… The families were genuinely friendly, without being either effusive or intrusive. There were the LeComtes and Goodriches, Madame Fatig, the Sutons and the Bunnells, the Merrills, the Perrys, the Greens… and, at the northeast corner of College Avenue, the Shepards had settled after the destruction by fire of their large home on San Pablo Avenue,” near Tenesca Creek in Oakland.

Now a parking lot next to the Bishop Berkeley Apartments, 2703 Dwight Way had become home to the Shepard family in 1899. These were J.L.N. Shepard, of Judson & Shepard Chemical Works in San Francisco—“Uncle John”—and his wife “Auntie Shepard”… he with his reddish-gray beard always kept trimmed, as became a man of affairs, she enthroned in her great chair by the fire, her white hair topped by a lace doily called a ‘cap’. Two of the unmarried daughters [Frances Louise and Evelyn] were living at home,” and the family was cared for by two Scandinavian house-servants and a Canadian coachman. “The backyard was cut off from the avenue by a high cypress hedge, so thick a young neighbor could walk and play among the upper branches, fifteen feet above the ground… Quarrels were few [in this neighborhood]” and those few lay in the field of ideas, as befitted a college town.

Another Shepard daughter, Kate, and her husband Mark B. Kerr, a civil engineering, lived as part of the Shepard household and knew the neighborhood well. By 1905 they are listed as owners of four Bachelor Tract parcels, between Prospect Street and Hillside Avenue.

Between 1907 and 1914, some of Berkeley’s most renowned architects built for the Kerrs on each of these parcels, and the Shepard-Kerr “family compound” was formed.

Kerr House No. 2
2428 HILLSIDE AVENUE
JOHN GALEN HOWARD, ARCHT, 1912

First to be built was the double-gabled shingle house at 2421 Prospect Street (1907). It seems that Mark and Kate Kerr lived here only briefly, from 1911 to 1912. Perhaps they were just booking their time, for their next abode...
was John Galen Howard’s 2428 Hillside Avenue house, completed in 1912, the same time the house next door at 2422 was completed for the other two Shepard sisters.

As seen from the street, 2428 does not resemble its next-door neighbor at 2422, but once one arrives at the house door and goes inside, Mr. Howard’s eye and hand are immediately apparent: large and spacious entry hall, graceful library on the left with magnificent ceiling moldings, and a very large, airy living room, which in both dimensions and details is reminiscent of its “cousin” at 2422.

The McConic house, second family to own 2428 (he was a partner at Mason-McDuffie Co.), made some changes to the house, adding marble facing to the library and dining-room fireplaces, and probably adding the library paneling and bookcases, but many of the original features are intact.

The mantelpieces of both houses are similar; also remarkable in both houses are the size of the doors and windows and solid elegance of the woodwork.

As the narrowest front porch ever built, the Dutch Colonial exterior gives no hint of what Mr. Howard created inside. There are spacious proportions and massive woodwork—like those of 2428 next door—huge single-paneled windows, maple floors throughout, and many sets of stairs and stairs and landings that lead palatially to various sections of this multi-level and very grand house.

Perhaps the most surprising element is the imposing lower level music/living room which spans the entire width of the house. As you listen to today’s musicians, imagine yourself a guest at a recital given by the Shepard sisters. You probably would have entered through the massive lower-level door (almost a Howard signature, if one thinks of the huge oak doors of his great campus buildings) designed as entrance for such events.

Although Louise and Evelyn Shepard never lived their home at 2422 Hillside Avenue, their widowed sister Kate occasionally lived with them here. At Evelyn’s death in 1945, the house was divided into four apartments and sold to Stephen and Marian Herrick. Except for the short period, 1912-14, when the Kerrs lived there, the 2428 Hillside Avenue house seems to have been rented until 1927, when Kate moved in again, making it her residence until she died in 1942. Uncommon for Berkeley, both houses have known only three owners.

This is the last house built in the “compound” and it was originally connected to the two Hillside Avenue houses by a brick path that ran alongside the creek. Part of it is visible outside the stairway that leads to the second story. This was home to the Kerrs and their sons Mark, Jr., John, and Ralph from 1916 to 1930 (Mr. Kerr died in 1916) and from 1922 to 1926. Like many of this neighborhood’s residents at the time, Kate Shepard Kerr and her family were enthusiastic, never seeming content to settle into just one of their houses.

There is something of a mystery about the evolution of this house and its upper story, which is open for today’s tour. The 1914 building permit states that the structure was to be a one-story, five-room dwelling. However, a 1930 permit identifies the house as a two-story dwelling, with no mention of apartments. Then, a 1956 permit calls for installing a “new entrance” through closet to serve outside stairs to second floor,” and for converting a closet into a kitchen by “changing sloping roof to dormer.” So what is the origin of the wonderful low-ceilinged main upstairs room, panelled entirely in wood? A hideaway studio for Mr. Kerr, the engineer? Surely not maid’s quarters for there was no bathroom originally, and surely not the elegant attic of a one-story house. We may never know.

The tiny fireplace with its original coal-burning stove (now converted for wood) adds to the importance of this room and the mystery of its origins.

The garden of this house remains a lovely spot from which to glimpse Derby Creek before it disappears under Prospect Street, and to view the first Kerr House to the north, which was oriented on its lot to face this garden.
Hillside Court

The seven houses on Hillside Court were built within a relatively short period—1906 to 1914—after the street was opened in 1905. Except for the addition of the garages of the Maxwell and de Niedman Houses, and the maturity of the trees, you see the street as it appeared eighty years ago when the last two houses were completed. Few areas in Berkeley from this time are so well preserved; one finds here a reflection of the sophisticated but rustic spirit that characterized the life and architecture of that era.

Mr. Smyth’s legacy is prominent here: the rock walls lines the entrance and uphill side—a unifying feature of the street. Also prominent on the Court are large specimens of California native trees. Note the enormous California Bay by the garage of the Maxwell House; a Giant Sequoia at the street steps of No. 19; the Coast Live Oaks at the turn-around and by the creek; and numerous redwoods. Joseph LeConte, whose Julia Morgan designed house is at No. 19, was one of the pioneer explorers and mountaineers of the Sierra. He spent his summers surveying the high country, was a director of the Sierra Club from 1898-1940, and succeeded John Muir as its president in 1915. The Maxwell family also spent summers in the mountains, and the two families carried back plants for their gardens. The Giant Sequoia was probably brought as a seedling on one of these trips.

You may wish to take advantage of this tranquil setting and rest after your uphill climb. Ice water will be available at the far end of the Court, near the display of old pictures.

Greene House
11 Hillside Court
A.W. Baldwin, Bldr., 1909

To begin the story of this shingled cottage, one must go back to time in 1883, when Clinton Day designed a house on a large lot at the southeast corner of Piedmont and Channing for a George H. Maxwell. This house had become the home of local real estate entrepreneur Fred Clark, and in about 1906 he moved the house to 240s Prospect Street and continued to reside in it. The barn or carriage house may have been moved along with the Maxwell House from Piedmont and placed at the back of the lot. Then, in about 1909, the rear third of the lot seems to have been subdivided. This brings us to 11 Hillside Court and Florence and B.D. Marx Greene, who purchased this new, small lot and hired A.W. Baldwin in 1909 to transform whatever was on the site—the old barn?—into a two-story house. The Greene House is technically in the back yard of the former Maxwell House, which is still standing although altered, but it has been positioned to have a Hillside Court address. By 1910 the Greences were living there with their daughter and a boarder.

The house is entered through the original trellised gate set within the rough stone walls. Notice that the garden, here, as at the Paget House, has many original plantings. Look for yellow and white Lady Banks roses and a Kerria japonica hedge. The glass front door opens directly into the large living room, which with its bookcases and fireplace gives the impression of a studio. But the Greene House is deceptively large and complex. To the right of the fireplace, over a stile-like landing leading to the stairs, is the dining-room, rich with wood paneling and built-in cupboards. Part of this room is below grade and low-growing plants can be viewed at eye-level through the high-placed windows. At the west end of the living-room a door leads to a small study. Many of the original kitchen cupboards remain, and upstairs you will find a very large original bath and a former sleeping porch.

There seems to have been a pattern of people moving from house to house in this neighborhood (not to mention the houses themselves moving!). In 1925 the Greene House was purchased by Ethel Sims Abadie, who had lived since 1892 as a child and then very young mother nearby on Warring Street. Mrs. Abadie lived here until 1973 and much of the neighborhood lore that we know today came from her.

GREENE HOUSE, A c. 1920 view showing Clinton Day’s Maxwell House on Prospect in the background—before it was altered. The well kept garden gate still stands.—Courtesy of Sarah Abadie Eisenman and Barbara Hamilton.

Maxwell House
15 Hillside Court
John Hudson Thomas, Arch’t, 1907

Prof. S.S. Maxwell was head of the Physiology Dept. at the University and apparently no relation to George Maxwell. The story of the house is best told by his daughter:

The house was designed about 1907 by Hudson Thomas, who was not as expensive as Maybeck. The builder, whose name I have forgotten, was a fine upright pillar of the Church who made the house a foot or two shorter than from north to south in order to make a little extra on lumber, etc.

My father and my brother, who was then in high school, did the paneling upstairs. Some of my toys got nailed in the cross pieces and must be still there. The upper lights in the living and dining rooms were made by my brother at Arts & Crafts. Prof. and Mrs. Meyers, who founded the College, had something to do with the design of the fireplace and the suction-cum-woodbox. The shaft that the chimney was made extra large to contain falling bricks in case of an earthquake, and the whole house has proved to be quite flexible, but safe, during one.

The second owners made several changes—the most obvious being the garage, which replaced most of the garden. Before the driveway was constructed, terraced gardens with brick walks sloped gently down to the Greene House. At this time, too, a small bay window was added at the foot of the stairs, and the addition of attic stairs changed the shape of the entire stairwell. Hinged doors that could separate dining-room from living-room were removed, but they are still in the house. Not so the handmade copper lights in the dining-room, which hung down over a heavy library table—they were removed and replaced by recessed lights in the ceiling.
Architectural historian, John Beach, summed up the Maxwell House in 1983:
This is a tall house on a steep site. The design of the terraces and front opening of the house help retain the domestic scale of that elevation and make the house seem less intimidating and more welcoming; the entrance hall is dropped so that the front door is lower and the front door is recessed so that the actual opening is even lower, and even this height is disguised by the still lower terraces. Having the entrance hall on a lower level also gives the then-higher living-room an almost stage-like quality, a feature that Thomas continued to use to give visual drama to his houses. He also liked setting up a formal system and then evading it—note the symmetrically placed living-room windows, with the fireplace inglenook off-axis with these. The paneling of the interior represents that halcyon era of turn-of-the-century California, when one could build an elegant house cheaply. Redwood boards like the 18th ones that formed the ceiling of the living-room were readily available and inexpensive.

MAXWELL HOUSE. Living-room about 1910.—Courtesy of John and Mary Wiedemann.

Die Niedman House
21 HILLSIDE COURT
[A.H. Broad, Designer], C. 1906

This is the one true “mystery” house on the Court, as its original owner, architect, and date of construction are unknown. Using the scant information available, a few educated guesses can be made. Because of the Earthquake, city and county records are meager for 1906 and 1907. Tax records show an improvement on the lot by 1907, and the owner during those years is a Bertha de Niedman, of whom nothing is known.

This house was open for a Baha walking tour in 1983, and by that time it had been ruthlessly cut up into five apartments. The present owners are undoing the damage, and what you will see is an exciting “work-in-progress.” The house shares a stone entrance with the next-door Hall House and, in fact, the property lines run up the middle of the steps.

As you climb the steps along the front of the house beneath the center projecting window-bay, enter at the north corner, and find yourself on the interior stairway, you may feel a sense of déjà vu if you saw Maybeck’s Boke House on a recent Baha tour. As you reach the living-room at the level of the first landing and are struck by the warmth of the enveloping redwood walls and ceiling, and notice that this is a large L-shaped room, terminating in an over-sized dining alcove, the feeling returns. The inspiration for this house is almost surely the Boke House of 1901, standing nearby on Panoramic Way.

The Boke House seems to have had many admirers. Not only was it reproduced in Oakland and in Aberdeen, Washington, but A.H. Broad, who worked with Maybeck on many projects and was the builder of the Boke House, designed and built a similar house next door to it on Panoramic at the same time. Another builder, Carl Ericson, was impressed with the then-unique chalet imagery of the Boke House, and designed his own version the following year for Warren Cheney here in the Berkeley Property Tract. The Boke House was later the inspiration for his own house and several others he built in Berkeley.

It seems likely that A.H. Broad was the designer of this house. Of all local builders he seems to have best captured the spirit of The Simple Home, as is evidenced in two other houses seen on Baha tours: his Capt. Miller House of 1904, and Maybeck’s McGrew House of 1900 (which may be partly Broad’s design). Before leaving, notice some other “Boke House” touches that are present here: the placement of the fireplace opposite the bank of windows, which in this house are French doors opening onto the world’s smallest balcony—eleven inches wide!—and the two heavy timbers acting as columns separating the dining area from the living-room proper (in the Boke House a single column is placed in the center of the opening).

FREDERICK HALL HOUSE. The newly-completed house stands at the southern end of the Court flanked by the northern entrance to “Parnassus” on the right, and the de Niedman House on the left. Stone walls and steps are visible in front.—Courtesy of Marie Hall Offutt.
Hall House
23 HILLSIDE COURT
WALTER H. PARKER, ARCHT, 1910

This house was designed by Walter Parker, California State Architect and designer of the Twentieth Century Club on Derby Street. It was built and engineered by Charles Crocker Hall (see 2425 Hillside Avenue in the Appendix) for his son Frederick and his wife as a wedding gift. The house is large—there are four levels, twelve rooms, three baths, two porches, two stairways, and an extraordinary swivel-front window. Of special interest is the roof of sheet metal, molded and painted to simulate Spanish tile—a popular light-weight substitute that is still manufactured.

Like the de Niedman House, this house is being meticulously restored. The floor plan is similar to the de Niedman House, also to best capture views and light. Its more stylized Arts and Crafts interior is a feast for the eyes.

The original Hall family lived here for fifty years, using the west front area as entrance and 2411 Hillside Avenue as the street address. What architect Walter Steilberg referred to as “Sunny Gulch” Creek, and Mr. Smyth as “Fernwald,” (a northern tributary of Derby Creek) is full and melodic in the rainy season, and the banks and the network of stone paths and steps were kept up by gardeners until the 1960s. Now, as it was then, it is a haven for raccoons, oppossums, skunks, deer, and birds.

Peters House
14 HILLSIDE COURT
JOHN HUDSON THOMAS, ARCHT, 1914

With the construction of the Peters Houses in 1914, the Court was complete. Starkly different in style from their brown-shingle neighbors across the street, the two houses, and their coating of unpainted cement plaster, nonetheless perfectly complement their surroundings. The fact that their front walls were built on the property line gives this quiet cul-de-sac the feel of a narrow lane in an old European city. The houses were built for members of the same family and face a shared entrance court, the only level area of the hillside site which is not built upon, and both can be entered through this courtyard. The houses show some of the best features for which John Hudson Thomas is now known—use of stucco, overscaled elements, and the successful combination of diverse fragments into a unified whole. John Beach had this to say about No. 14:

With its small ground floor plan, that is a house of a size that appears endlessly and anonymously over the American middle class landscape of that period—but this one is marked strikingly by Thomas’ emphatic sense of proportion, the heaviness of the fireplace mantle, the size of the pillar in the stair hall, the massive proportions and the cave-like quality of the small street porch—features which give the house a sort of weight and presence that houses of that size don’t normally have.

Thomas knew somehow where to thicken walls—particularly at entrances and in stair halls, so that

what you walk through doesn’t read as what you’re in—a hole in a four inch stud wall—but as something grander. At the entrance, the added thickness is pulled out from the house. Similarly, other sections of the structure are expressed by advancing or receding the wall planes from the primary house enclosure. Thus, very shallow changes in surface plane transform a simple, essentially single mass into a complex cubic composition. From a totally rational, and materials-and-labor-efficient point of view, this building is unnecessarily complex, but it is precisely the play with details of these kinds that gives small buildings convincing qualities of spatial sculpture and importance as objects.

The interior has a consistent set of motifs, derived, perhaps, from the shaft of an arrow, which appear in the moldings and paneling of the major rooms, and in the stair railings. The rooms are also unified by the way the detailing is done—e.g., the paneled ceilings with the coved edges above the plate rail. This is unusual for Thomas, who often treated each room as if it were out of a different house.

Peters House
14 HILLSIDE Court
1914—Dorothy Fales, BAAH

Photographs and discussion of No. 18 have appeared in books on Bay Area architecture. In Building with Nature (1974), Leslie Freudenheim and Elisabeth Sussman cite the house as an example of pueblo style building and Mr. Peters had referred to it as “Hopi style.” The book includes a photograph of the mural showing Indians on horseback that was originally on the living-room’s north wall. The arrow motif used in the wooden moldings (here the head of the arrow; in No. 14, the shaft) reinforce the inspiration of the American west. In Bay Area Houses (Sally Woodbridge, ed., 1976), John Beach mentions influences of other architectural styles on both No. 14 and 18, and especially notes the similarities between aspects of No. 18 and the work of the Austrian Secessionists. He discusses the unusual staircase, which, although of Thomas’ usual dramatic proportions, is not even visible from the main areas of the first floor. The two Peters Houses share many motifs: the four- and three-square patterns, various geometric designs, and a double axe blade pattern used upstairs in both houses.

Looking back at the house from the street, be sure to notice its most eccentric feature—and a feature that marks this house as truly of the twentieth century—the built-in garage with an angled corner door!
Thorsen House
2307 Piedmont Avenue
Greene & Greene, Arch’t, 1909

Charles and Henry Greene were Southern California architects. By 1908 they had built a house in Pasadena for Mrs. Thorsen's sister, Mrs. Robert B. Blacker, which was “the first monumental statement of the Greene Brothers' mature style, complete with furniture and gardens.” By November of 1908 sketches had been prepared for the Thorsen's house, and working drawings are dated March 1909. The house was completed in 1910.

The most significant quality of this house is the complete integrity of architectural and decorative elements within an overall scheme. Fully-realized, totally-integrated designs, as in the mature work of the Greene Brothers, are extremely rare. Everything in the design has been carefully considered down to the smallest detail. Every piece of lumber, every piece of wrought iron, each door, each window, every light fixture was designed, milled, forged, crafted for this house. The structural or architectural design of the house, as well as its decorative elements including hardware, lighting fixtures, wood paneling, wall treatments, and fireplace surrounds are each individually as well as collectively pieces of exceptional craftsmanship and design. It is an exquisite culmination of the philosophy of the Arts and Crafts movement.

The design scheme begins at the lot line, the edge of the sidewalk. A roughly textured, unevenly and overfired “clinker” brick is used to define the boundary between public and private space and is used for garden walls as well as the massive chimney stacks.

The house is organic in that the design elements present on the exterior are present as well on the interior. In this case this may not be entirely structural. There is no sharp contrast between interior and exterior; for example the finely crafted smoothed and rounded edges of the exposed wood members are used throughout, not only at the front door but at the service entrance as well. Different types of exotic wood are used on the interior adding subtle contrasts in color and texture, but the design scheme remains consistent.

The soft and rustical colors of natural wood tones are enhanced by the Tiffany glass light fixtures and the creamy, painted “canvass” walls. Henry Greene, the artist of the two, painted the lovely floral panels himself.

Society
The Berkeley Historical Society gratefully acknowledges permission from The Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association to reprint the above material from the 1995 House Tour booklet, Frederick Law Olmsted’s Berkeley Legacy - Piedmont Way and The Berkeley Property Trust. The quote from the house tour brochure "The introduction was written by Leslie Smurfit Jones from her own research; quotations were taken primarily from The Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted, Vol. V, The California Frontier, 1861-1865, Including "Report Upon a Proposed Improvement of the Estate of the College of California, Berkeley, near Oakland." "Much of the Hillsides Court material and "The Story of the Rock Walls" was reassembled and written by Susan Alhandor. Sharon Engwall wrote about the Kerr family houses and Anthony Bruce wrote the remaining text. Material previously written for BHS by John Bech and Robert Edson Clark, as well as Susan Carny’s description of the Thorsen House, has also been used."
VIEWS OF PIEDMONT AVENUE

This Berkeley street adjoins the University and owes its beauty to the plan made as far back as 1865 by the elder Olmsted (compare the plan, p. 106). It is a fine example of what Olmsted calls “good outgoings.” Note how the roadways to the right and left of the central planting follow different levels, thus taking account of the hillside. The white column is one of the columns marking the Highland Drive. That intelligent effort toward beautification brings rich returns in cold cash is indicated by the fact that Piedmont Avenue, remote as it is from any business center, shows the highest front-foot values for purely residential property in the entire extent of the East Bay cities.

While Waring Wilkinson, first superintendent of the State School for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind in Berkeley, was preparing to open the institution in 1869 he commissioned Clinton Day, first locally raised and college-trained architect, to design and build this residence. It stood on Dwight Way near the corner of Waring Street, which was originally Asylum Street.
A Walk on Piedmont Way and Environs
Berkeley Historical Society
Landmarks

In 1974, the City of Berkeley Landmark Ordinance was established. Twenty residential buildings on hillsides and fresh landmarks are on the route of the walk today.

Piedmont Way
State of California Historic Landmark
Frederick Law Olmsted 1865

Piedmont Way was designated a California Historical Landmark in 1989. A plaque was placed at the intersection of Berkeley and Piedmont in 1990 and bears this inscription:

Piedmont Way was conceived in 1865 by Frederick Law Olmsted, America’s foremost landscape architect, as the centerpiece of a prestigious residential community across the five miles of Berkeley Heights. Olmsted envisioned a road which would separate the natural contours of the land and be sheltered from sun and wind by "a crooked box of foliage." The curvilinear, tree-lined parkway was Olmsted’s first residential street design. It was later used for the model for similar parkways across the nation. California Registered Historic Landmark No. 986. Plaque placed by the State Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with the friends of Frederick Law Olmsted and the Berkeley Historical Society.

Although Olmstead’s original nine-by-five-foot subdivision map is missing, his written report describing Piedmont Way still exists. As he drew a map, he noted the following:

Piedmont Way was designed for the finest residences across the nation. Olmsted envisioned a road which would separate the natural contours of the land and be sheltered from sun and wind by “a crooked box of foliage.” The curvilinear, tree-lined parkway was Olmsted’s first residential street design. It was later used for the model for similar parkways across the nation.

California Registered Historic Landmark No. 986. Plaque placed by the State Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with the friends of Frederick Law Olmsted and the Berkeley Historical Society.

Although Olmstead’s original nine-by-five-foot subdivision map is missing, his written report describing Piedmont Way still exists. As he drew a map, he noted the following:

Piedmont Way was designed for the finest residences across the nation. Olmsted envisioned a road which would separate the natural contours of the land and be sheltered from sun and wind by “a crooked box of foliage.” The curvilinear, tree-lined parkway was Olmsted’s first residential street design. It was later used for the model for similar parkways across the nation.

California Registered Historic Landmark No. 986. Plaque placed by the State Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with the friends of Frederick Law Olmsted and the Berkeley Historical Society.

Although Olmstead’s original nine-by-five-foot subdivision map is missing, his written report describing Piedmont Way still exists. As he drew a map, he noted the following:

Piedmont Way was designed for the finest residences across the nation. Olmsted envisioned a road which would separate the natural contours of the land and be sheltered from sun and wind by “a crooked box of foliage.” The curvilinear, tree-lined parkway was Olmsted’s first residential street design. It was later used for the model for similar parkways across the nation.

California Registered Historic Landmark No. 986. Plaque placed by the State Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with the friends of Frederick Law Olmsted and the Berkeley Historical Society.

Although Olmstead’s original nine-by-five-foot subdivision map is missing, his written report describing Piedmont Way still exists. As he drew a map, he noted the following:

Piedmont Way was designed for the finest residences across the nation. Olmsted envisioned a road which would separate the natural contours of the land and be sheltered from sun and wind by “a crooked box of foliage.” The curvilinear, tree-lined parkway was Olmsted’s first residential street design. It was later used for the model for similar parkways across the nation.

California Registered Historic Landmark No. 986. Plaque placed by the State Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with the friends of Frederick Law Olmsted and the Berkeley Historical Society.
2734 Piedmont Avenue (1909) was designed by William C. Raya for Dr. D.V. Wells. The Craftsman-style single house was moved from the site of International House.

2750 Piedmont Avenue (1923) was built for the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity by architect Spenck. It was designed by architect Spenck. It was moved from Bancroft Way in 1929 to make way for Beale Hall. It is Neo-Tudor with half-timbering.

These houses, the Warren Cheney Houses, and 2751 Colfax Avenue (1910) are all that remain of the residential neighborhood that grew up around the early University. Surrounded by large mature trees, these houses are important to the visual diversity of the campus environment and provide a welcome contrast to the nearby institutional buildings. The houses further serve as a reminder of the early university community and the individuals who contributed to its growth and reputation.

- Thorson House
2775 Piedmont Avenue
Charles Greene and Henry Greene 1909
Listed on the National Register of Historic Places
Landmark #4, 1975

California architects Charles and Henry Greene established such significant new directions for residential building following the turn of the century that their acclaim was immediate. Most of their work was in Southern California, primarily in Los Angeles, Pasadena, and Berkeley. In 1909, they designed a major example of these architects' work, the Thorson House, now the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity House. The presence of a house of such high quality reflects the elegant Piedmont Avenue neighborhood in 1909 when the house was constructed.

The Greene Brothers had built a house for Mrs. Thorson's sister, Mrs. Robert E. Blankenship in Pasadena, which was the first house in the Greene Brothers' mature style. It is said that Mrs. Thorson was so impressed by her sister's house that she wanted one like it. In November of 1908 sketches had been completed for the Thorson house, and working drawings were dated March 1909. The house was completed in 1910. Architects Charles and Henry Greene developed a personal, handcrafted and artistic expression in wood construction which echoed the ideals of the American Arts and Crafts Movement. The Thorson house is an exquisite culmination of the philosophy of this movement in a fully-realized and completed design which is extremely rare. Both architectural and decorative elements within an overall scheme, have been carefully considered down to the smallest detail. Structural members and decorative elements are pieces of exceptional craftsmanship and design. The design scheme begins at the lot line, the edge of the sidewalk. A roughly textured, unevenly laid and overhopped clinker brick is used for the garden walls that define the boundary between public and private space, and for additional garden walls, entry floors, foundations, and massive chimneys. The design elements on the exterior are present on the interior as well. The finely crafted, smooth, and rounded edges of the exposed wood are used throughout, not only at the front door but at the service entrance.

Different types of exotic wood are used on the interior, adding subtle contrasts in color and texture. The soft and warm colors of natural wood were enhanced by the Tiffany glass light fixtures and painted canvas walls. Mr. William Thorsen was a retired lumberman when he built this house. The house next door, designed by Julius Morgan, is a reinforced house built for a cement contractor.

- Sigma Pi Fraternity
2749 Piedmont Avenue
Frederick Reimers 1928
Landmark #126, 1990

The Sigma Pi Fraternity House (since 1938 the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity House) takes full advantage of its prominent location on the northeast corner of Piedmont Avenue and Channing Way overlooking Channing Circle. It is a wide L-shaped building in a freely eclectic Meditarranean Revival style, featuring belkik veneer and a red tile roof. A central entry pavilion is flanked by wings that each contain a brick set of large arched French doors opening onto the belvedere front terrace. The architect was Frederick Reimers, a 1915 graduate of the University's School of Architecture. The Sigma Pi House replaced a turimated Victorian house built in 1894 for an Oakland attorney. After the construction of Memorial Stadium, fraternity houses began being built along Piedmont Avenue; during the 1920s and 1930s they were designed to fit the existing residential neighborhood. The Sigma Pi House gives the impression of a grand home, even large single-family house, such as 2313, 2325, and 2336 Piedmont Avenue, all designed by Julius Morgan between 1905 and 1914, have been converted to student housing.

- Colby House
2901 Channing Way
Julian V. Vorse 1909
Landmark #29, 1985

This large three-story house is an important example of Julian Vorse's work during the early period of his career and merges the Craftsman/Single Room bungalow of Charles Keeler and the Biltmore Club. He trained under Albert C. Little as the latter's first associate and came to the Berkeley Bovard School of Architecture for his last year of study. This merging of the informal and academic is the basis of the First Bay tradition, a philosophy of design that produced a distinctive regional bungalow type at the turn of the century. This house has had no major alterations and its interior has been restored. The house was built for William R. Colby, an 1898 graduate of the University of California, and he practiced mining law in San Francisco. He joined the Sierra Club and was elected as the Club's secretary, a post he held until 1901. In 1901 he and John Muir established the Sierra Club's annual holiday tours into the Sierra and its continuation to Los Angeles after the death of Muir in 1914. His contribution to the Sierra Club was documented in the Sierra Club's Spring 1992 issue of its magazine commemorating "100 Years of the Sierra Club."
California Schools for the Deaf and Blind
State Architects Office 1920-1957
Founded 1860
2601 Warrington Street
Listed on the National Register of Historic Places
(Landmark #22, 1971)

The Asylum for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind (in 1905, the California Institute for the Deaf and Blind) was founded in San Francisco in 1860, and originally supported by private donations. In 1866 the State Legislature began providing full support and also allocated funds for new buildings. The Berkeley site was selected because of its proximity to the future state university campus. The school opened in 1869 in a large stone building, which was destroyed by fire in 1875. When the campus was rebuilt, it was decided that several separate buildings were safer than a single large one. By 1887 there were twelve buildings on the campus and a student body of approximately one hundred.

Beginning in 1929 the nineteenth-century brick buildings were replaced by new reinforced concrete and steel buildings in the Mission Revival style. They have red clay tile roofs and are arranged in a series of garden courtyards. The campus' design is attributed to State architect, Alfred Zickler.

Waring Wilkinson was the superintendent of the school from 1865 until 1899. He is credited with moving the school from San Francisco to Berkeley and for changing the name from "asylum" to "institute" in 1905 to emphasize the educational nature of the school. Several graduates went on to notable careers. Theophilus Pope d'Estrada, a deaf mute born in 1862, grew up and attended the University of California and later taught there. Douglas Tilden became a nationally recognized sculptor.

In 1931 the California Schools for the Deaf and Blind moved from Berkeley to Richmond. After a long struggle by the University to acquire the 137-acre campus, the schools' location was purchased for the University and named Claire Kerr Campus, after a former President of the University.

Sources:
Berkeley Landmarks
An Illustrated Guide to Berkeley, California's Architectural Heritage
Text by Susan Winkelpleck Garoy
Published by The Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association

---

To give some perspective on Olmsted's work in Berkeley, the following quotations have been chosen from "The Practice of Frederick Law Olmsted," Volume V The California Frontier 1853-1865, The John Hopkins University Press.\n
The chief landscape feature of Olmsted's plan for the private residences at Berkeley was a densely planted green background that would hide the bleak middle distance and brighten the beauty of distant views of water, hills, and clouds. This concept of foreground treatment was fundamental to Olmsted's design approach in semiarid regions. The most ingenious aspect of his design at Berkeley - and he repeated it on other hillside sites - was that the foreground of one residence became the green middle distance of residences further up the hill. Thus, the requirements for landscape beauty of foreground, middle distance, and distant prospect were fulfilled. Page 154.

"I need not say that the great puzzle of our profession for the future, for your part," he told his son, "is going to be how to deal satisfactorily with the difficulties of the more arid parts of our continent. The man who solves that problem, Olmsted was convinced, would be at the head of the landscape architecture profession." Page 154.

The landscape design reports in this volume also present the first steps of Olmsted's development of his ideas on the style of planting and planting that should take place in the semiarid American West. His sense of what was "appropriate," the importance of respecting the "genius of the place," which he had learned from English writers, was already leading him to abandon the English-landscape-inspired style in which he had previously designed in the East. Charles E. Sawyer, p. 409.

Portion of a letter to the Reverend R.H. Willey dated June 29, 1866... The locality which you have selected is presumed to be judiciously chosen in respect to its proximity to San Francisco. Although it has the advantage of closeness to a large town, however, the vicinity is nevertheless as yet not entirely in a rural and a somewhat distant condition, since not only all small families of farmers only having an established home within half a mile of it. This is its chief defect, and the first requirement of a plan for its improvement is that it should present sufficient inducements to the formation of a neighborhood of refined and elegant homes in the immediate vicinity of the principal College buildings. Page 554.

What, then, are the requisites (exterior to private grounds) of an attractive neighborhood, besides good neighbors, and such institutions as are tolerably sure to be established among good neighbors? The most important, I believe, will be found in all cases to be that of good "outlook" from the private grounds, whether with reference to social visiting, or merely to the pleasures of occasional changes of scene, and more extended free movement than it is convenient to maintain in the means of exercising within private grounds. Page 554.
For this purpose the common roads and walks of the immediate neighborhood, at all times of the year, must be neither muddy nor dusty, nor rough, nor steep, nor excessively exposed to the heat of the sun or the freeness of the wind. Page 556.

The desideratum of a residence next in importance will be points in the neighborhood at which there are scenes, either local or distant, either natural or artificial, calculated to draw women out of their houses and private grounds, on which they will at least form apparent objects before them when they go out. Page 555.

Next to points at some distance from a house commending beautiful views, it is desirable to be able to look out from the house itself upon an interesting distant scene. Page 555.

The first and most essential condition of a home, is domestic seclusion. It is this which makes it home, the special belonging of a few. If it is not attractive within itself, and orderly and generally within itself, and made so by, or for the sake of, the family, it is no home, but merely a camp; an expedient of barbarism made use of to serve a temporary purpose of a civilized family. Page 555.

For the purpose of securing what was necessary to be supplied upon your ground to give it the advantages which have been described, and others, generally recognized to be essential to a neighborhood of the best form of civilized homes; I visited it under a variety of circumstances, in summer and winter, by night and by day, and I now propose to state what are its natural conditions; what are the artificial conditions required, and how these may best be secured.

First. - In respect of soil, exposure, natural frame and water supply, your ground is, to say the least, unsurpassed in the vicinity of San Francisco.

Second. - There are few if any suburbs which command as fine a distant prospect. The undulations of the ground and the difference of elevation between the upper and the lower parts give the advantage of this prospect in the main features to a large number of points of view, so situated that the erection of buildings and the growth of trees at other points will be no interruption to it.

Third. - With respect to climate and adaptation to the open door occupation, persons who had resided upon the ground or who had frequent occasion to cross it, having stated that the sea-winds which nearly everywhere else near San Francisco are in summer extremely heavy, chilling and disagreeable to all, and often very trying to delicate nervous, were felt at this point very little, I gave this admired advantage particular consideration.

I have visited the other suburbs of San Francisco and studied them with some care, and, without being able to express a definite estimate of the degree of difference between their climate and past of Berkeley, and without being able to assert from my limited observation, complete and constant, I think that I am warranted in endorsing the opinion that the climate of Berkeley is distinguished for a peculiar serenity, cheerfulness and healthfulness. Pages 556, 557, 558.
In August 1961, the college bought from Orin Simmons the tract of land through which Piedmont Avenue now runs; Willey had purchased a lot there and was preparing to build the first house in the Berkeley neighborhood. A Mr. Palmer was anxious to purchase a lot near him. Willey told Olmsted he had written Palmer "that I will inform him immediately on the receipt of the proper map from you, setting forth streets, dimensions, etc., of that particular vicinity." Planning these sizable lots was more urgent than completing the overall plans for the college grounds.

When Willey explained: "Others are looking that way with the idea of purchasing as soon as we get the map, i.e., the map of that particular part of the Olmsted tract. For the other parts we are in no haste." Olmsted drew up a plan for the area, "showing the Park and Piedmont Way, as ground reserved for public purposes," which the trustees of the college adopted on October 3, 1965. (The Park was presumably the square that appears on the 1866 Berkeley Neighborhood plan as the "Public Garden.")

No map of Piedmont Avenue has been found which is signed by Olmsted or by Edward C. Miller, who surveyed the Berkeley grounds for him and left with him for New York on October 13, 1965. However, a map of the area south of Strawberry Creek and bounded on the west by Audubon and College streets and on the south by Dwight Way, bearing in its title the attribution as laid out by F.L. Olmsted, was adopted by the trustees of the college on May 5, 1966. This plan now provides for Olmsted's public garden, the area that he set aside for it in his original plans for the campus.

The stadium represents the nationwide boom in intercollegiate athletics — especially football. In the early 20th century, it was among the first dozen major stadiums built in the United States. The stadium also represents an important moment in the history of town-gown relations in Berkeley — its location and construction caused an early, serious, breach between the university and the city and community.

The stadium is significant as an example of a collegiate sports stadium; with 70,000 seats, it was among the largest in the country when built. It was important as an element in a campus plan — an example of Roman classicism, the work of distinguished designers including the architect John Galen Howard. In its stylistic relationship to other buildings, the design expresses the relationship of various aspects of university education and life to an ideal of education.
also involved substantial opposition from property owners whose houses were moved or whose views were ruined and from citizens who objected to the destruction of a beautiful natural area. In words similar to those used in Berkeley, southside residents objected to the traffic congestion and parking problems which would be created by the stadium. For an examination to the university, Professor of Philosophy Charles E. Kleber, who lived at 45 Canyon Road on Panoramic Hill, sold his house, left the university, and moved to Los Angeles in protest of the new stadium.

The University of California football stadium was also built as a memorial to University of California alumni who had died during the First World War.

Several aspects of the stadium’s design were directly related to its potential as a money maker. At that time, the Big Game was the only notational sell-out, but the likely receipts for that game were so great that it is not far-fetched to say that the stadium was designed for the Big Game. This stadium was planned so "the sun in mid afternoon on November 20 (approximate date of the Big Game) will strike the field at right angles to the direction of play lines allowing the best conditions for use."

The Strawberry Canyon site was very different from the other sites considered when they were all on flat or nearly flat land. This site was at the mouth of a canyon at the base of the Berkeley hills. The site was uneven and was crossed by Strawberry Creek and by two fault lines. The different conditions of this site required fresh thinking about the nature of the stadium. Of the sites considered the Strawberry Canyon site was by far the most difficult to build upon. The natural topography was a narrow canyon mouth. Charter Hill (later called Tight Head Hill) rose steeply on the north side of the canyon and Panoramic Hill did the same on the south. Strawberry Creek ran west through the canyon and down through the main campus. The Hayward Fault runs north-south through the middle of the site and emerges at the northeast end and at the southeast. A secondary fault runs east-west through Strawberry Canyon.

The stadium grounds consisted of 22 acres altogether, 10 acres of which were already owned by the university, and six acres of which were purchased from private owners. The area was much desired for its natural and domesticated beauty. The university land was part of a larger area that previously had been purchased for a reservoir and had been designed as a bird and wildlife sanctuary. A botanical garden and nursery had been established there. This beautiful spot was a popular place for picnics and outings. To take advantage of the setting, a residential neighborhood of large houses was developed on the south and west of the site, on Panoramic Hill and along Piedmont Avenue. The private land which was purchased was between College and Piedmont Avenues on the north side of Panoramic Way. Six houses on this land were moved at a cost of $265,000. Some of the houses were moved across the street to lots on Piedmont Avenue where they joined an existing enclave of residential properties. Eventually this area was acquired by the university, but some of its houses still remain in a row facing the stadium.

To open a space large enough for the stadium and its grounds, to create a level site and to build up an earth bowl for the stadium and its grounds required the removal of a huge volume of soil and rock. This was accomplished by blasting and hydraulic. The letter as was done in the goldfields before 1882. Lines of horse-drawn wagons carried away the material. An ellipsoidal mound was built up around the field created. The lower half of all the seats and all the seats on nearly half of the stadium encompassing its entire east side, rested directly on the mound created by the excavation contractors.

Fraternity was recognized during the design process as a critical feature of the stadium from both a financial and a social point of view. This was because the usefulness of the stadium depending upon the ability of Stanford and California to play their annual football game on it. Stanford had previously paid for its new stadium almost completely in its opening game with California.

Construction of the stadium was not delayed by the Berkeley fire of September 17, 1923 which destroyed some 500 homes in the North Berkeley hills and threatened the campus. The high pressure water line for the excavation of the site at the stadium site proved helpful in fighting the fire. There was no reported damage to the stadium project itself. The stadium, including the land, was completed at a cost of $3,890,000 in time for the first Big Game between California and Stanford on November 21, 1923. Attendance was 73,000, the largest ever to attend a football game in the Western United States.

In the decades after World War II many changes were made to the stadium and grounds. Artificial turf replaced grass only to be replaced by grass again. The Press Box was built along the west rim. Stacks were enclosed beneath the seating on the west side for office and special use. Plans were made to previously being in a curve through the area where Kieberger Field now stands, was realigned to connect directly with Gayley Road and provide a more direct driving route across the eastern end of the campus.

LETTER C217

Origins

International House Berkeley was part of the larger “International House Movement,” founded by Harry Edmonds who, as a young man working for the Young Men’s Christian Association in 1909, had a chance meeting with a Chinese student. Edmonds’ annual “Good morning” on the steps of the Columbia University library provoked the startled response: “I’ve been in New York three weeks, and you are the first person who has spoken to me.” Moved by this experience, Edmonds investigated the situation of foreign students in New York City. Attempting to counter the loneliness and isolation of these students, Edmonds and his wife, Florence, started to have tea and Sunday supper in their home. By 1918, this practice led to the development of the Cosmopolitans Club. By 1925, the Club included over 600 students representing more than 45 countries, and its activities consisted of excursions, social events and housing assistance.

Convinced of the need to find a place where foreign and U.S. students could live together and thereby promote international understanding, Edmonds encouraged John D. Rockefeller Jr. to build International House in New York City. Funded by Mr. Rockefeller at a cost of $35,000,000, it opened in 1924 as a residence and program center which served about 200 students. As its first director, Edmonds saw it as a place where people of diverse national and cultural backgrounds—without restrictions as to color, race, creed or sex—could share the common experience of everyday life: a place where person-to-person contact would contribute to combating ignorance, prejudice and misunderstanding.

The immediate and continuing success of International House New York spurred Rockefeller to extend the idea. In 1926, Edmonds traveled west to evaluate possible locations for a second International House. Berkeley, California, was selected because the Bay Area was the U.S. point of entry from the Orient and gained the largest number of foreign students on the West Coast (its three days about 1905). John D. Rockefeller Jr. gifted $1,100,000 to the University of California, Berkeley, in the establishment of International House Berkeley in 1929. In a letter to President of California President, Robert Gordon Sproul, Rockefeller outlined his reasons for the gift:

“The idea of establishment of this institution on the Pacific Coast was suggested by the success of a similar one on the Atlantic Coast, in New York City, which has become so well and favorably known throughout the world. By bringing together in amicable cooperation the educated young people of all lands, many of whom will in years to come sit as members in their several countries, and by giving them the full opportunity for frank discussion on terms of equality, there is being performed, I believe, a service for the well-being of the world; the importance of which is difficult to overestimate. International House has become a vital factor in the daily life of the university, and the importance of which is felt in the daily life and discipline of the university.”

Reopening of I

House Berkeley

International House officially opened on August 4, 1930, with single rooms for 236 men and 115 women. At that meeting, Delfina Beasley, a black reporter for the Oakland Tribune, passionately defended the concept to a disillusioned and vociferous audience. And it was Beasley who stood up to the protests of property owners who insisted that I House would cause Berkeley to be overrun with Rascals and Asians.

Allen Bladell was an accomplished tenor and member of the San Francisco Opera. He was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Pomona College who had developed a cross-cultural awareness during his teaching assistantship at the University of California, Berkeley. In his appointment, Bladell encountered considerable resistance in the community. There was resistance to men and women living under one roof, to the noise of a tenement, and to the notion that people of color would live with whites in an integrated setting. For many, it was simply incredible. Mary Berkeley landlords protested the construction of the House, fearing an influx of foreigners. More than 800 people gathered in Berkeley to protest racial integration in the proposed International House.
11.2C.217 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C217

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C217-1

The comment does not cite the studies that demonstrate that traffic signals cause speeding and stop signs enhance a driver’s ability to stay within the posted speed limit. The University notes, however, that in recent years several Bay Area cities have implemented signal timing plans that encourage drivers to drive the speed limit, either through coordinated timing along a corridor that allows drivers to “hit the green” if they travel at the speed limit, or through stand-alone intersections that have advance detectors that turn the light red if a speeding car approaches. The University will request that the City of Berkeley consider these methods of speed control when and if the signals at Piedmont/Bancroft, Piedmont/Durant, and Derby/Warring are designed and constructed. See also Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand, and Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation.
To: Chancellor Robert M. Berdahl  
200 California Hall  
University of California  
Berkeley, California  

From: Berkeleyans For a Livable University Environment  
(Contact: Carl Friberg at (510) 548-5083 or at 1685 Arch St., Berkeley)  

Date: June 10, 2004  

Re: 2020 Long Range Development Plan Response
INTRODUCTION

My name is Carl Friberg; I've lived on Berkeley's NORTHSIDE for 38 yrs.

On behalf of Berkeleyans for a Livable University Environment, or BLUE, as we call ourselves,
I want to thank the City Council for the extended time you have granted us to respond to the LRDP.

We represent a new umbrella organization with members from all over the City:
Le Conte Neighborhood Association
Willard Neighborhood Association
Claremont-Elmwood Neigh. Assoc.
Northside Neighborhood Association
Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Blvd. Watch
Dwight-Hillsde Neighborhood Assoc.
Panoramic Hill Neighborhood Assoc.
Benvenue Neighbors Association
McKinley Addison Alston Grand Neigh. Assoc.

We want a livable university environment.
That is why many of us have chosen to make Berkeley our home.
However, we fear this is on the verge of disappearing;
it certainly will not exist in the future if the Long Range Development Plan is implemented as NOW envisioned. UC has already had enormous detrimental effects. And since the University has for all practical purposes been ignoring us individually.

**As AN ORGANIZATION** we felt we would be more effective. We came together out of a need to convince **YOU**, To defend our city,

**To defend us,**

**And to defend our future.**

The California Master Plan for Higher Education, the last Master Plan agreed upon *with* the communities in which UC and CSU have a presence; the University of California decided for the *good of both* to limit student enrollment at Berkeley Campus to 27,500 students.

**BUT,** The University chose to *break* their promise to the City of Berkeley. Now accommodating well over 30,000 students and with less emphasis on education and *much, MUCH more* emphasis on research and development; UC is looking more like an industrial park on a nice hillside, instead of a great institution of higher learning.
AND,
To no surprise, **we**, the relatively small community in which the large university makes its home, have a long list of contentious issues associated with the growth of the campus.
The LRDP projects **over 2 million square feet** of additional space—and most of that beyond the perimeter of the campus park.
**And**, let us not forget, along with the University come other Tax Exempt institutions.
Why should the residents of Berkeley be subsidizing research?

The University knows many of their impacts are **significant**.
This is true, and then they add the word “unavoidable”.
The “unavoidable” is **FALSE**!
The LRDP is severely deficient in analyzing, or even mentioning, alternatives for enrollment, sites for facilities, and transportation options.

*For example: UC Extension, which brings a lot of cars into Berkeley, could easily locate facilities near a BART station in Oakland. (I believe there is an unoccupied building and lot there right now, between 11th and 12th on Broadway; adjacent to their property that houses the system wide offices, that our good neighbor Oakland would love to see occupied.)*
The point is, there are ALTERNATIVES!
Until the LRDP shows movement toward the Kerr Master Plan for Higher Education, it is unacceptable. Until the LRDP considers the many unmentioned alternatives, it is unacceptable. Period.

Somehow the great University of California must learn how to keep their promises to the City of Berkeley, and not walk away and forget us as soon as they get what they want.

In the 1960’s UC agreed to work with the community, Now, just two weeks ago, the University’s Office of the President was in Sacramento fighting tooth and nail, the efforts of our Assembly Person Loni Hancock to include modest and very reasonable provisions for State Institutions to include community involvement in their decision process.

Does this sound like cooperation to you?

OR,

Last week when they turned down your request for an extension to the 60-day comment period on something that is going to affect us for 60, or 100 years.

Does that sound like cooperation to you?

(It sounds more like them telling us, what they want, and we get, like it or not!)
And UC certainly has **NO** intention to magically stop growing in 2010 as they *also* promised you last Tuesday.

Unless Berkeley takes **STRONG** action **NOW**, we will see more of the same in the next 15 years, which we have seen in the past 15 or 30 years.

Do not get us wrong, we are *not* opposed to all development; you and the University will find a lot of community support for a project such as the Museum-Hotel-Conference Center in downtown Berkeley.

AGAIN,
THERE ARE ALTERNATIVES TO THIS LRDP, WHICH HAD **ZERO** COMMUNITY INPUT;
AND THIS, THE GENERAL PLAN, WHICH HAD OVER A 1000 HOURS OF COMMUNITY INPUT;
**THE CITY AND THE UNIVERSITY CAN WORK TOGETHER.**

See appendix A for copy of letter requesting communication that was hand delivered to the Chancellor and Office of Community Relations: example of letter that has gone unanswered to this date.

See appendix B, *Berkeley Daily Planet*, for many alternatives to in lieu tax payment plans that have been used successfully.
BLUE Presentation on Neighborhood Environmental Impacts

(1) cumulative impacts inadequately addressed:

- This EIR is woefully inadequate. It does not disclose its responsibility for the now claimed "unavoidable" cumulative environmental impacts for ALL of the University development undertaken since the 1990 UCB LRDP.

(2) traffic and housing impacts and mitigations not explored:

UCB promotes itself as an international leader on environmental issues, but here in its at-home setting, it is slow and recalcitrant.

For example, arteries and collectors are congested, noisy and air polluting & our neighborhoods are inundated with traffic and parking—all because the Regents have not planned employee jobs and housing near to each other, have not provided adequate student or faculty housing and have built little or no housing on campus in decades.

housing—

Thousands more students and little UC provided housing has had the predictable effect of pushing working people out of Berkeley, reducing affordable housing as transient turnover takes units out of rent control and reversing the balance between permanent and temporary Berkeley residents—all impacts neither adequately disclosed nor appropriately mitigated

Transportation -The University has not put its resources and knowledge into creating a sustainable transportation system: UC can mitigate with a "no net increase in cars" agreement, like other universities in Seattle, Boulder, Palo Alto & West LA, successful programs which prevent student cars on campus, reduce traffic & get employees onto public transit (using free staff EcoPass, Commuter Checks and other incentives). UC can pay for effective parking enforcement of RPP zones and can invest its parking permit funds in housing subsidies. Its transportation impacts are not unavoidable.

(3) inadequate alternatives: This LRDP will lead to more development off-campus (1,350,000 gsf) than on (1,100,000 gsf) yet UC's
significant and pervasive environmental neighborhood impacts are planned to worsen. Much of the system-wide increases and planned industrial research park development could have gone and still could go elsewhere in the State.

The analysis of impacts and alternatives can not properly be limited to this campus but must be extended to the entire UC system. The Regents acts as though UCB is an institution alone, its impacts and alternatives unrelated to Lawrence Berkeley Lab or the other UC campuses when it's required to weigh alternatives available throughout California not just in Berkeley but has not done so.

Concluding remarks:

No more UC development unless UC cleans up its environment -- we need effective noise, air & toxic pollution reduction, RPP enforcement, trash and Strawberry Creek watershed toxic cleanup and restoration, and sustainable population, housing, services, traffic and transportation solutions. We urge you to Stand up, use all of your resources and initiative. Sue if that's what it takes. The viability of Berkeley as a City is at stake. Be effective leaders in requiring UC to become the home town environmental leader. The City must do its job --serve and protect us, its citizens. No development without adequate and effective environmental mitigations solving impacts. Do not settle for less than what each Berkeley resident needs from UC as we will not settle for less than what we need from the City of Berkeley.
Good evening.
My name is David Nasatir and I have been a Berkeley voter since the times when Berkeley collected taxes from business located on Telegraph Avenue north of Bancroft Way. A time when students and faculty found affordable housing north of Bancroft Way on College Avenue and on Gayley Road; times of revenue and resources long gone due to University expansion.

I am here at the request of my neighbors to remind you of the adverse impacts we already suffer due to University expansion. I am here to remind you that we are already endangered by overflow parking from the Space Science Laboratory. Parking that requires residents, including school children, to walk in the traffic lanes of Grizzly Peak in order to reach public transportation. Overflow parking that makes access by emergency and service vehicles extremely difficult and egress by residents always difficult and, at times, impossible.

I am here to present you with a petition signed by nearly 200 residents of the Summit Road, Grizzly Peak neighborhood in just two days.

We ask that you respond to our concerns regarding the inadequacy of the EIR for the University’s Long Range Development Plan. We provide a comprehensive, detailed list of those concerns, we suggest viable alternatives and we ask that you represent us effectively.

We ask that you reject the unstated assumption that only environmental issues should be of concern and we ask you to consider the adverse social impacts of the proposed development as well. We ask you to recognize that irreversible social impacts and economic compensation are not always fungible.

We ask that you show the steely resolve and the political will that we know you are capable of and that you take immediate, strong and positive action to prevent
the proposed development of 100 high-density housing units in the Grizzly Peak/Centennial Drive area.
BLUE Presentation on Neighborhood Environmental Impacts
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No more UC development unless UC cleans up its environment -- we need effective noise, air & toxic pollution reduction, RPP enforcement, trash and Strawberry Creek watershed toxic cleanup and restoration, and sustainable population, housing, services, traffic and transportation solutions. We urge you to Stand up, use all of your resources and initiative. Sue if that's what it takes. The viability of Berkeley as a City is at stake. Be effective leaders in requiring UC to become the home town environmental leader. The City must do its job -- serve and protect us, its citizens. No development without adequate and effective environmental mitigations solving impacts. Do not settle for less than what each Berkeley resident needs from UC as we will not settle for less than what we need from the City of Berkeley.
I am Dean Metzger,

When I was asked to be part of Blue I was impressed with the number and quality of people willing to be participate. Their willingness to put in long hours to research and publish their findings is amazing. Then to come together with a common voice is even more amazing.

You have heard many of Blue’s concerns.

If more time was allowed, more details could be presented.

Blue rose out of the concerns that the residents are not being heard by our elected officials – you, and the City staff we pay to provide the services and protection we need to shield us from the Universities oppressive plans for our neighborhoods.

The neighborhoods surrounding the Central Campus are at a crossroads. Either they survive as mixed residential or they become an extension of the Central Campus.

The Universities expansion will impact the whole City.

The detrimental physical impacts and reduced funding will affect all of us. You, our elected officials have the power to help us, if you have the will.

You must direct the Staff to deal with the University’s plans in the context of the City’s General plan.

If you don’t and Staff continues to be a planning partner with the University,
our city will become the University City, if it hasn’t already.

Blue has the political will to change the environment our neighborhoods have to live with.

You, our elected officials must decide if you represent the residents or the University of California.

Blue wants to work with all of you – The City Council, City Staff, and the University.

Blue would hope that legal remedies would not be necessary.

But if they are, you must have the will to use them. Blue does not accept the premise that the University is immune to this course of action.

If this is not possible, Blue will continue to work with all of the neighborhoods in Berkeley to make it happen. Blue will seek support from all of Berkeley’s citizens.

The time is now, Blue hopes you will work for the residents of Berkeley who have given you the power and authority to represent us.
LRDP Presentation by BLUE (June 1, 2004)
Comments by Doug Buckwald

The suggestion has been made this evening that some members of our group are simply engaging in “UC bashing”. This is not the case at all. We certainly are aware of and appreciate the contributions that UC makes to our community. The problem is this: Over the past years, we have all approached UC in good faith to try to resolve problems caused by University expansion and other UC activities, but our concerns have either been trivialized or ignored completely. We could bring in a thick binder filled with letters to UC officials that have been ignored. It seems that whomever we write to, the letters all seem to funnel down to the lowest common denominator—the office of community relations. And from this office, we get letters that may or may not respond to our requests for information, but never result in any action. We have not been able to meet with UC officials who have any decision-making authority about these quality of life issues.

That is why we have come together as a united front of neighbors from across the city. All of us have been systematically ignored by UC. And now we look to you, our elected representatives, to take a strong stand to protect the remaining quality of life in our community.

We applaud the efforts of Mayor Bates and Loni Hancock in Sacramento to try to pass legislation that will require UC to pay adequate compensation for certain negative impacts on our city. We also appreciate the efforts of City staff to work on responding to the LRDP. In fact, BLUE has already met with City staff about the LRDP, and the meeting was very productive. Members of BLUE spoke in general terms tonight about these issues because we know that City staff are preparing specific responses to the points in the LRDP.

I would like to focus on one particular concern of mine: Most of the work done so far by the City seems to be aimed at obtaining financial compensation for negative impacts. This will not be enough. If money changes from point A to point B somewhere, but we are still left with significantly degraded neighborhoods, then we have not been helped. We need changes in operations and land use by UC to restore the lost quality of life in our neighborhoods.

The City needs to ask for specific actions that UC must take to mitigate the damage already caused by past expansion, and also prevent further damage to our community. I have attached a list of twelve issues that the City should address in any negotiations with UC.
We need to get actual quality of life improvements from UC to address the harm that has already been done to many neighborhoods for years now. We need:

1. Open space to compensate for densification,
2. programs to prevent freshmen from bringing cars to campus,
3. programs to get employees, faculty, and staff onto public transit,
4. effective parking enforcement of RPP zones,
5. enforceable off-campus student behavior standards,
6. noise ordinance enforcement,
7. methods to deal with off-campus group housing that creates neighborhood blight and social problems,
8. effective construction mitigations to account for all the harm done to neighborhoods,
9. programs to reduce automobile traffic on major street leading to campus,
10. programs to handle all impacts of UC performances, sporting events, and other special events on local neighborhoods,
11. methods to reach mutually acceptable solutions on land use decisions that impact the community for decades,
12. and above all, a permanent forum in which all stakeholders are represented on issues that involve the university and the community around it.

We need financial accountability, certainly, but we need much more than that.
Sharon Hudson, June 1 City Council, LRDP speech

Good evening. My name is Sharon Hudson. I want to follow up on what my fellow BLUE members have said by describing how UC is helping to destroy one neighborhood—mine.

I live in North Willard near Dwight Way and College Avenue, by the Unit II dorms.

Let’s start with traffic and parking, because this is of great concern to all Berkeleyans.

Like all of Berkeley, we get UC’s traffic. But since Willard is unbarricaded, we get a lot of UC traffic on our small neighborhood streets. And unlike most of Berkeley, we also get all the extra traffic from people circling to find parking, as well as UC’s own commuter parking overflow. I usually have to drive 6 to 12 extra blocks before being able to park within a block of my house. This is because about half of our on-street parking is taken up by UC students and staff. It is we residents who bear the costs and inconveniences of the preferential parking program. But UC is the only reason our neighborhood needs the program, so why isn’t UC 100% responsible for enforcing it?

Meanwhile, due to the parking demand created by UC, some landlords on my block now (illegally) rent parking spaces to UC commuters, which raises the parking prices until their residents are forced join the on-street parking crowd.

Bad landlords and their student tenants lower our quality of life in other ways, too. Our good landlords attract and keep long-term, stable tenants, but transient 20-year-olds preoccupied with school do not object to substandard living conditions. In fact, they often create them. Our block is plagued by litter, party noise, and other problems caused by UC students. All of which require more services from our underfunded City. What does UC do to help? Nothing.

We still have a few single family homes in our area, but what happens to them? Because of the student housing demand and high taxes, when they are vacated by families, they become unsupervised rooming houses. My neighbors down the street are now suing a UC student coop for $110,000. I guess the City did not have the resources to handle this public nuisance. Too bad UC didn’t take any responsibility.

In addition, all over Berkeley, UC students drive a housing market for small units. Across the street from me, beautiful family units have just been converted into tiny student units. As UC’s student population increases, will we have anywhere left near UC where families and older residents can live?

Thus long-term residents are driven away, and each time one leaves, the rent on his or her apartment doubles. Rent control has been Berkeley’s best affordable housing program. But under vacancy decontrol, a transient student population drives rents to the high end of the market, where they stay forever. In addition, population density increases as new residents double up to pay the high rents.

Several long-term residents on Dwight Way have recently moved out because of the noise and parking problems created by UC’s construction at Unit II. These stable tenants and affordable housing units are now lost forever. The construction may be temporary, but the damage it and the University of California has done to our neighborhood is permanent.
Re: <http://lrdp.berkeley.edu>

Dear Mayor Bates and Members of the City Council,

The Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) of UCB's Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) boldly announces "significant unavoidable impacts" in the areas of air quality, cultural resources, noise, traffic, and transportation. It tells us that implementing this LRDP will lead to more development off-campus (1,350,000 gsf) than on-campus (1,100,000 gsf). It acknowledges that existing development will be used more intensively. It asserts that more of the campus growth will result from 60.5% academic staff and visitors than faculty (12.5%) and students (5.2%).

In light of these conclusions, it is reasonable to insist upon a less environmentally onerous alternative than the proposed LRDP. At Tuesday's meeting and discussion of the document, please remember that the City could, and in my opinion should, make the case for alternatives to the project including "reduced enrollment and employment growth from 2020 LRDP levels", "no new parking and more transit incentives", or "diversion of some future growth to remote sites."

As discouraging as the DEIR conclusions might be, a careful look at the environmental analysis suggests that impacts have been underestimated still. With a more comprehensive description of the Campus Environ, impacts would have been even greater as a review of the LRDP with respect to Panoramic Hill will illustrate.

After four years of correspondence asking UCB administrators about the status of TV broadcast lights at Memorial Stadium, Panoramic Hill residents find our answer embedded in this thick LRDP text. We are told under "Areas of Controversy" that "light and glare impacts (will result) from future use changes at Memorial Stadium" (page 2-1) (comment in parenthesis added), but that "light and glare impacts" can be mitigated to be less than significant by using "shields and cut-offs."

To reach this conclusion, the following facts were omitted:

(1) that the Stadium is at an elevation relative to most of the population of the City. In other words, this is not just the problem of a neighborhood with "low residential density".
(2) that one of the neighborhoods immediately adjacent to the Stadium is located on a
hillside. As a result, some Panoramic Hill residents will be within the arc of light flooding the coliseum size stadium, which is an impact not mitigated by shields and cut-offs. 
(3) that there are unidentified cultural resources within 50 feet of the Stadium, that are listed on the State Inventory of Historic Resources, specifically, the three houses at #1, 9, and 15 Canyon Road.
(4) that a solipsistic analysis and a campus-centric perspective failed to identify view impacts from public corridors on Panoramic Hill.
(5) that the Stadium is at the mouth of Strawberry Canyon and that "future changes at Memorial Stadium" including "noise" and "light and glare" will impact Hill Area biological resources.
(6) that the Memorial Stadium is bisected lengthwise by the Hayward Fault and by ignoring this reality underestimates threats to public safety. In Figure 4.5-1, the Campus Park, the Clark Kerr Campus and the Hill Area Campus are shown in relation to the three different faults while the 22-acre site of the Stadium is omitted. Figure 4.5-3 does little better in identifying the Stadium in relation to landslide and liquefaction hazard zones.
(7) that Memorial Stadium is within the watershed boundary contrary to the representation within Figure 4.7-1, and thus, the analysis fails to identify hydrology and water quality impacts from stadium use and construction.
(8) that the LRDP DEIR is impossibly vague and makes no distinction between an intercollegiate rugby field and a coliseum-size football field. A project specific review tiered off this document will for this reason and others misrepresent the impacts of the proposed project.

The University of California at Berkeley has made some choices in developing this plan. Their choices protect the Central Campus but at the expense of those living in the Campus Environ. Please represent the Community's interests by describing and documenting impacts, which have been unacknowledged by this University. Please demand one of the alternatives to the LRDP be implemented, including diversion of future growth to remote sites.

Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Janice Thomas
BLUE - a member of Berkeleyans for a Livable University Environment
Panoramic Hill Association - member
Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association - Director
Council of Neighborhood Associations - Director
Appendix A
October 10, 2003

Chancellor Robert M. Berdahl
200 California Hall
University of California, Berkeley

Mr. Kerry O’Banion
Principle Planner
300 Architecture and Engineering

HAND DELIVER

Dear Messrs Berdahl and O’Banion:

The Steering Committee of the North Berkeley Neighborhood Association would like to express our deepest concern about UC Berkeley’s newest 2020 Long Range Development Plan. As citizens of Berkeley’s north side neighborhood, we seek to maintain and enhance a high quality living area and healthy environment for our families, for now and future generations in the City of Berkeley.

Our north side is already densely populated and under severe stress with parking, traffic congestion and accidents to pedestrians and bicyclists. We have no public open space in this area. Furthermore, our neighborhood’s air quality and crime rate are already impacted by our proximity to the campus. We feel that UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan is so massive in scale that it is imperative that impacts be evaluated within the context of the long-term livability of our community. Recent development plans on the hillside above Hearst Ave. and in Strawberry Canyon, by the Berkeley Lawrence National Laboratory, will bring an additional unwelcome burden to our residents. As one of the world’s leading universities, UC Berkeley should be part of the solution.

Therefore, we have serious concerns about UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development. In order for all of us to understand these important issues for our community, for our city, and for our university, we urge you to embrace and champion new ideas by creating a clearer channel of communication for real input and feedback in the decision process between UC, LBNL, City of Berkeley and the neighbors in order to create a more livable city and campus community; and ease communications so that this relationship is one that is truly valued, one that can be looked upon as a model by the rest of the country.

Sincerely,
The North Berkeley Neighborhood Association Steering Committee
Carl Friberg, Liz Harris, Fran Segal, Roger Van Ouytsel, Rudy Calderon, Melanie Myers, Jed Parsons

Two originals and one copy to each member
Appendix B
City Tax Burden Skips UC Properties

By RICHARD BRENNEMAN (05-11-04)

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of a two-part series. Part two will appear in the May 14 edition.

In a state plagued by a crumbling infrastructure, troubled schools and an electorate increasingly unwilling to shell out more tax dollars, Berkeley voters are unique among California cities in their willingness to levy new taxes on themselves to fund out libraries, schools and other civic improvements.

But that burden falls mainly on residential and commercial property owners—a dwindling majority in a city dominated by a massive property-tax exempt University of California campus and a host of other exempt properties.

The city’s last study on exempt properties, completed in December, 1994, stated the obvious: “Berkeley has an unusual number of properties which are tax exempt,” ranging “from the University of California campus and properties, government owned properties, Alta Bates/Herrick Hospitals and properties, the Graduate Theological Union and properties, to properties owned by churches, private schools and other tax-exempt institutions.”

The 1994 study estimated that the total tax loss caused by various exemptions on assessed property and even larger unlisted blocks, most notably the UC Berkeley campus, produced an annual tax shortfall of $23.4 million—nearly two thirds of the $36.6 million collected that year from non-exempt property owners, most of them homeowners.

"In conclusion," wrote then-City Auditor Anna Rabkin, "Berkeley's tax exempt institutions create a massive, hidden fiscal impact on the community. The trend of shifting the tax burden onto residential property taxpayers appears to be increasing, both as a result of Proposition 13 and due to the apparent growth of tax exempt institutions."

That Prop. 13—a constitutional amendment passed by California voters in 1978—has inflicted considerable damage on local governments in California comes as no surprise to anyone familiar with its authors, Howard Jarvis and Paul Gann.

The flames of Proposition 13 were fanned by the soaring rise in California property values between 1975 and 1978—the same incendiary force that sent rents soaring and led to rent control in both Santa Monica and Berkeley.

Homeowners, stung by whopping tax increases, eagerly embraced the proposals Jarvis had earlier floated without success. Proposition 13 put a one percent cap on annual tax increases and rolled back assessments to 1975—before the real estate spike that led to its passage.

Proposition 13 inflicted a double blow on local government by including commercial and industrial property under the same tax protections as residential property. By 1997, the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities was estimating that annual non-residential property tax losses to California cities and counties were running up to $5 billion a year.

http://www.berkeleydailypost.com/article.cfm?ArchiveDate=05-11-04&standPage=1
Cities have responded by floating special fee and assessment districts—which, also thanks to Prop. 13, must carry by a two-thirds vote.

A preliminary compilation of non-UC exempt Berkeley property last July came up with a total value of $354 million, with Alta Bates Hospital leading the list with exemptions of $104.6 million, followed by the Graduate Theological Union with $121 million, the Pacific School of Religion with $7.7 million and the Herrick Foundation at $4.3 million.

There is no formal estimate of the value of University of California exemptions, since state-owned property isn't appraised.

Not only are university-owned properties exempt, but so are properties leased by the university so long as they are used for educational purposes. Conversely, university property leased to for-profit companies is taxable.

In Berkeley, the ongoing metastasis of the UC campus onto previously taxable properties led the drafters of the city's December, 2001, General Plan to incorporate Policy LU-35 into the Land Use Element, calling on the city "to discourage additional UC expansion (with the exception of housing) in Berkeley and also discourage the University from removing additional properties from the City's tax rolls."

Nonetheless, the city has bestowed its preliminary blessings on a major UC expansion into downtown—the museum and hotel complex recently vetted by a special Planning Commission task force. While the hotel and convention center would pay property taxes, the museums are exempt by law, as would any other educational uses in the complex.

Exemptions are a problem nationwide, and one partial solution adopted by the federal government and some states to offset losses from exempt properties is the PILOT program, short for Payment In Lieu Of Taxes. The purpose of this program is to provide funds to compensate for property taxes lost on exempt property owned by governments and non-profit and charitable institutions exempt from paying taxes on the real estate they own.

The federal Bureau of Land Management is the country's largest PILOT payer—though the acronym is PILT in federalese—shelling out the lion's share of the Interior Department's $227.5 million in fiscal year 2004 PILOT funding.

Federal military installations and the Department of Energy also make PILOT payments to local governments whose schools, roads and other infrastructure and service elements are impacted by their presence.

Rhode Island offers cities and towns payments amounting to 27 percent of the taxes lost from otherwise tax exempt state owned facilities. Vermont pays cities half of the estimated taxes on state-owned property. Massachusetts also offers PILOT fees to municipalities, though in recent years legislators have severely underfunded the program.

A 1960 Connecticut law mandates that the state pay PILOT fees equivalent to the full share of property taxes to towns hosting state prisons or where the state owns more than half the property in the municipality, and 40 cents on the dollar on state property comprising less than half of the municipality's real estate. A 1978 Connecticut law authorizes state-paid fees of 77 cents on the dollar to replace taxes lost from other all other exempt properties, including hospitals, private colleges and universitites.

In reality, the Connecticut legislature typically underfunds the program, and PILOT fees are prorated based on the amount actually appropriated. For the current fiscal year, one university city—New Haven, home to Yale—pocketed $32.7 million in PILOT fees, considerably less than its full statutory entitlement.

Connecticut's program was launched in 1968, and the original legislation authorized compensation to local government for taxes lost on state-owned property amounting to 100 percent for state prisons and 40 percent for all other state-owned facilities. A 1978 amendment added state compensation of 77 percent of lost property taxes and assessments for hospitals and private colleges and universities.

The Massachusetts PILOT fee program dates back to 1910, and compensates municipalities only from taxes lost on the land itself and not the considerably more valuable buildings and other improvements.

The statewide base for Massachusetts PILOT payments was land valued at $1.86 billion, and authorized payments were based on a statewide rate of $16.58 per $1000 of
assessed land values. The total authorized by law was $30.8 for all municipalities—but legislators only appropriated $21 million, a move decried by state auditor Joseph DeNucci.

Rhode Island launched its own PILOT program in 1986 to reimburse municipalities for the lost property tax revenues on non-profit hospitals and institutions of higher learning, with reimbursement fixed at 25 percent taxes owed on property of equivalent value. Two years later, state hospitals, veteran’s homes, and prisons with more than 100 inmates were added to the list. In 1997 legislators upped the reimbursement rate to 27 percent.

Vermont's PILOT program pays municipalities $1 per $100 in assessed value on state-owned land.

Some institutions offer voluntary PILOT funds. In New Jersey, Princeton University voluntarily pays taxes on otherwise-exempt faculty and graduate student housing and for the president's estate.

But in California, the University of California, the state universities and community colleges are statutorily exempt from local taxes, and they have successfully resisted all efforts to require them to pay any compensation.

It's not that California state government doesn't provide any PILOT funds, observes Peter Detwiler, a consultant to the California Senate Local Government Committee. The most notable payments are made under the Williamson Act Subvention Program, created by the legislature in 1965 to encourage the preservation of "green belt" agricultural regions around municipalities.

Farmers and ranchers who sign contracts to keep their land developer-free have their property assessed based on its value for agricultural use rather than the higher values that would result from exploiting for commercial and residential development.

To make up for the resulting loss of taxes, the state offers compensation—$38 million to counties and $60 million to school districts in the current fiscal year.

Acknowledging that Berkeley might have the greatest property tax losses of any UC campus, Detwiler said that the benefits from sales tax and other revenues generated by the university's presence could significantly mitigate the impact of loss property tax revenues.

The latest proposal to offset some of the costs universities, colleges and other otherwise-exempt public agencies impose on local governments comes from California Assemblymember Lonnie Hancock, a former Berkeley mayor and the spouse of current Mayor Tom Bates.

Hancock’s Assembly Bill 2902 would amend the state Public Resources code to ban public agencies such as UC from implementing plans for developments governed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) that would require other agencies to implement mitigations unless the implementing agency agrees to pay a fair share of the costs.

Both the UC and state university systems have announced their opposition, citing the City of Marina ruling—making the upcoming Supreme Court hearing all the more important for local governments, the state and taxpayers.

With UC Berkeley’s recently unveiled Long Range Development Plan projecting an additional 1.1 million square feet of off-campus development by 2020, Hancock’s measure becomes a matter of critical importance to Berkeley City officials.
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UC Tax Exemptions Rooted In Law and Court Rulings

By RICHARD BRENNEMAN (05-14-04)

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second of a two-part series on taxation issues between the City of Berkeley and the University of California. In the May 11 edition, we compared the Berkeley/UC tax relationship with similar relationships in other university cities around the country.

Under federal and California law, all state and federal property is exempt from taxation, as are public libraries and museums, aerospace museums, churches, hospitals, charitable facilities, nonprofit schools and colleges, nonprofit cooperative housing, nonprofit scientific institutions, burial plots and modifications to buildings to accommodate the disabled.

Berkeley’s biggest non-taxpayer by far is the University of California, and therein lies the rub.

The key to UC’s place in the realm of taxation can be found in two articles of the California Constitution:

- Article IX Section 9 grants the University of California system “full powers of organization and government,” including the full control and management of property.

- Article XIII Section 3 specifically exempts state-owned property from all property tax liability. Two sections of the state Education Code define the UC Board of Regents as a state agency, thus allowing the UC system to qualify for the constitutionally-mandated tax exemption.

Questions involving special assessments levied to finance specific improvements that serve the university have a more complex history.

Just what other governments can and can’t do to collect taxes and fees from the university system has been hashed out in a series of court decisions starting with the unanimous 1929 California Supreme Court ruling in the case of the City of Inglewood v. Los Angeles County.

Three county districts—flood control, sanitation and drainage—tried to collect special assessments from the city, but the state high court unanimously ruled that “while publicly owned and used property is not exempt from special assessments under the constitution or statutory law of this state, there is an implied exemption of such property from burdens of that nature.”

Under that decision, local governments generally paid for the actual services they received, but not the taxes levied to build the facilities that provide them.

A series of decisions between 1979 and 1983—most notably another unanimous state Supreme Court ruling in 1981—led the State Legislature to make a change in the way government agencies pay such service fees.

In two appellate rulings, one in 1979 and the other in 1983, the judges ruled that UCLA was exempt from special assessment fees it had paid under protest to the City of Los Angeles for sewer facilities construction.
The July 21, 1981, high court ruling in San Marcos Water District v. San Marcos Unified School District laid out the definitive legal standard in striking down the water district’s attempt to assess the school district for a capital improvement fee to improve sewer service. Because the capacity fee is a special assessment that has not been authorized by the Legislature, we hold that the school district is not required to pay the fee.


The new law specified that the San Marcos decision “should be revised to authorize payment and collection of capital facilities fees” from governmental agencies, though it set a higher standard for fees imposed on school districts, county education offices, community college districts, UC, the CSU system and any state agencies.

The law places the burden of proof on the taxing agency to justify the costs of the assessments.

Those statutes were reinforced by Proposition 218, a statewide ballot initiative passed by voters in November, 1996, which mandated that local, state and federal agencies can’t be exempted from special assessments unless they offer “clear and convincing evidence” that they receive no benefit from the improvements financed by the fees.

An appellate decision in June, 2003, clarified Prop. 218, limiting assessments that can be collected for “provision of water, light, heat, communications, power, or garbage service, for flood control, drainage or sanitary purposes, or for sewer collection, treatment, or disposal.”

The decision came after the City of Marina sought funds to pay for increased traffic and fire safety facilities needed to meet the needs of the new California State University-Monterey Bay campus.

Though the CSU Environmental Impact Report concluded the new campus would impose fire protection costs and traffic congestion problems on the adjacent community, the university refused to pay anything toward the required improvements. The city sued to force the university to pay mitigation costs under the provisions California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Marina won at the trial court level, but their was reversed by the State Court of Appeal.

The city has challenged the reversal, and the case now set for arguments before the California Supreme Court. Berkeley City Attorney Manuela Albuquerque signed the formal friend of the court brief—drafted by Assistant City Attorney Zach Cowan—siding with the City of Marina on behalf of the League of California Cities and the California State Association of Counties.

Assemblymember and former Berkeley Mayor Loni Hancock has launched a legislative attempt at an end run around the Marina decision in her Assembly Bill 2092, which would mandate that colleges, universities and other normally exempt institutions pay their fair share of impacts on other agencies in projects governed by the CEQA.

Whether an act of the Legislature can trump provisions enshrined in the state constitution is an issue that only the courts can decide. Judging from previous rulings by the state’s high court, Hancock will be fighting an uphill battle.

The courts have also ruled that universities are exempt from building permit and inspection fees when the system is building facilities for educational uses—even on leased property.

In the unanimous 1978 decision Regents of the University of California v. City of Santa Monica, a Southern California appellate court unanimously ordered the city to refund fees it had assessed after the university installed an air conditioning system and moved wall partitions in a leased building in the city.

One area where the courts have consistently allowed local governments to levy taxes is on commercial activities conducted on land owned by colleges and universities.

In a 1975 decision, the appellate court ruled that Los Angeles could levy business taxes on a circus that held commercial performances at Devonshire Downs, owned by CSU-Northridge. The court ruled that a city could assess fees when the university crossed the
line "between governmental and proprietary activity."

The following year, a Northern California appellate court ruled that the City of Berkeley could levy a 10 percent gross receipts tax on Oakland Raiders pro games held at Cal Stadium. The court cited earlier decisions holding that cities were entitled to tax all business activities within their borders. >
11.2C.218  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C218

This collection of documents was originally presented to the Berkeley City Council. It includes several pages of observations which, although noted, do not directly address the content of the Draft EIR. Several appear to be notes for remarks directed to the City Council rather than UC Berkeley. The Thomas letter is a duplicate of comment C185, where responses are located. Some items are not comments on the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR but “…issues that the city should address in any negotiations with UC.”

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C218-1
The Draft EIR evaluates the potential future environmental impacts of implementation of the 2020 LRDP. Projects implemented under the 1990-2005 LRDP are now part of the existing conditions, against which the potential future impacts of the 2020 LRDP are evaluated.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C218-2
The writer’s comments on traffic and parking congestion are noted, although the statement that the University has built little or no housing in “decades” is not correct. The Foothill housing complex was completed in 1990, Cleary in 1992, Manville in 1995, and the College-Durant apartments in 2003. Another 1,100 beds are presently under construction, and the 2020 LRDP envisions up to 2,500 additional student beds by 2020.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C218-3
The additional University student housing now under construction and envisioned in the 2020 LRDP is expected to relieve pressure on the private housing market and make a greater percentage of the many new private units now underway and proposed available to non-students.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C218-4
See Thematic Response 9, which includes a comparison of UC Berkeley to several other urban research universities including those mentioned by the writer.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C218-5 AND C218-6
Research is not a discrete enterprise apart from education at UC Berkeley. Rather, it is integral to both UC Berkeley’s mission as a University and to the provision of both graduate and undergraduate education. See response to comment B7-20.

The rate of growth envisioned for UC Berkeley in the 2020 LRDP is comparable to that proposed for UCLA and UCSF, the other two urban campuses, and lower, often much lower, than other, less intensively developed UC campuses. The substantial increase in the college-age population of California has required a University-wide response in which all UC campuses must accommodate some growth. See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley to Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Handwritten Signature]

Berkeley, CA 94708
Thank you, Ms. Lawrence, for alerting me to this unacceptable plan.

Sue Ann Hulse
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDF) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDF. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecot Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDF) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDF. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecot Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Signature

Address

[Handwritten] 1368 Grizzly Peak

[Handwritten] Address
June 6, 2004

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic it will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we step further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic it will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we step further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Willow Canyon fault lines — hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

134 Hill Road, Berkeley

June 12, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Willow Canyon fault lines — hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

151 Avenue Drive

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Central Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/ or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Central Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/ or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

PS: Would the students prefer to live closer to town?
June 6, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as building and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

1350 Summit Road, Berkeley

94708

June 6, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as building and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

1350 Summit Road, Berkeley

94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Why not use “Peoples Park”, a long term scandal + waste

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

Why not use “Peoples Park”, a long term scandal + waste
11.2C.219-239 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C219 THRU C239

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C219 THRU C239

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Dear Jennifer,

I have several comments regarding the University of California at Berkeley's 2020 LRDP Draft DEIR.

Overall, I found the document both comprehensive and informative. The DEIR will serve a valuable reference tome for planning.

HAZARDOUS WASTE
First, I commend the University for the remarkable reduction in its hazardous waste generation. Over the last twelve years, the total amount of hazardous wastes produced by UCB has decreased by over 50%. This major reduction was not an easy task and is a major achievement that UCB should be proud of. I hope that in the next decade, UCB will continue its aggressive waste reduction policies and achieve even further reductions to offset the growth in its population.

BUILDING SPACE
Currently, UCB has about 13M ft² of building space and is proposing to add an additional ~2M ft² of additional space. Although it is beyond the scope of this letter to comment on the justification for the additional space proposed, I believe that it is important that UCB demonstrate that it is currently utilizing its existing space efficiently, before constructing large amounts of new space. Although constructing new space is very costly, reassigning underutilized space to new programs can be very difficult politically.

However, many organizations have achieved substantial reductions in their space needs by imposing a space charge to all users (an effective rent). For example, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) charges a space charge for all laboratory and office space and as a result has achieved improved space utilization. In addition, there was a recent article in the New York Times describing how corporations have substantially decreased the size of offices that are assigned to employees to decrease their cost in renting space.

BEST PRACTICE - Thus, I would propose that UCB adopt as a best practice the policy of imposing a space charge for all assigned space similar to the one in practice at LBNL. In this manner, UCB would ensure that it is utilizing its existing space efficiently before constructing costly new space to accommodate new programs.

HOUSING
In the 2020 LRDP, the UCB is proposing to increase its headcount of students by 1,650 from the current 31,800 to 33,450 and the number of current employees by 2,870 from 12,940 to 15,810, increases of 5.2% and 22.2%, respectively. To house this proposed increase in the number of students and staff, one would expect that a similar increase in housing was needed.

STUDENT HOUSING
However, UCB is proposing to increase the number of student beds (under construction, design & proposed) by 4,870 beds. This total represents...
over 3,000 beds more that are required to house the anticipated 1,650 increase in student headcount.

STAFF/FACULTY HOUSING

In contrast, UCB is proposing to increase the number of faculty units by 230 and provide no housing for other staff, although the number of employees is increasing by 2,870.

This disproportionate response were almost twice as much student housing is being planned than is needed to accommodate the increase in the student population and less than 10% of the housing needed to accomodate the increase in staffing seems to be poor policy. Such a housing policy will have a major impact on worsening traffic in Berkeley. For example, since only 10% of the students drive, increasing the number of students that live in Berkeley will not substantially decrease the number of commuters. However, since 50% of the staff drive to work, planning to have 90% of the new hires live outside of Berkeley (50% of whom commute by car) will only increase the city's traffic problems. Furthermore, providing substantially more student housing than is required to meet the anticipated increase in student headcount will have a major negative impact on the private rental market in Berkeley which is currently accommodating this population with a high vacancy rate.

Thus, I would recommend that UCB provide or subsidize the purchase of housing for the proposed new staff in a similar proportion as is being provided for the increase in the student population.

BEST PRACTICE- Plan to provide only 1,650 new beds of student housing to accommodate the estimated increase in student headcount. To minimize the transportation impacts of the substantial increase (2,870) in faculty/staff, provide, or subsidize the purchase of, sufficient housing in Berkeley to house the estimated increase in faculty/staff headcount.

Sincerely,

Gordon Wozniak
Berkeley City Council, District 8
11.2C.240 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C240

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C240-1
There have been proposals at UC Berkeley to move toward a market-based system of space allocation. However, one problem with such systems is the disparity in resources among departments. Many UC Berkeley faculty perceive this disparity to be growing, as individual departments become more entrepreneurial to compensate for the continued decline in state support. Space allocation based on ability to pay could, over time, lead to significant inequities in facilities, which in turn could further worsen funding prospects for the leaner disciplines.

While a market-based system is something UC Berkeley may wish to consider in the future, the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan offers an alternative that should be explored first. The final section, “The Path to Implementation”, Action A.12 proposes a more rigorous approach to asset stewardship for precisely the reasons the writer suggests. While A.12 has not yet been implemented in full (although several other actions have), it has the advantage of being an expansion of existing practices without the potential disadvantages of inequity. Note the first action item under A.12, “Guidelines and Required Findings for Location Priority” has been incorporated into the 2020 LRDP as section 3.1.16.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C240-2 AND C240-3
The growth in the number of students is one, but not the only, reason for the proposed increase in student housing. University student housing near campus also provides students with the community of peers and mentors, and the access to academic resources, they require to excel. The targets for student housing in the 2020 LRDP reflect the goals established in the Strategic Academic Plan.

Because the state provides no funds for housing, the entire cost of housing construction, maintenance, and operation must be supported by rents. This in turn requires a conservative approach to inventory expansion, to ensure the inventory does not outpace demand, since each vacancy places a greater debt burden on the balance of residents and drives up the rents required to service it.

While UC Berkeley has extensive experience with student housing, it has almost no experience with faculty or staff housing, and therefore must be cautious in the amount of resources it commits to this new market and product type. The rental faculty housing envisioned in the 2020 LRDP represents a first pilot venture into this market. If it succeeds – in terms of both financial feasibility and its benefits to the academic enterprise – further initiatives could be pursued.

These initial 100 units of housing are prioritized for faculty, rather than staff as the writer suggests, because faculty housing is an established goal of the Strategic Academic Plan. However, the economics are likely to be similar, and the experience with the initial 100 units would inform future initiatives in staff as well as faculty housing.

(Note the number of faculty units has been reduced from 200 to 100 as a result of deleting the units envisioned for the Hill Campus: see Thematic Response 8.)
Response to comment C240-4
See previous response. While Berkeley has recently experienced a significant amount of new, private rental housing construction in the campus vicinity, and rents have declined in part due to this increase in supply, history would suggest this is a temporary condition. Berkeley is a desirable place to live, and the University provides a stable and growing source of prospective tenants, both workers and students. In fact, to the extent new University housing is able to house a greater percentage of UC Berkeley students, more private housing would be available to accommodate the growing staff demand cited by the writer in the previous comment.

Response to comments C240-5 and 240-6
As explained above, UC Berkeley is not yet prepared to initiate a program of staff housing at the scale envisioned by the writer, although to the extent the modest program of faculty housing in the 2020 LRDP succeeds, more ambitious future initiatives would be explored. Such a program, however, would require amendment of the 2020 LRDP if undertaken directly by the University.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

1298 Grizzly Peak Blvd

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Willow Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address:

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Willow Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address:
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of the 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create, is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquakes, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

16 Mosswood Rd.

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of the 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquakes, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

16 Mosswood Rd., Berkeley
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will cause due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Bruce Hayes

June 12, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will cause due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Willow Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Jen Dyer
31 Orchard Lane
Berkeley, CA 94709 (Panoramic Hill)

Jennifer Lawrence
June 6, 2004

University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Willow Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

May H. Loe
109 Hill Rd., Berkeley, Ca. 94708

Signature
Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will drastically impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") that to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Jane Smith
3 Orchard Ln.
Berkeley, CA 94704-1821

Signature

Address
11.2C.241-250  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C241 THRU C250

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C241 THRU C250

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Dear Ms. Lawrence,

Attached please find my comments on the 2020 LRDP. I am also sending a hard copy with signature by mail.

Janice Thomas LRDP. comment letter 6-11-04.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence  
Co-Director, 2020 LRDP EIR  
Facilities Services  
1936 Univerity Avenue #300  
University of California  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1382  

Re: UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan and Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

It is a painful process to read this LRDP and study its Draft EIR in light of the experience I have had as a proximate neighbor of the University of California at Berkeley. I appreciate this opportunity to comment, but it is a right that I am guaranteed by law, as otherwise I have no faith this University administration would grant this privilege. I have noticed the gradual undoing of environmental protections in the 19 years of living nearby and have experienced manipulative encounters that have eroded public planning processes to the point of meaninglessness. It is therefore with great difficulty and a sense of futility that I continue to participate during this public comment period.

This administration boldly announces that the LRDP will cause significant impacts to “air quality, cultural resources, noise, traffic, and transportation”. Yet it chooses not the environmentally superior alternative (L-1) of reduced enrollment and research growth. It claims these impacts are unavoidable when in fact the choice is clearly avoidable and not even well defended. The plan enables an influx of research money that will continue the nascent trend of devolution into a research park rather than an undergraduate and graduate campus of higher education and learning.

The extent of the impacts to the City was learned only gradually upon studying the LRDP and its Draft EIR. The FACT SHEET from the Public Affairs and University Relations Office was not much help as it neglected to mention that, even with mitigations, implementing the plan would result in five significant impacts.

In the instance of the two public hearings, the general public was given a chance to make formal oral comment but was not given the opportunity to have questions answered publicly. Instead, the public was invited to ask questions privately to staff on the side-
lines and during breaks from public comment. In each instance of asking questions, the reply included the phrase, “but don’t quote me on this”. This format, it seems obvious to say, is not therefore a public meeting, but rather a series of private conversations. And this being an early step in the process failed to educate the public, and as a result, everything that hinged upon this incomplete understanding was compromised.

The LRDP and its companion Draft EIR are highly technical documents that have taken some period of time for lay people such as myself to study and absorb. Clarification from the UCB staff would have been helpful. I am disappointed and angered by the staff’s neglect of the public especially in light of the obscene expansion into the city proposed by this long range plan. Only upon carefully reading the LRDP is it clear that it allows more development off-campus (1,350,000 gsf) than on-campus (1,100,000 gsf).

I am writing in a state of awe that this administration believes it can continue to encroach into the City without at some point hurting the University itself. Unchecked growth into the city environs is pure hubris, which at some point will be corrected through forces beyond either the university’s, the city’s, or anybody’s control. One of the most flagrant examples is to intensify use of Memorial Stadium despite being bisected by the Hayward Fault, being built largely on fill, being within 100 feet of Strawberry Creek, and having the effect of essentially trapping Strawberry Canyon hillside neighborhoods in the event of a disaster.

The administration boldly asserts its ambitious plans and does so in the name of an institutional mission. It states that external research funds have increased “in real terms by an average of 3.6% per year.” It also provides data showing as much as a 60.5% increase in academic staff and visitors (Table 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 summary). Indeed “long-term trends in sponsored research” is the stated reason for not choosing the environmentally superior alternative.

However, the argument does not go far enough. First, it cannot be assumed that research growth is necessarily of direct benefit to student education. Indeed, research may support the “institutional entity” while not supporting the “academic mission” per se. A full accounting of funding sources would do much to clarify the relationship between private and public interests. The LRDP needs to also specify the number of students engaged in the research which grows at this exponential pace.

A walk through the Haas School of Business is a vivid example of how corporate sponsors have supported the university’s growth and, it would appear, usurp its mission. Names of Fortune 500 companies and their CEOs define rooms, hallways, and other spaces. Whole buildings are named after donors. This is all very well and good if the university is merely a research park with student education as a sideline, but as a public university with its related perks, e.g. constitutional exemptions from zoning, it is wanting. If this university wants to go private, then do so, but not under the guise of a public mission.
Given the increasing privatization of this public institution, and the loss of the moral high ground, I think it’s a mistake to not choose the environmentally superior alternative. The environmentally feasible alternative is to lower enrollment “to a level commensurate with our academic standards and our land and capital resources” and “to lower employment growth.” This seems like the sensible thing to do. Instead the university administrators live off the good will of the past when the University of California at Berkeley really was a public entity.

Given that this LRDP would allow encroachment into the City, we are left wanting a proper explanation. This document fails to give us that explanation. This process fails to honor us with an explanation. We are given a process, and a “hearing”, with seemingly no one listening.

Instead, our fair city administrators are admonished by this university, it would seem, rather than the other way around. They, and we, are to feel beholden by the revenue this university generates and by all the people, who come in during the day to buy goods, partake of services, etc. This is hogwash. It is a cold and materialistic viewpoint, which ignores quality of life issues and environmental impacts, which are equally essential.

With respect to specifics of the long range plan and its environmental review document, I have the following comments:

In general, the LRDP framework for studying land use zones is confusing. The 22-acre Memorial Stadium is included in the City Environs area even though it is “owned by the university” and even though “the areas within the City Environs are similar in consisting mostly of city blocks served by city streets...” (page 3.1-5). Given that the City Environs is “mostly” city blocks, including Memorial Stadium which is accessed partly by university-owned roads (Centennial, Rim, Gayley) is not a neat fit.

The City Environs land use framework is further subdivided into sections north, west, and south. Of these zones, Memorial Stadium is included in the Adjacent Blocks South. This is not just misleading, it is wrong. The Stadium is east of the Campus Park as numerous figures (e.g. Figure 3.1-1) clearly show.

The LRDP and Draft EIR need to inform the reader of the boundaries of the Southside Plan. As you know, the eastern boundary is Piedmont Way, and therefore, anything east of this boundary is not covered or considered in the Southside Plan. This is another reason why it is inaccurate and incorrect to include Memorial Stadium in the Adjacent Blocks South which is discussed in relation to the Southside Plan.

To fully understand the environmental impacts associated with intensified use and continued development of Memorial Stadium, the land use framework should describe Memorial Stadium as a separate entity and not just part of the City Environs Adjacent Block South. The Stadium’s size and the impacts associated with its use justify separating it from other land use zones as otherwise the LRDP is improperly vague. No where, for example, is it clear that the Stadium is at an elevation relative to most of the
population of the City. No where is it clear that the Stadium is located at the mouth of a
canyon and within 25 feet of a hillside neighborhood. No where is it clear that
Strawberry Creek is within 100 feet of the stadium and that the Hayward Fault runs
through it. This LRDP thus obfuscates key pieces of existing development and the
campus and as a result impacts are not identified, and hence not mitigated.

Memorial Stadium is one such piece of “existing development” which needs to be
described in greater detail. It is, for one, a 22-acre site, which is a fact that would seem to
be of relevance. Whether or not there are currently nighttime events at this 22-acre site
would help to define the existing conditions of the existing development and should be
included. Correspondence from four chancellors to the Panoramic Hill Association
supports the conclusion that there is a historic pattern of use, and around which
residential neighborhoods have developed, that is non-commercial and limited to
intercollegiate football. These are some of the features and existing detail, which should
clearly determine the scope of future development at the Stadium and the type of impacts
such development would have.

Because of the deficiencies in describing the existing development at Memorial Stadium,
impacts are underestimated in just about every category. This is especially true in the
areas of aesthetic impacts (that cannot be mitigated given that hillside residences are at
eye-level), seismic impacts, public safety, biological resources, hydrology, and noise.
Because the elevation of the stadium is not revealed and because the proximate
relationship to a hillside neighborhood is not disclosed, shields and cut-offs will not
mitigate light and glare impacts to below significance. In general, references should be
provided in the Final EIR which provide proof that shields and cut-offs reduce light and
glare in hillside environments.

LRDP maps frequently failed to identify the area of the map where Memorial Stadium
would be located. For example, Figure 4.5-3 shows the Campus Park and the Clark Kerr
Campus, but does not identify the Stadium and as such does not reveal that the Stadium
and nearby intercollegiate fields and the Strawberry Canyon Recreation Area are located
in a liquefaction hazard zone. Neither does Figure 4.5-1 show where the Stadium is in relation to the Hayward Fault although the Clark Campus and the Campus Park are
clearly so identified. In other words, the LRDP and its Draft EIR are selective, and dare I
say strategic, rather than objective and comprehensive even at the descriptive level.

The Final EIR needs to more fully describe the transportation corridors that will service
Memorial Stadium, the Hill Area, and the environs of both. This area already has serious
access and egress issues, which are made worse by added developed, intensified use, and
change of use of existing development. Only one road cuts east through the canyon, a
road that will presumably carry an exodus of people depending on the origin of the next
disaster. Moreover, the exodus will be blocked by Campus Park on the west, by the
Canyon on the east, and by two lane residential streets on corridors running east and
west. Yet these inadequate infrastructure conditions are what the university planners
depend upon to build the University’s future.
The housing zone framework is likewise flawed in a way that is especially ridiculous when applied to the Hill Area. The Hill Area lacks grocery stores, dry cleaners, etc. Moreover, transit options to the Hill Area are exceedingly limited. As such, mass transit will not meaningfully reduce traffic impacts in the Hill Area environs.

By looking at only two variables (distance from the center of the Campus Park and commute time to the Campus Park), the housing zone framework is crude and poorly tied to other policies and LRDP objectives. For example, if UC Berkeley’s challenges are in fact “to preserve the character and livability of the city” and “to ensure each capital investment represents the optimal use of public resources” and “to build a strong and vital intellectual community and “to preserve our extraordinary legacy of landscape and architecture” (emphasis added), then faculty housing should not be built near Grizzly Peak. Instead, faculty housing should be closer to the Campus Park in order to meet the challenges head-on. Even those Visiting Scholars conducting research at the Mathematical Sciences Research Laboratory or the Space Sciences Laboratory would benefit from being housed near the Campus Park Community. Living accommodations for faculty and academic staff could be made from rehabilitated structures, e.g. the Anna Head School for Girls, so as to preserve our architectural heritage. In other words, the LRDP provides no inherent justification for building new housing in a remote area far away from the Campus Park. Faculty housing could be located elsewhere.

It is not only unnecessary to build faculty housing near Grizzly Peak; it is unwise. People who live in the vicinity are already threatened by limited egress along Grizzly Peak and Centennial Drive. Egress down Centennial Drive is further complicated by stadium usage and the possibility that egress could be further limited by mass evacuation scenarios of 60,000 people. To invite further disaster by adding 100 housing units, and potentially 200 vehicles, and at least that many individuals, is reckless and irresponsible. Hillside housing is certainly glamorous and would undoubtedly appeal to potential visiting scholars and faculty, but you have not made your case that it is necessary to build at this location.

Moreover, there is no plausible argument that justifies building parking lots where refurbished historic structures should be instead. Hopefully, potential faculty and visiting scholars could be recruited on the basis of housing that brings them closer to the Campus Park community, and city amenities, e.g. famous restaurants, independent bookstores, the Pacific Film Archives, lectures, Zellerbach Hall, noon day concerts, lectures, running trails through wild open space in Strawberry Canyon, swimming pools, etc. Also, the LRDP should provide information about any and all Memoranda of Understanding between the UCB faculty and administration about parking to hopefully illuminate why parking preferences are driving housing decisions.

In general, the area around the Stadium and the Hill Area is gradually being intensively developed by this University without the benefit of any plan other than the LRDP. Examples of development in the eastern end of the campus environs include the following: (1) The last LRDP introduced a disproportionate amount of parking into the area. (2) “Future use changes” of Memorial Stadium would be experienced primarily in
the eastern end of the campus environs. (3) Proposed faculty housing in the Hill Area is consistent with this pattern. (4) A proposed stop light at Piedmont Way and Bancroft Way would erode the suburban ambience of the area and intensify the impacts associated with development in the area. (5) Building in the open space adjacent to the western facade at Memorial Stadium would require removal of a grove of trees that serves to soften the transition zone between the large coliseum and the perimeter of the Campus Park. (6) Three intersections in this area that would have an unacceptable (“F”) level of service (Table 4.12-9) if the LRDP is implemented and are as follows: (a) Stadium Rim Road and Gayley Road, (b) Bancroft Way and Piedmont Avenue, and (c) Derby Street and Warring Street. In these ways, the University plans to further degrade the area of what might best be called East of Campus.

By not looking at the eastern end of the campus environs as a separate and distinct area but instead inappropriately incorporating it into “adjacent blocks south”, it is difficult to appreciate the overall impacts to that part of town. The justification given in the LRDP is that most of the area is owned by the University. This is not a legitimate explanation as the University is obligated per CEQA to identify all impacts independently of whether or not they are owned by the University.

The eastern end of the campus environs is neglected in this LRDP to such an extent that in some of the figures the Panoramic Hill neighborhood has been literally disappeared. For example, Figure 3.1-4 shows Canyon Road, one small section of Panoramic Way, and one side of Mosswood Road, with the rest of the neighborhood omitted. This is altogether unacceptable. If any part of the neighborhood is to be included, then it all should have been included, as it is misleading otherwise. Meanwhile, other buildings even four blocks south of the Campus Park are featured in the same figure.

The Draft EIR also fails to identify numerous historic resources in the Panoramic Hill neighborhood. The historic resources are especially relevant given that the one exception to the mitigation for light and glare impacts would be “those areas where such features would be incompatible with the visual and/or historic character of the area” (page 4.1-19).

Listed in the State Historic Properties Directory and coded either 3S or 4S, these historic resources include the following:

1 Canyon Road – Torrey house (1905)
9 Canyon Road – Hutchinson house, Dean Hayes house (1908)
15 Canyon Road – Charles Rieber house (1904)
4 Mosswood Lane – Steilberg cottage (1930)
Orchard Lane – Mosswood Path
11 Mosswood Lane – WL Jepson house (1930)
13 Mosswood Road – Feldman house (1975)
21 Mosswood Road – Parsons house and Mauser farmhouse (1890)
29 Mosswood Road – Parsons house (1923)
1 Orchard Lane – Steilberg family home (1922)
These properties are located near (within 25 feet in some cases) the Stadium as Sanborn maps would show.

The aesthetic impact analysis fails to differentiate between light and glare impacts from different types of athletic and recreational fields. The University proposed to install 282 TV broadcast quality lighting at Memorial Stadium (see enclosed) in 1999 and 2000, which expands the scope far beyond other intercollegiate playing fields, e.g. rugby. Instead of discussing a range of “lighted athletic/recreational facilities”, the Draft EIR instead lumps these facilities together and provides light and glare mitigations that would be less effective in the hillside context of the 22-acre intercollegiate football stadium.

The view impact analysis is also inadequate. The LRDP and Draft EIR identify view impacts from three perspectives: “public views into the Campus Park, public views out from the Campus Park, and public views of significant visual features within the Campus Park” (page 4.1-7). This analysis totally fails to identify any other view impacts from any other perspective. On Panoramic Way and Mosswood Road alone, views of the Campanile and the Golden Gate Bridge would be blocked by large light arrays at Memorial Stadium. Certainly, the University is entitled to block views, but it must at least document the impact before doing so.

Neither does the Draft EIR analyze the impacts to Hill Area biological resources from “future use changes at Memorial Stadium.” As a matter of fact, nowhere in the biological resources section is Memorial Stadium even mentioned in relation to the Hill Area. In fact, the light and glare, increased noise, and traffic and construction would have considerable impact on biological resources in the Hill Area.

Failing to include Memorial Stadium in the watershed boundary (Figure 4.7-1) compromises the analysis of hydrology and water quality impacts. Significantly, no mention is made of the historic contamination of the creek from Stadium toilet usage during game days. Moreover, no mitigations are identified which would prevent contamination of the creek during future construction at the Stadium. In general, per Berkeley creek ordinance, the Draft EIR should report the distance from the centerline of the culverted creek to the Stadium.

A mistake is found on page 4.7-11 where Memorial Stadium is erroneously described as “Hearst Memorial Stadium.” Do the authors mean the “Hearst Greek Theater” or “Memorial Stadium”?

In closing, the LRDP is a disappointment by virtue of its level of growth in enrollment and research. The environmentally superior alternative should have been selected, as the current incarnation of the LRDP cannot be justified. The environmental review document for the LRDP is also a disappointment in that it failed to adequately describe the environmental context of the project, failed to identify all relevant impacts, and thereby also failed to adequately mitigate those impacts. Finally, the encroachment into the eastern end of the campus environs is especially problematic, as this area has been
intensively developed in a piecemeal way and without benefit of an area plan and will be even more intensively developed if this LRDP is implemented. Your consideration of these problems and issue would be appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Janice Thomas

enclosure
The following table lists the specifications of each light pole and fixture assembly shown on the site plan (see other side).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pole</th>
<th>Mounting Height (feet)</th>
<th>Pole Size (feet)</th>
<th>Elev. (feet)</th>
<th>Pole Bottom Diameter (inches)</th>
<th>Pole Top Diameter (inches)</th>
<th>Diameter of base above ground (inches)</th>
<th># of Light Fixtures per Assembly</th>
<th>Light Assembly Dimensions (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36 (9 x 4)</td>
<td>22 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45 (9 x 5)</td>
<td>22 x 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45 (9 x 5)</td>
<td>22 x 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>36 (9 x 4)</td>
<td>22 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (8 x 3)</td>
<td>19.5 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (8 x 3)</td>
<td>20 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (8 x 3)</td>
<td>20 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (8 x 3)</td>
<td>20 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (8 x 3)</td>
<td>19.5 x 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

*Pole* – Refers to pole locations as shown on site plan.

Mounting Height (feet) – Top of pole in relationship to center point of field, i.e. the top of pole A1 is 132 feet above the ground-level center point of the field. The top of the light assemblies will be a few inches below the top of the pole.

Pole Size (feet) – Actual height of pole from bottom to top.

Elev. (feet) – Ground height of pole in relationship to center point of field, i.e. the bottom of pole A1 is 2 feet higher than the ground-level center point of the field.

Pole Bottom Diameter (inches) – Diameter of each pole at its bottom. Actual dimension used in revised simulations are indicated above. As published in the Initial Study, dimensions of 27 inches at base for “A” poles and 18 inches at the base for “B” poles were assumed. Revised simulations add a maximum of five inches at pole bottom.

Pole Top Diameter (inches) – Diameter of each pole at its top. Actual dimension used in revised simulations are indicated above. As published in the Initial Study, dimensions of 6 inches for all poles were assumed. Revised simulations add a maximum of 9.8 inches at pole top.

Diameter of Base Above Ground (inches) – The bases for poles A1, A2, A3 and A4 are 60 inches in diameter and will project 6 to 12 inches above ground. The bases for poles B1-B5 are flush with the ground.

# of Light Fixtures per Assembly – 24-light assemblies are 8 fixtures wide by 3 high; 36-light assemblies are 9 wide by 4 high; 45-light assemblies are 9 wide by 5 high.

Light Assembly Dimensions (feet) – Maximum dimension of each assembly. Overall dimensions may vary depending on the tilt of the lights when installed and adjusted.
11.2C.251  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C251

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-1
As explained in section 5.1.6, alternative L-1, although the superior alternative from an environmental standpoint, does not fully meet the objectives of the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-2
Research is not a discrete enterprise apart from education at UC Berkeley. Rather, it is integral to both UC Berkeley’s mission as a University and to the provision of both graduate and undergraduate education. See response B7-20 for a more extensive response to this point.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-3
The purpose of the public hearings conducted for the Draft EIR was to enable the public to comment orally and also to have the benefit of hearing others’ comments. However, it would not be responsible for the University to respond directly to those comments at the hearing. First, many of the comments were substantive and required at least some review of the analyses in the Draft EIR in order to prepare a substantive response: given the complex and technical nature of these analyses it is not possible for staff to do this in “real time”.

Second, as expected some topics generated many comments: some differed in their perception of the problem, while others differed in exactly how to address the problem. In preparing its responses to these comments, the University must understand and address the full range of comments on each topic: since the public hearings occurred before the close of the comment period, it was not possible to respond to comments made at the hearing.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-4
The writer’s comments on the general content of the 2020 LRDP are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-5
Research is not a discrete enterprise apart from education at UC Berkeley. Rather, it is integral to both UC Berkeley’s mission as a University and to the provision of both graduate and undergraduate education. See response B7-20 for a more extensive response to this point.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-6
The writer’s comments are noted. The areas of the North and South Adjacent Blocks east of Gayley, although entirely owned by the University, differ in character from the Campus Park. They are separated from the Campus Park by public streets (or University roads with similar functions), and they include a substantial amount of housing, both characteristics more similar to the Adjacent Blocks than the Campus Park.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-7
The comment on the Southside Plan boundary is incorrect. As shown in the figures in the July 2003 draft of the Southside Plan, the eastern boundary of the Southside Plan Area is the rear lot lines of properties along Prospect St.
Response to Comments C251-8 and C251-9

At this point no specific project at Memorial Stadium has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. See Thematic Response 1 for an explanation of how the program level analysis in the 2020 LRDP and its EIR would inform project level review of a future project at Memorial Stadium. While Figures 4.5-1 and 4.7-1 do not show buildings due to scale of the maps, the close proximity of the Hayward Fault and Strawberry Creek to Memorial Stadium is evident.

Response to Comment C251-10

Figures 4.5-1 and 4.5-3 do not show individual buildings, but it is clear the Stadium lies astride the Hayward Fault and is in a liquefaction hazard zone.

Response to Comment C251-11

See Thematic Response 1. The purpose of project-level review is to more accurately reflect the specific characteristics of the project in question. Any such review of future projects at the Stadium or in the Hill Campus would be examined in light of the program-level analysis prepared for the 2020 LRDP to ensure all potential significant impacts have been identified and addressed. Thematic Response 8 responds to this and other comments regarding emergency access in the Hill Campus. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

Response to Comments C251-12 and C251-13

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

Response to Comment C251-14

See Thematic Response 9. The parking program in the 2020 LRDP is not driven by “memoranda of understanding” with the faculty, but rather by an analysis of demand given the mission of the University and the objectives of the 2020 LRDP.

Response to Comment C251-15

This comment appears to refer to both a future, as yet undefined project at the Stadium and the traffic mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR. The writer seems to contend the impacts of future projects and mitigations in the Stadium vicinity would not be adequately evaluated because they would be overshadowed by development in the balance of the Adjacent Blocks South.

Thematic Response 1 describes the relationship of the 2020 LRDP and its EIR to project level review. UC Berkeley complies with all CEQA notification requirements when a project is proposed; further UC Berkeley seeks to cultivate a positive relationship with neighbors of the Stadium at all times. When projects are proposed meetings are held and information is routinely exchanged.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-16
Figures 3.1-4 and 3.1-11 have been revised in the Final EIR in response to the writer's comment. The tabulation of cultural resources in chapter 4.4 is limited to the Campus Park, Hill Campus, Adjacent Blocks, Southside and Housing Zone, but any project level review of any future project under CEQA would assess the potential for impacts to all affected properties, whether inside or outside these zones.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C251-17 THRU C251-20
The mitigations prescribed in the Draft EIR for the 2020 LRDP are consistent with a program level analysis. Any future projects would be examined in light of the program-level analysis prepared for the 2020 LRDP to ensure all potential significant impacts have been identified and addressed. At this point no specific project at Memorial Stadium has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-21
The typo is corrected in the Final EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C251-22
These remarks summarize the more detailed comments above.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence  
Environmental Planning Manager  
UC Berkeley Facilities Services  
1936 University, No. 300  
Berkeley, CA 94720

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

At the request of several neighbors, I am writing as one of the two attorneys who negotiated on behalf of my neighbors the 1982 Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions that cover the Clark Kerr Campus (then the site of the California Schools for the Deaf and Blind).

As you are by no doubt now aware, many of the neighbors and neighborhood organizations that are contiguous to the Clark Kerr Campus and therefore beneficiaries of the 1982 Declaration are deeply suspicious of the 2020 Long Range Development Plan process and fear that it will be used to undercut the restrictions in the 1982 Declaration. As a result they have been carefully watching the use of the Campus and expressed concerns about not acting more aggressively on minor violations of the covenants (such as the requirement for on site parking and the overly long stay of the “temporary” child care center on the northwest corner of the site).

My neighbors were particularly concerned with the mere listing of Alternative L-8, More Intensive Development of Clark Kerr Campus, page 5.1-22 of the draft EIR, even though the alternative is noted as “infeasible.” They hope the University does indeed recognize that its neighbors would in fact seek to enforce the 1982 Declaration in necessary.

I also want you to know that I have been very pleased with what the University has done on the Clark Kerr Campus and feel that those of us who supported the University’s plan in 1982 have been well vindicated. I hope the University will help keep the divisiveness of that era by burying Alternative L-8.

With deepest appreciation for the University’s treatment of the Clark Kerr Campus to date, I remain

Very truly yours,

Ronald B. Moskovitz
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C252

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C252-1
The writer’s comment is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C252-2
Section 3.1.14 is explicitly clear on the matter of the Clark Kerr Campus under the 2020 LRDP:

In 1982 the University executed a Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions with neighboring property owners and a Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Berkeley, both of which commit the University to a site plan and land use program on the Clark Kerr Campus for a period of 50 years. While many of its 26 buildings require extensive repairs and upgrades, no significant change in either the use or physical character of the Clark Kerr Campus is proposed in the 2020 LRDP.

Alternative L-8, which would include more intensive development of the Clark Kerr Campus, is rejected as infeasible in the Draft EIR because of the agreements cited by the writer.
Gentlepersons:

I have been a University employee since 1975 and a resident of Summit Road since 1992. I am absolutely appalled that the University is planning on building a city in the hills, destroying this neighborhood, trashing the woodlands, and putting several hundred people virtually on top of the most active earthquake fault in the country and in one of the most dangerous fire zones. This is an extraordinarily stupid idea; although the University might own land up here, it is a nonsensical place to build one hundred houses.

You have been inundated with logistical arguments against this development - the infrastructure simply cannot deal with that number of people and that amount of traffic. However, I am equally concerned about the destruction of the environment - does anyone from the University realize that the whole area is an Ecological Reserve?? Today, little is more precious than open space on the edge of metropolitan areas. Why destroy this one, when there are plenty of sites near the bay on both sides of the freeway, some of them owned by the University, which would be far more suitable for a development such as this?

You have been given scores of excellent reasons to abandon this folly, and I won't reiterate them here. I want to register my very strong opposition to this development, and pledge to do everything I can to fight it.

Sincerely yours,

=================================================================
Dr. Laurence Frank, Director
Laikipia Predator Project and
Kilimanjaro Lion Conservation Project

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
University of California
Berkeley, CA  94720
USA

Tel:  (510) 848-0418
Fax:  (510) 642-8321
11.2C.253  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C253

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C253-1 AND C253-2
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

The writer also contends the “whole area” of the Hill Campus is an “ecological reserve”. As shown in figure 3.1-10 and described on page 3.1-35 of the Draft EIR, the 2020 LRDP not only preserves but in fact expands the boundary of the Ecological Study Area. Any future development of academic or support space in the Hill Campus under the 2020 LRDP would be located outside the Ecological Study Area.
June 14, 2004

Dear UCB Administrators:

INTRODUCTION:
*Please note that comments are in red; quotes from the LRDP/DEIR are in black.*

Because of the overwhelming and egregious omissions and lack of proofs of this LRDP/DEIR which are quoted in detail, particularly L-1 and L-2, as an individual & member of IAT, (Improve Alternative Transportation) I would firstly like to request a second round of comments be allowed after the revised LRDP/DEIR is completed, but before the final is submitted to the regents. We would assume that if necessary the regents approval could also be moved forward from November 2004 to January of 2005.

The state plan is called the Clean Air Plan (CAP). The CAP requires satisfactory progress in attaining state ambient T air quality standards. This includes a five percent per year reduction in emissions or a demonstration that all feasible measures have been proposed for implementation. The LRDP/DEIR can achieve this reduced standard with appropriate changes as noted below by increasing alternative transportation but that this five per cent reduction standard will be violated if the plan remains unchanged.

"PARKING IMPACTS LRDP Impact TRA-11: Implementation of the 2020 LRDP could induce a "mode shift" to driving by some commuters who currently take transit, bicycle or walk." This would be inconsistent with the intent of the 2020 LRDP. The mitigation described below would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. The net increase of 2,300 spaces planned under the 2020 LRDP would increase the planned future commuter parking supply from 6,424 spaces without the 2020 LRDP 30 up to 8,724 spaces with the 2020 LRDP. This parking increase is designed to meet the needs of future growth in campus headcount, which would generate a parking demand of 1,745 spaces 31 and to reduce an existing parking deficit, reducing University generated demand on non-University parking (primarily Downtown parking facilities or on-street parking) by 555 spaces. ...this EIR assumes that the increase in the University parking supply could induce a "mode shift" to driving by some commuters who currently take transit, bicycle or walk."

UC Berkeley is increasing the parking supply almost 33% to 2300 spaces which will also increase drive alone trips to campus 33%. If you look at the plan to include the Underhill parking, the increase is 42% or 3090 spaces. The mitigations planned will not help reduce pollutants (e.g. traffic signals) and may in fact induce accidents as speeding driven vehicles try to "beat" the changing lights.

This planning includes a regressive mode shift away from alternatives to...
driving. I and the IAT (Improve Alternative Transportation) (See separate letter) argue that the annual 5% reduction in CAP (Clean Air Plan) cannot be achieved with a 42% increase in driving. UCB is risking state violations of the CAP. There is neither a sufficient cap on UCB population growth or sufficient funding for alternative transportation by UCB. The current status quo plan called euphemistically the Best Practice "same or equivalent" methods that the Parking and Transportation Office "New Directions" planning which we see as now as failing to reduce SOV (Single Occupancy Vehicles) significantly. UCB currently has a 51% non-driver population and we challenge the University to set a goal of 80% non-drivers. We strongly urge major significant revisions to most of the transportation sections in the LRDP/DEIR by reducing the parking space plans and increasing the use of alternative transportation over and above the "same or equivalent" alternatives used currently. Combinations of alternatives must also be considered.

"1. Introduction; Section 1-1 EIR scope
"If not significant affects would occur...no subsequent documents would be required".

Anything that the LRDP/DEIR deems "as infeasible or to offer no significant environmental effects over the 2020 LRDP/DEIR " may be dismissed and discouragingly "no subsequent documents would be required". These statements as too broad without adequate definition of "less than significant" and irresponsible at both dismissing the reduction possibility for air pollution and in studying and quantifying true alternative mitigations; Close study of such uses as capping overall UC population growth, along with capping parking at current levels, subsidized transit eco-passes, more UC bus shuttles along major trunk lines as needed, light rail &/or people "movers", safe bike parking and safe bike paths/route, lower cost vans and car pools; Also housing made affordable within walking distance or to a transit stop to include faculty and staff & many other new alternative transportation ideas for reducing auto traffic. These are egregious omissions for a world class university. Therefore, the LRDP/DEIR should recommend that major studies be done to increase alternative transportation options and the resultant drop in driving/parking needs.

"2.2 AREAS OF CONTROVERSY
Particular areas of concern identified during the scoping period included the following:
... Air Quality: potential air quality impacts resulting from construction and new traffic generated as a result of implementing the 2020 LRDP "and" Traffic: impacts of additional campus development on local and regional traffic conditions; impacts associated with providing additional campus parking."

Recognizing that the increase of 42% new trips to campus will significantly increase air pollution, there is no mitigation for this problem in the LRDP/DEIR.

"2-2 Berkeley General Plan and the Southside Plan.
Noise: potential noise impacts from construction.
Housing: housing impacts associated with an increased campus population.
Fire and Emergency Response: potential impacts on the ability of fire and emergency services to access the Hill Campus in the event of a disaster; potential impacts to fire services in general.
Schools: impacts of potential increases in school-aged children on the school districts
serving the 2020 LRDP area.

Traffic: impacts of additional campus development on local and regional traffic conditions; impacts associated with providing additional campus parking.

Utilities and Service Systems: potential impacts of additional campus development on the capacity of sewer, storm drainage and other service systems. All of these issues were considered in the preparation of the 2020 LRDP. To the extent these issues have environmental impacts, they are also addressed in this EIR.

2.3 SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Under CEQA, a significant impact on the environment is defined as a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic and aesthetic significance. Implementation of the 2020 LRDP has the potential to generate significant environmental impacts in a number of areas. This EIR identifies these potential impacts and presents mitigation measures. Potential impacts are summarized in Table 2-1 at the end of this chapter.

2.4 CONTINUING BEST PRACTICES AND MITIGATION MEASURES

This EIR details continuing best practices and mitigation measures that would reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels, except where impacts are significant and unavoidable. These measures are summarized in Table 2-1. They will be the subject of a Mitigation Monitoring Program.

2.5 UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This EIR identifies significant unavoidable impacts in the following topic areas: air quality, cultural resources, noise, traffic and transportation.

2.6 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT

This Draft EIR analyzes four alternatives to the proposed 2020 LRDP, as follows:

L-1 Reduced enrollment and employment growth from 2020 LRDP levels
L-2 No new parking and more transit incentives
L-3 Diversion of some future growth to remote sites
L-4 No project (as required by CEQA)

"LRDP Impact AIR-1: Implementation of the 2020 LRDP would not violate the carbon monoxide standard or expose sensitive receptors to substantial CO concentrations. Continuing Best Practice AIR-1: UC Berkeley shall continue to implement the same or equivalent alternative transit programs, striving to improve the campus mode split and reduce the use of single occupant vehicles"

The implementation of a 42% increase in trips in the LRDP/DEIR would indeed violate the CO concentrations. Furthermore, the best practice of "same or equivalent" SEE ABOVE - Continuing Best Practice AIR-1 planning is again irresponsible for the leadership and a level of concern for reducing air particulates. UC Berkeley must increase over the "same or equivalent" levels its alternative transit programs or be derelict in its duties to our students, faculty staff and community. I dispute the level of "LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT" in the LRDP/EIR that air pollution and that CO concentrations would NOT
violate the standard. I challenge the LRDP/EIR findings and ask that a study be conducted to analyze the increases.

"LRDP Impact AIR-5: Operational emissions from implementation of the 2020 LRDP may hinder the attainment of the Clean Air Plan. This would be a significant and unavoidable impact.
Continuing Best Practice AIR-5: UC Berkeley will continue to implement transportation control measures such as supporting voluntary trip-reduction programs, ridesharing, and implementing improvements to bicycle facilities.
LRDP Mitigation Measure AIR-5: UC Berkeley will work with the City of Berkeley, ABAG and BAAQMD to ensure that emissions directly and indirectly associated with the campus are adequately accounted for and mitigated in applicable air quality planning efforts."

Again, no real plan to reduce emissions is noted. Since the impact is noted as "significant and unavoidable", I challenge UCB that this impact is completely AVOIDABLE in 3 ways.
1. Significantly increasing alternative transportation with subsidies and Office of Capital Projects mitigation funding to induce all drivers to shift to other modes. While there is currently a policy about bicycle parking mitigation for new buildings, UCB needs a much stronger mitigation policy for buildings and new projects including heavy transportation subsidy funding for all types of alternative transportation.
2. Building no new parking /capping parking space growth this year with a cap on head count; adding some minimal limited disabled and visitor spaces in areas only around new buildings only if other parking is reduced.
3. Capping the growth of all students/faculty to current levels. Planning for a possible .5-3% annual increase of researchers with staff would be reasonable for continuing UCB excellence. Encouraging a student population "shift" from undergraduates to upper division and graduate students would ensure high scholarship and excellence at UCB.

"LRDP Impact TRA-5: The 2020 LRDP is expected to generate new transit demand, or alter locations where local transit demand occurs. Given the provisions of the 2020 LRDP and campus best practices, however, significant service problems are not anticipated.LTS " Continuing Best Practice TRA-5: The University shall continue to work to coordinate local transit services as new academic buildings, parking facilities, and campus housing are completed, in order to accommodate changing demand locations or added demand.LTS"

IAT argues that this new transit trip demand will be SIGNIFICANT (not LTS (Less than significant)) and shuttle transit and increasing subsidies to transit services must be increased and must be added to reduce SOV. This involves more than "continuing to work" but increased involvement with shuttles and specific mitigation with increased funding improvements for all commuter routes for students, faculty, researchers and staff.

"LRDP Impact TRA-6: The 2020 LRDP would increase vehicle trips and traffic congestion at the intersections listed below, leading to substantial degradation in level of service. The mitigations, if implemented with review and approval of the City Traffic Engineer, would reduce these impacts to a less than significant level.
LRDP Impact TRA-6-a: The signalized Cedar Street/Oxford Street intersection, which would operate at LOS E during the AM peak hour regardless of the project, and degrade from LOS D to LOS E during the PM peak hour. The project would increase the intersection volume by 7 percent during the AM peak hour, and 7 percent during the PM peak hour.
S LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-6-a: The University will work with the City of Berkeley to redesign and, on a fair share basis, implement changes to either the westbound or northbound approach of the Cedar Street / Oxford Street intersection to provide a left-turn lane and a through lane. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) traffic count to allow the City to determine when an intersection redesign is needed. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection will operate at LOS B during the AM peak hour and LOS D during the PM peak hour.

LTS

LRDP Impact TRA-6-b: The all-way stop-controlled Durant Avenue/Piedmont Avenue intersection, which would degrade from LOS D to LOS F during the AM peak hour. The project would increase the intersection volume by 10 percent during the AM peak hour.

S LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-6-b: The University will work with the City of Berkeley to design and, on a fair share basis, install a signal at the Durant Avenue/Piedmont Avenue intersection, when a signal warrant analysis shows the signal is needed. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal is warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection will operate at LOS B during both AM and PM peak hours.

LTS
(annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal and the associated coordination improvements are warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection will operate at LOS A during both AM and PM peak hours.

LTS

LRDP Impact TRA-6-e: The eastbound approach of the side-street stop-controlled Allston Way/Oxford Street intersection would degrade from LOS D to LOS E during the AM peak hour. The intersection would continue to operate at LOS E during the PM peak hour. The project would increase the intersection volume by 11 percent during the AM peak hour, and 8 percent during the PM peak hour.

S LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-6-e: The University will work with the City of Berkeley to design and, on a fair share basis, install a signal at Allston Way/Oxford Street intersection, and provide the necessary provisions for coordination with adjacent signals along Oxford Street. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal and the associated coordination improvements are warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection will operate at LOS A during both AM and PM peak hours.

LTS
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LRDP Impact TRA-6-f: The eastbound approach of the side-street stop-controlled Kittredge Street/Oxford Street intersection from LOS C to LOS F during the AM peak hour. The intersection would continue to operate at LOS F during the PM peak hour. The project would increase the intersection volume by 14 percent during the AM peak hour, and 10 percent during the PM peak hour.

S LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-6-f: The University will work with the City of Berkeley to design and, on a fair share basis, install a signal at the Kittredge Street/Oxford Street intersection, and provide the necessary provisions for coordination with adjacent signals along Oxford Street. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal and the associated coordination improvements are warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection will operate at LOS A during both AM and PM peak hours.

LTS

LRDP Impact TRA-6-g: The northbound approach of the side-street stop-controlled Bancroft Way/Ellsworth Street intersection would degrade from LOS D to LOS E during the PM peak hour. The project would increase the intersection volume by 19 percent during the AM peak hour, and 10 percent during the PM peak hour.

S LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-6-g: The University will work with the City of Berkeley to design and, on a fair share basis, install a signal at the Bancroft Way/Ellsworth Street intersection, and provide the necessary provisions for coordination with adjacent signals along Bancroft Way. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal and the associated coordination improvements are warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection will operate at LOS B during both AM and PM peak hours.

LTS

LRDP Impact TRA-7: Development under the 2020 LRDP would contribute to the projected unacceptable delay at the all-way stop-controlled
Bancroft Way/Piedmont Avenue intersection, which is projected to operate at LOS F during both AM and PM peak hours regardless of the project. The project would increase the intersection volume by 11 percent during the AM peak hour, and 5 percent during the PM peak hour. The mitigation would, if implemented with review and approval of the City Traffic Engineer, reduce this impact to a less than significant level.

The City of Berkeley to design and, on a fair share basis, install a signal at the Bancroft Way/Piedmont Avenue intersection, and provide an exclusive left-turn lane and an exclusive through lane on the northbound approach. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal and the associated capacity improvements are warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection would operate at LOS B during both AM and PM peak hours. SU
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LRDP Impact TRA-7: Development under the 2020 LRDP would contribute to the projected unacceptable delay at the all-way stop-controlled Bancroft Way/Piedmont Avenue intersection, which is projected to operate at LOS F during both AM and PM peak hours regardless of the project. The project would increase the intersection volume by 11 percent during the AM peak hour, and 5 percent during the PM peak hour. The mitigation would, if implemented with review and approval of the City Traffic Engineer, reduce this impact to a less than significant level.

The City of Berkeley to design and, on a fair share basis, install a signal at the Bancroft Way/Piedmont Avenue intersection, and provide an exclusive left-turn lane and an exclusive through lane on the northbound approach. The University will contribute fair share funding for a periodic (annual or biennial) signal warrant check at this and other impact intersections, to allow the City to determine when a signal and the associated capacity improvements are warranted. With the implementation of this mitigation measure, the intersection would operate at LOS B during both AM and PM peak hours.

LRDP Impact TRA-8: The 2020 LRDP would increase vehicle trips and traffic congestion at the intersections listed below, leading to substantial degradation in level of service. These impacts are significant and unavoidable.

The signalized University Avenue / Sixth Street intersection, which is projected to operate at LOS F during both AM and PM peak hours regardless of the project. The project would increase the intersection volume by 7 percent during the AM peak hour, and 6 percent during the PM peak hour.

The signalized University Avenue / San Pablo Avenue intersection, which is projected to operate at LOS F during both AM and PM peak hours regardless of the project. The project would increase the intersection volume by 8 percent during the AM peak hour, and 6 percent during the PM peak hour. S

Magnitude of impact reduced through trip reduction measures. No feasible design measures.
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project sites, which could lead to substantial degradation in level of service. The mitigation would reduce this impact to a less than significant level."

IAT argues that the increase will be SIGNIFICANT in specific areas surrounding the new parking garages if adequate alternative transportation is not added.

"LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-9: Prior to approving any development outside the City Environs, the University will conduct a traffic study to assess the localized traffic impacts of this development. Mitigations required to ensure that the housing project does not cause LOS deterioration exceeding the stated impact levels would be implemented, if necessary.

LRDP Impact TRA-10: Development under the 2020 LRDP would cause the following Alameda County CMP Designated System and MTS roadways listed below to exceed the level of service standard established by the CMA. This impact is significant and unavoidable.

- Ashby Avenue westbound, between Adeline Street and San Pablo Avenue.
- Ashby Avenue eastbound, between College Avenue and Domingo Street.
- University Avenue westbound, between MLK Jr. Way and I-80.
- San Pablo Avenue northbound, between Gilman Street and Marin Avenue.
- Shattuck Avenue southbound, between Dwight Way and Adeline Street.
- Shattuck Avenue southbound, between Hearst Avenue and University Avenue (MTS only).
- Dwight Way westbound, between MLK Jr. Way and Sixth Street (MTS only).

Magnitude of impact reduced through trip reduction measures. No feasible design measures.

"LRDP Impact TRA-11: Implementation of the 2020 LRDP could induce a "mode shift" to driving by some commuters who currently take transit, bicycle or walk. This would be inconsistent with the intent of the 2020 LRDP. The mitigation would reduce this impact to a less than significant level.

LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-11: The University will implement the following measures to limit the shift to driving by existing and potential future non-auto commuters:

Review the number of sold parking permits in relation to the number of campus parking spaces and demographic trends on a yearly basis, and establish limits on the total number of parking permits sold proportionate to the number of spaces, with the objective of reducing the ratio of permits to spaces over time as the number of spaces grows, thus ensuring that new supply improves the existing space-to-permit ratio without encouraging modechange to single occupant vehicles. As new parking becomes operational, assign a portion of the new or existing parking supply to short-term or visitor parking, thus targeting parkers who choose on-street parking now, and also effectively reserving part of the added supply for non-commuters."

IAT argues that this is "profit" driven internal planning without concern for the mode shift. It adds drivers, parking permits and parking spaces which is polluting and congesting. This conveniently insures that parking will be available instead of capped. This is a negative mitigation and continues the paradigm that top priority is the parking and it's income. "Conveniently reserving space for non-commuters" is not reducing auto congestion or air quality impacts.

"As new parking becomes operational, assign a portion of the new or existing parking supply to short-term or visitor parking, thus targeting
parkers who choose on-street parking now, and also effectively reserving part of the added supply for non-commuters. Expand the quantity of parking that is available only after 10:00 a.m., to avoid affecting the travel mode use patterns of the peak hour commuting population, as new parking inventory is added to the system. Review and consider reductions in attended parking as new parking inventory is added to the system and other impacts do not reduce parking supply."

IAT regards these plans above as "regressive" for air quality, reduction of congestion; They will increase the convenience of driving trips to campus; Shifting walkers and alternative transportation users to DRIVING is a SIGNIFICANT negative impact. Shifting parking to income producing local use is also negative in that it continues the pollution and congestion overall problems. Attendant parking would also be reduced or eliminated by an overall mode shift to alternative transportation.

LRDP Impact TRA-12: The level of pedestrian growth associated with the LRDP may require physical and operational modifications to the intersections and roadways in the immediate campus vicinity and on major pedestrian routes serving UC Berkeley, to ensure adequate capacity for pedestrian movement and adequate design to protect pedestrian safety. The mitigation would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. S

LRDP Mitigation Measure TRA-12: The University shall prepare a strategic pedestrian improvement plan that outlines the expected locations and types of pedestrian improvements that may be desirable to accommodate 2020 LRDP growth. The plan shall be flexible to respond to changing conditions as the LRDP builds out, and shall contain optional strategies and improvements that can be applied to specific problems that arise as the LRDP builds out. The University shall develop the Plan in consultation with the City of Berkeley, and work with the City to implement plan elements as needed during the life of the LRDP on a fair share basis. LTS"

IAT agrees with this mitigation but it should be SIGNIFICANT, if a mode shift from driving to walking and alternative commuting is successful. "5.1 2020 LRDP ALTERNATIVES
The analyses presented in Chapter 4 of this EIR finds the 2020 LRDP would result in significant and unavoidable impacts with respect to:

Air Quality: Operational impacts from the combined total of vehicular, stationary, and area sources may hinder the attainment of the regional Clean Air Plan. The 2020 LRDP, in combination with other cumulative projects, would result in a cumulatively considerable increase of non-attainment pollutants and thereby conflict with the most recent Clean Air Plan. Further, with the incorporation of diesel particulate matter into air risk analyses, the 2020 LRDP would contribute to a cumulatively considerable increase in toxic air contaminants."

Air quality would NOT be impacted if trip and auto driving were reduced, as noted earlier by IAT. Our air quality is precious particularly for the sick, babies and children. Increases in allergies has been noted in the bay area and have been attributed to the smog. Areas where air pollutants are strong, are detrimental to the health of people who exercise outdoors. Again, the Clean Air Plan and the "cumulatively considerable increase in toxic air contaminants" is a major avoidable impact with IAT
implemented mitigations to alternative transportation.

"Traffic: Traffic generated by implementation of the 2020 LRDP would contribute to unacceptable, and unavoidable, delays at two intersections and would unavoidably exceed CMA service standards on five CMF designated roadway segments and two MTS roadway segments. Potentially significant impacts would occur at seven other intersections, and unacceptable conditions could be exacerbated at an eighth intersection; however, these could be mitigated at the discretion of the City of Berkeley."

IAT does not agree with plans for increased auto traffic, therefore this alternative would be entirely unnecessary if traffic is reduced via alternative transportation. Some mitigations for increased pedestrian and bicycle traffic safety might be necessary, however, to add.

"5.1.1 ALTERNATIVE L-1: LOWER ENROLLMENT AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH"

5.1-4 L-1 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
This alternative would result in a somewhat lessened deterioration of traffic operations in comparison to the 2020 LRDP. The lower campus headcount, relative to the 2020 LRDP, would reduce the expected future congestion at the impacted intersections and on the CMA designated system segments included as part of the Alameda County Congestion Management Plan. The lower increments of growth in program space and parking would also reduce local traffic impacts due to the reduction in construction activity.
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Local traffic operation impacts would also be lessened due to the fact the number of new student beds would remain the same as in the 2020 LRDP. Lower enrollment growth, without a drop in planned new university housing, would enable a greater percentage of students to reside in walking distance of campus or along transit corridors (i.e. within the Housing Zone). The lessened traffic operation impacts and the decrease in overall campus headcount, relative to the 2020 LRDP, would also improve pedestrian and bicycle circulation.

This alternative would reduce the significance of LRDP Impacts TRA-2 through TRA-12, but not necessarily to a less than significant level. In general, the mitigation measures associated with these impacts would still be required."

5.1.2 ALTERNATIVE L-2: NO NEW PARKING AND MORE TRANSIT INCENTIVES
The impacts on vehicular circulation identified in Chapter 4.12 are due to a combination of headcount growth and an increase in the parking inventory. The growth in campus headcount is expected to result in an increase in the number of vehicle trips to the campus, while the location of new parking influences the routes and destinations of those new vehicle trips.
Several comments submitted in response to the Notice of Preparation (NOP) suggest the increase in the parking inventory may itself induce new vehicle trips. Since demand for university parking in many locations presently exceeds the supply, the difficulty of finding parking may serve as a disincentive to drive-alone trips and, conversely, as an incentive for alternative modes of travel. Other commentors suggest the same type of transit price subsidy now offered to students through the UC Berkeley Class Pass program should also be offered to UC Berkeley employees, and suggest that such a program, often described as the ‘EcoPass’, could result in a significant reduction in vehicle trips.

It is strange that the LRDP makes these L-1-L4 completely separate scenarios. By themselves, each mitigation is found not acceptable. UCB should be looking at combinations of mitigations. Why was this not done? The leadership for the long range outlook could be a combination of 5.1L-1 and L-2, thus significantly reducing the impacts of overgrowth with L-1 with some allowance for research/staff growth (.5-3% annual) and in L-2 by encouraging major mode shifts, and new creative alternative transportation and housing programs heavily subsidized by the University to reward non-drivers, UC would become the leader in the nation. We could then achieve a 80% non-driver status and reduce the need for parking, reduce trips and traffic accidents over the Berkeley streets and reduce air pollution. This would increase the need for pedestrian lighting, paths and safety, increase the need for more bus shuttle services, safe bike parking and paths and free transit passes, inexpensive van and carpool permits and more involvement in cooperation with the transit services in the bay area.

"L-1 AIR QUALITY
Development under Alternative L-1 would result in a 2020 campus headcount equal to roughly 96 percent of the headcount projected under the 2020 LRDP. As described in Section 4.2.7 under LRDP Impact AIR-5, any campus growth may not be consistent with the most recent Clean Air Plan and may result in a significant impact. Because it is possible that the air district will not attain air quality standards with the inclusion of this project in the plan, the impact is considered significant and unavoidable. Although the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines do not require the quantification of emissions associated with a plan, daily emissions associated with Alternative L-1 were estimated and are reported below in Table 5.1-4 for informational purposes. To evaluate the criteria pollutant emissions from Alternative L-1, the growth ratio of Alternative L-1 to the 2020 LRDP was applied to the total operational and construction emissions from the 2020 LRDP. Note that the 2020 LRDP emissions represent the increment of emissions from 2020 LRDP growth above the existing emissions. The following table summarizes Alternative L-1 emissions.
TABLE 5.1-4
OPERATIONAL & CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA POLLUTANT EMISSIONS: ALTERNATIVE L-1"
impact would remain significant and unavoidable. The cumulative risk from stationary and area source toxic air contaminant emissions, discussed in Section 4.2.9 of this EIR, under Cumulative Impact AIR-4, may be somewhat reduced proportional to the reduction in program space. However, existing emissions for LBNL and UC Berkeley exceed the 10 in one million standard for a 70-year exposure. Given that the primary contribution to cumulative risk is diesel particulate matter, a slower rate of program renewal and improvement, and concomitant replacement of existing emergency diesel generators, may not be beneficial to an overall reduction in this cumulative impact."

It is clear that the impact remains "significant and unavoidable". Again IAT would solve these air pollution problems with significant mode shifts and population caps. The impact would then be LTS and avoidable. We also approve of the "slower rate of renewal".

"L-1 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
This alternative would result in a somewhat lessened deterioration of traffic operations in comparison to the 2020 LRDP. The lower campus headcount, relative to the 2020 LRDP, would reduce the expected future congestion at the impacted intersections and on the CMA designated system segments included as part of the Alameda County Congestion Management Plan. The lower increments of growth in program space and parking would also reduce local traffic impacts due to the reduction in construction activity. Local traffic operation impacts would also be lessened due to the fact the number of new student beds would remain the same as in the 2020 LRDP. Lower enrollment growth, without a drop in planned new university housing, would enable a greater percentage of students to reside in walking distance of campus or along transit corridors (i.e. within the Housing Zone). The lessened traffic operation impacts and the decrease in overall campus headcount, relative to the 2020 LRDP, would also improve pedestrian and bicycle circulation. This alternative would reduce the significance of LRDP Impacts TRA-2 through TRA-12, but not necessarily to a less than significant level. In general, the mitigation measures associated with these impacts would still be required."

If enough subsidization for non-drivers were made available, the mode shift would be significant. Again, this is where UC needs to take a leadership role to avoid the impact of auto traffic, congestion, parking space costs and air pollution. Allowing UC to maintain "the same or equivalent" current alternative transportation programs, will only mean a failure for these programs.

A major commitment of campus mitigation funds for these programs must be made. Plans for increased pedestrian and bicycle routes would be wonderful, quiet and beautiful planning success. UC would be lauded as the number one pollution reducer and transportation leader in the nation. The last paragraph indicates that the alternatives would not necessarily be to a less than significant level. If UC allows these
parking spaces and growth plans to continue and refuses to find a major funding for alternative subsidization, Berkeley will continue to fail and produce pollution and congestion.

".. Provide the housing, parking, and services we require to support a vital intellectual community and promote full engagement in campus life.

The amount of housing proposed in L-1 is the same as in the 2020 LRDP. The slower rates of growth in L-1 would result in fewer net new parking spaces, since the increment of new parking proposed in the 2020 LRDP is derived partly from the existing parking deficit and partly from projected future demand based on growth in enrollment and employment.

As with program space, if enrollment and employment do in fact grow at the slower rates projected in L-1, the amount of net new parking in L-1 would be adequate: however, UC Berkeley expects growth to occur as projected in the 2020 LRDP, and in this event the amount of net new parking in L-1 would be adequate to address the current parking deficit, but not to meet future demand."

Again, the need for MAJOR mode shift is necessary in order to address future demand of perhaps a 5-3% annual research/staff population growth by 2020. Another guideline for UC population control would be to enlarge the upper division and graduate levels while reducing the undergraduate levels. This would enhance the status of scholarship levels at UC Berkeley while decreasing overall growth. Undergraduates could shift to very inexpensive community colleges or state universities for the first two years. Each year a shift of 5-10% of the die-hard drivers would be induced to switch to alternative transportation, thus ending the need for future new expensive parking. New models for alternative transportation must be included; Free light rail, people movers, shuttles across campus, bike paths overall the campus, safe bike parking and paths, van and carpool discounts, shuttles from distant parking areas, even bear transit along major AC routes to carry any overloaded AC routes in commute times. Free ecopasses for all types of transit must be fully subsidized. When these major changes and increases to funding for alternatives are made, the modest increased growth will actually result in a drop of parking demand for the UC population in the long run and solve the problem of handling the future "demand".

5.1.2 ALTERNATIVE L-2: NO NEW PARKING AND MORE TRANSIT INCENTIVES

The impacts on vehicular circulation identified in Chapter 4.12 are due to a combination of headcount growth and an increase in the parking inventory. The growth in campus headcount is expected to result in an increase in the number of vehicle trips to the campus, while the location of new parking influences the routes and destinations of those new vehicle trips.

Several comments submitted in response to the Notice of Preparation (NOP) suggest the increase in the parking inventory may itself induce new vehicle trips. Since demand for university parking in many locations presently exceeds the supply, the difficulty of finding parking may serve as a disincentive to drive-alone trips and, conversely, as an
incentive for alternative modes of travel. Other commentors suggest the same type of transit price subsidy now offered to students through the UC Berkeley Class Pass program should also be offered to UC Berkeley employees, and suggest that such a program, often described as the ‘EcoPass’, could result in a significant reduction in vehicle trips.

"5.1-2 02 0 LRDP ALTERNATIVE S"

"5.1-8"

In Alternative L-2, no new university parking would be constructed under the auspices of the 2020 LRDP. The Southside/Downtown TDM Study2 could guide development of new or expanded incentive programs, parking management programs, or transit improvement programs, by UC Berkeley alone or in collaboration with the city of Berkeley. However, the changes in campus headcount through 2020 would be the same as in the 2020 LRDP, and therefore the figures for program space, as well as for housing, would also be the same as in the 2020 LRDP. Clearly, further reductions in vehicle trips might be achieved if headcount growth were also reduced, as in L-1, but this alternative serves the purpose of isolating and maximizing the effects of less new parking.

Again, we advocate both l-1 headcount reduction and parking reductions, so that the counts would not be the same.

"TABLE 5.1-5 Estimated Projected 2020 ALTERNATIVE L-2: HEADCOUNT 2001-2002"

2020 LRDP Alternative L-2 Regular Term Students 31,800 33,450 33,450
Faculty 1,760 1,980 1,980 Academic Staff 3,040 4,880 4,880 Nonacademic Staff 8,140 8,950 8,950 Visitors & Vendors 1,200 2,000 2,000
Total Regular Terms Headcount 45,940 51,260 51,260
Net Growth by 2020 5,320 5,320
Total Employment 12,940 15,810 15,810
Net Growth by 2020 2,870 2,870

"TABLE 5.1-6 Actual + Foreseeable Projected 2020 ALTERNATIVE L-2: PROPOSED SPACE 2001-2002"

2020 LRDP Alternative L-2 Program Space (GSF) 12,100,000 14,300,000 14,300,000
Net Growth by 2020 2,200,000 2,200,000
Net Lab Space Growth by 2020 700,000 700,000
Housing (bed spaces) 8,190 10,790 10,790
Net Growth by 2020 2,600 2,600
Parking (auto spaces) 7,690 9,990 7,690
Net Growth by 2020 2,300 0

"TABLE 5.1-7 ALTERNATIVE L-2: PROGRAM Program Space (GSF) Parking (spaces)"

"5.1-9"

L-2 AIR QUALITY
Reduced parking on campus may decrease the total vehicle miles traveled for this alternative, if people would use more transit options without the availability of parking. This would be a benefit to air quality, but the total operational emissions from all sources would not be reduced to below a level of significance. No matter what the reduction in vehicular emissions, non-vehicular source emissions would remain
unaccounted for in projections informing the Clean Air Plan. The cumulative risk from stationary and area source toxic air contaminant emissions, discussed in Section 4.2.9 of this EIR, under Cumulative Impact AIR-4, would not be reduced in this alternative. While a potential increase in transit-related diesel particulate emissions may occur, as described in Section 4.2.7, overall, mobile source emissions are lessening to meet new regulatory standards, as discussed under Cumulative Impact AIR-3."

We dispute the argument that reduction in the vehicular emissions would not significantly impact the Clean Air Plan. As buses continue to use new clean air standards and major mode shift occur by 2020 to 80% overall commuter mode use to alternative transportation; Overall, emissions would be significantly reduced.

"L-2 CULTURAL RESOURCES
The potential cultural resource impacts under Alternative L-2 would in general be the same as described for the 2020 LRDP. The Best Practices and Mitigation Measures described in Chapter 4.4 regarding historical, archaeological and paleontological resources would apply under Alternative L-2 and, in general, would avoid significant impacts. The special circumstances under which demolition or alteration of a significant resource is unavoidable would also have roughly the same potential to occur in L-2, since the building program is identical to the 2020 LRDP except for parking. L-2 NOISE If no new parking is constructed there would be a reduction in the amount of construction noise. The conclusion that the impact would be significant and unavoidable for the LRDP also applies to Alternative L-2 because the application of mitigation measures would not be sufficient to avoid a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels. All other conclusions regarding the noise for the LRDP would be the same for Alternative L-2." We agree that the reduction to construction noise is a great plus!

"L-2 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
Under this alternative, every effort would be made to accommodate growth through shifting commuters to transportation alternatives and new parking would not be constructed. This would create a new significant parking impact, under the Standard of Significance “Would the project result in inadequate parking capacity?” The existing shortage of parking compared to demand would be exacerbated by future growth in campus headcount proposed under the 2020 LRDP. Construction-period impacts would remain significant impacts as construction materials storage and staging areas, and lots that could be used for construction worker attendant parking, would be scarcer. Visitors and retail shoppers may experience greater parking difficulties in the vicinity of
With additional transit incentives, and no new university parking, a greater percentage of the campus population would likely use transit to travel to and from campus. A shift to more transit use would reduce the expected future congestion at the impacted intersections. However, there is also some potential for local traffic congestion to increase, as the result of longer searches for available spaces by those who continue to drive.

We dispute the argument that if there is a major mode shift to alternative transportation "there is also some potential for local traffic congestion to increase, as the result of longer searches for available spaces by those who continue to drive." The numbers would be in the mode shift; AGAIN, if significant numbers of drivers gave up driving, more parking spaces would be available to the total pool of drivers thus ending the great parking space hunt and street congestion, air pollution problems. "Construction-period impacts would remain significant impacts as construction materials storage and staging areas, and lots that could be used for construction worker attendant parking, would be scarcer." If the overall mode shift occurs, if parking spaces would be capped at the current cap (without 1000 at Underhill), even construction parking could be available or carved from the open construction areas themselves temporarily as currently utilized. This would then be a less than significant impact. "5.1-10 Thus, LRDP Impacts TRA-6, TRA-7 and TRA-8 would likely remain significant impacts. There could be new significant impacts on AC Transit and/or BART service, if the ridership grows to a level that cannot be supported by current and planned future service levels, due to the combination of transit incentives and lack of new parking to serve a larger campus headcount."

We encourage UC to work closely with all the transit authorities and other cities to ensure adequate funding for main campus transit routes as a part of the overall alternative transportation planning. Again, bicycles mitigations, Bear Transit and other alternative transportation mitigations must be increased to allow maximum mode shift from cars and not overload any one transit authority.

L-2 OTHER ANTICIPATED EFFECTS

AESTHETICS
The potential aesthetic impacts under Alternative L-2 would in general be the same as described for the 2020 LRDP since the amount of new program space and housing would be the same as under the 2020 LRDP. The Best Practices and Mitigation Measures described in Chapter 4.1 would apply under Alternative L-2 and mitigate any potential impacts to less than significant levels.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
No significant unavoidable adverse impacts on biological

.. Plan every new project to respect and enhance the character, livability, and cultural vitality of our City Environs. The increase in parking demand due to growth in enrollment and employment, without
any increase in the parking supply, would likely result in more UC Berkeley students and employees parking in the districts around campus, particularly unregulated residential districts. Commentors on the NOP already perceive this as a serious problem, and it might be expected to worsen under L-2, unless incentives such as the EcoPass induce substantial numbers of single drivers to shift to alternate modes. Based on past surveys of both students and employees, UC Berkeley considers the potential of such programs to be modest, given the already low drive-alone rate at UC Berkeley and the relatively low priority of cost as a mode selection factor. The relationship of Alternative L-2 to the other objectives would not differ significantly from the 2020 LRDP, except as described above with respect to significant environmental

The previous failure of programs goes along with the top priority of "profit" for building selling more parking permits, more parking spaces, a lack of vision, poor publicity, and minimal funding for alternative transportation. For example, bus drivers were not adequately informed about the 1999 pilot staff ecopass plan for the Rockridge Bart bus line; Thus, some drivers were rude to passengers attempting to use the new pass system and forced them off the buses. Many UC commuters were unaware of the program. UC looks upon the loss of permit holders as a loss of income rather than a success at less congestion and cleaner air.

When alternative programs fail and they are determined beforehand shown to be a "low priority" and the efforts to create better priorities are not made. Flexibility is necessary to allow a gradual shift to a new mode— for example allowing free occasional parking permits for non-drivers. Changing the priorities from parking to alternative transportation is the way to make this program begin to work for the entire UC population. Other benefits for alternative transportation should be emphasized: For example, a fitness program could be worked out together with the recreation sports and health centers, emphasizing the importance of exercise (walking/biking). Furthermore, a environmentally conscious campaign, to encourage less driving which might be less self-interest as socially conscious interest for cleaner air, should be made. Priorities can change. UC needs to ensure that this happens.

L-3 AIR QUALITY
Localized carbon monoxide and particulate matter impacts would decrease because some trips would divert to Richmond Field Station. However, other vehicle emissions (NOx and ROG) are more of a regional air quality issue due to the fact that some pollutants are transported downwind of the emission source (unlike carbon monoxide and particulate matter, which disperse rapidly). Since the total student, staff, and faculty population would not change but some would be merely displaced, the total vehicle emissions would remain roughly the same as the 2020 LRDP. There would be a slight change in miles traveled since Richmond Field Station is located four miles
north of the Campus, but this would not cause a substantial change in total emissions. The cumulative risk from stationary and area source toxic air contaminant emissions, discussed in Section 4.2.9 of this EIR, under Cumulative Impact AIR-4, may be somewhat reduced proportional to the reduction in program space on the Campus. However, existing emissions for LBNL and UC Berkeley exceed the 10 in one million standard for a 70-year exposure. Given that the primary contribution to cumulative risk is diesel particulate matter, a slower rate of program renewal and improvement on the Campus because of off-site development under this Alternative, and concomitant replacement of existing emergency diesel generators, may not be beneficial to an overall reduction in this cumulative impact. Toxic air contaminant emissions would increase in the vicinity of the Richmond Field Station.

Overall, again increasing toxic air contaminants at ANY site should be stopped with planning including the Richmond Field station. "The cumulative risk from stationary and area source toxic air contaminant emissions, discussed in Section 4.2.9 of this EIR, under Cumulative Impact AIR-4, may be somewhat reduced proportional to the reduction in program space on the Campus."

This factor is of major concern and is hidden in the middle of the paragraph. "Because the same amount of parking would be added as in the 2020 LRDP, parking impacts would remain essentially the same, although the relative demand for the new parking would be slightly lower and thus the pressure for non-auto commuters to shift modes would be slightly lower. The construction-related impacts would be slightly lessened due to lower construction levels on campus. The alternative would result in a new significant impact related to shuttle service between the RFS and the Campus Park, as it is likely that additional shuttle vehicles and more frequent service would be required to link the two sites. The current shuttle’s fare is not covered by the Class Pass Program. The additional fare and the inconvenience of the shuttle may cause people to use their personal vehicles. This in turn would have the effect of increasing congestion at the study intersections, especially to the north and west of the Campus Park. In addition, this alternative could produce traffic congestion impacts in the vicinity of the RFS, particularly because that site is not as well-served by transit (BART and AC Transit buses) as the Campus Park, nor as well located within bicycling/walking distance of substantial housing opportunities.

If alternatives remote parking could be made for shuttles to the main campus, people living in those vicinities would reduce travel emissions. To be successful, the shuttles would need to be frequent and fast relative to auto traffic. This would involve perhaps even a way to increase special parking for UC people at BART parking stations in other remote areas where UC people might be encouraged to park and take BART. If transit increases succeed, a mitigation may be needed with curb cuts/and
new bus loading areas.

"5.1.5 ALTERNATIVES WITHDRAWN FROM CONSIDERATION
During the scoping process, other alternatives were considered, but as a result of qualitative analysis were determined either to be infeasible or to offer no significant environmental benefits over the 2020 LRDP or Alternatives L-1 through L-4, and were therefore not analyzed quantitatively.

We dispute the argument that L1-L-4 were infeasible or offered no significant environmental benefit. Again, the combination of L1-L4 were not considered. Complete disregard for a combination of alternatives is a major oversight in this LRDP/EIR.

Indeed, the environmental benefits would be profound with major reduced vehicle trips to campus. The inability of planning is evident in envisioning the necessary changes necessary to produce a major mode shift of travel. There indeed would be significant environmental benefits, if a paradigm shift toward making and funding the alternatives were made.

"ALTERNATIVE L-5: LESS NEW UNIVERSITY HOUSING
TRAFFIC A strategy of building less new university housing is likely to make traffic conditions worse, because the LRDP Housing Zone is designed to ensure the location of this new housing encourages alternate modes of travel to and from campus. If less new university housing is built in the LRDP Housing Zone, more students would likely live farther from campus, in places less convenient to transit, and would be more likely to drive.

We agree that less new housing is not a good alternative and agree that it would increase drivers.

ALTERNATIVE L-6: MORE NEW UNIVERSITY HOUSING

We dispute the need to increase rents and would like to see the use of the planned increased fees or researching new grants & or endowments for students, faculty and staff be used to subsidize this housing. The closer UC people live to campus the less driving problems are created. Some new discount housing for staff would be a major help to low income staff.

5.1.6 2020 LRDP ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE
For this reason, despite the potential environmental advantages of Alternative L-1, the 2020 LRDP represents the best balance of institutional objectives and environmental stewardship.

Oddly, the reduction of head count is found to be the most superior alternative ignoring that increases of growth cannot be accommodated by a simple mode shift to alternative transportation. IAT disputes this L-1 as the best choice although it is also feasible. Lack of vision in alternative transportation is degrading Berkeley.

If excellence is a goal and growth of research population is what needed to keep UCB at the top, the choice for the most superior alternative should really be L-2! No new parking and increased transit alternatives. Again, a best solution for UC is a combination of L1 & L2 which would bring about both educational and research goals as well as improving environmental
impacts.

Lastly, We expect that major changes will be made to the final LRDP/DEIR concerning alternative transportation additions we have included and that the parking space quota increases be eliminated. The egregious omissions and concerns noted here require the LRDP/DEIR authors respond with a detailed analysis of each point within this commentary.

This will involve a major investment of time and work by the authors of the LRDP, but if we truly want to preserve our air quality, end the auto congestion crisis and improve our transportation needs, these detailed additions and changes must be made.

Norah Foster,  
(with approval of Steve Geller, Elinor Levine, and Joan Gatten) Staff at LBNL -UCB.  
P.S.  
Please see the letter/comments also sent from the Improve Alternative Transportation Committee.

Norah R.J. Foster, Manager, Graduate Services, 208 Doe Library Berkeley, CA 94720
nfoster@library.berkeley.edu 510 642-4481, FAX 510 643-0315
"Our separate struggles are really one. A struggle for freedom, for dignity and for humanity." - Martin L. King in a telegram to Cesar Chavez
**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-I**
The CEQA Guidelines describe the circumstances that merit recirculation of an EIR (CEQA Guidelines 15088.5). Significant new information has not been added to the EIR; recirculation, therefore, is not warranted.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-2**
Air quality impacts of the 2020 LRDP are analyzed in section 4.2.7 of the Draft EIR. Mitigation measures proposed in the Draft EIR to improve vehicle level of service would be implemented in accordance with applicable safety codes. The 2020 LRDP may result in an increase in vehicular traffic, but the Draft EIR includes measures to ensure that any increase that does occur is handled as safely as possible. Analysis of possible accident risks due to possible increases in traffic attributable to LRDP implementation would be speculative, and is not required by CEQA.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-3**
UC Berkeley concurs that a goal should be to reduce present levels of parking demand; this policy appears at page 3.1-29 of the Draft EIR. See also Thematic Response 3 regarding LRDP alternatives.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-4**
The writer is referred to responses to comment letter B7a for a description of the joint City/UC Transportation Demand Management Study, its menu of alternative transit programs, and its relationship to the 2020 LRDP EIR. With regard to the request that UC Berkeley cap population growth, the 2020 LRDP includes a policy to stabilize enrollment at page 3.1-13.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-5**
Air quality implications of added vehicle trips are analyzed at page 4.2-20, 4.2-26 to 28 and 4.2-31 to 32 of the Draft EIR. Where appropriate, mitigations are also proposed.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-6**
Please see response to comment C254-5, above. See Thematic Response 10 regarding transportation alternatives.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C254-7 THRU 9**
Please see response to comment B7-102.

The writer’s recommendations regarding appropriate capital project policies are noted.

The project proposed as the 2020 LRDP has been carefully crafted to respond to the mission of the University of California, Berkeley. The writer’s additional recommendations would alter the proposed project by reducing enrollment or parking, compromising UC Berkeley’s ability to meet its mission.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-10**
See Thematic Response 10 regarding transportation alternatives.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-11
The writer’s opinions are noted. A proposed parking garage would be subject to project-specific environmental review. See Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the LRDP EIR in project-specific review.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-12
The writer’s opinions are noted. UC Berkeley expects the 2020 LRDP parking program will allow parking to be available, as well as “capped”.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-13
UC Berkeley agrees that shifting walkers and alternative transportation users to driving is a negative impact. The noted mitigations at TRA-11 are intended to prevent this outcome.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-14
Please see page 4.0-2 to 4.0-3 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, explaining the format for the impact discussions.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-15
Please see response to comments 254-7 thru 254-9, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-16
See Thematic Response 3 regarding LRDP alternatives.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-17
The writer’s preference for an alternative program that reduces enrollment growth while expanding subsidies for housing and transit is noted.

UC Berkeley is committed to improvement of its alternative transit programs. Given cost and authority constraints, however, improvements implemented by UC Berkeley are unlikely to result in the scale of mode shift envisioned by the comment. Alternative L-2 appropriately presents the alternative of “no new parking and more transit incentives.” The writer’s additional recommendations would alter the proposed project by reducing enrollment, compromising UC Berkeley’s ability to respond to its mission.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-18
Please see response to comment 254-17, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-19
The writer’s preference for an alternative program that reduces enrollment growth while expanding subsidies for housing and transit is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-20
The writer’s recommendations regarding the campus enrollment plan, and alternative transit programs, are noted. The City/UC TDM study presents a full menu of strategies for shifting drivers to alternative transportation. In Chapter 8, the TDM study also indicates the effectiveness of each potential strategy. The more effective strategies are either the more costly, or outside the authority of the University to unilaterally implement.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-21
Please see response to comment 254-17, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-22
The writer’s opinions are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-23
The analysis referred to by the commentor assumes no new parking, and some increase in alternative transit users, but not enough to constitute “a major mode shift.” See Response to comment 254-20, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-24
UC Berkeley is eager to work with other agencies to implement alternative transit program improvements. Recently, UC Berkeley and AC Transit announced the Bear Pass program for UC faculty and staff. Other innovations are sought and welcomed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-25
The writer’s opinions and assessment of outreach related to alternative transit programs are noted. UC Berkeley is eager to consider additional options to increase the attractiveness of alternative transit. Please see Thematic Response 10 regarding the Rockridge Shuttle and conclusions of the related survey.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-26
UC Berkeley disagrees with the writer’s assessment that the cumulative significance of toxic air contaminants is hidden. See the discussion at page 4.2-33 to 4.2-34 of the Draft EIR, and at page 6-1.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-27
See the discussion of satellite parking in Thematic Response 3, LRDP Alternatives.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-28
See response to comment 254-27, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-29
The writer’s support for staff housing discounts is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C254-30 THRU 31
See response to comment 254-17, above.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C254-32
Please see above responses to the comments in letter C254.
Dear Ms. Lawrence,

As a native Berkeley resident, homeowner and investment real estate broker I recommend the construction of new dorm rooms be dropped and UC should work on better utilization of their existing housing.

It is my understanding that UC housing is not subsidized in the same way as other departments so that it needs to pay for itself. Funds for housing come from a different source and have different requirements attached to them.

As an investment real estate broker who primarily sells apartment buildings in the Berkeley area I frequently take an informal poll on the number of vacancies from the larger investors. My estimate of the current vacancy factor is approximately 5.75%. This will probably grow with the new housing coming on line within the next year.

The doms are running a serious vacancy factor now. Most students only stay the required year in dorms and move to private housing because it is affordable and allows more flexibility. I cannot see how they will compete with the older housing stock which will adjust their prices much lower than the dorms. Another competitor will be the 525 new units under construction. Building new dorms would be an irresponsible use of tax payer's money and resources.

I am also concerned as a homeowner, about the additional tax burden on Berkeley homeowners and the strain on City resources. This is not mention the traffic congestion and parking which has become noticeably worse in the past few years.

Please let me know if you need more information on any of the above to develop a better use of scarce public funding.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jon Vicars

Jon A. Vicars
ERI Investment Real Estate
2980 College Ave. Suite 5
Berkeley, CA 94705
510-849-9280
510-849-2678 fax
11.2C.255 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C255

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C255-1 AND C255-2
The growth in the number of students is one, but not the only, reason for the proposed increase in student housing. University student housing near campus also provides students with the community of peers and mentors, and the access to academic resources, they require to excel. The targets for student housing in the 2020 LRDP reflect the longterm goals established in the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan.

However, because the state provides no funds for student housing, the entire cost of construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported by rents. UC Berkeley’s goals to improve the cost and quality of housing must therefore be balanced by the need to keep rents at reasonable levels and avoid building surplus capacity. The 2020 targets, and the pace at which we achieve them, may be adjusted in the future to reflect changes in market conditions and demand for University housing. The completion of the 1,100 new student beds now under construction will provide the first test of demand, since these units will come on line after a period of substantial private housing construction in the campus vicinity.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C255-3
See Thematic Response 4 regarding fiscal impacts, and Thematic Response 7 regarding land acquisition and tax exemption.
June 18, 2004

Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Co-Director 2020 LRDP EIR
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue, #300
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-1382

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

On behalf of the Telegraph Area Association (TAA), please accept these comments in response to our review of the University of California’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan EIR.

TAA is a broad coalition of residents, merchants, property owners, students, churches, service providers, the City of Berkeley, the University of California, and other individuals and organizations working to achieve a safe, attractive, and economically vital neighborhood for living, working, study, worship, shopping and recreation.

As a community development organization, TAA’s current mission is to bring together the diverse stakeholders in the Southside neighborhoods of Berkeley to improve the quality of community and family life and to revitalize the economy of the area. TAA provides opportunities for area stakeholders to become actively involved in the following program areas: economic development, public safety, community planning, parking and transportation, housing advocacy, community social services advocacy, promotion and the arts and leadership development.

TAA’s core funders are the City of Berkeley, the University of California and a varied group of foundations, businesses, and individuals. We are very grateful for the University’s continued financial support and their partnering with us in our continuing efforts to make the Telegraph Avenue Area a safe, attractive, clean and supportive neighborhood for its many users.

Because our constituency is so diverse, it would be difficult for TAA’s Committees to prioritize their concerns regarding the UC LRDP. However, we do request that the UC
LDRP take into consideration the attached TAA Community Planning and Economic Development Joint Recommendations on Southside Planning, dated June 6, 2000, most of which we believe is still valid today for any development which impacts the Telegraph Avenue Area. Please find a copy attached to this letter.

Our June 6, 2000 recommendations in general state: TAA supports plans and actions which ensure that Telegraph Avenue remains a pedestrian-friendly prominent entrance to the University; the revitalization of the commercial district; increase affordable housing; development of public transit; maintenance of an adequate supply of short-term public parking, and the quality of life for both students and long term residents.

Specifically then we would like to draw your attention to recommendations #3, #6, #13, #14, #16 and #17 which respectively deal with the issues impacted by the LRDP: neighborhood serving businesses, harmony with historical context, provision of more UC housing, retention and improvement of People’s Park, encouraging the use of public transit, and efficiently sharing and managing parking resources.

TAA encourages the University of California in the LRDP to adhere to the provisions of the City of Berkeley’s General Plan and the Draft Southside Plan. We acknowledge that the University faces an enormous undertaking in addressing both the financial and development challenges of implementing the 2020 LRDP. We strongly recommend that the University work closely with the City of Berkeley and community groups like TAA, business improvement districts and other quality of life advocates to ensure that the projects proposed in the Plan are implemented with the minimum negative impact on the lives of residents, merchants, students, visitors and other organizations (churches, schools, etc.) which share neighborhood space with the University. Further, TAA is committed to working with the University and City of Berkeley to develop plans and programs that address the stresses and concerns of the Southside Community in this anticipated period of growth and change.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

M. Karoline De Martini
Executive Director, Telegraph Area Association

Attachment
Telegraph Area Association
Community Planning Committee
Economic Development Committee

Joint Recommendations on Southside Planning to TAA
Board June 6, 2000

We support plans and actions which ensure: that Telegraph Avenue remains a pedestrian-friendly prominent entrance to the University; the revitalization of the commercial district; increased affordable housing; development of public transit; and maintenance of an adequate supply of short-term public parking.

Specifically:

1) Encourage the visual and pedestrian connection between the commercial district and upper and lower Sproul Plaza.

2) Because the continuing vitality of the Telegraph commercial district is in the best interest of the University long term, urge the University to adopt policies which:
- limit commercial development on campus to types of businesses which do not compete with Avenue businesses,
- invite and give preference to local businesses to compete for all commercial opportunities which may arise on campus, including both permanent on-campus installations and off-campus providers.

3) Solicit a variety of neighborhood-serving businesses such as a green grocer, enabling residents to shop for daily needs in the area.

4) Support local hiring utilizing the City of Berkeley First Source Employment Program and other community-based organizations. Encourage the training and hiring of local residents and students.

5) Work with the Street Vendors Committee and the City to enforce handcrafted standards for merchandise; to encourage new vendors with well-crafted and unique products; and to design and enforce placement standards for the Christmas Fair.

6) Pursue facade grants to restore Telegraph Area store-fronts in harmony with the historic context of the Area.

7) Improve procedures and design review guidelines for new construction and alterations to reflect the historic character of the Area. (See p. 184 & 185 of Draft Southside Plan.)

8) Improve linkage of the Parker to Dwight block to upper Telegraph Avenue by streetscape changes and signage.
9) Work with the City and the University to obtain funding for 10 informational kiosks to be set up in the Area.

10) Advocate for the maintenance of the University Art Museum, the Pacific Film Archive and the Hearst Museum of Anthropology in their current or nearby locations.

11) Enhance and support Telegraph Area as a major regional draw for books, music, fashion, and culture.

12) Support the diversity of small, community-based businesses in Sather Gate Mall. Support the creation of an entrance directly to Telegraph from the Mail. This will allow for the building of more public restrooms on the site and allow 24-hour access to them from Telegraph.

13) Encourage provision of more housing for UC staff, students, faculty, and non-university employees, some of which should be available for owner occupancy.

14) Retain People's Park as open space; as a commons for the Southside, which would open on surrounding historic and landmark structures. Improve as a city park which is user-friendly and safe. Improve or replace and possibly relocate the bathrooms and park facility. Provide increased lighting in the park and on all the streets surrounding the park.

15) Encourage late night usages on the Avenue including shopping and cultural events.

16) Public transportation
   a. Encourage improved AC transit in area, including late night and 24-hour availability as well as shuttle bus services.
   b. Encourage light-rail up Telegraph in conjunction with AC Transit planning, optimizing transit from Jack London Square up Telegraph to Bancroft and downtown Berkeley.

17) Parking
   a. Develop shared parking agreements between the City, the University and private parking providers to efficiently share and better utilize existing Southside parking, particularly short-term, customer parking. (Policy TP-E1 Draft Southside Plan, p. 96)
   b. Create visible and clearly worded signage to guide people to use the University and other lots.
   c. Adopt a policy of no net loss of short-term customer parking spaces.

18) Maintain Bancroft and Durant as one-way streets.
11.2C.256  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C256

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-1
These remarks serve as an introduction to more detailed comments below.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-2
As noted in section 3.1.14, UC Berkeley is committed to using the Southside Plan as its guide for the location and design of future projects in the Southside. With respect to the Berkeley General Plan, Best Practice LU-2c ensures any new project would be subject to further CEQA review if it “... includes a use not permitted within the city general plan designation or has a greater number of stories and/or lesser setback dimensions than could be permitted for a project under the city zoning ordinance as of July 2003.”

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-3
Land use in private properties is not within the jurisdiction of UC Berkeley, although the University does encourage mixed-use projects where private uses, particularly at street level, can enhance the economic and cultural vitality of the city. The Manville Apartments project is one example.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-4
Grants to private enterprises for façade improvements is not within the jurisdiction of UC Berkeley.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-5
The 2020 LRDP includes up to 2,500 new University student beds and up to 100 new University faculty units. The University already has several programs in place to encourage home ownership, as described in section 4.10.4.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-6
People’s Park would be retained as open space under the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-7
The University supports improved AC Transit bus service, and also provides a number of complementary services though its own transportation programs, as described in Thematic Response 10. UC Berkeley is an active participant in the plans for enhanced transit in the Telegraph corridor, but does not currently have a position on the specific technology to be used.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C256-8
No net loss of short-term parking is expected as the result of the 2020 LRDP: on the contrary, the number of such spaces in the UC Berkeley inventory would increase. Improvements in parking signage and wayfinding systems, and shared parking models, are under consideration within the context of the 2020 LRDP parking program.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

10 Mosswood Rd.
11.2C.257 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C257

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 257

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Ms Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley CA 94720-1380  

Dear Ms Lawrence,

I object to the installation of lights for television broadcasts at the Memorial Stadium. These lights are addressed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report of UCB’s Long Range Development Plan. Under *Areas of Controversy*, the Report includes: "light and glare impacts from future use changes at Memorial Stadium." The report goes on to say that light and glare would be mitigated to be less than significant by using "shields and cut-offs."

I wish to bring to your attention the lights at the intercolligate rugby field. When those lights were installed, I objected to them on the basis of the adverse intrusion of light and glare into my home and those of my neighbors. My living room is at about the same elevation as the light clusters of the rugby field. Initially the light and glare was more than intolerable. In response to the complaints from my neighbors and myself, the University installed shields and cut-offs. The first set installed were a complete failure. The shields and cut-offs finally installed mitigated, to a degree, the detrimental effect of the lights. However, the detrimental effect of the lights was not reduced to a less than significant level.

The proposed stadium lights would be just as objectionable, if not more so. The distances and elevations from my house to the proposed lights would be approximately the same as to the rugby field lights. In addition, the stadium light clusters would have more lamps than those on the rugby field clusters. This would be for the clusters facing my house.

There would be other detrimental impacts from the proposed stadium lights:

- In daylight these execrable stadium lights would dominate the view from my neighborhood.

- When used, there would be the concurrent noise from the stadium, the public address system and the spectators. Now, the noise might be comparable to that when football games are played during the day. However, the noise would be more objectionable at night when we are entitled to peace and quiet.

- Traffic in the vicinity of the Memorial Stadium including Panoramic Hill would be...
impossible during night games. Again there traffic is a severe problem during day games. During night games, the traffic problem would be exacerabated.

- Then there is the vital need to provide some means of evacuating Panoramic Hill in event of an emergency such as Oakland Hills fire. At present, evacuation from Panoramic Hill would be marginal at best if a fire crossed Claremont Canyon. It would be marginal if the evacuation was attempted during daylight hours. If evacuation were to be attempted during a night football game, some loss of life would occur.

I strongly urge that the installation of lights for television broadcasts at the Memorial Stadium be abandoned.

Very truly yours,
Ernest Sotelo
11.2C.258 **RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C258**

**Response to comments C258-1 and C258-2**
At this point no specific project at Memorial Stadium has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. See Thematic Response 1 for an explanation of how the 2020 LRDP and its EIR would be used in project level review.

**Response to comments C258-3 thru C258-5**
These comments appear to follow from the assumption that new Stadium lighting would result in more night games at the Stadium. The writer’s opposition to lighting at the Stadium is noted. Please see response to comments 258-1 and 258-2, above.
Dear Ms Lawrence,
Attached are comments in opposition to the housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP.

Very truly yours,
Ernest Sotelo
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

LETTER C259
Continued

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Ernest Otels

21 Mosswood Road Berkeley 94705

Signature

Address
The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 14, 2004

Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Co-Director 2020 LRDP EIR
Facilities Services
1936 University Ave. #300
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720-1382

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

Please accept these comments from the Downtown Berkeley Association in response to the 2020 Long Range Development Plan EIR. This letter is also endorsed by the Berkeley Business District Network.

The Downtown Berkeley Association (DBA) represents over 700 businesses in the Downtown district - the area from Oxford to Martin Luther King, and from Channing to Delaware. The DBA is a non-profit organization funded by a Business Improvement District (BID) to carry out a work plan of promotion and advocacy. DBA's membership includes businesses, property owners, non-profits, and financial institutions.

The Berkeley Business District Network (BBDN) is a networking group that invites representatives from all of Berkeley's business districts to work together to share information and resources to improve our City's commercial districts.

The following comments focus specifically on the Downtown Berkeley district. The DBA submits these comments with the goal of hearing your response, as well as to increase UC Berkeley's understanding of our organization and our vision for the Downtown Berkeley district. The DBA looks forward to develop a closer partnership with UC as you continue to expand into the Downtown Berkeley district.

Following are our comments on the 2020 LRDP EIR:

**Main Street**
The Downtown Berkeley Association is a Main Street Program which honors historic preservation and offers a four point program for economic development that focuses on Design, Promotion, Economic Development, and Organizational Development.

The DBA encourages UC to
• Embrace the concepts of Main Street and partner with the Downtown Berkeley community to enhance the district through participation in our organization.

**Downtown Berkeley Identity**
Downtown Berkeley is known as the Arts & Commerce district and is the City’s hub for government, education, and transit. The district is rebounding and thriving after decades of blight to offer world class performances and more fine dining options. The Downtown Berkeley district will continue to grow in population and prestige with new projects proposed by the City of Berkeley, UC Berkeley, and private developers. Berkeley is known internationally, and our visitors seek out our City “center” – our Downtown. It is a benefit to all fore mentioned parties that Downtown Berkeley have a strong district identity as the “heart of the city”.

In varied sections of the 2020 LRDP, Downtown Berkeley is referred to as a portion of the “Adjacent Blocks West”.

• The DBA requests that whenever appropriate, the LRDP document and all communications place special attention and refer to our district as “Downtown Berkeley”, and place section headers accordingly.

**Housing**
Downtown Berkeley offers an attractive site for transit oriented development with hundreds of new units currently under construction. The DBA strives for a residential population that offers balance in terms of age, income level, and long term tenancy. DBA also strives for a healthy retail environment that provides the range of products and services needed by our residents and our many visitors.

There is a symbiotic relationship between the residents and the retail environment. A mix of residents balanced by age, income, and long term tenancy will best support our current businesses, arts & entertainment offerings, and best support the on-going development of an improved retail environment with broad appeal.

Currently, the majority of Downtown Berkeley’s tenants are undergraduate students. Therefore, we encourage that new housing be directed to residents who will represent a more stable population.

**In reference to 2020 LRDP section 3.1.8**
The DBA encourages UC to:
• Commit to bringing long term members of the Berkeley community into the new housing in the Downtown district.
• Develop new housing in Downtown Berkeley for “new untenured ladder faculty” and staff as a first and immediate priority, with secondary priority to graduate students (including those with families).
• Include the concept of a healthy retail environment as being an integral component of the “livability” issue for residents.

**Campus Neighborhood’s Retail Environment**
A healthy retail environment will serve the needs of the community – including the new UC community. A strong retail environment provides necessary goods, services, and entertainment and, it also results in a safer and cleaner pedestrian environment.
A healthy business district needs to be cultivated - success is not to be taken for granted. Downtown Berkeley currently enjoys the success of our arts and entertainment offerings, and the growing number of high quality food establishments. However, the Downtown Berkeley retail environment faces challenges due to competition from neighboring shopping malls, corporate restructuring of large retailers, and growing trends in on-line sales. Additionally, neighboring cities have plans to develop their own arts and entertainment offerings. Downtown Berkeley’s retail offerings are declining and this requires pro-active attention.

In reference to 2020 LRDP section 3.1.10

The DBA encourages UC to
- Plan housing to attract a balanced mix of resident population.
- Consider retail vitality to be part of the “key nodes of activity” and “livability”.
- Consider the benefit of healthy retail districts to UC’s residential and larger campus community.
- Have a comprehensive sense of facility location and how it impacts the retail environment.
- Ensure that all developments provide a continuous ground floor retail environment - offering public activity on the ground floor of all buildings to allow continuous activity along the streets.
- Adopt a “Shop Local” policy that is mandated throughout all levels of the administrative system.

Access to Downtown Berkeley

The DBA supports a balanced approach to transit and parking. Due to the existing condition of scarce land, and growing usage, the DBA urges that UC plan growth in a way that ensures ease and clarity of access to Downtown Berkeley and to the University.

The DBA encourages UC to
- Minimize congestion at arterial corridors and intersections throughout the City to allow ease of auto and bus access, and safety of bicycle and pedestrian access into the heart of the City.
- Aggressively pursue transit options to encourage maximum transit rider ship among faculty, staff and students.
- Create a clear gateway to the campus on University Avenue through the use of signage and other landscaping.

Transit

Trip reduction is critical for all partners in the Berkeley and University communities. This will greatly ease the entrance of new facilities, housing, and other developments into the core. In the last decade, Downtown Berkeley has had an increase in usage, and a decrease in our baseline of parking supply. As demands continue to increase, it is critical that the parking supply be available to our visitors.

The DBA encourages UC to
- Maximize connectivity to all transit options (bus, BART, Amtrak, Guaranteed Ride Home, City Share, and more), and maximize use of all transit systems such as the BEAR Shuttle. Perhaps the BEAR Shuttle’s use could extend beyond the perimeter to serve the many new residents destined for the “20 minute” area.
• Give "newbies" the strongest regulations and incentives to develop transit habits from the beginning such as prohibiting all first and second year students from getting parking permits, and not allowing residents in the dormitories and core area to bring a car, continuing the Student Fast Pass for AC Transit.
• Require safe and secure bicycle parking in all new projects, residential, office, and parking, and any other type of development.
• Work with the City of Berkeley on trip reduction.

Parking
Regarding new parking facilities in the Downtown Berkeley district, the DBA encourages UC to
• Make parking garages attractive and engaging. As much parking as possible should be underground. Also, all other parking should be set back significantly so that it is not on the street. If it has to be on the street, there should be retail or activity at street level.
• Implement all possible strategies for coordinated management of parking facilities.

In reference to 2020 LRDP section 4.12.18

If UC builds or expands parking in the Downtown district, the DBA believes that it is important that a good portion of the new supply be dedicated to unrestricted visitor parking. **According to statistics on page 4.12.18, only 5.5% of UC's total parking supply is currently dedicated to visitors.**

In recent years, Downtown Berkeley’s supply of public parking has been shrinking. It should be noted that the Kittredge Garage has been demolished and will re-open in 2006 with only 125 public spaces. At the same time, Downtown’s usage has greatly increased, and will continue to increase for the new proposed Berkeley Art Museum, Hotel/Conference Center, and more.

Our experience is that the public does not use parking facilities that are available on a limited schedule (evenings and weekends) because they are not able to establish routines and habits. It would be preferable to have "unrestricted" parking with no time limitations on usage.

The DBA encourages UC to
• Ensure that 25-50% of new parking in the Downtown Berkeley district will be utilized for unrestricted visitor parking.
• Consider creative solutions to provide un-restricted visitor parking at all UC parking facilities in the Downtown district. (i.e. if there is a multi-level facility, perhaps the space could divided between full-time public access and permit parking.)
• Immediately install signage that clearly instructs and promotes the ability for visitors to park in the lots.
• Include safe and secure bicycle and motorcycle parking in all facilities.

Land Use and Design
• Create an attractive entrygateway at University Avenue from the freeway, to the campus.
• Work with the City on streetscape development, especially on the Oxford edge, and down to Shattuck. Oxford has a monumental scale but needs better connections to the core.
• Look at invigorating the street life in the zone between campus and Downtown Berkeley to better integrate and connect the two entities and make the street life active. Plan for interface at all levels including land use, design, and public improvements. We welcome people and eyes on the street. Currently, there are dead zones from Hearst to Bancroft, and down the north side of Center Street. There are also UC buildings scattered throughout the Downtown with private ground floor space. University, Addison, and Center Street need attention.

• Develop architecture that is welcoming to the public, and sensitive to the context of the surrounding environment. A good example is the Law School apartments at Channing and Shattuck which has a great groundfloor

• Note that the City of Berkeley has a classic, historic, mostly early 20th century Downtown which is very important to the residents as well as to the University. There are many landmarked buildings as well as historically significant buildings that have not yet been landmarked that should be maintained as part of the historic fabric of the city.

Planning
There are a number of significant projects proposed for the Downtown Berkeley core including but not limited to a hotel/conference center, AC Transit Bus Rapid Transit, The Berkeley Art Museum, Freight & Salvage, additional new housing and arts facilities, and the potential for closure of Center Street (from Oxford to Shattuck) for pedestrian mall or daylighting of Strawberry Creek.

The DBA encourages UC to
• Follow the guidelines set in the City of Berkeley’s General Plan, the Downtown Berkeley Improvements Plan, Downtown Berkeley Design Guidelines
• Note that the new City of Berkeley Arts & Culture Plan is pending approval in the near future.
• Work with the City of Berkeley to plan new projects in a comprehensive manner rather than on a project-by-project basis to ensure that there will be coordination in terms of land use, traffic engineering, and phasing of construction.

Public Safety
• Consider increase of UC Police presence in the Downtown Berkeley District, and work in partnership with the BPD.

Partnership
The DBA encourages UC to have an increased involvement in the downtown Berkeley community to correspond with the increase in physical presence. DBA is very interested to improve our communication with UC, and we would like UC to consider becoming more active with the Downtown Berkeley community through the DBA committees.

• Partner with the DBA on important issues such as Access (transit and parking) Economic Development, Promotion, Design, and Public Safety.
• Consider making an annual financial contribution to the Downtown Berkeley Association at a level proportional to the contributions of other members of our Business Improvement District. (All business license holders are assessed an annual fee based on revenue or other measure).

Thank you for your attention to these concerns. I look forward to hearing your response to these comments.
Cordially,

Deborah Badhia
Executive Director, Downtown Berkeley Association
Co-Chair, Berkeley Business District Network

Cc: City of Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates
    Berkeley City Councilmembers
    Arietta Chakos, City of Berkeley City Manager’s Office

Downtown Berkeley Association Board of Directors

President
Raudel Wilson, Mechanics Bank

Vice Presidents
Suzanne Mary Waligore, Aperio Gifts & Consignment
Fran Gallati, Downtown Berkeley YMCA

Treasurer
John DeClercq, TransAction Financial Corporation

Secretary
Pat Hanscom, Eugene’s Antiques

Past President
Rauly Butler, Mechanics Bank – Richmond

Officer
Derick Miller, Derick Miller Photography

DIRECTORS
Alan Bern, Berkeley Central Public Library
Tracy Dean, Design Site
Beatrice Edwards, Gene Logic, Inc.
John Gordon, Gordon Commercial Real Estate
Alan Kropp, Alan Kropp & Associates
Richard Mains, Mains Associates
Susie Medak, Berkeley Repertory Theatre
Schuyler Morgan, Finishing Up
Richard Roos-Collins, Natural Heritage Institute
Syreeta Shepherd, Building Opportunities of Self Sufficiency
Stephanie Williams, SRM Associates

EX-OFFICIO
Ted Burton, City of Berkeley – Office of Economic Development
Austene Hall, Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association
Irene Hegarty, UC Berkeley - Community Relations Office
Bonnie Hughes, Berkeley Arts Festival
Phyllis Montez, Berkeley Chamber of Commerce
11.2.260 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C260

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-1

If by the “concepts of Main Street” the writer means, in the words of the DBA website, “...to improve Downtown Berkeley as an attractive and historic public space that offers unique experiences through arts and commerce to its many local and international visitors ...” then the policies of the 2020 LRDP align completely with these concepts. For example, section 3.1.4 states:

Given both its superior transit access and its established mixed-use character, downtown Berkeley should be the primary focus of future University investment in new research, cultural and service functions that require locations near, but not on, the Campus Park ... However, these future investments should be planned not merely to accommodate the program needs of the University, but also to invigorate the downtown and create an inviting, exciting 'front door' to the UC Berkeley campus. They should also be planned to enable University land and capital to be leveraged through creative partnerships with other public and private sector organizations.

This section goes on to cite a new University museum complex and a new hotel and conference center, both envisioned for downtown Berkeley sites, as examples of such investments.

The UC Berkeley Director of Community Relations serves as an ex officio member of the DBA board of directors.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-2

Although the writer does not provide a definition of “downtown Berkeley” the 2020 LRDP does often use this term to refer to the area just west of the Campus Park. However, “downtown Berkeley” as commonly perceived has very different dimensions than the Adjacent Blocks West, being considerably narrower in the north-south dimension and considerably wider in the east-west dimension. The boundary of the Adjacent Blocks West was limited to those blocks which directly abut the Campus Park, because these blocks as defined have a specific role in the 2020 LRDP land use strategy, as described in the Location Guidelines in section 3.1.16. We are unable, therefore, to reorganize the document as the writer requests.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C260-3 THRU C260-5

While some of the up to 2,500 net new student beds in the 2020 LRDP could be built within the downtown, the cost of land and the need for new University program space adjacent to campus suggest this may be more the exception than the rule. The Housing Zone as defined in the 2020 LRDP includes many other sites which are as suitable for housing, but not for program space given their distance from the Campus Park.

The mix of occupants of new University housing in the downtown would depend on both the 2020 LRDP housing targets and the actual profile and magnitude of future demand, although both new graduate students and new faculty are identified as key new markets in section 3.1.8. The 2020 LRDP does not, however, anticipate a significant future increase in new student family housing.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-6
While the Campus Design Guidelines in section 3.1.17 are, in general, confined to the Campus Park, they do address the use and character of ground level frontages at its perimeter and on facing adjacent blocks:

In the city general plan, several sections of blocks adjacent to campus are designated ‘commercial’: ground level spaces in University buildings within those areas should include retail and/or storefront services. Other University buildings at the campus perimeter or on adjacent blocks should house functions with a high frequency of human presence and activity at ground level.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C260-7 THRU C260-11

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-12
A number of factors shape UC Berkeley policies on the purchase of goods and services. For example, state law requires the University to comply with competitive bidding rules. The University must also ensure that small, disadvantaged, woman-owned, and disabled-veteran enterprises have the maximum practicable opportunity to participate in the performance of University contracts supported by federal funds. It is also University policy to meet its needs for goods and services at the lowest cost. Local goods and services may be purchased to the extent the aforementioned conditions can be met.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C260-13 AND C260-14
See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-15
The writer’s comment is noted. Such a “gateway” sign already exists at the Center Street entrance, and a similar sign would be very suitable for the University Avenue entrance should funds become available.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-16
See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs. With regard to extending the shuttle to serve the Housing Zone, in fact the Housing Zone was defined to ensure these new residences would be adequately served by existing AC Transit routes.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-17
Student parking permits are already very restricted. Students living in UC Berkeley housing may only obtain a parking permit if they provide clear, documented evidence they require a car for medical, job or other extraordinary circumstances. Students not living in UC Berkeley housing may only obtain a student parking permit if they live outside a 2-mile radius from campus.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-18
The campus provides free California bicycle licensing, discounts on high quality bicycle locks, extensive bicycle parking, campus bicycle paths, bicycle enforcement, bicycle traffic school, and more. Starting this year, the University will provide secure bicycle parking in five locations on campus with a grant from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District: over 200 bike parking spaces will be furnished in covered, locked
cages or under security camera surveillance. In 2004-2005, UC Berkeley will begin developing the first campus bicycle access plan with a grant from the Alameda County Transportation Improvement Authority.

**Response to comment C260-19**

UC Berkeley and the City of Berkeley collaborated on the 2001 Downtown/Southside TDM Study, which provides the foundation for many current UC Berkeley initiatives. UC Berkeley and the City of Berkeley continue to work together on transportation demand management initiatives. Current projects include:

- Providing new transit shelters at Bear Transit/AC Transit bus stops.
- Improving wayfinding systems for visitors to Berkeley.
- Funding intersection improvements at Oxford/Hearst and Arch/LeConte/Hearst.
- Working with AC Transit to define Bus Rapid Transit alignments in Berkeley.
- Collaborating on the City Bicycle Plan update and a new campus bicycle plan.

**Response to comment C260-20**

See response C260-6 regarding retail frontages. While no new parking structures envisioned under the 2020 LRDP have yet been sited or designed, most are expected to be constructed as parts of mixed-use projects, with at least some of the parking located below grade, in order to optimize the use of University land.

**Response to comment C260-21**

The writer’s comment is noted.

**Response to comments C260-22 thru C260-26**

While the writer’s comment is noted, the University does not have the resources to provide parking beyond what it requires to serve its own mission. Moreover, the City of Berkeley, in its comment B7’a-56, objected very strongly to what it misinterpreted as UC Berkeley’s intent to do so.

**Response to comment C260-27**

While the writer’s comment is noted, University has no plans to install gateway signage outside University property, except in collaboration with the city.

**Response to comment C260-28**

Section 3.1.13 of the 2020 LRDP includes the policy to “Partner with the City and LBNL on an integrated program of access and landscape improvements at the Campus Park edge.” Oxford Street is one potential location for such improvements.

**Response to comments C260-29 and C260-30**

See responses C260-1 and C260-6.

**Response to comment C260-31**

The writer’s comment is noted. The Draft EIR prescribes numerous measures to ensure the aesthetic and historic fabric of the City Environ is protected and enhanced, including Best Practices AES-1-a through AES-1-h, CUL-2-a through CUL-2-b, and LU-2-a through LU-2-e.
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C260-32 AND C260-33
As the Draft EIR notes, UC Berkeley is constitutionally exempt from local land use regulations, including municipal general plans; the University serves the entire state of California, and its mission can not always be met entirely within the parameters of municipal policy. However, compatibility with adjacent land uses is a matter of concern for the University, and it therefore voluntarily considers the 2020 LRDP’s compatibility with the adjacent land uses in the City Environ. However, this does not mean the city should not have a strong advisory role, and the aforementioned Best Practices in the 2020 LRDP ensure that it would.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-34
Although some impacts of future University projects can not be fully evaluated until project-level information is available, the 2020 LRDP provides a context to help the University and the public understand these impacts in relation to long-term University goals and objectives, and thereby provides the comprehensive perspective advocated by the writer.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C260-35
As noted in section 4.11.4, the UC Berkeley police already work in close partnership with the City of Berkeley, and share policing responsibility for Telegraph Avenue and the Southside. UCPD and BPD partner to ensure adequate service levels in areas proximate to the campus. Patrol captains from each department confer several times a week about upcoming events, coverage and other relevant issues, and the chiefs also confer regularly. An existing written agreement assigns ten campus officers on a full time basis to work jointly with the city in the areas around campus: the need for an increased UC Berkeley police presence in downtown Berkeley would be considered within this framework.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C260-36 AND C260-37
UC Berkeley is eager to work with DBA toward enhancing the economic and cultural vitality of downtown Berkeley.
Dear Jennifer Lawrence,

I am writing in regard to the Long Range Development Plan 2020. I live on Lower Summit and I oppose building 100 houses and parking at the top of Strawberry Canyon at Grizzly Peak. The open space right by the Park Blvd. would be ruined and congested. Parking would be much worse on our already congested small streets, and we would be burned up in the case of another disaster like the Oakland Berkeley Hills Fire. The wildlife is thriving in our area and such a development would destroy it. Please do not build more houses at the edge of Tilden.

Sincerely,

(510) 841-8928
Joyce Kraus, 1510 Summit Road
Berkeley Ca, 94708
11.2C.261 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C261

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C261-I
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch  
6 Summit Lane  
Berkeley, CA 94708  

May 24, 2004  

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380  

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP)/  
Environmental Impact Report  

Dear Ms. Lawrence:  

The “Town and Gown” challenges we face in Berkeley today are certainly not exclusive to our city, nor are they simply a product of the times. They are an historical reality of every college town. One of the more attractive aspects of living in a community of scholars is the possibility for a lively and creative exchange of ideas resulting in innovative solutions to problems. In order for that exchange to occur, however, there needs to be a true exchange – a give and take. The consensus among those who have made their voices heard regarding the UCB 2020 LRDP is that, until now, (and increasingly over the past 50 years) all the give has been from the community and all the take has been by the university.  

As residents of the Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch we reviewed the LRDP and are submitting our comments regarding various serious problems with the proposed faculty housing described as H1 and H2, two parcels which lie at end of the Lower Summit Road cul-de-sac, and the parking terraces across from the Lawrence Hall of Science, respectively. In the spirit of communication, we have followed those comments with a series of solutions, some of which are already identified in the LRDP’s own Alternatives section (5.1 2020 Alternatives), some of which are a creative re-thinking of those solutions, and some which are not yet identified in the document. Some of these solutions address other concerns expressed at the public hearings, such as transportation, aesthetics, community disenfranchisement, and environmental health. It is our belief that sometimes a problem needs to be viewed from a different angle, and in doing so, many other dilemmas get resolved.
Below are the specific problems we have identified, followed by our suggested solutions. Following this document are attachments, including a list of specific questions raised in our letter, for which we would like answers from the University.

Problems With Current 2020 LRDP:

1) Environmental and ecological
   a. In August of 1974 a dry-season slide took out a road and broke a building in half at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and undermined the stability of the Lawrence Hall of Science. As a result, head campus engineer John Shively along with engineer Ben Lennert, discovered an aquifer underneath what is now the parking lot of the UC Silver Space Sciences Laboratory. They found it by drilling a well, which has since been pumping millions of gallons of water annually in an effort to help stabilize the hillside. The extent of this aquifer is still unknown and needs to be carefully delineated with respect to the proposed housing sites H1 and H2.
   b. Run-off from the Chabot Observatory in the Oakland Hills, which was built along the ridge that continues from Grizzly Peak south, has already resulted in landslides and damage to the local habitat. A 1984 Converse Consultants report titled: Hill Area Dewatering and Stabilization Studies provided a comprehensive view of the hydrogeology of the Strawberry Creek Watershed. According to that study, at least six known fault lines circumscribe the area delineated for the proposed UC housing development (H1 and H2). According to the USGS the Hayward fault is considered one of the most dangerous in California right now, with a 70% probability of at least one 6.7 magnitude or greater earthquake capable of widespread damage before 2030.
   c. The UC LRDP identifies the Hayward, Wildcat Canyon and Strawberry Canyon faults but ignores the University Fault, the New Fault and the Lawrence Hall Fault complex, as well as several other faults passing under the Space Sciences Laboratory building which are in close proximity to the proposed housing reserve sites H1 and H2.

2) Community Safety
   a. Centennial Road is closed to through traffic during football games, most of which occur during high fire danger season. During an emergency, clogging of the narrow, winding adjacent streets creates both egress problems for residents and football game attendees, as well as access impossibilities for emergency vehicles. An addition of 100 families (200+ individuals) and possibly over 200 additional vehicles to this area would significantly magnify the existing access and egress problems.
   b. During a community crisis such as an earthquake, fire or terrorist attack on the Lawrence Berkeley Lab, a buffer zone between existing residential neighborhoods and UC property must be preserved for safety and as a
possible staging area for emergency services and equipment including agencies such as the Red Cross (field hospital) and FEMA. As there are no emergency services readily available to the Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard neighborhood, and the other neighborhoods east of the Hayward Fault, this buffer zone is critical to maintain.

c. Each year, during both the rainy season and the fire danger season, high winds have toppled trees and power poles resulting in property damage as well as ignition of dry brush, creating brush fires. On the Summit Road ridge, these winds have been clocked at 70 mph. Community efforts to underground utilities in the area have met with no success for the past 15 years. The Claremont Canyon Association reports that the US Forest Service has identified the Berkeley/Oakland Hills as the most hazardous urban fire zone in the entire United States. The “Santa Ana” winds that have fueled previous firestorms always come from an easterly direction. Grizzly Peak Boulevard must be maintained as a firebreak and as the last stand against westward moving firestorms, and Centennial Drive must remain accessible by emergency vehicles. This is even more critical today since the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, with its many hazardous and radioactive materials and waste inventories, is just a few hundred meters down the street. Adding 100 families and their automobiles will add significantly to the egress dangers during an emergency.

d. Grizzly Peak Boulevard, which is already a very popular area for bicycle and motorcycle enthusiasts, has become more congested and dangerous every year. The potential introduction of hundreds of additional vehicles to the area makes this much-traveled artery even more hazardous.

e. The new parking terraces for the Space Science Laboratory employees have been deemed too expensive by the staff, therefore they are using the neighborhood streets as their auxiliary parking lot, already creating access and egress problems for the local neighborhoods as well as emergency vehicles. Converting these parking facilities into residential housing would exacerbate the existing problem.

3. **Community Impacts**

a. The LRDP’s section on housing (4.10.7 Impacts Regarding Population) identifies the 100 units high density (2, 3 and 4 bedroom) housing proposed for H1 and H2 as being within the City of Oakland, and completely excludes the reality that all of the impacts of this development are in Berkeley, including sewer system, roads, traffic, utilities, emergency services, etc. We believe that the legal ramifications and potential liability to the UC from the problems cited above are reason enough to re-think the LRDP’s proposed housing development. By its own standard that housing should be within one mile of the main campus, these sites fail the criteria as they are nearly two miles away, and necessitate commute by car or bus.
b. The establishment of an exclusive community is anathema to the spirit of the City of Berkeley. The H1 and H2 development as outlined creates a population that is while homogeneous, is nonetheless constantly transient. A population group of this nature will not establish connections with the community, nor develop concerns for the issues that impact the rest of the citizens of Berkeley.

Proposed Alternatives:

1) Integration of Faculty Into the Community
The concept of the Ivory Tower is an anachronism in the 21st century. In an era of rapid technological innovation, it has become critical that those responsible for the policies and innovations that will affect all of us, live in the 'real world'. Residents in the University's contiguous neighborhoods have expressed a desire to have more faculty members integrated into their neighborhoods in lieu of groups of undergraduates sharing communal housing. With the opening in 2005 of the additional 2,000 undergraduate student housing units, many of the lovely, historical residences that have previously been used for group undergraduate housing will become available for faculty housing.

Predictions for University housing needs were based on vacancy rates that have changed considerably since research for the LRDP EIR was done. According to the Chair of Market Conditions Committee of the Rental Association of Northern Alameda County, apartment vacancy rates have soared from less than 1% in 2000 to 7% in November of 2003. This regional study broke down the statistics as follows: Oakland 7.3% and Berkeley landlords reported vacancies of 4.9%. This number includes vacant rental units within walking distance of the university campus, a situation unknown to Berkeley for more than half a century. In the last five years, the City of Berkeley Zoning Division has approved 1,054 units. According to the Berkeley Property Owners Association there are about 17,000 rental units in Berkeley. If we take the Alameda County vacancy rate for Berkeley, this means that 850 units are now vacant. This figure does not include the five or more multi-unit buildings still under construction in Berkeley or the 2,000 additional units to be available for students by the fall of 2005. Based on the LRDP's own numbers for required additional housing, those housing needs for both students and faculty are already available in the city. We propose that the university enter into long-term contracts with private landlords and property owner associations in Berkeley to secure housing for faculty.

At the LRDP's EIR hearing at the Clark Kerr Campus, a graduate student currently living in UC's Albany Village with his family, expressed concern over the fact that his current salary did not meet the high rent he was paying. With the softening of the rental housing market in Berkeley, and a predicted
decline in rental rates due to the thousands of new units becoming available for undergraduates in 2005, faculty and graduate housing units within the community will become more plentiful and more affordable (see Berkeley Daily Planet April 6, 2004).

2) **Mixed-Use Research Park Concept at Richmond Field Station**

The University's beautiful 100-acre parcel next to the Richmond Marina Bay Residential Development on the Eastshore/Point Isabel Regional Shoreline was identified in the LRDP as a possible alternate site for development (5.1.3). The document describes this site as "not within the scope of the 2020 LRDP". We ask – **why not**? And, we request that it be seriously considered. The following are only some of the reasons why we believe this site would be ideal for some of the university's expansion plans.

a. Recognizing that scenic living and work environments are a substantial draw for research faculty and staff, this area on the San Francisco Bay is, by anybody's aesthetic standards, not only as desirable as the H1 H2 sites, but in fact, more so. The existing neighboring development of Marina Bay is an indication that the area is not only ripe for housing, but is welcomed by the Richmond community.

b. Many university communities throughout the US are expanding their development into economically depressed areas with great success. A development of this kind would bring a boost to Richmond's local economy and provide an academic influence into an area that deserves and needs such an influence.

c. At the University of Utah Research Park in Salt Lake City, for example, employees have access to the University's credit union, a commercial bank, a childcare facility, outdoor tennis courts, basketball courts and a jogging trail located in the park. The Eastshore Trail that adjoins the University's Richmond Field Station has been deemed one of the most spectacular and safe jogging and bicycle trails in the Bay Area. A development here along the lines of the University of Utah's Salt Lake City facility would be a jewel in the University's crown.

3) **Re-think the future of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory site**

The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, originally known as the University of California Radiation Laboratory, was established in 1932 and moved to the current Strawberry Creek Watershed location in 1940. The primary purpose of the laboratory was the development of the atomic bomb as part of the Manhattan Project. In light of our current national concerns about terrorism and the aforementioned problems regarding access in the event of a fire or earthquake, the vulnerable location of the radiation lab today seems ill planned, especially considering the present high inventories of chemicals and radioactive materials and waste at the site.

Lest the University think that our concerns are political in nature, rest assured that many of us are the grateful beneficiaries of medical and technological
research conducted through the Lab. Our sole concern is that it is inappropriate to have such a high concentration of hazardous materials and activities so close to an already densely-populated residential neighborhood with an inadequate buffer zone.

It is our understanding that the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s environmental restoration program has conducted a site characterization with respect to soil contamination and is in a process of developing a corrective action plan for clean up. There are several acres of land available for development at the formerly de-commissioned Bevatron (Building 51) and HILAC (Building 71) sites, and building 88 is scheduled for de-commissioning in the near future.

Our logical conclusion, therefore, is that any of these sites, after clean up, would serve as ideal locations for faculty, staff and student housing. The close proximity to both the lab and the main campus (and the Northside shops and services) would enable residents to easily commute either on foot, bicycle, or shuttle, thereby eliminating additional traffic on Hearst Avenue/Northside in general. An obvious benefit of this plan is that it would be preferable, acceptable and even welcomed by the surrounding neighborhoods. This ‘recycling’ land-use concept (which is called ‘in-fill’ housing) is also environmentally preferable as it maintains existing open space in the Strawberry Creek Watershed lands.

Finally, it is our firm belief that ‘an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure’. Rather than consider mitigations for problems already identified in the 2020 LRDP, it makes more sense to us to find new and different solutions. Rather than perpetuate the pattern of more environmental, ecological, and sociological degradation of our community through short-sighted and convenient ‘fixes’, it seems prudent to take a more long-term look at the needs of the University and the community and together explore the alternatives identified above. After all, by the University’s own description, this is the ‘final’ long-term development plan, and its implementation will have repercussions for a very long time. Why not make those repercussions positive ones?

Sincerely,

Andrea Pillaumer  
David Nasatir  
Monika Heinrich

6 Summit Lane  
1540 Summit Rd.  
1460 Grizzly Peak Blvd.

Berkeley, CA 94708  
Berkeley, CA 94708  
Berkeley, CA 94708

Attachments: Question page  
Signature pages  
Maps
Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch  
6 Summit Lane  
Berkeley, CA 94708

Addendum to 2020 LRDP Draft EIR Comments

RE: Proposed Housing Development at Intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive

Questions

1. **Transportation and Traffic:** RE: figure F.2-1 for Study Intersection Number 10, it appears that the traffic analysis for the intersection referenced above is totally deficient with respect to estimating the current volume of traffic to and from the Strawberry Canyon, i.e. the Lawrence Berkeley Lab and the University of California facilities including the Lawrence Hall of Science, Botanical Garden, Strawberry Canyon Recreation Center, etc. Your numbers represent an unreliable sample. Everyone who lives here knows that peak traffic hours on these roadways are from 6-10 a.m. and from 3-7 p.m. This survey excludes a large portion of LBL traffic, whose employees come to our neighborhood to park and then catch the lab shuttle between 6 and 7 a.m. and then leave for home by 3 p.m.

We understand that the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute employees have a fifty-year moratorium on paying for any parking at the UC’s parking terraces. The employees from the Space Sciences Laboratory next door, however, have now been required to park in the newly constructed parking terraces and pay $100 per month, which has motivated them to park in our neighborhood on our already congested narrow streets. Our postman has already identified numerous hazards and problems due to the parking situation (see attachment #1 from Toney Wilkins dated June 14th).

At a recent Berkeley City Council meeting we learned that Councilman Wozniak calculated that it would be more financially beneficial for the City to patrol parking meters within the downtown area rather than to enforce restricted parking permit areas in the residential zones. Residents living on Wilson Circle, who already have these permits, constantly have many employees of the Lawrence Hall of Science parking on their streets. Residents have experienced no enforcement of these permits, even after calling the police many days in a row. In other words, the residents are paying for parking in front of their own homes, while the UC’s employees are stealing our parking spaces for free.
A. Where is the University’s Goodwill in this regard, both to their employees and the neighborhood?

B. We request that you return to your original agreement and understanding with employees of these UC Berkeley satellite facilities to provide them free parking since they are removed from the amenities provided to other UC employees who are closer to central campus and downtown.

C. We request that a comprehensive and thorough traffic study be conducted utilizing automatic automobile counters (across the width of the road) in all four directions at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive, and Golf Course Drive.

D. How do you propose to mitigate for the increased pollution, congestion, and demand for parking to be generated by as many as 200 additional permanent cars (not including visitors to those residents) that will likely be brought to the neighborhood as a result of the proposed housing development.

E. Per the enclosed “Professor Pathfinder’s University of California” Berkeley campus and environs map, (Attachment #2) it appears that the Lower Summit Road has been erroneously identified as a thoroughfare connecting to the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial/Golf Course Drives. If the University intentionally provided this information to the map company, we are concerned that the University plans to extend Lower Summit so that it becomes a five-way intersection at Grizzly Peak/Centennial/Golf Course. In addition to the traffic nightmare that would ensue, it is our understanding that this area is the headwaters of Lincoln-Schoolhouse Creek and must be protected as part of the Strawberry Creek Watershed. If it is not the intention of the University to extend this road, please explain the anomaly on this map and have it corrected.

F. There are bus stops periodically along Grizzly Peak Boulevard from Centennial Drive to Marin Avenue and beyond. Crossing Grizzly Peak on foot at almost any point and any time of the day is done at risk of life and limb. Blind corners, speeding motorists, groups of motorcycle club members and other non-residents, unaware of signed crosswalks on Grizzly Peak make pedestrian and vehicle crossings extremely hazardous. Grizzly Peak is a “collector artery” for emergency vehicle egress and access at the interface between wildlands and an urban area. Also, within a few hundred meters of the proposed housing development is the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Hazardous and Radioactive Waste Handling Treatment and Storage Facility. In the event of an earthquake, firestorm or other natural or manmade disaster, Grizzly Peak becomes the primary escape route for residents. How can you justify increasing traffic congestion in this area in the event of such a disaster?

G. Small children are, by nature, unaware and unmindful of traffic hazards. And, as they get older, some unsupervised children are even willingly
challenged by dangerous situations. How can you possibly propose to put family housing here, near a virtual freeway, (which a thorough traffic study would certainly have identified), with small children wanting to get to the park?

2. **Population and Housing:** Per Attachment #3, an article in the Berkeley Daily Planet (July 11-14, 2003) describes the historic housing development boom in the City of Berkeley, which includes many affordable housing units. The number of units built or approved between July 1, 1999 and December 1, 2002, or in the pipeline as of the end of that period exceeds 1,269 units required by the Association of Bay Area Governments due by December 2006. In fact, it is our understanding that more than 2,000 new housing units will be available before that date. This information begs the following questions:

A. Does the University really need this proposed housing at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive in the high-risk fire zone? How do you justify spending your funds on new development when it is clear that there is ample housing available within the community near to campus? Demonstrate a need for this additional housing, especially in light of the ample supply (and more coming on line soon) within walking distance to the University and its facilities. Demonstrate a need for a segregated housing enclave up a steep, narrow, winding, high traffic-volume road, without sidewalks or bicycle lanes, fraught with blind curves, nearly 1000' in elevation (clearly not easily accessible by bicycle or on foot) above the campus site, nearly two miles from Doe Library, and more than a mile beyond the LRDP's own stated objective of placing housing one mile from Doe Library?

B. The proposed housing development is contiguous with an existing R-1H (Low-density, single family home) area within the City of Berkeley. This zoning designation was established for good reason: the access, egress, flora and fauna of the area require low-density housing, minimal environmental impact and minimal traffic. This area is within the City of Oakland's General Plan Land Use designation for "park, recreation, natural area, or watershed". This site is within the City of Oakland's S-7 Preservation Zoning District intended "to preserve and enhance the cultural, educational, aesthetic, architectural environmental and economic value of structures and areas of special importance". The existing greenbelt is definitely an area of "special importance". Policy 2 of the Civic and Open Space
element relating to University lands calls for portions of the Hill Area to be maintained as public open space. How do you justify proposing a 100-unit high-density housing development in an area designed in the UCB 1990 LRDP for open space? (See Attachment #4)

C. Is it true that the UC Berkeley is considering (or has already) turned over (leased) the entire 100-acre Richmond Field Station site to a private developer to develop into a research park along the lines of UCSF’s Mission Bay Project? In light of the adjacent proposed development of 1,330 residential housing unit, proposed by Simeon Residential Properties and Cherokee Investment Partners, is the feasibility of contracting part of those units for faculty and/or staff/student housing being considered? Why were these 100 acres of UCB land left out of the UCB 2020 LRDP EIR? What is the purpose of this potential research park development and why can’t it be considered as an alternative to further development near the main campus and to the proposed 100,000 square feet of research facilities proposed in the Hill Campus in the Strawberry Creek Watershed? Please provide details about the purpose of the Richmond Field Station Research Park project. (See Attachment #5 Berkeley Daily Planet, May 28-31, 2004).

D. Have you looked into the possibility of entering into contractual arrangements with the developers referenced above, or with any of the developers of the numerous housing projects in Berkeley, in order to establish long-term faculty/staff leasing agreements, and if not, why not?

3. **Soils and Geology:** As referenced in our comment letter, there is an underground lake (aquifer) in the vicinity of the proposed housing development. According to the Silver Laboratory Expansion Project Initial Study Checklist (Pages IV-18, item c) a water tank pumping water from Shively Well #1, approximately 400 feet deep below the Space Sciences building was intended “to help lower the groundwater level in the rock structure underlying the ridge and the improve stability conditions in the Lawrence Hall of Science and Corporation Yard areas.” Figure 3.2 “Local Fault Map” (Attachment #6) identifies the fault zones surrounding the proposed housing sites H1 and H2, also referenced in our comment letter.

A. What is the extent of the Lennart aquifer? What is the interaction of the potential movement of groundwater, with respect, for example, to the Wildcat Fault? What might happen to the aquifer if there is a major earthquake on the Hayward Fault? How much has the Lawrence Hall of Science moved since the 1974
landslide? How is the soil movement being observed and determined in the LHS area?

B. What are the worst-case scenarios with respect to the fault zone and the aquifer, including landslides, and what emergency plans are in place to deal with them?

C. How are you planning to mitigate for the increased runoff caused by the projected development?

4. **Community Safety:** There are a number of eucalyptus groves near the proposed housing site including one containing over 200 mature trees on the south side of the Lawrence Hall of Science. Those trees carry a dangerous load of eucalyptus oil, dry leaves and branches, and ground litter that comprises a serious potential fire threat. We understand that the grove was slated for thinning several years ago but it appears that this has not yet taken place. In a wind-driven, fast-moving firestorm, we see these groves as a serious threat to our neighborhood. In the 1991 firestorm, for instance, it was determined that if the wind direction would have changed, it would have taken only ten minutes for the fire to have moved in the tree canopy from the top of Panoramic Hill across Strawberry Canyon to Grizzly Peak Boulevard and our neighborhood. In light of this finding:

A. Is the removal of these trees part of the development plan and when can we expect them to be removed? If not, why not?

B. What is the current plan to evacuate the population in our neighborhood in the event of a firestorm, earthquake or other disaster? Has there been communication between the Cities of Oakland and Berkeley, the Regional Park District, Lawrence Berkeley Lab and the University with respect to an evacuation plan in the event of such disaster. Please provide details of the evacuation plans from these entities in your responses.

C. At the Parkwoods apartments, which was a high-density housing development lost in the Oakland Firestorm, residents were trapped due to inadequate egress. Because of the loss of life and the huge property damage, multiple overlapping lawsuits ensued. How do you propose to mitigate for the potential gridlock that will ensue in such a firestorm due to residents attempting to escape our area? How do you mitigate for the potential loss of life resulting from that gridlock?

**Conclusion:** In view of all of the concerns identified in our comment letter and our above questions, we recommend that you adopt the “no project” alternative for the H1 and H2 housing development. We are attaching more than 400 signatures from concerned neighbors and citizens who are in opposition to this project.
June 14, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

I am a letter carrier with the U.S. Postal Service and for the past five years my route has been the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Summit Road area. Some of the people on my route just told me that the University is considering building 100 housing units at the corner of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive. I think this is a terrible idea.

There are many blind curves on the section of Grizzly Peak that I service. Even before the new university building went up near that intersection, (the Space Sciences Building) my route was a dangerous one. After the new building went up and the employees starting parking all over the neighborhood where I deliver mail, the situation got worse. Many times I cannot pull over to deliver the mail because there are many cars parked on the street blocking my access to the mailboxes. I have been cursed at, honked at and nearly hit numerous times. Already this year I have had my delivery vehicle side-swiped (hit-and-run) on Grizzly Peak. Other mail carriers delivering mail further north on Grizzly Peak have had their delivery trucks hit by passing cars. Adding 100 housing units at the intersection of Centennial Drive and Grizzly Peak Boulevard will only make the parking and traffic situation even more dangerous on my route.

How do you propose to keep the pedestrians, the bicycle riders, and delivery trucks safe? If you put up a traffic signal there, you will only get more cars driving faster once the signal changes. We have already spoken with our supervisors about the possibility of getting some speed bumps on the most dangerous curves, but that’s going to slow things down for everyone – including fire trucks and emergency vehicles. And like my customers have said, getting out of the area during a fire or other emergency would become slower and even more dangerous. The whole idea is a big mistake. I urge you to not build this proposed development.

Very truly yours,

Tony Wilkins
Berkeley City Carrier – Route 88
C/O D.D.U.
1150 8th Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
Pace of City’s Construction Not Likely to Subside Soon

By ROB WELNM
Special to the Planet

This is the last in a three-part series on Berkeley’s housing boom.

The current housing boom in Berkeley shows no signs of letting up. There are at least 800 units more being planned by for-profit and non-profit developers that have not yet come before the Zoning Adjustment Board. Panoramic Properties, Patrick Kennedy’s development company, has plans to build a 100-unit multi-family project at 60th Street and Rainbow Avenue to replace the aged Rainbow Apartment complex.

As if that wasn’t enough, the proposed project at the corner of Rainbow Avenue and San Pablo Avenue would create another 100 units if approved by the Planning Commission. These projects are being hailed by some as a necessary response to the growing housing crisis, but others worry about the long-term effects on the city’s character and affordability.

The Berkeley Housing Boom

A Daily Planet Special Report

Part Three: Building For The Future

BERKELEY’S HOUSING BOOM

A Partnership Report

City’s Housing Boom Expected to Continue

Continued from Page Four

How development has changed

In the 1980s, a majority of the units being produced were affordable units. Affordable developers accounted for a majority of the new housing being produced. Current trends show that last two years only 15% of the new units being produced are affordable housing units.

City’s high-density development projects, May 2001-May 2003
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Continued on Page Thirteen

ATTACHMENT

UC STUDENT HOUSING under construction at College and Durant Avenues.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1956 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Cemential Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create, is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB/MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Mary M. Denisi
1531 Commerce Drive
Berkeley, CA 94708
June 6, 2004
Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1356 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1360

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer underground lake that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will cease due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Signature
Address

June 6, 2004
Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1356 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1360

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer underground lake that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will cease due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly.

Signature
Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Cemetary Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

1524 Campus Dr.
Berk. CA 94708

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Cemetary Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impervious surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

1524 Campus Dr.
Berk. CA 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite 8900
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site, sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB/MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire City of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite 8900
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site, sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB/MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, is times of emergency, such as a break on the EB/UD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing its historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

June 12, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, is times of emergency, such as a break on the EB/UD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines—hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing its historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1360

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of constriction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 12, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1360

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of constriction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
June 12, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces such as buildings and parking lots will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward-Whitman Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

June 5, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences Lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces such as buildings and parking lots will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward-Whitman Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380
June 6, 2004


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines -- hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
156 MILL ROAD
BERKELEY 94708

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

June 6, 2004


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sit on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines -- hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
156 MILL ROAD
BERKELEY 94708

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380
For over 25 years, I have been walking from my Berkeley house, on Campus Drive, uphill onto Olympus Avenue, and then through the areas where the Lawrence Hall of Science upper parking lots are now. I end my walk at the top of the steps leading to UC's Math Institute.

Before the paving of the area uphill from Centennial Drive, and across from the Lawrence Hall of Science, the field was a natural "hilly field," complete with wildflowers. I often saw California quail in that hilly field area - individual quail and also groups of quail with a mother followed by baby quail. Since the hilly field was paved over with asphalt, I never see quail.

On occasion, I used to run into a graduate student from UC's Biology Department, researching an unusual species of lizard that lived in that hilly field. But, since the hilly field was paved, I have not met any more lizard researchers, presumably because the lizards are gone.

I think the plan to develop the nearby natural area near Centennial Drive and Grizzly Peak Boulevard is a shortsighted bad idea. It will surely result in the destruction of habitat for a number of species of birds, animals, and plants living there now.

Susan Bury
1482 Campus Drive
Berkeley CA 94708

16 June 2004

Thank you,

Daniele Grant
1417 Grizzly Peak
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).
2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.
3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.
4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/ natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2006 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amine Haddi</td>
<td></td>
<td>1872 Olympic</td>
<td>848-0930</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amin@uiuc.edu">amin@uiuc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Mahan</td>
<td></td>
<td>1477 Summit</td>
<td>848-5187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith F. Renn</td>
<td></td>
<td>1536 Summit</td>
<td>848-6115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Duane</td>
<td></td>
<td>1400 Summit</td>
<td>653-277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Denton</td>
<td></td>
<td>1400 Summit</td>
<td>653-3289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Stambaugh</td>
<td></td>
<td>2410 El Camino</td>
<td>848-9265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Vinhian</td>
<td></td>
<td>1400 Summit</td>
<td>848-5865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Morrisen</td>
<td></td>
<td>1400 Summit</td>
<td>846-589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Cameron</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 A JAYA</td>
<td>941-8191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeeDee Lindeber</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 A JAYA</td>
<td>948-1016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Rushing</td>
<td></td>
<td>15A El Cam 51</td>
<td>748-17416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill More</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 A JAYA</td>
<td>810-943-9485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Cannon</td>
<td></td>
<td>1400 Lomita</td>
<td>848-423-3205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David S. Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 A JAYA</td>
<td>848-1432-2185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy H. Campbell</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 A JAYA</td>
<td>848-0593-4594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa B. Taylor</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 Hall Rd.</td>
<td>841-641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethel F. Moore</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 Hall Rd.</td>
<td>841-5871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK
BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC
DEVELOPMENT

Name	Signature	Address	Telephone	 e-mail

GEORGE LEONOFF	C262	224 Hre Rd. 910 849-1850
delanoff@colux.com

ARLENE LEONOFF	C262	174 Hill Rd. 849-1870

Kathleen Reckman	C262	144 Hill Rd. 848-7787

Janny Reckman	C262	4 Hill Rd. 848-5377

Diane Hamer	C262	164 Hill Rd. 848-7708

Marcia Hamer	C262	164 Hill Rd. 848-7708

Jane Deck
174 Summit Rd. 849-6847

Malcolm Smith	C262	2290 Baldwin Blvd. 9470

John Hir
191 Hill Rd. 849-5981

Joe Tamaro	C262	19 Hill Rd. 849-6790

Marleen Summerfield	C262	164 Hill Rd. 849-6942

Melissa Bloom	C262	7 Alex PI. 644-2077

Mary Nuckola	C262	15441 Loma 845-8589

Janis Bloom	C262	7 Alex PI. 644-2077

Joel Sullivan	C262	173 Summit Rd. 841-0716

Scoles Fleece	C262	166 Summit Rd. (620) 590-0578

Brenda Garcia	C262	176 Summit Rd. (620) 848-1898

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK
BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC
DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2.3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site III) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (Site II).  

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name	Signature	Address	Telephone	 e-mail

ALDO LOPEZ	C262	6 Summit Rd. 849-9493

Haniola Fanez	C262	907 Summit Rd. 540 6568

Li Yan	C262	416 Summit Rd. 849-1166

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

Name       Signature        Address                     Telephone    e-mail

Kari Daniels       1390 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Laurie Jaffee       1537 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Dorothy Meyer       1390 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Sue Price          1360 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Annette Harper      1375 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Adele Shepard       1375 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Pam Sprea                    1363 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Jennifer Williams         727 Southshore Blvd                       841-5707

Garnett Wilson       1375 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Gary Laforce        165 Hill Rd                           841-5707

Carla Lapidus         148 Hill Rd                           841-5707

Richard Dubler       91 Avenue Rd                          94708

Wallace Fadden       1395 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Darastly Stoup                     94708

Neil Gordon         148 Grizzly Peak Blvd                       94708

Roba Smith          24 Whittaker Av                         94708

Phil Dyer            1397 Summit Rd                         841-5707

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (Site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name       Signature        Address                     Telephone    e-mail

Marguerite Lemmon         226 16th Ave, Berkeley 94704                     (510) 520-1814

Dorren Altucci       760 Fourth Ave, Ellsworth 94704                     (510) 476-7361

Elizabeth Thomas       1372 Summit Rd, Berkeley 94708                     (510) 849-2128

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site I) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site II).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood — in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NELLY BUHIN</td>
<td></td>
<td>1545 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>841-5353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHANIE BOLAND</td>
<td></td>
<td>1612652417</td>
<td>549-0763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesseki Hagi</td>
<td></td>
<td>1260</td>
<td></td>
<td>d.t.o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHERYLLE GOODMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>1780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUTH HOBRECHT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td>1541</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Spock</td>
<td></td>
<td>1545 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-1786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Spock</td>
<td></td>
<td>1545 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-1786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine R. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1324 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-7749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Haddigan</td>
<td></td>
<td>1324 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-7749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan Nakamura</td>
<td></td>
<td>1517 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>741-1431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Fidelman</td>
<td></td>
<td>1517 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>981-1431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Meneguer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1517 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-9247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Honum</td>
<td></td>
<td>1517 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-9247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Selby</td>
<td></td>
<td>1517 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>588-0421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Pick</td>
<td></td>
<td>1524 Summit Rd.</td>
<td>843-9999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site I) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site II).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreaks and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carola Swier</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 Oakland Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chick Sulf</td>
<td></td>
<td>2540 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Carter</td>
<td></td>
<td>1520 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Walla</td>
<td></td>
<td>1550 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Brandt</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Siton</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhoda Sulf</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Anderson</td>
<td></td>
<td>1520 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoebe Poppe</td>
<td></td>
<td>1515 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tart Azgen</td>
<td></td>
<td>1520 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berenda Wate</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine Baylon</td>
<td></td>
<td>1540 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Boylan</td>
<td></td>
<td>1540 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Shugham</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Wood</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Wolfe</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2.3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (Site H2).
2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood—in the high-risk fire zone.
3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.
4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dana Swier</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Beeble</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Swulfer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Wood</td>
<td></td>
<td>1566 University Ave</td>
<td>510-548-9745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Walker</td>
<td>Walker</td>
<td>9 Wilson Cr 543-2651</td>
<td>843-3827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Walker</td>
<td></td>
<td>9 Wilson Cr 543-2651</td>
<td>843-3827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Walker</td>
<td></td>
<td>9 Wilson Cr 543-2651</td>
<td>843-3827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Lincoln</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>2 Wilson Cr 818-1448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry House</td>
<td>House</td>
<td>2 Wilson Cr 818-1448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Davis</td>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>2 Wilson Cr 818-1448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman Huntington</td>
<td>Huntington</td>
<td>2 Wilson Cr 818-1448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Regan</td>
<td>Regan</td>
<td>2 Wilson Cr 818-1448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Jenkins</td>
<td>Jenkins</td>
<td>2 Wilson Cr 818-1448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2.3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivo Cecco</td>
<td>Cecco</td>
<td>115 Summit 543-27546</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff Oakland</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>115 Summit 543-27546</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Thomas</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>122 Summit 843-745</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

Name: Gerald Weintraub
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 845-1254
E-mail: gweintraub@yahoo.com

Name: Myra Weintraub
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 845-1254
E-mail: gweintraub@yahoo.com

Name: Stanley C. Weintraub
Address: 1420 Summit Rd
Telephone: 843-7200
E-mail: weinre@ao.org

Name: Laviot Weiner
Address: 1420 Summit Rd
Telephone: 843-7200
E-mail: weiner@ao.org

Name: William Barry
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 847-1453

Name: Elizabeth Barry
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 847-1453

Name: David Barry
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 847-1453

Name: Bradford O.
Address: 1246 Summit Rd
Telephone: 819-1453

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitats.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name: Gerald Weintraub
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 845-1254
E-mail: gweintraub@yahoo.com

Name: Myra Weintraub
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 845-1254
E-mail: gweintraub@yahoo.com

Name: Stanley C. Weintraub
Address: 1420 Summit Rd
Telephone: 843-7200
E-mail: weinre@ao.org

Name: Laviot Weiner
Address: 1420 Summit Rd
Telephone: 843-7200
E-mail: weiner@ao.org

Name: William Barry
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 847-1453

Name: Elizabeth Barry
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 847-1453

Name: David Barry
Address: 1346 Summit Rd
Telephone: 847-1453

Name: Bradford O.
Address: 1246 Summit Rd
Telephone: 819-1453

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
## SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>José Fernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td>1891 Selma Ave</td>
<td>300-2150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Temple</td>
<td></td>
<td>2224 Walnut St.</td>
<td>757-4677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerard Long</td>
<td></td>
<td>2205 York St.</td>
<td>525-5862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Campbell</td>
<td></td>
<td>1891 Selma Ave</td>
<td>2136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Leary</td>
<td></td>
<td>6734 N. Merce</td>
<td>84970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merritt Levine</td>
<td></td>
<td>3215 King St.</td>
<td>94703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Broche</td>
<td></td>
<td>2983 College Ave</td>
<td>94705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Morey</td>
<td></td>
<td>2983 College Ave</td>
<td>94705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Reed</td>
<td></td>
<td>2983 College Ave</td>
<td>94705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Kyle</td>
<td></td>
<td>882 Everdale Ave</td>
<td>94708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td>200 2114 Berkeley</td>
<td>9463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td>2407 St Andrews</td>
<td>94706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Garabedian</td>
<td></td>
<td>732 Madison Ave.</td>
<td>230-2105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Dan</td>
<td></td>
<td>2900 Carroll Ave.</td>
<td>230-2121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2222 E. 5th St.</td>
<td>555-1234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1234 Main St.</td>
<td>444-5678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5678 Broadway</td>
<td>888-9012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary J.</td>
<td></td>
<td>7777 Park Ave.</td>
<td>999-0123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch**
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmen E. Finan</td>
<td></td>
<td>1012 Eureka St. Albany, CA 510-527-7179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Kuznecov</td>
<td></td>
<td>163 Walnut St. #5F, 510-848-993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Driscoll</td>
<td></td>
<td>6446 Harvard Circle, Palo Alto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>212 Yale ave, Menlo Park, CA 94025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myke A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>982 Waverly, 510-581-0973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack L.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1414 Carter St. 523-8806</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raye</td>
<td></td>
<td>1255 West Bl Allurey, 524-3866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stover</td>
<td></td>
<td>936 Kavanagh Ave, Albany, 518-7734</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Whittie</td>
<td></td>
<td>1026 Ormond St. Allurey, 527-7712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Friel</td>
<td></td>
<td>150 Berkey Ave, Albany, 528-8583</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy St. George</td>
<td></td>
<td>1085 Verda Ave, Albany, 518-0848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W. Hamill</td>
<td></td>
<td>332 Grand Ave, 339-7199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Jones</td>
<td></td>
<td>1060 Siena St. Ben, 94977 526-7455</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Crone</td>
<td></td>
<td>3801 64th St. Daly 94618 582-7961</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Letter C262 Attachment
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2.3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood — in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitats.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name | Signature | Address | Telephone | e-mail
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
John Brown | [Signature] | [Address] | [Telephone] | [e-mail]

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK
BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC
DEVELOPMENT

Name                      Signature          Address            Telephone            e-mail
-----------------------------------------------
Laxman Venkatesh          Lakshman Venkatesh 9403 Campus Dr Berkeley 510-834-3795
James Mcintosh            James McIntosh 1811 Vonquite Rd 510-635 3760
Ernest Sardone            Ernest Sardone 3203 Shattuck Ave 510-522-2706
Michael McGough            Michael McGough 1811 Vermont Rd 510-525 3322
Michael Ritter            Michael Ritter 3055 Slaughter Ave 510-595-3793
Shirley Derry Chubb       Shirley Derry Chubb 934 Dona Santa Rd 510-849-6587
Jon Weber                  Jon Weber 922 Mode St 510-411-6725
Manuel Aguirre            Manuel Aguirre 736 San Lorenzo Berkeley CA 94701
Carole Frejdlin            Carole Frejdlin 1640 32nd Street Berkeley CA 94703
Vincent Baxton            Vincent Baxton 1111 Grizzly Peak Belvedere 4778
Roberta Zedlak             Roberta Zedlak 1240 Brichfield Rd 94708
John Moulton              John Moulton 1240 Grizzly Peak Blvd 94708
Lois Nelson                Lois Nelson 688 Verite Place Blvd 94705

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK
BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC
DEVELOPMENT

Name                      Signature          Address            Telephone            e-mail
-----------------------------------------------
Susan Burns                Susan Burns 1482 Campus Drive Berkeley CA 94709
Harry Brotin               Harry Brotin 2130 Camous Dr Berkeley CA 94702
Andy Schieber              Andy Schieber 17 Senior Ave Berkeley CA 94704
William Schieber           William Schieber 17 Senior Ave Berkeley CA 94704
Allen J. Humphrey          Allen Humphrey 1 Harding Circle 510-5187
Eugene Humphrey            Eugene Humphrey 2 Harding Circle 510-5187
Andrew Humphrey            Andrew Humphrey 1400 Hill Road Berkeley CA 94708
Andrew Neher               Andrew Neher 1400 Hill Road Berkeley CA 94708
Arun Neher                 Arun Neher 1400 Hill Road Berkeley CA 94709
Allan Tetlock              Allan Tetlock 1813 3rd St Berkeley CA 94704
Jawine Mckissack           Jawine Mckissack 913 3rd St Berkeley CA 94704
Rachel Cantor             Rachel Cantor 913 3rd St Berkeley CA 94704
Peter Lesting              Peter Lesting 1417 Grizzly Peak Blvd Berkeley CA 94708
Barbara Bagar              Barbara Bagar 1417 Grizzly Peak Blvd Berkeley CA 94708
Priscilla Binge             Priscilla Binge 1258 Grizzly Peak Berkeley CA 94704
Susan Frausitz             Susan Frausitz 52 The Crescent 94708
Jn Frasier                 Jn Frasier 52 The Crescent 94708
Sal Truiel                 Sal Truiel 11 Amecia Dr 94708

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD/ SUMMIT ROAD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Trenton</td>
<td></td>
<td>28 Vicenza, Berkeley, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td>3616 Centennial Drive, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td>111 Avenue View, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Doe</td>
<td></td>
<td>123 Main St, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td>456 Maple Ave, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 160 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site E1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site E2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Doe</td>
<td></td>
<td>123 Main St, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td>456 Maple Ave, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site E2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adapt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name Signature Address Telephone e-mail

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 160 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood - in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police, and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

Name  Signature  Address  Telephone  e-mail

Linda Schwer  Linda Schwer  28 Lincoln Ave.  843-8720  Lynas_Linda@AOL.com

Margaret W. McElroy  Margaret McElroy  1404 Summit Rd.  843-8764

Name  Signature  Address  Telephone  e-mail

Jayece M. Griswold  Griswold  1541 Summit Rd.  843-8720

Fritz Anderson  Anderson  1541 Summit Rd.  843-8720

Mary Ann McElroy  McElroy  1541 Summit Rd.  843-8720

Bonnie Layman  Layman  1541 Summit Rd.  843-8720

Ben Honey  Honey  12 Summit Lane  843-8764

Bill Brown  Brown  12 Summit Lane  843-8764

Jennifer Svec  Svec  12 Summit Rd.  389-9197  Jennifer_Svec@AOL.com

Jim Roy  Roy  12 Summit Rd.  389-9197  Jim_Roy@AOL.com

Alice Moore  Moore  12 Summit Rd.  489-5233  Alice_Moore@AOL.com

Julie Lenz  Lenz  12 Summit Rd.  489-5233  Julie_Lenz@AOL.com

Margaret Smith  Smith  1442 Summit Rd.  510-848-9778

Donald B. Smith  Smith  1442 Summit Rd.  510-848-9778

Kathy K. Richards  Richards  1442 Summit Rd.  510-848-9778

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2, 3 and 4-bedroom) housing units in the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H2) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).

2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.

3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.

4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 communit letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name   Signature   Address   Telephone   e-mail

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch and Avenida/Queens Watch and Campus/Parnassus Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

Name       Signature Address Telephone e-mail
Evelyn F. Fisher  27 Avenida  548-6278
Philip More   31 Avenida  879-1800
Lynn Palma    1434 Queens Rd.  841-7000
Eugene Finkler 1421 Campus Dr.  548-4443
Edna Savage   Yolo Queens Rd.  548-6782
J. Salvo       35 Avenida  843-3503
Deirdre Hickey 27 Avenida Dr.  549-0807
Lach Montau   1424 Campus Dr.  843-7745
Anita Fisk   43 Avenida Dr.  845-4129

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley's 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well-being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC's Facilities Services.

Name       Signature Address Telephone e-mail
Gene Bernardi  Jane Bernardi  9 Hyde Rd. Berkeley  541-893-6152
Grace Blank  2317 Calleitas Cir.  310-516-7185
Elsie Blank  2016 Sorrento Vista  510-834-5151

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

Name  Signature  Address  Telephone  e-mail
Betty Bishop  Betty Bishop  2317 Carlston Pkwy  94704
Frank A. Saarni  Frank A. Saarni  1430 Grizzly Peak  94708
Jill Carlotto  Jill Carlotto  1989 Grizzly Peak  94708
Jan Cooper  Monique  1247 Grizzly Peak Blvd  94708
Marylin Mauro  Marylin Mauro  1247 Grizzly Peak Blvd  94708
Pamela Stewart  1501 Hill Rd  94708
Cal Carletto  1501 Hill Rd  94708
Mary Delaney  Mary Delaney  1430 Grizzly Peak  94704
Melissa Davis  Melissa Davis  5111 Ashland Ave  Berkeley  94708
Elizabeth Whitney  461 Cretion Rd  Berkeley  94708
Joe Feinman  2825 Ellsworth  Berkeley  94704
John Andrews  2825 Ellsworth  Berkeley  94704

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2, 3, and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1), and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).
2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California properties and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.
3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.
4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name  Signature  Address  Telephone  e-mail
Arden Bryant  Arden Bryant  1441 Aaldin St  94707
Berkeley  510-527-3716

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK
BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC
DEVELOPMENT

Name        Signature      Address            Telephone   e-mail

Milly Lee  Tommy Lee 152 Summit Rd  843-6100  millylee.24@comcast
Saied Tabatabaei 1500 Summit Rd  Saied  391-2100
Ahmad Tabatabaei  A.K. Tabatabaei  Nito  575-2800
Michael Tabatabaei  155 Summit  Michael  585-26
James Cunningham  Frank  1007 Mill St  525-2999

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Marx</td>
<td></td>
<td>245 Seddon</td>
<td>846-2886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Newton</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Harvard Cir</td>
<td>704-1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Higginboth</td>
<td></td>
<td>271 Franklin</td>
<td>547-6576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td>108 Farnsworth Dr</td>
<td>510-590-2637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Green</td>
<td></td>
<td>1534 Campus Dr Richard</td>
<td>510-468-2382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jones</td>
<td></td>
<td>1531 Campus Dr Berkeley</td>
<td>547-9718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Keller</td>
<td></td>
<td>1528 Campus Dr Berkeley</td>
<td>547-9789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kilmann</td>
<td></td>
<td>1528 Campus Dr Berkeley</td>
<td>547-9789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Ross</td>
<td></td>
<td>76 Parnassus Rd</td>
<td>846-9657</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Lee Wong</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 Harvard Cir</td>
<td>510-598-3230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch

SAVE SUMMIT ROAD/GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2,3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).
2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress to Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.
3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.
4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency, police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juanita McRae</td>
<td></td>
<td>123 California</td>
<td>510-543-3261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Nakamura</td>
<td></td>
<td>123 California</td>
<td>510-543-3261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td>123 California</td>
<td>510-548-1135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
SAVE GRIZZLY PEAK BOULEVARD/SUMMIT ROAD NEIGHBORHOOD FROM UC DEVELOPMENT/ENCROACHMENT

1. STOP Further Destruction of the Upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. UC Berkeley is proposing to build 100 high-density (2.3 and 4-bedroom) housing units at the intersection of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, i.e. the cul-de-sac at the end of Lower Summit Road, along Grizzly Peak Boulevard south of Centennial Drive (Site H1) and in the parking terraces across from Lawrence Hall of Science (site H2).
2. MAINTAIN adequate firebreak and buffer zone, ready access and egress at Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, between the regional parklands, University of California property and our neighborhood – in the high-risk fire zone.
3. PREVENT more traffic congestion and loss of parking in our neighborhoods.
4. UTILIZE existing available housing, and research sites on and near campus to prevent further degradation to the community from increasing traffic gridlock, un-taxed use of city services (sewer, utilities, emergency; police and fire agencies), elimination of open space/natural habitat.

We, the undersigned, oppose the University of California Berkeley’s 2020 Long-Range Development Plan as seriously flawed and harmful to our community’s safety and well being. We urge UC to work with the City of Berkeley, and its community organizations and stop further development in our neighborhoods and adopt the alternatives for expansion we have proposed in our May 24, 2004 comment letter to Jennifer Lawrence at UC’s Facilities Services.

Name        Signature        Address        Telephone        e-mail
Laura Mehta  Chris Mehta    1617 Stuart St.
Carolyn Gilbert  Robert Gilbert  476 Vincent
Robert Allen  Robert Allen    914 Herkimer Avenue

Sponsored by Summit Road/Grizzly Peak Boulevard Watch
11.2C.262 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C262

Most of the topics in this letter are covered in Thematic Response 8. The responses below also address more specific concerns articulated in this letter.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C262-1 AND C262-2
See Thematic Response 8 regarding seismicity and hydrology in the Hill Campus. Section B.1.5 of the Technical Appendices discusses why the faults and contact zones in the Hill Campus, except for the Hayward Fault, are considered inactive. The only fault in the Hill Campus designated as an Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone by the California Geological Survey (previously called the Division of Mines and Geology) is the Hayward Fault.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C262-3
See Thematic Response 8 regarding emergency access in the Hill Campus.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C262-4
The writer's comment is noted, although the Summit Road neighborhood is also adjacent to Tilden Regional Park, which also provides substantial open space for disaster staging.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C262-5
The writer's point is unclear regarding the maintenance of Grizzly Peak Boulevard as a firebreak, since no changes are proposed to this roadway as part of the 2020 LRDP, but the issue of emergency access on Centennial Drive is revisited in Thematic Response 8.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C262-6
See Thematic Response 8 regarding University parking.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C262-7 THRU C262-8
As noted in Thematic Response 8, faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP, although the characterization of UC Berkeley faculty as homogeneous and uninterested in the community is unsupported by either current facts or civic history.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C262-9
In this comment the writer seems to argue it would be better for University faculty to live in other residential districts adjacent to the campus, because they would be preferable to the students who live there now. However, this would seem to be a moot point since, as explained in Thematic Response 8, faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C262-10
Historical patterns suggest the current vacancy rates in Berkeley are a temporary phenomenon. However, as noted in section 3.1.8:

Because the state provides no funds for University housing, the entire cost of housing construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported by rent revenues. Our goals to improve the amount and quality of housing must therefore be balanced by the need to keep rents at reasonable levels, and avoid building surplus capacity. The 2020 targets, and the pace at which we achieve
them, may be adjusted in the future to reflect changes in market conditions and the demand for University housing.

The writer advocates “long-term contracts”, presumably leases, with private landlords as a means to secure housing for faculty. This strategy not only achieves no improvement in the amount and quality of Berkeley housing, but would also remove existing taxable property from the tax rolls, since property leased by the University is exempt from property taxes.

**Response to comment C262-11**
The writer's comment is noted.

**Response to comment C262-12**
The Richmond Field Station is not within the scope of the 2020 LRDP because, as stated in section 3.1.2, it is “sufficiently distant and different enough from the Campus Park and its environs to merit separate environmental review.” The 1990-2005 LRDP also excludes it.

Richmond Field Station, due in part to its bayfront location and in part to its long history as an industrial site, presents very complex environmental issues for development in general and residential development in particular. While the University concurs the site may have long-term potential, further study is required before the nature and magnitude of this potential can be characterized.

Although Alternative L-3 of the EIR does present a scenario in which a portion of future research growth is housed at Richmond Field Station rather than on and around the Campus Park, this alternative does not fully meet the objectives of the 2020 LRDP, as explained in section 5.1.3. The principle of contiguity of academic programs is a core principle of the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan, and the 2020 LRDP reflects this principle by locating 90-100% of new program space on or adjacent to the Campus Park.

**Response to comments C262-13 and C262-14**
See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley to Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

**Response to comment C262-15**
The writer's comment is noted. The horizon year for this Long Range Development Plan is 2020; at that time, a new or updated LRDP would be expected.

**Response to comment C262-16**
Study Intersection 10 in figure F.2-1 of the Draft EIR, Volume 2 is the intersection of Grizzly Peak Blvd and Centennial Drive/Golf Course Road. The writer's opinion that the peak volumes may be higher is noted.

**Response to comment C262-17**
The current rate for University parking in the Hill Campus is not $100 but $59.50 per month, compared to $81.50-$113 per month for spaces on and around the Campus Park. Pre-tax purchase further reduces the net cost of these spaces by 12%-46%, depending on the tax bracket of the purchaser.
The Mathematical Sciences Research Institute occupies its site and buildings under a lease with the Regents of the University of California. A new lease is scheduled to commence on the date of substantial completion and delivery of the building addition now under construction, and to run for a period of 25 years. The parking designated for MSRI is included as part of the leased premises, and the University does not receive any further payment for parking beyond the consideration in the lease.

**Response to comment C262-18**
In comment C262-17 and C262-18, the writer implies that an increase in permit parking fees has led to a reduction in available parking in the surrounding neighborhood. That concern is noted. The University strives to provide an exemplary alternative transit program to entice commuters; see Thematic Response 10. Further, difficulty finding parking is not universally considered an “impact” -- see for example the comments and responses at letter B7a, in particular comments B7a-68 and B7a-69 earlier in this FEIR.

**Response to comment C262-19**
University parking, like University housing, receives no funds from the state. The entire cost of parking construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported through fees and other revenues. These same revenues also support many alternative transportation programs. The University is unable to offer free staff parking. Further, offering free staff parking would conflict with City policies to encourage use of transit and other alternatives to single-occupant vehicles.

**Response to comment C262-20**
This intersection was one of the 74 at which AM and PM peak hour traffic counts were conducted for the 2020 LRDP. The results are presented under intersection #10 in appendices F.2 and F.3 of the EIR.

**Response to comment C262-21**
As explained in Thematic Response 8, faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP.

**Response to comment C262-22**
The University has no relationship to the private company that publishes these maps. However, we have located the company and informed them of their mistake.

**Response to comments C262-23 and C262-24**
As explained in Thematic Response 8, faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP. While some new program space could be built in the Hill Campus under the 2020 LRDP, it would be served directly by Centennial Drive, and there is no evidence to indicate it would compromise emergency egress on Grizzly Peak Boulevard.

**Response to comments C262-25 thru C262-28**
As explained in Thematic Response 8, faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP.

**Response to comment C262-29**
See response C262-12. While the University has initiated conversations with developers to explore alternative futures for the Richmond Field Station, as of July 2004 no
agreement has been made with any developer, and no project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support environmental analysis.

**Response to comment C262-30**

See response C262-10.

**Response to comments C262-31 and C262-32**

See Thematic Response 8 regarding hydrology and seismicity.

**Response to comments C262-33 and C262-34**

As noted in section 3.1.15, UC Berkeley has an ongoing program of fire fuel management in the Hill Campus, including “... replacement of high-hazard introduced species with native species: for example, the restoration of native grassland and oak-bay woodland through the eradication of invasive exotics (broom, acacia, pampas grass) and the replacement of aged monterey pines and second-growth eucalyptus.” The writer’s concern over the specific cluster of eucalyptus has been conveyed to UC Berkeley’s Manager of Emergency Planning and Fire Mitigation for future consideration.

UC Berkeley participates in the Hills Emergency Forum, a multi-agency organization that coordinates fuel management, emergency preparedness, and evacuation planning on the East Bay Hills. The Forum includes the California Department of Forestry, the Cities of Berkeley, Oakland, and El Cerrito, East Bay Municipal Utility District, East Bay Regional Park District, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and UC Berkeley.

**Response to comments C262-35 and C262-36**

As explained in Thematic Response 8, faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP. Since both comments pertain to “high density housing”, we presume they are now resolved.

**Response to comment C262-37**

Although faculty housing in the Hill Campus has been deleted from the 2020 LRDP, as noted above, the traffic analysis conducted for the EIR found no significant impact on the intersection of Grizzly Peak and Centennial due to the 2020 LRDP.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence  
University of California, Berkeley  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Isse Mathis

Signature

39 Canyon Rd
Berkeley CA 94704-1815

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

94704
11.2C. 263-264  Response to Comment Letters C263 and C264

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

Response to Comment Letters C263 and C264

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Ms. Jennifer Lawrence  
Co-Director, 2020 LRDP EIR  
Facilities Services  
1936 University Ave. #300  
University of California  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1382  

Comments on U.C. Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report: Failure to consider impacts of new housing in H1 and H2 on emergency evacuation of current residents  

Dear Ms. Lawrence,  

The University's 2020 Long Range Development Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report [hereinafter DEIR] proposes adding up to 100 units of housing near the top of Centennial Drive, in areas H1 and H2. The DEIR addresses fire prevention plans in the form of vegetation management, but it is silent as to the impact of those 100 units on the ability of existing hills residents to evacuate the area in the event of fire.  

The Berkeley hills are densely populated and many of the streets leading out of the hills are so narrow that when cars are parked along them, they function essentially as one-lane roads. The hills pose a high fire danger during the dry season or following an earthquake, and evacuating the area while simultaneously allowing emergency vehicles into the area has been and will be difficult. Centennial Drive will be a major egress route in an emergency.  

The DEIR concludes that construction of the 100 housing units will not expose people in the Hill campus to a significant risk involving wildland fires because of its vegetation management plans. [LRDP Impact PUB-2.1] However, the vegetation management plan, while vitally important, can only reduce, not eliminate, the extreme fire hazard that exists during the dry season in that area. The DEIR is silent, and should analyze and comment, on whether those current residents for whom Centennial Drive would be the best evacuation route during a hill fire would be exposed to a significantly increased risk by virtue of the additional, new residents trying to use that same road in an emergency.  

The report concludes that the housing will not impair any campus emergency evacuation plans on the grounds that all new construction will be built with emergency egress for new occupants in mind. [LRDP Impact PUB-2.2] It is silent, and should analyze and comment, on the impacts of that housing on emergency evacuation by existing hills residents, e.g., impacts on the city's emergency evacuation plans.
The report also concludes that during its construction, the housing could result in temporary road closure or restriction to a single lane, but that this will be mitigated by coordination with the city’s emergency service departments and by signage for the public. [LRDP Impact PUB-2.4] It is silent, and should analyze and comment, on the impacts to existing hills residents if a hills fire occurs during construction in H1 or H2 and if construction has temporarily closed Centennial Drive or reduced it to a one-lane road.

Thank you for what I anticipate will be your careful consideration of these matters.

Sincerely,

Margit Roos-Collins
2109 Eunice St.
Berkeley, CA 94709
11.2C.265 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C265

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C265 -1

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 16, 2004

RE UCB 2000 LRDP

RECEIVED

JUN 1 8 2004

PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

As a resident of Grizzly Peak area most affected by UCB plan to put 100 high-density housing units, I am writing to express my strong opposition to this plan.

My biggest concerns are the congestion and danger in an emergency evacuation—fire, earthquake or worse. We do not have adequate roadways now—Centennial Dr is already too busy.

For many other reasons—health, safety, pollution, noise, congestion, please build elsewhere.

Thank you.

Julianne Stokstad
150 Hill Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94708
11.2C.266 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C266

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C266 -1

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

150 Hill Rd
Berkeley, CA 94708

Address
The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

Response to Comment Letter C267
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Jennifer Lawrence  
Environmental Planning Manager  
UC Berkeley Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue, Suite #300  
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Re: PROPOSED LRDP AND DRAFT EIR

Dear Jennifer:

This is to comment on the proposed 2020 LRDP and the Draft EIR thereon. The remarks here are my own, and don't purport to represent the views of any organization I happen to belong to.

Tables of Historic Resources

In the tables on pages 4.4-10 to 4.4-45 that purport to identify relevant historic resources, I've found a great many mistakes and inconsistencies. (In a few of these cases, the mistake appears also in the State's computerized Historic Properties Directory.)

Among the tables' problems are these:

- Page 4.4-14 fails to list 2300 and 2311 Le Conte Avenue as being within the Adjacent Blocks North zone.
- While the item on page 4.4-15 about the Masonic Temple correctly has an "N" (for National Register) in the "National Designation" column, it has a blank in the "State Code" column. Shouldn't the latter column have an "R" in it?
- On page 4.4-16 the Stadium Garage's address is erroneously given as "3020" Addison Street. The correct street number is 2020-26.
- Page 4.4-17's item on the "3 Houses for Charles Finney" gets their addresses wrong. According to the SHRI, they're at 2742, 2744, and 2746 Fulton Street. That puts them within the General Plan's Low Medium Density Residential designation. So the table shouldn't say that they're in the LRDP's Housing Zone.
- Page 4.4-17 incorrectly says that the Robert Elder house is at "2125" Kittredge Street. It's really at 2124.
- On page 4.4-17 the name "Enwor's" should be spelled "Ennor's."
- Page 4.4-18 should list 2125 University Avenue separately from 2131-35 University.
- Page 4.4-25 incorrectly says that 2300 College and 2310 College are in the LRDP's Southside zone. Instead, they're in Adjacent Blocks South.
- Page 4.4-26 mistakenly lists 2233 Fulton Street as being in Adjacent Blocks West. It's actually in the LRDP's Campus Park zone.
- Page 4.4-26 mistakenly says that the Odd Fellows Temple is in the Southside zone. Page 4.4-16 correctly says that the same building is in Adjacent Blocks West.
- Page 4.4-26 erroneously double-counts the Edgar House. (The property's address is 2437-41 Dwight Way.)
- On page 4.4-27 "Wooley" should be spelled "Woolley."
- Tables 4.4-12 and 4.4-13 should indicate that they exclude historic resources that are also in another LRDP zone. In other words, they should explain that they exclude the overlap with zones such as Adjacent Blocks West or Southside.
• Why does page 4.4-31 say that the Old City Hall Annex, the Berkeley High School buildings, and Civic Center Park are in the LRDP's Housing Zone? Figure 3.1-5 seems to consciously exclude them from it.

• Page 4.4-32 seems to incorrectly treat 802 Delaware Street as part of the Housing Zone. This house appears to be more than a block away from any relevant bus line.

• For the same reason, page 4.4-33 seems to err in saying that 1808 Fifth Street and 1809-11 Fourth Street are in the Housing Zone.

• On page 4.4-33 "Hillegass Street" should be "Hillegass Avenue."

• Why does page 4.4-34 say that the Civic Center Fountain and Old City Hall are in the LRDP's Housing Zone? Figure 3.1-5 appears to consciously exclude them from it.

• It seems that page 4.4-34 shouldn't say that 1812 Sixth Street is in the Housing Zone. The site apparently is too far from any relevant bus line.

• While page 4.4-34 lists the UC Theatre as a "primary" resource, page 4.4-45 lists the same building as "secondary." Which is correct? If it's a primary resource, why does page 4.4-34's item have blank spaces in the "National Designation" and "State Codes" columns?

• Page 4.4-35 apparently shouldn't say that 828 and 1029 Addison are in the Housing Zone. The General Plan treats them as being in the Low Medium Density category—which the LRDP's Housing Zone is supposed to exclude.

• Page 4.4-38 may be incorrect in saying that the George Durrell House is in the LRDP's Housing Zone. The original SHRI form was unclear whether the address is 2028 Addison or 2029. If "2028" is correct, it seems to put the house in the General Plan's Low Medium Density Residential category—which the LRDP's Housing Zone is supposed to avoid.

• The house that page 4.4-40 lists at 2527 Hillegass is already included in page 4.4-33's listing of 2527-29 Hillegass. Furthermore, 2527-29 isn't in the LRDP's Housing Zone (albeit adjacent thereto). The property is now in the City's R-3 District, which corresponds to the General Plan's Medium Density Residential category—which in turn, it appears, the LRDP's Housing Zone is supposed to exclude.

• Similarly, why does page 4.4-36 say that 2528, 2555, and 2933 Benvenue are in the LRDP's Housing Zone? Their General Plan designations imply that they aren't.

• For the same reason, page 4.4-36 shouldn't say that 2733 Ashby Place is in the Housing Zone.

• Similarly, page 4.4-37 errs in saying that 1901 Bonita and 2530 College are in the LRDP's Housing Zone.

• Why does page 4.4-37 say that the John Muir School is in the Housing Zone?

• Page 4.4-37 mistakenly lists the Wells Fargo Building (2140 Shattuck/2081 Center) as a "secondary" resource. Page 4.4-32 correctly lists the same building as "primary."

• Page 4.4-38's listing of 2600-06 Dwight and page 4.4-40's listing of 2501-21 Hillegass refer to the same entity. It has been subsumed into a single City landmark (although only the Hobart Hall portion thereof is on the SHRI as such).

• Page 4.4-38's listing of the Barker Building duplicates page 4.4-43's listing of the same structure.

• Why does page 4.4-39 say that the houses at 2105, 2107, 2109, 2117, and 2212 Fifth Street are in the LRDP's Housing Zone? They don't meet the Housing Zone's criterion of being within one block of a relevant bus line.

• Page 4.4-39 shouldn't say that 2514, 2515, 2525, and 2531 Etna Street are in the LRDP's Housing Zone. They appear to be within the General Plan's Low Medium Density Residential category.
On page 4.4-39 the address of the southern Bosse Cottage should be 2426 Fulton--and the address of the Kueffer House should be 2430 Fulton.

Why does page 4.4-39 say that the Kawneer building at 2547 Eighth Street is in the LRDP's Housing Zone? Figure 3.1-5 doesn't show the location as being within that. And the site is in the City's MU-LI District--which doesn't allow construction of new housing projects as such.

Page 4.4-40 shouldn't say that 8 Hazel Road is in the LRDP's Housing Zone. The relevant General Plan designation is Low Density Residential.

Why does page 4.4-40 treat Whittier School as part of the LRDP's Housing Zone? Although the General Plan Land Use Diagram depicts it (and other schools) as "Institutional," it's within the City's R-2A District--which would otherwise correspond to the General Plan's Medium Density Residential category.

Page 4.4-40 apparently shouldn't say that 2300 and 2311 Le Conte Avenue are in the Housing Zone. Instead (as pointed out above), they should be treated as being in the Adjacent Blocks North zone.

Page 4.4-41 may err in saying that 2317 Le Conte is in the LRDP's Housing Zone--if that is, its General Plan designation is Medium Density Residential.

Page 4.4-41 incorrectly treats the Martin Luther King Jr. Civic Center Building (2180 Milvia Street) as only a "secondary" resource. It's part of a "primary" resource: the Civic Center Historic District. However, why is this particular building treated as being within the LRDP's Housing Zone? Figure 3.1-5 seems to purposely exclude it.

Why does page 4.4-41 say that the Claremont Court Gates are in the Housing Zone? The private property closest to these gates (which themselves are in a public right-f-way) is in the R-1 District--which corresponds to the General Plan's Low Density Residential category.

Page 4.4-41 says that 2523 Ridge Road and 2638 Russell Street are within the LRDP's Housing Zone, but this appears to be incorrect. The General Plan shows the Ridge house's vicinity as Medium Density Residential, and the Russell house's vicinity as Low Medium Density Residential.

Page 4.4-41 apparently shouldn't say that 2028 Ninth Street is in the Housing Zone. The General Plan seems to show it as being within a Medium Density Residential area.

It may be appropriate to mention, on page 4.4-43, that the Berkeley Theatre has been demolished.

On page 4.4-44 "West University Branch Library" should be "West Berkeley Branch Library."

Why does page 4.4-45 say that 2050 University Avenue is a "secondary" resource while page 4.4-34 says that 2054 is a "primary" one? In any event, both addresses are in the same building.

Page 4.4-45's inclusion of 1525 Walnut Street within the Housing Zone seems to be incorrect. The General Plan appears to treat its vicinity as Medium Density Residential.

None of the tables mentions the Hezlett's Silk Store building at 2277 Shattuck Avenue. This is on the SHRI (and is located in the Adjacent Blocks West zone).

Also totally missing is Walnut Square, at 1500 Walnut Street. This is on the SHRI (and seems to be within the LRDP's Housing Zone).

While all the tables cite "Page and Turnbull, 2003" as their source, nowhere does there seem to be any further description of that document.

The pertinent historic-resources tables should include the buildings--such as 2136-40 University Avenue--that aren't otherwise identified but that are listed as significant by the Downtown Berkeley Design Guidelines.

The
Furthermore, the tables should be updated to reflect recent landmarks by the City, such as this year’s designation of 2509-13 Telegraph Avenue.

**LRDP Zones**

My above listing of problems in Tables 4.4-1 to 4.4-13 works within the LRDP’s framework of “zones” as described by pages 3.1-5 and 3.1-7 and as mapped by Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-5. However, delineation of the zones is in various cases problematic.

For instance, why does Figure 3.1-5 show the Housing Zone as including areas that the Draft Southside Plan indicates for the R-3 District? R-3 corresponds to the General Plan’s Medium Density Residential category, which the LRDP’s Housing Zone seems to generally exclude. As another example, why does Figure 3.1-5 show the Housing Zone as including the Clark Kerr Campus? The Housing Zone presumably is where new housing would or could be built by 2020, but development on the Clark Kerr Campus is restricted by an MOU and covenants that will last till 2032. Also, the City’s General Plan shows the UC-owned parts of the Clark Kerr land as Medium Density Residential.

To the extent that the proposed LRDP’s zones may get reconfigured, Tables 4.4-1 to 4.4-13 will of course need further revision.

In the fine print of Figure 3.1-5 is the statement that “[s]uitable sites within one block of some BART stations may also qualify for inclusion in the [Housing] Zone.” If, as I presume, the intent here is to refer to stations in other cities (like Oakland and El Cerrito) it would be much clearer to say, “...some BART stations outside Berkeley....”

**Other Problems Regarding General Plan Designations**

Figure 4.8-1 and page 4.8-9 claim that the Berkeley General Plan calls the Clark Kerr Campus “undesignated,” but that is quite incorrect. Also incorrect is Figure 4.8-1’s depiction as “high density residential” of a small area along the west side of Hillside Avenue that the General Plan shows as Low Medium Density Residential.

Page 4.8-9 says that “[i]n the Berkeley General Plan, land in the LRDP Housing Zone outside the other land use zones described above is primarily designated Avenue Commercial along University, Telegraph, Shattuck, and Adeline, with some pockets of Neighborhood Commercial along College and North Shattuck, and High Density Residential south of the Downtown and west of Shattuck.” However, this should also mention Neighborhood Commercial areas along “lower Shattuck and lower Adeline,” and High Density Residential in various places including “north of the Campus Park.”

Figure 4.8-1’s and page 4.8-10’s claim that the General Plan designates the Berkeley section of 6701 San Pablo as “Manufacturing” is partly incorrect. The frontage along San Pablo itself is actually shown, by the General Plan, as Avenue Commercial.

**Dwinelle Parking Lot**

Maps such as Figure 3.1-2 show a new building to be constructed on the site of the present parking lot just west of Dwinelle Hall. Although the site directly adjoins important Classical Core structures on two sides, the draft LRDP does not depict it as part of the Classical Core.

The LRDP should include this site within the Classical Core, and make the latter’s design guidelines apply to any construction on it.

For thousands of pedestrians coming up from the BART station and Center Street, the first part of their route into the campus is rustic and wooded. But then this prime footpath curves slightly, crosses the south fork of Strawberry Creek—and suddenly one is on formal Campanile Way, which is aimed straight at the distant tower and paced graciously uphill toward it by flanking buildings of classical, or at least stripped classical, design. It is one of the
campus's most powerful and coherent ensembles. Whatever new building goes onto the parking-lot site should be carefully designed to honor, extend, and genuinely strengthen this vital ensemble.

Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey

The fourth paragraph on page 4.4-6 seems to mistakenly treat the "Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey" as quite separate from the "windshield survey" that it mentions. I believe that the OCHS actually includes both the windshield (or reconnaissance) survey and the detailed (intensive) survey that the paragraph alludes to.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

John S. English
2500 Hillegass Avenue, Apt. 3
Berkeley, CA 94704-2937
11.2C.268 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C268

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C268-1 THRU C268-48
These comments suggest corrections to data in the tables of historic resources on pages 4.4-10 thru 4.4-45. UC Berkeley staff have reviewed these corrections and revised the tables where appropriate.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-49
There is no document: the reference merely notes the tables were prepared by Page and Turnbull in 2003 for the purpose of the 2020 LRDP EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-50
The writer requests the tables be augmented to include properties that do not meet the criteria established on page 4.4-7 but listed in the city’s Downtown Berkeley Design Guidelines. While the table criteria have not been changed, the tables have, as requested by the writer, been updated to reflect recent landmarkings by the city through June 30, 2004.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-51
See Thematic Response 11. Whereas the zoning ordinance as of July 2003 is an existing body of policy, which the University can evaluate against its own mission and make an informed judgment as to what extent it can comply, the Southside Plan does not presently exist in final, adopted form. Once the Southside Plan is adopted, assuming no further substantive changes are made by the City, the provisions of the Southside Plan would supersede the provisions of the current zoning ordinance. However, because in retrospect this is not entirely clear in the Draft EIR language, Best Practices AES-1-h and LU-2-d have been revised in the Final EIR as follows:

Continuing Best Practice AES-1-h: Assuming the City adopts the Southside Plan without substantive changes, the University would as a general rule use, as its guide for the location and design of University projects implemented under the 2020 LRDP within the area of the Southside Plan, the design guidelines and standards prescribed in the Southside Plan, which would supersede provisions of the City’s prior zoning policy. [Continuing Best Practice LU-2-d identical]

The writer’s comment regarding the Clark Kerr campus does not align with the Land Use map in the Berkeley General Plan website, on which the Clark Kerr Campus has no designation. But in response to this comment, University staff inquired about the designation. City staff found the website (and the public review copy) of the map to be incorrect: the correct designation was retrieved from the record copy, which shows most of the Clark Kerr Campus as having a medium density residential designation, with the easternmost portion designated as open space.

However, from the standpoint of new University housing the point is moot, since section 3.1.14 explicitly states no substantial change in use or character of the Clark Kerr Campus is planned under the 2020 LRDP. In the Final EIR, figure 3.1-5 has been adjusted to exclude Clark Kerr Campus and Smyth-Fernwald from the Housing Zone. As the writer notes, however, the Housing Zone only pertains to construction of new University student housing.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-52
The Final EIR includes the suggested change.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-53
See response C268-51 regarding the Clark Kerr Campus. The Final EIR has been revised to remove the west side of Hillside Avenue from the Housing Zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C268-54 AND C268-55
The Final EIR includes the suggested changes.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-56
In response to this comment, the University has re-evaluated the classical core boundary and agrees with the writer it should include the Dwinelle lot. Campanile Way is a significant and integral part of the classical core ensemble, and like the central glades derives both its form and its character largely from the buildings which frame and define it.

Although the neighboring Valley Life Sciences Building is not itself a neoclassical building, it does share the axial orientation, symmetrical composition, and some of the classical architectural features of its older neighbors. Dwinelle Hall, as the writer notes, represents a late example of the “stripped classical” style. Inclusion of the Dwinelle lot site in the classical core would help ensure the future building would enhance the spatial and architectural integrity of Campanile Way. Figures 3.1-8 and 3.1-12 have been revised in the Final EIR to incorporate this boundary change.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C268-57
The writer’s comment is noted.
11.2C.269  **Response to Comment Letter C269**

At the request of the writer, letter was removed and replaced by Comment Letter 280
UC Berkeley Capital Projects
Environmental and Long Range Planning
1936 University Ave.
Berkeley, Ca
94720

June 18th 2004

To whom it may concern:

I am a resident of Southeast Berkeley and I am writing to comment on transportation issues raised in the current 2020 LRDP process. The focus of this letter will be on the Piedmont Avenue - Warring Street - Derby Street - Belrose Avenue – Claremont Avenue - Tunnel Road corridor.

The Piedmont Avenue to Tunnel Road corridor is a complicated and indirect route for transportation. The corridor meanders through residential neighborhoods making several sharp right-angle turns in order to find a route from the campus toward the south. This corridor traverses long established neighborhoods of residential homes and venerable fraternities and sororities. The history of these neighborhoods dates back to the late 19th and early 20th century. Over the past 100 years as the population of the UC Berkeley campus has grown, ever increasing vehicular traffic has woven it’s way through this twisting and circuitous route.

Although more direct and potentially much more efficient routes to the south exist along Telegraph Avenue and Shattuck Avenue, due to current Berkeley street configurations combined with use patterns from the UC Berkeley population these corridors remain under utilized by comparison to the often saturated Piedmont to Tunnel Road corridor. As UC faculty, staff and students commute to the campus in the morning and leave campus in the late afternoon the Piedmont to Tunnel Road corridor becomes clogged. The fundamental lesson to be learned from the current situation is that transportation planning or lack thereof along this corridor has over time allowed a level of use to
develop which is incompatible with the neighborhood through which the traffic flows and furthermore this level of use is also fundamentally incompatible with the very nature of the physical layout of this complex twisting and meandering conglomerate of streets and intersections. These streets were never intended to carry such a load and by the very nature of their configuration it is inappropriate to expect them to do so.

This brings us to the current 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. For this LRDP the University conducted an Intersection Study which analyzed six intersections along the Piedmont to Tunnel Road corridor. Not surprisingly the study found that the “Level of Service” at intersections along this corridor is often very poor during peak traffic hours, with several intersections grading at the lowest levels, considered “unacceptable” in the language of traffic engineering. Along the Piedmont to Tunnel Road corridor these “unacceptable” traffic intersections are characterized during peak hours by lines of cars slowly making there way through stop sign controlled intersections.

Clearly the current 2020 LRDP planning process puts UC in an awkward position when it comes to dealing with UC related traffic impacts along this already saturated Piedmont Avenue to Tunnel Road traffic corridor. The current “unacceptable” levels of service along this corridor are due in large part to UC related vehicular traffic. Meanwhile future expansion laid out in the proposed LRDP will introduce more vehicles into the campus community that would prefer to commute along this corridor.

UC’s proposed remedy to this problem is to decrease the back-up of cars at stop sign controlled intersections by converting those intersections to traffic signals, thereby increasing the speed and through-put of vehicles along this twisting corridor. UC offers this approach to their problem as a “mitigation”. But for those of us who live in the neighborhoods along this corridor, the conversion of stop signs to traffic lights would not be a “mitigation” at all. In fact, the introduction of traffic signals and the subsequent increase in vehicle traffic, vehicle speeds and related noise would represent a clear degradation of our quality of life and safety. One needs only to look at the degradation of quality of life and excessive vehicle speeds along Dwight Way and Haste Street south of campus to anticipate the damage that would be caused to our neighborhoods by the introduction of timed traffic signals. Traffic along these stop light controlled corridors rush towards the next traffic signal often greatly exceeding speed limits. Stop signs by contrast are traffic calming
devices, because stop signs don’t change from green to red there is no need to rush to “make the next light”.

Fundamental to gaining a perspective on this issue is to ask the question, “For whom is the ‘Level of Service’ unacceptable?” The answer is that the unacceptable Level of Service is mostly for those who have to commute through this corridor and sit in the traffic. For those of us who live in these neighborhoods, the proposed mitigation of traffic signals represents a much more unacceptable impact on our lives than the presence of calm traffic slowly making it’s way through stop sign controlled intersections in our neighborhood.

In truth, UC Berkeley is proposing the installation of a series of timeable traffic signals which will represent a major infrastructure improvement for the campus, allowing the campus to pump excessive levels of traffic at greater speeds through this neighborhood. But this infrastructure improvement is being passed off within the LRDP as if it is a mitigation.

Instead of attempting to force incompatible traffic loads through this narrow twisting corridor, UC Berkeley should work with the local citizenry, the City of Berkeley, Alameda County and the State of California to explore ways to better utilize the large traffic corridors of the area which are appropriate for carrying substantial commuter loads. During the past two decades some studies have been done by the City of Berkeley on potential changes in street configuration which could help redirect UC commuter traffic to the major arteries of Shattuck and Telegraph Avenues, but to this date none of this thought has translated into action, now is the time to make a serious effort in revisiting these ideas. Before any changes are made to the Piedmont to Tunnel Road corridor alternative traffic flow options need to be explored in depth.

On a more technical level it needs to noted that the LRDP traffic analysis for this corridor makes it’s recommendations without fully understanding the dynamics of the corridor. The stop sign controlled stop at Warring and Parker Streets was not included in the intersection study, even though this intersection is one of the most congested in Berkeley. Recommendations do not anticipate the changes that would also be necessary at this intersection. Furthermore the danger to pedestrian crossings at the non controlled intersections of Piedmont, such as Piedmont and Channing are not anticipated, and are particularly relevant in light of the increased traffic speeds which would result from the introduction of traffic signals along the corridor. Also
of concern is the impact that the introduction of traffic signals would have on the historic fabric of Piedmont Avenue as a historic resource.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these projects and please keep me informed of any future developments regarding planning along this corridor.

Yours Sincerely,

Michael Kelly
16 Mosswood Road
Berkeley, CA
94704
11.2C.270 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C270

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C270-1
The writer comments on existing conditions, and not on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. No response is necessary.

An all-day study of the origins and destinations of vehicles using the corridor was conducted by LBNL and made public in 1998. The study showed that, in the northbound direction on Warring near Parker, 37 percent of the traffic had University-related destinations; in the southbound direction, 27 percent of the traffic had University-related origins. The next highest destinations in the northbound direction were North Berkeley (20 percent) and downtown Berkeley (15 percent). In the southbound direction, North Berkeley was proportionally the highest origin, at 29 percent, followed by the University (27 percent) and downtown Berkeley (15 percent).

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C270-2
The writer suggests that stop signs are preferred traffic calming devices, over the street light signalization proposed as a mitigation measure in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. UC Berkeley would support mitigations that reliably and feasibly reduce the level of service impact. See also Response to Comment C217-1.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C270-3
UC Berkeley is eager to work with other area agencies on traffic planning. With the City of Berkeley UC Berkeley co-sponsored circulation studies for the Telegraph Avenue area, and UC Berkeley supports AC Transit Bus Rapid Transit and related improvements; however, actual implementation of circulation changes are within the jurisdiction of the City of Berkeley.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C270-4
The proposed traffic signal at Derby/Warring will benefit southbound traffic flow along Warring by increasing capacity for traffic exiting the Warring Street/Parker Street intersection i.e., there will no longer be vehicle queues extending from Derby/Warring back through the Parker Street intersection, thereby, blocking efficient southbound traffic flow through the Parker Street intersection at Warring Street. Northbound traffic on Warring will arrive at the Warring/Parker intersection in “platoons” with the new signal, but the delays for northbound traffic at Parker/Warring will still be controlled by the all-way-stop at that intersection. Thus, overall, a new signal to the south at Derby/Warring will have a beneficial effect on traffic congestion at Warring/Parker. Because the City of Berkeley installed the all-way-stop at Warring/Parker in order to impede traffic and discourage the use of SR 13/Belrose/Derby/Warring/Piedmont as a citywide travel route, and thus the intersection is designed to increase congestion, this intersection was not included in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR traffic analysis.
June 17, 2004

RECEIVED

JUN 18 2004

PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Ave. Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Re: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LDRP)
Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

The remarks I am writing here are the comments I made a few weeks ago at a meeting of members of the Long Range Development Plan and the Planning Commission of the city of Berkeley.

I have lived in Berkeley since 1968 and was a professor at the University of California for many years. I retired early and went into business. A few weeks ago I listened to those who spoke with conviction and understanding about the serious problems which the development and expansion plans of the university will bring about. I agree completely with what they said.

As I listened to the speakers I thought of a previous experience I had in my business. We had to negotiate some details of business with a large company. The business advisor I spoke with, someone of ability and experience, gave me some good ideas. He also said "remember one thing, they don't care about you. They will get what they want and you can go along with it or not". I feel the same way about what is being said by the university. I think the building of the houses on Summit is way out of line for many reasons. However, if they decide not to build them, please don't come to me and point out how cooperative they are being. They are not.

All of the issues being discussed are very serious whether it is payment to the city for services, improving the ease for bicycles, maintaining some semblance of open space or dealing with the staggering traffic problems. Please remember that we are way behind. The problems which I have mentioned should be solved before any expansion takes place. Other cities and universities have done it, why not Berkeley?

We also have to remember that we are not dealing with just the university. We are dealing with the Berkeley city government, the state government, the Federal government and the Board of Regents. If you want to start at the local level talk with Mr. Devries, the assistant to mayor Bates, and ask him what he
did in his work for the Department of Energy before coming to Berkeley. If you talk to the Laboratory administration ask them why they prepared an EIR three inches thick on an office building and refused to do an EIR on the molecular foundry, where important research will be done. You might also ask them when they are going to clean up the pollution in the ground and vegetation and air on the site of the tritium lab. You might be told what I was told by one of their lawyers when I asked these things at a public meeting. "So sue us". The arrogance of her attitude and remark was unbelievable.

I don't want to go on endlessly but I do want somehow to help the people of Berkeley to realize that what we are asking for will never get things back to "normal" but they are essential to help slow the downhill slide which is being imposed on us. I do believe the slide can only be stopped by having someone in authority in the state and federal government state that no more parking spaces, no more office buildings and no more 85 million dollar research facilities can be planned or built in an area which cannot sustain at the moment the development and pollution which has already been done.

Yours truly,

James Cunningham
1007 Miller Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94708
11.2C.271  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C271

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C271-1

The writer’s general commentary is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. No response is necessary.
18 June 2004

Ms Jennifer Lawrence, Principal Planner
Facilities Services, University of California
1935 University Avenue Suite#300
Berkeley CA 94720

Re: A comment on UC Berkeley’s 2020 LRDP DEIR

Dear Ms Lawrence:

At the Long Range Development Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report (LRDP DEIR) public hearings (5 & 11my04), we heard many nearby residents voice displeasure about how UC Berkeley’s relentless growth is negatively impacting their quality of life and that existing DEIR Mitigation Measures are insufficient to cope with what promises to be UCB’s most ambitious 15-year expansion period ever.

Hence, we hereby propose a single mitigation which could offer some hope for these unfortunate folks.

LRDP Mitigation Measure LU-3: The primary residence* of the following University of California, Berkeley employees shall be on taxable property** located no more than a ½-mile from the perimeter of Campus Park:

Chancellor, Vice Chancellors, Assistant & Associate Vice Chancellors, Provost, Vice and Assistant Provosts, Deans, and Design Review Committee members.

So as not to cause undue hardship on personnel newly appointed to any of the above positions, Mitigation Measure LU-3 shall allow for a nine-month grace period to accommodate relocation into the ½-mile perimeter zone.

* For the purposes of this Mitigation, “primary residence” shall be defined as that property occupied by the resident/employee on 180 or more nights per non-sabbatical academic year.

** The only exception to Mitigation Measure LU-3 shall be tax-exempt University House at 2400 Hearst Avenue, the Chancellor’s official residence.

Sincerely,

Daniella Thompson

James M Sharp
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

Berkeley, CA 94709
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

2663 Le Conte Ave. Berkeley 94709
11.2C.272 Response to Comment Letter C272

This letter includes as attachments two form letters identical to those covered under response C111 et al.

Response to Comment C272-1
The writers’ suggestion is noted.
we are against any housing being built on the Strawberry Canyon. This is a high fire risk area near the Hayward fault and crossed by other faults. Furthermore, the area is contaminated from the operations of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory where there are more than a dozen ground water contamination plumes. The vegetation in the canyon is contaminated with radioactive tritium, especially in the encyclopedic grove next to the Lawrence Hall of Science, to such a high degree that the lab has been unable to get permission from the Dept of Energy Washington DC office to cut the trees and plant to Japanese and Korean pines - miles to planned. This is an area accessible only by a narrow winding road, which has been closed due to landslides, once in the 1980's for at least 8 months. In case of heavy rains this could again occur, isolating the faculty projects to live in housing above power pole curve, the area particularly susceptible to landslides.

Ms. Gine Bernesli
9 Austen Rd
Berkeley, CA 94704-1508
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Berkeley--Centennial Drive, connecting the "main" University of California-Berkeley campus to hilltop facilities, will reopen tomorrow (Thurs., May 10) after an eight-month closing.

The reopening restores convenient access to U.C.'s Lawrence Hall of Science in plenty of time for the public to take advantage of its summer programs.

The road has been closed from just beyond the U.C. Botanical Garden in Strawberry Canyon since last September 19 to repair damage caused by two years of heavy rains and run-off.

Officials had expected the closure to last only 12 to 15 weeks, but wet weather caused many delays in the work, which included rebuilding a section of the road that had become unsafe.

At the Lawrence Hall of Science, five sessions of summer courses will be offered in computers, biology, chemistry, physics and astronomy for various age levels, ranging from age two through adulthood.

Other activities, such as film series and exhibits, will also be offered.

For information on Lawrence Hall of Science summer activities, call 642-5133.
11.2C.273 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C273

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C273 -1
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C273 -2
The statements regarding groundwater plumes and hill campus vegetation are noted. At page 4.6-7 and 4.6-8 of the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR, campus procedures to protect workers, occupants and the general public from hazardous materials exposures are outlined.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C273 -3
See response to comment 273-1, above.
Jennifer Lawrence  
Principal Planner  
Environmental & Long Range planning  
Capital Projects  
1936 University Avenue  
Berkeley, California 94720  

RE: 2020 Long Range Development Plan  

6-17-2004  

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

The Friends & Neighbors of Memorial Stadium is a community group that takes special interest in historic Memorial Stadium at the University of California in Berkeley. We value the important role that this stadium plays in the history, current life and culture of the University, its surrounding neighborhoods, and California.

In the past there has been significant controversy regarding plans to install permanent television lighting arrays at Memorial Stadium. We are aware that the University wishes to perform seismic upgrades to Memorial Stadium and may wish to revisit the idea of installing lighting systems at the Stadium as well. Given the degree of past controversy we hope that we can be of service for future planning projects by facilitating dialog between the UC Planning department and the community in order to help bridge gaps in the planning process and stimulate creative solutions to planning challenges.

In regards to the proposed retrofitting of Memorial Stadium we feel it is important to be sensitive in the planning process not only to the historic fabric of the structure but also to the setting of the stadium within the surrounding landscape; of special concern is the historic Oak grove to the west of the stadium which plays an essential role in the cultural experience of the stadium in addition to playing an important role in the landscape of the University as a whole. We also wish to draw your attention to the Historic Structure
Report for Memorial Stadium prepared by Siegel & Strain Architects in 1999 (attached). The conclusions and recommendations given in the back of this report provide a basic initial framework for considering the historic integrity of the stadium’s design and raise some of the basic issues that need to be considered in future stadium planning projects.

In regards to the possible reactivation of plans to install a network of permanent lights for nighttime football at Memorial Stadium, it is important to remember that potential impacts from such a project extended well beyond the impact of light from the project and range into changes in use, special health and safety concerns, impacts to historic views and resources, impacts to local wildlife, cumulative impacts in relation to other projects both proposed and already built, to name but a few.

Some of the most significant impacts that could result from the installation of massive lighting towers above Memorial Stadium would be the destruction of long established, well-known, and often heralded views of the picturesque curves of the Berkeley Hills from vantage points on the UC Campus and the greater Berkeley area. The elegant horizon line of the Berkeley Hills forms the backdrop against which the day to day life of the UC campus unfolds. The vista of the hills has played an essential role in the planning of the campus layout and in the architectural alignment, layout and sightings of buildings within the campus. The historic landmark works of architectural design that characterize the formative years of the Berkeley campus gave special consideration to views of the Berkeley Hills in their design and as such, those views remain an essential cultural resource and component of the overall cultural significance of the Berkeley campus. Take for instance the stunning view of Memorial Stadium and the hillside behind which is presented from the Campanile; a view from one landmark John Galen Howard structure to another. Throughout the campus, from classrooms and pathways, from academic and administrative office windows, views of landmark buildings are framed by the Berkeley Hills beyond. A massive array of industrial stadium lights looming high over Memorial Stadium would disrupt and serve many of these important and carefully laid-out views. Those lighting array would tower over the dome of the International House and serve as the new backdrop for the Campanile. Due to the destruction of multiple view corridors and architectural vistas, a mass of lighting arrays at Memorial Stadium would not only pose potential significant impacts for the historic stadium but would impact the architectural fabric and integrity of the campus as a whole.

We also wish to stress that any projects or changes in use for Memorial Stadium and the Strawberry Canyon area should take into consideration impacts on and historical
resources within the surrounding neighborhoods of Panoramic Hill, Dwight Hillside, and nearby Piedmont Avenue districts. We have noted in the past that many previous planning documents and CEQA reports generated by UC Berkeley have omitted the Panoramic Hill and Dwight Hillside neighborhoods from maps that define and illustrate the scope of planning projects.

It is a concern to us that little differentiation is made within the LRDP between projects that involve smaller recreational athletic facilities and larger athletic facilities and projects.

To provide a frame of reference to the level of public concern and controversy attributed to projects that involve Memorial Stadium and its surrounding environs and to give voice to some specific concerns that relate to Memorial Stadium related projects we have attached a series of reports and correspondence relating to Memorial Stadium.

It should be noted that although much of the attached materials were generated during the period of controversy resulting from UC Berkeley’s recent proposal to install an array of permanent lights at Memorial Stadium, and although the immediate subject of most of these materials addresses that lighting proposal, the attached materials raise important issues of concern and express significant statements of position whose implications extend far beyond the specific scope of that proposed lighting project. In addressing the proposed lighting project the correspondence from the Berkeley community, The City of Berkeley and a variety of other organizations raised many concerns which are applicable to any future projects that would involve Memorial Stadium or its surrounding environs.

Over the past two decades The UC Berkeley Office of Physical and Environmental Planning, The UC Berkeley Athletic Department, The UC Berkeley Office of The Chancellor and the UC Regents have all received significant levels of correspondence and input from members of the public, government entities and other organizations regarding the use of Memorial Stadium and surrounding environs; as such you should consider the small set of attached materials to be only the tip of the iceberg of materials currently in UC Berkeley’s possession which bare significance in assessing the potential impacts of development or change in use in the Memorial Stadium, Strawberry Canyon and East Campus Area. Given the high level of controversy which has repeatedly arisen around Memorial Stadium related activities and development in the adjacent areas of Strawberry Canyon, UC should be diligent in considering and referencing correspondence and materials from previous projects in assessing current planning
projects, because many of the issues and concerns previously raised remain relevant and significant to the current UC planning process. By studying and learning from the past lessons found in earlier planning controversies, we may be able to avoid conflict and achieve greater progress in future projects.

Sincerely,

Robert Breuer

Janice Thomas

Friends & Neighbors of Memorial Stadium • 29 Mosswood Road • Berkeley California • 94704
LIST OF ATTACHED MATERIALS

UC Berkeley Memorial Stadium: Historic Structure Report
September 23, 1999  Prepared for The University of California Office of Planning, Design, and Construction By Siegel & Strain, Architects

City of Berkeley Correspondence
June 6, 2000  City Manager to Chancellor Berdahl
July 11, 2000  Landmarks Preservation Commission to Mayor & City Council
August 18, 2000  City Attorney to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
September 26, 2000  City Attorney to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
December 8, 2000  City Attorney to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning

City of Oakland Correspondence
August 13, 2000  Jane Brunner, Oakland City Council to Chancellor Berdahl

Comments from Organizations
July 22, 1999  BAHA to Chancellor Berdahl et.al.
July 10, 2000  Maybeck Foundation to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
July 10, 2000  Visual Impacts Analysis to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
July 22, 2000  Panoramic Hill Association to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning

UC Regents, Meeting as a Committee of the Whole Minutes
July 20, 2000  Public Comments on UC Stadium Lighting Project

Comments from Berkeley Residents
July 7, 2000  Bill Robbins to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
July 8, 2000  John V. Wehausen to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
July 16, 2000  John Stenzel to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
July 23, 2000  Charles H. Ferguson to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning
July 24, 2000  Ben White & Sharon Landes to Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning

Correspondence on CEQA standing
August 17, 1999  Jennifer Lawrence, UC Planning to Brian Gaffney NOMS
April 24, 2000  Brian Gaffney, NOMS to Jacki Bernier, UC Planning
Correspondence / Agreements on Use of UC Memorial Stadium
September 3, 2002  Chancellor Berdahl to Janice Thomas, PHA
September 29, 1999  Chancellor Berdahl to Fredrica Drotos, PHA
August 4, 1999  Fredrica Drotos, PHA to Chancellor Berdahl
July 18, 1990  Chancellor Tien to PHA
April 23, 1981  Chancellor Heyman to Richard E. Murphy, PHA
June 13, 1977  Community Liaison Group Agreement of Understanding
October 17, 1974  Use of Memorial Stadium & Edwards Field, Chancellor Bowker
April 4, 1960  President Kerr to George Maslach, PHA
February 16, 1960  VP Wellman to UC Regents

Newspaper Articles on UC Memorial Stadium Lighting Project
August 18, 1999  “Compromise on Cal stadium lights may prove elusive”
May 21, 2001  “Stadium lighting creates neighborhood heat“

Photos
• Inscription honoring the architectural achievements of John Galen Howard in the plaza of The Campanile.

• Alumni observing UC Memorial Stadium from the observation deck of The Campanile.
**11.2C.274 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C274**

**RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C274-1 AND C274-2**

Memorial Stadium does require renovation to address its seismic deficiencies. However, no project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. Please see Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project level review.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C274-3**

The writer’s comment is noted. Although the writer does not identify the reports in question, it is possible some UC Berkeley planning documents may have omitted the Panoramic Hill and Dwight Hillside districts because no University actions were proposed in those districts. However, they would certainly be included in any environmental analyses for projects with potential effects on those districts. With regard to the 2020 LRDP, other commentors have noted the inadvertent omission of some buildings on upper Panoramic Hill in figures 3.1-4 and 3.1-11; these figures have been corrected in the Final EIR.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C274-4**

The writer’s comment is noted. It is not the University’s intent to obscure the differences in recreational and intercollegiate athletic facilities. Memorial Stadium is unique in terms of its physical and operational characteristics, but as a program level document the 2020 LRDP can not address in detail the individual characteristics of each potential future project. Please see Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in project level review.
Jennifer Lawrence  
Environmental Planning Manager  
University of California Berkeley Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue, Suite #300  
Berkeley, California 94720-1380  


Dear Ms. Lawrence:  

It is the understanding of the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association (BAHA) that under the California Environmental Quality Act, where a plan or a project requires an Environmental Impact Report, it is not permissible to segment environmental review of projects which are dependent or impact one upon the other. CEQA requires that all aspects and impacts of a plan or proposal clearly state their relationship, and requires at the same time that all portions of a plan are disclosed together. For this purpose, in California the Environmental Quality Act sets out provisions that govern the total environment affected and impacted by a project or plan, and therefore requires that under no condition may there be partitioning or consideration of only some part of a plan, without considering the whole environmental impact. It is therefore required that the University’s EIR on its Long Range Development Plan (Plan) consider now, and disclose now, the full extent of resulting development and impacts.  

This Draft EIR for the fifteen-year Plan proposed by the University is totally inadequate in this regard. The 2020 Long Range Development Plan itself has undisclosed assumptions and vague planning policies. It therefore needs an especially
thorough Draft EIR rigorously disclosing all aspects of the Plan, all resources that will or may be affected, and all the overlapping environmental effects on both the University campus and the City of Berkeley. BAHA wishes to go on record as saying that it is of grave concern that this Draft EIR does not at all adequately reveal the full extent of the Plan’s environmental impacts. The University should not proceed with the Plan until all such impacts are adequately disclosed and evaluated.

To emphasize, an EIR is complete and can be certified only at such time as it reports on all environmental impacts and not just some impacts. For the purpose of assessing the impacts on Berkeley for the next fifteen years, this Draft EIR is inadequate because:

- It does not sufficiently describe the full extent of intended University projects, including those of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and those at the Richmond Field Station;
- It does not consider all projects that are related to the Plan or that might otherwise, in combination with it, have a significant cumulative effect;
- It does not fully disclose significant negative impacts;
- It does not adequately identify and assess alternatives; and
- It does not provide adequate measures to mitigate negative impacts.

To substantiate BAHA’s concerns, BAHA is submitting this comment letter along with (1) a letter with detailed comments on the proposed LRDP and Draft EIR, (2) a letter commenting on the proposed Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies and related aspects of the Draft EIR, and (3) a letter commenting on the failure to disclose the intended project that would include a new building adjacent to the California Memorial Stadium.

Sincerely,

Wendy Markel, President
Encl: (1) BAHA letter to Jennifer Lawrence, Detailed Comments, 2020 Long Range Development Plan and Draft Environmental Impact Report, June 18, 2004
(2) BAHA letter to Jennifer Lawrence, Proposed Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies and Draft Environmental Impact Report, June 18, 2004
(3) BAHA letter to Jennifer Lawrence, Project Adjacent to California Memorial Stadium, June 18, 2004

cc: Robert M. Berdahl, Chancellor
George Marcus, Regent, Chair Committee on Grounds and Buildings
Dan Marks, Planning Director, City of Berkeley
Jennifer Lawrence  
Environmental Planning Manager  
University of California Berkeley Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue, Suite #300  
Berkeley, California 94720-1380  

Re: Detailed Comments, 2020 Long Range Development Plan and Draft Impact Report  

Dear Ms. Lawrence:  

This is to give you detailed comments from the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association (BAHA) on the proposed 2020 Long Range Development Plan and the Draft EIR with respect thereto.  

BAHA holds as its mission “to educate the community to encourage and secure the preservation of those structures, sites, and areas which have special architectural, historic, or aesthetic value contributing to the enrichment of the Berkeley environment and to the understanding of its heritage.”  

It is thus with grave concern that BAHA views the University of California’s plans to impact or eliminate important historic, cultural, and scenic resources both on the University campus and elsewhere in Berkeley. In general, the LRDP envisions large amounts of new construction, both on- and off-campus. Such massive development is liable to displace or otherwise impact an unknown, but potentially large, number of historic resources.  

Examining the maps in the Plan, BAHA notes with foreboding the absence of several key resources. For example, Figure 3.1-2 by itself, though supposedly illustrative, clearly indicates removal of six buildings that are on the SHRI (State Historic
Resources Inventory) and/or landmarked by the City. They are the two Warren Cheney houses, the Berkeley Art Museum, the UC Press Building, the structure at 2233 Fulton Street, and the Martha E. Sell Building at 2154-60 University Avenue that the City recently landmarked. The Draft EIR is almost totally silent about their fate.

Seeing these and other major resources treated so lightly or ignored altogether in the Draft EIR, BAHA has every reason to fear that the CEQA review conducted on them will end up being perfunctory. Our apprehension has been increased by the recent ceremonial dedication of the Chang-Lin Tien Center at its proposed site, although that site is highly controversial, and the EIR has yet to be finalized, let alone certified.

**Need to Comprehensively Address Scenic and Cultural Resources**

The LRDP and EIR should address aesthetic concerns and cultural resources quite comprehensively. It should avoid using narrow definitions of what is historic. And it should acknowledge that both on- and off-campus, the process of identifying and listing historic resources is still far from complete. In an important sense, it can never be complete. As new information is found or insights occur, and/or as time goes on and perceptions evolve, additional buildings and other features will be landmarked or otherwise officially listed.

Indeed, pages 4.4-2 and 4.4-7 should be revised to point out that under CEQA, the mere fact that something is not already listed does not necessarily mean that it is not a historical resource.

As for on-campus resources, it is very misleading for Figure 3.1-8 to be titled "Campus Park Architecture & Cultural Resources." The only individual structures it identifies are ones that are now on the National Register. This map does not call out the many other buildings or features that are on the SHRI and/or landmarked by the City. It even fails to identify the Classical Core "contributory" buildings that were helpfully shown by Figure 3.1 of the New Century Plan.

One of the latter was Mulford Hall, which in fact is a very important structure.
Prominently aligned with University Avenue, it is also the only building that, through its design, brings the stylistic feel of the Classical Core down to the campus's west face. The Draft LRDP's Figure 3.1-3A should not label it as a "candidate building for replacement."

Still other buildings, such as Sproul Hall, clearly are historic resources. Even some hitherto quite underappreciated structures deserve consideration. For example, Lewis Hall and the older portion of Donner Lab have stripped classical designs that in their modest way support the notion of the Classical Core, and serve to bring some of its feel right up to Gayley Road.

The EIR should fully take into account its own citing of the State guideline that (to quote from page 4.4-52) "a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource" by acknowledging that this may result from a change in a historic building's setting, even if the building itself remains physically unaltered. Federal and State rules, of course, recognize "setting" as one of the aspects of "integrity."

A related, and crucial, point is that concern should go well beyond just looking at individual structures. Valuable building ensembles (including their linking open spaces) should also be identified and genuinely respected. In a sense, the whole Central Campus is a "historic district," as is the Classical Core in general. And for anyone with eyes to see, the lengthy grand classical ensemble along the Central Glade, essentially much as John Galen Howard envisioned it, still exists—albeit partly in ghostly form at the gaps where it almost palpably yearns for faithful completion.

**Need for Stronger Design Guidelines**

Although many UC planning documents have piously lamented Evans Hall and other mistakes of the past, comparable mistakes continue to be made. For instance, take the design of the new Stanley Hall that is under construction. With its hodgepodge massing and flat roofs, it will woefully fail to harmonize with the neighboring Hearst Memorial Mining Building, and with the Classical Core in general. UC staff had drawn up design guidelines for the area around the Mining Circle, but the new Stanley Hall will patently violate those.
Similarly, the idiosyncratic design of the new Hargrove Music Library not only fails to relate at all to the Music Department’s adjoining buildings but also seriously clashes with the beautiful and highly acclaimed Hearst Gymnasium.

In order to mitigate the LRDP’s and Tien Center’s potential impacts on aesthetic and cultural resources, tighter and more specific guidelines are needed for designing in context. Equally needed is the institutional will to actually follow such guidelines.

This is not at all to say that tightness of design control should be uniform everywhere. Different portions of the central campus have different characters, and much greater variety of massing and detailing would be acceptable in some locales than in others. But within the Classical Core and especially confronting the Central Glade, a high degree of genuine "contextuality" is needed.

Here, simply having an orthogonal footprint, light-colored granite or architectural concrete walls, and a red-tiled sloping roof isn’t enough. Building designs should very seriously reflect and embody the other common patterns found in older buildings that characterize the Classical Core. Among these are basic symmetry of massing; a hierarchy of forms; a generally regular rhythm of relatively small-scaled solids and voids, with no large windowless wall surfaces; a molded cornice or other comparable elaboration of the juncture between walls and roof; and some type of celebratory elaboration of main entries.

And in the Classical Core, buildings really should include a version of some of classicism’s actual decorative vocabulary. It is possible to do so creatively, and without precisely replicating the specific ornaments of nearby buildings.

In that regard, important lessons can be learned from the 1940s and early-1950s buildings that followed what author and former UC planner Harvey Helfand (on page 25 of his 2002 campus guidebook) called "[Arthur Brown Jr.’s] transitional theme of stripped neoclassical designs that maintained a dignified compatibility with [John Galen] Howard’s monuments." Among these buildings are Sproul Hall, Mulford Hall, the Doe Annex, and the Le Conte Hall addition.

There are architects today who can do comparably compatible designs. The actual
success of any design guidelines will depend, of course, on carefully choosing the right architect for the particular job. In selecting who should design buildings within the Classical Core, UC should seek out firms that have a proven track record of truly harmonious design in comparable settings. It shouldn’t use architects who are otherwise good or even renowned but who are too wedded to their own house style, or rigid Modernist dogma, to do what is needed. And UC should strongly discourage the pernicious practice of tying a building endowment to use of a pre-selected particular architect.

Panoramic Hill and Adjoining Streets

As Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-5 demonstrate, existing or potential UC development would almost surround Berkeley’s Panoramic Hill neighborhood, as well as nearby private properties along Hillside Court, Hillside Avenue, and Dwight Way. Yet the Draft EIR makes very little, if any, reference to these areas, which are, and would be, heavily impacted. For instance, Panoramic Hill suffers noise from the Memorial Stadium, gross inconvenience from and potential endangerment by frequent congestion along Piedmont Avenue and Gayley Road, and potential glare from "lighted recreation/athletic facilities."

To appropriately recognize the numerous historic resources in the areas mentioned above and the special environmental conditions applying there, these areas ought to be recognized as a "City Environ East" zone.

Though the Draft EIR’s Table 4.4-10 does happen to list six historic houses on Panoramic Way (as well as one on Hillside Court and four on Hillside Avenue), it omits many others—including these SHRI properties:

- Torrey house (built in 1905) at 1 Canyon Road
- Hutchinson/Dean Hayes house (1908) at 9 Canyon Road
- Charles Rieber house (1904) at 15 Canyon Road
- Steilberg cottage (1930) at 4 Mosswood Lane
- Orchard Lane/Mosswood Path
- W.L. Jepson house (1930) at 11 Mosswood Road
- Feldman house (1975) at 13 Mosswood Road
Parsons/Mauser house (1890/1908) at 21 Mosswood Road
Parsons house (1923) at 29 Mosswood Road
Steilberg family home (1922) at 1 Orchard Lane

Lest anyone think the houses on streets like Canyon and Mosswood Roads are not relevant to University development, Sanborn maps readily illustrate how close they are to Memorial Stadium.

In between Hillside Avenue and Dwight Way, there is a small area which is in the City’s R-2 zoning district but which Figure 3.1-5 mistakenly assigns to the LRDP’s Housing Zone. By its own terms, the latter is supposed to exclude sites with a municipal general plan’s residential designation of less than 40 units per acre. The Berkeley General Plan actually shows this area in its Low Medium Density Residential category, where density generally ranges from 10 to 20 units per acre. Figure 4.8-1’s depiction of it as High Density Residential is quite incorrect.

**The Stadium, Greek Theater, Piedmont Way, and Gayley Road**

The UC facilities in general on the uphill side of Piedmont Avenue and Gayley Road are really in a transition zone between the Campus Park and the Hill Campus.

The proposed LRDP’s framework of zones awkwardly treats the Stadium, Kleeberger Field, and International House as part of the so-called "Adjacent Blocks South." This is wrong, partly because they are all UC-owned and because they are basically east, not south, of the Campus Park. And environmentally, the Stadium is in its own category: a unique entity at the mouth of Strawberry Canyon and at a prominently higher elevation than most of Berkeley. No other campus use is comparable in terms of impact. And it sits right within the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone which, of course, straddles the main trace of the Hayward Fault.

For some of the same reasons, it is wrong for the Greek Theater, and the UC-owned housing between it and Hearst Avenue, to be lumped into "Adjacent Blocks North."

It is also wrong for Figure 3.1-5 to show the uphill side of Piedmont/Gayley,
from the Stadium northward, as overlapped by the "Housing Zone." The latter presumably is meant to be where new housing should or could be built. Such construction would severely impair this corridor's scenic and historic qualities, as well as expose occupants to major earthquake hazards.

**Other Problems with the LRDP's "Zones"**

Figure 3.1-5 should not show the Clark Kerr Campus as part of the Housing Zone. This erroneous depiction may be based on a misreading of the Berkeley General Plan. Figure 4.8-1 claims that the General Plan's designation for Clark Kerr (except for the Regional Park District sections) is "undesignated," and page 4.8-9 makes a similar statement, but those contentions are quite wrong. The General Plan actually classifies all the UC-owned portions of it as Medium Density Residential. And Figure 3.1-5 itself and page 3.1-7 say that the Housing Zone excludes sites with "residential designations of under 40 units per acre in a municipal general plan as of July 2003." That wording implies excluding the General Plan Land Use Diagram's Low Density Residential, Low Medium Density Residential, and Medium Density Residential categories.

Another reason for excluding the Clark Kerr Campus is that whereas the "Housing Zone" indicates where new housing should or could be built by the year 2020, development on Clark Kerr is restricted by an MOU and covenants that run till 2032. Still another concern — which is highly important — is that the Clark Kerr Campus is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

The above-quoted rule about residential designations of under 40 units per acre also implies that the Smyth-Fernwald complex should be excluded from the Housing Zone. The Berkeley General Plan shows this complex as Medium Density Residential.

Even considering that Figure 3.1-5 calls its depiction of the Housing Zone "generalized," the map reveals various other noticeable inconsistencies in relation to General Plan designations and/or transit service. For instance, the map's Housing Zone inconsistently includes sites at the intersection of Arch Street and Le Conte Avenue, and along the south side of Berkeley Way for most of the distance between Martin Luther King Jr. Way and Shattuck Avenue, that the General Plan shows as
Medium Density Residential.

The proposed LRDP’s Southside and Adjacent Blocks South zones relate poorly to the boundary of the actual Southside Plan Study Area. Each of them ought to be reconfigured so that, together, they add up to the Southside Plan Study Area.

(Incidentally, the proposed LRDP is inconsistent about the Southside zone’s eastern boundary in between the Stadium and Dwight Way. While page 3.1-7 says that the zone is bounded on the east by Prospect Street itself, Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-5 show it as including the lots along Prospect’s east side.)

The Draft Southside Plan also implies needed changes in the boundary of the proposed LRDP’s Housing Zone. Page 4.8-14 incorrectly says that the Southside Plan "may ultimately become an amendment to the City’s General Plan." The General Plan itself says that "[o]nce completed the Southside Plan will be adopted as an amendment to the General Plan." It goes on to state that "[t]he amendment is anticipated to result in changes to some of the designations within the Study Area." The Draft Southside Plan (even as it existed in July 2003) proposes rezoning some portions of the Study Area to the R-3 District—which corresponds to the General Plan Land Use Diagram’s Medium Density Residential category. So these portions should be excluded from the Housing Zone.

The Elmwood Shopping District (along College Avenue generally between Russell and Webster Streets) should also be excluded from the Housing Zone. This is a very special, and potentially vulnerable, area whose restrictive C-E zoning limits building height to two stories. For consistency, the general Housing Zone description might be revised so as to exclude "nonresidential areas whose zoning prescribes a two-story height limit."

Relation to City Policy and Zoning

Pages 4.8-12 and 4.8-17 say that "[a]ssuming no further substantive changes are made by the city prior to adoption, the University would as a general rule use the design guidelines and standards prescribed in the Southside Plan as its guide for the location and design of projects implemented under the 2020 LRDP within the
geographic area of the Southside Plan." Rather similar wording also appears on pages 3.1-49 and 3.1-50. But the words "as a general rule" are problematic and seem to contradict the 1997 MOU, which said that "...the campus will acknowledge the Plan as the guide for campus developments in the Southside area."

UC's intent to use the Southside Plan as its guide is subtly but seriously contradicted by two statements that refer to zoning. Page 3.1-50 says that "to the extent feasible university housing projects in the Housing Zone should not have a greater number of stories nor have setback dimensions less than could be permitted for a project under the relevant city zoning ordinance as of July 2003." Page 4.8-18 says that "[t]o the extent feasible, University housing projects in the [...] Housing Zone would not have a greater number of stories nor lesser setback dimensions than could be permitted for a project under the relevant city zoning ordinance as of July 2003." However, the Draft Southside Plan contains proposed changes from the zoning standards that existed in July 2003. (In some locations, the changes would actually help developers, by relaxing certain standards.) This inconsistency should in any event be corrected.

Furthermore, regarding both the Southside and Berkeley in general, the above-quoted qualifier "to the extent feasible" is very vague and very dangerous. This is especially worrisome because UC apparently wants to hunt widely for housing sites and to partner with private developers. The qualifier should be deleted, and UC should say that its housing projects will meet City standards.

The above-quoted references to zoning "as of July 2003" are very problematic not just for the Southside but also for many other areas. For instance, they seem to mean that even if and when the City enacts new zoning along University Avenue, UC will design its projects there to last year's standards. Why should the relevance of zoning be, in effect, frozen as of July 2003? Instead, projects should conform to whatever zoning is in place when they are proposed.

The Draft EIR's page 4.8-10 asks, as a standard of significance, "[w]ould the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?" That language itself seems evasive, because the corresponding checklist question in CEQA Guidelines Appendix G also contains the important
wording "including but not limited to the general plan, specific plan [...] or zoning ordinance." Numerous provisions of Berkeley's General Plan, Draft Southside Plan, and Zoning Ordinance do indeed aim at avoiding or mitigating environmental effects. And for purposes of CEQA, the City appears to satisfy all three of CEQA Guidelines Section 15366(b)'s ways of meeting its liberal definition of "jurisdiction by law."

The Draft EIR's page 4.8-15 tries to dodge the question by saying that UC is "constitutionally exempt from local land use regulations when using its property in furtherance of its educational mission," and that it is "the only agency with jurisdiction over such projects." While that may be true in one technical sense, it is beside the point. The CEQA Guidelines still call for identifying conflicts with such plans and regulations.

In any case, the proposed LRDP does seem to conflict seriously with various of the City's policy-type statements about UC expansion. In the General Plan, these especially include several of Policy LU-35's "Action" statements, Policy LU-36 and particularly its Action A, and Policy LU-38 and its Action B. The Draft EIR's Table 4.8-1 conveniently omits all those telling "Action" statements.

While page 4.8-15 says that the LRDP "would require future projects to be informed by city plans and policies," it limits even that vague sip to projects "[i]n the City Environs." But projects in the Campus Park and the Hill Campus should also be "informed" by City policy.

One of the Draft LRDP/EIR's most glaring omissions is the total failure to mention the City's official Downtown Berkeley Design Guidelines. This is especially serious because UC obviously intends a large amount of construction in the Downtown. The LRDP should prominently cite these guidelines, and pledge to respect them.

**Claremont Boulevard-Derby-Warring Corridor**

The Draft EIR does not adequately address the cumulative impacts of traffic along Claremont Boulevard, Derby Street, and Warring Street.

The gracious and historic homes along these streets include those distinctive homes within Duncan McDuffie's great Claremont Court subdivision of 1906. These
historic resources deserve fuller attention and better solutions to relieve the daily traffic congestion and noise that they suffer.

**Tabulation of Historic Resources**

The Draft EIR’s attempted tabulation of historic resources (pages 4.4-10 through 4.4-47) has numerous mistakes and inconsistencies. Various buildings are mislocated in terms of the proposed LRDP’s zones and/or listed with an incorrect address. In various cases, a single building is listed twice, sometimes in different zones. To give just a few examples:

- On page 4.4-16, the Stadium Garage is given the nonexistent address of "3020" (rather than 2020-26) Addison Street, and is mistakenly classified as being in the Adjacent Blocks West zone.

- Page 4.4-34 lists "2054 University Avenue" as a primary resource and page 4.4-45 lists "2050 University Avenue" as a secondary resource, but both addresses really are in the same building.

- Page 4.4-26 erroneously says that 2233 Fulton is in the Southside (it actually is in the Campus Park zone).

- That same page mistakenly lists the Odd Fellows Temple as being in the Southside, while page 4.4-16 correctly lists the same building as being in the Adjacent Blocks West zone.

Furthermore, the tabulation should be updated to reflect the City’s recent landmarking of buildings such as 2509-13 Telegraph Avenue.

After correction of all such individual problems—and after resolution of the problems we have described earlier herein about the zones themselves and their boundaries—page 4.4-9’s totals by zone will of course need to be changed.

**Miscellaneous Comments**
On various pages such as 3.1-49 there are statements that UC would make informational presentations on major projects "to the [...] Planning Commission and, if relevant, the [...] Landmarks Commission..." But shouldn't the Zoning Adjustments Board, and/or its Design Review Committee, also be contacted?

Page 4.4-5's quite faulty discussion of the Landmarks Preservation Ordinance badly needs correcting. In its first paragraph, "establish a list of potential buildings that should be considered for..." should be changed to "consider buildings, sites, and areas for potential..." The word "procedures" should be changed to "procedures and criteria." The term "landmark status" should be changed to "such status," and "landmark buildings" to "designated historic resources." "Buildings designated as landmarks or as structures of merit" should be changed to "Projects on landmark sites or structure-of-merit sites or in historic districts." The words "codifies policies" should be changed to "is very important in implementing policies." In the second paragraph, "buildings" should be changed to "resources." The words "three levels of designation" should be replaced by "three types of designation." The wording "properties of exceptional significance (landmarks)" should be changed to just "landmarks." The language "properties that do not meet landmark criteria but are worthy of preservation as part of a neighborhood, block, or street front" should be replaced by "historic districts." At the end of the second paragraph, "landmarks" should be changed to "landmarks, structures of merit, or historic districts."

We hope that the University will carefully consider all the comments in this letter and duly reflect them in the final LRDP and EIR.

Sincerely,

Wendy P. Markel, President

cc: Robert M. Berdahl, Chancellor
    George Marcus, Regent, Chair, Committee on Grounds and Buildings
    Wayne Donaldson, State Historic Preservation Officer
    Dan Marks, Planning Director, City of Berkeley
Jennifer Lawrence  
Environmental Planning Manager  
University of California Berkeley Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue, Suite #300  
Berkeley, California 94720-1380  

Re: Proposed Chang-lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies and Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

This is to convey Baha's comments on the proposed Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies and the Draft EIR's aspects pertaining thereto. In a separate letter we are commenting on the proposed 2020 LRDP and related aspects of the Draft EIR.

On this April 23, University jumped the gun by elaborately dedicating the Tien Center's intended specific site. Occurring as it did long before environmental review could be completed, that act violated the spirit and arguably the letter of CEQA. It furthered Baha's fear that for the Tien Center—as for so many previous University projects—environmental review will in essence be perfunctory. We hope it will not be.

Awkwardly tacked onto the proposed overall LRDP, the Tien Center project may get overlooked by stressed citizens trying to cope with all the other issues posed by burgeoning campus growth. But it poses vital issues in itself, and deserves close attention.

The proposed LRDP is peppered with noble-sounding goals like "Maintain and enhance the image and experience of the campus, and preserve our historic legacy of landscape and architecture" and "Preserve and maintain significant views, natural areas,
and open spaces in the Campus Park." The Notice of Preparation said that "the Tien Center will serve as a useful example of how the principles articulated in the LRDP will be realized in the design of an actual building." But as now proposed, it does just the opposite. So far it demonstrates that those "principles"—and the so-called Campus Park Design Guidelines—are quite inadequate.

The project would be built on an extremely sensitive site across from Doe Library, adjoining the Classical Core's Central Glade. It would directly impinge on two key resources: Haviland Hall and Observatory Hill. And as now sited and designed, it would have significant negative effects on scenic and cultural resources in general.

The crude and aggressive design of Phase 1 would badly disrupt the visual harmony of the Classical Core. It would significantly affect nearby historic buildings like Doe Library by marring their special setting. It would fly in the face of Policy 3.1 in the New Century Plan's section on Campus Architecture Strategic Goals: "Projects within the Classical Core shall enhance the integrity of this ensemble, and complement rather than compete with existing historic buildings."

The Draft EIR's page 4.1-20 lamely contends that the preliminary design meets all of the five guidelines that it lists "except" the one about individual punched windows. But that one by itself is a huge exception. The actual guideline's full wording (which page 4.1-20 does not give) says:

Each new building within the classical core should be fenestrated exclusively with individual punched windows, having a greater vertical than horizontal dimension. Windows and doors should be inset at least 6" from the exterior wall surface. Windows may be large and paneled, but should not span structural elements.

Instead, the Phase 1 building's crucial south wall facing the Central Glade would have a cartoonishly overscaled solid-and-void pattern. There would be vast and essentially unrelieved wall surfaces (almost unmatched elsewhere on campus except on Davis Hall's brutish facades) on either side of what would read as (despite its light metal grille) an essentially continuous window area. The window area would span multiple bays, it would be horizontally oriented, and it would come across as discordantly gigantic.
Page 4.1-20 admits that in the Classical Core, such a feature of that size is "unprecedented." The text’s attempt to compare it to the Valley Life Sciences Building’s alleged "smaller versions" is specious. The latter are firmly disciplined within the LSB’s gracefully columned, thoughtfully composed overall façades.

The Phase 1 building’s design also has other serious problems. For instance, it appears that the juncture between walls and roof would be utterly plain, and that the huge window area would rise all the way up to the roof’s bottom. This would be in stark contrast to the masonry—and the molded cornices or other decorative treatments—which the Classical Core’s older buildings display at that level. Rather similarly, building entries would feature dumb, stark rectangular recesses, instead of the projecting surrounds or other ornamental elaboration so characteristic of older structures in the Classical Core.

And it appears that the building’s main entry would be largely hidden behind an asymmetrical jumble of blunt-walled access stairways (see Figures 3.2-4 through 3.2-6) which would further obstruct views between Observatory Hill and Doe Library. The drawings seem to show an awkward relation between these stairways and the "Memorial Stair" mentioned by page 3.2-4.

Haviland Hall is one of the campus’s architectural treasures. Designed by John Galen Howard and built in 1923, it is a City of Berkeley Landmark and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Among the campus’s major academic buildings, Haviland is the most secluded. On all four sides it is now surrounded by open space consisting largely of dense tree and shrub plantings. But the Tien Center proposal would radically change this setting. The roughly 75-foot-high (and uphill!) Phase 1 building would upstage, overwhelm, and block views of Haviland, while its bluntly conceived facade would trivialize Haviland’s delicate detailing. And the still-totally-undesigned Phase 2 building would parallel Haviland from only 40 feet away and tower over it.

Historic Observatory Hill is a unique and important open space. It is home to varied native species, including manzanita, Pacific madrone, coast live oak, and California buckeye. It also retains remnants of the old Students’ Observatory. But big chunks of the hill would be gouged out if the Tien Center is built as proposed. Adding insult to injury, the planning for open-space "preservation areas" (as reflected in Figure
3.1-7) seems to have treated the Tien Center as a fait accompli, making believe that the green area that still exists on the west flank of Observatory Hill was already gone and therefore not in need of preserving.

The Tien Center’s siting would reduce the existing visual continuity of the Central Glade as an open space. Although the Glade was sadly impinged on by construction of Moffitt Library, it has continued to flow fairly effectively past Moffitt because of the distance between that building and Haviland, and because of the openness at the foot of Observatory Hill. The Tien Center would significantly change all that.

Yet the Draft EIR fails to adequately consider alternative locations for the Tien Center.

Not discussed at all is the alternative of using Haviland Hall itself. Sometimes moving a department is preferable to adding yet another building to an already overcrowded campus. If the School of Social Welfare (currently housed in Haviland) were to move to another location, Haviland could make a fitting and stately new home for Phase 1 of the Tien Center. Then later on, a new Phase 2 building could be built nearby, but the overall impact on this highly sensitive locale would be substantially reduced.

Although the Draft EIR does discuss "Alternative T-2," which would build the Tien Center on the parking lot west of Dwinelle Hall, it dismisses that option much too lightly. The parking-lot site would actually be a more convenient location than the site near Haviland. It would be closer to BART, buses along Bancroft Way, and such cultural attractions as Zellerbach Hall. Page 5.2-3 concludes that the T-2 site is big enough to hold Phase 1 but could not feasibly also hold Phase 2. But especially since Phase 2 would involve things like East Asian studies' offices and classrooms, why couldn't those remain where they now mostly are, in neighboring Dwinelle and/or Durant Hall?

Page 5.2-3's other argument against Alternative T-2 is nearly absurd. It claims that choosing the T-2 site instead of the proposed location would lose "the opportunity to enhance the visual character of the classical core, with a new building sited and
designed to respect and complement its historic buildings and open spaces, and strengthen the integrity of the classical ensemble. " But unless the Tien Center design is greatly improved, concern for the Classical Core is a strong argument for the T-2 site. The proposed design would do less damage there.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Wendy P. Markel, President

cc: Robert M. Berdahl, Chancellor
George Marcus, Regent, Chair Committee on Grounds and Buildings
Wayne Donaldson, State Office of Historic Preservation Officer
Dan Marks, Planning Director
Jennifer Lawrence  
Environmental Planning Manager  
University of California Berkeley Facilities Services  
1936 University Avenue, Suite #300  
Berkeley, California 94720-1380

Re: Project Adjacent to California Memorial Stadium (John Galen Howard, 1923)

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

The Board of Directors of the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association (BAHA) is perplexed by an announcement that was made in January 2004 regarding a decision by “officials of the University” to construct a “new building that would run the length of the west side of the stadium,” in conjunction with a seismic restoration of the California Memorial Stadium (Berkeley Voice, January 9, 2004). It would appear to be a serious oversight that no potential expansion project of the Memorial Stadium was disclosed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report on the 2020 Long Range Development Plan & Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies.

Not only is the landmark Memorial Stadium one of the few remaining classic collegiate sports facilities still extant in the United States, but it is within an environmental setting of local, state, and national importance. Its Area of Potential Effect (APE) includes Strawberry Canyon, a natural resource of historic significance to the establishment of the University and a landscape of unparalleled and regional beauty that rises as a backdrop to the Stadium itself. The APE of the Stadium also includes Panoramic Hill and the Berkeley Property Tract, the seminal residential neighborhood plan laid out in 1864 by Frederick Law Olmsted. Olmsted’s vision for the Berkeley Property Tract, with its gracious centerpiece Piedmont Way, inspired the development of a neighborhood of great architectural distinction. In recent years the continuing
institutional degradation of these irreplaceable assets, so vital to defining the special character of Berkeley’s environment, has diminished both the University and the City.

It is BAHAA’s responsibility to emphasize that any further changes to either the face of the Stadium or its surroundings, including all cumulative effects, must be fully and adequately revealed to the public-at-large in a timely fashion, in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act. It would seem to be in violation of the public trust for University officials to be proceeding with any substantive project plans for the Stadium and any adjacent building without disclosing in the EIR the intent to undertake the project.

Sincerely,

Wendy Markel, President

cc: Robert M. Berdahl, Chancellor
    George Marcus, Regent, Chair Grounds and Buildings
    Steve Gladstone, Athletic Director
    Dexter Bailey, Bear Backers
    Wayne Donaldson, State Historic Preservation Officer
    Dan Marks, Planning Director, City of Berkeley
    Robert Breuer, Friends and Neighbors of Memorial Stadium
    Susan Brandt-Hawley, esq.
11.2C.275 Response to Comment Letter C275

Response to Comments C275-1 and C275-2

These remarks serve to introduce the more detailed comments below.

Response to Comment C275-3

The Draft EIR recognizes the potential for impacts to cultural resources under the 2020 LRDP, but contrary to the writer's statement the University does not “plan” to impact or eliminate such resources. Rather, such impacts will be avoided or mitigated to less than significant levels whenever feasible.

Response to Comment C275-4

As the writer notes, figure 3.1-2 is illustrative, and “...depicts one way in which the program described in the 2020 LRDP might be realized on the UC Berkeley campus.” No decisions have been made on any of the sites mentioned, nor have projects been defined to a level of detail adequate to enable site-specific analysis. The Tien Center dedication event was simply a celebration of the University's progress toward achieving its fundraising goals for the project, and has no effect on the consideration of alternatives under CEQA.

Response to Comment C275-5

The second paragraph in section 4.4.4 has been revised in the Final EIR as follows:

This section begins with an explanation of the different types of historical resources described in Section 5024.1 of the Public Resources Code. Then, for each 2020 LRDP land use zone, the resources in each of these categories are presented in a table. Brief histories of the Primary and Secondary Historical Resources owned by the University are included in Appendix D. The tables represent conditions as of January 2004: the lists of Primary and Secondary Resources will be updated as additional resources enter these categories.

Response to Comment C275-6

The purpose of figure 3.1-8 is to show the “primary resources” of the Campus Park and Adjacent Blocks: those buildings, sites and landscape which have met the rigorous criteria of the National Register.

Response to Comments C275-7 and C275-8

Buildings shown in figure 3.1-3a as candidates for replacement, as explained in the caption, include “... those which have seismic or other functional deficiencies, or which represent underutilizations of their respective sites.” Mulford and Lewis Halls qualify on at least the first two counts. The writer’s comments on style are noted, but a particular architectural style does not in itself impart cultural significance. The classical core provisions of the Campus Park Design Guidelines in the 2020 LRDP speak to precisely the same aesthetic values as the writer invokes, but Mulford and Lewis Halls do not at present have standing as cultural resources of significance, nor do Sproul or Donner.

Response to Comment C275-9

The writer’s comments are noted. In section 4.4.8, for example, the Tien Center impacts are extensively analyzed in terms of its setting, including its relationship to Haviland.
Hall, and quotes the Haviland National Register nomination to characterize its cultural significance and assess how the Tien Center would affect it.

**Response to comment C275-10**

The fact the 2020 LRDP includes design guidelines for the entire Campus Park, as well as more prescriptive guidelines for the classical core, is clear evidence the 2020 LRDP supports the principles stated by the writer.

**Response to comments C275-11 thru C275-13**

Both projects cited by the writer, the new Stanley Hall and the Hargrove Music Library, predate the 2020 LRDP and the Campus Park Design Guidelines, and do not reflect their influence.

**Response to comment C275-14**

The writer appears to agree with the classical core criteria the Campus Park Design Guidelines contain, but then goes on to suggest other, more detailed criteria, including a requirement for classical decorative elements, citing the stripped classical buildings of the postwar period as examples. While these buildings do serve as valuable contributors to the classical core ensemble, they succeed because of the sensitivity of the architect, who had a clear understanding of their role as complements to the campus’ architectural masterpieces, rather than architectural objects in their own right.

The prescription of neoclassical ornament, given both the enormous changes in materials and workmanship over the past half century, and the fact architects with the deft, modest touch of Arthur Brown are far more the exception than the rule, would be more likely to result in caricature than homage. The recent postmodern movement demonstrates the often unfortunate results of such exercises in “interpretation” of historic elements.

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are quite clear on this matter. They state:

> Related new construction … shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the integrity of the [historic] property and its environment … Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.”

The guidelines for the classical core as presently written reflect the balance articulated in the Standards.

**Response to comment C275-15**

The writer’s comment is noted. However, the selection of an architect on any project is subject to state contracting procedures as modified by the recently enacted Bowen Act, which require a documented competitive selection process.

**Response to comment C275-16**

The writer is correct in noting Panoramic Hill and adjacent residential areas are bordered on the south and west by the Southside and Clark Kerr Campus, and on the east
by Strawberry Canyon Recreation Area and the Ecological Study Area. However, this does not imply substantial University development within those areas.

No substantial change in use or character is anticipated in the Ecological Study Area or, as stated in section 3.1.14, on the Clark Kerr Campus. As stated in 3.1.15, future potential changes at Strawberry Canyon would be limited to renovation and expansion, or replacement, of the existing buildings and pools. Lastly, the area to the west would be significantly downzoned once the Southside Plan is adopted, and as stated in 3.1.14 the University is committed to using the Plan as its guide to future investment in the Southside.

There are two areas adjacent to Panoramic Hill where there is known potential for future University projects within the timeframe of the 2020 LRDP: Memorial Stadium and the Smyth-Fernwald housing complex. The Stadium requires renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies. However, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project-level CEQA review.

The other area adjacent to Panoramic Hill with future potential for a University project is the Smyth-Fernwald housing complex, given its age and condition. However, no decision has yet been made by the University on the long-term future of the site. While the Clark Kerr Campus also requires major capital investment in the near future, under the provisions of existing covenants and memoranda of understanding, no substantial change in use or character is planned.

The land use zones designated in the 2020 LRDP indicate those areas where at least some capital investment by the University would occur within the timeframe of the 2020 LRDP. No such University investment is planned for Panoramic Hill.

**Response to comment C275-17**
See response C275-16, final paragraph. While the writer contends the table should include additional properties on Panoramic Hill, in fact Panoramic Hill lies outside the Southside zone as described in the 2020 LRDP, and no University capital projects are anticipated on Panoramic Hill within the timeframe of the 2020 LRDP. The inclusion of the Panoramic Hill properties in Table 4.4-10 was an error, which has been corrected in the Final EIR.

**Response to comment C275-18**
Figures 3.1-5 and 4.8-1 have been corrected in the Final EIR.

**Response to comments C275-19 and C275-20**
The writer’s comments are noted. The areas described, although entirely owned by the University, differ in character from the Campus Park. They are separated from the Campus Park by a public street (or in the case of Gayley Road by a University street with the same function), and they include a substantial amount of housing, both characteristics more similar to the Adjacent Blocks than the Campus Park.

**Response to comments C275-21 thru C275-24**
The writer’s comments do not align with the Land Use map in the Berkeley General Plan website, on which the Clark Kerr Campus has no designation. But in response to this comment, University staff inquired about the designation. City staff found the website (and the public review copy) of the map to be incorrect: the correct designation
was retrieved from the record copy, which shows most of the Clark Kerr Campus as having a medium density residential designation, with the easternmost portion designated as open space. However, from the standpoint of new University housing the point is moot, since section 3.1.14 explicitly states no substantial change in use or character of the Clark Kerr Campus is planned under the 2020 LRDP.

As mentioned above, no decision has yet been made by the University on the long-term future of the Smyth-Fernwald site. However, in this case the writer is correct on the general plan designation. In the Final EIR, figure 3.1-5 has been adjusted to exclude Clark Kerr Campus and Smyth-Fernwald from the Housing Zone. Note, however, the Housing Zone only pertains to construction of new University student housing, not to the renovation of existing housing, which could occur at one or both locations.

**Response to Comments C275-25 thru C275-27**

Figure 3.1-5, and the cited description on page 3.1-7, have been revised in the Final EIR. The purpose of the 2020 LRDP land use zones is to characterize future UC Berkeley land use, and in this respect they have a different purpose than the Southside Plan: for example, the Southside land use zone in the 2020 LRDP does not extend south of Dwight Way.

**Response to Comments C275-28 and C275-29**

See Thematic Response 11 regarding the Southside Plan.

**Response to Comments C275-30 and C275-31**

The University concurs with suggestions to remove the Elmwood commercial district from the Housing Zone, as well as the west side of Hillside Ave. Figure 3.1-5 has been revised in the Final EIR to incorporate these changes.

**Response to Comments C275-32 and C275-34**

See Thematic Response 5 regarding the use of qualifiers.

**Response to Comment C275-33**


**Response to Comment C275-35**

As the Draft EIR notes, UC Berkeley is constitutionally exempt from local land use regulations, including municipal general plans and zoning whenever using its land in furtherance of its educational purposes. The University serves the entire state of California, and its mission can not always be met entirely within the parameters of municipal policy. However, compatibility with adjacent land uses is a matter of concern for the University, and it therefore voluntarily considers the 2020 LRDP’s compatibility with the adjacent land uses in the City Environ. The University can not commit to comply with future, as yet unknown local regulations. The University will assess each such change in zoning in light of its mission, the objectives and policies of the 2020 LRDP, and its obligations under CEQA.

**Response to Comment C275-36**

The constitutional exemption of the University from local regulations is not “beside the point”, but rather is a critical fact the reader of the EIR must understand in order to evaluate the 2020 LRDP and its relationship to those regulations. However, under
LRDP Impact LU-2, the EIR presents an extensive analysis of 2020 LRDP conformance with the Berkeley and Oakland general plans, and the potential for significant land use incompatibility.

The conclusion in the Draft EIR that the City of Berkeley does not have jurisdiction over University projects developed on land UC controls and uses in furtherance of its education purposes is correct. CEQA Guidelines section 15366(b) does not modify UC’s constitutional exemption from local regulation. The Draft EIR correctly notes that plans such as the City’s General Plan are not “applicable” to UC.

Response to comments C275-37 and C275-38
The purpose of table 4.8-1 is to provide the EIR reader with a brief reference to the policies of the Berkeley General Plan that pertain to the University, in order that the reader first understand such policies exist, and second understands where to go in the document to find more detailed background on those policies.

However, while the University respects those policies, as noted above UC Berkeley is constitutionally exempt from local land use regulations, including municipal general plans and zoning whenever using its property in furtherance of its educational purposes. UC has a statewide mission of education, research and public service. Therefore, while the interests of the University and the City often coincide – for example, in ensuring Berkeley remains a great place to learn, work, and live – differences on some points, including some of the policies in the Berkeley General Plan, are not surprising.

Response to comment C275-39
The Berkeley Downtown Plan and its Historic Preservation and Urban Design Element are cited and described at page 4.1-3 of chapter 4.1. The University does not understand the Downtown Berkeley Design Guidelines to be a separate policy document: rather, as the Downtown Guidelines themselves state, they “… are intended to implement the objectives and policies of the Historic Preservation and Urban Design Element of the Downtown Plan … [they provide] specific guidance on how to modify existing buildings and construct new ones in a manner which furthers the goals and objectives of the Downtown Plan.”3 The recognition of the Downtown Plan at page 4.1-3 is meant to include its implementing Downtown Guidelines.

However, the writer argues the 2020 LRDP should not only recognize the Downtown Guidelines but pledge to respect them. Unlike the Southside Plan, which was a collaborative effort by the City and University, and which the University has committed to respect, the Downtown Guidelines were a unilateral effort by the City. While the University has consulted the Downtown Guidelines in order to inform the design of specific projects, it has not undertaken the detailed critical review required before it could make the blanket pledge advocated by the writer.

Since the City continues to use the Downtown Guidelines in its consideration of new downtown projects, the City-University consultation described in Best Practice AES-1e (revised as described in Thematic Response 11) would ensure their provisions do inform future projects implemented under the 2020 LRDP.

Response to comments C275-40 and C275-41
The writer’s comment is noted, but is not specific enough to enable a response.
**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C275-42**
The corrections suggested to the tables of historic resources in section 4.4 duplicate those suggested in comment letter C268.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C275-43**
The University proposes the Planning Commission as the body with the more comprehensive scope of jurisdiction. However, the Commission may delegate to the ZAB or the DRC at its discretion.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C275-44**
The Final EIR has been revised to incorporate the suggested corrections.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C275-45**
The event in question was simply a celebration of the University’s progress toward achieving its fundraising goals for the project, and has no effect on the consideration of alternatives under CEQA.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENT C275-46**
The writer’s concern is noted, but the inclusion of the Tien Center serves a useful purpose in providing the reader with an example of how the objectives, policies and guidelines of the 2020 LRDP would be implemented in an actual project. Conversely, the 2020 LRDP provides the reader with a larger, long-term context for the evaluation of the Tien Center project.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C275-47 AND C275-48**
These statements offer opinions on the design of the Tien Center, which are not in themselves substantive CEQA comments, but which serve as introductions to more detailed comments below.

**RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C275-49 AND C275-50**
As the writer notes, the Draft EIR stipulates the Tien Center Phase 1 design does not comply with one of the Campus Park Design Guidelines for the classical core: namely, the guideline that each new building “… should be fenestrated exclusively with individual punched windows, having a greater vertical than horizontal dimension.” The Draft EIR also stipulates such a feature is unprecedented at this scale in the classical core.

The Campus Park Design Guidelines are guidelines, not standards, and as such they are subject to judgment. As the 2020 LRDP states in the introduction to the Guidelines,

> The provisions of the Guidelines are not meant to entirely preclude alternate design solutions. The best solution for a site should not be rejected just because we could not imagine it in advance ... As a rule, the campus should not depart from the Guidelines except for solutions of extraordinary quality.

In determining what is and what is not a “solution of extraordinary quality”, UC Berkeley relies on the advice of its Design Review Committee. In light of the findings of, and comments on, the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, the DRC met on August 12, 2004 to review progress on the Tien Center design, and in particular to address the question of whether this variation from the Campus Park Design Guidelines was supported by the merits of the design. In general, the DRC confirmed this determination. It found the
design has an elegant serenity, and represents a unique synthesis of western and eastern architectural traditions. The building reflects both its context of western classical buildings, and its own identity as a center of East Asian culture, in a single coherent architectural concept.

The DRC felt strongly that the decorative screen on the south façade represents a major aspect of the design parti, and is crucial to retain as a central feature of the design. However, there was widespread concern among the committee that the design treatment shown in the current model and drawings would allow the horizontal bands of windows behind the screen to predominate at night, and also be somewhat visible during the day. The DRC urged unanimously that the design of the screen and windows be carefully rethought to avoid this effect.

**Response to comment C275-51**

See response C275-14: replication of ornamental details from older, genuinely historic buildings is discouraged by the Secretary of the Interior's Standards. With regard to the stairways, the simulations in figure 3.2-4, prepared at the schematic stage of design, indicate the view of Doe Library from the crest of Observatory Hill would not be compromised.

**Response to comment C275-52**

The relationship of the Tien Center to Haviland Hall is examined in sections 4.1.8 and 4.4.8. While Haviland Hall is, as the writer notes, presently surrounded by open space, its significance as a cultural resource is due not to this open space but, as described in its National Register nomination, to “... its role in John Galen Howard's Beaux Arts plan of the University ... the building is important because it helps to define both the actual structure of Howard's plan and the principles on which his plan is based.”4 The location and configuration of the Tien Center reinforces this structure: in fact, the Howard Plan itself shows Observatory Hill as obliterated and replaced with a building of roughly the same scale as Doe Library, with its front (south) façade in the same alignment as the phase 1 of the Tien Center.5

**Response to comment C275-53**

The impact on Observatory Hill and the Students’ Observatory is examined in sections 4.1.8, 4.3.8, and 4.4.8. The proposed modifications to Observatory Hill would not substantially affect any sensitive natural community, nor substantially interfere with movement or nursery sites of native species, nor create significant adverse impacts on special-status species. Some limited reduction in oak woodland habitat would occur along the south and west base of Observatory Hill, although the balance of the hill would remain intact.

Of the 36 specimen trees or other trees desirable to retain, only one would definitely be lost (and replaced) due to the project, while two other specimen trees and two other desirable trees are located within a few feet of the project and would be protected, but are at risk of loss. The preservation areas shown in figure 3.1-7 do, as the writer notes, reflect the construction of the Tien Center as envisioned in the EIR, but the figure caption is clear in this regard.
Response to comment C275-54
Contrary to the writer’s assertion, the Tien Center would reinforce rather than compromise the integrity and continuity of the Central Glades as envisioned by Howard. As explained in section 4.1.8, “... phase 1 of the Tien Center would respect the preservation zones established in the Campus park Framework and Guidelines: the façade would not protrude further into the Central Glades than the façade of McLaughlin Hall, thus preserving the formal definition of the Glades by the buildings facing it.” This vision of the Glades as an open space defined by buildings arranged in a formal, axial relationship is a key feature of the Howard Plan: see also response C275-52.

Response to comment C275-55
Haviland Hall was not considered for the Tien Center because its 51,200 GSF is only roughly 75% of the space required for phase 1 alone. Moreover, the specialized program requirements of a state-of-the-art library, including high floor loads, may be extremely hard to achieve within the constraints of a National Register building. The School of Social Welfare would, of course, have to be rehoused, with unknown potential environmental impacts.

The writer suggests Alternative T-2 would be feasible if phase 2 of the Tien Center were housed on another site, but as explained in the EIR this is directly contrary to a primary objective of the project: namely, to “Create a central location for research and scholarship by students and faculty in all fields of the arts, humanities, social sciences and professional disciplines with a focus on East Asia.” The writer also contends the Tien Center would not enhance, but rather would “damage” the classical core, and therefore T-2 is preferable by virtue of being less conspicuous, but this opinion is unsupported by the environmental analysis.

Response to comment C275-56 thru C275-58
The Stadium requires renovation to correct its seismic deficiencies. However, while speculative stories have been published in the press, at this point no specific project has yet been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project-level CEQA review.
Re: Comments on the UC Berkeley 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) 
(and Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies) Draft Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR)

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

The enclosed comments are mostly related to issues, that need more comprehensive and 
detailed scrutiny in the Final EIR, concerning the some 1000 acres of land above the 
Campus Park in the area designated as Hill Campus, aka the Strawberry Creek Watershed, 
located within the City limits of Berkeley, Oakland and the East Bay Regional Park 
District. Over 200 of the watershed acres are located at the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory (LBNL), which is managed by the University of California (UC) for the 
Department of Energy (DOE).

The UCB 2020 LRDP Draft EIR lacked detailed maps pertaining to this very important 
and fragile Watershed including its many creeks, all tributaries of the Strawberry creek, 
and numerous springs and aquifers. The Final EIR must include comprehensive analysis 
of the Watershed, including its complex hydrogeology, as well as a detailed description of 
the complex management/ownership/oversight jurisdictions and responsibilities between 
UC, DOE and LBNL. Some of these concerns were expressed in a letter dated 3/13/03 to 
Kerry O’ Banion for which we are requesting full and detailed answers. (Attachment 1)

For instance:
1. When will the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s (LBNL) Draft 2002 Long 
Range Development Plan (dated May 2001) be available for Public Review and 
Comment? Will LBNL prepare an EIR/EIS for the LRDP? When will the EIR/EIS be 
circulated for Public Review and Comment?

2. When will the UC’s Master Plan and EIR for the Richmond Field Station be available 
for Public Review and Comment?

3. What are the specifics of the UCB’s plan to develop Student and Faculty Housing in the 
Strawberry Canyon Watershed? How many units are proposed for each of the 2 sites being 
considered?
   A. Corner of Grizzly Peak Boulevard and Centennial Drive, currently a quiet, single 
family residential neighborhood,
   
   B. Parking Terraces next to the Lawrence Hall of Science, a landslide area.
4. Will UC(B) continue to allow Department of Energy (DOE) operations on Central (Core) Campus? Both the current Donner Lab (LBNL Building 1) and Melvin Calvin Lab (LBNL Building 3) were marked on the maps as sites for "planned/potential buildings", what specifically is being proposed to replace these 2 buildings? Are they included in the UCB 2020 LRDP EIR? If not, why?

5. Nanoscience/engineering was mentioned as part of the new Academic Initiatives. What specifically will be the location/building for the nanoscience/engineering initiative?

6. What specific consideration is being given to the fact that LBNL is proceeding with the proposal to implement DOE's National Nanotechnology Initiative by locating a nanoscale research facility, the Molecular Foundry, in the Strawberry Canyon Watershed, next to Chicken Creek?

7. What specific research activities are being considered for the Strawberry Canyon Watershed, i.e. the Hill Campus, in the UCB 2020 LRDP?

8. Since the UC manages LBNL for the Department of Energy, and LBNL is located on leased University land, why are the UCB's and LBNL's LRDPs not circulated at the same time for Public Review and Comment? Since the operations of LBNL are inseparable from the UC (unless DOE decides not to renew the management contract, which expired on September 30, 2002 but was extended until January 2005), will UC and LBNL/DOE prepare an umbrella EIR/EIS to evaluate the cumulative environmental impacts of both the UCB's and LBNL's LRDPs, including the Richmond Field Station activities? How are decisions made regarding the locating of research, which is "too big, stinky and uses hazardous materials", outside the "Core" Campus?

**Background**

In 1860, the College of California moved from Oakland to the present campus site. Strawberry Creek was one of the main reasons why the founders choose this location. "All the other striking advantages of this location could not make it a place fit to be chosen as the College Home without this water. With it every excellence is of double value." (Attachment 2)

LBNL originated on the University of California Berkeley (UCB) campus in 1932 as the UC Radiation "Rad" Laboratory. In the late 1930's the regents gave Ernest O. Lawrence, permission to build in Strawberry Canyon above the University. In 1940, the Rad Lab was relocated to its present site. Dr. Lawrence wrote that the new site "gave privacy and sufficient distance to alleviate the possible in effects of errant radiation upon the town below" (Attachment 3). However, this was not to be. After 1948, the facility was funded by the US Atomic Energy Commission and its successor agencies. In 1972, the name was changed from the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Attachment 4), which by this time had become a major nuclear industrial complex surrounded by residential neighborhoods, to the south, west and north.
Air Quality (2) and Hazardous Materials (6)

New science, nanotechnology is being introduced to the central campus, i.e. Campus Park (Attachment 5) and to the Strawberry Canyon's Hill Campus. The EIR must address how nano-scale materials, nano-pollution is being prevented from entering the environment. It is our understanding that there are no filtering systems available to prevent emissions from either routine or accidental releases resulting from the nano-fabrication and manipulation of biological, organic and inorganic nanostructures.

The Draft EIR ignores these concerns, although much is known about the potential health and environmental impacts of nanotechnology which were recently highlighted in the Washington Post February 1, 2004 article (Attachment 6).

Campus Park includes laboratory operations for both UCB and LBNL. LBNL’s laboratories occupy over 105,500 sq ft. of space in fifteen different buildings on central campus. Of these, Melvin Calvin Laboratory and Donner Laboratory operate under federal jurisdiction, i.e. DOE rules apply to radioactive limits and releases. UCB is under CA Department of Health Services regulatory oversight that places strict limits to the use, storage and emissions for radioactive materials. For example, LBNL’s average annual use of tritium on their hill campus facility (NTLF) was almost 80 times greater than the amount used at UCB labs on the central campus (Attachment 7). The Final EIR should address the magnitude of LBNL’s present and future inventory/use of radioactive substances and their impacts at the Melvin Calvin, Donner and other central campus labs.

Of special concern is the location of the Girton Childcare Center, which is about a 100 meters from LBNL’s Melvin Calvin Lab and about 200 meters from LBNL’s Donner Laboratory. The UCB LRDP erroneously states: “Existing schools or childcare centers within 1/2 mile of campus laboratories are not within 1/4 mile of LBNL”. The impacts of both LBNL’s Donner and Calvin Laboratories on the Girton Childcare Center must be evaluated. Furthermore, please provide a full copy of the Safety Analysis Documents (SAD) for both Donner and Calvin Labs in the Final EIR. It should be noted that in 1998 the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) evaluated LBNL as a potential Superfund site and found that over half of the Tritium air monitoring samples collected at the Calvin Lab in 1995 exceeded EPA’s Cancer Risk Screening Concentrations. Curiously, after 1995 the Calvin lab’s Tritium monitor was removed from the monitoring network.

The Final EIR should further explain the complicated, often misleading and mostly poorly understood federal, versus state regulatory oversight differences and the resulting ramifications regarding the use/storage limits for radionuclides at LBNL/DOE on the central campus and on the hill, compared to UCB.
Biological Resources (3), Hydrology & Water Quality (7), and Land Use (8)

The UCB's New Century Plan includes a section titled: "Accommodating the Next Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory", and one of the possible locations listed is "The Hill", outlining a section of undeveloped land in the eastern part of the Strawberry Creek Watershed (Attachment 8). Although LBNL is in the process of preparing its own LRDP EIR (NOP October 2000), these two institutions, UCB and LBNL, are so intertwined academically and geographically that the UCB LRDP must include a comprehensive discussion on the environmental impacts of LBNL, especially due to its prime watershed location.

As stated earlier, about 1000 acres of the UCB Hill Campus encompass the very important Strawberry Creek Watershed (Attachment 9). The Final EIR must include a comprehensive Watershed Management Plan that would address the canyon water resources and their preservation. Clear explanation should be given to what an "Ecological Study Area" is, other than land reserved for future development. Special concerns: LBNL's chemical and radioactive groundwater plumes and seepage of contaminated groundwater and storm water runoff into the creeks (Attachment 10). The Final EIR should characterize the fresh water (geologic water) containing aquifers, especially the Lennert Aquifer underneath and northeast of the Lawrence Hall of Science (LHS). Note that Shively Well #1 is currently pumping this fresh water, which is being dumped into the north fork of Strawberry Creek (Attachment 11).

Geology, Seismicity & Soils (5)

There are both UCB and LBNL buildings located in the Hayward Fault Zone and many right in the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. The UCB LRDP EIR must have a comprehensive discussion with detailed maps showing the location of present and proposed buildings in this seismic hazard zone and answer the question: why there? (Attachment 12). "On the basis of research conducted since the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, US. Geological Survey (USGS) and other scientists conclude that there is a 70% probability of at least one magnitude 6.7 or greater quake, capable of causing widespread damage, striking the San Francisco Bay region before 2030" (Attachment 13).

A 1984 Converse Consultants report titled: Hill Area Dewatering and Stabilization Studies provide a comprehensive view of the hydrogeology of the Strawberry Creek Watershed (Attachment 14). The UCB LRDP must have a full discussion with updated data on issues related to the geology and hydrology of the Canyon, based on the findings of the Converse Consultants and other more recent investigations. The Converse report lists several faults, including, but not limited to the Hayward Fault, Wildcat Fault, Strawberry Canyon Fault, University Fault, New Fault, Lawrence Hall Fault Complex and several other faults passing under the Space Sciences Building, and next to Building 62, which is in the same general area where LBNL is proposing to build a nanotechnology facility, the Molecular Foundry. (Attachment 15)
In February of 2003, the California Geological Survey published a series of Seismic Hazard Zone maps, which indicate that most of the Strawberry Creek Watershed/UCB Hill Campus/LBNL is located in a very high-risk earthquake induced landslide area (Attachment 16). The Converse Report addresses issues related to slope stability, and again, it is imperative that the UCB LRDP EIR provide detailed, updated data and maps related to landslides, both wet season (caused by rain) and dry season (caused by aquifers, specifically the Lennert Aquifer) landslides. A consideration should be given to designate all of the remaining pristine, undeveloped lands in the Strawberry Creek Watershed as an Ecological Protection Zone into perpetuity so they will be there for future generations to enjoy.

Noise (9), Population & Housing (10), Public Services: Fire & Emergency Protection (11) Transportation & Traffic (12) and Utilities & Service Systems (13)

The initial study indicates that 100 family suitable housing units (2,3 & 4 bedroom) for faculty and staff are being proposed in the high-risk fire hazard zone of the Strawberry Canyon (Attachment 17). This would mean that about 400 individuals and 200 cars would be located in an area with the potential for extreme natural hazards. The City of Berkeley's Fire Department has in the past expressed concern over their limited access to the canyon via narrow, winding and already clogged Centennial drive and their ability to respond to emergencies and fire.

UCB’s own 2020 Hill Area Fire Fuel Management Program states that 14 major fires occurred within the past 75 years in the East Bay Hills. The frequency and severity of the fires make these hills amongst the most dangerous areas to live in California. The 1923 fire in Berkeley set the early record for structural fire losses in California, burning over 584 homes and other buildings. This record lasted until the October 1991 Oakland-Berkeley Hills firestorm that destroyed over 3400 structures, killed 25 people and injured 150 more.

Furthermore, the three sites listed in the Notice of Preparation (NOP) as housing reserves have additional issues: Chicken Creek sub-basin is contaminated with radioactive tritium, LHS parking terraces are over the Lennert Aquifer, which has caused major landslides in the past. And the third site at the end of a narrow crowded lower Summit Road ends in a cul-de-sac and is currently a quiet residential neighborhood and not suitable for an additional 100 high density housing units. Faculty/staff housing should be within walking distance from campus, for instance the Oxford Track lot seems ideal.

In the Draft LRDP EIR, the Chicken Creek housing reserve designation was changed to a "study site". What does this mean? We also learned that the Chicken Creek site is currently used by UCB as a makeshift corporation yard. This new land use does not conform to UCB’s current land use in the hill area. Clearly, there should have been a public review process, under California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) prior to the development of the new corporation yard site. The current impacts of these activities are heavy machinery/truck traffic, dumping of soils and other materials, potential oil, gas and diesel leaks into Chicken and No-name Creeks, etc.
This approach to development is unethical and likely illegal. Certainly this “corporation yard” does not conform to state and federal guidelines and regulations for businesses required to participate in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permitting Program and to implement a Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP). Why has this development been allowed to move forward when it has never been addressed by the prior LRDP evaluation in 1990?

**Conclusion**

The UC LRDP EIR must evaluate all risks and cumulative impacts from the use of hazardous, radioactive and nanoscale materials both at UCB and LBNL (Campus Park/Hill Campus). The evaluation must include details regarding impacts to the Strawberry Creek Watershed, its creeks, fauna, flora, air, soil, humans, etc., as well as risks from earthquakes, fires, landslides and existing radioactive and chemical contamination in the Chicken Creek sub-watershed and in other areas burdened by LBNL’s operations.

The UC management of the three national labs, Los Alamos, Livermore and Berkeley is currently under scrutiny due to financial and other kinds of mismanagement. As of the date of this letter the Department of Energy has not yet signed a new contract with UC for the management of LBNL (the last five-year contract expired on September 30, 2002). It is possible that DOE will not be funding LBNL within the LRDP 2020 time period.

For this reason the EIR should evaluate alternatives for the over 200 acre site currently occupied by LBNL. What would the impacts be if the funding diverted back to UCB as was the case prior to 1948, and the CA DHS would have oversight responsibilities regarding issues of clean-up, reuse of contaminated, decommissioned facility sites etc.? After clean-up, would the old LBNL site be deemed potentially suitable for student, faculty and staff housing for example? The Final EIR should evaluate all these scenarios.

Furthermore, in view of DOE Secretary Abraham’s recent proposal to remove plutonium/ weapons work from Livermore, it would seem logical and financially prudent, since both LBNL and LLNL are taxpayer funded, for DOE to consolidate resources and transfer all the redundant scientific missions/activities and divisions from LBNL to Livermore. (Attachment 18) This would help LLNL to remain DOE’s major civilian scientific laboratory in California, and would free over 200 acres of land, now occupied by LBNL to divert back to UCB, since the University, as described in the UCB 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) is in dire need for land and space.

The UCB 2020 LRDP mandates the University to accept 4000 new students by year 2010, as the Central Campus and the contiguous neighborhoods are already cracking at their seams. UCB is a small urban campus, already overcrowded having created enormous traffic management and safety, fire safety, utility and sewer management, environmental and ecological degradation etc. problems for the City and citizens of Berkeley.
We propose DOE’s divestment from LBNL and ask that a Masterplan and a timeline be provided for the transfer of activities from LBNL to LLNL. We also ask that a timeline and budget be included for the site clean-up, that would allow UCB to include sections of the LBNL site in the 2020 LRDP planning, for instance to be used for the proposed faculty and student housing, just a walking distance from the main campus.

The ultimate goal is that the LBNL site be converted into an integral part of the core campus, without barbed wire fences, security guards and constant threats of terrorist attacks. It should become a place where the University could continue its mission as an institute of higher learning.

Sincerely,

James Cunningham
Committee to Minimize Toxic Waste
1007 Miller Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94708

Pamela Shvola
Committee to Minimize Toxic Waste
P O Box 9646
Berkeley, CA 94709

LA Wood
City of Berkeley
Community Environmental Advisory Commission*
1803 Bonita Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94709

* for identification only
## Comment Letter C276: List of Attachments

*Documents are available for review during business hours at the Physical & Environmental Planning office at 1936 University Ave, Suite 300, Berkeley CA 94720.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>January 13, 2003</td>
<td>Correspondence from Pamela Sihvola to Kerry O'Banion and Jennifer Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>January 2000</td>
<td><em>Strawberry Creek: A Walking Tour of Campus Natural History</em>, UCB, pages 2-3 and 16-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>February 19, 2003</td>
<td>a) &quot;'Smart Dust' To Aid Military, Civilian Users&quot;, <em>The Daily Californian</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>March 29, 2003</td>
<td>b) &quot;How Safe is Nanotech?&quot;, <em>New Scientist</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 2003</td>
<td>c) &quot;Measuring the Risks of Nanotechnology&quot;, <em>Technology Review</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 26, 2003</td>
<td>d) Correspondence from Thomas Kelly to Jeff Philliber, LBNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 26, 2003</td>
<td>e) Correspondence from Phil Kamlarz, COB, to Jeff Philliber, LBNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>February 1, 2004</td>
<td>&quot;Nanotech Poses Big Unknown to Science&quot;, <em>The Washington Post</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>March 18, 1997</td>
<td>a) Correspondence from Paul Lavely, UCB, to Co-Chairs, Tritium Issues Workgroup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>March 18, 1997</td>
<td>b) UCB Tritium Data, Locations with Tritium in Use or Storage as of 3/14/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>c) UCB Map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October 1, 1997</td>
<td>d) &quot;Contract Between The United States of America and The Regents of the University of California, For Management of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Supplemental Agreement to Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, effective October 1, 1997&quot;, title page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October 1, 1997</td>
<td>e) Modification No.: M253, Supplemental Agreement to Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, page I-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 15, 1997</td>
<td>f) Tritium Purchases, Releases, Shipments &amp; Disposal: 1969 - Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 17, 1997</td>
<td>e) Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspection on LBNL's National Tritium Labeling Facility, pages 1-1 thru 1-4, figure 3-1, table 3-1, table 3-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A9 (a-c)  c. 1875
unknown  
September 1997  c) "Strawberry Creek Management Plan, "figure 9 Drainage, Subcatchment Areas"

A10 (a-e)  October 1997  a) "Figure 9. Groundwater Contamination Plumes, Fourth Quarter FY99"
October 2002  b) "Figure 1. Location of New Temporary Groundwater Sampling Point SB31-02-7 and Concentrations of Tritium Detected in Groundwater (pCi/L), First Quarter FY03"
April 2003  c) "Figure 2. Locations of New Temporary Groundwater Sampling Points SB31-03-1, SB31-03-2, and SB31-03-3 and Concentrations of Tritium Detected in Surface Water Samples (pCi/L), Second Quarter FY03"
June 2002  d) "Figure 16. Tritium Concentrations in Groundwater (pCi/L) in Corporation Yard Area, Second Quarter, FY2002"
November 1998  e) "Figure 8. Proposed Surface Water and Sediment Sampling Locations for Tritium"

A-11  May 28, 1999  Correspondence from John Shively to Charles Shank, LBNL

A-12  unknown  Seismicity maps of Berkeley/Oakland Hills

A-13  1999  "USGS Fact Sheet 152-99: Understanding Earthquake Hazards in the San Francisco Bay Region"

A14  October 31, 1984  Hill Area Dewatering and Stabilization Studies, Converse Consultants, chapter 5 and plate 4

A15  October 31, 1984  Hill Area Dewatering and Stabilization Studies, Converse Consultants, chapter 4 and plates 2 & 3

A16 (a-b)  unknown  East Bay hills maps

A17  August 19, 2003  UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP EIR Notice of Preparation, page 13

A18 (a-d)  July 19, 2002  a) "Red tape is sticking point for lab deal", The Berkeley Voice
May 25, 2004  b) Correspondence from Committee to Minimize Toxic Waste to Thomas Grim, US DOE
May 8, 2004  c) "US wants to remove plutonium from lab", "Nuke watchdog at odds with Energy Dept. on lab's future", San Francisco Chronicle
June 14, 2004  d) "University Laboratories up for Grabs", The Daily Californian
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-1
The writers’ opinion is noted. CEQA suggests that environmental impact reports appropriately limit background material, and may be “analytic rather than encyclopedic.” See the CEQA Guidelines 15006. Nonetheless, a general description of drainages and a general map appears in the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR at pages 4.7-7 to 4.7-11. Also see Thematic Response 6 regarding UC Berkeley’s relationship to LBNL.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-2
The question is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, and no response is required. Please contact the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for schedule information regarding the Long Range Development Plan for that facility.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-3
The question is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, and no response is required. As stated at page 3.1-7 of the Draft EIR, the Richmond Field Station is outside the scope of the 2020 LRDP. No master planning schedule for the Richmond Field Station is available at this time.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-4
Please see Thematic Response 8 regarding Hill Campus Development.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-5
Illustrative concepts at pages 3.1-20 and 3.1-21 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR demonstrate only one possible outcome of implementation of the 2020 LRDP. The figures are not intended to demonstrate programmatic intent with regard to LBNL occupancy of campus space.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-6
As described in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, the 2020 LRDP is a programmatic document, and with one exception, does not include specific building proposals. The only exception is the Tien Center, analyzed at a project specific level in the Draft EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-7
The Molecular Foundry, as analyzed in CEQA documentation prepared for LBNL, is considered in the cumulative analysis prepared for the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-8
The 2020 LRDP is a programmatic document and does not include specific building proposals, nor proposals for siting research facilities.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-9
Please see Thematic Response 6 regarding Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-10
The Location Guidelines in section 3.1.16 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR provide guidance on the location priorities for different types of UC Berkeley programs.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-11
The University employs current safe practices already established for ultrafine particles and these would apply to nanotechnology research. As further safe practices are developed by appropriate agencies, the University Office of Environment, Health and Safety (EH&S) will incorporate these practices, as is University policy on the handling of all materials with known or potentially dangerous properties. As described at page 4.6-16 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, each laboratory at UC Berkeley maintains a chemical hygiene plan and chemical inventory system. Biohazard safety measures are also described in this section of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR. These safety frameworks would apply to the use of any new materials, including nanoparticles, as appropriate.

The following Internet link (http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/#oshrisks) provides a summary of recent National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) efforts, which are at the same stage as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) nanotechnology program – the funding of initial research in toxicity and health risks. The NIOSH announcement on the development of a safe practices document was released on May 7, 2004, after the publication of the Draft EIR (http://nano.gov/html/about/NIOSHannounce.htm). The announcement states that NIOSH “…plans to issue a “best practice” document for working with nanomaterials.” EH&S will examine this information once it becomes available.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-12
UC Berkeley and LBNL fall under the regulatory guidance of two essentially identical rules regarding radiation protection. See Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 835 and CAC Title 17 and Title 10 CFR Part 20. LBNL manages the chemical and radioactive material inventory in Calvin and Donner. A Partnership Agreement between UCB and LBNL coordinates environmental compliance activities. Regulators and LBNL can be directly contacted for additional information on inventory limits. See also discussion of the risk analysis in response to comment C276-13, below. Further, LBNL’s National Tritium Labeling Facility (NTLF) closed in 2001.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C276-13
Existing schools or childcare centers within ½ mile of laboratories on the UC Berkeley central campus are not within ¼ mile of LBNL, under the common language meaning of Calvin and Donner laboratories’ physical locations on the University of California central campus. However, it is true that Calvin and Donner laboratories are operated by LBNL and are within ¼ mile of the Girton Childcare Center. Calvin and Donner laboratories were excluded from the UC Berkeley 2020 LRDP analysis since they are operated by LBNL and are to be included in the LBNL 2025 LRDP EIR. They are considered in the cumulative analysis presented in the 2020 LRDP EIR. However, LBNL’s detailed analysis is not available at the time of this writing, thus the response below elaborates upon these laboratories’ impact on the Girton Childcare Center.

At the time that UC Berkeley prepared the first human health risk assessment (HRA) for the central campus for year 2000 emissions Calvin and Donner were included in that analysis. Emissions from Calvin and Donner were calculated based on laboratory square footage estimates for these buildings and emission factors per laboratory square footage based on laboratory chemical usage at the UC Berkeley campus. Emission factors for common radioisotopes used in laboratory work were developed from subsequent work performed for UC Davis and added to the UC Berkeley laboratory emission factors in
the re-run of the UC Berkeley Baseline HRA for the year 2003 (2020 LRDP Draft EIR, Appendix C). To address the comment about potential impacts of Calvin and Donner on the Girton Childcare Center, the 2003 baseline HRA has been re-run with laboratory emissions estimates for Calvin and Donner based on the UC Berkeley and UC Davis work discussed above.

The potential cancer risk calculated on a continuous 70-year exposure basis from the estimated Calvin and Donner operations is about 0.067 in one million. It is noted, as discussed in the UC Berkeley 2020 LDRP Draft EIR, that exposures as a daycare worker or a child are not continuous 70-year exposures. Adjustment factors to 70-year risk estimates to assess these exposures are 0.144 for a daycare worker and 0.110 for a child (explained further in Appendix C of the Draft EIR). These factors yield a cancer risk estimate of about 0.01 in one million for a daycare worker and 0.007 in one million for a child at the Girton Childcare Center. These estimates do not add significantly to the overall cancer risks at the Girton Childcare Center reported in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR from all UC Berkeley emission sources (which did not include Calvin and Donner laboratories). This assessment is based on the best information currently available. When the 2025 LBNL LRDP EIR becomes available, the assessment for Calvin and Donner Laboratories presented in that document can be compared against the one presented here.

Additionally, in 2000 the City of Berkeley contracted with the Institut für Energie - und Umweltforschung (Institute for Energy and Environmental Research or IFEU) for an independent assessment of tritium issues. In the final report and in public meetings, Dr. Bernd Franke of IFEU reported that emissions from Donner and Calvin have no impact on Girton Hall. According to UC Berkeley’s radiation safety officer “Making the assumption that the work with radioactive materials in Donner and Calvin was at its peak well over 10 years ago (and continues to decrease) future impacts on Girton are expected to be nil.” As noted above, LBNL’s National Tritium Labeling Facility (NTLF) closed in 2001.

**Response to comment C276-14**

The writers are referred to the individual regulatory agencies for the requested material. CEQA suggests that environmental impact reports appropriately limit background material, and may be “analytic rather than encyclopedic.” See the CEQA Guidelines, 15006. The rules and implementation under the DOE (10 CFR 835) and UCB (under CAC Title 17 and 10 CFR 20) are so similar as to provide essentially identical levels of control.

**Response to comment C276-15**

The writer mistakenly refers to a draft consultant working paper from early 2000 which was unfortunately mistitled “New Century Plan”, but was in fact just an exploration of alternate concepts, some of which were deliberately provocative. The actual UC Berkeley New Century Plan, viewable at:
http://www.cp.berkeley.edu/ncp/index.html
contains no section “Accommodating the Next Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory”. Please see Thematic Response 6 regarding Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
**Response to comment C276-16**
The 2020 LRDP Draft EIR defines Ecological Study Area at page 3.1-53 as preserved “for education and research.”

The writers’ request for a Watershed Management Plan is noted. The 2020 LRDP Draft EIR includes many protections for riparian areas, in both the Hill Campus and the Campus Park. Continuing Best Practices outlined in Chapter 4.3, Biological Resources serve to protect and enhance riparian areas, wildlife habitat, and other natural communities in the Hill Campus and Campus Park. UC Berkeley is eager to work with the City of Berkeley and other land management agencies in the watershed to evolve additional improvements in land management strategies for the watershed. However, the Draft EIR reviews possible impacts of implementing the 2020 LRDP, and under CEQA the document need not include additional detail about existing conditions in the watershed.

**Response to comment C276-17**
The 2020 LRDP is a programmatic document and generally does not include specific building or siting proposals. A project proposed under the 2020 LRDP would comply with the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act; further, a project would implement Continuing Best Practice GEO-1-b, requiring site-specific geotechnical studies. See page 4.5-17 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

**Response to comment C276-18**
The opinion of the writers is noted. See response C276-1.

**Response to comment C276-19**
The 2020 LRDP Draft EIR reviews possible impacts of implementing the 2020 LRDP, and under CEQA the document adequately describes the watershed setting. UC Berkeley is eager to work with the City of Berkeley and other land management agencies in the watershed to evolve additional improvements in land management strategies for the watershed.

**Response to comment C276-20**
See Thematic Response 8 regarding Hill Campus development, and Thematic Response 1 regarding the role of the 2020 LRDP in subsequent project review. Any proposed project at the noted sites would be subject to further review in accordance with CEQA. With regard to Chicken Creek it should be noted that the contaminant levels are very low under EPA limits, and that UCB activities are not the source of the contaminants and will not exacerbate the problem. 12

**Response to comment C276-21**
The site described was identified in the 1990-2005 LRDP at page 52 as the “Poultry Husbandry Reserve Site for Field Research” and has never been identified as part of the Ecological Study Area.

To temporarily meet the urgent need for a base from which to serve needs of the more easterly campus facilities, the site has provided staging and storage for the Department of Facilities Services (Physical Plant—Campus Services Division, Facilities Group). The site was partially paved and engineered retaining walls, drainage systems, temporary equipment sheds and fencing installed to manage the site appropriately for public and habitat health and safety. Storage only of campus maintenance materials and vehicles
occurs on the site under applicable standards, codes, and best management practices for such use. Risks of groundwater contamination are minimal.

The draft 2020 LRDP at page 3.1-55 states "The upslope area of the former Poultry Husbandry site, shown as S1 in figure 3.1-10, is now used by the campus as a materials storage and vehicle parking site. This site was designated in the 1990-2005 LRDP as a reserve site for a future research facility. While the current use may remain as an interim use in the near term, a feasibility study should be conducted to identify a more suitable long term use for this site and a more suitable location for the current use."

**Response to comment C276-22**

The comment summarizes the writer’s concerns. Please see responses to comments, above.

**Response to comment C276-23**

The writers seem to request that the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR include an alternative where LBNL is managed by UC Berkeley. However, this outcome is highly speculative. See Thematic Response 3 regarding LRDP Alternatives.

Whether or not the University of California loses the contract for management of LBNL, any new plans for the facility would be subject to environmental review. Any decommissioning activities would be subject to essentially identical rules and clean up levels.

**Response to comment C276-24**

The writers’ opinions are noted. The 2020 LRDP and Draft EIR analyzes growth at UC Berkeley, but does not mandate it.

**Response to comment C276-25**

The writers request conversion of LBNL, and a schedule to achieve it. The comment is noted.
Re: Comments on University of California Berkeley
2020 LRDP Draft EIR

To: University of California Regents
UC President Dynes
Governor Schwarzenegger
Cal EPA Secretary Tamminen
US Energy Secretary Abraham
LBNL Director Shank
UCB Chancellor Berdahl

June 10, 2004

From: Preserve Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
P O Box 9646, Berkeley, CA 94709

SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. **STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed**
   LENL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LENL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. **PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)**
   LENL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. **ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts**
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LENL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultratine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. **DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned**
   LENL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LENL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LENL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LENL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>K-I87</td>
<td>1390 Young St</td>
<td>894-1973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron</td>
<td>REE1</td>
<td>2200 Sth</td>
<td>846-3260</td>
<td>Kihed@com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Hudson</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>2501 Bonner St</td>
<td>845-4009</td>
<td>sharon@home@gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Friberg</td>
<td>Fridley</td>
<td>1685 Aris</td>
<td>848-2863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Alper</td>
<td>Alper</td>
<td>1400 Alton</td>
<td>883-9725</td>
<td>cleveland@pnl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Van Dijk</td>
<td>2611 de Lave</td>
<td>549-1234</td>
<td></td>
<td>cleveland@pnl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Metzler</td>
<td></td>
<td>1600 8th</td>
<td>549-0579</td>
<td>Kihed@com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultralight particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name | Signature | Address | Telephone | e-mail
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Joyce Kraus | Joyce Kraus | 1510 Summit Rd | 841-4827 | 
Kathleen Heuser | Kathleen Heuser | 1537 Summit Rd | 948-7749 | 
Margaret Johnson | Margaret Johnson | 1537 Summit Rd | 948-7749 | 

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNU has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNU is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project.”

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNU avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNU claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrasound particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNU has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNU should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNU), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNU have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

Name  Signature  Address    Telephone

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project.”

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts, the US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultratine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name | Signature | Address | Telephone | e-mail
---|---|---|---|---
Gene Bernardi | | 4 Arbor Rd | 510-847-2152 |
Charles Woodcock | | 2355 Virginia St, 3rd | |
Mike Mello | | 2224 Blake Berkeley, CA 94704 | |
Jim Wood | | | |
Alex Waylen | | 1217 Alvarado Rd | waylen@igc.org |
Alex Krumanich | | 2754 College Ave | 841-4784 |

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNI has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNI is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNI avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNI claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNI has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNI should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNI), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNI have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name | Signature | Address | Telephone | e-mail
-----|-----------|---------|-----------|-----------
Walter Hale |          | Walter Hale 1320 Addo St 506/4893831 |          |          
LeBek Wight |          | 2233 Green St |          |          
Evan Newman |          | 1140 Josephine St |          |          
Ron Stewart |          | 7144 Fulton St |          |          
Marcielkowen |          | 2507 Short St |          |          
Sandra Kahn |          | 2455 Russell St |          |          
Louise Brown |          | 3841 Wheat St |          |          

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LEARNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LEARNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LEARNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LEARNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LEARNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LEARNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LEARNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LEARNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name | Signature | Address | Telephone | e-mail
---|---|---|---|---
Susan Andrews | [Signature] | 1234 Green Ave | [Phone] | [E-mail]
Teddy Brown | [Signature] | 5678 Blue St | [Phone] | [E-mail]
Mia Ramirez | [Signature] | 9012 White Rd | [Phone] | [E-mail]

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name    Signature    Address    Telephone    e-mail

L.A. Wood    L1673 Bonita Ave. Berkeley CA 94709
S. Connors G. Teague    855 Wheaton Ave. Pleasant Hill CA 94523
Anya Renn-Burdick P. Kottke    1821 Halls Ferry St. SF 94118

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. **STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed**
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. **PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)**
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. **ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts**
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrasonic particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. **DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned**
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name | Signature | Address | Telephone | e-mail
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Nancy Alling | | | | nalling@stanford.edu
Andrea Arnold | | | | andrea.arnold@stanford.edu
Randy Bata | | | | randy.bata@stanford.edu
Jesse Davis | | | | jessedavis01@gmail.com
Jay Focht | | | | jayfocht@berkeley.edu
Monica Gass | | | | mgass@berkeley.edu
Michael Howard | | | | michael.howard@berkeley.edu
Joy Mardian | | | | jmardian@berkeley.edu

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name: [Signature]
Address: [Information]
Telephone: [Information]
E-mail: [Information]

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name: Signature: Address: Telephone: e-mail:
Karen Anderson
1460 Oakway St. (510) 558-5103 KarenAnderson@SavetheStrawberryCreekWatershed.org

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name   Signature   Address   Telephone   e-mail
Kristin Hathaway 3001 Saffron Ave 94605 510-275-4958   KHerrman@berkeley.edu
Briggs Nielson 465 Hillmont Dr 94610 510-275-4358   briggs@berkeley.edu
Jared Laughlin 1120 Madison Ave 94608 510-275-4958   jorlough@berkeley.edu
Red Richards 3623 4th Ave 94610 510-275-4958   redr @berkeley.edu
Maura Sullivan 7500 Santa Monica Blvd 90246 94608 510-275-4958   msullivan@berkeley.edu
Cindy Spring 6868 Pinehavenickle 94608 94603 510-275-4958   cindy@berkeley.edu
Sarah Beavish 2400 Stanford Ave 94305 94608 94603 510-275-4958   sbeavish@berkeley.edu

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance

SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name   Signature   Address   Telephone   e-mail
Frank Carroll 6618 Tenera St 94609 510-547-4769   fcarroll@prodigy.net
Mike McNeela 1519 South St 913 310-275-4298   mcneela@att.com
Helen Keeler 1519 South St 913 310-275-4298   hkeeler@att.com
Mary Castle 1519 South St 913 310-275-4298   mcastle@att.com
Glen Rogers 1519 South St 913 310-275-4298   grlogers@att.com
Alisa Shor 121 Mdl Ave 915 815-587-9149   akschord@sunscrub.com

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>e-mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alison Powell</td>
<td></td>
<td>2820 Broadway</td>
<td>510-883-1770</td>
<td>alison@naturebelyq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Brand</td>
<td></td>
<td>825 Deluna</td>
<td>510 527-5840</td>
<td><a href="mailto:johnbroad@constant.net">johnbroad@constant.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Butternut</td>
<td></td>
<td>5216 Baseline</td>
<td>209 478-5848</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rogerb48@earthlink.net">rogerb48@earthlink.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>510-763-3715</td>
<td>johnsmith@naturebelyq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Taylor</td>
<td></td>
<td>392 Webster S</td>
<td>510 495-5335</td>
<td>kevin@naturebelyq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Mack</td>
<td></td>
<td>1282 2nd Aven</td>
<td>510 886-7038</td>
<td>rogermack@naturebelyq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Sidheccan</td>
<td></td>
<td>1692 San Lezno Ave</td>
<td>Berkeley 94707</td>
<td>lucysidheccan@naturebelyq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the “Molecular Foundry Project”.

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name: David Gottlieb
Signature: [Signature]
Address: 14590 Hidalgo Rd., Aptos
Phone: [Phone]
E-mail: [E-mail]

Name: Ann Riley
Signature: [Signature]
Address: 1112 Center St., Berkeley
Phone: [Phone]
E-mail: [E-mail]

Name: [Signatures of other individuals]
Address: [Addresses of other individuals]
Phone: [Phones of other individuals]
E-mail: [E-mails of other individuals]

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
LSNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LSNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project."

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
LSNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts.
The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LSNL claims that there is no danger, yet they lack the scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
LSNL has contaminated and abandoned its own building on this site. LSNL should mediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LSNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LSNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed
   LBNE has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNE is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
   LBNE avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNE claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned
   LBNE has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNE should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNE), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNE have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.

Name   Signature    Address    Telephone    e-mail
David Tan 1320 Addison 845-0570
Nancy Garcia 912 West Abel 835-2878
Ann McMillan 310-841-7174
Mark Blend 2330 Grant St. Apt 845-3139
Mitra Saha 179 Abbott Ave 411-7176

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

Preserve Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance

Sponsored by: Preserve the Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
Preserve Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Contact Info</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bob March</td>
<td>MNT, Pacheco 94497-33a</td>
<td>510-281-3273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Michael Lockie</td>
<td>66 Grizzly Peak Blvd</td>
<td>510-516-2900</td>
<td>1/3/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Meier</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Babcock</td>
<td>3456789012</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Lindos</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeri Smith</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Pao</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Roberts</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Rizzo</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Schlemmer</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alia A.</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preserve Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Contact Info</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karen Leach</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Hume</td>
<td>6666 Grizzly Peak Blvd</td>
<td>510-516-2900</td>
<td>1/3/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Roberts</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Roberts</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny Akers</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Bettle</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quincy</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Kondorf</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie White</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Smith</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne White</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul White</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
<td>510-123-4567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carole Schlemmer (as) 1234567890 510-123-4567 9/3/04
Preserve Strawberry Creek Watershed

Patricia Axelrod 117 25 Sky Meadow Road, San Francisco 94125
Jane Leach Casey 521 Westfield Bay, Oakland CA 94619
Darreil Meritt 2233 Grant St. Apt. 1 Berkeley, CA 94703
Jennifer Paulson 1696 Sanchez St., San Francisco 94117
Dennis Nelson 374716 89th St. Ct. 94717
David Sneed 1888 Bonner Way, Walnut Creek CA 94598
Adele Seaborg (925) 938-9206
Bonnie Bernardi 610 843-2152
Jennifer Mary Pearson Jennifer@pearsondotcom
Hil Carstens 704 Coventry Rd., Kensington, 94707
Robert Kaplan 510 E. 46th St., Apt. 100, NY 10022

Maxine Ventura 835-2312
DAVID BROOKS 253-5148
Irmie Meinke 526-3927
Cynthia Johnson 510-528-5462
Kent Shaw 415-397-2094
Aline Magasanik 1043 Streett Road, Oakland, CA 94610
Dave Yandle 2139 Dwight Way
Mark McDonald 1515 Parker St., Berkeley CA 94703
Jim Cunningham 1007 Milvia St., Berkeley 94708

Peggy Jarrell Kaplan, 510 E. 86th St., NYC, 10029, ajarrell@bellsouth.net
Ann Jerome
Janice Thomas 37 Mosewood Rd., Redwood City 94062
11.2C.277  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C277

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C277 - I

Here, a petition signed by some 300 individuals calls for the preservation of the Strawberry Creek Watershed. Other concerns of the petitioners address health impacts of nanotechnology and other materials used at LBNL.

See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship between the 2020 LRDP and LBNL planning. See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP)/
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of __________, I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Boulevard area due to growth from both the Math Research center and the Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will require is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. The proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable. Additionally, this site sits on six earthquake faults – hardly a logical place for housing.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

RECEIVED
JUN 21 2004
PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380


Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Milton Latta ’66

Signature

1216 Grizzly Peak Blvd.

Address

Jan L. Latta ’65
11.2C. 278-279 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C278 AND C279

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C278 AND C279

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesigned as part of the surrounding research zone.
To Jennifer Lawrence of UCB-LRDP-EIR

Would you be kind enough to substitute this copy as a correction for the copy I submitted Friday.

I have dyslexia and some related conditions and had not been well. My original copy when I pushed the spell check changed the word Shattuck to sciatic plus other errors.

Sincerely,

Merrilie Mitchell
549 1840 msg.
June 18, 2004

To: Jennifer Lawrence, UC Berkeley-LRDP

Re: UC Berkeley Long Range Development Plan-EIR
The following are mitigations and strategies that could benefit the whole Berkeley community, including the University, by decreasing traffic, noise, pollution, accidents, crime and stress in the areas around UC campus.

1.) **Extend the UC Shuttle.** One “loop” could run up and down University Avenue. University Avenue is the most congested, vehicle polluted, and dangerous Avenue in Berkeley, and UCB is the major cause of the traffic. UC students are now living in large apartments on University Avenue, such as Renaissance Villa and Acton Courtyard, and some students use cars. UC should provide alternatives and incentives for students so they do not bring cars to Berkeley.

Another Shuttle “loop” could be “North Shattuck” to go to the Gourmet Ghetto and grocery store, turn right on Cedar, and return to campus via Euclid. A “South Shattuck Loop” might turn at the Berkeley Bowl, or turn left on Ashby to circle back via Telegraph Avenue.

These shuttles would make it possible to shop, dine, go to the movies, etc, without bringing a car into the corridors near campus. UC Berkeley attracts thousands of cars to its campus daily. Additional thousands of the approximate 20,000 UC Berkeley Extension students, can be assumed to drive to Berkeley as well.

So UC Berkeley and its Extension are long overdue for ameliorating these sometimes horrendous traffic problems. Shuttles will help, and shuttles linked to satellite parking (BART lots in the evening, for example) would be even better.

Shuttles would hopefully be cheap—25 cents max for Berkeleyans, and free to UC. They could receive traffic mitigation funds from the city, contributions from businesses en route, and perhaps special tax monies.
Shuttles should be reasonably quiet, unlike screeching BART or AC Transits’ big, noisy, diesel
busses, which are forcing folks back into their cars and are making our corridors pedestrian-unfriendly. The Shuttles need to be low emission vehicles and aim for zero pollution.

2.) Help Clean up the filthy sidewalks on University Avenue, Shattuck, and Telegraph (The grime and filth is caused mostly by motor vehicles). This problem can be mitigated by contributing sidewalk-scrubbing (soap and water) machinery and people-power to clean these commercial corridors near the campus. Sound ridiculous? It’s not. These Avenues are a public health hazard. The folks who run the University might take a walk on these Avenues to see for themselves how disgusting they are.

Recently I saw a just-cleaned half block of Shattuck, still wet and with soap bubbles. I stopped, stunned with the near miracle transformation. The air smelled clean too and it felt great to be there! Huge difference, small investment. And this is something business owners would certainly help maintain as they do already in areas where it is not a losing battle.

3.) Electric Car-Share should be provided for students, faculty, and guests. The concept is up and running, and parking can be creative as these vehicles don’t pollute. By sharing, few cars serve many. Car dealerships might accommodate picking up and delivery and therefore free up parking spaces.

4.) The University should contribute crime-fighting and safety services specifically for the Avenues adjacent to the UC campus. This will benefit UC students, employees, and visitors, as well as other Berkeley residents and visitors. Specifically, trained “Student Guides” could walk these areas, perhaps wearing an identifiable vest or jacket, to trouble-shoot, and to call for help when necessary. Specific problems such rampant bicycle thieves, “homeless” teenagers, etc, etc, etc, need specialists assigned so we can begin to reverse the losing battle syndrome.

5.) The University should supply additional officers for traffic safety specifically in the corridors near the University and at other University student “hot spots”. Perhaps the Governor would permit large
increases in fines near Universities and schools, to create safety zones around campuses and to cover the expenses.
The benefits to the University beyond the obvious will also be in PR. Wouldn’t faculty members be more likely to want to come here, wouldn’t students and their parents be more likely to choose Berkeley if it weren’t a filthy slum with the highest pedestrian and bike injuries in the state, and second only to Oakland for worst air in the county, etc, etc. These problems exist here now, before any new development that can only make things worse.

6.) The University should consider alternative strategies for all new development. For example, Berkeley Councilmember Gordon Wozniac, has suggested leasing fine Berkeley homes to visiting University Professors. This seems a reasonable alternative to building new homes in a city suffering from too much development and where the University already owns or leases 40% of the land.

With a leasing program Professors might choose a particular neighborhood to suit their preference. A family with youngsters might choose a neighborhood with a good school, park and grocery store. A family with a baby might choose a neighborhood near Totland Park. An ornithologist might choose a neighborhood near Tilden, Strawberry Canyon, or a home with a huge yard filled with fruit trees, berry vines, and maybe a creek. A physically disabled professor or grad student might choose a flatland neighborhood where no car is necessary.

And there are still many more options in Berkeley. Green/solar buildings, an occasional luxury houseboat, historical landmarks built by a famous architects. You can help maintain the natural beauty and community of Berkeley, “a city of neighborhoods”, rather than destroy neighborhoods in your “manifest Destiny” path for huge expansion North, South, East, and West.

Sincerely, Merrilie Mitchell,
1612 Delaware St.,
Berkeley, 94703

Merrilie Mitchell
549-1840
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11.2C.280  Response to Comment Letter C280

This comment letter replaces C269 at the writer’s request.

Response to comment C280-1
Although not commenting on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, the writer's comments are noted. UC Berkeley is eager to work with AC Transit, the City of Berkeley and other area agencies to identify and implement pilot programs that promote the use of transit.

Response to comment C280-2
The writer’s comment is noted, however the funds available for maintenance of University buildings and grounds are extremely limited, and UC Berkeley must focus these limited resources on the campus itself.

Response to comment C280-3
City CarShare has opened two on-campus vehicle locations, or “pods”, in partnership with the UC Berkeley Parking & Transportation Department. City CarShare is a local non-profit car-sharing membership organization that has vehicles available for short-term rental throughout the Bay Area. UC Berkeley campus CarShare vehicles are located in the Dana/Durant Parking Lot and the first level of the Upper Hearst Parking Structure. Faculty, staff and student members have access to the UC Berkeley campus vehicle pods, as well as to the complete City CarShare network that includes two downtown Berkeley pods. In addition, campus department use of electric vehicles and Segways is expanding and several electric vehicle-charging stations are provided for campus commuters.

Response to comments C280-4 and C280-5
As noted in section 4.11.1.4, UC Berkeley police collaborate with the City of Berkeley in joint patrols of Telegraph Avenue. UC police patrol the Southside on foot and bikes, and two UC officers patrol fraternities and sororities in the Southside.

Response to comment C280-6
While the concept is noted, in general property leased by the University is removed from the tax rolls, which the City has objected to for fiscal reasons, and the practice of leasing existing housing, while providing residences close to campus for faculty, does not increase the housing supply in Berkeley.
Re: Comments on University of California Berkeley  
2020 LRDP Draft EIR

To: University of California Regents  
UC President Dynes  
Governor Schwarzenegger  
Cal EPA Secretary Tamminen  
US Energy Secretary Abraham  
LBNL Director Shank  
UCB Chancellor Berdahl

June 10, 2004

SAVE Strawberry Creek Watershed

1. **STOP the Further Destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed**
   LBNL has created underground plumes of tritium and other contaminants that are moving toward Strawberry Creek. Now LBNL is clearing another pristine area in Strawberry Canyon to build a 6-story nanotechnology facility called the "Molecular Foundry Project".

2. **PREPARE an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)**
   LBNL avoided conducting an EIR for the Molecular Foundry as required by law in California.

3. **ACKNOWLEDGE that Nanotech May Have Serious Health and Environmental Impacts**
   The US EPA states that the health effects and environmental impacts of nanotechnology are unknown. LBNL claims that there is no danger, yet they have no scientific evidence to support that claim. Ultrafine particles, similar in size to nanoparticles, cause respiratory and cardiovascular disease.

4. **DECONTAMINATE Existing Buildings that have been Decommissioned**
   LBNL has contaminated and abandoned its own buildings on this site. LBNL should remediate this contamination instead of constructing new facilities in the watershed.

We, the undersigned, urge the Department of Energy (DOE), the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and the University of California (UC) Regents to immediately cease the further destruction of the Strawberry Creek Watershed.

Since the Manhattan Project in the 40s, the operations at LBNL have contaminated the soil, surface and groundwater, and vegetation in the Strawberry Creek Watershed with toxic materials including radioactive tritium, uranium, VOCs, diesel, Freon, PCBs, and much more.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Save Strawberry Creek Watershed: Community Speaks Out on Nano Technology at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
S F Bay Video (510) 644-CITY

Environmentalists Question the Expansion of the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab into the Sensitive Strawberry Creek Watershed – Molecular Foundry Construction Begins without Environmental Impact Report – Nearby Hayward Fault Remains Ominously Quiet

Berkeley, CA (January 28, 2004) – Environmentalists, concerned residents, members of city commissions, and elected city officials will be on hand at the entrance to Lawrence Berkeley National Labs (LBNL) on January 29th and January 30th to greet LBNL guests attending the Molecular Foundry User Workshop and Molecular Foundry Ground-Busting ceremonies with a message that the destruction of a sensitive watershed in an earthquake prone area is too high a price to pay for a potentially dangerous and unproven technology that may do more harm than the miraculous good its proponents claim is possible.

The planned Molecular Foundry is sited in the fragile Strawberry Creek Watershed and within 600 meters of the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone, a zone in which State law prohibits the construction of facilities intended for human occupancy. LBNL was also able to avoid conducting a full Environmental Impact Report (EIR), instead producing a much less rigorous Environmental Assessment.

"DOE and LBNL are have made some very questionable decisions about the siting of this facility," said Pamela Sihvola, a local environmental activist. "They seem to have ignored simple common sense. The best reason Dr. Mark Alper, a LBNL spokesperson, came up with for putting it between Buildings 66 and 72 is that the scientists will be able to walk over to confer with a colleague." Said Sihvola, "I just wish they’d use e-mail and the telephone and put the building where it won’t harm anyone or anything."

Environmentalists have good cause to be concerned. Although LBNL representatives state that every effort is being undertaken to make the building earthquake proof and the Molecular Foundry secure from dangerous releases, its history has made its detractors dubious of the claim. Water contaminated by previous Lab research activities with radioactive and carcinogenic tritium, flows in an underground plume toward creeks that pass through the University campus and eventually, the Bay. LBNL and DOE have made no effort to clean up the contamination, even continuing to run the tritium stack and chipping tritium laden trees in place.

DOE, the University of California, and a bevy of government and corporate beneficiaries will spend two days listening to talks and watching demonstrations of nanotechnology, a discipline that is growing so quickly that the National Science Foundation estimates that the industry created by this research will be worth $1 trillion dollars by 2015. They will hear little about the growing expression of concern from scientists around the world about the serious health effects that are being observed in animals exposed to nanoparticles – carbon particles so small that they pass through cells and into the blood stream without triggering a reaction from the body’s immune system.

"Even the US Environmental Protection Agency under the Bush Administration has expressed serious concerns about the potential health effects and environmental impacts of nanoparticles” said Tom Kelly, a member of Berkeley’s Community Health Commission. “And if this Administration – with the worst environmental record in memory – is worried, we had better start looking at this science closely and act with caution and good solid evidence of its safety. It’s the prudent thing to do.”
Save Berkeley’s Strawberry Creek Watershed
Community Speaks Out on Nano Technology at Lawrence Berkeley Lab
January 29, 2004

KPFA Report
Nano technology a new and growing field is essentially the science of making things atom size. As with any new science, the potential is great and the outcome is still very uncertain. It is because of the uncertainty that community members protested at the northeast corner of the Berkeley campus early this morning against the development of a nanotechnology facility at LBNL, The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, holding signs that read “No Nanoscience in Strawberry Canyon”, “LBNL Clean up Your Mess First” and “No Nano Pollution”. Environmentalists spent about an hour and a half handing out flyers to passersby and cars stopped at the intersection of Hearst and Highland. The group then walked up the hill towards the facility, but campus security prevented them from entering the lab grounds.
From KPFA News, I’m Tori Taylor in Berkeley

(Filmed speakers)
1. Pamela Shvola; Committee to Minimize Toxic Waste
We have gathered here today to basically express our concerns over the development of nanotechnology. LBNL is proceeding to build a molecular foundry devoted to nanotechnology in the Strawberry Creek watershed next to No-Name Creek and Chicken Creek near the Hayward earthquake fault. The molecular foundry is a bio-safety level 2 facility and we’ll have several floors of laboratory, 48 in total, dedicated to nano fabrication and manipulation of biological organic and inorganic nano structures. The facility will potentially handle disease spreading bacteria and other biological agents. It is our understanding that there are no filtering systems available to prevent nanoscale materials - materials that are not bound in any other material, free ultra fine particles. There are no filters to prevent them from entering the environment and it is for this reason that we have requested the laboratory to prepare (both) an EIR (and) an EIS, which they have refused to do.

2. Gray Brechin; Ph.D., Department of Geography, UCB
I’m speaking here out of my concern, not only as an alumnus of the University - I have all of my degrees through my Ph.D. from the University, but also as a concerned resident of Berkeley. I am extremely concerned about how we have not been informed about what is going on in the canyon here. This is part of a history of recklessness on the part of the University that goes back at least to the building of the Memorial Stadium in the mouth of the canyon in 1923. It was known at that time that the main trace of the Hayward Fault, in fact, runs directly underneath the site of the stadium where 80,000 people gather at any time of day. Now the stadium could be destroyed in case that fault moves. And now we find out that an extremely risky form of research is going to be going on in a major industrial facility up here in the hills which very few Berkeley residents are going to know about, let alone those of us who in fact work every day on the campus. We absolutely deserve an environmental impact report and we deserve more public discussion on what is going to be happening up here. The University’s motto is after all is “Fiat Lux”, let there be light. It should be dedicated to free and open discussion.

3. Janice Thomas; President, Panoramic Neighborhood Association;
I’m speaking today about the nanotechnology initiative and how it’s playing itself out locally in Strawberry Canyon with the City of Berkeley. In my 18 years of living in the canyon I’ve given input on literally of dozens of development projects; but in those 18 years I’ve never ever experienced a public process so egregious and so unfair, so disrespectful of the people who live here, and so hostile to the natural environment. We who live here were not given a single public hearing, not one; not one public meeting in
which we could have all could have asked questions for the answers and possibly learned enough about this project to have gotten a level of environmental review that meant something. Instead we were rushed through the process and as a result decision makers were mislead in that way. Instead of protecting our resource what we've seen is the UC Berkeley, and also Lawrence Berkeley Lab which is also under the jurisdictions of the UC regents, incrementally building in the canyon. If our decision makers locally don't come on board, if we cannot effectively lobby the UC regents to save this canyon what we are going to have is, just clearly without a doubt, an industrial park - many of us have been saying this, an industrial park!

(4.) Jim Sharp; Daley-Scenic Park Neighborhood Association
I've lived on the north side of campus here for the last 15 years. I've lived in Berkeley for about 35 years. We've seen a lot of big projects come through. Some of them have had environmental documents attached to them and some have not, but this is the biggest I've seen without one and it certainly needs one. When we look at what's going on here we see what's emerging is something like an environmental guantanamo. We don't see that there's any public oversight, certainly almost no public disclosure, any without which there hasn't been to the public and the neighbors around the site. You've probably heard about Nano High. Nano High is a big public outreach to high school students and they've been busing kids up here on for a series of lectures on Saturdays to alert them to the marvels of nanotechnology and applications down the line. Well that's great, but I haven't seen a similar effort directed towards the public that lives around here. Now I certainly hope that this will be re-dressed in the near future before things get any further along.

(5.) Carole Schemmerling; Urban Creeks Council of California
We've been working for 22 years to restore streams, to daylight them. Strawberry Creek was day lighted in 1984 and this new facility promises to be even more dangerous for the health of the human beings at the top of the food chain, but all the way along down the food chain. The water, the air that comes down from the canyon in the headwater creeks, which are very fragile and very important ecologically because whatever happens up there is going to wind up in all the other creeks in the storage drains and into the Bay which lots of money has been spent over the years trying to clean the Bay, to bring back the fisheries, to restore habitat; and what they're doing up here on the hill we could easily destroy all those efforts in a few years, so we are very concerned about the watershed. We've asked them to stay out of pristine areas that haven't been built on so as to avoid damaging the water quality further down the line; but they don't seem to understand that when they do the kind of grading that they are going to be doing and remove the vegetation, the trees, that are up there, they really do damage the headwater streams and probably irrevocably so we're asking for them to stop and do the EIR. - to stop doing the kind of development that will attack more of the watershed.

(6.) Gene Bernardi; Committee to Minimize Toxic Waste
Now this issue of the building of the molecular foundry went before the City Council in about January of last year and unfortunately they did not recommend to the Lab to do an environmental impact report or an environmental impact statement under the National Environmental Policy Act; however, to their credit, recently, they did pass a recommendation to the Lab that now all nanotechnology projects at the lab should be evaluated before they are allowed to proceed and they are to be evaluated by an independent health and safety review committee. The ETC group of Canada which is dedicated to cultural and ecological diversity and human rights has called on governments to adopt a moratorium on synthetic materials now being produced in laboratories without testing for health and safety.
(7.) Richard Schwartz; Author, Berkeley Resident
When David Brower, ex-president of the Sierra Club, was a boy he used to play in Strawberry Creek. This would have been in the late teens and early twenties and the University was building this stadium and to build the stadium. They hydro-blasted the hills and waste products from the hydro-blasting devastated Strawberry Creek. Filled it up with mud and basically ended all life in the Creek, that had been there since before it was a city, - drainage of Strawberry Creek from the stadium down. Now we're faced with a threat from the stadium up and I think before it's too late we should address it and protect the watershed.

(8.) L A Wood; Berkeley Environmental Commission
I sit on the environmental commission and have been a long time activist in Berkeley and tied to this issue of LBNL and the University. Our commission asked that they be very very diligent about cleaning up the site for the last decade we have asked for that to happen; but what we've experienced on the commission and in the community is a paper shuffle and we've also on the commission recognized the need for open space in Berkeley and I think, that if, the community cannot understand the other issues of environmental pollution and future technology, they can certainly can understand the need for open space.

(9.) Kriss Worthington, Berkeley City Council, District 7
The City Council, by a unanimous vote, asked the lab to study many significant impacts in the Long Range Development Plan. The City has also asked through the Community Environmental Advisory Commission, a comprehensive watershed management plan. The City also has requested the initial start-up health and safety and environmental reviews of all proposed nanoscience research projects. The molecular foundry seems to be pushed along without answering questions, without providing information; and that is very unhealthy and "un-environmentally" sound way to conduct the operation. I'm glad that the City Council unanimously asked these serious questions and I demand that the lab provide the answers to every single question that the City has asked.

(10.) Tom Kelly; Berkeley Health Commission
As a member of the Health Commission I've been interested in this issue of nanotechnology for awhile now and had the opportunity to bring the issue before the commission. It's certainly of great concern to us was the fact that the molecular foundry is being built in a very sensitive watershed, in areas that are crisscrossed by earthquake faults; and as a result we're very much concerned about the future safety issues involving the foundry, the workers and the environment up there in general. We're beginning to see that exposure to nano particles can exacerbate respiratory problems. There's an indication that nano particles actually cross the blood brain barrier and in some animals begin to show some alarming effects from exposure to those particles. I would like to get some kind of assurances that this research will be controlled in such a fashion that we won't be exposed, as we have in the past, to the contamination created by Lawrence Berkeley labs. I think it would be most appropriate for not only this lab but for science in general to be looking at these health effects and environmental impacts before we let this technology loose on the planet.

Credits:

Preserve Strawberry Creek Watershed Alliance
KPFA 94.1 FM reporter Tori Taylor
All Labor donated
SF Bay Video
Copyright 2004 Berkeley (510) 644-City
To Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

Subject: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) Notice of Preparation for Long Range Development Plan

RECOMMENDATION: that the City Council request that

1. As part of the 2004 Long Range Development (LRDP) Environmental Impact Report (EIR), LBNL review the potential environmental & health impacts of the sub fields of nanoscience in which research activities will be carried out at the LBNL site.

2. All nano-science and technology research projects at LBNL undergo an independent evaluation process to access health and safety issues before being allowed to proceed. This evaluation process will be done by an independent Health and Safety Review Committee of knowledgeable experts and shall be approved by the City of Berkeley. LBNL agrees to provide the results of the initial startup health and safety and environmental reviews of all proposed nanoscience research projects including those to be conducted at the Molecular Foundry, and the annual health and safety reviews of all continuing research projects to the City and the public in a timely fashion.

3. LBNL agrees to help facilitate an independent biannual health and safety review of all of the nanoscience research carried out at LBNL. This would be conducted by the Health and Safety Review Committee (See #2).

4. From CEAC to contribute to the public record, to recommend to LBNL, and to recommend to City Council to direct City Manager to send a letter to LBNL, requesting that the LBNL include a comprehensive analysis of the following as part of the LBNL LRDP EIR current under preparation:
   1. A comprehensive Watershed Management Plan
   2. The need to protect and preserve open space such as by using infill developments.
   3. Do not increase square footage of developed land per employee unless explicitly and publicly justified.
   4. Plan fewer parking places per employee than is current practice with the encouragement of alternative transportation.
   5. Cleanup of soils and groundwater should be to the highest possible standards, which allows for the most sensitive future land uses.
11.2C.281 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C281

The documents are not comments on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR; however, the comments and issues addressed in these documents reiterate concerns raised by the writers. Please see responses to comment letters C276, C277, C189, C180, and C36.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of permeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley's aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildecat Canyon fault lines - hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP ("within one mile from campus") than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people's lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

[1494 GRIZZLY PEAK BERKELEY CA. 94705]
11.2C.282-283  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C282 AND C283

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C282 AND C283

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
June 20, 2004

Henrik Wallman
1457 Olympus Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708
Tel. 1-510-642-2295
Fax 1-510-548-2636
wallman@socrates.berkeley.edu

Ref: Opportunity for UC to reduce traffic congestion in Strawberry Canyon/Panoramic Hill

Jennifer Lawrence
Facilities Services UCB
1936 University Avenue #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Dear Ms Lawrence:

I am writing to you because your name is associated with the 2020 UC Long range Development Plan and specifically the plans UC has for the Lawrence Hall of Science neighborhood. I live in this neighborhood and would like dispensation from the rule against bicycles on the so-called upper fire trail, leading from the Math Institute to Panoramic Hill. UC, as the property owner, has the full legal right to enforce this rule, but UC also has the right to issue dispensation from this rule based on individual circumstances.

Could your office issue a simple letter addressed to me stating that I may use a bicycle on the upper fire trail to travel between my home on Olympus Avenue and my rental house at 303 Panoramic Way? UC Officers would honor such a letter because use of a bicycle for my necessary trips between these two points would eliminate use of my car in the very congested area around the Stadium. The driving distance on Centennial Drive and Panoramic Way is much longer than the direct path on the fire trail.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
11.2C.284 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C284

The University received 37 similar letters from individuals, advocating the use of Hill Campus trails by cyclists: C53-C54, C62-C67, C69-C74, C76-C82, C85-C95, C97-C98, C188, C284, and C299.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C284

The comment presents the writer’s opinion that bicycling should be permitted in Strawberry Canyon. Bicycle use on Hill Campus trails does raise potential environmental issues with respect to the value and use of the Ecological Study Area as a research and educational resource for UC Berkeley, as described in section 3.1.15. The existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus would be suitable topic for consideration by the Ecological Study Area management authority proposed at page 3.1-54. This request is not a comment on the Draft EIR, and no further response is required.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Irene Winston

[Signature]

[Address]
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits near to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase runoff and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits near to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

[Address]
June 12, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
154 Avenida Drive

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
5 Serrin Ave
Berkeley 94705
June 6, 2004

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

Carol O’Chang
5 Senior Ave.
Berkeley CA 94708
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1956 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1580

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address

June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1956 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1580

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EB MUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Address
11.2C  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C285 THRU C293

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C285 THRU C293

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
Please forward to your executives, boards and appropriate staff the attached letter regarding the 2020 LRDP/EIR for the University of California at Berkeley.

Thanking you in advance,

Norah Foster, Chair, Improve Alternative Transportation, IAT

Norah R.J. Foster, Manager,
Graduate Services
208 Doe Library
Berkeley, CA 94720
nfoster@library.berkeley.edu
510 642-4481, FAX 510 643-0315

"Our separate struggles are really one. A struggle for freedom, for dignity and for humanity." - Martin L. King in a telegram to Cesar Chavez

LRDP-Coalition Letter NN.doc
To: UCB Administrators: Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost Paul Gray, Vice Chancellor Horace Mitchell; Jennifer Lawrence, Principal Planner, Capital Projects; Kerry O'Banion, Associate Director, Capital Projects; Victoria Harrison, UCB Police Chief

Dear Administrators:

The University of California at Berkeley leads the world in many ways, but not in the important one of civic responsibility. Commuting faculty and staff put a great service burden on the streets of Berkeley, but UC lacks sorely in budgeting for alternative transportation. To make matters worse, the LRDP 2020/DEIR transportation planning is regressive because it could actually encourage walkers, bikers & transit users back into their cars.¹

The University can and should be a national leader in traffic management and reduction of congestion and air pollution, and a guide and inspiration to local government and local employers by making alternative transportation its top priority. A paradigm shift in current funding and thinking at Parking and Transportation Services (PTS) is necessary.

PROBLEMS

- PTS currently looks upon the loss of parking space permit holders as a loss of income rather than as a success at achieving less congestion and cleaner air.
- Parking spaces cost $35,500.00 per space to build and add more debt and maintenance.
- Current PTS plans and the added LRDP/DEIR increase of parking spaces by 42% or 3090 net spaces is irresponsible, not cost effective and will increase congestion and accidents.²
- Current levels and the increase in car trips that would be created by this 42% increase in parking spaces would seriously hamper UCB’s ability to meet the state CAP (Clean Air Plan) requirements “of a 5% reduction in emissions or a demonstration that all feasible measures have been proposed for implementation”. UCB risks being fined by the State for violations.
- When pilot alternative programs from the start are called “low priority” and after a very short trial deemed a “failure,” then the programs are arbitrarily dismissed and abandoned. Better efforts to analyze, change, create a working alternative and really educate the UC communities about the alternatives have not been made.
- Charging $20.00 a month to the faculty and staff for the BEARPASS (AC transit) will not be sufficient incentive to induce drivers out of their cars.
- If the current draft LRDP/DEIR is approved which continues the “same or equivalent” level for funding alternative transportation improvements, UCB will fail at reducing pollution and congestion in Berkeley.

SOLUTIONS

- PTS should not necessarily be a self-supporting department when alternative programs by nature reduce the department's parking permit income. For alternative transportation, major subsidization is necessary.
- Increased funding from the campus and the University Office of the President would be needed for this subsidization;
• Creating new policies for more funds for alternative transportation when we construct new buildings and projects should be utilized.

• Grant a free BEARPASS & BART pass next year with planning to incorporate the regional TRANSLINK passes for the future for all UC commuters. For students, the CLASSPASS AC bus pass has been a major success for reducing parking needs of students (83% of students now use Classpass). Improve Alternative Transportation (IAT, previously IT/P) has been advocating for over three years for a free BEARPASS which UC faculty and staff could use to ride AC Transit. The LRDP must go far beyond the $20.00 a month BEARPASS (only AC Transit) (implementation date September 1, 2004).

• Provide more incentives for non-drivers, not only with mere monetary savings and perks for faculty and staff, but also with major educational programs concerning the health and environmental benefits of transit to induce die-hard drivers out of their cars.

• Allow non-drivers to obtain free or low-cost occasional day parking permits. This would give flexibility for part-time driving needs.

• Grant sliding scale parking rates for the lowest paid workers who cannot avoid driving, still keeping the rates high enough to be a fund for alternative transportation. Make this disincentive to drive proportionate to faculty and staff salaries.

• Analyze failed projects effectively by changing and creating new working alternatives, and really educate the UC community about the alternatives in emails, Web site updates, special letters, and open forum discussions.

• Increase pedestrian lighting and paths.

• Add more bus shuttle services, including augmenting AC lines.

• Add more safe bike parking and paths.

• Add more signage and safety lighting.

• Add inexpensive van and carpool permits.

• Develop more cooperation with the surrounding cities to improve all the metropolitan transit services.

• Set a campus goal of 80%+ non-driver status which will fully reduce the need for parking, reduce trips and traffic accidents over the Berkeley streets and reduce air pollution.

FUTURE PARKING DEMAND REDUCED

When these major changes and increases to funding for alternatives are made, even with the modest planned increase in UCB growth, drivers will be absorbed by the alternative modes in the long run and solve the problem of handling any future demand.

When the parking demand is solved by alternative transportation, UCB will become the leader in the nation for campus transportation.

TIME EXTENSION FOR THE LRDP-SECOND ROUND

Lastly, a second round of commentary should be added after the revised LRDP is completed, but before the final is submitted to the regents. The time period is necessary to address all the egregious omissions in this first draft and iron out the details and impacts. We would assume that if necessary the Regents’ approval could also be moved forward from November 2004 to January of 2005.
LRDP Impact TRA-11: “Implementation of the 2020 LRDP could induce a “mode shift” to driving by some commuters who currently take transit, bicycle or walk.”

EIR 4.12.7: “while the 2020 LRDP includes up to 2300 net new parking spaces…”

Norah Foster, Chair, IAT, Improve Alternative Transportation

IAT members: Steve Geller, LBNL Staff; Laura Stoker, UCB Faculty; UCB Labor Coalition (UPTE, CUE, AFT); Kriss Worthington, Berkeley City Council

cc:

Loni Hancock, Assemblywoman, 14th Assembly District
Tom Bates, Mayor, City of Berkeley
Scott Haggerty, President, ABAG, Association of Bay Area Government
Dennis R. Fay, Executive Director, ACCMA, Alameda County Congestion Management
Steve Heminger, Executive Director, MTC, Metropolitan Transportation Council,
David Fastenau, Executive Director, RIDES
David Burch, President, BABC, Bay Area Bicycle Coalition,
BART Board of Directors
Rick Fernandez, General Manager, AC Transit
11.2C.294  Response to Comment Letter C294

Response to comment C294-1
The writers present an overview of their specific comments. See responses to specific comments on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, below.

Response to comment C294-2
The writers’ opinions are noted.

Response to comment C294-3
The writers suggest that the finding at AIR-5, that operational emissions from implementation of the 2020 LRDP may hinder attainment of the Clean Air Plan, is avoidable. However, the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR explains that the analysis of this impact presents a very conservative interpretation of local and regional growth projections: namely, that all growth associated with 2020 LRDP implementation is in addition to, rather than a subset of, anticipated regional growth. Under this assumption, no matter how small or reduced the growth associated with the 2020 LRDP might become, the impact – the possibility that the 2020 LRDP presents a hindrance to attainment of the Clean Air Plan – would remain the same.

Response to comment C294-4
The writers’ observations and opinions are noted.

Response to comments C294-5 and C294-6
The writers suggest changes in funding mechanisms for the department of Parking and Transportation. The comments are noted. These are not comments on the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR, and in accordance with CEQA, further response is not required.

Response to comments C294-7 thru C294-9
As described in Thematic Response 10 and Thematic Response 3, UC Berkeley has implemented a Bear Pass program effective fall semester 2004. The writers’ other suggestions remain part of the menu of demand management strategies available to the City and UC Berkeley to manage parking supply and demand.

Response to comment C294-10
The writers’ opinions and assessment of outreach related to alternative transit programs are noted. UC Berkeley is eager to consider additional options to increase the attractiveness of alternative transit.

Response to comments C294-11 thru C294-17
The writers’ recommendations are noted.

Response to comment C294-18
The CEQA Guidelines describe the circumstances that merit recirculation of an EIR (CEQA Guidelines 15088.5). Significant new information has not been added to the EIR; recirculation, therefore, is not warranted.
LRDP planners: June 18, 2004

I urge you carefully consider an University of California long term policy change as part of the LRDP. An employee transportation benefit will benefit employees much more than it will cost, and can address the most unhappiest blight on campus for these reasons:

- Making University of California expansion dependant on employees' parking fees is not helping the campus or anyone. (expansion is inexorably linked with employees ability to get to campus. (And get here affordably!))
- By combining the market power of all employees, the benefits to employees will be much greater cost.

To free its hand to support the best available transit (which employees favor)
University of California Parking and Transportation must have a budget less dependant on "desperation" parking demand.

(With all due respect, reducing parking congestion REQUIRES lowering of EMPLOYEE parking.
IE, a per employee "transporation of benefit," paid directly to University of California PTO, will the allow the campus amazingly better transit improvements, Saving MANY employees much greater amounts.

This way, parking demand CAN be reduced enough to allow lower parking fees AND lower congestion.
I suggest that a benefit of only $100 per year could sponsor slightly reduced EMPLOYEE parking fees, and improved bus service to modeshift for at least hundreds more employees to travel here without making traffic demand worse, including AC transit ECO-passes and the cost of improved campus-oriented bus service.

A larger benefit will allow much great transit improvements to allow lower parking fees, providing a much greater collective benefit to employees.

Again, I strongly you do consider University of California adopting modernizing its transit policy, by dedicated a set fee for Parking & Transit to ensure the best available transit services AND correspondingly reduced employee parking fees. (University of California should eventually treat Parking & Transit Operations as a wholly owned private contractor,
NOT as a franchise operator catering to employees.)
-Sennet Williams
P.O.Box 28 4 947-1
Berkeley 510-644-1303

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Address AutoComplete - You start. We finish.
11.2C.295 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C295

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C295-1 THRU C295-3

The writer advocates a “transportation benefit” paid directly to employees as a way to reduce parking demand. In addition to its current range of incentives for transportation alternatives, UC Berkeley has recently established one new incentive program: the Bear Pass. The Bear Pass is a two-year pilot program for unlimited rides on AC Transit, including transbay service, to UC Berkeley staff and faculty. The program also includes unlimited use of campus shuttles for pass holders. The cost of a Bear Pass to employees under the pilot program is $240 per year or $20 per month, which may be paid in pretax dollars. The Bear Pass was approved by AC Transit in July 2004 and launched in October 2004.
June 18, 2004

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

The Berkeley Property Owner’s Association (BPOA) wishes to register several comments and objections to the University of California at Berkeley’s 2020 LRDP Draft DEIR.

BPOA is a trade association that has represented Berkeley housing providers for over 21 years. Our members provide the majority of housing for current students of the University. Most of us also live within the city limits, and many, many of us are alums of the University. We have a long and proud history of supporting supply-side solutions to the city’s housing needs.

In the 2020 LRDP, UCB proposes building far more additional student housing than the university actually needs, and far more than the City can actually support. On the one hand, UCB proposes to increase its student population by 1,650, or 5.2%. But rather than a proportionate increase in beds, UCB is proposing to build 4,870 beds (including those under construction, in design, and proposed). This is over 3,000 beds more than required, and would represent an approximately 10% increase of the city’s entire rental market.

Expanding the market in this dramatic way is unnecessary, and will ultimately harm the students it purports to help. The private rental market is currently accommodating the student population with room to spare: the combined effects of the local economy and the Costa-Hawkins housing law has been to increase supply and decrease demand. This has resulted in the current very high vacancy rate, and a steady decline in rents. Bringing expensive University housing onto the market now (and private sector Berkeley housing is far less expensive than University housing) will only serve to reverse the trend by driving more and more landlords to convert to non-rental housing.

A far more intelligent (and cost-effective) approach for the University would be to support measures to re-invigorate the existing private housing stock, and to support measures that would "re-capture" rental units that were lost during the decades when local regulation was at its most extreme. It has been estimated that more than 4,000 units (not beds) were taken off the market. Every one that is recaptured means housing for more students, at absolutely no cost to the
University.

In contrast to its position on student beds, UCB proposes increasing the number of faculty units by just 230, and adding **no** additional housing for other staff. But the LRDP anticipates an additional 2,870 employees (far more than the number of additional students). The concern here, naturally, is the impact that additional traffic from commuting employees will have on our neighborhoods. Our members, and the tenants they house (including all the students), feel strongly that the city is already at its maximum capacity for automobile traffic. Unfortunately, there appears to be just one solution to this problem: limit growth to that absolutely necessary to support the new students.

Thank you for your attention to this letter, and for including it in the public comments on the LRDP.

Sincerely,

Michael Wilson, President
11.2C.296  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C296

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C296-1
The growth in the number of students is one, but not the only, reason for the proposed increase in student housing. University student housing near campus also provides students with the community of peers and mentors, and the access to academic resources, they require to excel. The targets for student housing in the 2020 LRDP reflect the longterm goals established in the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan.

However, because the state provides no funds for student housing, the entire cost of construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported by rents. UC Berkeley’s goals to improve the cost and quality of housing must therefore be balanced by the need to keep rents at reasonable levels and avoid building surplus capacity. The 2020 targets, and the pace at which we achieve them, may be adjusted in the future to reflect changes in market conditions and demand for University housing. The completion of the 1,100 new student beds now under construction will provide the first test of demand, since these units will come on line after a period of substantial private housing construction in the campus vicinity.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C296-2
By “recapture”, the writer presumably means the reconversion of condominium units back to rentals, but the writer offers no more specific information on how the University might support this.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C296-3
While UC Berkeley has extensive experience with student housing, it has almost no experience with faculty or staff housing, and therefore must be cautious in the amount of resources it commits to this new market and product type. The up to 100 units of faculty housing envisioned in the 2020 LRDP (and another 30 at University Village Albany) represent an initial pilot venture into this market. If it succeeds, in terms of both financial feasibility and its benefits to the academic enterprise, further initiatives could be pursued.

However, the writer seems not to advocate more staff housing, but rather less staff growth, presuming new staff would consist mostly of commuters who would create more traffic. It is not explained why at least some new staff would not choose to live in Berkeley, given the above statements about low rents and high vacancy in the private housing market. In fact, to the extent new University housing is able to house a greater percentage of UC Berkeley students, more private housing would be available to accommodate the additional staff demand, enabling more new staff to live in Berkeley.

As noted in section 4.10.7, while city apartments are not suitable for all new staff, “... the University has a diverse workforce, and many University employees would benefit [from more new University housing] either directly, by being able to find reasonable, suitable housing closer to campus, or indirectly, through the easing of demand on the constrained private housing market.”
Dear Jennifer,

Attached please find the ASUC's response to the LRDP Draft EIR.

Additionally please find an enclosure also attached, a copy of a ASUC Senate bill supporting our demands in the 2020 LRDP.

I apologize for the tardiness of this submission. I had sent our response earlier in the day, however the message was never sent due to a problem with my email account.

Once again I apologize for this inconvenience and I ask that you accept our comments to include in the FEIR.

These comments have been developed out of extensive analysis by student leaders of the draft EIR. We strongly encourage you to incorporate our concerns in the FEIR.

We have appreciated the University's efforts to hear student concerns and we hope that the final LRDP reflects the needs of all members of the campus community.

I thank you for your consideration and please include these comments in the FEIR. Please feel free to contact me at this address or at (510) 207-3317 if you should have any questions.

Thank You,
Jesse Arreguin

Jesse L. Arreguin
Director, ASUC City Affairs Lobby and Housing Commission
Phone: (510) 207-3317

LRDP EIR Fresponse.doc  LRDP Senate Bill.doc
June 18, 2004

Ms. Jennifer Lawrence
Environmental Planning Manager
UC Berkeley Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue, Suite 300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

Re: Draft 2020 Long Range Development Plan and Tien Center
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence,

This letter is the Associated Students of the University of California’s (ASUC) response to the 2020 Long Range Development Plan draft Environmental Impact Report.

The ASUC would like to thank the University for the opportunity to comment on this plan. This document is important to students since it will define where we live and the quality of academic resources.

Our response has been developed out of extensive analysis by student leaders and based on comments provided at our workshop held in late April. As students, we have an important role in the development of this plan. We want to ensure that this document reflects our needs as students and residents of this community. Accordingly, our demands have been endorsed by the ASUC Senate and our petition outlining our demands has been signed by 100 students and community members.

We would like to thank the University for incorporating our concerns in the draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). We are pleased with the definition of the “Housing Zone” and the University’s commitment to build housing close to campus. We are also pleased with the incorporation of bicycle transportation in the Transportation and Traffic analysis.

We also want to thank the University for their extensive public outreach. Most specifically we want to thank the University for their assistance in the development of the student workshop. We also want to thank them for their attendance at numerous community and city meetings throughout the comment period.
Nevertheless we are greatly concerned with the housing and traffic analyses, and
the lack of sufficient mitigation measures. We ask that you incorporate our concerns in
the final plan and EIR.

**General Comments**

As the campus continues to grow with projected increases in student and faculty
and staff populations, the University must accommodate such growth. In order to remain
a world class research institution, the University must expand its physical space. We
enthusiastically endorse the purpose of the 2020 LRDP.

The campus must address the need “to provide each student with an outstanding
education in which critical inquiry, analysis and discovery are integral to coursework”
while at the same time “strengthen [its] ability to recruit and retain exceptional
individuals” and “preserve the character and livability of the city around us”. (3.1-3)

Accordingly, we support the objectives of the 2020 LRDP. In order to retain and
attract top students and faculty, the University must expand its housing and transportation
services. Additionally, the goal of the LRDP should be to create a campus community
connecting students and faculty and fostering intellectual synergy. That is why we
recommend that the University build all student housing close to campus and support
transportation alternatives to connect people to the campus park.

While we support the objectives of the LRDP, we are greatly concerned with the
inadequacy of the DEIR. We believe that the proposed mitigation measures are not
sufficient to address traffic impacts. Additionally, Alternative L-2 is not adequate due to
the lack of transit incentives. We therefore believe that this DEIR is inadequate
according to CEQA and strongly encourage the University to develop sufficient
alternatives in the FEIR.

Throughout the comment period community members have addressed numerous
concerns regarding the content of the DEIR. Many comments are similar to those offered
during the 1990 DEIR comment period. Many of the same concerns have not been
addressed by the University since the 1990 LRDP. Development on the Hill Campus is
still of great concern. The traffic impacts associated with new development have only
worsened. Student and faculty still have difficulty in finding affordable housing close to
campus.

There is a prevailing conflict between the University and community. The 2020
LRDP presents an opportunity for the University to incorporate the community in the
development process and address the lack of funding for public services.

Community members have expressed concern with the impacts associated with
increased development, the lack of compensation for public services used by the
University, the congestion of local roadways associated with increased parking
construction, the impact of development on the preservation of historical resources, and the lack of sufficient transportation alternatives in the DEIR.

Many of these concerns are similar to those of the student community. The 2020 LRDP is an important document not just because it will guide future physical expansion, but also because it defines the future role of UC Berkeley.

According to the 1960 Master Plan for Higher Education, the University is committed to accepting the top 12.5 percent of California high school students. During the last 10 years this has resulted in a significant increase in students. While the campus is at the end of Tidal Wave II, the increase in UC eligible student will result in an increase in population, and the lack of diversity.

With the fiscal instability facing our state, it is important to continue to meet the University’s mission to educate the future of the state of California.

With increases in student fees and the lack of affordable housing close to campus, many students will be deprived of the opportunity to receive an education.

At the same time the University is investing in substantial growth in faculty and staff and research space in the LRDP.

While it is important to maintain our role as a world-class research institution, the mission of the University is changing from educating students to conducting research.

The 2020 LRDP provides an opportunity for the University to invest in research while fulfilling its mission of educating students. Accordingly, it must increase student housing construction and recreation space.

It is important that the University incorporate all student and community concerns in the FEIR and develop a document that promotes cooperation. Accordingly, we urge the University to recirculate the FEIR once completed for public review, to ensure that this document reflects the demands of the entire community and meets the CEQA requirements.

**Air Quality**

We are greatly concerned with the impact that increased parking construction and automobile traffic will have on air quality.
In order to address the increase in NO+ and CO emissions, the University should invest in transportation alternatives and develop policies to reduce automobile trips.

**Land Use**

We commend the University on their Land Use analysis. We urge you to support mixed use development along local transit corridors, integrating administrative space and housing. We also urge you to support General Plan and Downtown Plan policies to develop student housing in the Downtown and close to campus.

We strongly encourage the University to increase recreation space on the Campus Park and in the Adjacent Blocks. Increased parking construction and administrative space have taken away many important recreational spaces around campus. In order to promote a more livable environment we urge the University to address the lack of open space in future development.

We strongly recommend the development of potential opportunity sites in the FEIR. The ASUC strongly supports student housing construction close to campus and urges the University to consider the Tang Center Lot, the Berkeley Art Museum site and any underutilized sites in the Southside and Downtown for housing construction.

**Campus Housing**

We are pleased with the University’s definition of the “Housing Zone”. We strongly encourage the University to support its commitment to developing housing close to campus as outlined in the Strategic Academic Plan.

Additionally we urge the University to expand housing opportunities for Fall Extension students. We encourage the University to involve students in future housing design and we strongly support apartment-style housing for new construction.

We strongly urge the University to expand its housing envelope by 1,100 beds. By increasing the amount of housing, the University can address the existing and future demand for affordable housing. Additionally, the rental housing market may change during the lifetime of the 2020 LRDP, and it is important to have an adequate supply to ensure that all students will be housed during a future crisis.

While the University has outlined its commitment to building student housing, campus policies prevent the construction of affordable housing.

The ASUC strongly urges the University to remove its policy regarding parking replacement in the LRDP and waive all housing projects from the Parking Replacement Policy.
While it is important to maintain an adequate supply of parking, developing housing close to campus addresses the need for parking, and promotes a more livable environment.

The Parking Replacement Policy has limited the Housing Department’s ability to provide affordable housing to the student population. It has also affected third party developers, such as the University Student’s Cooperative Association from building housing.

The ASUC and the City of Berkeley have strongly opposed this policy because of its impacts of building student housing.

Additionally, the replacement fee has increased the cost of housing. With increased student fees and higher rents, most students have difficulty finding affordable housing close to campus.

We strongly urge the University to fulfill its commitment to supporting student housing, by waiving all housing projects from the Parking Replacement Policy.

**Transportation and Traffic**

The 2020 LRDP proposes a 30% increase in parking. These new spaces in addition to those being developed at the Underhill lot will result in 2,900 new parking spaces around campus.

A 41% increase in parking compared to a 22% increase in faculty and staff is not proportional.

Building more parking will congest local streets and increase air pollution. While some parking is needed, UC should invest in transportation alternatives to reduce the demand for parking.

Mitigation Measure TRA-11 is not sufficient enough to address the impacts associated from increased parking construction.

In order to reduce the demand for parking, the University should increase the cost of parking and invest in a free universal faculty and staff Eco-Pass.
Many Universities such as the University of Washington have been successful in reducing automobile trips through universal pass programs.

UC Berkeley should be a leader in transportation, and support initiatives to meet its objectives to reduce student and faculty drive-alone rates.

The University should develop a Long Range Transportation Plan like other institutions do to develop policies to promote transit use and reduce parking demand.

Additionally to increase transportation options for students who live in other parts of the region, it should include a BART Class Pass as a mitigation measure in the FEIR.

**Alternatives**

The 2020 LRDP is an important opportunity for the University to provide services to meet a growing population, increase student housing and become a leader in transportation planning.

We are greatly concerned with the DEIR as proposed. We believe that it is inadequate because it fails to present sufficient alternatives and mitigation measures to address traffic impacts.

We strongly urge the University to incorporate a Transportation Demand Management alternative and a More New University Housing alternative.

As members of the campus community we hope that you will incorporate our comments in the FEIR.

In closing, we strongly urge you to increase student housing construction, waive housing project from the Parking Replacement Policy, reduce parking construction and invest in transportation alternatives.

We thank you for your consideration and we look forward to our continued participation throughout this process.

Please feel free to contact us at (510) 207-3317 if you should have any questions.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hall
ASUC External Affairs Vice President

Jesse Arreguin
ASUC City Affairs Director

Enclosure

CC: Mayor Tom Bates
Members of the City Council
City Manager Phil Kamlarz
Julie Sinai, Senior Aide to Mayor Tom Bates
Dan Marks, Director of Planning
Peter Hillier, Assistant City Manager for Transportation
Stephen Barton, Director of Housing
Berkeley Planning Commission
Berkeley Transportation Commission
Berkeley Housing Advisory Commission
Berkeley Public Works Commission
Berkeley Landmarks Preservation Commission
Assemblymember Loni Hancock
Student Regent Matthew Murray
Student Regent-Designate Jodi Anderson
Chancellor Robert M. Berdahl
Vice Chancellor Ed Denton
Assistant Vice Chancellor Tom Lollini
Assistant Vice Chancellor Harry Le Grande
Associate Vice Chancellor George Strait
Nadesan Permaul, Director of Transportation
Irene Hegarty, Director of Community Relations
Berkeley Ecological and Safe Transportation
Telegraph Area Association
Willard Neighborhood Association
Claremont Elmwood Neighborhood Association
ASUC President Misha Leybovich
ASUC Academic Affairs Vice President Rakesh Gade
ASUC Student Advocate Dave Madan
ASUC Senate
UC Berkeley Graduate Assembly
Residence Hall Assembly
The Daily Californian
Berkeley Daily Planet
Oakland Tribune
San Francisco Chronicle
A BILL IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT DEMANDS IN THE 2020 LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Authored by: Jesse Arreguin and Andy Katz
Sponsored by: EAVP Anu Joshi, AAVP Gustavo A. Mata

Whereas, The 2020 Long Range Development Plan will outline UC Berkeley’s physical growth over the next 15 years, supporting proposals for the expansion of housing, parking and office space; and

Whereas, This plan is important to students since it will affect where and how we live and the quality of our academic resources; and

Whereas, The University in its Strategic Academic Plan and the 1990-2005 Long Range Development Plan, called for the expansion of student housing in proximity to the central campus; and

Whereas, As more students come to UC Berkeley every year it is important to expand our housing supply to promote an affordable and accessible market; and

Whereas, The new plan as outlined in its Notice of Preparation recommends creating housing 20 minutes or a mile away from campus, and prioritizes expanding parking and research space in the Southside and Downtown areas; and

Whereas, The goal of the new LRDP should be to support the creation of a campus community, connecting students to faculty members and academic resources and well as social services; therefore be it

RESOLVED, The ASUC urges the University administration to incorporate the following demands in the 2020 Long Range Development Plan:

- Continue the University’s commitment as outlined in the Strategic Academic Plan to build more student housing close to the central campus.
- Define the location of the proposed “Housing Zone” and include existing opportunity sites such as the Downtown area, Tang Center Lot and Berkeley Art Museum site for new student housing.
- Include Transportation alternatives, such as a free BEAR Pass for University faculty and staff as an EIR alternative, and support parking alternatives in the EIR.
- Promote student safety in future physical expansion by prioritizing the core campus for student services, rather than administrative space.
- Promote Renewable Energy and Sustainability practices in future construction.
- Waive the Parking Replacement Fee for Rochdale III and future housing projects.

Approved Unanimously by the ASUC Senate on February 18, 2004
RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-1
The goal articulated by the writer is reflected in the 2020 LRDP objectives and policies.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-2
See Thematic Response 3.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-3
In support of the 2020 LRDP policy “Reduce demand for parking through incentives for alternate travel modes”, the University has recently completed negotiations with AC Transit for the Bear Pass, a discount bus pass for UC Berkeley employees, launched in October 2004. Other programs are under consideration, building on the findings of the 2001 City/University TDM Study.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-4
The writer’s comments are supported by the objectives and policies of the 2020 LRDP, including the definition of the Housing Zone within which all new student housing built under the 2020 LRDP would be located.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-5
Section 3.1.10 includes policies for the restoration of Underhill and Hearst West Fields, as well as enhancement of the Strawberry Canyon aquatics facilities.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-6
With respect to housing, while some of the up to 2,500 net new student beds in the 2020 LRDP could be built on the blocks adjacent to the Campus Park, the cost of land and the need for new University program space adjacent to campus suggest this may be more the exception than the rule. However, mixed-use projects on these blocks can often serve to create a graceful transition from institutional to residential districts: so, for example, the Tang Lot and Art Museum sites may lend themselves to program space on the north portion of the block and housing on the south, as envisioned in the New Century Plan.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-7
The type and tenancy of the new student housing built under the 2020 LRDP would be determined based on a combination of academic objectives and demand. However, at this time the new housing units are envisioned as apartments rather than residence halls.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT C297-8
The housing targets in the 2020 LRDP represent an estimate of the maximum program achievable within the timeframe of the plan, and the financial and logistic capacity of the campus, and the need to avoid overbuilding in order to prevent rent increases due to high vacancy rates. As explained in section 5.1.5:

While the long term goals in the Strategic Academic Plan may ultimately require more University housing than envisioned in the 2020 LRDP, under the current financial practices of the University it is not possible to sustain a more intensive pace of housing development than the 2020 LRDP proposes. Because the state
provides no funds for University housing, its entire capital and operating cost must be supported by rents and other revenues.

Although the UC Berkeley housing inventory includes many relatively new facilities, many others are old and in critical need of major renovation, including the Clark Kerr Campus and Bowles and Stern Halls. Rents must sustain these renovations as well as new construction projects. However, new construction projects begin generating new expenses well before they begin generating new revenues, while renovation projects typically generate no new revenues.

Given the need to keep rents at reasonable levels and maintain the financial integrity of the housing auxiliary as a whole, the campus is therefore limited in the number of projects it can pursue at any one time. While the 2020 LRDP housing program appears at this point to be supportable by projected future rents, a significantly larger program would be infeasible.

**Response to comment C297-9**

The writer’s comments on the parking replacement fee are noted, although the fee is UC Berkeley policy and applies to all construction projects. Adequate housing and adequate parking are both critical to the mission of UC Berkeley. Responsible resource management requires that the full range of costs and benefits be recognized in each resource decision, and the displacement of existing parking represents a real cost.

**Response to comments C297-10 and C297-11**

See Thematic Response 10 regarding trip reduction programs. As noted above, the University recently completed negotiations with AC Transit for the Bear Pass, a discount bus pass for UC Berkeley employees, launched in October 2004. We continue to explore expanding the Class Pass to include BART as well as AC Transit.

To date, BART has not entered into an eco-pass type program with any agency. A BART eco-pass is the desire of a variety of agencies and leaders in bay area – leaders include Mayor Bates and Assembly Member Hancock. UCB and other higher educational institutions in the Bay Area have had preliminary discussions with BART about creating a fare ticket for students, faculty, and staff.

**Response to comment C297-12**

See Thematic Response 3 on the 2020 LRDP alternatives, and response C297-8 above on the “more new housing” alternative.
Please include my letter - it was returned back to me. Note it was sent this past Friday.

Thank you... note email below.

----- Message from Postmaster@cp.berkeley.edu on Fri, 18 Jun 2004 18:45:23 EDT -----

To: BBAllen100@aol.com

Subject: DELIVERY FAILURE: User 2020LRDG (2020LRDG@cp.berkeley.edu) not listed in public Name & Address Book

Your message

was not delivered to:

2020LRDG@cp.berkeley.edu

because:

User 2020LRDG (2020LRDG@cp.berkeley.edu) not listed in public Name & Address Book

Final-Recipient: rfc822;2020LRDG@cp.berkeley.edu
Action: failed
Status: 5.1.1
Diagnostic-Code: X-Notes; User 2020LRDG (2020LRDG@cp.berkeley.edu) not listed in public Name & Address Book

----- Message from BBAllen100@aol.com on Fri, 18 Jun 2004 18:45:23 EDT -----

To: 2020LRDG@cp.berkeley.edu

Subject: RE: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 LRDP Draft EIR

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley's 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) DEIR

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

1) As residents of the Berkeley Hills, we are opposed to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. As members of Neighbors for Fire Safety in Berkeley, we are very concerned of the threat of fire, including wild land fires, which looms and is a constant source of worry. We have an immediate appreciation of the dangers of fire and wild fire since we live close to wild lands with winds of 40 mph a common occurrence in the Berkeley Hills. We live in one of the most high-risk fire zones and in fact there are signs posted at the bottom of the Berkeley Hills stating "Entering - Hazard Fire Area." This same "Hazard Fire Area" sign is posted adjacent to UC Berkeley's Memorial Stadium going into the Panoramic Hills Neighborhood. Why would UC Berkeley put high-density housing in a Fire Hazard Area? Why would UC Berkeley put high-density housing when homes in the Berkeley Hills are zoned for low-density housing -- a single-family
2) We have already had a brush fire at an intersection on Grizzly Peak last month, and this past Tuesday a fire along the wild land ridge of City of Richmond. This year the California Department of Forestry declared the Bay Area as one of the two major wild fire areas of concern. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines. **Why would UC Berkeley put high-density housing located east of the Hayward fault?**

3) **In addition our concern is that the high-density housing development would also further tax our public safety services and essential services (fire, police, paramedic, streets, sewers, traffic, streetlights, etc.).** As residents living in the City of Berkeley, we pay high property taxes/assessments, etc. for these services and UC Berkeley does not. This is not acceptable.

4) **We routinely drive on Grizzly Peak Boulevard/Centennial Drive area and the parking problem is a serious life safety issue.** There are no sidewalks along parts of Grizzly Peak and it is dangerous driving on these roads when UC faculty/staff park their cars and walk in the road. In the winter time, it is extremely dangerous when it is dark and foggy and you cannot see people walking to and from UC Space Sciences lab.

   Due to the serious traffic congestion along Claremont Avenue by UC Berkeley faculty/staff driving to and from the campus in the morning and evening, faculty/staff are using Centennial Drive to Grizzly Peak to Fish Ranch Road as way of getting to the freeway OR using Centennial Drive to Grizzly Peak to Marin Avenue to travel to Kensington, El Cerrito, Richmond and beyond. This is unacceptable. Grizzly Peak/Centennial Drive/Marin Avenue were never designed to be a major artery for UC Berkeley. If these 100 high-density units are developed it will put a further traffic burden on the streets of Berkeley.

5) We ask that UC Berkeley address these issues and study the increased traffic, noise, pollution, loss of open space if these 100 units were developed. Please also study and explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health, safety hazards, and not paying for services provided by the taxpayers of Berkeley if these 100 units were developed.

Sincerely yours,
Barbara Allen
Robert E. Allen
91 Whitaker Avenue
Berkeley, California
11.2C.298  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C298

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS C298 -1 THRU C298-6
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.
I would like to encourage U.C. Berkeley to allow bicycle access to the fire roads in Strawberry Canyon as part of its long range development plans. Currently there is only street access for mountain bikes to the Berkeley Hills and Tilden Park. Strawberry Canyon trails would be a great alternative to connect with the other off road bicycle resources in the hills.

Thank you for your consideration,
Daniel Dole, 2nd generation Berkeley-an and U.C.Berkeley graduate.
11.2C.299 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 299

The University received 37 similar letters from individuals, advocating the use of Hill Campus trails by cyclists: C53-C54, C62-C67, C69-C74, C76-C82, C85-C95, C97-C98, C188, C284, and C299.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C299

The comment presents the writer’s opinion that bicycling should be permitted in Strawberry Canyon. Bicycle use on Hill Campus trails does raise potential environmental issues with respect to the value and use of the Ecological Study Area as a research and educational resource for UC Berkeley, as described in section 3.1.15. The existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus would be suitable topic for consideration by the Ecological Study Area management authority proposed at page 3.1-54. This request is not a comment on the Draft EIR, and no further response is required.
June 6, 2004

Jennifer Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley
Facilities Services
1936 University Avenue Suite #300
Berkeley, CA 94720-1380

RE: Comments on UC Berkeley’s 2020 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear Ms. Lawrence:

As a resident of the Berkeley Hills I am writing you today to express my opposition to the 100-unit high-density housing development proposed in the UC 2020 LRDP. The contiguous area to this development is zoned for very low-density housing, and for good reason. This is a single-family residential district. Because we live in one of the most high-risk fire zones in the United States, it is essential that we maintain adequate egress from our neighborhood, as well as access for emergency vehicles. Already, we have seen an intolerable increase in parking problems, and traffic congestion near the Grizzly Peak Boulevard, Centennial Drive area due to growth from the UC Space Sciences lab. The addition of 100 high-density housing units, along with the automobile traffic they will create is simply not acceptable.

It is also critical that we stop further destruction of the upper Strawberry Creek Watershed. Construction of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings and parking lots, will increase run-off and will detrimentally impact the City of Berkeley’s aging infrastructure. Sections of the proposed development site sits on an aquifer (underground lake) that, in times of emergency, such as a break on the EBMUD water line at the Caldecott Tunnel, could provide potable water for the entire city of Berkeley. Additionally, this site sits next to the Lawrence Hall of Science Fault Zone, between the Hayward/Wildcat Canyon fault lines – hardly a logical place for housing. Finally, further destruction of one of the few remaining open spaces in Berkeley is intolerable.

The City of Berkeley is experiencing an historical residential housing vacancy rate. There is also a great deal of construction of condominiums and townhouses in progress, all of which are within walking distance to campus. It makes much more sense to utilize available housing within the stated objectives of the LRDP (“within one mile from campus”) than to begin an environmentally unsound and costly project that will only have negative impacts on the city infrastructure and potentially put people’s lives at risk during a fire or other emergency.

In view of the above, please explain how you are planning to mitigate all the health and safety hazards created for the neighborhood including inadequate egress in the case of fire and/or earthquake, increased traffic, noise, pollution, lack of infrastructure, and lack of parking, which will ensue due to the increase in population from the proposed high-density housing project.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

130 Avenue Dr
Berkeley, CA 94708

I was out of the country on business from 6/6 - 6/26.
11.2C.300  RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 300

The University received 138 form letters signed by individuals, objecting to the proposal for up to 100 faculty housing units in the Hill Campus: C111-C121, C125-C159, C161-C165, C167-C171, C173-C179, C182-C183, C194-C216, C219-C239, C241-C250, C257, C259, C263-C264, C267, C278-C279, C282-C283, C285-C293, and C300. A few of these letters, such as C111, include brief postscript comments, primarily objecting to the number of current UC employees whom the writers assert are parking on city streets to avoid paying UC parking fees.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTERS C285 THRU C293

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

---
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PROFESSOR GRONSKY: Good evening, everyone. Welcome to this first of two public hearings on the new U.C. Berkeley 2020 Long Range Development Plan. Let me first introduce myself. My name is Ron Gronsky. I'm a Professor of Material Science and Engineering. I teach in the College of Engineering here on the Berkeley campus. I also have the privilege of representing over 2,200 faculty as the chair of the Academic Senate this year. I'm the chair of the Berkeley Division. I've also been a member of this community of faculty, administrators and students who have worked so long on this plan that we're trying to launch with the public hearing tonight.

The 2020 Long Range Development Plan actually has its origins in what we call the Strategic Academic Plan that was an effort in shared governance that took place a few years ago. The Strategic Academic Plan identifies the key challenges, of course, that we will face in the 21st century. And those challenges basically are to remain the best public research university in the world. We enjoy in Berkeley is very much a part of the UC Berkeley experience -- very much a part, in fact, as much as what happens on the campus itself.

So while we have a good idea of the kind of investments that we think we need to make on the campus in order to keep Berkeley at the leading edge and to serve the people of California, your comments tonight are very important to help us understand how we can pick those investments in ways that also enhance the community and the environment.

So I want to thank all of you for coming tonight. I really mean that, and I'm saying that on the part of all of my colleagues on the faculty. I look forward to hearing what you have to say. I will be trying to find a seat here soon in the back.

And now I'd like to turn the evening over to Irene Hegarty, our Director of Community Relations, who will introduce some of the other people from the campus who have also come to listen.

Irene.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

And I want to add my welcome to that of Professor Gronsky's. We're very pleased to see the turnout tonight, and I'm sure we'll be joined by many others as the evening progresses.
I want to welcome a few faces I see from the City of Berkeley: Assistant City Manager, Arrietta Chakos, here she is; Julie Sinai, Senior Legislative Aide for Mayor Tom Bates.

From the City, I'm sure we'll be joined as we go, and if I see other familiar faces, I will introduce them.

From the campus, I want to welcome Cathy Koshland, who is the Assistant -- the Vice Provost for Academic Facilities and Planning; Assistant Vice Provost Chancellor Lee Mellennie, who is in charge of Physical and Environmental Planning; Janet Gilmore, from our Media Relations Office; and, of course, Kerry O'Banion, who I will be introducing in a minute, who is Project Manager for the Long Range Development Plan.

And also at the front desk we have Jennifer Lawrence, who is our Senior Environmental Planner and in charge of the environmental impact report.

So tonight we're here to hear from you, and this is a public hearing conducted according to the University's procedures under the California Environmental Quality Act or CEQA.

CEQA actually does not require a public hearing, but it is the University's policy to hold one.

And, in fact, for this plan, we are holding two public hearings, one tonight and the second one next Tuesday, May 11th, at the Clark Kerr Campus, 2601 Warring Street, 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.

In addition, you may submit comments in writing. You can do so tonight. We have comment cards at the front desk, and you can fill those out and leave them behind, or you can submit your comments by U.S. mail or email, and the addresses are listed on your agenda.

If you wish to speak tonight, please fill out a comment -- a speaker card -- those also are at the front desk -- print your name.

We have a court reporter here tonight who's taking down every word, so we ask that you speak slowly and carefully for our reporter.

Your comments will be addressed in the final environmental impact report on the Long Range Development Plan and Chang-Lin Tien Center for East Asian Studies and library.

Those comments will also be submitted to the Regents when ultimately -- this plan and its environmental impact report will be submitted to the UC Regents in the fall. Your comments will be submitted as well.

I think at this point I would like to turn this over briefly to Kerry O'Banion, who will present a little overview of the plan, and then we will spend the rest of the evening listening to you.

Thank you very much.

And may I introduce Kerry O'Banion.

(Applause)

MR. O'BANION: Thank you, Irene.

Thank you all for coming.

My name is Kerry O'Banion. I'm the Project Director for the Long Range Development Plan with Jennifer Lawrence, who's in the back. We comanage the production of both the LRDP and its environmental impact report.

I know that many of you are already familiar with the contents of the plan and the EIR, so I'll try to be as brief as possible.

Every time we have a public hearing, there are always a few people who are new to whatever we're presenting, new to the CEQA process, and so for those folks, if you don't mind, I'd like to take about ten minutes just to give a very brief overview of the plan to provide a context for the comments that you're going to hear tonight and maybe give you a few ideas on comments you might want to make at next week's public hearing if you'd like to come back.

So I'm going to try my wireless technology here:

Well, every campus, every UC campus, does a long range plan once every 15 years or so. Our last one was done in 1990, and it's amazing how much the world can change in 15 years. We really do need a new plan.

What the Long Range Plan is not is a long list of projects. What it is is a set of goals and policies and rules to shape how we build on and around the campus. And in that respect, it's very similar to a city's general plan.

But the Long Range Plan isn't just a plan. It's also an environmental impact report, and the EIR examines what the environmental consequences could be if the Long Range Plan was completely built out.

And this is useful to both the campus and the community because, as we consider individual projects down the line, it's very important to note how they fit into the big picture and what the cumulative impact would be on the campus and on the city and the Long Range Plan and its EIR help us to determine that.

The LRDP and EIR does also include one specific project, the Tien Center for East Asian Studies and library.
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Now, another driver of the Long Range Plan is infrastructure. Toward the renewal of the campus and its directed away from continued enrollment growth and Berkeley should stabilize and our resources should be accommodate these 4,000 students, enrollment at 2010.

Now, UC Berkeley has already begun the process of growing our own enrollment by 4,000 students to help meet this demand, and we've already accommodated most of that growth, but 4,000 new students is a 14-percent increase for a small urban campus like Berkeley. This is a significant increase, an increase we've already begun to feel in terms of how it impacts our facilities.

So the Long Range Plan says that once we accommodate these 4,000 students, enrollment at Berkeley should stabilize and our resources should be directed away from continued enrollment growth and toward the renewal of the campus and its infrastructure.

Now, another driver of the Long Range Plan is our mission in research. And we expect that our research programs will continue to grow in the future for a couple of reasons; first, the problems we face as a society aren't getting any simpler.

As Ron mentioned, on the contrary, they're more and more complex. And the research we do at UC Berkeley is critical to our ability as a society to address those problems.

Over the last decade of the 20th century, our research funding grew at an average rate of about 3-1/2 percent a year, and we expect this rate of growth to continue through 2020.

And that sample over the last decade of the 20th century we think is a good one as a predictor of future growth because it included both several years of recession and several years of expansion.

But, second, and just as important to us as educators, is the fact that our research programs are also critical to our educational mission.

Because we're a research university, what this means to us is that our students learn through active participation and real-world research.

And we want to be able to provide this experience, not just to our graduate students, but also to undergraduates. And in order to do that, we need to grow and diversify our research programs.

Now, growth in enrollment and growth in research lead to growth in demand for space, and we have a growing space deficit at UC Berkeley already because we've accommodated a lot of new students, but we haven't yet begun to build the space to house and educate them.

But the demand for space in Berkeley, because we are the oldest campus in the system, isn't just about quantity. It's also about quality.

Berkeley is the oldest campus in the system, and many of our older buildings just can't meet the performance demands of modern education and modern research as Ron mentioned.

Now, sometimes the best way to provide the space we do need is to renovate the buildings we already have.

Hearst Mining, for example, the building on the upper part of the slide, is the same architectural treasure it's always been on the outside, but on the inside it's now a state-of-the-art research facility.

But other times, the best solution is to replace an old dysfunctional building, like the old Stanley Hall, with a new one. And this is what we're doing with the new Stanley Hall, which is now under construction at the east end of campus. That giant hole in the ground will someday be a building that looks like this.

Another driver of the Long Range Plan is housing, and the Academic Plan is very strong in emphasizing housing as a critical element of the academic enterprise.

We're building over 1,000 new beds right now in the Southside. The slide shows a couple projects we have underway, the top one at Channing and Bowditch.

And this is a good model for us, I think, in terms of contextual architecture.

And also we're building four buildings in the Unit 1 and 2 complexes, one of which is shown in the slide at the bottom rendering. But we need a lot more housing than that.

And the Long Range Plan includes a very ambitious program to house, by 2020, all of our entering freshmen plus half our sophomores and transfers plus half our entering graduate students, and it also includes up to 200 units for new faculty.

The Academic Plan is also very strong on the principle of contiguity, which is kind of an arcane term for really saying that we need everybody to be close together in the same place.
May 5, 2004

Why is this important? Because research and education today are both becoming more and more interdisciplinary.

Stanley Hall, for example, is a case in point. It's being designed explicitly to bring chemists and biologists and physicists and engineers together to tackle projects in biotechnology.

Now, sometimes, like with Stanley Hall, we know where these synergies are. We're able to plan and design for them.

But there are many synergies out there that might occur in the future that we don’t know now, and the best way to ensure that they do occur and lead to new paths of inquiry and discovery is to make sure that everyone is together, walking around, bumping into each other, having those conversations that lead to new breakthroughs.

In the Long Range Plan, nearly all of the academic space that we build will be located on the Campus Park or on the blocks adjacent to the Campus Park.

Now, for projects in the Southside, we're very proud of the role we were able to play in collaboration with the City in developing the new Southside Plan, and we're committed to using the Southside Plan as our guide to all future projects in the Southside.

And finally, we're also committed to maintaining the Hill Campus as a natural resource, with only very limited development on sites already served by roads and infrastructure.

Access to the campus is also critical, and the Long Range Plan recognizes one of the best ways to improve access is to enable people to live closer to campus. So all the student housing we build under the Long Range Plan will be located either within a mile radius of Doe Library or within a block of a transit line that provides a trip to Doe Library in under 20 minutes.

But we also recognize there are many people who have to drive. And as far back as 1990 in our last LRDP, we had identified a need for over a thousand parking spaces. Since then, all we've done is to lose another 300 spaces. And we have less parking today than we had in 1990.

So we need to turn that around, and the Long Range Plan proposes to meet the current need and accommodate future growth.

And it's worth noting that UC Berkeley now has a very low drive-alone rate. Only 50 percent of facility and staff and only 10 percent of students drive.

But parking is very expensive to build, and we want to get those numbers even lower, partly by building new housing close to campus and partly by pursuing alternative modes like the ones identified in the joint TDM study, which is another good example of collaboration between the campus and the City.

The Long Range Plan takes a very strong position, as Ron mentioned, on environmental quality and sustainable design, and our principle is first do no harm.

And toward that end, as the diagram shows, we're committed to preserving those elements of the Campus Park landscape that make it such a memorable place, including the riparian woods along Strawberry Creek and the great open spaces like Memorial Glade, Faculty Glade and Campanile Way and Esplanade.

And when we do build, we're committed to following the Campus Park design guidelines which were incorporated into the Long Range Plan. They were originally in the New Century Plan.

For those projects outside the Campus Park, we're committed to using the city general plan as our guide. And although the university is not subject to local codes and ordinances, we do take them very seriously.

And one example of evidence toward that is that every chapter of the LRDP EIR begins with an analysis of the Berkeley general plan and the Berkeley general plan EIR. We used that as one of our touchstones in our own assessments of future environmental impacts.

And finally, we're committed to being a model for sustainable design. And our goal is that every new project we do meets the equivalent of LEED certification, which is the industry standard for a sustainable design.

Now, the LRDP EIR does include one specific project, and that's the Tien Center for East Asian Studies.

This is a two-building complex located at the base of Observatory Hill facing Memorial Glade.

Phase 1, the East Asian Library, is the building that you see in the slide, and what you see is the view that you would see from the north steps of Doe Library looking across Memorial Glade.

This building, the Phase 1 building, the East Asian Library, would begin construction in spring of 2005.

The schedule for Phase 2 depends on future
Fundraising. It may be a few years into the future.

And actually, standing upon the north steps, you wouldn't see Phase 2. It's behind the Phase 1 building next to Haviland Hall, which is the older building on the left.

The Phase 1 building does show the influence of the Campus Park design guidelines. It’s the first building that would be built under those guidelines. And even though it's a modern building, it employs many of the same architectural conventions of its historic neighbors, like Haviland Hall on the left, including a granite skin, a pitched tile roof, and the same sort of formal symmetry in composition as classical buildings like Doe Library and California Hall.

Now, for a 15-year plan with a very ambitious program of development, the Long Range Plan actually has very few environmental impacts, which are both significant and unavoidable.

In most cases even when we have an impact, we're able to mitigate it, but there are a few significant and unavoidable impacts which are summarized in Chapter 6 of the EIR.

But it’s worth noting, though, that many of the traffic impacts -- I know that many of you are concerned about traffic -- can be mitigated typically by the provision of a signal or other kinds of control devices at intersections, but the University doesn't have the power to implement these mitigations ourselves.

We have to rely on the city to build those signals or do those intersection modifications, but we are committed to paying our fair share of the cost of those mitigations.

A VOICE: Not true.

MR. O’BANION: Lastly, I wanted to touch on the alternatives because, to me, this is one of the most critical elements of any EIR, and they're analyzed in Chapter 5 of the EIR.

In that chapter, we’ve examined four alternatives in detail, including the no project alternative that CEQA requires us to consider.

We also considered four others, but after looking at them, we determined these offered no particular advantages over the four we did study in detail, and, in fact, in some instances they introduced some new significant impacts of their own like the alternative to develop the Hill Campus more intensively, which turned out to create a number of potentially significant impacts in itself.

Now, CEQA also requires us not just to identify the alternatives and analyze them, but also to identify the environmental superior alternative. And it's probably no surprise that the lower-growth option is the superior one. But the lower rate of growth in this alternative we don't think would adequately meet the long-term needs of the campus.

So finally, the last slide just summarizes the calendar again.

We issued the draft LRDP and its EIR on April 15th. We are now in the 60-day public comment period. We’re at the first of two public hearings. If you'd like to come back to the one next week, we certainly hope you do so.

We expect to take your comments and incorporate them into the final EIR along with our responses and have that done by mid-September or so, and then ultimately that will go to the Regents for their approval and certification in November.

And with that, I'd like to turn it back over to Irene and get to the heart of the meeting which is what you have to say about the plan.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you, Kerry.

We're going to go right into the public hearing. Those of you who are familiar with these

public hearings probably know the drill, but let me just go through it really quickly.

A couple things I neglected to say earlier:

Kerry mentioned there is a 60-day public comment period on this plan. CEQA requires 45 days. We’ve voluntarily extended it to 60 days because of the importance and the complexity of the plan.

So you may submit your comments verbally tonight, at the next public hearing next Tuesday, or in writing anytime up until 5:00 o'clock on June 14th.

Again, the addresses for written comments are listed on your agenda.

Where can you get information about the plan itself? The information is online, both the plan and other supplementary materials, at lrdp.berkeley.edu -- no www -- lrdp.berkeley.edu.

In addition, the bound copies of the plan are available at the public libraries, at the Berkeley main library, at the Claremont branch library, at the Albany branch of the Alameda County Library.

They're available on campus at Doe Library, at the library at the College of Environmental Design in Wurster Hall and at University Facilities Services office at 1936 University Avenue and again on campus at the A&E building, which is right next to Sproul Hall.
So at any of those places you can get a copy of the plan or you can print it out yourself and the environmental impact report.

Okay.  Ground rules tonight:  As we mentioned earlier -- oh, before I do that, I want to welcome Councilmember Gordon Mosbiak, who's sitting here in the front row, and also Jim Hynes, from the City Manager's office.

Okay.  Grounds rules tonight:  If you wish to speak, please fill out a speaker card.  They'll be brought up in order.  We'll call your name.  Please come to the microphone at the podium.

Each individual speaker will have three minutes.  If you are officially representing an organization, you may have five minutes.

If, by any chance, we get through all of the public testimony tonight and we still have some time -- we'll be here until 9:00 o'clock -- you may come up a second time.

And again, if you want to return next Tuesday, that's fine too.

Please speak slowly enough for our court reporter to get your words, and she will interrupt if she has any questions.  And if you will print your name on the speaker card, that also helps her to do an accurate transcription.

A VOICE: Will you answer questions?

MS. HEGARTY: Oh, questions.  Thank you.

No, we don't answer substantive questions tonight.  The purpose of this meeting really is to get your comments.  The answers are in the final EIR.  Issues that are raised tonight will be addressed specifically.  If you have questions about the process through, the process tonight, okay, I can answer that.

We will also take a quick 10-minute break midway in the evening so that our court reporter can take a little break.

And as I mentioned, there are a number of people here from the university.  Feel free to talk to us after the meeting, during the break or at any other time and we can answer more questions then.

But in order to make sure we have enough time to hear from you, I think we need to go right into our public hearing now.

So here are the cards:  I have as the first speaker David Ourisman, followed by L.A. Wood.  

STATEMENT OF MR. OURISMAN

MR. OURISMAN: I didn't know I was going to be first.

I live on 1522 Summit Road, and part of the plan involves a high density housing at the end of the cul-de-sac on lower Summit Road.

I know that in the process of doing plans, you look at things from a map point of view, from the top down, so I took a picture of Summit Road looking toward the cul-de-sac, and I have given it to Kerry so that he can actually see the issues I want to talk about.

The first issue is this:  If you look at the end of that street, at the end of the cul-de-sac there is a hill with eucalyptus trees and beyond Centennial Drive another hill with eucalyptus trees.

If you can imagine those trees cut down and a hundred high-density housing units put in that space, you can see what that's going to do environmentally to that street.

Second point:  If you look at Summit Road, it's a very narrow street.  It's not as wide as code would be.  It's not even wide enough if people are parked on both sides for fire trucks to get down.

You could not have access to that hill on Summit Road.  It would not work.  It also would not work coming off of Grizzly Peak just because there's a curve there.  You'd have so many accidents happening, people pulling in and pulling out.  Traffic is a real problem, bringing 400 cars into that area.

The third factor is noise:  The effect of the hill at the end of the cul-de-sac is you have an amphitheater effect, and all of the noise caused by 400 residents and 200 cars will just be funneled down the street, and it will add to the traffic noise of cars coming up Centennial Drive, which is already substantial.

So I just wanted to point out those three factors as well as put that picture into evidence.  Thank you.

L.A. Wood, followed by Tom Leonard.

STATEMENT OF MR. WOOD

MR. WOOD: Hello.  My name is L.A. Wood, Berkeley resident.

I think it was probably a little more than 30 years ago when I first went onto the Berkeley campus, and before I go much further, I want to say that the campus and university are a Berkeley resource and a treasure.

Having said that, let me make some real critical comments to the growth and development of the university.

I think that the university fails to recognize
and we have no control over them. They have already started their plan and moving forward in development. I believe that UC needs to take a step back. They need to allow Berkeley to be its proper size and not to allow us to be drawn up into this biotech expansion that will have no end for Berkeley and will transport us.

Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Tom Leonard, followed by Steve Geller.

STATEMENT OF MR. LEONARD

MR. LEONARD: I'm a university librarian, and I thought somebody should put a face on a rather large building.

Obviously, I speak from a certain amount of self-interest, but I'm also a neighbor, and I'll get to that point in a minute.

I hope everyone in this room recognizes that the Tien Center, the East Asian Library, would be something in the nature of a world cultural treasure. It would create a locust for the expression and study of cultures that are vital to our nation's future, probably, we would say, especially thinking of China, to the entire West Coast.

And today, people on campus who want to study…
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 30</th>
<th>Page 31</th>
<th>Page 32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 of all of us in Berkeley, and I deal with it because of 1 | 1 | 1
| 2 all the great things that Berkeley brings. And I hope 2 | 2 | 2
| 3 that you'll agree that some -- that many of the things 3 | 3 | 3
| 4 we're doing on campus similarly deserve our indulgence 4 | 4 | 4
| 5 and toleration as well, of course, as our respect. 5 | 5 | 5
| 6 Thank you. 6 | 6 | 6
| 7 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. 7 | 7 | 7
| 8 Steve Geller, followed by Charlene Woodcock. 8 | 8 | 8
| 9 STATEMENT OF MR. GELLER 9 | 9 | 9
| 10 MR. GELLER: My name is Steve Geller. I live 10 | 10 | 10
| 11 in the south side. And I work for UC up at the top of 11 | 11 | 11
| 12 the hill. 12 | 12 | 12
| 13 I get up there on the bus every day. I don't 13 | 13 | 13
| 14 drive. I don't have to drive. That's what I want to 14 | 14 | 14
| 15 talk about. 15 | 15 | 15
| 16 I look at all the extra parking that the 16 | 16 | 16
| 17 LRDP is calling for, and I have a radical proposal: 17 | 17 | 17
| 18 Don't do it. 18 | 18 | 18
| 19 It isn't really that radical and I'll tell you 19 | 19 | 19
| 20 why, because the university and the City some years ago 20 | 20 | 20
| 21 funded a traffic demand magnet study, TDM study. And 21 | 21 | 21
| 22 one of the conclusions of that study was that with a 22 | 22 | 22
| 23 modest increase in use of public transit, they wouldn't 23 | 23 | 23
| 24 need any more downtown parking. 24 | 24 | 24
| 25 It occurs to me that the same kind of 25 | 25 | 25
| | | |
| | | |
I urge UC to continue the comment period to the end of July -- six weeks was not enough -- to hold at least one more hearing in a central location, such as this, at the end of the comment period, whenever that might be, so we can have more time to review this thousand-page document, to recirculate a revised EIR and to recirculate a revised LRDP after the comment is over and our comments digested, recirculate that and give us a chance to comment on that. That is, in fact, what the university did last time, in 1989 and 1990. They recirculated a revised long-range plan and revised EIR after digesting the community's comments. That should happen again. And there should be at least one hearing opportunity for public comment as well. I think 2.2 million square-feet and 2,600 dorm beds is far more than Berkeley can absorb, plus figure in the over thousand dorm beds that are being built now, as the gentleman said earlier, plus the Stanley Hall and the Davis Hall and the other big projects that the university has going on. This plan, I believe, is detrimental to the historic character and ambience of the City of Berkeley that brought myself and others here to begin with.

So I urge you: Slow the process down. Less development. Focus on the no-development alternative. Cal does not have to keep growing and growing and growing to be great.

Thank you very much.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Arrietta Chakos, followed by David Nasatir.

STATEMENT OF MS. CHAKOS

MS. CHAKOS: I'm Arrietta Chakos with the City Manager's office here in Berkeley. And I just wanted to make a few comments about the City Council and staffs and the staff involvement in the review of the Draft EIR. We're definitely tracking this whole project. We have a team, an interdepartmental team, of about ten people who are working on this. And further, I'll give you a few dates where the City Council and our Planning Commission will be talking about this Draft EIR. On May 19th, in this room, at 7:00 p.m., our Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on the LRDP draft EIR where we will take public comment from all of our 40 boards and commissions to which we have sent this plan. And we, you know, will use that as an opportunity for public comment as well. On Tuesday, May 25th, the City Council will hold a special work session at 5:00 p.m. at the council chambers at 2134 M.L. King, at our old City Hall, and we will take public comment. We'll do a staff presentation on the overview of the work to date that we will have accomplished by then in our review and take public comment.

Further, we'll do an update at the Tuesday, June 8th, City Council meeting on the plan itself and the Draft EIR, and we will have a public comment period before that meeting as well. And on June 14th, we will transmit our city comments.

So there will be ample opportunity on the city government side for all people to give comment to the mayoral council and to our city staff.

We have a number of City staff people here tonight as well taking notes, listening to what everyone is saying here tonight.

Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

David Nasatir, followed by Pamela Sihvola.

STATEMENT OF MR. NASATIR

MR. NASATIR: Good evening. I am associated -- my name is David Nasatir, and I'm associated with the Lower Summit Road Neighborhood Association, many whose members are here tonight.

We wish to go on record, I believe, as being opposed to the development of the H-1 and H-2 areas as described in the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

We are concerned in particular with factual errors appearing in the Draft EIR in the document itself on Pages 4.317 and 4.318, and I have sent the communication detailing those to Jennifer Lawrence.

In addition, however, we are concerned along with Professor Gronsky about the quality of life in Berkeley, which we too see as not only precious, unique and special but particularly fragile.

And I often ride the very same bus that Steve Geller rides to get to the campus and back, and I note that he has never been on that bus with a load of groceries.

He has never been on that bus -- because it doesn't run -- leaving the campus after an evening performance of one of our treasured cultural activities because there is no public transport, no university transport to this region after that time.

But we're particularly concerned, I think, about the proposal to build housing of a very specialized kind that is both high density and catering to design for, dedicated toward a very special group which is not at all like the rest of Berkeley. That is...
to say, it's an age-segregated group that will be 1 homogenous with respect the state of family formation.
2 And so we will have, over time, a constantly 3 renewed group of young professors which are
4 wonderful -- I was one once myself.
5 As a matter of fact, careful examination of 6 the mural in the FSM, if you know where to look, will
7 see me in that role on the wall.
8 But our neighborhood, which abuts the proposed 9 development, as David Ourisman pointed out, is a
10 neighborhood that represents all of the wonderful
11 respect, in every possible dimension of lifestyle and
12 family formation stage.
13 And to have the creation of a perpetual 14 fountain of youth, if you will, or fountain of
15 stagnation, if you will -- sink of stagnation, if you
16 will, is uncomfortable for us.
17 And we're particularly concerned that despite 18 the university's statement by Kerry, I believe, that
19 the concern was to do no harm. The proposal will do
20 great harm and will do great harm to our neighborhood
21 because -- I'm speaking for a group --
22 MR. O'BANION: Two more minutes.
23 MR. NASATIR: -- that the proposal is
24 completely at odds with the prevailing zoning and
25 construction practices of the bordering properties in
26 Berkeley, and because there are no commercial
27 facilities available or planned, as far as I can tell,
28 it will be necessary for all of the housing up there to
29 be accompanied by automobiles.
30 We're already impacted by the university's
31 high parking rates as employees of the Silver Space
32 Science Lab and the Math Science Research Institute,
33 and rather than pay the university parking fees, choose
34 to park on our street.
35 And because, as David Ourisman point out
36 earlier, the street is not -- I bought the land there
37 when the street was not paved and Centennial Drive
38 didn't exist.
39 It's not a wide street. And when there is
40 parking on both sides of the street, it's not passable
41 by either commercial or emergency vehicles.
42 And I believe that the EIR has overlooked or
43 ignored or suppressed the increased risk to the health,
44 safety and well-being of the neighbors in the proposal
45 to develop the H-1 and H-2 areas.
46 So, in sum, we certainly treasure the
47 university as a good neighbor, and as a good neighbor,
48 we expect it will respect the safety and quality of
49 life of its neighbors on Summit Road.
50 Building on the H-1 site in particular would
51 not do this, and we urge you in the strongest possible
52 terms to remove the proposed development of the H-1 and
53 H-2 areas from the LRDP.
54 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
55 Next is Pamela Sihvola.
56 By the way, if you are officially representing
57 a group, just let us know or write it on the card. You
58 can have five minutes.
59 Pamela Sihvola, followed by Anne Wagley.
60 STATEMENT OF MS. SIHVOLA
61 MS. SIHVOLA: My comments tonight are mostly
62 related to issues that need comprehensive and detailed
63 scrutiny in the EIR concerning some thousand acres of
64 land above the Campus Park in the area designated as
65 the Hill Campus, also known as the Strawberry Creek
66 watershed, located within the city elements of
67 Berkeley, Oakland, and the East Bay Regional Park
68 District.
69 The Draft EIR lacked any detailed maps
70 pertaining to this very important watershed, including
71 its many creeks, tributaries of the Strawberry Creek,
72 numerous springs and aquifers.
73 The EIR must include a comprehensive analysis
74 of the watershed, including its complex hydrogeology as
75 well as a detailed description of the complex
76 management, ownership, oversight, jurisdictions between
77 the University of California, Department of Energy and
78 the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
79 On Page 4.3-21 of the LRDP under Biological
80 Resources, there is a statement related to the fact
81 that the Strawberry Creek Management Plan is being
82 updated concurrently with the 2020 Hill Area Fire Fuel
83 Management Plan and the 2020 LRDP to ensure a
84 coordinated, long-range approach to watershed
85 management.
86 I went to the university's office this
87 afternoon, and they do not have this document available
88 for the public to review.
89 So I am asking that the Draft Strawberry Creek
90 Management Plan update be made available to the
91 interested members of the public at least two weeks
92 prior to the June 14th deadline for the written
93 comments on the Draft EIR so that this document can be
94 reviewed and integrated into the public comments for
95 the 2020 LRDP.
96 The second document referenced in the
97 Strawberry Creek Management Plan section is the 2020
98 Hill Area Fire Fuel Management Plan dated October 2003,
and it gave some very interesting insights into the risks currently assessed to be present in the Strawberry Creek watershed and canyon. And this relates to the proposed development on lower Summit Road.

The hills now contain fuel and fuel overloads that are capable of producing an uncontrollable fire storm.

14 major fires occurred within the past 75 years in the East Bay hills. The frequency and severity of the fire makes the hills most dangerous areas to live in California.

I request that the plan for the H-1/H-2 proposed faculty housing be reserved as open space as a buffer zone between the residential neighborhood and the university developing further east.

Thank you.

Anne Wagley, followed by Diana Lawton.

STATEMENT OF MS. WAGLEY

Good evening. My name is Anne Wagley, and I'm a resident of Berkeley in the Claremont-Elmwood neighborhood.

Other speakers have ably addressed the shortcomings of the LRDP and Draft EIR regarding traffic, noise, environmental degradation and more.

I would like to address another impact that UC has on the City of Berkeley:

UC is shrinking the City of Berkeley, specifically shrinking our tax base. This is the same tax base that supports the university infrastructure.

Berkeley has a large percentage of tax-exempt properties, and the major exempt institution is the university.

As UC grows outside of the original campus, quaintly called "the Campus Park," every property, even if unrelated to the core academic mission of the university, is exempt from paying property taxes and the fees and assessments which support City services.

In 1988, the citizens of Berkeley passed Measure N, called Public Accountability Measure, which says that public agencies should follow City land use laws and pay comparable fees and taxes to support their share of City services. But nothing has happened, and the university continues to grow and continues to use more City services.

And the City -- we do have a budget deficit -- is trying very hard to keep up with its demands by adding new parcel taxes and raising fees on the property taxpayer. But we can't keep up. And at some point, perhaps this November, property taxpayers are just going to say no.

Every new sink and toilet that UC builds burdens the City sewer system, and property taxpayers in Berkeley subsidize this.

Every added car commuting to UC, and especially every construction vehicle coming in to build for UC, adds to the degradation of our city streets. Just drive along Gayley Road to get a good feel for what could happen. And property taxpayers in Berkeley subsidize the repairs.

Every 911 call made from the UC campus, be it an ill student or a chemical spill in a lab, will be responded to by Berkeley paramedics, and Berkeley property taxpayers subsidize this.

Every new square-foot of paving for parking lots decreases permeable surfaces within Berkeley and further burdens our storm drains, and Berkeley property taxpayers subsidize this.

Every new 911 call made from the UC campus, be it an ill student or a chemical spill in a lab, will be responded to by Berkeley paramedics, and Berkeley property taxpayers subsidize this.

I urge you to think twice about your opposition to State Assemblywoman Hancock's bill, AB 2901, which would require payment for mitigation for environmental impacts.

As you negotiate with the City on mitigation for this LRDP, I urge you to think honestly about the financial burdens placed on the City of Berkeley and property taxpayers.

I admire your interest in sustainable design. I hope you share our interest in the sustainable city.

The next speaker is Norah Foster, followed by Humayun Khan.

STATEMENT OF MS. FOSTER

Good evening. I'm Norah Foster, and I worked for 26 years at the university library in Berkeley.

UC is shrinking the City of Berkeley, specifically shrinking our tax base. This is the same tax base that supports the university infrastructure.

As UC grows outside of the original campus, quaintly called "the Campus Park," every property, even if unrelated to the core academic mission of the university, is exempt from paying property taxes and the fees and assessments which support City services. But nothing has happened, and the university continues to grow and continues to use more City services.

And the City -- we do have a budget deficit -- is trying very hard to keep up with its demands by adding new parcel taxes and raising fees on the property taxpayer. But we can't keep up. And at some point, perhaps this November, property taxpayers are just going to say no.

Every new sink and toilet that UC builds burdens the City sewer system, and property taxpayers in Berkeley subsidize this.

Every added car commuting to UC, and especially every construction vehicle coming in to build for UC, adds to the degradation of our city streets. Just drive along Gayley Road to get a good feel for what could happen. And property taxpayers in Berkeley subsidize the repairs.

Every 911 call made from the UC campus, be it an ill student or a chemical spill in a lab, will be responded to by Berkeley paramedics, and Berkeley property taxpayers subsidize this.

Every new square-foot of paving for parking lots decreases permeable surfaces within Berkeley and further burdens our storm drains, and Berkeley property taxpayers subsidize this.

I urge you to think twice about your opposition to State Assemblywoman Hancock's bill, AB 2901, which would require payment for mitigation for environmental impacts.

As you negotiate with the City on mitigation for this LRDP, I urge you to think honestly about the
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1 alternative transportation to get people into their bicycles to support transit.
2 And, yes, there are a few words sprinkled here and there which mention, you know, we support alternative transportation. But it's like in -- I've read 60 pages in the last few days, and I'm very -- I'm very tired this evening.
3 But I would like to reiterate -- and I've spoken to them earlier -- that this is a regressive way to go.
4 And what you can do is if there is growth happening, you should be increasing all you can the alternatives, that is, a free bus pass for the university -- for the university, for the staff and faculty. This is almost a foregone conclusion.
5 The City of Berkeley does this for all their employees.
6 UCLA, which isn't exactly, you know, a transit-friendly -- or a place that is progressive like Berkeley, Los Angeles has a free bus pass. And yet I don't see anything within this plan which gives much -- you know, a few words here and there. But I don't see a transit alternative plan, a long range plan. And this is extremely important. We do need to expand alternative transportation.

Page 47

1 As a matter of fact, in -- I think it's about the -- almost the last page of the transportation document -- there's a chance that these 2,023 spaces, parking spaces, are going to impact people on the campus by taking them away from parking -- from taking them back to walking -- from walking, I should say, and transit into their cars.
2 This is ridiculous. You mean we're moving, you know, backwards in this plan. I am chair of the Improve Alternative Transportation Coalition at Berkeley, and I don't think using traffic signals is -- because you're increasing traffic -- is a good alternative. That's not an alternative. That's adding to the problem with people getting hit by the extra traffic coming in.
3 So that and planning for an eco pass so that the BART users can be -- the students can use BART. They can use maybe some of the Contra Costa County transit systems with Translink.
4 There are many ideas that could at least be expressed.
5 The central lots on campus should remain at the higher rate, higher rate of cost, higher fee. And the periphery lots should have multiple purposes so that the Berkeley business parking needs could be used to alleviate those people who are coming in to travel.
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1 to extend the comments for the revised LRDP when that comes out, EIR. And I think that would be a good thing. When the revised plan comes out, let's have another small, short public hearing period after the revision before the final.
2 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
3 MS. FOSTER: Thank you so much.
4 MS. HEGARTY: Humayun Khan. And after Mr. Khan we're going to take just a five-minute break for our court reporter, and then we'll continue.
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1 Walnut Creek or other places. They come here in the morning. They bring traffic from those places.
2 They come here. They work at this campus. They make these plans for our community, and in the evening they leave, okay?
3 They don't consider us, our community in Berkeley. I've lived in Berkeley as long as anybody else, okay. And then they go back to their Danville homes, okay.
4 They bring pollution. They bring air -- they create bad air quality in our neighborhoods. It takes us half an hour to go two miles or even less.
5 This document does not address that even though I haven't read it.
6 (Laughter)
7 MR. KHAN: Joke, okay?
8 A VOICE: But you're right.
9 MR. KHAN: The parking is an issue. Some people have said they would prefer no new parking. I disagree with that. I think there is a need for new parking.
10 We -- I live less than a mile away from campus. I use the campus facilities. They have reduced the number of recreation facilities. For example, Underhill Field has been taken out, and there
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 50</th>
<th>Page 51</th>
<th>Page 52</th>
<th>Page 53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. is probably nothing in this plan that talks about it. Because I got this so late and because there are so many people in this community who will request more of this, I request that you extend the comment period 30 days. The EIR should address environmental justice. It should address conformity to air regulations. I can't believe that you have figured out what will be in 16 years, how many air emissions going to be in this Bay Area Air Quality Management District. I also think this EIR is being segmented from the Lawrence Berkeley -- what's it called, &quot;the radioactive killing machine labs.&quot; MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. Your time is up. We'll take a five-minute break and then we'll continue. (Recess taken) MS. HEGARTY: The next speaker I have, is Noyce R. Kraus -- I hope I have that pronounced correctly -- followed by Kim Linden. Is Mr. Krause here, Noyce R. Kraus? A VOICE: Joyce. MS. HEGARTY: I'm sorry. It's Joyce. It is Joyce. I see that. Thank you. STATEMENT OF MS. KRAUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. MS. KRAUS: I live at 1510 Summit Road. I brought it in 1967 when it was cheap. I'm a retired Berkeley school teacher. Well, I was a teacher then. And I've seen a lot of changes there, but we've -- there's -- this change would be much bigger than anything else except maybe the Lawrence Hall of Science which is built about the same time as I bought my house. And, you know, it felt good to live in a place where they were considering science and they were related to the university and they had -- were going to do all sorts of things to keep it natural. And they promised that they would keep it natural at the end of the overview parking lot, which is where I live, above that, and they didn't. It's all been developed and stuff. Piece by piece, everything has been covered over by -- well, civilization, cement building. The whole hill, you know, they were going to do -- I love the university. But I don't like the way they act. It's like you've got a kid, you say: &quot;Well, I love you. I don't like that you put in the garbage in the -- wherever you put it in.&quot; I like the university, but I think they act without conscience. They -- in so many instances they have not kept their word, and they -- what they did was to have one environmental impact or whatever study, but then they go ahead and do what they want to do without regard to the results of that or they don't have a study. They were going to propose they wanted to build lights all over the hill and make it, you know, completely unnatural so that wildlife wouldn't enjoy it so that we couldn't enjoy the dark nights with the moon or whatever. And it's all -- it's all citified. The whole -- more and more of it. And then when I read this page, this proposal, they say: Well, it's already ruined, so we might as well ruin it some more. That's what I got out of it. It says there has been so much impact on the wildlife and the watershed and everything that, you know, it's not -- we might as well go ahead and finish the job is the way I look at it -- and, I mean, the way they look at it, seems to me. And I don't agree. There is a lot of birds and a lot of animals that come through, and I try to make it possible for them to still live in the environment, and I want it to continue that way. But I'm afraid. I'm really afraid because basically we don't have the power. The university has the power. They've taken it. They put cars all over our streets, all over Grizzly and over our summit. We're just plastered with cars from the university because I guess the people who park there -- because I've talked with them and they say: Well, the university charges too much and we can't afford it, and so, you know, we park here. And it's just -- it's like they don't care. And they're just going ahead and ruining it. MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. Your time is up. MS. KRAUS: Okay. And I think that they should reconsider it, and I think that they should do more than just listen to us and be nice to us and then go ahead and do what they want to do. I think they should really consider the environment and the whole City of Berkeley. And we don't even have our fire station yet. MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. Kim Linden, followed by Gene Bernardi. STATEMENT OF MS. LINDEN MS. LINDEN: Good evening. My name is Kim Linden. I'm not a Berkeley resident. I'm an Albany resident.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
And I felt compelled to come tonight because we just finished, in Albany, commenting on a Draft EIR of similar thickness and a painfulness for our neighborhood and community and in trying to preserve the Gill Tract, which is an almost 15-acre green space. I don't know if you might be familiar with it. You could go to our website, gilltract.com, if you'd like more information about what we're trying to do over there.

And we've spent the last two years at the table with the university, and we still do not have a spot at the table. And so we did respond to the Draft EIR, and we're waiting right now. We've been told that the Draft EIR is going forward and they've reached their net capacity so the project will be on hold until they have more money to do it. But basically the EIR is moving forward. And so the university is not only expanding in Berkeley. They're expanding in Albany as well and up in Richmond too.

So what I'm hearing at all of these meetings is the same comments over and over again. What's happening is that people are failing to recognize each other. There may be human beings working for the university and human beings coming to comment at these meetings, but somehow we're not able to connect in the middle and to come to some compromise where the university isn't using its financial prowess to enact the agenda that screws the community that it's in. And that's what I'm seeing happening over and over again. I think it's very negative for our communities. I think it's very negative for the future of education, and I think it's very negative for the future of whoever is going to inhabit these spaces that we're creating now in the future.

So those are my comments. And, you know, I would like to reiterate that I think that these documents are too large to have a 60-day comment period. They need to have the maximum amount, which I believe is 90 days, according to the CEQA. And I think that you need to give this to the community. And one last thing is that I find it really difficult to understand how now in these times, when these cuts are being made all throughout California, that the university is charging forward with these huge monumental projects. I do not understand where the money is coming from.

And I would like to really be given some insight as to where the money is coming from. I would like to see a list of donors to the university attached to these CEQA documents to better understand where the money is coming from. Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Gene Bernardi, followed by Leuren Moret.

STATEMENT OF MS. BERNARDI

MS. BERNARDI: I'm Gene Bernardi, and I'm a native of Berkeley. I also graduated from the University of California. But although I think it's a wonderful educational resource, I don't think that it should gobble up our town.

I also -- I live on Panoramic Hill, which is next to the Strawberry Canyon watershed, and so I am very concerned about the housing that is proposed to be built in Strawberry Canyon.

It seems to me that this is kind of driven by a philosophy of growth is good, and I don't agree with that philosophy.

It also seems to be based upon predictions which are based upon the past, and I think that that past has already changed. Very often predictions aren't correct because they don't anticipate what may be happening. I'll talk a little bit more about that.

The amount of tritium in those trees is so high that the Lawrence Berkeley lab has been unable for several years to get permission from the Department of Energy in Washington to cut the trees and send them to Korean and Japanese paper mills, which is what they intend to do and have done in the past with some of their trees that are contaminated with tritium.
All of this is happening in an area that is accessible only by a narrow, winding road which has been closed due to landslides once in the 1980s for at least eight months.

In case there are heavy rains like there were then again, this could occur, and that would isolate the faculty living in the housing in that area and make the area inaccessible to emergency vehicles.

The particular landslide was at a point which is called Power Pole curve, I believe.

Another source of contamination will be the molecular foundry which is being built already. This is a science that has not been studied for its health effects, and, therefore, they're going against what we call the precautionary principle.

There are many labs in there. Each lab has a fume hood, but there will be no filters on those fume hoods.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

MS. BERNARDI: I wouldn't want to live there.

MS. HEGARTY: Your time is up.

MS. BERNARDI: I also want to say that we have a 10-percent vacancy rate in Berkeley. Thousands of -- well, a thousand beds or more being added for the university. Housing on several places on Shattuck.

You've probably seen it. The Gaia Building, one down at Acton and University, there are vacancies. This is the past I'm talking about that --

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

MS. BERNARDI: -- they didn't base their EIR on.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Leuren Moret followed by David Campbell STATEMENT OF MS. MORET

I'm UC Berkeley graduate, a UC Davis graduate, and I am a scientist.
I worked at the Lawrence Berkeley lab and the Lawrence Livermore lab, where I became a whistleblower in 1991.
I've been in your house. I know it from top to bottom. It's corrupt from top to bottom, and I'm going to talk tonight about what UC delivers.
They can talk the talk, but they can't walk their talk.
The University of California is the largest employer in the state. It has been named by the State of California Legislature as the worst employer in the state.
The diversity and equality track record is pathetic. 500 women and minorities have filed lawsuits against the University of California and were retaliated against. They were physically attacked. Their careers were ruined. And even when they won money on their lawsuits, they still had nothing because their careers were destroyed.
The University of California spent over $5 million to defeat one Hispanic professor from getting a $350,000 discrimination award.
You can read about this on www.wage.org. Go and read their dirty secrets.
Science? UC has received many Nobel Prizes.
Science now is in serious decline in the U.S. because of the dirty practices that not only UC is doing but other universities are doing.
In physical reviews, American authors contributing papers in 1983 were 61 percent. Today it's only 29 percent. China and Europe are leaving us in the dust. The United States is going down the tubes, and this is a great example of why.
The Lawrence Berkeley National lab, which won Nobel Prizes, has been caught committing two major cases of science fraud.

Go to any college book store, get the chemistry chart, and right on that chart it says: "This element discovery claimed by LBNL has been withdrawn." Science fraud.
Patents? Any company donating $50,000 to UC's sexy Microbiology or G.M. departments can get their pick of the patents coming out of that department.
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
MS. MORET: I have one more comment.
Chancellor Berdahl, who denied Ignacio Chapella tenure in the Microbiology Department for discovering that wild corn in Mexico is contaminated with G.M. pollen, denied that while himself taking $40,000 a year from a G.M. company.
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. Thank you.
MS. MORET: This is a land-grant university, given free land to educate the public, and what they've turned it into is free reign to rip off the public.
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
Let me just check with the front desk.
I have three more speaker cards. Do you have more there?
Okay, I just want to make sure that we hear from everybody who wants to speak tonight, and this is why we're limiting comments to three minutes.
If we have a little more time, you can come up again.
The next speaker is Dave Campbell, followed by Claire Risley, and our last scheduled speaker is Willie Phillips.

STATEMENT OF MR. CAMPBELL

MR. CAMPBELL: My name is Dave Campbell. I'm a resident of Berkeley. I'm president of the Bicycle Friendly Berkeley Coalition, a local grassroots bicycle advocacy group here in Berkeley.

And our organization takes no position on the growth of the university. We leave that to their expertise.

But we are concerned about the safety impacts to bicyclists and pedestrians in the City of Berkeley and on campus as well.

And specifically, we're concerned about the safety that increased traffic on our streets is going to create for bicyclists and pedestrians.

And the EIR does not address that, and it appears that the EIR might think that it's addressing that, but it most certainly does not, and I'm curious why it doesn't address that.

Our organization sent a letter to the university during the scoping process asking that this specific issue be addressed: What safety impacts will more cars on our streets have for bicyclists trying to share the road and for pedestrians trying to cross the street?

And the EIR, as best I can tell, does not address that.

What the EIR does address is: If we put more bicyclists on the street trying to access the campus, can our bike lanes handle more streets? Can the multiuse pathways handle more bicyclists? Can our sidewalks handle more pedestrians?

To me, that's really not the issue, and it's not even close to being the issue.

The issue is what is more vehicle traffic going to have on the -- the impact it's going to have on bicyclists and pedestrians.

So my question is -- I don't know if I can get any answers tonight, but some point I'd like to hear an answer -- why wasn't that addressed when it was specifically requested from the public?

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MS. RISLEY

MS. RISLEY: My name is Claire Risley. I have lived in Berkeley since 1970. That's 34 years. I'm on a west Berkeley commission. I am on the board of BEST, the Berkeley Environmental and Safe Transportation, and I am on the board of Bicycle Friendly Berkeley Coalition.

The mitigations that you propose: lights to control traffic and left-turn pockets and right-turn lanes will hamper, not mitigate, bike and ped access.

It says “and safety.” More traffic will hurt the citizens of this city.

Your mode shift away from alternative transportation towards auto vehicle trips, isn't that an interesting, just wonderful advance?

Stanford, UCLA and the University of Washington all have better mitigations than Berkeley does.

Most of them have eco pass programs, and I don't understand why Berkeley's staff and faculty does not have.

Then one just -- I'm glad to see more definition of your new Tien Center. It's very lovely.

But when I first saw it I thought, oh, my goodness, and now I see that all it's doing -- you've given it more definition and that's better. It looks a little better than it did at first viewing. However, beautiful Haviland Hall is hidden.

Thank you very much.

Willie Phillips, followed by Matt Bunn.

STATEMENT OF MR. PHILLIPS

MR. PHILLIPS: Good evening. My name is Willie Phillips, and I'm a long-term resident. I've been living here in Berkeley for 50 years almost, 49 years.

Essentially, I also attended UC Berkeley, so I have to address the fact that I'm very disappointed in this process.

I'm going to address you very directly because I was told that at least this is a public input.

But again, if you look at who is around you, you realize that this is not a broad array of diversity.

And if you look at it in terms of the impact that this university would have, which this lady here in the front addressed quite eloquently in terms of a land grant, essentially this land grant has yet to come, and certainly it has not reflected in terms of the community that I live in.

I live in southwest Berkeley. I'm formerly president of the West Berkeley Neighborhood Development
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 66</th>
<th>Page 67</th>
<th>Page 68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Corporation.</td>
<td>1 Centennial Boulevard from Grizzly Peak. When you come around that corner, it's probably one of the most breathtaking views in the entire world.</td>
<td>18 (Pages 66 to 69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 I had kindly asked for the participation of the university at our annual meeting March 29th.</td>
<td>2 So seeing 100 units of housing development there is something we don't want to see. I don't think anyone wants to see.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 In fact, I begged for participation in terms of if the university's going to do some outreach in terms of addressing some of the issues around the community, at least they should be able to come and be able to at least know about what this community is about.</td>
<td>4 That area up there is also the gateway to Tilden Regional Park. It is a place where people go to get away from 100-unit housing developments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Now, again, if I was to address this to my particular constituents, I would have to say they have no idea what this process is, and I would have to say they would be a little intimidated even to attend. And I have to be here to speak in their behalf.</td>
<td>5 In support of the bicycle traffic, Grizzly Peak Boulevard is one of the most highly traveled bicycle routes in the Bay Area, at least most treasured. And the increased traffic as a result of the housing developments would potentially provide a lot of conflict to the bike riders.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Again, that's a very small drop in -- inkling in terms of what this process is about and who is basically benefitting from that process.</td>
<td>6 The environmental impact report, I've heard some statements tonight about there not being a lot of wildlife in that area where the proposed developments are.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Again, if you open this process up and really attempt to try to really at least go through at least some of the exercise of public process, again who are you doing outreach to? Who is involved in this process and who in the sense is going to benefit from this process?</td>
<td>7 Right on the corner of Centennial and Grizzly, which is on the corner of the H-1 proposed site, there's a sign that says &quot;Beware of mountain lions,&quot; so I want to make sure that people understand that there is definitely a lot going on up there. And also we don't want any new students getting eaten by mountain lions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Most of the people here are players. Most of these people that I see in the audience are people that attend meetings on a consistent basis. That alone speaks for itself.</td>
<td>8 That's it. Thanks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Thank you.</td>
<td>9 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.</td>
<td>10 That's it for our speaker cards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Matt Bunn.</td>
<td>11 Is there anyone here who would like to speak who hasn't spoken yet? Let me ask that first.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 STATEMENT OF MR. BUNN</td>
<td>12 Okay. Sir, can you come up? We have a speaker card. We just need to have your name. Maybe you can spell it, please, for our reporter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 MR. BUNN: Good evening, everyone, my name is Matt Bunn. I'm a resident of the 1500 block of Summit Road.</td>
<td>13 STATEMENT OF MR. FRETTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 I am opposed to the proposed development of the H-1 and H-2 housing developments because of the adverse impact that it will have on our community and the surrounding environment.</td>
<td>14 MR. FRETTER: My name is Travis Fretter, F-r-e-t-t-e-r.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 I'm also a consultant, and I also know sugar-coated presentations when I see them.</td>
<td>15 &quot;Travis&quot; like the Air Force base; Fretter, F-r-e-t-t-e-r.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 In the summary presentations there is a statement saying they want to maintain the hills as a natural resource for research, education and recreation. I don't see anything about 100-unit housing developments in that statement.</td>
<td>16 My father was a professor of physics at the University of California and had some ideas about the physics activities on the hill. A lot of students involved up there.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Also, there's another statement that says: &quot;Preserve and maintain significant views, natural areas, and open spaces.&quot;</td>
<td>17 And he was the vice president of the university for several years with Dave Saxon, who was also a physicist.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 I don't know how many of you have driven down Centennial Boulevard from Grizzly Peak. When you come around that corner, it's probably one of the most breathtaking views in the entire world.</td>
<td>18 He walked to work from Cragmont or Regal Road every day, and he rode home on the bus, and that seemed like a sensible way to get to the university. It was healthy. It seems like other people could do something like that.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The other thing that he liked was the calm and
the serenity of the university as it was in the '40s
and '50s when he was a student there. And a little
later when I was a student there, I liked that too.
I don't think you're going to find a lot of
planners who are going to get paid a lot of money to
keep the university the way that it is or was.
Planners usually get paid for developing things.
So we're not going to have a really balanced
input from people who might be dealing with planners
because those who aren't in favor of growth are not
going paid for that.

So people who are in favor of growth are the
ones who are getting paid, and, of course, their voice
is a lot more supported in all of the materials that
they can present to the public than those who may be
cast in the guise of recalcitrant people who have old-
fashioned ideas and who don't want to change things.

But I think there's some merit in the ideas of
the serenity of at least parts of the university, and
building, building, and building is probably going to
take away from that.

The last thing I would like to say is that I
was born in Berkeley, and I grew up with August Fulner,
who was the first chief of police in Berkeley. And he
used to talk about hunting in the hills before there
were any houses there, and I thought, wow, that must
sure have been something.

Well, these houses are designed to be built
for the professors. And I can understand why they'd
like to have one the top of the hill. I'd like to have
one too. When I was a kid, I had one.

But I'd like to have a view up there, but I
don't think that's -- it's too dense. It's not
commensurate with the rest of the way that the hills
are built out for individual houses and homes up there,
so I'm not in favor of that either.

I am in favor of a lot of the things that
they're planning to do here and the views that they've
presented in changing the landscape in the main part of
the campus, and I think those things are good.

I would prefer that the university not have to
irritate as many people and degrade the quality of life
around it as much as it does, and if it could just kind
of cool its jets and not quite go so fast, I'd approve
of that a lot more.

Thank you very much.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

I just want to ask one more time: Has anyone
not spoken that would still like to make comments?

Okay. Could you give your name again. You
have another three minutes.

STATEMENT OF MS. MORET

MS. MORET: My name is Leuren Moret,
L-e-u-r-e-n, M-o-r-e-t.

I heard a question someone asked, you know:
Where is the money coming for those huge improvements
and the development on the UC campus?

In 1998, I was in a UC professor's office, and
he showed me a confidential plan to raise $1 billion
from UC alumni.

A year later, one alumni died in a plane crash
and left half a billion dollars to UC, Airborne
Express. He owned it. He also had children who were
entitled to part of it as his heirs, and the University
of California hired Johnny Cochran, O.J. Simpson's
lawyer, to go to Guam and change the constitution of
Guam so that UC could have all of the money and deny
his heirs any of the money.

How did UC get the Clark Kerr Campus? I was
in the Geology Department when Garneth Curtis, a UC
geologist, was ordered to go up and falsely map a fault
to the California School of the Blind so it could be
condemned and the campus stolen from the blind for the
University of California.

UC has the money. They have plenty of money.
It's just where do they want to put that money. It's
not into us. It's not into the community, and it's
really not even into the students.

The students are being trained. They no
longer educate at that campus. They're trained.
They're trained for corporations. They're trained for
the military. They're trained for the problems we have
in the U.S. now.

And if you're alumni and you want to give
money, give it to the women's college, Mills, where
they really do educate women and minorities, and not to
this pathologically dysfunctional organization.

And I'm a UC -- I'm a UC alumni. I went to UC
Davis in the '60s and worked my way through because the
tuition was $65 a year. I could work in laboratories
at night and pay my own tuition. I worked my way
through master's degree at Berkeley too. It was $110 a
quarter.

My daughter's at UC Davis now. It's over
$6,000 a year.

So they need to build a campus out in the
valley where minorities and people can go and afford to
go instead of expanding this for more stupid white men
because that is who will be going to Berkeley.
May 5, 2004

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
Are there any other comments tonight?
(No response)
MS. HEGARTY: We want to thank you all for your comments. Again, they will all be addressed in the final EIR.
There will be additional opportunities to make additional comments. We have another public hearing next Tuesday night at the Clark Kerr Campus, 2601 Warring Street, 5:30 to 8:30. And you may leave comments -- send comments in by mail or email or leave them in comment cards tonight. So you have all those opportunities. And we'll be receiving comments until June 14th.
Again, thank you very much for coming.
(Whereupon, the proceedings adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)
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11.2T.1 Response to Oral Comments: Public Hearing #1

Response to comments T1-1a thru T1-1c
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

Response to comment T1-2a
The speaker’s opinion is noted, although no specific instances are identified.

Response to comment T1-2b
The speaker’s opinion is noted, although section 3.1.11 of the 2020 LRDP establishes a framework of policies for sustainable design.

Response to comment T1-2c
Future development at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory is not within the scope of the 2020 LRDP. See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

Response to comment T1-2d
See response T1-1a.

Response to comment T1-2e
Research is not a discrete enterprise apart from education at UC Berkeley. Rather, it is integral to both our mission as a university and to the provision of both graduate and undergraduate education. Please see response B7-20 for a more extensive treatment of this subject.

Response to comment T1-2f
The University is currently building a new campus at Merced. However, the substantial growth in the number of college-age Californians projected over the next decade requires all campuses of the University to assume some share of this growth.

Response to comment T1-2g
The speaker's opinions on biotech research are noted. See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Further, growth anticipated at LBNL is factored into the cumulative analyses presented in the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR. See for example section 4.2.9 beginning at page 4.2-29 of the draft EIR.

Response to comment T1-4a
Please see Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand, and Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs.

Response to comments T1-5a thru T1-5c
Please see Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand, and Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs. Although the program of new University
housing envisioned in the 2020 LRDP is expected to result in some reduction in the demand for student parking, the majority of the new parking envisioned in the 2020 LRDP would be for faculty and staff.

**Response to comments T1-6A and T1-6B**

The speaker’s comment is an observation on the process by which UC Berkeley formulated the 2020 LRDP, not on the Draft EIR. However, community input was solicited at several points during the creation of the 2020 LRDP. UC Berkeley held two informational “open house” events in March 2003, at which University staff presented an overview of our preliminary analyses and findings on the plan, and then invited questions and comments from the audience. Shortly after the publication of the 2020 LRDP EIR Notice of Preparation, UC Berkeley held a scoping session in September 2003 to encourage public input on the scope of the EIR.

For the 2020 LRDP EIR itself, UC Berkeley not only extended the public comment period from the required 45 days to 61 days, but then extended it again to 65 days at the request of the City of Berkeley. During the comment period, UC Berkeley held two public hearings on the EIR, at which oral as well as written comments were taken. Also, as noted in the introduction to the city comments, UC Berkeley staff has engaged City of Berkeley staff early and regularly during preparation of the 2020 LRDP and EIR, including both an informational presentation and dialogue on the 2020 LRDP, and a preview of the draft EIR findings prior to publication.

The speaker also seems to object to the fact the 2020 LRDP was not prepared and presented to the community in advance of the environmental analysis. The University believes to do so would violate the very spirit of CEQA: namely, to make environmental analysis an integral part of the planmaking process. Preparing the plan and EIR simultaneously enabled the University to incorporate the results of the environmental analysis into the plan itself, and also enabled the public to use those results in the review and critique of the plan.

**Response to comment T1-6C**

The speaker’s comments on the scale of development under the 2020 LRDP are noted.

**Response to comments T1-8A thru T1-8H**

See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

**Response to comment T1-9A**

The University believes the maps contained in the Draft EIR sufficiently convey the information required for this program level EIR.

**Response to comment T1-9B**

See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-9C
The 2020 LRDP includes the policies that guide the Strawberry Creek Management Plan. See, for example, pages 3.1-31, 3.1-51, and 3.1-63 to 3.1-66 of the Draft EIR. As it has in the past, UC Berkeley would be pleased to make presentations to community groups regarding the updated Strawberry Creek Management Plan when it is completed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-9D
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS T1-10A THRU T1-10E
See Thematic Response 4 regarding fiscal impacts. With regard to impermeable surfaces, Best Practice HYD-4-e would ensure the 2020 LRDP would result in no net increase in runoff over existing conditions.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-11A
In July 2004, UC Berkeley and AC Transit completed negotiations for a pilot program to provide unlimited rides on AC Transit, including transbay service, to the 75% of UC employees who live in the AC Transit service area. See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-11B
The University recognizes the potential for new parking to induce a mode shift toward driving. Mitigation TRA-11 implements several measures to minimize this shift.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-11C
The intersection controls proposed in Mitigations TRA-6 and TRA-7 are mitigations of potential impacts of the 2020 LRDP, not alternatives.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-11D
UC Berkeley continues to work with BART toward formulating a discount ticket program acceptable to both parties.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-11E
No change in the current policy of higher fees for central campus spaces is anticipated. University parking facilities are already made available for public parking during evenings and weekends. However, the University is unable to use its own resources to meet peak-time parking demands beyond those generated by UC Berkeley itself.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-11F
The University does not plan to have a public comment period for the Final EIR. The CEQA Guidelines describe the circumstances that merit recirculation of an EIR (CEQA Guidelines 15088.5). Significant new information has not been added to the EIR, and recirculation is therefore not warranted.
Response to comment T1-12A
With respect to notification, in addition to advertisements in local newspapers, UC Berkeley sent a letter from Chancellor Berdahl to every household address in Berkeley, as well as the newsletter *Cal Neighbors*, which also goes to every household address in Berkeley.

Response to comment T1-12B
The speaker’s opinions are noted, although air quality and traffic impacts of the 2020 LRDP are evaluated thoroughly in the EIR.

Response to comment T1-12C
The speaker’s opinions are noted.

Response to comment T1-12D
The reconstruction of Underhill Field is specifically addressed as a policy in section 3.1.10.

Response to comment T1-12E
The comment period was set at 61 days rather than the 45 days required by CEQA, and then extended to 65 days at the request of the City of Berkeley.

Response to comment T1-12F
Please see the air quality analysis in section 4.2 of the Draft EIR.

Response to comment T1-12G
See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

Response to comments T1-13A thru T1-13D
The speaker’s opinions are noted, but contain no specific comments on the Draft EIR.

Response to comment T1-14A
The speaker’s opinions are noted. With respect to the redevelopment of University Village Albany, although the Village is outside the scope of the 2020 LRDP, the 2020 LRDP includes the Village project in its analyses of cumulative impacts.

Response to comment T1-14B
The comment period was set at 61 days rather than the 45 days required by CEQA, and then extended to 65 days at the request of the City of Berkeley.

Response to comment T1-14C
Most major capital projects at UC Berkeley have multiple sources of funds, which may include both state and gift funds. The funding mix varies with each project, but the funding for the program envisioned in the 2020 LRDP is not yet known.

Response to comment T1-15A
The speaker’s opinions are noted.
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS T1-15b
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-15c
The question of groundwater contamination by hazardous materials is covered in section 4.6 of the Draft EIR, which includes the following statement regarding LBNL:

Soil and groundwater at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory is contaminated with volatile organic compounds and radionuclides. The groundwater contaminant plumes have not migrated off-site. Although there is a potential for groundwater contaminated with radionuclides to reach Chicken Creek, which flows onto the campus, the concentrations of radionuclides in the vicinity of Chicken Creek are well below the maximum contaminant levels for drinking water. Therefore, development on campus property adjoining the LBNL site would not be significantly affected by contamination on the LBNL site.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-15d
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-15e
See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-15f
Historical patterns suggest the current vacancy rates in Berkeley are a temporary phenomenon. However, as noted in section 3.1.8:

Because the state provides no funds for university housing, the entire cost of housing construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported by rent revenues. Our goals to improve the amount and quality of housing must therefore be balanced by the need to keep rents at reasonable levels, and avoid building surplus capacity. The 2020 targets, and the pace at which we achieve them, may be adjusted in the future to reflect changes in market conditions and the demand for university housing.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS T1-17a AND T1-17b
The 2020 LRDP EIR analyzes the impacts of implementing the 2020 LRDP. Nothing in the 2020 LRDP would increase risks to cyclists; the 2020 LRDP includes policies to further enhance cyclist safety. See pages 3.1-45 to 3.1-46 of the of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

The 2020 LRDP Draft EIR includes measures to ensure that any traffic increase that does occur is handled as safely as possible. Mitigation measures proposed in the Draft EIR to improve vehicle level of service would be implemented in accordance with applicable safety codes, and in accordance with City of Berkeley provisions.
Further analysis of possible risks to cyclists would be speculative, and is not required by CEQA.

**Response to comment T1-18A**
The speaker does not explain why intersection controls would adversely affect safety for bicycles and pedestrians.

**Response to comment T1-18B**
See Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand and Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs. Note Thematic Response 9 includes a comparison of parking ratios with other urban research universities, including UW and UCLA, and Thematic Response 10 includes a description of the recently approved Bear Pass program.

**Response to comment T1-18C**
The speaker’s comments are noted.

**Response to comments T1-19A thru 19C**
Community input was solicited at several points during the creation of the 2020 LRDP. UC Berkeley held two informational “open house” events in March 2003, at which University staff presented an overview of our preliminary analyses and findings on the plan, and then invited questions and comments from the audience. Shortly after the publication of the 2020 LRDP EIR Notice of Preparation, UC Berkeley held a scoping session in September 2003 to encourage public input on the scope of the EIR.

For the 2020 LRDP EIR itself, UC Berkeley not only extended the public comment period from the required 45 days to 61 days, but then extended it again to 65 days at the request of the City of Berkeley. During the comment period, UC Berkeley held two public hearings on the EIR, at which oral as well as written comments were taken. Also, as noted in the introduction to the city comments, UC Berkeley staff has engaged City of Berkeley staff early and regularly during preparation of the 2020 LRDP and EIR, including both an informational presentation and dialogue on the 2020 LRDP, and a preview of the draft EIR findings prior to publication.

UC Berkeley apologizes for any misunderstanding regarding the annual meeting mentioned by the speaker.

**Response to comments T1-20A thru T1-20E**
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

**Response to comments T1-21A thru T1-21C**
The speaker’s opinions are noted. As mentioned above, faculty housing in the Hill Campus is no longer an element of the 2020 LRDP.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT T1-22a
Most major capital projects at UC Berkeley have multiple sources of funds, which may include both state and gift funds. The funding mix varies with each project, but the funding for the program envisioned in the 2020 LRDP is not yet known.
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MR. GRONSKY: Good afternoon, everyone. I want to welcome everyone to this second of two public hearings on the new UC Berkeley 2020 Long Range Development Plan.

First to introduce myself, my name is Ron Gronsky. I'm a member of the faculty here at Cal in the College of Engineering, and I also represent some 2,200 colleagues as chair of the Berkeley Division of the Academic Senate. I am also a member of the committee of faculty administrators and students that helped to create this plan.

The 2020 Long Range Development Plan had its origins in what we're calling the Strategic Academic Plan of the university. There are a few excerpts in the back corner of this room. It was developed a few years ago.

The Strategic Academic Plan identifies what we call our key challenges for the 21st century, basically to remain the best public institution in the world.

The 2020 Long Range Development Plan defines the physical improvements that we need to meet these challenges. One of those key challenges is the fact that we're the oldest campus in the UC system, and we are at the point where many of our older buildings just can't meet the performance demands of the 21st century either for research or for education.

Another of those challenges is that the population of California, as you know, is growing, and the demand for a college education continues to grow as well, and so does the demand for research to deal with the increasingly complex problems that we face as a society.

I'll draw your attention to, for instance, the Health Sciences Initiative on the Berkeley campus right now.

So we are exited by and, I think, quite proud of the 2020 Long Range Development Plan because it recognizes the investments that Berkeley needs to make in both campus growth and campus renewal, but also it establishes a strong ethic of environmental quality, sustainable design and respect for the unique character of both the campus and the city.

I think I speak for all of my colleagues in acknowledging the fact that we are, indeed, a large university in a very special small city. The quality of life in Berkeley is precious, unique and fragile, and the quality of life that we enjoy in the City of Berkeley is very much a part of what we call the UC Berkeley experience.
So while we have a good idea of the kind of investments that we need to make in this campus in order to keep UC Berkeley at the leading edge and to serve the people of California, your comments tonight are very important to help us understand how we can make those investments in ways that also enhance the community and the environment.

So I want to thank all of you again for coming here tonight. I look forward to hearing what you have to say.

And now I would like to turn over the evening to Irene Hegarty, our Director of Community Relations, who will introduce some of the other people from the campus who have also come to listen to you this evening.

Irene.

MS. HEGARTY: Good evening. I want to add my welcome to that of Professor Gronsky. Thank you for coming out tonight.

We're here tonight to hear from you. This public hearing is being conducted according to the university's policies with regard to the California Environmental Quality Act or CEQA.

CEQA doesn't actually require public hearing, but it is university practice to do so. And given the complexity and importance of this particular plan, we've scheduled two public hearings, one last Wednesday and this one tonight.

We will be here tonight until 8:30, and after some brief -- a brief presentation, the rest of the evening will be dedicated to hearing from you. And I will explain sort of the ground rules for that in a minute, but essentially we will be here until 8:30 and everyone will have an opportunity to give us your comments.

We can't answer your questions tonight, at least as to the substance of the plan. That's not what this meeting is about. It's about recording your comments.

We have a court reporter here recording your comments. We also have a recorder. And a transcript of your remarks will be given to the UC Regents when they review the plan and the environmental impact report in November.

We will also address your comments in the final environmental impact report. However, if there are any questions about the process, we'd be happy to answer those.

Also, in the course of the evening, we will be taking a break or two for the benefit of our court reporter, give her a little break. And also if we should run out of speaker cards, we will take a little break and then reconvene when we get more cards in.

If you wish to speak tonight, please fill out a card. There's some at the front desk.

I'd like to just acknowledge some of the UC staff who are here tonight.

In the back of the room is Jennifer Lawrence, Principal Environmental Planner for UC Berkeley.

Is Steve Noack here? Okay, our consultant from Design Community and Environment, our environmental consultant.

Janet Gilmore, Public Information Office, UC Berkeley.

Tom Lollini is our Assistant Vice Chancellor for Physical and Environmental Planning.

I also would like to acknowledge Jim Hynes -- oh, I'm sorry, Vice Chancellor Ed Denton, just to finish with UC folks I just saw, and they just arrived.

Ed is the Vice Chancellor for Capital Projects, now called Facilities Services. And then finally Jim Hynes with the City of Berkeley's City Manager's office.

And I'd like Jim just to come up and mention the additional dates that the City has set out for the public comment the City's process.

MR. HYNES: Well, first what I want to say: Again, my name is Jim Hynes. I'm from the City Manager's Office in Berkeley. I'm the Assistant to the City Manager.

What I think people need to know is that the City's planning on providing a full staff response. We've convened an interdepartmental team of all hands-on deck in the City to respond by the June 14th deadline.

There's some key meetings on the city side that are coming up. May 19th -- you might want to make note of these dates:

May 19 is the Planning Commission, which is going to be the lead acting commission on this, will be holding a public hearing at the North Berkeley Senior's Center at 7:00 o'clock.

There will be a City Council workshop on the LRDP on May 25th at the old City Hall, which is 2134 MLK, at 5:00 o'clock. At that meeting, there will be a preparation by UCB staff followed by a question and answer with the Mayor and the Council. There will also be room for public comment.

On June 1st, Tuesday, 7:00 o'clock, the City Council will reconvene and City staff will present our response based on what we've studied in the plan and
1 based on what we've heard from the community.
2 And then finally, on June 8th, the City
3 Council will be taking formal actions in response to
4 the LRDP and in response to the City's staff responses.
5 If there are any questions, I can be reached
6 at the City Manager's Office at 981-7000. My
7 colleague, Arrietta Chakos, who is the Assistant City
8 Manager, is also available to respond to any questions
9 or concerns in terms of the City's response to the
10 LRDP.
11 Thank you.
12 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you, Jim.
13 I also want to point out that you may submit
14 comment cards here tonight or you can send your
15 comments by U.S. mail or email, and those addresses are
16 on your agenda.
17 Now, I would like to introduce Kerry O'Banion,
18 who is the Project Manager for the Long Range
19 Development Plan, who will be making a brief
20 presentation.
21 Thank you.
22 (Whereupon, Mr. O'Banion made a presentation
23 which was not reported.)
24 MS. HEGARTY: I just want to welcome a couple
25 of more representatives from the campus. We've been

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 10</th>
<th>Page 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on what we've heard from the community.</td>
<td>heavy construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And then finally, on June 8th, the City</td>
<td>And if my memory serves me right, your Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council will be taking formal actions in response to</td>
<td>campus has approximately 3,000 acres of usable land and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the LRDP and in response to the City's staff responses.</td>
<td>it's free of earthquake hazard. It's difficult for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there are any questions, I can be reached</td>
<td>to understand what a huge amount of taxpayer assets are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at the City Manager's Office at 981-7000. My</td>
<td>being placed on the Hayward fault.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colleague, Arrietta Chakos, who is the Assistant City</td>
<td>An example is your Gayley Road building. It's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager, is also available to respond to any questions</td>
<td>worth about -- I would expect by the time it's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or concerns in terms of the City's response to the</td>
<td>finished -- 100 million, advertised at 90 million. The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRDP.</td>
<td>equipment in it will at least double that cost. And</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you.</td>
<td>you're within a few yards from the center of that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HEGARTY: Thank you, Jim.</td>
<td>fault.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I also want to point out that you may submit</td>
<td>The campus over the years has compounded this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comment cards here tonight or you can send your</td>
<td>problem by building a significant buildings out of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comments by U.S. mail or email, and those addresses are</td>
<td>reinforced concrete, a second rate structural material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on your agenda.</td>
<td>If you're going to build in this area, it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now, I would like to introduce Kerry O'Banion,</td>
<td>should be steel. So my humble suggestion is that the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who is the Project Manager for the Long Range</td>
<td>regents start relocating research facilities and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Plan, who will be making a brief</td>
<td>few students that are associated with that to Davis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presentation.</td>
<td>(Applause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you.</td>
<td>MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Whereupon, Mr. O'Banion made a presentation</td>
<td>Next is Nora Foster representing IAT, Improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which was not reported.)</td>
<td>Alternative Transportation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS. HEGARTY: I just want to welcome a couple</td>
<td>STATEMENT OF MS. FOSTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of more representatives from the campus. We've been</td>
<td>MS. FOSTER: Hello. I'm Nora Foster. I've</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 12</th>
<th>Page 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worked 25 years at the Doe Library and a little pun</td>
<td>have worked 25 years at the Doe Library and a little pun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>here: I think we are short-sighted in Long Range</td>
<td>have worked 25 years at the Doe Library and a little pun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Plan in terms of the transportation goals.</td>
<td>have worked 25 years at the Doe Library and a little pun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And I did speak at May 5th, and I do have a</td>
<td>And I did speak at May 5th, and I do have a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few specific areas that I can reiterate:</td>
<td>few specific areas that I can reiterate:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basically, the denial or the flat rejection of</td>
<td>Basically, the denial or the flat rejection of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the idea of reduced parking and alternative</td>
<td>the idea of reduced parking and alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transportation is a huge mistake for the long range for</td>
<td>transportation is a huge mistake for the long range for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>our society, for our air congestion, for all of the</td>
<td>our society, for our air congestion, for all of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impacts.</td>
<td>impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And an additional 1,636 people driving -- if</td>
<td>And an additional 1,636 people driving -- if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>any of you have seen Gayley Road today with the drive-</td>
<td>any of you have seen Gayley Road today with the drive-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alones -- I just walked past -- I walked past there,</td>
<td>alones -- I just walked past -- I walked past there,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and I saw so many individual cars. Nobody's</td>
<td>and I saw so many individual cars. Nobody's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carpooling. There weren't even two people in cars at</td>
<td>carpooling. There weren't even two people in cars at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this point.</td>
<td>this point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But I think there has to be a point where</td>
<td>But I think there has to be a point where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people say: Okay, I'm going to hop on the bus because</td>
<td>people say: Okay, I'm going to hop on the bus because</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know there's no parking up there, that it actually</td>
<td>I know there's no parking up there, that it actually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>becomes unfortunately like it is in San Francisco, a</td>
<td>becomes unfortunately like it is in San Francisco, a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative experience to drive, so you say: I'm going to</td>
<td>negative experience to drive, so you say: I'm going to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take the BART or I'm going to catch that nice new</td>
<td>take the BART or I'm going to catch that nice new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle that the university is providing up around the</td>
<td>shuttle that the university is providing up around the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tien Center and up to the hill.</td>
<td>Tien Center and up to the hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So those are the kinds of things that really</td>
<td>So those are the kinds of things that really</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
And I'd also like to point to something that may see it yet in our lifetime. We pass, for the staff and faculty at the university. We alternative transportation, in particular transit eco Cal" had a wonderful editorial about improving Cal. And I want to just tell you that the "Daily points.

Okay. I think I have covered most of the necessary but not the extent of 2023 new spaces. can turn around in certain areas, is going to be a visiting group, you know, even bus parking where they paths, safe bike paths so the cars -- you know, I'm willing to admit that some parking for the disabled and a visiting group, you know, even bus parking where they can turn around in certain areas, is going to be necessary but not the extent of 2023 new spaces. Okay. I think I have covered most of the points. And I want to just tell you that the "Daily Cal" had a wonderful editorial about improving alternative transportation, in particular transit eco pass, for the staff and faculty at the university. We may see it yet in our lifetime. And I'd also like to point to something that

In my view, hopefully by having free transit districts, which is not the responsibility of the university, to work on getting AC back in place. Now, this is a 20-year plan, and hopefully, you know, things will turn around and we'll start moving toward that goal on other levels as well. In terms of alternatives, the growth impact, eco passes, adequate bicycle storage, bike paths, safe bike paths so the cars -- you know, I'm willing to admit that some parking for the disabled and a visiting group, you know, even bus parking where they can turn around in certain areas, is going to be necessary but not the extent of 2023 new spaces. Okay. I think I have covered most of the points. And I want to just tell you that the "Daily Cal" had a wonderful editorial about improving alternative transportation, in particular transit eco pass, for the staff and faculty at the university. We may see it yet in our lifetime. And I'd also like to point to something that

In terms of the CEQA, the conclusions on page 6-1:

"The 2020 LRDP would increase vehicle traffic and traffic congestion at seven intersections to unacceptable levels."

And the mitigation according to what we were just shown are traffic signals. And I'm sorry. I don't see a traffic signal as an adequate mitigation. In my view, hopefully by having free transit passes, eco passes, adequate bicycle storage, bike paths, safe bike paths so the cars -- you know, I'm willing to admit that some parking for the disabled and a visiting group, you know, even bus parking where they can turn around in certain areas, is going to be necessary but not the extent of 2023 new spaces. Okay. I think I have covered most of the points. And I want to just tell you that the "Daily Cal" had a wonderful editorial about improving alternative transportation, in particular transit eco pass, for the staff and faculty at the university. We may see it yet in our lifetime. And I'd also like to point to something that

In terms of the CEQA, the conclusions on page

1 would hope that this would increase their service. In the terms of the CEQA, the conclusions on page 6-1:

"The 2020 LRDP would increase vehicle traffic and traffic congestion at seven intersections to unacceptable levels."

And the mitigation according to what we were just shown are traffic signals. And I'm sorry. I don't see a traffic signal as an adequate mitigation. In my view, hopefully by having free transit passes, eco passes, adequate bicycle storage, bike paths, safe bike paths so the cars -- you know, I'm willing to admit that some parking for the disabled and a visiting group, you know, even bus parking where they can turn around in certain areas, is going to be necessary but not the extent of 2023 new spaces. Okay. I think I have covered most of the points. And I want to just tell you that the "Daily Cal" had a wonderful editorial about improving alternative transportation, in particular transit eco pass, for the staff and faculty at the university. We may see it yet in our lifetime. And I'd also like to point to something that
plans in this Long Range plan. Don’t know if that’s intended or not, but that’s what has happened.

As the plan is fully developed, the City of Berkeley will not be able to provide the services to the university or its citizens. It just simply won’t have the financial resources.

We are losing our tax base to the university, and it is not paying its share of trying to keep it viable for all of us. Both the university and the city will suffer from this.

With those remarks, I’d like to represent the Claremont Elmwood Neighborhood Association, which borders the university on the south side.

We have, in the City of Berkeley, an agreement with the City called a covenant. The covenant covers what happens on the Clark Kerr campus, where we’re standing today.

It also is in effect with the City of Berkeley, so there are actually two covenants, one with the City itself and one with the residents.

That covenant is very important to us because with it we have some protection against the university and how it is trying to overrun our neighborhood.

So we request that the ERA (sic) include the text of the covenant and review of the covenant, bring

the current use into compliance with those items -- those terms of the covenant.

We also would ask that all future plans and projects of the Clark Kerr Campus be submitted to CENA, our neighborhood organization, and the City of Berkeley for review and comment to be sure they’re in compliance with the covenant.

Traffic: It’s one of the biggest problems that we have in our neighborhood because we have the Warren Derby freeway, corridor, if you will. We have Ashby Avenue. We have Tunnel Road.

We need the university to look seriously at these corridors and how they're going to move these additional people through our neighborhoods because they can't do it now. With this plan it will be impossible.

So we request the university develop a traffic plan for the Warren Derby corridor, and this plan should provide ways to reduce the congestion in this corridor.

New routes for the Contra Costa automobile commuters need to be explored. This could be a tough one, but there are ways, if one wants to think outside of the box, of doing this. Programs to get the Contra Costa commuters out of their cars need to be developed.

provide parking or the university provide the parking not on our city streets but on the university property or on the construction site.

And we’re also asking that in the contracts there’s a penalty of $500 per incident when a construction worker or any of those people are parking not on our city streets but on the university property.

This can be written into the contract. It’s just like any contract that has a delay clause in it that penalizes the contractor for any days that are late in his completing the project.

Finally, we’re asking that the university provide more direction when they have their events, university football games, basketball games, you name it, music programs.

The south side is impacted greatly by this. Many, many people are coming from Contra Costa County in the Oakland direction into our neighborhood trying to find places to park, trying to get to the events.

We’re asking the university to provide additional funding either for our local police force or provide additional people on all of our corners to direct people to these events and to the parking that’s available that the university is providing.

So those are the things that I think would...
impact our neighborhood and the university could do to make our way of life a little easier.

I'd also -- I would like now also to talk about the Transportation Commission in the City of Berkeley.

We do have a Transportation Commission that basically is ignored by almost everyone, including most of its cities. And the main reason why it's being ignored by them is because it's considered to be a bicycle commission rather than a transportation commission.

This may or may not be true, but the fact of the matter is that it is there. It does function, and we have meaningful discussions about how we're going to try to plan the transportation system in the City of Berkeley.

So, first of all, for the land use part of this thing, which is Section 486, I want the university to include in its Long Range Plan the City of Berkeley Transportation Commission to those organizations that are to review all projects of the Long Range Plan. This is not done now, and it needs to be done.

The next thing is that all housing that is to be built for the university should have a no-car provision that is enforceable, not just a no-car policy, but a no-car provision that is enforceable.

And again, I would say that one way to do this would be to have a fine of $500 for any student who drives that lives in these dorms, because we know they do even though the university has a policy that they're not supposed to.

But I think if they were charged $500 for every time they were notified that they have a car in Berkeley when they shouldn't have, we might see some progress on reducing some of the cars in Berkeley.

Next: Just last week we passed a new law in Berkeley that requires a three-ton truck limit in all of our neighborhoods. We want the university to respect this and to know what the plan is so that all these construction vehicles stay on the streets they're supposed to stay on and not in our neighborhoods.

This means that each construction project should be submitting a circulation plan for that construction project.

How is the general contractor going to get his vehicles in and out of our city? How are these large trucks going to come through our city without going down through our residential neighborhoods? We've got to have ways of keeping them on the major routes.

In line with that, the City or the university should in their contracts have provisions that will repair our city streets and our infrastructure.

One of the reasons that things happen the way they do was I was a resident of the Bateman neighborhood when Alta Bates built their campus now and tore down our neighborhood for what they have there.

On Prince Street, where I live, all these trucks carrying all these heavy beams came up our street and collapsed the sewer in our street.

Well, the City paid for it, which is you and I. This is just unacceptable to me. Those people who are responsible for whatever they cause need to be responsible and pay for it.

The next thing that I'd like to mention is the TDM study. That study was finished three or four years ago.

I've been running a subcommittee now for about two years on it, and nobody from the university has ever showed up. Very few people know about it. Very few people seem to be interested in it.

We want the university to provide us with the information of how they've implemented the TDM study and how they're going to use it. You can say it, but if you don't use it, it's a worthless document.

And this document is quite long and has some...
us on the Transportation Commission.
But I don’t think any of us should support it
until the university and the City approves that it will
reduce the traffic on Telegraph Avenue so that one lane
of traffic on Telegraph Avenue won’t gridlock it.
Because the plan calls for that, putting this rapid
transit bus on Telegraph Avenue and taking it down to
one lane.
So I’m asking the university to support the
plan but only after the traffic counts are done and it
is proven that the traffic can be handled on one lane;
otherwise, it’s hopeless.
And finally, I’d like the university to get
serious about implementing a financial solution to all
these problems, because if we don’t have the financials
to do it, none of these problems will be resolved.
Thank you.
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
Carl Friberg.
STATEMENT OF MR. FRIBERG
MR. FRIBERG: My name is Carl Friberg. I’m a
spokesperson for the North Side Neighborhood
Association. We border the north side of the
university as Dean’s organization borders the south
side.
My comments are going to be very general:
I came here as a student in 1965, and at that
time there was a lot of talk about the master plan that
Clark Kerr had developed for the university and for
education in the State of California.
At that time, the plan called for 27,500
students for the campus. Then we had a new plan, as
was mentioned by Professor Gronsky, that -- they had a
new plan with an increase in students.
Now we have another plan coming up for the
2020 with another increase, and they say: When we
reach this plan in 2020, then we’re going to plateau
and we’re just going to start, you know, taking care of
the buildings that we already have. But after each
plan we always increasing. It’s increase, increase.
Why is it we don’t get back to the original
master plan for the entire State of California? That’s
why the people of California are paying for the new
campuses that we’ve developed in the state, because
Berkeley cannot handle it.
It was developed in relation with the City.
The university worked very well with the City at that
time on what we could handle. But all we see is
traffic, and now we hear the complaints and everything
else about parking, traffic, air pollution, noise,
collapsing sewers.
All this comes as a result of the violation of
the master plan which had been developed for the
university.
You look at this 2020 plan here and everything
is more, more students, more faculty, more facilities,
and more public transportation, more facilities for
faculty to use.
BART, which we spent millions of dollars on
for this whole area so people can come from Walnut
Creek, can come into Berkeley and walk up or take a
local bus to get onto the campus. Thank you.
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
The next speaker is Marge Madigan, followed by
Martha Jones.
STATEMENT OF MS. MADIGAN
MS. MADIGAN: My name is Marge Madigan, and I
represent the Lower Summit Road Neighborhood
Association.
And I’d like to begin by asking Mr. O’Banion:
Where do you live?
MR. O’BANION: I live in north Oakland.
MS. MADIGAN: Okay. So you haven’t dealt with
the kind of situation that you’re putting us in. And
When you say that your solution to the traffic is a traffic light, I don't understand how that can possibly help. You've put a traffic light by Lawrence Hall of Science, and it slows things down. If we have a natural problem, a fire or an earthquake or any other kind of a disaster where we need to get out quickly, I don't see the traffic light is going to help a bit.

I'd like for you to reconsider. I wonder why when the City of Berkeley is building so many units of housing in north Berkeley, you don't purchase some of those and use them for faculty or student housing. They're easily walking distance to the campus. They're biking distance. They would cut down on all of the cars that we're trying to get rid of. It's like you're just not with it with paying attention to this. I really encourage you to consider some of the alternatives. Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Martha Jones, followed by Michael Kelly.

STATEMENT OF MS. JONES

I'm Martha Jones, and I live on Derby Street across from the Clark Kerr Campus, between Warring and Bellrose. And I have been there for 47 years, all downhill when it comes to traffic as you know, for those of you who drive through what is referred to as the famous "corridor." I was doing very fine reading the LRDP, which I think I get three units for, until I came to the section where they would like to put a traffic light at Derby and Warring and another one at Piedmont and Durant. And suddenly I could envision that I was going to live on a ring road, you know, like London or Cincinnati or all those cities that have ring roads, because I am sure that all those traffic signals will be timed to be green. And they said that they could increase it by 19 percent.

What you don't know about the corridor is we know, for those of you who drive through what is referred to as the famous "corridor." I was doing very fine reading the LRDP, which I think I get three units for, until I came to the section where they would like to put a traffic light at Derby and Warring and another one at Piedmont and Durant. And suddenly I could envision that I was going to live on a ring road, you know, like London or Cincinnati or all those cities that have ring roads, because I am sure that all those traffic signals will be timed to be green. And they said that they could increase it by 19 percent.

What you don't know about the corridor is we win in the "Guinness Book of Records" because we're not a state highway like Ashby, but we have more cars. We have more cars than College and Telegraph Avenue, and yet we're a small residential neighborhood.

I've been president of the Claremont Elmwood Neighborhood Association, in fact, the Council of Neighborhoods Association in Berkeley. And I think I have spent decades and decades working on traffic, and I have to confess that I am a failure. The university used to be very sympathetic, and I have a letter from the Chancellor's office that is directed to the City of Berkeley saying: Look, we have to do something about the traffic on the corridor, and we're very willing to go in with you to work on a plan to do something about this traffic.

So $90,000 later they developed wonderful plans of what to do, and that particular plan went on somebody's bookshelf gathering dust and nothing was ever done. So we have been studied more and plans come up, but nothing ever happens. But although the university graciously said they'd help pay for the traffic lights, I must refuse their generosity, but thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Michael Kelly, and he'll be followed by Phillip Price.

STATEMENT OF MR. KELLY

Hi. My name is Michael Kelly, and I live at the bottom of the Panoramic Hill neighborhood. It's interesting that I'm following up Martha because I'm here to talk about the same thing, about the traffic on this corridor.

First, I would like to just read a little bit from the LRDP objectives:

"One of the stated objectives of the LRDP is to plan every new project to respect and enhance the character, liveability and cultural vitality of our city environs." Also in relation to the traffic on this corner, it might be appropriate to read from the goals of the TDM study, which is the downtown transportation demand study that was done both by the university in conjunction with the City.

That study also echoes those concerns by saying: "The goal of the study is to improve the livability of Berkeley's core, including the university, downtown, south side and surrounding neighborhoods."

Now, clearly this corridor is a pain to drive on, and I understand why the university would really like to improve the throughput on this corridor.

There's quite -- there's one, two, three, four stop signs which slow down the traffic as it moves along this corridor. Due to the nature of the EIR process and doing level of service studies on this corridor, the way that process works, the natural tendency of the study is to
try to figure out how to move more traffic through this 

corridor.

A number of the intersections on the corridor 

are graded as an F, complete failure.

The mitigations that are offered by this plan

are to put in traffic lights which will speed up

traffic. That's -- for the university that's a good

thing. You can get more people to the campus.

What I'm here to offer as a perspective as

someone who lives in this neighborhood is that speeding

up traffic, starting to turn this corridor into a

district like Dwight, like Haste, where I drive -- I

commute on those streets, and I see how fast people

drive, and I see how fast I drive sometimes on those

streets trying to make the next light.

What bringing stoplights into a neighborhood

does is it speeds up traffic and it creates an

atmosphere in which people rush to get through the next

light.

And so I'm here to offer the perspective that

that is not, in fact, a mitigation as far as the

neighbors are concerned, that it does, I recognize,

serve as an enhancement for the university in terms of

being able to improve the carrying of a traffic load on

those streets, but for people who live here, it does

not enhance our safety, the quality of our life, the

quality of the environs as stated as a goal in the LRDP

and in that traffic management study.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Phillip Price, followed by Roger Van Oytssel.

STATEMENT OF MR. PRICE

MR. PRICE: My name is Phillip Price. I live

in north Berkeley. I work at Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory. And my wife is a recent -- has a

recent Ph.D. from UC Berkeley, yea.

I'm also a member of the Live Oak Cordinesis

Creek -- it's Spanish for quail -- Neighborhood

Association, and I'm also on the City Parks and Rec.

Commission at Berkeley. But I am here just speaking

for myself.

First thing I'd like to say doesn't directly

have anything to do with the LRDP, and that is I parked

my bike out what I believe is the main entrance to this

building, and there is no bike parking, and it just

astonishes me that ten years after -- I've been living

here for 12 years -- hearing the university say how

they're encouraging alternative transportation, how is

it that I couldn't find a place to park my bike out

there?

It's so easy. How hard is it to put a pole in

the ground. So, please, get a bike parking rack or

something.

I would also like to echo what several

speakers have said, which is that to me the best thing

the university could do is just stop growing.

When my father was here in the early 1960s, he

has told me, he remembers that a number was bandied

about. He thought it was 25,000. An earlier speaker

said 27,500, and that was what the university was going

to grow to, and they were committed to stopping there.

And then if more students needed educated, they would

build new campuses for those students.

While we're past that and we're still

increasing, and I have to say it's actually kind of

amusing to key this projected timeline that shows the

growth that just miraculously will stop right at the

end of this particular plan. That's when we can

finally stop.

I think: Why not stop now? Why not stop five

years ago?

There's always going to be more students. The

population of California will probably continue to

grow, so at some point we're going to have to draw the

line even though the potential pool of students is

still increasing. Let's just do it now.

But since that's unlikely to happen, things

that should happen even if that doesn't, the university

needs to pay its fair share for the infrastructure of

the City.

I think actually the university should be

subject to the City's rules and regulations just like

any other large employer or developer in the city. But

at the very least, the money has got to be there for

the City. It's just not fair for the City to have to

keep footing the bill for infrastructures, sewer, et

cetera, that the university uses.

Also, sort of a shortcoming of the current

plan: It really needs to have a comprehensive

watershed plan for the Hill Campus, especially -- for

Hill Campus and the rest of the campus.

There's talk about daylighting Strawberry

Creek through downtown Berkeley. That could actually

happen.

Any additional development the university does

in the watershed above the city will increase runoff,

will lead to a stronger, faster storm pulse because

there will be less permeable area to absorb the water.

We're already at capacity or over capacity in

many of Berkeley's culverts, and you really need to

have a look at the water quality issues, the runoff
issues that are associated with the plan, and I don't think that's adequately covered.

And then finally, the new construction that's planned up by Lawrence Hall of Science, that doesn't make sense to me in fitting with the stated goals of -- some of the stated goals of the LRDP.

For one thing, although technically within one mile you can't go -- it's one mile as the crow flies, and unless students are going to be provided with hang gliders or something, there's no way for them to actually walk or ride their bikes from there to campus and back.

Centennial is not a bikeable street, and you can't walk through there because the LBL, my employer, is in the way.

That's it. Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Roger Van Oytsel, followed by Michael Mejia.

STATEMENT OF MR. VAN OYTSEL

I'm a member of the North Side Neighborhood Association. As spokesperson, I'm a friend of Carl. And also I'm resident in Berkeley for more than 25 years. And I live on the north side for the last 13 years, just two blocks away from the campus.

And so I think I do have an acute understanding of negative impacts that happened in the past already by the expansion of UC Berkeley.

And also, I think these impacts, the way it is presented in the 2020 Long Range Development Plan, will have a really severe negative impact, not only to our neighborhood, but surrounding neighborhoods around campus.

And we all know what the problems are. It's traffic, parking, pollution, crime and so forth and so forth.

And also, something happened in the last 25 years I lived in Berkeley. I saw neighborhoods in the city change, and some parts of our city became an industrial park instead of a place to live and work and raise families.

And I think, again, that the Long Range Plan, the way it is presented to us, will be -- will have an enormous negative impact to our quality of life for all citizens of Berkeley.

So I think it is clear that it's time that you have to recognize that we, indeed, have some needs, and I think you should do some really serious work on this because in the past, like I said, we never got heard and never got attended to, never raised concerns about this. And I'm sort of at the point of zero tolerance.

Anyway, but we have to recognize and UC Berkeley should recognize that the city and UC Berkeley is running out of space. We share the space, but it's nothing left anymore. And I don't see why we can give more to UC Berkeley because there's nothing left. There's nothing to give. And I think that's a really serious problems (sic).

And so I propose that UC Berkeley -- and I recognize you have some needs and we really like to welcome you all the time and you're good neighbors, not always. But I think you should recognize that there is no place anymore to build and you should go somewhere else.

And I'd like to talk about our needs. I think we need to get back our neighborhoods and streets. We need to get back our residential appearance and character of our neighborhoods. That's what we really need.

We need to get back our safe and healthy streets. We need to get back our community where we can live and work and in the climate that's emotionally and physically nurturing and willing in a positive sense to be part of a large community.

In order to get there, I think a solution can be that we have to change the laws in Sacramento because you can do everything you want to do right now because the laws are written for you and not for the people of Berkeley and not for our residents. These are facts.

And if I see this now, the way it's presented to us, the way it is, this is a death sentence for our communities. So we have to change this so we can accept it. Otherwise, I will fight it until my last day. Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Michael Mejia, followed by Leuren Moret.

STATEMENT OF MR. MEJIA

My name is Michael Mejia, and I'm a coach for the El Cerrito High School Mountain Biking Club.

I'm here to advocate for access to the Strawberry Canyon area, the Hill Campus, by cycles.

I've been working for this group of young people now -- and these are high school students -- for the last two years. We have anywhere between 20 and 30 people including coaches and riders. And we've logged almost 2,000 miles together. We have about 3,500 rider-miles logged together.

The only way that this works, especially with
teens, is to have very strict guidelines about how we behave on these machines. It's really critical to all of us, to the survival of our sport and to the success and development of our sport, to learn to share trails.

I've been playing in that canyon up the hill for about 50 years now. I learned to throw a baseball up there. My brother learned to crawl up there. I've educated these kids over the last couple years on how to share trails, and our basic rule is this: Whenever you encounter hikers or equestrians, you must pass at a speed that allows four salutations of extended and returned. We extend additional courtesy to all animals and equestrians.

In the 3,500 rider-hours that we have extended in the last two years, we have had not one incidence, not one negative incident with a hiker, animal, child or equestrian.

To kind of underscore that, you have to realize that there are very few 17-year-old-men that I can outrun. These are very vigorous, very athletic, very dynamic men and women, and it's become a very important part of their culture to understand sharing that trails in this fashion is vital.

We would like to extend our reach into Strawberry Canyon by virtue of the fact that traveling on those roads is dangerous.

In the last three years, we have lost four road cyclists, not El Cerrito High School, but four road cyclists to death on San Pablo Dam Road, Castro Ranch Road.

And if you are talking about commuting here through Claremont, up and down Ashby, you ought to try Centennial or Grizzly Peak or Wild Cat Canyon Road.

It's flat out dangerous.

We would like access to Strawberry Canyon because it allows us to enter the canyon at the bottom by dirt trail reaching the top to the top of Centennial.

And this goes to address an issue that was brought up over here: You can climb Centennial Drive from the swimming pool up to the Lawrence Hall of Science.

All my riders can, but they've got 2,000 miles behind them.

So I would like to encourage you all to welcome cycling into Strawberry Canyon and the Hill Campus.

Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Leuren Moret, followed by Robert Schechtman.
students. They're training them to serve the military
industrial complex and the corporations.

Star Wars was science fraud.

I am a whistleblower at the Livermore Nuclear
Weapons lab. They destroyed my life in retaliation.
I'm strong though because they made me strong. I
wasn't going to let them get me down.

My job now as an independent scientist is to
citizens, to educate them about radiation. This
university will be that known forever as the university
that poisoned the world.

Professor Chancellor Berdahl, who has denied
Ignacio Chapella at the University of California at
Berkeley in microbiology because he discovered wild
corn in Mexico is contaminated with lab-altered DNA
from G.M. crops, he's taking $40,000 a year from a G.M.
corporation.

The corporations that donate $50,000 to a
department get their pick of the patents on this
campus.

The patents at the University of California
and Stanford bring in 150 to 250 million a year.
They can also steal patents from outside
corporations, from industry, and they are not liable
under law. They're exempt from lawsuits.

UC Davis did a wonderful study on chocolate,
and their research reported that chocolate is good for
heart disease. Well, I'm not surprised because Mars
Bars funded that research.

How is the U.S. doing in science? In

MS. HEGARTY: I'm sorry. Your time is up.
MS. MORET: Do I get five minutes?
MS. HEGARTY: You did, yes.
MS. MORET: Okay.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
MS. MORET: I have more to tell you. Thank
you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
Robert Schechtman, followed by Andy Katz.
STATEMENT OF MR. SCHECHTMAN
MR. SCHECHTMAN: Thank you very much.
My name is Robert Schechtman. I am a graduate
student at the university of Berkeley, a graduate
student instructor. I also work at the university
library and in the city in order to make ends meet.
I'm also the incoming Academic Vice President
of the Graduate Assembly. And as so, I'm here to
represent the nearly 10,000 graduate students at this

campus.

A VOICE: Starving to death.
MR. SCHECHTMAN: Yes. About 20 percent of
whom are married, most married with children, and I'm
here to compliment the feedback that has been provided
today about infrastructure, and I'd like to focus in
particular about Section 3.1.8, Campus Housing.
And I'd like to open by quoting the Long Range
Development Plan:

"The ability of UC Berkeley to
recruit, retain, and support
outstanding individuals is
fundamental to academic excellence.
Many of our best student and faculty
candidates sit the scarcity of good,
reasonably priced housing and child
care near campus as key factors in
their decisions whether or not to
come to UC Berkeley. The problem of
housing is particularly acute for
students."

First of all, I would like to acknowledge and
thank the administration for its construction of
additional housing of our graduate students in the last
ten years.

However, I would like to point to the long-
term goals that are stated in the plan which include
providing one year of university housing to entering
graduate students who desire it and, quote, to maintain
the number of university housing units suitable for
students with children.

And on behalf of the Graduate Assembly, I
would like to say that that is absolutely not adequate.
In particular, the impact for families, both
the social impact and the impact on the university's
competitiveness, is severe.

We conducted an email survey, which we will be
providing to you in written form, which garnered over
41 pages of feedback about the social impact of the
cost of housing to this group of your employees who
provide approximately 60 percent of the instruction on
this campus at an annual salary ranging between 14- and
$17,000 a year.

I'd like to quote just a few of these, if I
may:

"I have a spouse and two growing
children. My rent in University
Village currently comes to $1,400 a
month, so my fellowship does not even
cover my rent. With this fellowship,
I am only allowed to work 25-percent time on campus, which comes to around $500 per month, so even with a job what I take in from the university is only slightly more than what they take away from me in rent."

7 Another input:
8 "70 percent of my income stipend through my GSI appointment goes to cover my rent. We live in UC Village. I have three small children. I'm a graduate student, and my husband works full time. More than half of his income goes towards our rent, even though this is supposed to be affordable. Precisely because of the high cost of housing, I have had to leave my family in Maryland for almost five years while studying here. It has had a devastating effect on my children, but I have had limited choices due to the cost of housing in this area.

Single-parent families are the hardest hit by the housing costs, and UC's current policy of eliminating cost housing for high rent alternatives is limiting the access of people in my situation to this campus."

I would like to point out that the university is upgrading its stock of family housing in the University Village in Albany, and in doing so it is doubling rents from $700 a month to $1,400 a month.

And, quote:
"I have actually chosen not to live in UC Village because of the high prices of most of the units and the disrepair of those few that are affordable."

Now, in terms of the impact on the university's competitiveness, quote:
"I also believe that the scarcity of affordable housing can only ultimately have a detrimental effect on the quality of graduate students that Berkeley is able to attract and retain."

Another quote:
three.

If we manage to get through all of the speaker cards tonight, you'll have chance to come and provide additional comments, or you may send your comments in writing. And the addresses are on your agenda.

So I just wanted to relay that.

STATEMENT OF MR. KATZ

Thanks.

My name is it Andy Katz. I'm a graduate student representative to the Long Range Development Plan Steering Committee. And I'm also representing the Sierra Club on this, so I would appreciate five minutes.

There were some positive, positive improvements for the housing segment compared to the original draft of the plan, and I do want to credit the university for clarifying the housing zone.

The housing zone used to be a much greater distance from the university, and it's now clarified that the commute zone of the housing zone is reduced to a 20-minute commute to Doe Library rather than just the edges of campus. And I think that takes care of some of the concerns from the graduate students about needing to be able to live close to campus.

Albany Village is just a good deal away more.

likely that students are going to take transit and bicycle to the campus and walk to the campus and not cause a burden and create more traffic for all of the residents in this city.

That said, we've looked through the plan and looked through the 1990 projections from the last Long Range Development Plan, and there's still a shortfall of beds.

The 1990 commitments were not met, and there's still going to be an additional demand beyond the housing units that are projected.

It's a considerable amount of housing, and that's great, but it's still not enough considering what wasn't built from the 1990 Long Range Development Plan.

So there will -- even though we see "For Rent" signs now, that's not going to last for 20 years. The population in the region is expanding. And especially with all the jobs generated by this plan, that's going to really impact the ability for students, especially students with families, to find an affordable place to live.

That being said, I'd like to move on to traffic impacts.

We've heard a lot about the Southside level of service impacts, and I think that there is not enough adequate mitigation in there.

The traffic signals are not proposed to be funded. It's not clear who pays for them. And the City certainly is always strapped for cash on these.

And it really is the university's responsibility to mitigate its impacts.

The campus needs to fund pedestrian and bike improvements. It's not just enough to put in a traffic intersection.

Durant and Piedmont is a residential neighborhood. People are walking around. And when you put a traffic light in there, people still want to cross the street. It's still a pedestrian-oriented neighborhood, and we need to really have some improvement plans so that it's still friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists to be there.

Channing Circle, as an example, Telegraph and Durant have very high accident rates, and we don't want to make this a place where students are afraid to cross the street. So we need kind of a safe-routes-to-school type of situation where there's enough money to really do the planning on that end.

The arterial impacts are very serious. These are significant impacts going down our major streets.

And this really pushes the limits of the community.

I have a question about Telegraph Avenue. I was interested to see that although we mention Ashby and University Avenue as going above what the county has said is appropriate for level of service impacts, that wasn't on that list, and I wonder was Best Rapid Transit really considered.

I have to admit I haven't finished the EIR yet. I have my own finals. But I wonder was BRT really considered. Did you imagine in the model that Telegraph might be one way in each direction? If so, I would be very surprised to find that it wouldn't be Level of Service F on many of the intersections, if not, D or E on many other intersections, from Telegraph all the way down to, you know, north Oakland.

So I would really wonder about that.

This mode shift is also a significant impact, including Underhill parking is going up 42 percent while faculty and staff head count is only going up 22 percent. And so that's going to create a significant mode shift up when really we need to be taking -- the level of faculty and staff who commute to campus with a car down.

And I'm concerned about that also.

And the traffic hurts the bus lines. The
traffic hurts riders on the 51, on the 7, and hurts the
ability for the university to encourage people to take
transit because it slows those commuters down also.

So the -- I would conclude based on those
impacts that in the absence of a significant
transportation demand management package, that the EIR
is inadequate because it didn't consider the full
consideration of alternatives to parking construction.

There is inadequate transportation demand
management in the plan. We need -- is that five
minutes?

MS. HEGARTY: Uh-huh.

MR. KATZ: Okay.

I think that there aren't findings for
overriding considerations because there isn't enough
TDM. We need faculty and staff transit passes, and
I'll submit more detailed comments in writing.

MS. HEGARTY: Ms. Sihvola.

We're going to take a five-minute break after
this speaker for our court reporter to take a little
break.

STATEMENT OF MS. SIHVOLA

MS. SIHVOLA: Last Wednesday, as well as
tonight, many of my neighborhood from the Summit Road/
Grizzly Peak neighborhood have spoken against the
university's proposal to develop a hundred units of
high-density, two-, three-, and four-bedroom faculty
housing in the cul-de-sac area of lower Summit Road in
a critical high-risk fire hazard zone.

The area in the LRDP is designated as Housing
Reserves H-1 and H-2. This neighborhood is already
impacted by the unresolved parking issues between the
university and the Space Sciences lab staff who use
Summit Road and Grizzly Peak Boulevard as their
permanent parking lot while the university's parking
terraces remain mostly empty.

Also at taxpayers' expense, the Lawrence
Berkeley national laboratory shuttle brings workers to
their cars also parked on Summit Road to the street
that is so crowded that it will make it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for emergency vehicles to
go -- to get through at the present time.

And there is hardly room for cars or trucks
that come by and provide services for residents to
park.

The LRDP EIR failed to analyze or even mention
the presence of the Leonard aquifer which, since 1974,
has been pumped to keep the Lawrence Hall of Science
from sliding down the hill.

Millions of gallons of geologic water is
pumped annually and dumped into the north fork of
Strawberry Creek.

This area, this is the housing -- designated
housing unit reserve H-1 and H-2 consisting of volcanic
flow rocks of the Moraga formation which reach from
little Grizzly Peak all the way down to the bottom of
Strawberry Canyon along the ridge that ends at Lawrence
Berkeley Labs Building 62.

It is believed to be a location of this very
important aquifer. And the LRDP EIR must delineate the
location of this aquifer and consider its benefits to
the community regarding providing emergency water that
can be impounded in tanks up in the hill for fire
fighting purposes.

The water is clean and can provide two gallons
of water to each Berkeley resident, drinking water, in
an emergency such as a serious earthquake.

The EIR must also delineate the exact location
of this aquifer with respect to the housing sites H-1
and H-2, and ultimately this area should be designated
as open space into perpetuity.

Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

We're going to take a quick break. We'll
reconvene at 7:15 with more comment.
MR. AUST: The emphasis in the EIR is on depth in the EIR.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. We're going to go on. Thank you.

Bennett Markel, followed by James Tropp.

STATEMENT OF MR. MARKEL

I'm Bennett Markel. I live a few blocks from here on our famous corridor.

I lived for 25 years on the north side of the campus, so the university has been a neighbor of mine on both sides of the campus.

And these meetings are very interesting for what all of my neighbors have to say.

I agree with everything that everybody said except the man who said that the university was a good neighbor. I think they've been a horrible neighbor on both sides of the campus.

I spoke -- it must have been -- the last time, it seems to me, it was a little less than a year ago or because apparently somebody used the wrong signal there. We still have a level of service of F's there or maybe E, not the proposed level A and B, which they want to accomplish on this other intersections putting up some signals.

Now I would like to go -- time is running out.

MS. HEGARTY: Time is out.

MR. AUST: What I'm really mostly concerned -- and, fortunately, somebody mentioned it, something which is not actually addressed, at least not in any depth in the EIR.

MS. HEGARTY: Jurgen, your time is up. Can you summarize in like 10, 15 seconds here?

MR. AUST: The emphasis in the EIR is on safety in the buildings. I couldn't help thinking of the Pentagon which talked about saving buildings but doesn't worry about people living in there.

And it has been correctly pointed out: The problem really is what happens after the earthquake when people try to escape and avoid the area. We know it from San Francisco. We know it from the hills.

That's where really the danger is, when people can not escape anymore.

Part of it is overhanging wires, and I propose a mitigation measure. It used to be that when housing
MR. TROPP: My name is Jim Tropp. I live on Canyon Road. I've lived there since the summer of 1982. I'm a member of the Panoramic Hill Neighborhood Association. I'm past recording secretary. I'd like to speak in a general way: There have been some very elegantly phrased and highly specified comments which have been made. Mine are going to be somewhat more diffuse and general. There is a sense that there's always mission creep with the university's enterprises. And one of the simplest examples is the practice field for football and Strawberry Field. There was kind of a battle over that 10 years ago when that was going in. But the whole question was whether there should be a practice field. There was never an issue as to whether there should be a rugby field, but, of course, that's what it's become. It's become a rugby field. And the mission tends to creep. An issue that has come up frequently in discussions of the Panoramic Hill Association is that of stadium lighting, and I don't know if there are specific plans at this moment in the Long Range Development Plan for stadium lighting. But one of the major issues that I don't think has been discussed by anyone seriously within the university is the potential for a major disaster if you have a fire or an earthquake during a nighttime event, considering the very poor access that one has to this very dangerous area.

So if I had one take-home message to the university, it would be that this is a crowded and dangerous and difficult to serve area and one should tread lightly in it.

My last comment would simply be that the LRDP -- some of the documents do specify that the university is almost allowed by fiat because of the way the law is written to specify a given environmental concern is without significance.

And that really does put us in the City of Berkeley and as neighbors of the university very much at the mercy of the goodwill of the university.

I guess my neighbors can tell their own stories about what it is like to be at the tender mercies of the university.

In some sense, I think many of us have respect and affection for Berkeley, UC Berkeley as an institution, but we all also bear the scars of its presence.

And I would simply close by saying that I think it is the sense of all of us that the university should tread lightly.

Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Andrea Pflaumer. And she'll be followed by Sennet Williams.

STATEMENT OF MS. PFLAUMER:

Probably going to repeat a lot of what people have said, but I just want to drive the points home.

I live in -- near Grizzly Peak and Centennial.

About five years ago, one of my neighbors wanted to grandfather in a unit next to her house and the City Council rejected it.

When I spoke with the representative from the development office, he said if we saw the way the development was going to go today, the way it's gone already, half the houses that are there now would never have been allowed because, first of all, the fire danger is so severe.

The housing as it is right now is so compact already. The concept of adding 100 new units up there to me is inconceivable.

On our street, to get onto Grizzly Peak, there's a mirror there to watch on blind curve.
With the traffic as it exists right now, you
take your life in your hands every day when you go
there. I cannot imagine what would happen if there
were additional hundred houses up there.

The people from the Space Sciences Lab park in
our neighborhood half the year, and then they park on
Grizzly Peak the other half of the year. Well, some of
them do. More and more are finding out about our
neighborhood and are parking there.

So as Pam said earlier, you cannot get
emergency vehicles up there.

And my husband and I keep a kind of stress
meter in our house. We listen for two things: In the
summer everybody who lives in the hills sticks their
heads out the window and sniffs the area to find out
where the smoke is coming from.

The second thing we do is we listen for the
fire engines. That's our stress meter. And they
increase as time goes on.

To add 100 homes up there, to put those people
in peril is foolhardy, ill-conceived, and the picture
to add 100 homes up there.
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could get to work faster by taking a modern transit  
system. And it would be much cheaper to build than the  
proposed parking structures.  
And I have some letters if anybody is  
interested.  
Thank you.  
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.  
Doris Willingham, followed by Willie Phillips.  
STATEMENT OF MS. WILLINGHAM  
MS. WILLINGHAM: Good evening. My name is  
Doris Willingham.  
Like Martha Jones, I'm also a past president  
of the Claremont Elmwood Neighborhood Association.  
Our association has been very concerned with  
the university and its presence around us for a long  
time.  
In fact, both the Claremont Elmwood  
Neighborhood Association and I are veterans of the 1990  
to 2005 Long Range Development Plan, which cannot be  
said of the current crop of university planners  
responsible for this one.  
I hear the university is growing. Well,  
that's wonderful. That's just fantastic. If it were a  
corporation, we would all say, "Yea," because we  
would --  
A VOICE: It is.  
MS. WILLINGHAM: Good. -- gain benefits from  
it.  
However, this university grows and what the  
citizens of Berkeley get from it largely is detriment.  
Why is that? In great part it is due to the fact that  
the university has grown physically in terms of numbers  
and space needed.  
And there has been no parallel growing of the  
Berkeley City limits. In other words, more and more  
things are being crammed into this tiny space that has  
not changed in a long time, these few square miles that  
we have.  
There used to be a balance between the  
university and the City in terms of impacts, in terms  
of population, in terms of traffic.  
All of these have now reached a point where  
the balance cannot even be called that anymore.  
Harmony, peace, "Don't bother me and I won't bother  
you," are long out the window.  
I urge the university to consider the  
cumulative impact it has on the quality of life of the  
citizens in this town who, through their taxes, not  
only fund City services that support the university,  
but also the university itself.
1 a hillside environment.
2 They also very cleverly say that an exception
3 is next to areas where there are visual and/or historic
4 characteristics, but yet none of our historic
5 properties are listed. Then we aren't protected by
6 that qualifying statement.
7 I think we all have to be really, really
8 careful about the smoke in mirrors in this beautiful,
9 thick document.
10 For example, there's a statement about 75 to
11 80 percent of this new space would be on the core
12 campus and blocks just west of campus.
13 I would have preferred to have had those two
14 different locations disaggregated because it may be
15 that only 25 percent is going on the core campus and 50
16 percent of it is going on the blocks west of campus. I
17 mean, we didn't know.
18 So this is the summary. So basically to
19 really find out what's happening and what is going to
20 come down, it's very difficult to figure out, and I
21 just started reviewing this process, but I'm finding
22 inaccuracies, I'm finding incompleteness, and you can't
23 study alternatives unless you accurately describe the
24 environment.
25 And also, just as my summary point, which will
26 be detailed in my letter in my comments, UC Berkeley
27 has not implemented mitigation in their last LRDP and
28 did not fully monitor their mitigations.
29 Thank you.
30 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
31 The next speaker is Jim Sharp, followed by
32 Daniella Thompson.
33 STATEMENT OF MR. SHARP
34 MR. SHARP: Good evening. I'm Jim Sharp, a
35 long-term resident of Berkeley and 15-year resident of
36 the Pardon Our Dust Zone, just north of Central Campus
37 Park, soon to be Central Campus Industrial Park.
38 And I'm sorry that this is the last chance for
39 all of you to speak out verbally about this unless
40 something major changes. Because what we have in this
41 document is a road map for war. It's a road map -- I
42 mean, it's a war that's been going on for a long time
43 against the community, over 100 years, but it's been
44 accelerating rapidly.
45 It's a war against Strawberry Canyon. It's a
46 war against the city's tax base. It's a war against
47 our folks up on Summit Road, the various traffic
48 intersections, the people town at Albany Village. And
49 it's not even a very good road map because it leaves
50 out major pieces like the Lawrence Berkeley National
51 Laboratory, which I like to call "The Rad Lab" because
52 that's what it used to be and still is.
53 Memorial Stadium is left out of this, if I'm
54 not incorrect, and I think Clark Kerr was going to drop
55 out of the scoping session. I'm not sure if it's still
56 there or not. I haven't really examined this
57 thoroughly.
58 But today's "Berkeley Daily Planet," did you
59 see it? They use the word "metastasis." I think
60 that's a very good word. I think it applies here. I
61 think we've got the long-range metastasis plan.
62 And it's accelerating. In past documents to
63 the university I've suggested "runaway train" as a
64 metaphor, "Fiat Lou's Express."
65 I think by 2020 if all these various
66 suggestions are built out, we're going to have a
67 institutional, municipal Humpty Dumpty, and it will not
68 be able -- we'll not be able to put it back together
69 again. I don't even think now it's very easy to put
70 back.
71 Part of the problem here is that we have a
72 major and growing disconnect between the university and
73 the host community. And I don't think it can be
74 addressed through any number of scoping sessions or
75 draft EIR hearings or those open house schmoozes that
76 we've had.
77 This is a failure of leadership. It's a
78 failure on the part of the stewards at the top, and
79 they're amazingly obuse. I mean, I think they
80 understand, but they're not willing to admit it. I
81 think they sometimes believe their own propaganda and
82 they take clear advantage of the tax exempt status that
83 this university has.
84 Last week we were at the Public Works
85 Commission and heard a member of that commission ask
86 the assistant vice chancellor of facilities services:
87 Why are the neighbors so angry? And the answer came
88 back: We meet with the neighbors very often. We make
89 huge amounts of changes in our plans within the
90 boundaries of our responsibility to the UC Regents.
91 Read between the lines. We have a mission.
92 You don't.
93 This is very sad because there's lots and lots
94 of -- thousands of talented people at UC and LBNL who
95 could be of some service here, and there's people at
96 the community level as well.
97 Let me just conclude, let me paraphrase Oliver
98 Twist: Please, sir, may we have a little less.
99 Thank you.
100 MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Legalink San Francisco (415) 359-2040
Daniella Thompson, followed by John Caner.

STATEMENT OF MS. THOMPSON

MS. THOMPSON: I'm Daniella Thompson. I live on the north side.

When I moved there 15-and-a-half years ago, my house was two blocks north of the campus. Now it's one block north of the campus. I don't know what will happen ten years from now.

Despite everything that's happening and will happen on the north side with, you know, this runaway growth and building, I'm here to talk not about what the university is doing to the community. There are enough people to talk about that. I'm going to talk about what the university is doing to the campus, to itself.

And I'm here to try and save something that the university apparently has already given up on.

Before I get to that, I don't know how many of you have noticed that when you enter the campus from Durant at Dana -- maybe at other points too -- there's a plaque on the ground, a metal one, saying: You're entering the property of the Regents of the University of California who have the right to deny admission to all. And I think that is really emblematic of the whole situation.

The campus really is part of the City of Berkeley and should, by right, belong to all the citizens of California and specifically to those of Berkeley is a realm onto itself. And yet here it is in our midst, and it's part of our lives too. And that is why I want to talk about the Tien Center, about Observatory Hill, about the Campus Glade, and about Haviland Hall.

The Tien Center is part of this EIR when it shouldn't have been. It really should have had its own EIR. It's buried within this one for some reason. I think that is one flaw that I find in this EIR that I want to point out because, after all, here we are to talk about the adequacies and inadequacies of the EIR.

In addition to that, once again we're being piecemealed by the university. A few years ago we got Nexus, and at that point Tien Center should have come into it because it is -- you know, it's part of the northeast quadrant on campus. But it wasn't, so I want to point that out.

In addition to that, the Tien Center is going to affect two major resources on campus. One of them is cultural, and that's Haviland Hall, John Gaylan Howard. Those things don't grow on trees. And yet this Tien Center is going to overshadow it, trivialize it, encroach on it, hide it. It's going to disappear.

I'll try and make it brief, okay?

In addition to that, the other one is one of major natural and botanical resources on campus, and that's Observatory Hill.

Phase 1 of Tien Center is going to cut a bit of it off. Phase 2 is going to just do away with a whole half of it.

This is a tragedy of incredible proportions, and everyone should realize what the City of Berkeley is going to lose when that thing is built.

It used to be that they were thinking of building Tien Center on the parking lot behind Dwinelle Hall. They decided against it, they say, for environmental reasons.

Now --

MS. HEGARTY: We need to move on to the next speaker, I'm afraid.

MS. THOMPSON: If Observatory Hill can be done away and that's not environmental, I really don't know what is.

Thank you.

John Caner.

She requested you move a little bit away from the microphone so she can hear you more clearly.

This is John Caner.

STATEMENT OF MR. CANER

MR. CANER: I'm John Caner, President of Willard Neighborhood Association. Our borders are Dwight, Ashby, College and Telegraph.

And we are submitting a letter tonight to the university with our comments and opposition to the current draft of the LRDP.

Through our analysis which you'll see in Page 3 and Page 4 -- and I'd be happy to share this with anybody in the audience -- we were somewhat startled to see the growth in the university essentially becoming a research park.

In the LRDP, we found that there was a 3.6-percent real growth annually for 15 years in research funding for a total of 70-percent growth over 15 years, and from what we could ascertain, driving a 60.5 percent growth in academic staff and visitors and subsequently with the parking ratios driving a 30-percent growth in parking with an additional 2,300 spaces, which causes us a lot of concern.

And despite the positioning of the university as quoted in the "San Francisco Chronicle" that this was largely for students, it really appears this is...
largely for research.
We think the university should be focusing on students more than research on its main campus.
Subsequent with this increase in research facilities, staff and parking, we get the traffic impacts.
And the second part of our analysis was the summary of the impacts on traffic and were found very unfortunate the significant unavoidable impacts on eight roadways of our major roadways in and out of the city, three intersections, and then another seven or eight intersections where they are mitigations where there would be a fair-share funding, as I think some of you are aware.
So we have requested in our letter to the university five recommendations:
One is to focus more on-campus resources towards educating California's youth versus research staff facilities and other uses that require a lot of parking and traffic impacts; more research located at other locations, whether it's Richmond or other Berkeley community; explore moving UC extension, with its high-commute profile to -- and other separable programs to San Francisco/other locations to make way for revised modest growth on campus; and, number four, develop programs that encourage mass transit and satellite parking rather than use of personal autos; and then, number five, commit to fully funding mitigations due to UC growth, particularly that are driven by the UC growth rather than the fair-share funding model.
So thank you very much. And if anybody's interested in getting a copy of our letter, please let me know.
MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
Tom Kelly -- Tom Kelly, is Tom Kelly still here -- followed by Sharon Hudson.

STATEMENT OF MR. KELLY
MR. KELLY: Good evening. My name is Tom Kelly. And I don't know if it has happened to you, but I actually feel completely overwhelmed by this whole process, not just because it's this process, but because it's just a pattern and a series of similar issues that we in Berkeley have to deal with on a regular basis with the university.
I think most of us would rather be out trying to figure out a way to end this war, provide better housing for those who are less fortunate than us, and yet we seem to spend an inordinate amount of time here talking to the university and hoping that something comes of it.
What I'd like to say though is that I wanted to speak on behalf of the environment in general and as it applies to the area where the university and Lawrence labs are planning on building.
And I just wanted to say that I felt that, you know, watershed is an integral part of the web of life, and it provides an important habitat for millions of organisms who, in my opinion, have rights to their health and well being that they derive just from their very existence here.
And what we find with this kind of activity that is being proposed is that these habitats are destroyed, and as a result, all of these organisms disappear. And we know the names of the big ones that everybody hears about, but there are so many of them that just disappear that will never return.
And they provide so much for us in our own lives. I mean, the trees up there provide us shade in this area. It helps us to keep this area cooler, makes life better for everyone here. It gives people places to go where they can actually take some time away from the stresses of life.
And if you look at the photograph there, you can just see over time how the City and the university and the labs are continuing to encroach in the watershed.
So even beyond asking for the university to consider a comprehensive watershed plan, my plea would be just to stay out of the watershed. It's something that we need to preserve for us and for everything that comes after us.
And I just point out that if you want to take a look at what happens when you build something even small in a watershed, you can take a look at what the Chabot Observatory has done to the parks that surround it.
The folks there just were concerned about getting an observatory built on the top of a hill and, as a result, didn't really think about what was happening underneath it.
Well, you can go down into the park, and you can see the overturned trees and the creeks that are now eroding roads and hillsides and causing damage all throughout the watershed.
So, you know, it would be nice if we could just say to these folks that you know, you've got everything you need. You know, figure it out with what you've got, and, you know, think about the rest of us...
and give us a break.
Thanks a lot.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
Sharon Hudson.

STATEMENT OF MS. HUDSON
MS. HUDSON: Good evening. Hi.
I think we all know that nothing we say here
is going to make the slightest bit of difference to
what the university is going to do. They may or may
not address it in the EIR, but in the end it won't make
any difference. And why is this? It's because power
corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely.
We've all heard this. But what is corruption
really? Is it just stealing, embezzlement, graft? No,
those are just a few manifestations that take a certain
form.

What corruption really is is not following the
rules of law and decency that everybody else has to
follow.
That is what UC is doing right now. UC is
above the law. That was a mistake to put that in the
California Constitution.
UC could be a world-class institution without
being corrupt by cooperating with the communities
around it. I think it would be a much better
institution if it did that. And, of course, World
Class, it would be another meaning of the word "class,"
something that Berkeley no longer has.

Many tyrants and institutions have been
respected abroad where they are little known but hated
and despised at home. After too many years of absolute
power, this has happened to UC.
I know from talking to many people around here
that UC is now hated, not only by neighbors and
political leaders in Berkeley, but also by its own
professors, its staff, its graduate students, its
research assistants, its contractors. All of these
have expressed disgust at the University of California.
Why, only because University of California has
become a big bully based on its absolute power.
So now we have this LRDP, a corrupt result of
absolute power. It's full of crap. We're all smart.
Berkeley is a very smart place. We can see that.
You're not pulling any wool over our eyes. We
all see the misstatements of facts, which other people
call lies; omissions; inaccuracies; self-serving
assumptions; improper definitions; incorrect data;
manipulated data; specious arguments and unsupported
conclusions and also many, many promises which history
shows will be broken as all the promises made in
previous long range development plans of the hour have
been broken.
These will be promises of mitigations that
will not occur and enrollment and buildings caps that
will be exceeded.
So there's not too much point in arguing about
the data.
As our illustrious fellow citizen John English
put it recently, this is not about data. This is about
values. And the university has no values when it comes
to respecting the community around it.
So I'm not going to talk about little bits of
data in the EIR, and I don't have enough time, period,
to talk about big-picture items. But in any case, I
don't believe it's the way for us to do anything about
UC's corruption and the destruction of our community.
Maybe giving maybe UC bad PR, maybe some form
of political action, maybe educating UC's donors, some
other methods might be used to exert some kind of
pressure on UC, but not standing here in front of this
microphone. Maybe the City of Berkeley can finally
think of something to do.
I think there are several things in the EIR
that are the basis of lawsuits.
But in any case, that's what I have to say.

But for right now, all of our words are going out into
dead air as far as UC is concerned, so I'm just going
to say my piece about the big picture as I see it.

MS. HEGARTY: Jesse Arrequin, followed by
Humayun Khan.

STATEMENT OF MR. ARREQUIN
MR. ARREQUIN: Good evening, university
administrators and members of the public.
I want to thank you for the opportunity to
allow students to address our concerns with the
upcoming Long Range Development Plan.
My name is Jesse Arrequin.
Our general concerns rest with the increase in
parking development, as well as the increase in the
degree of impacts associated with increased parking
development and not so significant mitigation measures
to address those particular increases in parking.
At the same time, we're very much concerned
with the lack of sufficient housing to meet future
growth demands.
We want to commend the university for
including some of our concerns in the current Long
Range Development Plan, most specifically the
definition of the housing zone. We feel it's adequate.
We feel that it will meet the demands of graduate
students, undergraduate students and faculty and staff who may be accommodated by a future housing development. However, we are concerned with the lack of sufficient housing. 2,600 beds is a definite increase in some of the university's projections in the past; although, I want to cite the fact that the 1990 plan advocating for up to 3,400 beds of housing and the university hasn't met half of that particular demand yet. At the same time, I've heard dialogue by university planners that they haven't met their full range with respect to parking. So I'm just -- we're very much concerned about the dialogue with more emphasis on parking as opposed to housing development. Yes, the rental housing market has changed. It's softened. But there still is demand, particularly in light of a 15-year projection, trying to ensure that if there are changes in the rental housing market, that students are housed, that there is demand for current students who want to live in university housing, design for housing, more specifically apartment-style housing, to meet the diversity of student needs is identified in the plan. So the ASUC will be articulating this in our comments that will be submitted to the university later on this month. We are advocating for an 1,100 bed increase in the Long Range Development Plan and housing zone range. We feel this is adequate to meet the demand for more student housing. At the same time, we're very much concerned about the increase in student parking. There's been a 22-percent increase in faculty and staff headcounts and a 41-percent increase, including the thousand spaces that are planned in the next three years. That results in close to 2,900 new cars. MS. HEGARTY: Just a little slower. MR. ARREQUIN: That will result in 2,900 new cars on the south side. How will that affect quality of life? How will affect access of campus? Particularly in the definition of the housing zone, they talk about moving housing far away from campus or within 20 minutes of a bus ride. How are students going to get to campus? Those are significant concerns that can be addressed. The university needs to have sufficient mitigation measures to address the increase in traffic that will result from increase in parking developments. As articulated in the plan, seven key intersections will be -- there's -- level of service will be diminished through this plan. I think the university needs to do something to address those particular impacts. We're advocating with members of the public and UC staff representatives for a free eco pass for faculty and staff. We ask that that be included as a policy measure and a mitigation measure in the LRDP, and we think that will do something to minimize the mode shift that may result from increased parking. We're also advocating for the university to include as a mitigation measure funding for a fast pass for students and expand whatever eco pass program they may develop. We want to ensure that the parking development is corollary to headcount so that there is at least, if there is a discussion, 28-percent increase in parking, not a 41-percent increase in parking. So I wanted to articulate our concerns. We'd like more housing, 1,100 beds. We're concerned about the increases in parking. We want the university to take really adequate mitigation measures such as the eco pass. I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to express our concerns, and we will be submitting our comments later this month. MS. HEGARTY: Thank you. Humayun Khan, followed by Doug Buckwald. STATEMENT OF MR. KHAN MR. KHAN: Hi. My name is Humayun Khan. I'm a long-time resident of Berkeley. And I am representing the minority and immigrant population of west Berkeley that have not been involved in this process. I want to comment few comments on this sub-par EIR. The alternatives do not represent all the potential impacts in this EIR. The EIR needs to look at some further new alternatives, and I will help spell them out. One alternative should be to maintain zero growth in square-footage. If the facility is going to build new buildings, the EIR must -- the campus must reduce equivalent number of square-foot of building space. That needs to be analyzed. Another alternative that the EIR should analyze is the reduced enrollment and employment growth.
from the no-project alternative which was not analyzed in this EIR.

The EIR should also look at increased number of recreation facilities that support both students and community members, in other words, look at more baseball fields, recreation fields and develop Underhill synthetic turf field.

The traffic impacts in this EIR did not analyze the intersection of Claremont Avenue and Ashby Avenue, which has become a paralysis center for the south campus community.

I think in this EIR they should analyze or they should actually propose less parking slots for employees of the university so that they take alternate transportation modes.

And they also should look at maybe a no-car zone in the Southside campus during normal business hours to encourage more foot traffic.

The EIR is segmented from the LBNL facility. It should also look at the growth of the LBNL facility, and the EIR should be both together. There should not be any future growth in the Hill Campus.

As I have read through this EIR, it is quite flawed, and it should look at these alternatives. It should be redone and recirculated.

In addition, they should provide a 30-day extension for review of this document, this current document, and later recirculating when it's redone.

In conclusion, the University of California must choose the no-project alternative. And the city manager, the individuals from the City office, they must question this EIR and also recommend a no-project alternative.

Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

Doug Buckwald, followed by Matt Fritzinger.

STATEMENT OF MR. BUCKWALD

MR. BUCKWALD: Good evening.

One observation to start: Each of us tonight has had three minutes to talk about things that are going to affect us for the rest of our lives or as long as we stay here in Berkeley. That seems to be a bit out of balance to me.

I've read a lot of sections of the LRDP. I noticed one mistake right away in it. The university says that the acronym "LRDP" stands for Long Range Development Plan. Well, we know that it really stands for long-term resident displacement program because that's exactly what's contained in here.

These changes will make many, many more people leave Berkeley because the quality of life will diminish so markedly.

For those of you here who have not read the LRDP, I can summarize it for you pretty quickly:

First of all, if there are minor or medium-level quality of life impact studies noted as a result of UC expansion, you're mistaken about these things. You are only imagining that they affect the quality of your life, so stop it.

Regarding the major issues that both the citizens and the university realize will have a significant impact on the quality of life here in Berkeley, there is nothing that UC can do about these problems, so get used to enduring them for the foreseeable future.

That's a pretty good summary of the document as I see it.

Oh, and there's an appendix: UC has State authority to ignore all local zoning ordinances in Berkeley's general plan as well as the power of eminent domain, so they will do whatever they darn well please.

Well, that's not an actual appendix. It's sort of implied throughout the whole document.

For a greater predictive value, I recommend that you look into reading a different volume, The Prince, by Niccolo Machiavelli. That's what I've been doing. It has some very, very useful sections in here.

If you don't know about this book, it was written in 1513 by Machiavelli, and he gives recommendations to princes about how to maintain control of their states.

The general advice is this: Don't worry about individuals that are weak and divided. They are no threat to you. You need to worry about powerful armies headed by visionary dynamic leaders.

Well, in this case, the City of Berkeley is our powerful army, and at this point we can only hope that they will act on our behalf to save what remains of the quality of life in our city.

There are some other interesting and pertinent sections of the book. I hope I can get to a couple of them here.

The first one is -- talks about whether it is better to be loved or feared:

"Let me say that every prince should prefer to be considered merciful rather than cruel, yet he should be careful not to mismanage this clemency."

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
MR. BUCKWALD: Can I just finish this last sentence? "Now, I conclude that since men love at their own inclination but can be made to fear at the inclination of the prince, a shrewd prince will lay his foundations on what is under his own control, not on what is controlled by others. Therefore, it is better to be feared than to be loved."

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MR. FRITZINGER

MR. FRITZINGER: I'm Matt Fritzinger, and I'm enjoying my seventh year as a math teacher at Berkeley High School.

Six years ago I started Berkeley High Mountain Bike Team. Today we had our last practice of the year. We started the week after Thanksgiving. That's three days a week for about five or six months. And we ride in Tilden primarily.

I've got 26 kids on the team, really diverse group. It's an amazing thing.

We would love to ride more on the trails and less on the road where the cars are becoming more and more numerous.

And the swath of land that goes up Strawberry Canyon, I always look at that and think, wow, that would be so great if we could ride up that.

All I want to say is that if you get the right landscape architects, conservation and resource studies people together, I think that a plan can come together that makes that entire network of trails better, both for hikers, bikers and the land itself because right now what you have is a poorly designed fire trail which is eroding year by year.

That's all I have to say. Thanks.

STATEMENT OF MR. COHEN

MR. COHEN: Hello. I live several blocks away from UC. Current congestion is horrible, and I'm very concerned about the additional congestion that UC's LRDP will bring to Berkeley and to my neighborhood.

The City of Berkeley's general plan is committed to stimulate the alternatives to single-occupancy automobile dependency and its inherent inefficiency and pollution.

I strongly urge UC to take a leadership position in its LRDP and to choose an alternative with zero new parking spots.

I have also heard estimates that each incremental parking spot can cost 30- to $60,000.

Obviously, UC does need to make the campus accessible to faculty and staff. However, there's a much more cost-effective way and congestion-reducing way to do so.

And rather than putting 2,600 new beds in buildings that UC owns 100 percent, why not also take a leveraged 10-percent ownership in an additional 8,000 beds? 30- to $60,000 would be a very nice house or condo downpayment for faculty or staff willing to live within walking distance to campus.

If UC retained 5- to 15-percent ownership of local housing while faculty or staff lived nearby, UC would share in property value appreciation. Faculty would benefit from the reduced property tax due to UC's portion being tax exempt, and faculty's health would improve from walking to work.

There would be much less contention for the existing supply of parking. Air quality will be improved, and Berkeley streets will be less congested.

Also, why not extend this offer to graduate and professional students in exchange for a promise to live car free with car sharing or occasional car rentals?

These people might graduate with enough equity to buy a small house elsewhere. What a nice graduation present from UC, and UC makes a profit by doing this.

If the students condos do come with a parking spot, UC's ownership portion could be optioned on that parking spot and assigned to a faculty member.

UC can also work with the State Legislature to create a special case whereby UC's non-UC neighbors could receive a Proposition 13 tax basis transfer to move elsewhere and sell their house to UC faculty or staff. This could easily free up thousands of nearby homes for UC professors to live in walking distance.

It seems to me -- well, it seems a given that the City of Berkeley will lose tax revenue with the LRDP's plans to convert land to tax-exempt parking lots, a portion of the proposed mixed-use projects.

Unfortunately, Berkeley gains avoidable, unacceptably more congestion and pollution from this. UC's peripheral streets are already unsafe for pedestrians. I urge you to reconsider how you assure the faculty and staff get to campus and to take a leadership position in promoting housing within walking distance to one's workplace.

MS. HEGARTY: Thank you.
STATEMENT OF MS. DWYER

MS. DWYER: Hello. My name is Joanna Dwyer. I live on Panoramic Hill and have for about 30 years. Panoramic Hill is cheek by jowl with the upper end of campus, just above the football stadium and adjacent to Strawberry Canyon. Neighbors are very concerned about the university expansion. My particular concern is with a table in the LRDP. If you refer to Table 4.4-10, it's a list, a very deficient list, of architectural resources in that part of Berkeley. It's title is -- sounds like "Secondary Historical Resources." Whoever prepared this report didn't do even a minimum amount of research on the historic resources of Panoramic Hill. There are whole streets which are omitted, and I would like to enter into the record some of the missing houses. On Canyon Road, which is not listed at all and which is directly above the football stadium, there's a Julia Morgan design, 9 Canyon Road, which should have been on there in anybody's estimation. There are two very grand houses by Ernest Coxhead, who is a notable San Francisco architect of about 95 or 100 years ago, and those are at 1 Canyon and 15 Canyon. Mosswood Road, which is on Panoramic Hill, is completely omitted. There's a Julia Morgan design at 11 Mosswood, known as the Jebsen house, which is of great historical import. Professor Jebsen was, in his day, a very famous botanist, a professor of botany for decades in Berkeley who, with his graduate students, put together California's first flora. That's 11 Mosswood is omitted. At 13 Mosswood is a modern house, a Frank Lloyd Wright design. And at 37 Mosswood is a another grand house by Walter Radcliff, who was a very important architect who designed many houses and commercial buildings in Berkeley about 80 years ago. Arden Road is not on this very deficient list at all. At 40 Arden is a world-famous house by Harwell Harris. At 70 Arden is a building by William Wurster for whom the CED, the university's College of Environmental Design building is named. The architecture building is named for William Werster, Werster Hall. Under Panoramic Way, can I just finish, there are two Julia Morgan designs, and under the heading "Architect," it's blank. Anybody who would ask anybody in the neighborhood would know that 9 Panoramic and 73 Panoramic are by the famous female architect Julia Morgan. I could say more, but I think my time is up. Thank you.

MS. HEGARTY: Has anyone not spoken tonight that would like to do so in the remaining five minutes? Let me also remind you that you may submit additional comments in writing anytime up to 5:00 o'clock on June 14th. Both the email address and the street address are listed in your agenda. The City of Berkeley is also planning a series of meetings that will be hosted by the Planning Commission and the City Council. Jim Hynes from the City Manager's office gave those dates. I don't have them in front of me tonight. I think the first meeting is, I believe, the 18th --

A VOICE: 19th.

MS. HEGARTY: 19th, I'm sorry, the Planning Commission. But I'm sure there will be announcements of that in the newspapers. We appreciate the thoughtful comments you made tonight, and they will be addressed in the final EIR, and the transcript will be made of all of your comments. Thank you very much.

(Whereupon, the proceedings adjourned at 8:25 p.m.)
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11.2T.2  RESPONSE TO ORAL COMMENTS: PUBLIC HEARING #2

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS T2-1A AND T2-1B
Other UC campuses have recently completed or are now preparing Long Range Development Plans with programs of investment as or more ambitious than those in the 2020 LRDP. The projected growth in the number of college-age Californians over the next decade, combined with the ongoing growth in demand for research in the public interest, requires all UC campuses to continue to grow to meet these needs.

While our location within an active seismic region does impose an extra burden on UC Berkeley, UC Berkeley already employs extraordinary procedures to maximize safety and resiliency of new buildings, as described in Best Practices GEO-1-c through GEO-1-g and in the University Policy on Seismic Safety presented in Appendix B.2.

Much of the growth the university as a whole must accommodate in the future can, as the writer contends, be accommodated at other locations. However, in many fields the academic programs and resources at UC Berkeley are unmatched, and many of the university’s new educational and research initiatives must be housed at UC Berkeley, in order to maximize synergy with existing programs and take full advantage of existing resources.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-2A
See Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand and Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs. As the latter shows, UC Berkeley has a wide range of programs designed to reduce vehicle trips and encourage alternatives to driving, including the recently approved Bear Pass. The amount of parking required represents our best estimates of future demand under the 2020 LRDP.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-2B
The figures cited by the speaker are estimates of new future trips under the 2020 LRDP based on current mode splits, and represent a conservative projection for the purpose of analysis. The University hopes measures such as the Bear Pass, the new student housing envisioned under the 2020 LRDP, and other future trip reduction incentives would result in less actual trips.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-2C
The quote appears to be inaccurate: the 2020 LRDP DEIR draws no such conclusion with regard to the need for bicycle facilities. UC Berkeley is developing secure bicycle facilities. Please see Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-2D
The speaker’s comment is unclear.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-2E
The speaker’s opinion is noted, but based on the Draft EIR analysis, the intersection measures proposed as Mitigations would reduce the impacts to less than significant, as significance is defined in the Draft EIR.
Response to comment T2-2f
As the speaker notes, the Underhill Field and Parking Structure is not within the scope of the 2020 LRDP, having already been reviewed in the 2000 Underhill Area Projects EIR.

Response to comment T2-3a
See Thematic Response 4 regarding fiscal impacts.

Response to comment T2-3b
The 2020 LRDP does not propose any changes to land use at Clark Kerr Campus that would violate the covenants. Section 3.1.14 is explicitly clear on this matter:

In 1982 the University executed a Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions with neighboring property owners and a Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Berkeley, both of which commit the University to a site plan and land use program on the Clark Kerr Campus for a period of 50 years. While many of its 26 buildings require extensive repairs and upgrades, no significant change in either the use or physical character of the Clark Kerr Campus is proposed in the 2020 LRDP.

Response to comment T2-3c
The University has no authority to formulate plans for traffic on city streets, but would be glad to collaborate with the City on strategies to improve traffic conditions.

Response to comment T2-3d
The writer’s opinion is noted, but the effects of trip reduction strategies involving substantial salary incentives cannot presently be assumed, and cannot be used as a rationale for identifying a potential impact as mitigated to a less-than-significant level.

Response to comment T2-3e
See Thematic Response 4 regarding fiscal impacts.

Response to comments T2-3f and T2-3g
For the purpose of this EIR, construction period circulation impacts are determined to be less than significant, given that proposed development under the 2020 LRDP would not exceed existing conditions, and given the incorporation of continuing best practices, as described in pages 4.12-45 to 4.12-47 of the Draft EIR. UC Berkeley anticipates continuing improvements in construction coordination with the City of Berkeley, to reduce impacts to neighbors as much as possible. No substantial change in the nature or schedule of sporting events is anticipated as a result of the 2020 LRDP, but any such projects with the potential for environmental impact would be subject to further review under CEQA.

Response to comment T2-3h
The University would encourage the city planning commission to consult with the transportation commission in formulating its comments.

Response to comment T2-3i
Although UC Berkeley policies seek to minimize automobile use by students, some students have life circumstances that require an automobile. A very limited number of residential permits are available to residents of University student housing with a demonstrated medical, employment, academic or other need: Best Practice TRA-2 states
this policy would continue under the 2020 LRDP. Other students are only eligible for student commuter parking permits if they live beyond a two mile radius of campus.

**Response to comment T2-3j**
See response T2-3f.

**Response to comment T2-3k**
See Best Practice TRA-3-d at page 4.12-47 of the 2020 LRDP Draft EIR.

**Response to comment T2-3l**
See Thematic Response 10, which describes the current range of UC Berkeley trip reduction programs.

**Response to comment T2-3m**
It is not the responsibility of the University to maintain city parking meters, although the parking program outlined in the 2020 LRDP is expected to reduce the demand for parking on city streets by UC Berkeley students and workers.

**Response to comment T2-3n**
The speaker’s opinions are noted, and will be taken into consideration by the University in its ongoing participation in BRT plan formulation.

**Response to comment T2-3o**
The speaker’s comment is noted.

**Response to comment T2-4a**
As explained in section 3.1.5, a primary driver for the growth envisioned under the 2020 LRDP is to maintain the ability of the University of California to continue to meet its mandate under the California Master Plan for Higher Education.

**Response to comment T2-4b**
See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation. The speaker’s comments are noted.

**Response to comments T2-5a thru T2-5d**
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

**Response to comment T2-6a**
The speaker’s comments are noted.

**Response to comment T2-6b**
The University continues to collaborate with the City on matters of mutual interest, the Southside Plan being the most recent example, and looks forward to other collaborations in the future.
11.2T ORAL COMMENTS AT PUBLIC HEARINGS

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS T2-7A AND T2-7B
In recent years several Bay Area cities have implemented signal timing plans that encourage drivers to drive the speed limit, either through coordinated timing along a corridor that allows drivers to “hit the green” if they travel at the speed limit, or through stand-alone intersections that have advance detectors that turn the light red if a speeding car approaches. The University will request that the City of Berkeley consider these methods of speed control when and if the signals at Piedmont/Bancroft, Piedmont/Durant, and Derby/Warring are designed and constructed. See also Response to Comment C270.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-8A
The speaker’s suggestion is noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-8B
The University is currently building a new campus at Merced. However, the substantial growth in the number of college-age Californians projected over the next decade requires all campuses of the University to assume some share of this growth. However, the 2020 LRDP recommends the enrollment at UC Berkeley stabilize once the current increase is absorbed.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-8C
See Thematic Response 4 regarding fiscal impacts.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-8D
As prescribed in Mitigation HYD-5, any new project in the Hill Campus would be required to undertake a hydrologic modification analysis, including a plan to prevent an increase in flow from the site. Best Practice HYD-4-e would serve to ensure the net projects implemented under the 2020 LRDP together result in no net increase in runoff over existing conditions.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-8E
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS T2-9A AND T2-9B
The speaker’s general objections to UC Berkeley growth are noted, but the speaker does not offer specific comments on the Draft EIR to which the University can respond.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-10A
The speaker’s support for bicycling in Strawberry Canyon is noted. Existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus could be examined by the Management Authority proposed by the 2020 LRDP for the Ecological Study Area. See page 3.1-54 of the Draft EIR. The comment is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP or its EIR; no further response is required.
**Response to comment T2-11A**
The speaker’s opinion on the resources available to the University is noted.

**Response to comment T2-11B**
On the contrary, in Best Practice USS-2.1-e the University commits to pay its fair share of sewer improvements required for projects implemented under the 2020 LRDP, under the provisions of section 54999 of the California Government Code.

**Response to comment T2-12A**
The speaker contends the current housing goals are inadequate, but does not describe what would be adequate, although the comments to follow suggest alternate approaches.

**Response to comments T2-12B and T2-12C**
Alternate delivery models for future UC Berkeley projects, including housing, are strongly encouraged in section 3.1.12, which includes the policy “Consider joint ventures that leverage University resources with private land and capital.” The speaker’s advocacy of a capital campaign focusing on housing and quality of life rather than academic buildings will be taken into consideration in the plans for the next UC Berkeley campaign.

**Response to comment T2-12D**
The University is committed to provide housing at the lowest achievable rents consistent with quality and durability, sound maintenance practices, academic goals, and sensitive urban design. However, because the University does not receive state funding for housing, the entire cost of construction, operation, and maintenance must be supported by rent revenues.

**Response to comment T2-13A**
The housing targets in the 2020 LRDP represent our estimate of the maximum program achievable within the timeframe of the plan, and the financial and logistic capacity of the campus, and the need to avoid overbuilding in order to prevent rent increases due to high vacancy rates. As explained in section 5.1.5:

> While the long term goals in the Strategic Academic Plan may ultimately require more University housing than envisioned in the 2020 LRDP, under the current financial practices of the University it is not possible to sustain a more intensive pace of housing development than the 2020 LRDP proposes. Because the state provides no funds for University housing, its entire capital and operating cost must be supported by rents and other revenues.

Although the UC Berkeley housing inventory includes many relatively new facilities, many others are old and in critical need of major renovation, including the Clark Kerr Campus and Bowles and Stern Halls. Rents must sustain these renovations as well as new construction projects. However, new construction projects begin generating new expenses well before they begin generating new revenues, while renovation projects typically generate no new revenues.

Given the need to keep rents at reasonable levels and maintain the financial integrity of the housing auxiliary as a whole, the campus is therefore limited in the number of projects it can pursue at any one time. While the 2020 LRDP
housing program appears at this point to be supportable by projected future rents, a significantly larger program would be infeasible.

**Response to Comment T2-13B**
The University is committed to paying its fair share of the cost of improvements required to mitigate the impacts of the 2020 LRDP, as described in Mitigations TRA-6 and TRA-7. The speaker also seems to advocate funding for pedestrian and bicycle amenities above and beyond those strictly required to mitigate traffic impacts. The 2020 LRDP policy “Partner with the City and LBNL on an integrated program of access and landscape improvements at the Campus Park edge” indicates the desire of UC Berkeley to identify and fund such improvements in a collaborative manner.

**Response to Comments T2-13C and T2-13D**
Mitigation TRA-11 recognizes the issue of undesired mode shift and prescribes measures to monitor and minimize it.

**Response to Comment T2-13E**
See Thematic Response 3 regarding the 2020 LRDP alternatives.

**Response to Comment T2-14A**
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

**Response to Comment T2-14B**
The existence of groundwater in the Hill Campus, and the northwest portion in particular, is known and described in section 4.7.4 under “Groundwater Quality”. Best Practice HYD-3 prescribes measures to ensure no net decrease in groundwater recharge due to projects implemented under the 2020 LRDP.

**Response to Comment T2-15A**
The EIR authors are unaware of a relationship between the acquisition of the Clark Kerr Campus and enrollment limits.

**Response to Comment T2-15B**
The speaker is correct, and the 2020 LRDP and its EIR are explicitly clear on this matter. The use of the Southside Plan as a guide for future projects in the Southside, as prescribed in section 3.1.14 and in Best Practice LU-2-d, includes the caveat “…assuming no further substantive changes are made by the city prior to adoption…”

**Response to Comment T2-15C**
The speaker's opinion is noted.

**Response to Comment T2-15D**
The speaker suggests changes to the signal at Dwight Way and Piedmont Avenue. Studies completed for the Draft 2020 LRDP EIR do not currently indicate that the intersection is impacted by the 2020 LRDP.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-15E
The draft 2020 Long Range Development Plan also supports utility undergrounding. See page 3.1-32 of the 2020 LRDP, second paragraph.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-16A
The speaker possibly refers to an earlier letter submitted in response to the Notice of Preparation: while the University takes all such letters into consideration in scoping and preparing the Draft EIR, it does not respond to individual scoping letters. However, the University does respond in the Final EIR to every substantive comment on the Draft EIR. With respect to notification, in addition to advertisements in local newspapers, UC Berkeley sent a letter from Chancellor Berdahl to every household address in Berkeley, as well as the newsletter Cal Neighbors, which also goes to every household address in Berkeley.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-17A
Although Memorial Stadium requires renovations to address its seismic deficiencies, at this point no project has been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-17B
The speaker’s comments are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-17C
The speaker’s comments are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-18A
See Thematic Response 8 for a comprehensive response to comments on Hill Campus development. Due partly to comments received and partly to its uncertain near-term feasibility, faculty housing has been deleted as a potential future Hill Campus use in the 2020 LRDP. As noted in Thematic Response 8, the site formerly designated H1 has been redesignated as a reserve site, while former site H2 has been redesignated as part of the surrounding research zone.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-19A
The speaker’s comments are noted.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-20A
The speaker’s comments are noted. The University shares the speaker’s concern over preserving and enhancing the quality of life in Berkeley.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-20B
Because the state provides no funds for housing, the entire cost of housing construction, maintenance, and operation must be supported by rents. This in turn requires a conservative approach to inventory expansion, to ensure the inventory does not outpace demand, since each vacancy places a greater debt burden on the balance of residents and drives up the rents required to service it.

While UC Berkeley has extensive experience with student housing, it has almost no experience with faculty or staff housing, and therefore must be cautious in the amount of resources it commits to this new market and product type. The up to 100 units of
rental faculty housing envisioned in the 2020 LRDP represents our first pilot venture into this market. If it succeeds – in terms of both financial feasibility and its benefits to the academic enterprise – further initiatives could be pursued.

**Response to Comment T2-20c**
The speaker’s comment is noted.

**Response to Comment T2-21a**
The maps in question have been corrected in the Final EIR to include all buildings on Panoramic Hill.

**Response to Comment T2-21b**
The Draft EIR only lists historic resources within the Campus Park, Adjacent Blocks, Southside, and Housing Zone. Since Panoramic Hill lies outside these areas, its resources are not listed.

**Response to Comment T2-21c**
Although Memorial Stadium requires renovations to address its seismic deficiencies, at this point no project has been defined to a level of detail adequate to support project level CEQA review. Such reviews would consider site-specific characteristics including adjacent topography.

**Response to Comment T2-23a**
The inclusion of the Tien Center serves a useful purpose in providing the reader with an example of how the objectives, policies and guidelines of the 2020 LRDP would be implemented in an actual project. Conversely, the 2020 LRDP provides the reader with a larger, long-term context for the evaluation of the Tien Center project.

**Response to Comment T2-23b**
At the time of the NEQSS Projects EIR, the Tien Center project was not ready for project level CEQA review. However, a principal purpose of the 2020 LRDP is to provide a context for project level review.

**Response to Comment T2-23c**
The relationship of the Tien Center to Haviland Hall is examined in sections 4.1.8 and 4.4.8. While Haviland Hall is, as the writer notes, presently surrounded by open space, its significance as a cultural resource is due not to this open space but, as described in its National Register nomination, to “... its role in John Galen Howard’s Beaux Arts plan of the university ... the building is important because it helps to define both the actual structure of Howard’s plan and the principles on which his plan is based.”1 The location and configuration of the Tien Center reinforces this structure: in fact, the Howard Plan itself shows Observatory Hill as obliterated and replaced with a building of roughly the same scale as Doe Library, with its front (south) façade in the same alignment as the phase 1 of the Tien Center.2

The impact on Observatory Hill and the Students’ Observatory is examined in sections 4.1.8, 4.3.8, and 4.4.8. The proposed modifications to Observatory Hill would not substantially affect any sensitive natural community, nor substantially interfere with movement or nursery sites of native species, nor create significant adverse impacts on special-status species. Some limited reduction in oak woodland habitat would occur.
along the south and west base of Observatory Hill, although the balance of the hill would remain intact. Of the 36 specimen trees or other trees desirable to retain, only one would definitely be lost (and replaced) due to the project, while two other specimen trees and two other desirable trees are located within a few feet of the project and would be protected, but are at risk of loss.

**Response to comments T2-24a and T2-24b**
Research is not a discrete enterprise apart from education at UC Berkeley. Rather, it is integral to both our mission as a university and to the provision of both graduate and undergraduate education. Please see response B7-20 for a more extensive treatment of this subject.

**Response to comment T2-24c**
The concept of locating a portion of future research growth at Richmond Field Station is evaluated in section 5.1, alternative L-2.

**Response to comment T2-24d**
The Location Guidelines in section 3.1.16 provide for a very broad geographic range for University Extension facilities.

**Response to comment T2-24e**
See Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs.

**Response to comment T2-24f**
The University is committed to funding its fair share of the cost of mitigations, but is unable to fund mitigations required by the actions of other parties. The principle of fair share is established in section 54999 of the California Government Code, which provides the statutory authorization for payments by the University to public utility service providers.

**Response to comments T2-25a and T2-25b**
The speaker’s comments are noted.

**Response to comment T2-27a**
The speaker’s comment is noted.

**Response to comment T2-27b**
Although, as noted in section 3.1.8, the long-term goals of the UC Berkeley Strategic Academic Plan are more ambitious than the 2020 LRDP targets, those targets represent the number of units we believe are feasible within the timeframe of the 2020 LRDP, given both urban construction logistics and the financial capacity of the housing auxiliary.

**Response to comment T2-27c**
The writer’s concern is noted, although the University believes the 2020 LRDP represents a balance of housing and parking needs.

**Response to comment T2-27d**
See response T2-13a.
**Response to comment T2-27E**
See Thematic Response 9 regarding parking demand, and Thematic Response 10 regarding alternative transportation programs, which includes a description of the new Bear Pass program for UC Berkeley employees.

**Response to comment T2-28A**
The alternative of no net increase in program space is considered in the second paragraph of alternative L-4 in section 5.1.4, but determined to be infeasible.

**Response to comment T2-28B**
The alternative of lower enrollment and employment growth is evaluated under alternative L-1 in section 5.1.1.

**Response to comment T2-28C**
Section 3.1.10 includes the policy to “Preserve existing recreational fields and restore the fields lost since 1990.” The latter include Underhill and Hearst West Fields.

**Response to comment T2-28D**
The intersection of Claremont and Ashby was a study intersection: it is shown as intersection 73 in figure 4.12-1.

**Response to comment T2-28E**
The alternative of no new parking and more transit incentives is evaluated under alternative L-2 in section 5.1.2.

**Response to comment T2-28F**
The University is committed to using the Southside Plan as its guide for future projects in the Southside. It is not clear what the speaker means by a “no-car zone” although such a concept for Telegraph Avenue has been advanced as an option for the proposed AC Transit BRT system. However, the BRT is not within the authority of the University.

**Response to comment T2-28G**
See Thematic Response 6 regarding the relationship of UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

**Response to comment T2-28H**
See above responses T2-28A through T2-28G.

**Response to comment T2-28I**
The CEQA Guidelines describe the circumstances that merit recirculation of an EIR (CEQA Guidelines 15088.5). Significant new information has not been added to the EIR, and recirculation is therefore not warranted. For the 2020 LRDP EIR itself, UC Berkeley not only extended the public comment period from the required 45 days to 61 days, but then extended it again to 65 days at the request of the City of Berkeley.

**Response to comment T2-28J**
The speaker’s opinion is noted.
RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-30A
Existing prohibitions on bicycle riding in the Hill Campus could be examined by the Management Authority proposed by the 2020 LRDP for the Ecological Study Area. See page 3.1-54 of the 2020 LRDP EIR. The comment is not a comment on the 2020 LRDP or its DEIR; no further response is required.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-31A
The alternative of no new parking and more transit incentives is evaluated under alternative L-2 in section 5.1.2.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-31B
While the concept is noted, as the speaker states, property leased by the university is removed from the tax rolls, which the City has objected to for fiscal reasons, and the practice of investing in existing housing, while providing residences close to campus for faculty, does not increase the housing supply in Berkeley.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-31C
See Thematic Response 7 regarding tax-exempt property.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-31D
The speaker’s comment is noted: the substantial program of student and faculty housing in the 2020 LRDP would greatly increase the number of students and faculty within a short walk or transit trip to campus.

RESPONSE TO COMMENT T2-32A
The Draft EIR only lists historic resources within the Campus Park, Adjacent Blocks, Southside, and Housing Zone. Since Panoramic Hill lies outside these areas, its resources are not listed.

1 Entries on the National Register, State of California, Haviland Hall, Section 8 Significance, February 1 1982.
2 John Galen Howard, The Phoebe Apperson Hearst Plan, University of California, revised February 1914